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PREFATORY NOTE

The Publishing Committee of the American Antiquarian Society

present as the first vohime of the New Series of the "Proceedings,"

an account of the meetings of the Society from April, 1880, to October,

1881, inclusive, covering thi'ee regailar meetings. Besides the reports of

the Council and the other officers, there are several valuable communica-

tions prepared by members of the Society upon various topics. Among

them may be mentioned Dr. Valentini's articles on "Mexican Paper,"

and "Two Mexican Chalchihuites ;

" "Notes on the Bibliography of

Yucatan and Central America," by Ad. F. Bandelier; Ex-Gov. A. H.

Bullock's interesting paper on " The Centennial of the Massachusetts

Constitution;" " Origin of the Names of the States of the Union," by

Judge Hamilton B. Staples; and Senator Hoar's paper on "President

Garfield's New England Ancestry." There are also interesting papers

by Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., Prof. Herbert B. Adams, Prof. Henry

W. Haynes, and George Dexter, Esq.

There are the usual notices of deceased members, including the

action of the Council on the death of Samuel F. Haven, LL.D., our

late esteemed Librarian, and personal recollections of Baron Visconti,

of Rome, in a letter from Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, LL.D.

The index to this Volume has been prepared by the Assistant-Libra-

rians, Edmund M. Barton and Reuljen Colton.

The publication of the Proceedings of the meeting of Octol)er, 1880,

was under the immediate supervision of Dr. Haven, since which time,

the duty has devolved upon the Worcester members of the Committee.

Worcester, 1882.
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Rev. Aakon Bancroft, D.D., Worcester, Mass., 1813—1816.
Hon. Edward Bangs, «' <« I813 I8I6.
Col. George Gibbs, Boston, Mass., 1813—1814.
Rev. William Bentley, D.D., . Salem, Mass., 1813—1820.
Redford Webster, M.D., Boston, Mass., 1813—1816.
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October, 1.S60.

" 1860.
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Exeter, N. H.,

Concord,

Rkv. George Park Fisher, D.D., New Haven, Conn.,

ELECTED.
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NAME. RESIDENCE.

Holmes Ammidown, E.sq., Southbiidge, Mass.,

Gkokge Henry Moore, LL.D., New York, N. Y.,

George P. Brinley, Esq., Hartford, Conn.,

Spencer Fullerton Baird, LL.D., Washington, D. C,
Charles Augustus Chase, A.M., Worcester, Mass.,

Samuel Swett Green, A.M., " "

Justin Winsor, A.B., Cambridge, "

*Delano Alexander Goddard, A.M., Boston, "

ELECTED.

October, 1879.

April, 1880.

" 1880.

" 1880.

" 1880.

•' 1880.

October, 1880.

«' 1880.

FOREIGN MEMBERS

NAME.

Ma.i. L. a. H. Latouh,

Danmel Wilson, LL.D.,

CANADA.

RE6IDENCS.

Montreal,

Toronto,

ELECTKD.

April, 1861.

" 1861.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Henry Stevens, F.S.A,, , London,

Dr. T. G. Geoghegan, Dublin,

W. NoiiL Sainsbury, Esq., London,

His Grace the Dukk of Argyll, "

Right Hon. the Lord Houghton, "

April, 1854.

1863.

October, 1867.

" 1869.

April, 1870.

south AMERICA.

DoM Pedro D'Alcantara, Emperor of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, April, 1858.

SANDWICH islands.

Rev. Samuel Chenery Damon, D.D., Honolulu, October, 1869.

Senor Rodulfo G. Canton,

Senor Andres Aznar P£rez,

Senor Eligio Ancona,

YUCATAN.

Merida, April, 1878.

October, 1879.

April, 1880.

BRITISH HONDURAS.

Lieut.-Gov. Frederick Palgrave Barlee, C. M. G., October, 1878.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

GuiLLERMO Rawson, M.D., Bucnos Ayres,

GERMAN EMPIRE.

JoHANN KarlEduard Buschman, Berlin,

Prop. Theodor Mommsen, "

Otto Keller, Ph.D., Stuttgart,

3

April, 1879.

October, 1870.

" 1870.

April, 1875.
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PROCEEDINGS.

ANNUAL MEETING, OCTOBER 21st, 1880, AT THE HALL OF THE

SOCIETY, IN WORCESTER.

The President, Hon. Stephen Salisbury, LL.D., in the

chair.

The record of the semi-annual meeting held in Boston

in April last, was read and approved.

The President of the Society read the report of the

Council, after which the reports of the Li])rarian and

Treasurer were read, and these, together with that of the

President, were, on motion of Hon. George F. Hoar,

LL.D., accepted and referred to the Committee of Pul)li-

cation.

The Recording Secretary presented to the Society the

recommendations of the Council of candidates for member-

ship, after which, Hamilton B. Staples, Esq., and

Charles C. Smith, Esq., were appointed to collect ballots,

each candidate being voted for by a separate ballot. Upon

the first nomination, all the l)allots were for Justin Winsor,

Esq., and on the second, all the l)allots were for Delano

A. Goddard, Esq., and they were thus unanimously elected

to meml)ership.

l\ev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., asked the attention of the

Society to the careful Memorial History of Boston, now in

preparation under the oversight of our associate Mr.

Winsor, as the best monument to mark the close of a quar-

ter millenium of history. Mr. Hale asked if members would

favor him with any notes respecting the relations between

the buccaneers and Boston. Hutchinson intimates in a very
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careful note, that in 1652, "the wealth which the buccaneers

took from the Spaniards," being brought to New England in

bullion in the course of trade, the New England mint was

established to prevent fraud in money. As, at the outside,

the mint in its most prosperous days, probably did not coin

six thousand pounds sterling in a year, this note is a very

slight foundation for the suggestion sometimes made that

Boston was a hive of pirates. Macaulay goes so far as to

say, that Capt. Kidd had "seen many old buccaneers living

in comfort and credit in New York and in Boston." Mr.

Hale asked if there was any evidence that any buccaneer

ever lived in "comfort and credit" in Boston, in Kidd's

time. Fifty years before, Thomas Cronnvell established

himself for a few weeks in Boston after lirino-in^ in three

Spanish prizes. But he took these under a regular com-

mission ft-om Warwick. There is a full account of the

man in Winthroji and Bradford. He gave the Governor a

sedan, "which was a very fair one, worth not less than

fifty pounds," sent by the viceroy of Mexico to his sister.

But, oddly enough, AVinthrop is explicit in saying that

Cromwell, while he might have had the best in Boston, did

live in a mean thatched-roofcd cabin for the short time he

was here. And this was proliabl}' before Kidd was l)orn,

—

certainly he never saw Thomas Cromwell, who died in

1649.'

In the conversation which followed. Dr. Ellis suggested

that some memory of Phipps's career might have lingered

in Macaulay's mind. Phi})})s was a rough sailor, and he

certaiidy lived in "comfort and credit" in Boston. But he

made his fortune in recovering from the sea a Spanish

treasure which had been lost in shii)wreck. He also, at

one time, held a privateer's connnission from the English

government. But there is no evidence, and never Avas any

tradition, that Bhipps was a pirate or a ])uccaneer. The

1 Bv a fall from his horse.
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truth is, ]\Ir. Hale said, that neither in Boston tradition or

in the local annals is there any trace of such inhal)itants.

There is no candlestick, or pistol, or tea-pot, said to be an

inheritance from so romantic a source. There is no old

house said to have been built ])y such ill-gotten gains. Nor

is there, in the full register of mercantile business and of

taxation, any single memorandum which has l)een pointed at

as an evidence of such residence. The life of Boston would

have been detestable to any such man, unless he had been

thoroughly converted from the error of his ways. A town

wdiere he could hardly play cards, where he would be

expected to sing psalms at an evening party, and where he

would ])e compelled to stay in the house on Sundays, if he

did not go to meeting t\^dce, would be hateful to him. It

would have been the last place for him to seek as a harbor

after the storms of life.

]\Iacaulay's narrative of Kidd is full of errors, and is,

indeed, founded on a radical misconception. But it should

be rememliered that it appears in one of the posthumous

chapters, which would prol)ably have been wholly recast,

had he lived to pul)lish them. For Lord Campbell's igno-

rance, in his life of Lord Somers, no such excuse can be

made. Lord Campbell says, for instance, that "after a

sharp engagement with an English frigate, in which sevei"al

fell on l)oth sides, Kidd was captured and brought home in

irons." The truth is, that Kidd came into Boston harbor

with his wife, in his own vessel, under a passport from

Lord Bellomont the Governor. There was no frigate, no

tight, and no such capture as is described.

Rev. George E. Ellis, D.D., spoke of the proposal to

erect a memorial windoAv to Sir Walter Raleigh in the

Church of St. Margaret, London, and to the need of contri-

butions to that object. Dr. Ellis also, referring to wdiat

had been said by Dr. Hale in regard to Capt. Kidd,

explained his view of the signification of the word '
' bucca-

neer" in our early histories.
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Hon. Geokge F. Hoak presented a piece of the mill-

stone of John Prescott, the founder of Lancaster and first

permanent settler of Worcester County. Mr. Hoar stated

that "Prescott was a man of great energy and courage, of

whom the Indians stood in oreat aw^e." The inhabitants of

Lancaster desired to call their town Prescott, but their

petition to that etl'eet was disallowed by the General Court

as "savoring too much of man-worsliip." Prescott l)uilt

his mill on the site of what is now Clinton, in season to

begin grinding j\Iay 23d, 1654. The tradition is that the

stone was brought from England. This is confirmed by

one of our most experienced workers in stone who says this

is an English stone, and that notliing like it is found in

Worcester County. Prof. Thompson pronounces it an

English porphyry. The necessity for bringing the stone

from England would seem to show that there were not then

tools in the colony fit for working the stone. Prescott was

the ancestor of Col. Prescott, and of Mr. Prescott the

liistorian, and many other distinguished persons.

Messrs. Staples and Saiith were appointed to collect the

ballots for President, and l^y their report it appeared

that Hon. Stephen Salisbury, LL.D., was unanimously

elected.

Rev. Henry M. Dexter, D.D., Dr. Samuel A. Green

and Ilev. Lucius li. Paige, D.D., were appointed a

committee to report a list of nominations for the remaining

offices. Their report was as follows :

F(yr Vice-Presidents:

Hon. George F. Hoar, LL.D., of Worcester.

Hon. George Bancroft, LL.D., of Washington.

For Council:

Hon. Isaac Davis, LL.D., of Worcester.

Samuel F. Haven, LL.D., of Worcester.

Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., of Boston.
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Joseph Sahgent, M.D., of Worcester.

Samuel A, Green, M.D., of Boston.

Stephen Salisbury, Jr., Esq., of Worcester.

Hon. P. Emory Aldrich, of Worcester.

Rev, Edward H. Hall, of W^orcester.

Hon. DwiGHT Foster, LL.D., of Boston.

Rev. Egbert C. Smyth, D.D., of Andover.

Secretary of Foreign Correspondence

:

Hon, J. Hammond Trumbull, LL.D,, of Hertford.

Secretary of Domestic Correspondence

:

Charles Deane, LL.D., of Cambridge.

Recording Secretary

:

Col. John D. Washburn, of Worcester.

Treasurer :

Nathaniel Paine, Esq., of Worcester.

Committee of Publication :

Samuel F. Haven, LL.D., of Worcester.

Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D,, of Boston.

Charles Deane, LL.D., of Cambridge,

Nathaniel Paine, Esq., of Worcester.

Rev. Edward H. Hall, of Worcester.

Auditors

:

Hon. Edward L. Davis, of Worcester.

Charles A. Chase, Esq., of Worcester.

Their report having been accepted, the gentlemen named

therein were unanimously elected by ballot.

Pendinsr this election Hon. George F. Hoar said :

It is not usual to discuss the report of the committee to

propose a list of officers. But one of the names reported

gives special interest to the occasion. On the third of this

month of October, our honored associate Mr. Bancroft,
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completed his eiolitieth year. At the same time he com-

pleted liis History of the United States to the formation of

the federal constitution.

This Society, while it is national and continental in the

scope of its investigations, strikes down its roots into the

soil of this locality, where its founder dwelt, and where its

collections are ke})t.

For both these reasons we cherish our relation to jVIr.

Banckoft. He was born within a few rods of this spot.

He is descended by the mother's side fi-om an old Worcester

County family who were conspicuous in the administration

of its public aflairs long before the Eevolution. His

father was one of the six persons who petitioned for the

act of incorporation of this Society, and one of its first

members. His brother l)y marriage. Gov. Davis, was

your predecessor in the president's chair.

These reasons would be enouoh to induce us to value our

relation. But he has filled a highly honorable and conspic-

uous place in pul)lic life. He is, I believe, the senior

living person who has ])een a meml)er of the cabinet. He
is the senior among living persons who have filled impor-

tant diplomatic stations. He has represented the United

States at Berlin and at St. James.

His historv is, and doubtless will be, the on-eat standard

authority upon the important period which it covers. He
is the only person living whose judgment would change the

place in public estimation held by any of the gi'eat states-

men of the revolutionary times. He has had the rare good

fortune among men of letters, to have proposed to himself

a gTeat task, requiring a lifetime for its accom})lishment,

the successful achievement of which is enough to make any

life illustrious, and to have lived to complete it with powers

of body and mind undiminished. It is his fate to know,

while alive, the estimate in which he will be held by pos-

terity. In his case, that knowledge can be only a source

of pleasure and satisfaction.
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In this Mr. Bancroft resembles Gi1)l>oii. AVe all

remember Gibbon's delightful account of the completion

of his great Mork.

In another thing, alone among great historians, Mr.
Bancroft resembles Gibl)on. As an artist he has accom-

plished that most difficult task of composing a history made
up of many separate threads, which must keep on side hj
side, yet all be subordinate to one main and predominant

stream. But his narrative never loses its constant and

fascinating interest. No other historian, I believe, excei)t

Gibbon, has attempted this without becoming insufferably

dull.

Mr. Bancroft tells the stor}- of thirteen states, separate,

yet blending into one national life. It is one of the most

wonderful things in our history, that the separate states

having so much in common, have preserved so completely,

even to the present time, their original and individual

characteristics. Rhode Island, held in the hollow of the

hand of Massachusetts, Connecticut, so placed that one

would think it would become a province of New York,

Delaware, whose chief cit}' is Init twenty-five miles from

Philadelphia, yet preserve their distinctive characteristics

as if they w^ere states of the continent of Europe, w^hose

people spoke a different language. This shows how^

perfectly state rights and state freedom are preserved in

spite of our national union. How little the power at the

centre interferes with the important things that affect the

character of a people. Why is it that little Delaware

remains Delaware in spite of Pennsylvania, and little Rhode
Island remains Rhode Island notwithstanding her neighbor

Massachusetts ?

What makes the meadow flower its bloom unfold ?

Because the lovely little flower is free

Down to its roots, and in that freedom bold.

And so the grandeur of tlie forest tree

Comes not from castinif in a formal mould,
But from its own divine vitality.

4
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But Mr. Bancroft is more fortunate than Gibbon.

Gibl)on wrote of decline, of decay, of dissolution, and

death; of the days, to use liis own words, "when giants

were becoming pigmies." Bancroft tells the story of

birth, and growth, and youth, and life. His name is to be

inseparably associated with a great and interesting period

in the world's history ; with what in the proud imagination

of his countrymen must ever be the greatest and most

interesting of all periods, when pigmy villages were becom-

ing o;iant states. I am sure that it is a delioht to this

assembly of distinguished scholars, asseml)led near liis

birthplace, to send him at the completion of his gi'eat

work, and of his eiohtieth vear, their cordial salutation.

Eev. Henry M. Dexter, D.D., asked leave to call the

attention of the Society for a moment, to the case of Henry

Ainsworth, the teacher of the Barrowist Church of Enghsh

exiles at Amsterdam, of which Francis Johnson was pastor.

It will ])e remembered that Neal, more than a century after

Ainsworth's death, picked up somewhere a silly story,

which he incorporated in his History of the Puritans

(1732) to the effect that that death occurred by poison

administered by a Jew, on provocation somehow arising

from the finding of a great diamond by the wise man,

which he would only relinquish on condition that its owner

brought him to conference with his Eal)lii as to the prophe-

cies concerning the Messiah ; a condition which could not

be fultilknl. Those who have read the Congregationalism of

the last Three Hundred Years as seen in its Literature

Avill recall the fact that in that liook [p. 344], this gossip

was disproved ; the fact shewn that Ainsworth's death was

the consequence of a lingering disease ; and the probal)ility

asserted that he died—as did so many of the English in

the damp climate of Holland—of consumption of the lungs.

Dr. Dexter said that, by the kindness of his friend

Frederick Muller of Amsterdam, he had, since the ])ubhca-

tion of the book referred to, come into possession of
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conclusive evidence which would show, first of all, that

Neal had been grossly misled ; and secondly, that he him-

self had reached an inaccurate conclusion. This evidence

was in the shape of a small volume entitled, Jlte Medical

Observations of Nicholas Tnlp (Nicolae Tulpii Observa-

tiones Medicae, etc.), first published at Amsterdam in KMl,
less than twenty years after Ainsworth's decease. Tulp

was born in 1593, and was consequently not far from thirty

years of age at the date of that decease, and was, very

likely, one of Ainsworth's medical attendants. He was a

man of great renown and trust, being at one time Ijurgo-

master of the city, and did not die until 1674. In the

sixth edition of these "Medical Observations" (1739), the

43d chapter of the second book [pp. 163-165], is devoted

to a description of the case of "Henrico Ainswordo,

Theologo Britanno"—which, it is stated, was so rare and

uncommon as to excite great interest not merely among the

Dutch, but also among the English physicians. The
difficulty consisted of a siippressio urinae, the remarkable

peculiarity of which, was that (Ischuria lunatica) it came

on with the full of the moon, and only found relief when
the moon waned, unless the patient were first bled heavily

from the arm, which brought speedier easement. It appears

that a post mortem examinsition of Ainsworth's body

(anatome, postol^itum instituta) revealed some mal-forma-

tion, or mal-adjustment, which caused a pressure upon the

venal viscera to which the strangury was due ; wliile relief

followed from bleeding in consequence of the relaxation of

the system thus enfeebled. Two calculi (uti quoque

folliculis felhs, sed parvos, nigros, teretes et, instar pumicis,

raros) were also discovered.

It was established thus beyond the possibility of doubt,

by this remarkable testimony, or rather hy this testimony

coming in a way so remarkable, that the sufferings and

death of the great exegete were neither due to poison nor to

the consumptive tendencies and malarial influences of the
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"Venice of the North," but solely to a disease to which

sedentary men are peculiarly liable, and which, as in the

case of the famous Robert Hall, has often made life itself

protracted martyrdom

.

Col. Wasiiburx presented some documents in the

Spanish tongue, relating to the controversy, not yet

settled, as to the removal of the remains of Columbus from

San Dominijo to Havana, with some observations on their

bearings, as evidence upon the question at issue.

Stephen Salisbury, Jr., Esq., presented to the Society

some specimens of Sculpture from the ruins of Uxmal, and

accompanied the presentation with some remarks which

are elsewhere printed.

Rev. Samuel C. Damon, D.D., of Honolulu, spoke of

his pu])lication forty years ago, of the History of the Town

of Holden, and of the material in the form of books and

manuscripts which he had collected for a recent edition,

which collection he now presented to the Society.

The annual meeting was then dissolved.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

On this sixty-eighth anniversary of this Society, the Council

present the report of your interests and operations in the

last half-year. The detail of the more important fticts will

be found in the reports to the Council hj the Treasurer

and the Librarian, which have been adopted as parts of this

report. The lucid statements of Nathaniel Paine , Esq. , Trea-

urer, need no enlargement and little comment, in addition

to the merited acknowledgment of his cautious and wise

management of the funds, that has given the power to do so

much with so limited means, and without incurring any other

debt than the debt of gratitute to friends within and out of

the society, whose generosity has prevented the necessity

of expenditure. The multiplied acquisitions and the ac-

tivity of the Society and of visitors must require increased

labor and expense, and these may be provided for, as in time

past by parsimony and forbearance, with the kind aid of

friends. But the insufficiency of the Publishing Fund for

the duty and profit of putting in print rare and valuable

manuscripts, confided for that purpose, demands the constant

recognition of the Council and the Society.

Such materials for history will be presented from time to

time, as they have been heretofore and in the last six months,

but they would be greatly multiplied, if the probability of

publication Avas near. In such a society as this, the pain

of insufficient income may be a sign of growth, and if not

too severe, it may be healthful and invigorating. It is a

lighter affliction than

" The imposthume of much wealth and peace

That iuward breaks, and shows no cause without,

Why the man dies."
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The report of the Librarian states that the hbrar}", in the

last six months, has gained by gift from members and friends

of the Society five hundred and two books, two thousand

six hundred and fifteen pamphlets, forty-four vohmies of

unbound newsi)apers, three vohmies of valuable original

manuscripts, one hundred and twenty-two maps and other

interesting objects ; and by exchange of duplicates, one

hundred and three books and two hundred and eighty-nine

pamphlets were ol)tained. In all, the accessions of books

amount to six hundred and five volumes, and of pamphlets

to two thousand nine hundred and four ; on these the Libra-

rian gives some remarks that need not be repeated.

The Society will receive with great satisfaction Dr.

Haven's account of the desiral)le and rare books obtained at

the second sale of the hbrary of our late associate George

Brinley, Esq., in June last. After a careful selection of

books noted in the catalogue by Dr. Haven and Mr.

Edmund M. Barton, the assistant-librarian, the purchases

were made by Ijids without payment, l>y Dr. Haven, Mr.

Xathaniel Paine and Mr. Stephen Salisl)ury, Jr. This privi-

lege granted, as it will be remeni1)ered, by j\Ir. Brinley's

family, in conformity to his wishes, to several institutions,

has- been the subject of unfavorable criticism. If he had

the right to give these institutions a part of his library, it

is not easy to devise a more impartial allotment. It is said,

the effect was to increase the cash product of the sale.

That is not certain, for the presence of fi"ee l)idders tended

to dimim'sh the number of cash purchasers. LTnder any

arrangement, a li])rary so well known and attractive would

command a high price.

The Council cannot pass without a slight notice Dr.

Haven's description of the improvements for keeping and

consultation of books, in connection with the enlargement

of the hall. The changes commend themselves at once and

they have increased the visits to the Library and the facility

of research. The local knowledge and the love of histori-
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cal investigation of the assistants, Mr. Barton and Mr.

Reuljen Colton, are ready keys to the treasures under their

care. The five thousand bound vohnnes of newspapers are

now set in classes, where they can be seen and conveniently

handled. The o})portunity of examining these improvements

at this time makes it unnecessary to pursue this pleasant

subject.

It is well to call to mind, what our predecessors have

not forgotten, that the society was not founded for its

own glory nor for the privileges of membership, but for the

promotion of antiquarian research and historical knowledge,

primarily in regard to this continent. There are no hono-

rary meml)ers, and membership carries with it the obligation

of service for the objects of the institution. This service

may be rendered by those who meet here and keep up

the organization. But many members, as our system re-

quires, are scattered through the whole extent of this con-

tinent and beyond its bounds, and are una1)le to . assist in

our meetings, or visit our hall. Yet they may receive an

appreciable l)enefit in the encouragement and light, that

come from our aggregate labors, for which they may give

an ample return in occasional correspondence and contribu-

tions, and always in collateral work. This Society has

received and is now receivino; o-reat benefit from remote

members.

It is an appropriate custom in the reports to take some

notice of the faithful individual action of members at home
and abroad. It must be l)rief and imperfect, but as far as

it goes, it is an act of justice to the deserving and a source

of encouragement and strength to all. And first with a

reverent eye, we should look for those whose labors are

ended. In the last six months, this Society has lost two

meml)ers. Hon. Daniel Waldo Lincoln, of Worcester, was

killed by an accident in a railway car, at New London,

Conn., on July 1, 1880, at the age of 67 years, 5 months

and 15 days. He was struck down in the fullest strength of
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his bodily and mental powers, from a position of great

responsibility, which he filled with the highest confidence

and the honor of the community. His clear judgment, his

integrity and his public spirit, gave him a prominence for

trusts and duties in business that were more to his taste than

antiquarian pursuits. He acquiesced in rather than accepted

membership, in deference to the desire of his father, Hon.

Levi Lincoln, expressed in the last days of his hfe, that

one of his sons should be connected with a society to which

he had devoted so much liberality and beneficial service.

The father and the son emphatically disclaimed the name of

scholar in literature or science. But scholars could not asso-

ciate with either, without gaining much from their intelligent

and discipUned minds. Mr. D. W. Lincoln graduated at

Harvard University in 1831 and passed through a course of

le^al study. He was a faithful student, with little amlntion

for the honors of scholarship. He was never aware of his

delit to the humble drill of old times, for the powers of his

mind and the readiness and correctness of his language.

A college cannot do a better work than training such

men of business.

While we are presenting this report, we are informed that

this Society has lost an associate distinguished for his personal

dignity and the al)undance and importance of his labors as

an antiquary. Baron Pietro Ercole Visconti, elected to

our membership in April, 1865, died at his Inrthplace and

home, in the city of Rome, on the 14th of October, 1880,

ao-ed seventy-nine years. His ancestors for several genera-

tions were famous as archoeologists and architects. His

gi-and uncle, Ennius Quirinus Visconti, who died in 1818,

stands out so prominently, and perhaps it is because he was

prior, as well as prominent, that he seems to have over-

shadowed all his family. Several respectful notices of this

nejjhcw allude to the uncle as better known. Yet, Pietro

Ercole Visconti was honored for his character and scholar-

ship, appointed to laborious and responsible service, and
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associated with most learned societies. It is said that he

was decorated with more than twenty-five foreis^i badges of in-

tellectual eminence. But no foreion hand conferred the honor

and gratitude that attended him as the author of valuahle

archaBological books, the wise director of excavations for the

discovery of Iniried works of art, and the successful indicator

of interesting sites and localities. In these duties he had

been engaged for many years, as the head of the Municipal

ArchjBological Commission. It is pleasant to remember that

Baron Visconti recognized his connection with this Society

in 1875, by presenting to our Library, a portrait bust of

himself and bulletins of the Archaeological Commission, and

some of our associates had personal knowledge of the

graceful courtesy and solid worth of this rare old Roman.'

An Italian notice of the death of Baron Visconti thus

expresses the opinion and feelings of those who knew him

l)est. "His great activity in the archaeological field was

not manifested so much in his writings as in his incessant

lal^ors. Among many chairs occupied by him, was that of

Professor of Archieology and History in the Eoman Univer-

sity, to which he gave an archaeological cabinet. He received

the title of Btiron from Pope Pius IX. and more than

thirty orders of merit ii'om the Sovereigns of Europe. We
would not pass in silence the fact that our archfeologue was

a gentleman, very amiable, religious and faithful to the

Pope, but not intolerant. He was also a poet, as occasion

prompted, and his sharp epigrams were repeated in the

salons of Rome."

The council have now the first opportunity to pay a de-

served tribute of respect to a meml)er, whose death in mis-

fortune and exile has recently come to our knowledge.

Signor Don Jose Fernando Ramirez of Mexico was elected

to meml^ership in April, 18 62. He was born in the begin-

1 A letter from Hon. Robert C. Wlnthrop giving his personal recollections

of I'aron Visconti was received after this report was written. The Committee

of Publication are happy to print the letter on a following page.

5
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ning of this century in Durango, Mexico, and was educated

there in the science and practice of law, and rose to gTcat

eminence, and held the highest judicial otfices, and other

places of honor and trust. He was the head of the National

Museum, a post for which he was well fitted by his taste for

archeeology, while he indulged in the collection of rare books

and manuscripts on the history of his country, that were ob-

tained fi'om suppressed monasteries and other libraries. He

left valuable fi'uits of his studies in print and in manuscript.

A knowledge of his character and tastes led to his association

with us, and, if his life and power had been continued to

this time, he might have rendered most valuable aid in the

effort to elucidate the archeology of Mexico in which

many are engaged. In 1851, President Arista made

him Minister of Foreign Aifairs. He was so eminent

for abihty and character, that, in 18(34, the unfortunate

Maximillian charged him with the duty of selecting his

ministiy, and made liim President of the Board. In this

office, he strove for two years against the innumeral)le

difficulties that surrounded the newly estal)lished gov-

ernment. As a Mexican patriot, he saw only the degra-

dation of liis countrymen, and the possibihty that an

amial)le prince supported l)y the promised strength of the

kingdoms of Europe might give them the happiness of

civihzed hfe. When the desired result appeared impossible,

and the promises of support were disoAvned, and the French

departed fi-om Mexico, Don Ramirez went to Bonn, in

Germany, where one of his daughters married a German

gentleman, and he spent the residue of his life with or near

these children. Though he was not reputed to be rich, he

had property enough to enable him to live at ease, and pur-

sue the studies that made him famous as a Mexican antitjuary.

It was said that he had discovered the key to the old

hieroglyi)hics, and could decipher two thousand of them.

It is reported that the sale of his library, rich in his writings

and collections of this kind of learning, l)rought thirty

thousand dollars. He died on the 4th day of March, 1871,
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in the 60tli year of his age, and liis body was brought back

and buried in the country to which he had devoted his hfe.

We have the hajjpy announcement that our earliest

elected living member, our Secretary for Domestic Corres-

pondence, Hon. George Bancroft, LL.D., is honoring his

eightieth year, with the crowning capital of the chief work

of his life. He is sending through the press a " History of

the Formation of the Constitution of the United States,"

and that Constitution is the natural and consummate fi"uit

of the Eevolution that he has so well described. We
congratulate him on his extraordinary success. We con-

gratulate him on his extraordinary happiness, that he has

achieved this success with his native buoyancy unimpaired,

and that his powers of construction, vivid description and

terse expression, are made more splenchd by use. He
seems to be ready to say,

" To-morrow to fresh woods and pastures new."

It is also stated in the newspapers that our Secretary for

Foreign Correspondence, Hon. J. Hammond Truml^ull,

LL.D., in addition to his gi-eat labors as a scholar and a

friend of scholars, is pubKshing a volume entitled, a " List

of Lidian Names of Rivers, Mountains and other Localities,

in Connecticut, with Interpretations." The desirableness

and uses of such a work have been repeatedly discussed

at the meetings of our Society, with expressions of hope

that Dr. Trumljull would undertake a service, that he has

extraordinary al)ility to perform. These names are the

records of a y-ictim race and there is some expectation that

they may be the keys to their history in their earlier and

better days. A poet of that State has truly sung,

" Ye say that all have passed away,
That nobk' race and brave,

That their lifjht canoes have vanished
From oft" the crystal wave.

That 'mid the forest where they roamed,
There rings no hunter's shout.

But their name is on the rivers,

Ye may not wash it out.

But their memory liveth on the hills,

Their baptism on the shore,

Your everlasting rivers speak
Their dialect of vore."
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Previous reports have informed the Society tliat our

distinguished associate, Hon. Charles Hudson, of Lexinij-

ton, Mass., has given to our Library his manuscript

]\Iemoirs of the " Three Massachusetts Governors fi'om Wor-
cester," Messrs. Levi Lincohi, John Davis, and Emory AVash-

l)urn ; and a simikir Memoir of George N. Briggs, another

Governor of that State. These are all different, strongly

marked, able and honorable men, who made an impression

on the history of their time, by quahties which Mr.

Hudson well understood. In June last, he gave a similar

volume entitled, " The American Trio, or the Characters of

Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and John C. Calhoun,"

eminent statesmen, compeers and compatriots. Mr.

Hudson had every opportunity of knowing his subjects,

in the long i)eriod when he was a leader in the CongTess

of the United States, and in friendly and constant inter-

course wdth them. Though the temptation to make extracts

from these papers must be resisted, it may be pemiitted to

mention that Mr. Hudson takes notice of an interesting

fact not often observed, that Mr. Webster " never displayed

his powers in presiding," while Mr. Clay and Mr. Calhoun

were eminent in that position. In August last Mr. Hudson

gave us another of his manuscripts, entitled, "The Lives

and Characters of Edward Everett and INIarcus Morton as

Governors of the State Contrasted." This is a spirited

sketch of two strong men, like and unlike in some of their

peculiarities, with whom Mr. Hudson was officially asso-

ciated as a member of the Executive Council of each of

them. ]\Ir. Hudson adds to his last gift, his i)rinted pam-

phlets which are now rare, " A Memoir of Abraham Lin-

coln," and " A Letter to President Andrew Johnson." His

manuscripts are all very neatly and logil)ly written by his

own pen, and handsomely and })rotectively bound. He
presents them, in his letters to Dr. Haven, with deprecatory

modesty, and regi-ets the change of his handwriting, Avhieh

he imputes to the chill of eiglity-tive winters. He speaks of

his most recent gift as his last contribution of biography.
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To tills we cannot assent, while he is able to go l)efore

successive generations in the activity of his mind, for in-

struction and counsel, though his power of locomotion is

impaired.

A sensation of sorrow and loss was felt hj the scholars

of tliis country and Europe, when it was known that the

lil)rary of Prof. Theodor Mommsen in his house, at Char-

lotten])urg near Berlin, was burned by an accidental fire on

the 12th of July last. This incident was more interesting

to us, because Prof. Mommsen accepted membership in

this Society. His prominence in knoAvledge of the institu-

tions, the facts and chronology of Roman history, is univer-

sally conceded, and the value of his lil^rary was supposed

to consist chiefly in rare l)ooks and unique materials for

those studies. A letter to the writer, from a friend, who

knows Prof. Mommsen Avell, thus descril)es the scholar and

his library. " ]\Iommsen has all the qualities of a great

historian. He is thorough and exact in research, skilled

in construction, deducing in an orderly manner events

from their causes, and showing the whole connection of

the centuries. He gives the prominent place to the people,

the national life. He is a })hilosopliical historian without

pretending to philosophy. One great merit of his work

consists in his havino- discovered new sources of Roman
history in ancient laws, which revealed the state of society

that required them. He is one of the greatest adepts of

our time in Roman law, and is fit to-day to be the professor

of Roman law in the best university of German3^ In using

the early jurisprudence of Rome, and early and late inscrip-

tions, he threw a degTce of certainty on epochs which

before had been treated mainly fi*om traditions. As to the

character of his mind, he has the most prodigious capacity

for work. He throws himself at one and the same time

u})()n several masses of labor, each one of which separately

would be enough for a superior man.

As to the great loss wliich the world sustains by the

destruction of his library, I apprehend, but have no more
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accurate knowledge than you have, that no very important

sources of history gathered from hbraries are permanently

lost. It is a terril^le thing for himself, and for the world, to

have his collection of inscriptions, made with indefatigable

labor, l)urnt up ; for who will collect them again ? But the

gTeat loss to both hemispheres is that of his o^\^l manuscript

writings. He has been for many years preparing a history

of the early emperors of Rome ; I found liim busy upon that

work when I went to Berlin in 1867. He has been more or

less employed in it from that time ; and the general expecta-

tion was that from the materials which he collected, his

acquaintance with Roman law in every stage of its develop-

ment, his collection of inscriptions, and his profound and

energetic mind, he would throw a flood of hght on the con-

dition of Rome under the emperors, and on the characters

and reigns of the emperors themselves. The destruction of

this history is the greatest loss to the world. You caniiot

estimate too liighly the vitality and energy of the man, his

capacity at acquiring and arranging knowledge. He is

friendly in his nature, an affectionate husl)and, and a most

Idnd father. Was ever a man struck by such an accumula-

tion of evils by one disaster ?"

The proposition was made and was flivorably received in

this country and in England, that scholars on both sides of

the Atlantic should join in raising a fund for replacing the

lost treasures of one, to whom so much gratitude was due and

from whom so much more benefit was expected. But Prof.

Mommsen, in an open-hearted, courageous and independent

letter, dated August 3, addressed to Prof. Nettleship, ofOx-

ford University, thankfully declines all such assistance. He
says, "It seems that the importance and the value of my
library have been considerably overrated. I was, pcrhai)s

not fully l)ut fairly insured. My OAvn collections of thirty

years to me can never be replaced. Still I am thankful for

the i^reservation of the materials i)repared for our great

ei)igra])hic'al work. They have been heavily damaged, and

the restitution will cost me much labor already got over."
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Of part of it, "I thoug-ht to have written the last page, the

very night of the disaster." A private letter from Tubingen

informs us that the opinion there is, that the accident was

caused by leaving a lamp on going to bed, and the loss of the

original codices cannot be replaced.

Mr. W. Noel Sainsbury, of Her Majesty's Pubhc Hecord

Office, one of our English members, has sent to our Library

the Calendar of State Papers on Colonial Service in America

and the West Indies from IGfil to 1668 preserved in that

Record Office, and edited l^y Mr. Sainsbury and pul^lished in

the present year. This book relates to an interesting period,

when the popular element gained strength in England and

the ties of duty and dependence were weakened in the colo-

nies. Mr. Sainsbury remarks, " l)y the light of these state

papers, we are able to trace the early history of eleven out of

thirteen ofthe original United States
.

" In the first part of the

Volume, attention Avill be attracted by a spirited letter of

Gov. Endecott, addressed in 1661, by the order of the Coun-

cil to Charles II., to ask continued favor and protection for

civil privileges and religious liberties, in which the Governor

shows his fluency and skill in the rhetoric of the time. The

Volume now received is a continuation of a calendar of

similar State Papers fi-om 1574 to 1660, issued by the same

office in 1860, edited by Mr. Sainsbury, and presented 1)y

him to our Lil)rary in 1867. He has familiarity and learning

in this department, and many of our countrymen have avail-

ed themselves of his willing and valuable assistance in their

researches. But these gifts have an interest beyond their

intrinsic value in leadins; attention to the Enolish Public

Record Office, that produced them. As this institution is in

the highest degree congenial and useful to antiquaries, such

an account of its origin and present condition, as we are able

to give, may be acceptal)le.

The preservation of documents concerning nations and

rulers is a necessity of civilization, that was provided for in

the earliest times. The Book of Ezra informs us, that a
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decree of Cyrus, that the Temple should be rebuilt by the

Jews, was found amons: the Treasures in the House of the

Eolls at Bal)ylon B. C. 500, in the reign of Darius, by

whom it was adopted and carried into effect. It wdll be

remembered that many of the brief sketches of the hves ofthe

Kings, in the Books of Kings and Chronicles in our Bible,

refer for '
' the rest of the acts of the King and all that he

did" to the " Book of the Kings of Judah," or to the " Book
of the Kings of Israel," or to the "Book of the Kings of

Judah and Israel." The Egyptians had such chronicles. A
notal)le instance of the effect of the discovery ofa lost record

occurred in the reign of Josiah, King of Judah. Hilkiah the

Priest, when he was collecting money in the Temple for the

repair of it, as the King commanded, found a " Book of the

Law of the Lord given l)y Moses," and l)rought it to the

King. When the King had read it he rent his clothes, the

strongest expression of submission and fear, and sent Hilkiah

and other confidential persons, to inquire of the Lord for

himselfand his people " concerning the words ofthe book that

is found, for great is the wrath of the Lord that is Idndled

against us." The great prophets, Jeremiah and Zephaniah,

were then living, but the commentator, a learned man, con-

jectures that they were at a distance from the Iving. How-
beit the messengers went to " Huldah, the prophetess, who
dwelt in the College at Jerusalem, and communed with her,"

and she said, "tell the man, who sent you to me, thus saith

the Lord, behold, I will bring evil upon this place, and upon

the inhabitants thereof, even all the words of the book, be-

cjuise they have forsaken me, and burned incense to other

gods." * * * ii xiut to the King of Judah, who sent you
to in({uire of the Lord, thus shall ye say to him, thus saith

the Lord God of Israel, because thy heart was tender and
thou hast humlJed thyself before the Lord * * and hast

rent thy clothes and wept before me, * * * thou shalt

l)e gathered to thy grave in peace, and thine eyes shall not

see all the evil." The brief narrative indicates, with the
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liiiihest prol);ibility, tliiit the book contained the spirited,

eloquent, and it is not too much to say, subhme farewell

address of Moses, in which he " charged the people" to keep

the important precepts that he had given them. The details

of the ceremonial system of Moses could not have been read

by the King at one time to an assembly of the people, and

were not caj)able of producing the effect that followed. The

system of Moses was overborne and polluted by idolatry, but

it did not cease to exist. This was apparent, when the King

summoned to aid him in his reform " the priests in their

courses," and " the Levites that taught all Israel, which were

holy unto the Lord." He made an impression on his

people, who had l)een carried awa}" by the showy

rites of idolatry, by keeping the well known feast of the

Passover with such magniiicence as had not been given

to it since the days of Samuel the Prophet, not even

in the time of the Kings. It appears that Josiah had

no disposition to restore ancient and burdensome cere-

monies. He said to the Levites, "Put the holy Ark in

the House wdiich Solomon * * did l)uild ; it shall not be

a 1)urden upon your shoulders ; serve now the Lord your

God and his people Israel." And he directed that worship

should be carried on, not after the ritual of the book that

was found, but according to more recent documents, " the

writing of David, King of Israel, and the Avriting ofSolomon

his son." The Psalms of David and Proverbs of Solomon

indicate the spiritual character of the worship, which their

authors would teach. Yet the discovered document and its

interpretation liy a wise woman gave to the King courage

and strength to suj^press idolatry, and to keep his subjects

in true worship during his short reign.

To this conservatism England oAves the Domesday Book, the

Great Rolls and other collections of the highest value. And
with these national treasures, important documents concerning

countries not now subject to England have a place. The

first calendar of the records of the Tower was published in

6
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1743, not for the use of Englishmen but for the defense of

the rights of the rich Province of Aquitaine against an

attack of Carchnal Fleurv. Though the Rolls were intended

for public matters, citizens from time to time ol)tained the

right to enter among them their private contracts. This

was a step towards the Registry System of England and

America, the most important protection of the rights of

13roi)erty from fraud and mischance. These venerable

records are sources of various benefit to the successive

generations. Of those relating to legal rights, an English

reviewer says with much truth. ' 'Among the causes that have

produced the government, which we now enjoy, none per-

haps has been more efficacious than the forms and techni-

calities of our jurisprudence. England owes more to the

gray goose quill than to the spear, and had it not been for

the barriers arising from the rigid technicalities of the

Bench and the Bar, it is probable that at this moment we
should be either subjected to absolute despotism or to the

more bitter and searching tyranny of a licentious democ-

racy." It is no more than justice to England to remember,

that in the activity and development of the nation, author-

itative documents on public matters were poured out faster

than they could be placed in order and safety, and thus it

happened that they were left in unsorted and decaying

heaps. This embarras de richesse was made known long

ago. In 1661 William Prynne was appointed by Charles

II., for the care of the records in the Tower of London,

with an allowance of £500. lie performed his duty with

the zeal with which he made and marred everything. In

his letter to the King, he describes the records, as "a
confused chaos, under corroding, ])utritying cobwebs, dust

and filth, in the darkest corner of Ciesar's Chai)ol, in the

White Tower." In attempting " to rescue the greater part

of them," he employed successively the "old clerks, soldiers

and women," and all abandoned the job as too dirty and

unwholesome. Then he and his clerk spent whole days in
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cleanins: and sorting them. He adds that, as he expected,

he found '
' many rare ancient precious pearls and golden

records, relating to Parliament, the Courts, and all the

interests and aflairs of the Kingdom, and of foreign govern-

ments and territory connected with England, besides other

records of more private concernment. - All which will

require Briareus and his hundred hands, Argus and his

hundred eyes, and Nestor in his centuries of years, to mar-

shall them into distinct files, and make exact alphabetical

tables." The fruits of this labor of Prynne are his " Calendar

of Parliamentary writs" and his " Records." Both are

valued, though it is said that they contain many errors.

In 1800, Mr. Charles Abbott, the popular Speaker of the

House of Commons, and on his retirement made Lord

Colchester, one of the most energetic and intluential men of

his time, took the lead in a parliamentary investigation of

the condition of the Public Records, which showed how
little they had gained in preservation, cleanness and useful-

ness, in one hundred and forty years. The result of this

movement was the establishment of a Record Commission

for the custodv and manao-ement of the Public Records.

The first commission appointed by the King consisted of

nine members of great distinction and ability, and the Com-
mission was renewed with variations six times before 1831.

It was liberallv sustained by Parliamentarv grants, from

1800 to 1839, amounting to £878,100 sterhng. The activity

of the Commission was early and chiefly apparent in bring-

ing out and printing important documents. Our library has

these three folios issued in 1802 :

1. Ecclesiastical Taxes in EngUmd and Wales.

2. Calendar of Patents, open letters of privilege, in the

Tower of London.

3. Manuscripts in the Cottonian Library in the British

Museum.

These volumes offer a fair example of the variety and the

want of connection in these publications. Yet their value
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is acknowledged 1)}^ all students of English history. It was
confidently asserted, that since the issue of the first Com-
mission, the duty of rescuing; the original records from dis-

order and destruction had not ])een neglected, and recently

more had been done. Yet pul)lic discontent became more
clamorous, and the Commission and the government were

assailed with reproaches for inefficient administration and

wasteful expenditure.

These old documents have been regarded as the dry bones

of history^ but they have been the occasion of some of the

fiercest quarrels of authors. A well known instance is the

unscrupulous attack, made by Sir Nicholas Hams Nicolas,

a learned and useful antiquary, against Sir Henry ElMs, an

honored lil)rarian of the British Museum, and also amiinst

Sir Francis Palgrave, who, in his duty as Deputy-Keeper

of the Records, earned a respected position and the grati-

tude of scholars. The reply to this assault, which Sir

Francis addressed to Lord Mell:)ourne, the head of the

Eecord dei)ai-tment, is a model of self-respecting and confi-

dent vindication. In 1831 the Record Commission was

renewed by the appointment of twenty-five men prominent for

character, leamino- and dio-nitv. The Archbishoii of Canter-

bury, Lord Brougham, Lord j\Iell)oume, Secretary of State

for the Home Department, Sir John Leach, Master of the

Rolls, Sir James Parke and Hemy Hallam, and others

worthy to be their associates, were members. They were

sui)i)lied by liberal appropriations, and from 1831 to 183fi,

they expended, for cleaning-, an-iingnng, rej^airing and bind-

ing Records, not less than £10,()()0 sterhng. They ])rinted

many desirable records, and (Ustributed them more freely.

The chanicter of the Connnissioners, and their doings, availed

nothing in removing the general discontent, and in 1X3(5 a

select connnittee of the House of Connnons made an un-

sparing inquiry into the administration of the commission

and the condition of the records. The committee mention,

among the places of deposit of the Records, a room in the
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Tower of London, over a o-unpowder maaazine, and con-

tiguous to a steam engine in daily operation ; a chapel at

the Rolls, where divine worship was performed ; under-

gi'ound vaults at Somerset House ; damp and dark cellars at

Westminster Hall ; the stables at Carlton House, and the

Chapter House at Westminster. Many of the records were

placed in such confusion that it was difficult to use them

and they were exposed to decay and depredation. This

investigation Ijrought out to public view a volume of inju-

rious and incredible testimon}', showing diiierence of opin-

ion, contests and recriminations, in the proceedings of this

dignitied Commission. Accusations of incompetency and

dishonesty were strongly pressed against Charles P. Cooper,

Esq., the Secretary of the Commission. Mr. Cooper pre-

pared full conmients on this testimony in defence of the

Board and himself, which were pul)lished hj the Board.

But the disproof of specific charges could not remove the

general dissatisfaction. In the same year (1837) the Com-
missioners presented to the King their "First Report," in

which they gave a very brief sketch of their operations.

They remark with satisfaction on the character and number

of documents published by their predecessors and them-

selves. They again luring to notice that the buildings in

which the Public Records are stored are inconvenient in

situation, ill adapted to their purpose and some of them are

crowded to excess. Some of the documents are exposed to

the risk of fire, and others are " suft'ering from damp and

vermin." As a relief from anxiety about the risk of fire,

these strange suggestions are offered, " We have however

found that these particular causes of apprehension were

stated as grounds of alarm more than a century ago. And
as the explosion of the magazine, should such a disaster

occur, would occasion not the destruction of the Records

only liut of the whole edifice of the Tower, and of every

person within its precinct, and of the surrounding neighbor-

hood to a very considerable distance, we are persuaded that
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eveiy precaution will always l)e taken to avert so dire a

calamity." This absurdity, that danger is diminished by its

long continuance and its obvious and appalling consequences,

would be unworthy of notice, if it were not found in a

paper signed and sealed by some of the best scholars of

England. It is only an unneeded evidence of the absence of

responsibility in numerous Commissions. The Commis-

sioners impute their imperfect success to a deficiency in their

power over the buildings in which the Records are stored

and over the Records, and the want of suitable buildings.

They recommend that large suitable buildings should lie

erected on the Rolls Estate and that the control and direction

of the Records should be entrusted to a single person. In

concluding, they say, "we have described what we have

done and said little of what we intend to do. With more

extensive resources and enlarged powers, more might have

been done by us and we still venture to indulge the hope

that further power may be given to us." The report is

signed and sealed bv fifteen of the Commissioners. Among
the ten who did not sio-n we find Lord Melbourne, the

Secretary of State for the Home Department, soon after the

highest ofiicer in charge of the Records ; and Sir John

Leach, Master of the Rolls, and soon after as keeper of the

Records receiving much praise ; Lord Althorpe, Sir James

Mackintosh and others. Such a want of harmony is not

often made public among such associates. Half of the

prayer of the report was heard, and in the same year, the

care and management of the Records was given to one

officer, the Master of the Rolls, in conjunction with the

Treasury, with enlarged powers. The new arrangement

was hopefully received, and i)ubHc favor was gained by

printing a large number of records, including chronicles and

other attractive narratives ; these publications were more

fretjuent and liberally distributed. Our library has the

earlier folios, but the desirableness of completing our modern

series is apparent. Reproaches for the mismanagement and
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delay of the government arose again, and continued for

fourteen years, till 1851, when the building of "Her Majes-

ty's Record Office" was beoun on the lari>e Kolls Estate, in

Chancery Lane. A very extensive, convenient and elegant

structure, intended to contain the old Eecords and similar

memorials of the passing day, was completed in 18()().

The apprehension occasioned l)y ra})id tilling of the shelves

is relieved by the opportunity of occupying large adjacent

land. It cannot be stated here, what proportion of the old

Records has l)een restored and removed from the injurious

and undesiral)le recei)tacles to the new Record Office. It is

enough to know that the business of removing was not cen-

sured, and the Record Office has the confidence and the

ap})rol)ation of the nation. It could not be expected that

all the record material would be collected in one place.

This would l)e scarcely possible. Guildhall, Fulhani, the

Universities, and other honored powerful and tenacious

institutions, would not give up the historical gems which

are their pride and their wealth. Nor is such a sacrifice

desirable, for the exam])le of the national repository will

insure a wise and liberal policy in the others and the com-

petition will not l)e injurious. The Record Office has a

well arranged room in which every facility is given for

reading and co})ying the original documents, with some

restrictions dictated l)y public interest, particularly in

regard to recent State Papers. This is a great improve-

ment in the op})ortunity of study, in contrast with the

ol)structions encountered forty or fifty years ago, by our

historian Dr. Jared Sparks, when he was aided by the

influence of the American Minister and by other schol-

ars, English as much as American.

In this imperfect account of English Public Records, it

should })e stated that they have produced in the last twelve

years a branch that is not less attractive and useful than the

parent plant. The valuation of ancient historical authorities

gave rise to inquiries for those that are modern, and " the
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Royal Commission on Private Manuscripts" had its origin

and the centre of its operations in the Pul)lic Record Office.

In 1869 Queen Victoria appointed Lord Romilly, the Master

and Keeper of the Rolls, and five Noblemen and five Com-
moners, including the Deputy-Keeper of the Rolls, to be

Commissioners to make inquiry in institutions and private

families, where there are collections of manuscripts and

papers of general public interest, a knowledge of which would

be of great public utility in the illustration of history, con-

stitutional law, science, and general literature. And they

were directed, "with the consent of the owners, to examine

such manuscripts and papers, and to make abstracts and cata-

logues of them, which were to be deposited and preserved in

the Public Record Office, where no person shall have access

to them without the consent of the owners of such papers

and manuscripts." The ^asitations of agents of this Commis-

sion were gladly received, and the owners were gratified by

the publicity, and often by the discovery of hidden literary

treasures, that gave them new ancestral dignity, and a pleasant

opportunity to contribute to the history of their country.

The permission to make abstracts and catalogues is subject

to a distinct condition that the owner shall consent, and that

nothing of a private character or relating to the title of

owners shall be divulged. It appears that the work was

acceptably done, and with the consent of the original owners

of the documents, the al)stracts and catalogues have been

printed in full in the nine volumes of the Reports of the

Connnission, which have literary and ty[)ographical excel-

lence and cheapness of price, that are not often found in the

pul)lic documents of America. The Commission on ^NFanu-

scripts has opened a more attractive field than the Pul)lic

Records, Avhich commonly show us only the official movements

of the machinery of the State. Private diaries and letters

discover the hidden springs and the obscure course of events.

These terse al)stracts have suggestive power, that will aSvaken

antiquarian curiosity in the most phlegmatic minds, that
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have any enjopnent fi'om history. A man must be prepared

b}' especial study to enjoy or use the old Records. But

every one who has read Shakespeare, or the more accurate

and re(;ent teachers of English history, will be excited and

pleased hj the possil)le knowledge of the personal motives

and family secrets of Kings without their majesty, and of

the War^\dcks, Percys, Wolseys and Hydes, around and

behind the throne. And learned historians, in their most

obscure investigations, are receiving new light from this

enterprise, that does honor to the Queen and her lilieral and

enlightened nol)ility. For it is cliielly among the descend-

ants of those, who made the Kings and made the State, that

such personal memorials are preserved. As the history of

America and the history of England have been and must be

inseparable, the scholars of our country will have a full share

of the new treasure, which they have already used for the

elucidation of obscure passages of our Colonial and Revolu-

tionary history.

We cannot detain you l)y inquiring how the historians of

Euiiland are affected bv tliis wealth of materials and author-

ity. AVhile it must be of the highest value for truth and

accuracy, it is likely that it will be brought out to public

view more b}^ the critic and the discursive antiquary than

by writers of extended histories. Sir Walter Raleigh

undertook to write the "History of the World" when he

was confined in a vault of the Tower of London. How
many scholars, do we find at ^^'ork on national histories in the

British Museum ! The smart saying, that partisan histories

are the best, will receive the general assent of writers and

readers, for such histories are more easily written, and for a

time more pleasantly read. The literature of our day is

crowded with attacks and skirmishes on points of liistory,

that have demohshed respected authors, and made their works

"alms for oblivion," and produced " in the connnon mind" a

vague idea of the duties of a professor of history.

For the Council,
STEPHEN SALISBURY.
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IIEPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.

The accessions of the last six months are one hundred and

three books and two hundred and eighty-nine pamphlets de-

rived from exchanges, four hundred and eighty-seven books

and two thousand six hundred and lifteen pamphlets that are

gifts ; making an aggregate of five hundred and ninety books

and two thousand nine hundred and four pamphlets. There

have been received besides, one hundred and twenty-two

maps, seven photographs, thii"ty-five engravings and litho-

graphs, four charts, one coin, various manuscripts, and an

extension table for service in the work-room. Another

accession, a gift from Hon. George F. Hoar, consists of

specimens of goloid currency, such as it has been proposed

to issue from the United States mint, as intermediate between

gold and silver.' The purchases since the last meeting of

the societv have been books for the Col. Davis Spanish-

American alcove, to the amount of one hundred and fifty

dollars, and fifteen volumes of Massachusetts local histories

for the Judge Thomas alcove of such publications.

- The books bid off by us at the late sale of portions of

the Brinley library in New York can hardly be regarded

1 The project laid before Congress to reconcile gold and silver by mixing them

together in the same coin.

The report on metric coinage was made by Hon. A. H. Stephens from the

Committee on Coinage, "Weights and Measures, in June, l!ST9.

One of the coins presented by Mr. Hoar, of gold color, and called " One

Stella," is valued at four dollars, or four hundred cents of the metric system.

The dollars, of which there are two specimens, were to consist of forty cents

gold and sixty cents silver, the gold not being visible, the coin being about the

color of silver. The mixture called goloid was patented by W. W. llubbell

of Philadelphia. The Committee in their report, say the dollar of this alloy

coin metal is the first metric dollar of full standard intrinsic value struck in the

world.
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strictly as purchases. They are virtually gifts from the

Brinley family, and, so far as we are concerned, the auction

sale was merely a method of valuation. A list of them

with the prices will be printed when the sales are concluded.

It will be seen that we have thus been enabled to secure a

class of costly rarities appropriate to our specialty, but such

as we were not likely to obtain at our own expense. It is

from this point of view only that the advantages of the

opportunity can be fully appreciated. It is understood that

two more sales are to take place as soon as" the catalogues

are prepared.

In point of interest and appropriateness the recent addi-

tions do not fall behind those of past periods of the same

extent, and in some respects have a particular value and

importance. In this general statement there is of course

little opportunity for descriptive references, and the schedule

of donations has to serve that purpose. It may not be

amiss, however, to call attention to Mr. Hoar's liberal con-

tribution of twenty select volumes and eight hundred and

sixty-eight pamphlets, to the thirty-four rare books for Col.

Davis' Spanish collection, from the sale of the Ramirez

library in London, and to the manuscript deposits from

Dr. Edward Jarvis, Hon. Charles Hudson, and Rev. Dr.

Damon.

It has been the endeavor always, in our printed reports,

to give as full a list, and as distinctive an account of acces-

sions as the space required for the proceedings and papers

would permit. Such full descriptions are not customary in

the acknowledgments of other institutions ; but they have

been convenient to some who use these publications for

reference, and, in the absence of card catalogues have in

various ways been convenient to ourselves.

A change in the form of acknowledgment is suggested by

the plan recently contemplated for the rapid production of a

card register of the contents of the library, from which a

concise bulletin of accessions may be readily printed.
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It is believed that in ordinary libraries the catalosue

should be an instrument for facilitating their own private oper-

ations, and not meant to be a generous contril)ution aftbrded

with difficulty to the common stock of bibliographical litera-

ture. Rich institutions may expend large sums upon such

costly publications ; l>ut to minor collections they are not

imiioi-tant in proportion to the lal)or and ex}iense of their

preparation. Besides, there is great waste in the repetition

of full titles for every catalogue that is printed, when they

can be more cheaply referred to where they have already

been recorded. An emphatic argument in favor of abridged

titles for ordinary use is the diminished space for the eye to

pass over in consultation. In most cases it is only needed

to identify the book, and if more full and exact details of

description are required to seek them in the book itself,

when possessed, or in bibliographical dictionaries or lists

which are attainable at comparatively little cost. There is

a method of securing the ad^"antage of catalogues compiled

for other libraries, by obtaining two or more copies and

ti'ansferring from them, l)y the aid of scissors and paste,

such titles as are required for the catalogues of humbler col-

lections. In this process nimble lingers may take the place

of scholarly toil and study in search of clear and compact

expression, and the labor of numerous assistants may be

made available at once. It is not claimed that the higher

foniis of catalogue-making can thus be produced, but one

sufficient for practical i)iu'poses, at a moderate expenditure

of time and money. We are happy in being able to an-

nounce that the means of providing this im})()i'tant facility

for the operations of the library have been assured by a

liberal and active member of its government, who had

already taken ste[)s to have an index to the society's pro-

ceedings ])ut under way for comi)letion.

Our library is passing pretty rapidly from the sim]ily con-

servative condition common to associations formed for htcra-

ry and scientitic objects, and more or less private and
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exclusive in their character, to the public position of a free

resort for special studies and classes of technical informa-

tion, that are daily becoming more popular, pervading as

they do many of the most interesting sul^jects of investiga-

tion now largely engaging pubhc attention. A broader and

more lil)eral scale of management, demanding larger expen-

ditures, and consequentl}^ larger means, must be expected

to follow an expansion of public service. There is no help

for this if the institution is true to its purposes, and always

ready to meet the demands likely to be made upon it.

It had been proposed to dwell somewhat on the present

condition of the library and the library building, their gen-

eral arrangement and method of organization, to l)e accom-

panied by a plan of the interior of the edifice, for the

advantage of members at a distance ; but the untimely

illness of the librarian has interfered with this intention.

What has l^een recently accomplished is an enlargement of

the structure, and a provision for warming all its apartments

by steam ; so that not only are all the rooms cheerful and

well lighted but are kept at a comfortal)le and wholesome

temperature during the year. Thus in the lower portion of

the Ijuilding we have, wholly above ground, three useful

lobl:)ies, and a spacious apartment, lighted on two sides, for

assortment, and the storage of unassorted materials, which

has heretofore been found of indispensalile convenience with

the single drawback of an imperfect distribution of warmth.

We have now fitted up on the same floor, in the recent

addition, an inviting accommodation for our five thousand

bound newspapers ; with great facilities of access and use.

The series of rooms above contain the offices, and the

alcoves and galleries of. the li])rary proper. Here an im-

portant improvement has been introduced by Mr. Salisl)ury,

Jr., for the greater security of our treasures. The plan is

entirely successful. A view of the books on their shelves

is not obscured by the high open-work barrier that protects

them, while easy approach is aflbrded to every part by inte-
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rior passages runnino- through the circuit of alcoves around

the central areas, and by the galleries, to which casual visit-

ors are not admitted, but wliich are readily seen from

below. Happily it has been so strongly impressed upon

the mind of our active associate, that to presei've is no less a

duty than to collect, as to induce the devotion of a good deal

of time and money on his part to that end, for whose

accomplishment there were many objections and obstacles to

be overcome. The burglar-proof steel safe furnished by our

President completes our provision for security from depre-

dation.

We have heretofore claimed that our books and pamphlets

were so placed that whatever we possessed could be found

by ourselves with little troul)le or delay. The proposed

alcove lists will now enable strangers to determine without

admission to the shelves, what publications they would like

to examine, which is all they can reasonalily expect.

The number of volumes now constituting the collection is

estimated to be a little over seventy-five thousand, reckon-

ing ten unbound pamphlets as a book, and adding to the

last actual count the permanent accessions received since.

The alcoves of the upper rooms are two stories in height,

divided by platforms for galleries, and with a long window

in each of the entire altitude of both stories. The Ijooks

are reached by hand without the aid of steps or ladders,

and the railed centre opening, left for the passage of light,

has moval)le covers that serve as tables. The number of

double alcoves is twenty-two, some of which have been

assigned to private donors, and the present arrangement of

their contents is as follows :
—

Alcove A.
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30ve M.
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Jr. had his attention drawn early to the subject l)y the cir-

cumstance of passing some years ago a winter with a class-

mate in Yucatan, and extending an acquaintance among

Spanish gentlemen and scholars in Merida, where his friend

resided. The interest thus early created he did not fail to

follow up and enlarge when and where opportunity oifered.

The result has been his correspondence with Dr. and Mrs.

Le Plongeon, and the receipt of relics and photographs from

them which, with additions from his other collections, are

constituting a very valual)le and instructive cabinet of anti-

quities.

This has been quietly but efficiently organized, and is a

prominent feature of our recent arrangements. Intimately

connected with it has been the etfort to introduce into the

published proceedings of the society letters and essa^^s sup-

posed to illustrate the sul)ject. These papers, with those of

Valentini and Bandeher, as brought out under Mr. Salisbury's

care, and very much at his expense, are attracting daily

increasing attention ; and it is pleasant to know that our

society has thus early and thus effectively l)een at active

service in the present important movements for the develop-

ment of American archaeology. It is trusted that the means

of publication may continue in some way to be sufficiently

provided.

The other incident which is thought worthy of mention is

the authoritative announcement by Huxlev of the scientific

conclusion that this country is the true field of research into

the primitive condition of the human race, and other original

forms of animal, vegetable and geological existence.

In speaking of the " Coming of Age of the Origin of Spe-

cies," on the first daj' of the i)resent ()etol)er, Huxley says,

^^ The fossil fauna of the Western Territories of America

bidsfair to exceed in interest and importance all other Ter-

tiary Deposits put together.
^^'^

By reference to the Reports and Proceedings of our

society that opinion, it will be seen, was advanced by us not less

1 A lecture delivered at the Royal Institution, Friday, March 19, 1880.
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than twenty-five years ago/ and that its confirmation and

illustration have been the work of all government explora-

tions since.

Our President is called upon to take a wider outlook

among scientific operations and scientific men abroad, and

does not fail to meet the varied requisitions that are made on

his attention and consideration.

S. F. HAVEN.

1 Archaeology of the United States by S. F. H., Smithsonian Contributions to

Knowledge, Washington, 1S55. Proceedings of American Antiquarian Society,

Oct. 21, 1867. Report of the Council, Oct. 21, 1870, Report of the Librarian,

April 25, 1871.

8
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©onors antr ©onattons.

FROM MEMBERS.

Ames, Ellis, Esq., Cauton.—His remarks ou the Personal Liberty "Warrant

issued by Governor Hancock; and his article on Nathaniel Ames and the

Ames Almanack.

Ammidowx, Holmes, Esq., Southbridge.—His Historical Collections, two

volumes, second edition. New York, 1877.

Barton, Mr. Edmund M., Worcester.— Eighty-eight pamphlets; one ferro-

type ; and one copper coin.

Brock, Richard A., Esq., Richmond, Va.—Riclunond newspapers containing

historical matter communicated by him and others ; and scoriae from the site

of the first iron furnace erected in America.

Campbell, Hon. James V., Detroit, 3Iich.—His paper on Materials of Juris-

prudence.

Chandler, Hon. Peleg "W., Boston.—His Memoir of Hon. John Albion

Andrew, LL.D.

Chase, Pliny E., LL.D., Haverford, Pa.—His Astronomical Approximations,

Nos. v., VI. and VII.

Clarke, Robert, Esq., Cincinnati, O.—Reports of the Eleventh and Twelfth

Reunions of the Society of the Army of the Cumberland; five selected

pamphlets ; and a photograph of an inscribed stone found in a large mound

in Muskingum County, Ohio.

Damon, Rev. Samuel C, D.D., Honolulu, H. I.—His History of Holden,

Mass., with additions and corrections; ten pamphlets; two maps; and one

wood-cut; all relating to the town of Holden.

Davis, Hon. Edward L., Worcester.-Three books; twenty-nine pamphlets

;

and various miscellaneous newspapers.

Devens, Hon. Charles, Washington, D. C—The Oflicial Register of the

United States, Vol. II.

Dexter, Prof. Franklin B., New Haven, Conn.—His paper on the Influence

of the English Universities in the Development of New England.

Dexter, George, Esq., Cambridge.—Letter of Erasmus Rask to Henry

Wheaton, edited by Mr. Dexter.

Dexter, Rev. Hexry M., D.D., New Bedford.—His Congregationalism as

seen in its Literature.

Green, Samuel A., M.D., Boston.—Eight books; and forty-six pamphlets.

Green, Samuel S., Esq., Worcester.—His report as Librarian of the Free

Public Library of Worcester, 1879.

Harris, Clarendon, Esq., Worcester.—One hundred and ninety-two alma-

nacs ; and a collection of calendars.

Hitchcock, Prof. Edward, Amherst.—Genealogy of the Judson Family,

collated by Jeremiah Judson, 1860.
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Hoar, Hon. George F., Worcester.—Specimens of the U. S. Goloicl Metric

Dollars, 1ST9; twenty selected books; eifjlit hundred and sixty-eight pam-

phlets ; a fragment of tlie mill-stone of John Prescott, the founder of Lancas-

ter, Mass. ; and various circulars and cards.

Hudson, Hon. Charles, Lexington.—His Memoir of Samuel Shattuck; his

Character of Abraham Lincoln; his " Executive Usurpation;" his manu-

script Recollections of Clay, Webster and Calhoun; and his Notes on

Edward Everett and Marcus Morton, also in manuscript.

Jarvis, Edward, M.D., Dorchester.—His manuscript letters, from abroad to

his wife ; and a parcel of postage stamps.

Jones, Hon. Charles C, Jr., Augusta, Ga.—His address before the Confed-

erate Survivors' Association, April 26, 1880.

Keller, Prof. Otto, Stuttgart, Wlirtemberg.—His Jahrcsbericht iiber Nat-

urgeschichte (Tlieire, Pflanzen, Stein).

Paine, Nathaniel, Esq., Worcester.—The Paine Family Records, No. VII.

;

photograph of an Indian skeleton exhumed at Marblehead, in November,

1874; "The Minute Man;" forty-six pamphlets; the Christian Union in

continuation ; and miscellaneous newspa^iers, circulars and cards.

Perez, Sr. Andres Aznar, New York.—La Memoria de la Segunda Exposi-

cion de Yucatan; and four files of Yucatan newspapers.

Poole, William F., Esq., Chicago, 111.—His Report as Librarian of the

Chicago Public Library, 1880; and one pamphlet.

PoORE, Major Ben: Perley, Newbury.—The Federal and State Constitutions,

Colonial Charters, and other Organic Laws of the United States, second

edition, 2 vols., 4°, compiled by Major Poore.

Preble, Rear-Admiral George H., Brookline.—His paper on Naval Uniforms.

Sainsbury, W. Noel, Esq., London, G. B.—"The Calendar of State Papers,

Colonial Series, America and West Indies, 1661-1668. Preserved in Her

Majesty's Record Office." Edited by Mr. Sainsbury.

Salisbi^ry, Hon. Stephen, Worcester.—His Antiquarian Papers, two copies;

Gladwin's Pen and Ink Sketches of the Coast and Harbor of Labrador, two

copies; Annual of the Observatory of Harvard College, Vol. XII.; thirty-

nine Nos. of the Unitarian Review ; six books ; one hundred and fifty-four

miscellaneous pamphlets; and three files of newspapers.

Salisbury, Stephen, Jr., Esq., Worcester.-Six copies of the private editions

of his Yucatan publications, to fill orders; the Annual Report of the Ameri-

can Archaeological Institute of America, 1879-80; Transtagano's Portugese

Dictionary, 2 vols., 4°, London, 1773; Proceedings at the Dedication of the

Congregational House, Boston; four books; forty-seven pamphlets; one

hundred and thirty-one maps; twenty-four views of cities; four files of

Yucatan newspapers ; and various circulars and cards.

Smucker, Hon. Isaac, N(>wark, O.—His Biographical Sketches of Cresap,

Logan and Crawford ; his History of the Licking County Agricultural Society

;

the Ohio Statistics for 1879, containing papers by him; seven pamphlets;

three charts; and Ohio newspapers containing historical and other matter.

Thompson, Prof. Charles O., Worcester.—His " Handicraft in School "; his

" Polytechnic"School " ; his Report of the Local Mission of the Central Church

;

four books; four hundred and seventy-seven educational pamphlets; and

miscellaneous newspapers.
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Trumbull, Hon. J. Hammond, Hartford, Conn.—List of Prices for which the

books in the second part of the Brinley Library were sold.

Wheatlaxb, Hexry, M.D., Salem.—The Visitor's Guide to Salem.

WiNTHROP, Hon. Robert C, Boston.—His Introductory Remarks at the

Annual 3Ieeting of the Massachusetts Bible Society ; his Letter to Senator

Morrill on the Washington Monument ; the Proceedings of the Trustees of

the Peabody Education Fund, 1880 ; and their Memorial to Congress on the

Education of the Colored Population of the LTnited States.

Woodward, Rufus, M.D., Worcester.—One hundred and ninety-one pam-

phlets; files of the Boston Journal of Chemistry; and the Bulletin of the

National Board of Health, both for 1879-80; and various handbills and cards.

FROM THOSE NOT MEMBERS.

Abbot, Francis E., Esq., Cambridge.— Report of the Centennial Congress

of Liberals ; and an account of the Abbot Dinner, both containing remarks

by Mr. Abbot.

Adams, Prof. Herbert B., Baltimore, Md.—His " History of the Thomas

Adams and Thomas Hastings Families of Amherst, Massachusetts."

Ancona, Sr. Desiderio, Westminster.—Bowles' Viage en Espaiia, 1773.

Bailey, Isaac H., Esq., Boston.—The Shoe and Leather Reporter, as issued.

Baldwin, Messrs. John D. & Co., Worcester.—The Worcester Daily and

Weekly Spy, as issued.

Bradlee, Rev. Caleb D., Boston.—His Collected Poems, first and second

series.

Bruhl, Dr. GusTAV, Cincinnati, O.—His paper on the Pre-Columbian

Existence of Syphilis in the Western Hemisphere.

Burroughs, S. E., Esq., New Haven, Conn.—Various numbers of Chinese

newspapers.

Caldwell, Rev. Augustine, Worcester.—His Antiquarian Papers, Nos.

7-10; and the Hammatt Papers, No. 1, edited by Mr. Caldwell.

Canfield, Mrs. P. L., Worcester.— Photographs from Hunt's portrait of

Chief Justice Shaw, Trumbull's Battle of Bunker Hill, and the bust of

Shakspeare at Stratford-on-Avon ; and one pamphlet.

COLTON, Mr. Reuben, Worcester.—Three Continental Fair pamphlets.

Cook, Mr. Henry H., Barre.—His Barre Gazette, as issued.

Cotton, John T., Esq., Southboro.—Seventy-four books, owned for genera-

tions by the Cotton family ; and one hundred and sixty-five pamphlets.

Cross, Mrs. William, Worcester.—Tliirty-seven books; sixty-five numbers

of " Old and New ; " and one hundred and ten pamphlets.

Daniels, George F., Esq., Oxford.—The Valuation List of Oxford for 1880.

Davis, Andrew McF., Esq., San Francisco, Cal.— His paper on "High

Jinks;" and The Califor'nian, January-September, 1880.

Dickinson, Master G. Stuart, Worcester.—Five books; ninety-one pam-

phlets ; and a large collection of amateur newspapers.

Dodge, Hon. Thomas IL, Worcester.-Genealogical History of One Branch

of the Dodge Family, compiled by Mr. Dodge.
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Doe, Messrs. Charles H. & Co., Worcester.—Their Worcester Daily and

Weekly Gazette, as issued.

Drew, Allis & Co., Messrs., Rochester, N. Y.—One hundred and twelve

volumes of Rochester Directories of 1872, 1873 and 1874.

Dudley, Rev. M. S., Cromwell, Conn.—His History of Cromwell, Connecti-

cut.

DUREN, Mr. E. F., Secretary, Bangor, Me.—Report of the General Confer-

ence of Maine, and Maine Missionary Society.

Earle. Mrs. Ann B., Worcester.—The Holy Bible, with Canue's notes, 8°,

Philadelphia, 1807.

Earle, Pliny, M.D., Northampton.—An early pamphlet on Baptism; and a

Massachusetts Spy of 1813.

Edes, Henry H.. Esq., Charlestown.—Lists of the Publications of Rev.

James Walker, D.D., and Rev. George E. Ellis, D.D., compiled by Mr.

Edes ; one chart ; and the New York DaUy Commercial Bulletin, in contin-

uation.

Farmer, Mr. Silas, Detroit, Mich.—His " History of Detroit. Its Plan and

Preparation."

Farrier, Hon. George H., Jersey City, N. J.—A Memorial of the Centen-

nial Celebration of the Battle of Paulus Hook, edited by Mr. Farrier.

Faxon, George L., Esq., Spencer.—His History of the Faxon Family.

Fisher, Charles H., M.D., Providence, R. I.—His report for 1879 as Secre;

tary of the State Board of Health ; and his report of 1878 as Registrar of the

State.

Foster, Mr. W. E., Providence, R. I.—His "References" to the Founding of

Boston.

Gerould, Mrs. James H., Worcester.—An engraved portrait of Martin Van

Buren.

GODDARD, Mr. Delano A., Boston. — His Newspapers and Newspaper

Writers in New England, 1787-1815.

GoDDARD, Mr. Lucius P., Worcester.—Six selected pamphlets.

GoDDARD, Mr. Sextus p., Worcester.—His Buds, Briars and Berries, a

book of poems.

GoDKix, Messrs. E. L. & Co., New York.—The Nation, as issued.

Hart, Chas. Henry, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.-His "Rights of Christ

Church iu its Chapel on Pine Street Stated."

Haven, Mrs. S. F., Worcester.—A mahogany extension table for the Lower

Hall.

Hawkins Dexter A., Esq., New York.—His "Roman Catholic Church in

New York City, and Public Land and Public Money."

HODGKiNS, Major Wm. H., Clerk, Boston.-The Twenty-third Annual Report

of the Board of Directors for Public Institutions of the City of Boston.

Holcombe, William F., M.D., New York.-His Family Records; their

Importance and Value.

Homes, Henry A., LL.D., Albany, N. Y.-His essay on the Correct Arms

of the State of New York, as established by Law since March 16, 1778.
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Hull, George H., Jr., Esq., Worcester.—An historical engraving «lio\ving

Costumes from tlie First Century to the Present Date.

JiLLSOX. Hon. Clark, Worcester.—His Centennial Address at the Whiting-

ham, Vt., Celebration.

Johnson, Mr. T. B., Worcester.—A fragment of the U. S. Frigate Constitu-

tion ; the first number of the Boston Transcript ; and three Amoskeag Lottery

Tickets.

Jones, Mr. Thojias, Worcester.—A trilobite from Saint Louis, Mo.

Kelley, Hon. Frank H., Worcester.—The Deed of Gift, George Jaques to

City of Worcester, 1872.

Kellogg & Stratton, Messrs., Fitchburg.—Their Fitchburg Weekly Senti-

nel, as issued.

King, Col. Horatio C, New York.—His account of the Visit of the Thir-

teenth Regiment N. Y. S. G. to Montreal, Canada, in May, 1ST9; The

Plymouth Church Silver Wedding, edited by Col. King; the Brooklyn

Council of 1876; and Reports of the Ninth and Tenth Reunions of the Society

of the Army of the Potomac.

Landis, Mrs. Henry D., Philadelphia, Pa.—The Memorial of Major-General

John F. Reynolds.

Lapham, Wm. B., Esq., Augusta, Me.—Report of the Joint Select Committee

on the so-called Maine Election Frauds of September, 1879.

Larned, Miss Ellen D., Thompson, Conn.—Her History of Windham

County, Connecticut, Vol. II.

Lawrence, Abbott, Esq., Boston.—Timothy Bigelow's Diary of a visit to

Newport, New York and Philadelphia during the Summer of 1815, edited by

Mr. Lawrence, his grandson.

Lincoln, The Family of the late Hon. D. W.—Eighty-seven miscella-

neous books ; and one hundred and thirty-five numbers of magazines.

Lincoln, Mr. Seth W., Worcester.—Memorial of the Centennial Anniver-

sary of the Settlement of Machias, Maine.

Lincoln, General William S., Worcester.—Manusci-ipt Confederate reports

and papers relating to the Loss of Roanoke Island, etc., 1861-65.

IjOGan, Mr. David, Worcester.—Specimen of Canadian Asbestos.

Marble, Mr. Albert P., Worcester.—His address on "Kearneyism in Edu-

cation;" Walton's Examination of Schools in Norfolk County, Mass.; and

" Topics of the Day," No. IV.

Mason, Prof. Otis T., Washington, D. C—Seven numbers of his Anthro-

pological notes.

Maxwell, William B., Esq., Worcester.—His notes on Portland, and other

newspaper articles.

Metcalk, Caleb B., Esq., Worcester.—Forty-one pamphlets; the Christian

Union in continuation ; and various newspapers.

Morrison, Rev. N. J., D.D., Springfield, Mo.—His Fifth annual address as

President of Drury College.

MiTRRAY, Mr. Henry, Worcester.—The New York Evening Post, 1877-1880.

Newton, Robert S., M.D., New York.—His New Yo;-k Medical Eclectic,

as issued.
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liORTH, Prof. Edward, Clinton, N. Y.—His remarks at the Semi-Centennial

Celebration at WTiitestown Seminary ; and one pamphlet.

Ottinger, Mr. G. M., Salt Lake City, Utah.—Photographs from three of

his historical paintings, namely : Montezuma Receiving News of the Land-

ing of Cortez, the Gladiatorial Stone, and Cortez Retreating from the City of

Mexico.

Perry, Right Rev. Wm. Stevens, D.D., Davenport, Iowa.—His Scriptural

Reasons for the use of forms of prayer; his Collects of the Church; Historical

Club Documents, 1874-79; four books; six pamphlets; and the Iowa Church-

man as issued.

Phillips, Henry, Jr., Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.—His paper on some recent

discoveries of Stone Implements in Africa and Asia; and his account of

Two Maps of America, published in 1550 and 1555.

Rice, Mr. Franklin P., Worcester.—The Early Records of Worcester, vol-

ume two, edited by Mr. Rice.

Smith, Mr. Henry M., Worcester.—His two pamphlets on "Steel Barb

Fencing, the World's Fence."

Smith, Mr. John G., Worcester.—Two directories; one election sermon;

four engravings ; one map ; six lithographs ; and four early numbers of the

Massachusetts Spy.

Staples, Samuel E., Esq., Worcester.—His Prize Essay on the best plan

for the Cure of Intemperance; four pamphlets; the United States Census

blanks, 18S0; and one inscription.

Starr, William E., Esq., Worcester.—The History of the Starr Family.

Stiles, Mrs. Caroline P., and Mr. Francis, Leicester.—The Boston Journal,

1868-1880, in continuation; Sporting Magazine, five volumes; Sporting

Dictionary, two volumes ; and six miscellaneous books.

Stilson, Rev. Arthur C, Secretary, Ottumwa, Iowa.—Journal of the Twenty-

seventh Annual Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

Diocese of Iowa.

Tatiiam, John, M.D., Salford, G. B.—His Report on the Health of Salford,

England.

Taylor, Rev. Daniel T., Rouse's Point, N. Y.— His Fourth of July

Oration, 1877, at Cliamplain, N. Y.

Turner, Mr. J. H., Ayer.—His Public Spirit, as issued.

Waters, Mr. Edw. Stanley, Salem.—His Tribute to William Bentley, D.D.;

and a German print.

Wells, Hon. William H., Chicago, 111.—His Report as President of the

Chicago Board of Education, 1879.

Wheeler, Mr. Henry H., Worcester.-One pamphlet.

White, Mr. Aaron, Quinebaug, Conn.— An Edition of Homer's Works,

printed at Mentz, in 1528; and a manuscript Will of early date.

Whittaker, George M., Esq., Southbridge.—His Record of the Births,

Marriages and Deaths of the Town of Sturbridge from the Settlement of the

Town, to 1816.

Woodbury, Hon. Chas. Levi, Boston.—His paper on the Relation of the

Fisheries to the Discovery and Settlement of North America,
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Yarrow, H. C, M.D., Washington, D. C—His Introduction to the Study

of Mortuary Customs among the North American Indians.

FROM SOCIETIES AND INSTITUTIOVS.

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.—Their Proceedings,

Part 1, for 1880.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.—Their Proceedings, Vol.

XV., Part II.

American Baptist Missionary Union.—Their Magazine, as issued.

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.—Memorial

of Rufus Anderson, D.D., late Secretary of the A. B. C. F. M.

American Congregational Association.—Their Twenty-seventh Annual

Report.

American Geographical Society.—Their Bulletin, Nos. 3 and 4, for 1879,

and No. 1, for 1880.

American Philosophical Society.—Their Proceedings, Nos. 105 and 106;

and List of Members, March 15, 1880.

American Unitarian Association.—The Works of William Ellery Chan-

ning, D.D.

Arch^ological Institute of America.—The Report of 1879-80.

ASTOR Library.—The Annual Reports, Nos. 16-24 and 30, 31.

Boston Numismatic Society.—Their Journal, as issued.

Boston Public Library.—Hubbard's "Catalogue of Works relating to

Shakespeare and his writings, in the Barton Collection, Boston Public

Library ;" the Twenty-eighth Annual Report ; and the Bulletin, as issued.

Brookline Public Library.—The Twenty-third Annual Repoi-t.

BOYNTON Free Public Library, Templeton.—Nine town reports, 1864-

1880.

Chicago Historical Society.—Their Proceedings, June Meeting, 1880.

COBDEN Club.—Mongredlen's Western Farmer of America.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.—Massachusetts Acts and Resolves,

1880.

Commission Imperiale Archeologique, St. Petersburg.—Their Report

for the year 1877.

Drury College.—The Seventh Annual Catalogue.

Essex Institute.—Their Historical Collections, Vol. XVI., Parts III. and

IV.; and Bulletin, Vol. II., Nos. 10-12.

Harvard University.—The Library Bulletin, No. 15.

Illinois Association of the Sons of Vermont.—Their Third and Fourth

Annual Reports.

International Committee oE Young Men's Christian Associations.

—Their Year Book, containing the Annual Reports for 1880.

Library Company of Philadelphia.—Their Bulletin for July, 1880.

Madras Government.—Dr. Burnell's Classified Index to the Sanskrit Manu-
scripts in the Palace at Tanjore, Parts I. and II.

Maryland Historical Society.—Their Fund Publication, No. 15.
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Massachusetts General Hospital Trustees.—Their Sixty-sixth Annual

Report.

Massachusetts Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.—Their
Proceedings from Februiiry 2(5, to S^ptenil)er 8, 18S0.

Massachusetts Historical Society. — Their Proceedings, 1835-55 and

1879-80.

Massachusetts Medical Society.—Tlieir Medical Communications, Vol.

XII., No. 6.

Massachusetts State Board of Health, Lunacy and Charity.—
Their Public Health Reports of 1879.

Massachusetts State Library.—One book; and thirteen pamphlets.

Mercantile Library Association of New York.—Their Fifty-ninth

Annual Report.

Merrick Public Library of Brookfield.—The Catalogues of November,

1872, and July, 1878.

Minnesota Historical Society.—Their Collections, Vol. III., Part 3; and

an account of the Heunepia Bi-Centenary Celebration.

Missouri Historical Society.—Their Publications, Nos. 1-4.

MuSEO Nacional de Mexico.—Anales, Tomo II.,Entrega 1*.

New Bedford Free Public Library.—The Twenty-eighth Annual Report.

New-England Historic Genealogical Society.— Howell's Biographical

Sketch of Joel Munsell ; and their Register, as issued.

New York Genealogical and Biographical Society. — Their Record,

Vol. XL, No. 3.

Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Phildelphia.— Francis Jor-

dan, Jr.'s paper on The RemaiLis of an Aboriginal Encampment at Rehoboth,

Delaware; and Robert N. Toppan's paper on Some Monetary Questions

viewed by the Light of Antiquity.

Ohio State School Commissioners.—Their Twenty-fifth Annual Report.

Oneida Historical Society.—Their Publications, No. 5.

Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore.—The Thirteenth Annual

Report.

Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology. — The

Twelfth and Thirteenth Annual Reports of the Trustees.

Pennsylvania Historical Society.— Governor Hoyt's "Brief of a Title

in the Seventeen Townships in the County of Luzerne : a Syllabus of the

Controversey between Coiuiecticut and Pennsylvania;" William Elder's

Memoir of Henry C. Carey; and their Magazine of History and Biogra-

phy, Nos. 13 and 14.

Providence Public Library.—The Second Annual Report.

Royal Historical Society.—Lord Aberdare's Inaugural Address, Nov. 14,

1878; and List of Fellows, 1880.

Smithsonl\n Institution.—The Contributions, Vol. XXIT. ; Miscellaneous

Collections, Vols. XVI. and XVII.; Annual Report of 1878; and six Paris

Exposition Catalogues, 1878.

Soci^Tfi DES Etudes Historique.—Their Journal, as issued.

9
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SOCIETE HiSTORiQUE DE MONTKEAL.—Their Memoirs, Vols. 7 and 8.

Society of Antiquaries of London.—Their Archaeologia, Vols. XLV.,

Part II., and XLVI., Part I. ; Proceedings, Vol. VIII., No. 3, Second Series;

and List of Members, 1880.

Tennessee Historical Society. — Their Charter, By-Laws and List of

Members, 1880.

Traveler's Insurance Company.—Their Kecord, as issued.

United States Department of the Interior.—The Eleventh Annual

Eeport of Hayden's Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories

;

the Official Register of the United States, 1879, Vol. II. ; and four educational

pamphlets.

United States Treasury Department.—The U. S. Life Saving Service

Report for 1879.

United States War Department.—Mendell's Report upon the Blasting

Operations at Lime Point, California, in 1868 and 1869 ; the Eeport of the

Chief of Engineers for 1879, 3 vols.; and the Index Catalogue of the

Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, U. S. A., Vol. I.

Wisconsin Historical Society.—Their Collections, Vol. VIII.; and the

Twenty-sixth Annual Report.

Worcester Continentals.—" The Minute Man," a newspaper published

during their Benefit Fair, in April, 1880; and the Catalogue to the Antique

and Curiosity Department of the Fair.

Worcester Free Public Library.—The List of Additions, as issued.

Worcester National Bank.—The New York Evening Post and Commer-

cial Bulletin, in continuation.

Worcester Society of Antiquity.—Their Publications, Nos. VII., VIII.

and IX.

Yale College.—The Triennial Catalogue of 1880; Catalogue of the Greek

and Roman Coins in the Numismatic Collection of Yale College ; and three

biographical pamphlets.

Young Men's Association of Buffalo. — Their Forty-fourth Annual

Report.

Young Men's Christian Association of New York.—Their Twenty-

seventh Annual Report.
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Ecjjort of tfje treasurer.

The Treasurer of the American Antiquarian Society here-

with sul)mits his report, showing the receipts and disburse-

ments for the six months ending October 18th, 1880.

The reguhir income from the invested funds shows a slight

increase over that of the last six months. Thirty-seven

members had paid their annual assessments up to the date of

this report, and one life assessment has been paid.

The accumulated income of the Isaac Davis fund has nearly

all been used in the purchase of books for the Davis Alcove.

The detailed statement of the receipts and payments, and

the present condition of the several Funds is as follows :

—

Statement of the condition of the several Funds,

October 18th, 1880.

The Librarian's and General Fund.

1880, April 24. Balance of Fund, $31,096.63

" Oct. 18. Received interest to date, 968.50

" <' " " For Life Assessment, 50.00

" " " " " Annual Assessments, 185.00

$32,900.13

Paid for salaries, insurance, and incidentals, $1,189.10

" " Heating Hal], 400.00 $1,589.10

Present amount of the Fund $31,311.03

Invested as follows :

Bank Stock, $9,400.00

. Railroad Stock, 1,800.00

Railroad Bonds, 12,700.00

Mortgage Notes, 6,000.00

Cash, 1,411.03

$31,311.03

The Collection and Research Fund.

1880. April 24. Balance of Fund, $16,949.92

" Oct. 18. Received for interest to date, 364.50

$17,314.42

Paid part of Librarian's salary, etc., 386.25

Present amount of the Fund, $16,928.17
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Invested as follows :

Bank Stock, $6,500.00

Railroad Stock 5,300,00

Railroad Bonds, 4.200.00

Woi-cester Gas Stock, 500.00

Cash, 42.'^.17

fl6,928.17

The Bookbinding Fund,

1880. April 24. Balance of Fund, $6,329.86
" Oct. 18, Received interest to date, 182.50

$6,512.36

Paid part of Assistant-Librarian's salary JiOO.OO

Present amount of the Fund, $6,212.36

Invested as follows :

Bank Stock, $2,600.00

Railroad Stock, 1,000.00

Railroad Bonds, 2.500.00

Cash, 112.36

$6,212.36

The Publishing Fund.

1880. April 24. Balance of Fund, $9,16.5.40

" Oct. 18. Received interest to date,.... 248.50

9,413.90

Paid for printing Semi-annual Report, 298.37

Present amount of the Fund, $9,115.53

Invested as follows :

BankStock. $1,500.00

Railroad Bonds, 5.000.00

CityBond, 1,000.00

Mortgage Note, 1,100.00

Cash, 515.53

),115.53

The /Salisbury Btdlding Fund.

1880. April 24. Balance of Fund, $430.71

" Oct. 18. Received interest since, 4.00

Present amount of the Fund, $4.34.71

Invested as follows :

Railroad Stock, $430.00

Cash, 4.71

$434.71
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The Isaac Davis Book Fund.

1880. April 24. Balance of Fund, $1,650.78

" Oct. 18. Received interest to date, 25.00

1,675.78

Paid for Books, 155.90

Present amount of the Fund, $1,519.88

Invested as follows :

Railroad Stock,
".

$800.00

Bank Stock, 500.00

Cash, 219.88

$1,519.88

The Lincoln Legacy Fund.

1880. April 24. Balance of Fund $1,-594.51

" Oct. 18. Received interest to date, 36.00

Present amount of the Fund , . $1,630.51

Invested as follows

:

Bank Stock, $1,-500.00

Cash, 130.51

$1,630.51

The Benj. F. Thomas Local History Fund.

1880. April 24. Balance of the Fund, $1,005.54

" Oct. 18. Received interest to date, 35.00

$1,040.54

Paid for local histories, 12.56

Present amount of the Fund, $1,027.98

Invested as follows :

Railroad Bond, $1,000.00

Cash, 27.98

$1,027.98

Total of the eight Funds, $68,180.17

Cash on hand, included in foregoing statement, $2,850.17

Respectfully submitted.

NATHANIEL PAESTE, Treasurer.

"Worcester, October 18, 1880.

The undersigned. Auditors of the American Antiquarian Society, hereby cer-

tify that we have this day examined the accounts and vouchers of the Treasurer,

and find the same to be correct, and to correspond with this report. We have

also examined the securities and find them as stated.

ISAAC DAVIS.
EBENEZER TORREY.

"Worcester, October 21st, 1880.
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PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF BARON VISCONTI, IN A

LETTER FROM HON. ROBERT C. WINTIIROP, LL.D.

Boston, 24 Jan'j, 1881.

The Honorable

Stephen Salisbury, LL.D.,

President of the American Antiquarian Society,

Worcester, Mass.

Dear Sir:

It gives me pleasure to tell you all I know about my old

Italian friend, Visconti. My* first acquaintance with him

was in 1860, when I took with me, to Rome, a letter of in-

troduction to him from the late Count Adolphe de Circourt.

His title then, as I learned from the card he left upon me,

was "II Gran-Commendatore Visconti, Commissario delle

Antichita, Presidente del Colles-io Filolooico del Universita

Romana." He was much eno:ao-ed in the service and under

the patronage of the Pope—Pius IX.—rin the investigation

of the antiquities of Rome. I remember his taking me to

the Li))rary of the Vatican, which was much less accessible

at that period than it has been of later years. I obtained

his leave for the late Rev. Dr. N. L. Frothingham to accom-

pany me, and we enjoyed the visit not a little. All the

private Ca])inets were opened for us, and we saw more

curious things than I can recount or remember. I recall a

copy of Henry VIIP'^'s Defence of the Faith, with his own
autograph, presented by himself to Leo X. The Love-

letters of Henry and Anne Boleyn were also exhibited to us.

We afterwards went through the Sculpture Galleries of

the Vatican, where Visconti pointed out every thing best

worth seeing. The next day he sent me one of the most

interesting Latin Inscriptions, copied, as I understood, by

his own hand.

On another day, he drove with me along the Appian

Way, and we alighted to examine many of the most cele-

brated tombs.
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Nothing could have been kinder than his efforts to

enlighten me in regard to the localities and monuments of

Rome, with which he had a marvellous familiarity.

I w^as with liim again, in Rome, in February, 1868, and

on one of his visits he lirought with him a splendid gold

snuff-l^ox, with an inscription in diamonds, just presented

to him l)y the Pope, in recognition of his discovery of the

ancient Roman Quai, where great masses of beautiful blocks

of marble, from Asia and Africa, intended for new build-

ings, had been 1juried up, unopened, for so many centuries.

I met him, by appointment, a few days afterwards, at this

famous ]\Iarmoretum, wdiere he showed me every thing with

interesting explanations

.

Once more I was with liim in Rome in 1875. He was

then the Baron Visconti, warmly attached to the Pope, and

with no hkings for those whom he charged wdth intruding on

his territories, and despoiling liim of Temporal Dominion.

He paid me a fiirewell visit on the 16th of March of that year.

He was then infirm" and pathetic, but full of courtesy and

kindness. I have not been surprised to hear of his death.

Yapereau's " Dictionaire des Contemporains " (4 Ed.,

1870), speaks of him as follows :

" ViscoxTi (Pierre-Hercule), an Italian Archteologist,

born at Rome about 1800, the nephew of the Architect, who

died in 1853, and grand nephew of Ennius Quirinus Vis-

conti. He is the author of a great number of Works and

Notices inserted in ' les Memoires de 1'Academic Pontificale

d'Archeologie,' and in the ' Giornale Arcadico.' He suc-

ceeded, in 1856, Luigi Canina in the functions of Commis-

sary of Antiquities ; afterwards became Professor of Archae-

ology at the Academy of France ; Correspondent of the

Academy ' des Beaux Arts,' and a Commander of the Legion

of Honor. M. Visconti has been decorated with more than

twenty-five foreign Orders. Since 1853, he has directed

the important excavations of Ostia and those of the Cata-

combs of St. Alexander, on the Via Nomentana."
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Before closing this letter, I have recalled a letter of his

(given below), written to me after I had left Rome in

18(38. I send you a translation by an expert in Italian.

You will see that it speaks of his election as a member of

the American Antiquarian Society, and he seems to have

duly appreciated the honor. The letter deals mainly with

some 2:rand collections of antiquities which he hoped we

might have purchased for our Peabody Museum at Cam-

bridire. I had sent him one of our Reports.

I hoi)e to be able to send you, for the Antiquarian Society,

the Inscription he so kindly copied for me. But I am

unwillino- to delay this lonij-proraised account of Visconti

until the original paper shall have been returned to me by

the ft-iend who has it for translation and annotations. You

shall have it whenever it comes.

^Meantime, accept with indulgence my little contribution

to your Memoirs, and believe me,

Dear Mr. Salisl^ury,

With great regard,

Your ft-iend and Servt.,

ROBERT C. WINTHROP.

P. S.—The inscription has reached me, but without the

translation and notes for which I had hoped. And so I

send it with an oil-hand version of xwy own, as hteral as I

could well make it. You could have made a better one, I

am sure.

There are difficulties in the Latin, as it stands, which I

cannot wholly solve. The lines were evidently composed as

alternate hexameters and pentameters. But I cannot help

believing that there were mistakes in transcribing, or in fill-

ing up the gaps.

Ilaeret nuist certainly ])elong at the end of line 3d, in-

stead of at the beginning of the 4th line. That will make

the scanning of both hues possible. I was at first* disposed

to think that Magni, in the Gth line, should have 1)een
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Magno ; but it has since occurred to me that it may well

have been intended to designate Sextus,—as he undoubtedly

was,—as of the family of Pompeius Magnus, the Great

Triumvir; and I have so translated it. Spenrans, in the

8th hne, is of course a stone-cutter's blunder for Sjjerans;

and the stone-cutter may have made other blunders. An
s might have belonged at the end of the 13th line, turning

dolore into an accusative plural, instead of an ablative singu-

lar. And certainly, in the last hne of all, cum must have

originally been cur. The final letter of this little word has

been supphed, and an m may easily have crept into the

place of an r.

But I hasten to send you the inscription just as Yisconti

sent it to me. His attention must have been wholly turned

to the last two lines with their foregleams of immortality.

He did not speak of it as a sample of classical Latin, or as

a model of elegant versification ; but only as a striking and

touching instance of that yearning for a future state, to

which some of the ancient inscriptions bear witness. He

assigned no precise date for it, but ascribed it to a period

not far from the birth of Christ.

There were several Pompeys of the name of Sextus, and

sons of Sextus, about that time ;—three or four of them in

lineal succession. They were of the elder branch of the

family, wliich, according to classical usage, may be the

meaning of maxima domus in the 6th hne. It can hardly

be supposed that these words were intended to signify '
' the

bio-o-est house." I do not find, however, that the surname

of Justus was worn by either Sextus, or that either of them

was designated by the official title of Praeco.

But I forbear from any further attempts to ex^Dlain mat-

ters in which I do not profess to be an adept. Perhaps the

inscription may be found in print already somewhere. It is

certainly an interesting one, and you can use it in any way

you please.

E. C. W.
10
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HIC . SOROR . ET . FRATER . VlVeUtlS . damUA . PARENTIS

AETATE . IN . PRIMA . SAEV<3: . RaplHK . tullT

POMPEIA . HIS . TVMVLIS . COmeS . <2NTEl/ .funCRl?,

HAERET . ET . PVER . IMMITES . QVEW . VapUere . DEI

SEX . POMPEIVS . SEXTI . PRAE^T^ . Agnomwe . /vSTVS

QVEM . TENViT . Magn/ . maxima . honore . dot?i\s ^

iNFELix . genitor . GEMiNA . iam
.
prok . relicTV^

(sic)

A . NATIS . SPENRANS . QVI . DE^tT/V . tumuloS

AMISSVM . AVXILIVM . FUNCTAE . POS/ .fuuera . NATAE

FVNDITVS . VT . TRAHERENT . INVIDA .fata . /aREM

QVANTA . IACET . PROBITAS . PIETAS . QVAM . VERA . sepUl^TA . ES^

MENTE . SENES . AEVO . SED . PERIERE . breVl

QVIS . NON FLERE . MEOS . CASVS . POSSITQ^. DOLORE

cur . <^VRARE . QVEAM . BIS . DATVS . ECCE . ROGIS

SI . SVNT . DI . MANES . IAM . NATI . NVMEN . HABETIS

PER . vos . cvm . voTi . NON . VENIT . uora . MEI

\_Tra7islation.']

Here (are) sister and brother—losses of a living parent

:

In earliest youth a cruel rapine took them :

Pompeia came first to these mounds—companion of death

The hoy remains—whom the merciless Gods have torn away :

Sextus Pompeius (son of) Sextus, a herald, by surname Justus

Whom the eldest family of the Great (Pompey) included in honor

(Is the) unhai)py father—now by twin oflsprino- left,

From chihlren hopinu; one who should have oiven him ])urial

A lost assistance after the death of the dei)arte(l daughter

That the envious fates might wholly sweep away his household :

How great probity lies here—w^hat true piety is here buried

In mind old—but they perished at a In-ief age

Who couhl help mourning my misfortunes with gi'ief ?

"\Aliy am I able to survive,—lo ! twice given to these funeral })iles

If there be deified souls—now, children, you have divine power
Through you, why comes not the hour of my longing?
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LETTER FROM BARON VISCONTI TO HON. ROBERT C.

WINTHROP, LL.D.
[TRANSLATION.] „ ,„„„

Rome, July 6, 18G8.

Sir and Dear Friend :

I have waited, that the announced diploma of my admission to mem-

bership in the Antiquarian Society of America, might reach me, in order

to thank you at the same time for your letter and for so valuable a dis-

tinction, which I am glad and proud to owe to your esteem and your

affection. The little volume that I received with your letter above

mentioned, has furnished me useful information, as to your constant

care for your country's benefit in the line of the arts and antiquities.

If an opportunity presents itself to me of procuring any of the monu-

ments which you indicate, I will make the acquisition and will forward

them in the manner suggested to me, esteeming myself happy in contri-

buting with you to the endowment of America with monuments that

will make illustrious her history with new demonstrations; or with

ancient works of art which will reveal her culture and power; towards

which oltject, it is always to be borne in mind, that money, even in vast

sums, is always well spent by a people, when they can obtain with it

things that will secure national glory and national advantage. The

monuments, celebrated for a century in all the world, of the Villa

Albani; those destined to a still greater celebrity, collected by prince

Torlonia by purchase and by the excavations of Porto, as by many

other happy circumstances, would be those that would serve for

America.

The country which will have the one or the other collection (what

would it be for the country that should unite both!) would be the first

for Museums, finding a comparison alone in that of the Vatican. It is

true that the collection Albani may amount to 15 millions of francs,

and I believe that the other, of Torlonia, may be valued more than

double (from 30 to 35 millions) ; but when one thinks of the sums which

have been lavished and are still squandered in arms and war, may we

not be permitted to hope that a better judgment will invest a part of

those capital sums in adorning life, not in destroying it; in those studies

and arts which render peace and security more beautiful, not in those

which extinguish and expel them.

How many precious institutions one will then see founded and made

perpetual

!

Our classical researches are nourished upon these generous concep-

tions. I am sure that being able to make them prevail in America.—

where the means abound to hope for everything, and where sumptuous

legacies have sought to found the great supports of letters,—you will

sustain principles so in harmony with your own conceptions, and you

will do it with that energy which accompanies your intent.

Believe me penetrated with true esteem and true friendship,

Yours from the heart,
VISCONTI.

M. Robert C. Winturop.
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MEXICAN PAPER.
By Ph. J. J. Valentini, Ph.D.

Twnty-four thoxisand resmas of paper were to be brought, yearly, as a

tribute to the storehouses of the ruler of ancient Mexico— Tenuchtitlan.

We learn this frona the painted tribute list which forms the second

part of the oft quoted Codex Mendoza. There the fact stands, picto-

rially registered and clearly expressed.

We need not specify the reasons why out of no less than one hun-

dred and sixty-three specimens of early Mexican industry, which are

exhibited in the same list, we single out the article of paper and wish

to make it the subject of discussion. Paper is generally acknowledged

to be one of the most important agents of civilization. It is so to-day,

and we are authorized to infer that it must have been so in ancient

times. The quantity consumed stands in a direct ratio to the intel-

lectual development of a nation. Whatever modification these two
axioms may sutfer if applied to statements connected with ancient Mexi-

can society, any discussion that derives its main material from so

legitimate a source as the above will be of interest to our readers,

because it is likely to cast a new and somewhat clearer light upon the

social and industrial status of that people. The disparagements as

well as the exaggerations of which later writers are guilty, will find

their best corrective in the records made by the people themselves.

Before, however, entering upcm the several topics which have sprung

from the subject in question, it is proper, first of all, that the interpre-

tation we have given of the above mentioned pictures should be

stated and verified.

In treating this point, we will follow the method adopted in a previous

essay on the " Use of Copper.'" To repeat what was said there in a

more extended way, we advised the student to begin his work by con-

sulting the Nahuatl dictionary for the word standing for that object,

on whose charucteiistics and position in the tribute list he wishes to

gather information. After having secured this word, we directed him
to make an inspection of the Alphabetic Index, which the editors of

the Kingsborough Collection published in Vol. V., pages 42-113. He
would linil in this index an enumeration of all the proper names and
those of towns occurring in the Mendoza Codex, with the additional

' Mrrican Copper Tools, in Proceedings of American Antiquarian
Society, April 30, 1879.
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and exact reference to volume, plate and corresponding picture in the

named work. For, as that people had the habit of naming their towns

from their most important product, the student would feel quite certain

of detecting in the index the name of such a town and in such a form

as to exhibit in its flrst syllables the word for the product from which it

derived its name. Now, by the aid of these references the student can-

not fail to find the picture which was used for representing the product.

He will find the index referring to Volume I. of the Kingsborough

Collection, at the beginning of the volume in which the Mendoza Codex

is bound. This Codex is divided into three parts. The first contains

the aunals of the Aztec Tribe, the pictures of their rulers, the cities

they conquered, and the signs for the years in which the events took

place. The second part contains the pictures or coats of arras of the

forementioned cities with the illustration of the product allotted to

each of them to be paid as tribute. The third illustrates the education

which the Aztec boys and girls received from their cradle to the time

when they married. It is the flrst part of the Codex to which the

index refers, and in which the town's name will be found pictorially

represented in the' shape of a house being destroyed by tire, which is

the typical picture for conquest; and at its left side, connected with a

string, is the representation of that product from which the town derived

its name. In order to get at the name of the town or towns, compelled

to pay this special article of tribute, as no particular reference is given

for this idea, the reader must impress upon his mind's eye, very closely,

the outlines as well as the minute details with which the painter has

invested the picture. He will detect it somewhere on the pages of Part

2 of the Codex, which contains the tribute list, among an embarrassing

multitude of specimens of its kind, mostly brought in visible connec-

tion with another picture, which is that of the tributary town.

At this stage of research a difficulty arises, namely, that of recogniz-

ing the phonetic expression of the name embodied by the painter in

this strange pictorial representation of a Mexican municipal coat of

arms. This last information, however, may be derived from the text,

which the viceroy Mendoza caused to be added to the precious Codex

that bears his name. It will be noticed that each of the objects painted

in the tribute-list was provided with a number, by the aid of which,

together with that of the paged plate on which it stands, the student

may refer to the explanatory text, Vol. V., Kingsborough Collection,

pages 42-113, and thus become satisfied in regard to this first question.

Having thus explained the method of research to be followed, let us

now proceed to show how it would work in connection with Mexican

Paper.

In the Nahuatl language the word iov paper is amatl^ The Index, Vol.

v., Ivlngb. Coll., page 117, presents Amatlan as the name of a town,

^Molina (Fray Alonzo de), Vocabulario en Lengua Castellana y Mex-

icana. Mexico, 1571, page 4, verso.
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with a reference to Vol. V., page 15, fig. G. As iiidicatecl above, the

picture which corresponds to this reference, and of which a facsimile is

Cut 1. shown in Cut 1, appears in the form of a

piece of masonry from under whose crum-

bling roof smoke and flames burst forth.

Near it, at the left, and appended to the

drawing of the burning house, we notice

another drawing concerning the character

of which there cannot be the least doubt.

It stands for a roll of paper. The shape,

the white color and the string with which

the sheet is tied, tell their own story. We
are now certain that we have secured a

typical Mexican representation for paper, which in one way or another

would always return in the same shape, wlien paper was to be illus-

trated. Remembering this picture we now pass to the inspection of

the pages of Part 2, the Tribute-List, and find a very similar sign of

paper on page 26. (See Cut 2.) Excepting for a slight deviation from

our pattern, which shows the sheet cut straight, while this Cut 2.

has the edges curved, and moreover, that from the upper edge

something peeps out which looks like a black hooked nail, the

two piciares, indeed, appear to be identical. Casting a glance

at the plate on which the picture stands and understanding the

arrangement given to the multitude of its colored companions,

the student cannot fail to observe that on the left hand of the

plate there is a series of pictures running perpendicularly up

and down the page, which at the bottom turns a right angle to the

right. Within this rectangular shaped series the painter placed the

emblems for the towns, sixteen in number. All of them, as was the

custom, exhibit the figure of a green hill, on whose front the product

is painted from which the town derived its name. One picture, how-

ever, which is the 12th in number, is an exception to this rule. It does

not appear drawn upon a green hill. This circumstance might perplex

the student; and possibly cause him to doubt whether he sees the

emblem for the town or that of the tribute itself. Therefore, he will

do well to follow our advice, and with the aid of No. 12 picture and of

No. 2G plate, consult the explanatory text, standing in Vol V., p:ige Gl,

plate 26. There he will llnd the names enumerated for all the sixteen

towns, and that of our No. 12 connected with " the town of Yzamatitan, as

trihntarij in eight thousand resmas of paper."" Sliould the student at the

same tinu- (eel curious enough to ask lor the lingulstical analysis of this

name, his previous knowledge, th-xt AmatitanrnQm-iS paper-citu, would still

be enriched by learning from the dictionary that the prefix ys (abbr. from

])ztli) is the Nahuatl word for either thorn or nail. We cannot account

for tlic motives that people had to weld the words thorn and paper into

the body of a town's name, and refrain from making suggestions; but
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we think that our analysis of the name can be accepted as correct from

the fact, that in order to represent the name in the wonted ideographic

style, the painter added to the sheet of paper the picture of the hoolied

object, which we are now authorized to consider a iliorn or nail.

The picture for the town being found, it still remains for us to show

where to look for that of the tribute itself aud the eight thousand resmas,

of which the text spoke. To get at this, we have no other guide than

common sense. The painter, as will be noticed, omitted to express by

any hint, to which of the emblems of the sixteen towns the articles of

tribute belong, which fill the rest of the plate, on the right hand of the

series of towns. Nor does the additional resume, which was appended

to the explanatory text, help ns to a better understanding of the new
problem. To be brief, the picture is to be sought on the following

plate, 27, of which the text fortunately took care to state that it is a

continuation of the preceding. This plate shows no perpendicular

series of towns,—only a small horizontal row (17-21), live in number.

Above it, among the various pictures, one strikes our eye at first sight

—

that which is numbered fig. IG. It reproduces exactly the former

features of the drawing for paper, and this is the reason why
this picture should not be connected witli any other of the tweuty-

two towns, except that of Yzamatitan. We notice that it has an object

appended at the left (see Cut 3), the meaning of which must be explaineii,

Cut 3. since it is still new to us. It stands for

the number eight thousand, which is

alwa3's represented by a pouch or bag.

It is trimmed with fringes, and as other

ornaments there hang down on the

sides two tassels and a third one below.

On the front of the pouch we distin-

guish a little cross.

Here is the place to lay before our

readers an epitome of the general

features of Mexican pictorial numeration.'

Pictorial numbers were produced by the combination of only four

symbols. 1) All units up to the number twenty were represented by a

small circle or dot. 2) The number twcnti/ itself was designated by a

Cut 4. flag (Cut 4) and was called cemponlli. 3) A third symbol was
the number /owj' hundred, a feather standing up- Cut 5.

right (Cut 5) called cempoaUipilli. 4) For the

number eight thousand, the pouch (Cut 3) was
used. The system, therefore, was based upon

symbolizing the products of twenty.

' See Leon y Gama, Descripciou Hist, y Cronologica de las dos Piedras,
etc. Parte II., Appmidix 2, page 128. Edit. C. M. Bustamante, Mexico,
1832.

—

Anales del 3Iuseo Nacional de Mexico, Tom. I, Entrega 6'"", page
258.
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For the natives started with the idea that in the ten fingers of the two

hands, and the ten toes of the feet, nature herself had been so wise as

to preindicate by what law they should govern themselves in their daily

accounts. By the combination of the four symbols they managed to

express any number they needed. The mode of arranging the units or

dots was to set them by fives. For instance, the number twelve was

Cut 7.

• •

continuation.

« 9 e • •

• • « •

in which the artist

Cuts.

Cut 6. painted as in Cut 6 and nineteen as in

Cut 7. We find, however, that in the

% ^ caseof expressing the numberse?;e?i,

9 ^ ^ the two units were not placed be-

neath, but in a line with the fives, yet

in such a way as to mark the dis-

We learn this from a monument*

wished to express the days-date, 7 Acatl, as

will be seen in Cut 8. When they had a year's

date to express, they set it within a frame (see

the first part of the Mendoza Codex), but always

so that the fives were set lengthwise and the

numbers less than five, sideways. So the year

13 Acatl was represented in the very same

way, by painters and by sculptors. For this we

Cut 9. quote the Mendoza Codex, page 9, and the tablet at

the top of the Mexican Calendar Stone (Cut 9).

These instances will suffice to explain the method of

writing units.

The combinations between twenty and four hun-

dred were expressed by ihe symbol of the flag, so

that two flags close together meant the number forty,

three flags that of sixty, and so on. To express three

hundred and forty-seven, they would have painted

seventeen flags and seven dots. But they made varia-

tions in cases when the number could be divided by five; they then

divided the field of the flags into four squares, and rilled out only three

squares, leaving the fourth square blank. In this way the number

seventy-five would have been represented thus : (Cut 10). Cut 10.

This illustration is taken

from Gama.

As four hundred was repre-

sented by a feather standing

upright, the number five hun-

dred and three would be painted in the following way: (Cut 11).

P

'The monument can be seen copied, in full, in the Spanish Translation

of Mr. Prescott's work on the Conquest of Mexico, made by </oaf/um

Navarro, Mexico, lb45.
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Cut 11.

^v -'-'•'.1

YiliYiYl

;:-.<>« ^'j^
;£^ ^i^ • • •

One feather

five flags, and

three dots ; but

if five hundred

and Ave were

the number,

then the sixth flag would be divided into four squares with three

of them remaining bianl^.

There was no other sign, besides that of the pouch, beyond the num-

ber eight thousand.

If we now revert to our subject, according to the explanation given we

should infer that tlie pouch connected with the paper stands for eight

thousnnd sheets of paper. However, we are warranted in stating that the

am')unt was twenty times as much, hence 160,000 sheets. The multiplica-

tion by 20 comes in this way : The Mexicans, in wholesale, counted by

collective numbers—as we do when we speak of eighteen score eggs or

six reams of paper. This collective number wa-< always twenty. Yet,

according to the character of the objects, these twenties assumed

diflferent names. On the sale of poultry, fruits, and objects that were

round or could be rolled, they counted by stones or tetl. For objects or

persons looked at in rows, like posts, stones or soldiers, they used the

expression walls ov pantli. Objects which were always sold one above

the otlier, as dishes, plates, etc., were counted by blankets ov tlamaitl.

All fruits that grew in grains, or seeds grouped around a centre, like

maize, cacao, pineapples, and also bananas, were sold by cobs or olotl.

All that could be hung up, as clothing or skins, were sold by hangings

or pilU; and under this heading we And our object,' the paper, which

they probably used to hang up for its better preservation in the humid

climate, though we rtud it also mentioned among the objects counted

by tlamaitl. Now, as a tribute paid by xiqiiipilli or eight thousand

undoubtedly will be considered a business conducted on wholesale, the

amount of paper represented in our picture cannot fairly be counted by

single sheets, but by scores, and therefore we must assume that the city

of Yzamatitlan was tributary in 1(>0,000 sheets of paper. Thus it is also

expressed in the explanatory text, which with one exception, ^^ always

speaks of resmas (reams). Nor do we think we go too far in assuming

that the painter tried to express this. We feel confident that if he had

desired t<j indicate a tribute of single sheets, he would have drawn a

plain sheet, and not, as he did, a bundle tied with a rope.

1 Molina, u. s. pages 118—121 ; La cuenta numeral en lengua Castellana

y Mexicana.

2 This takes place on page 59, Codex Mendoza, Kgb. Coll., Vol. V,

where the interpreter set down the word: pUegos, sheets. 1 his is,

however, a mere slip of the peu. For, relurning to the same suDject,

he again employs the word resmas, as everywhere, m this connection.

11
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We have not yet finished our search for " paper" in the tribute list.

There is still another tribute pictuie of it registered on plate 24. which

plate exhibits the same arrangement of towns and tril)Ute articles as

the former (Cut 12.) It bears the number 12, and does not strike the eye

at first sight. The sheet of paper shows a yellow tint, and on its

npperedge a pair of teeth is represented, the gums being Cut 12.

of red flesh color, the teeth white and on the whole

remarkably well drawn from nature. On the lower

edge we notice a blue object attached, which is a

typical symbol for vmter. The Spanish text, in Vol. V.,

page .'59, gives the interpretation of tliis coat of arms as

being that for the town of Amacoztitla. As the athx

coztic means yellow, and as we were already informed

thatamatl means j-j^ppr, we learn by this analysis that the

town, undoubtedly, was tributary of a certain sort of yellowish paper.

Also in this case the picture for the tribute of paper must be sought on

the next plate, 25, where it appears marked with tlie number 11, and be-

comes conspicuous by the pouch appended to it (Cut 13.) Cut 13.

In order to gain more exact information, let us make

use of the reference given through plate 24, fig. 12,

and consult the text in Vol. V., page GO. We find

again, that eight thousand resmas of paper were to

be paid. Again, however, we miss the statement

which of the sixteen towns appearing on the plate

were tributary? Yet we think as before, that there

is no other reasonable choice, to make than to allot it

to that of the town of Amacoztitla.

There is still a last question to be solved. It arises

from the circumstance, that in the remme, appended

to the text, Vol. V., page CO, we find the following

remark :
" All this tribute was given as a whole, and

from six months to six months." Tribute, as a rule,

appears to have been paid annually ; and as the resume, appended to the

text mentioning the tribute of the town of Yzamalitan, is silent on this

topic, we think that this town was no exception to the rule. In regard,

however, to the town of AmacostUla, we must accept the express state-

ment made by the interpreter of a semi-annual tribute of paper. The

reason for charging Amacoztitla with a double amount may be detected,

in the yellow and therefore coarser quality of paper which it had to fur-

nish. The Spanish rcsma (ream) is nothing else than an expression,

which fortuitously coincided with the Mexican pilli or twenties. If

therefore Amacoztitla yearly, gave 16,000, and Yzamatitan 8,000 resmas,

and if each resma contained 20 sheets, our assertion at the head of these

paces, that the yearly tribute of paper to the City of Mexico was of

24,000 resmas, equal to 480,000 sheets, may be considered to be correct.

In our previous dissertation on Mexican Copper Tools, we showed

how by following up a certain method of research, the Codex Mendoza
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can be made useful in eliciting facts which may cast light upon the

ancient industrial status of those people. The present dissertation on

"Paper" seems to give additional proof that the metliod stands its

test, and may be employed, in future, with advantage. The student

will consider that in consulting those pictures, he is going directly to

the headquarters of information.

A few questions of interest arise in connection with our present arti-

cle on Ancient Mexican Paper. Let us confine them to the subject—

1) of its manufacture and different sorts, 2) of the form of its exaction

as an article of tribute, and 3) of its employment for various purposes.

In order to give the discussion of these topics an authoritative basis,

the reader, during its course, shall be made acquainted with all such

passages and statements, as we were able to gather from the ancient

writers.

In considering the manufacture of paper, our information on the

processes which were in use, is scarce indeed. It is, however, sufficient

to make us acquainted with the substances that were employed, so that

by the aid of the combined data, any specific analysis likely to be under-

taken of the various relics still in existence may the more readily

afford us a definite result.

The first specimens of American paper which came to the hands of

the Spaniards, were found, as it seems' on the coast of Vera Cruz

immediately after Cortez's landing. They were covered with pictures

bound in the form of books, and were sent to Spain among the

presents which Cortez some time later received for his monarch from

Moctezuma. So, at least, we may infer from the list of these

presents, 2 in which appear '* Two books of those lohich the Indians have

made," and ''Six specimens of drawings; another one xchich is red and

has a few circles traced on it, and two specimens painted blue." On tlieir

arrival, Petrus Martyr, the Imperial Counsellor, as would be expected

from a scholar, gave those Indian books a very close attention. He

writes of them to Pope Hadrian in the following terms :^ "They do not

' Torqiiemada, Moiiarquia Indiana, IV., 19: Hallaron (Cort6s) en

uu rio, adonde despues se poblo Vera Cruz la Vijia .... unos

idolos, braseros para sahumar y muchos libros depapel. en que conserva-

van sus ritos y ceremonias, los sucesos de casos acaecidos e historias.

^This highly interesting document may be found printed in " Diserta-

ciones sobre la Hist. d. l.'^Hep. Mexicana." por D. Lucas Alaman, Mejico,

1844, Tom. I., App. 2, pages 01—101. It is signed by tiie names ot the

two messengers (procuradores) Puerto Carrero and Franc, de Monlejo,

July 6 1.51i». The text for our reference runs thus: "Mas dos libros de

los\le'acatienen los indios," (pag ili)) and " Seis piezas de pincel
:^
otra

pieza colorada con unas rnedas y otras dos piezas azules de pincel.

'^Fetr. Martyr, de Rebus Oceanicis, etc., Coloniae 1574, pag. 355, alin.

1, Dec. IV., «. Non foliatim libros concinnant, sed in longumdistend-

uiit, ad plures cubitos : materias in quadratas reducuuD partes, non

solutas sed teuaci bitumine flexibili adeo conjuiictas, us ligneis compac-

tae tabellis, arguti librarij videantiir manus subijsse. Quacunque pateat

liber apertus, duae se.se facies offerunt, duae pagiuae apparent, totidem

sub illis latent, nisi protendatur in longnm.
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bind thera as we do, leaf by leaf, but they extend one single leaf to the

length of several cubits, after having pasted a certain amount of square

leaves one to the other with a bitumen so adhesive, that the whole

seems to have passed through the hands of the most skilful book-

binder. Whichever way this book was opened, it would always present

two sides written and two pages appear, and as many folds, unless you

extend the whole of it." " ' We have said before that these natives bad

books, and the messengers who were procurators for the new colony of

Coluacaua, together with other presents, brought many of them hither

to Spain. The leaves of these books, upon which they write, are of

the membrane of trees, from the substance that grows beneath the upper

bark, and which they say is very scarce. It is not like that found

in the willows or elms, but such as you find inside of certain edible

palm trees, and which, resembling coarse cloth, grows between the

intersecting leaves, precisely like network. These porous membranes

they fill up with bitumen and render them pliable, and stretch to what-

ever form they please, and being made hard again, they cover thera

with a certain kinti of gypsum. I, however, presume that the paper,

lohidi they (the messengers) have seen preparing, was made with a sub-

stance that is only similar to gypsum, beaten and then sifted into fine

flour, and thus a suljstance pi'eparetl upon which one may write what-

soever would occur to him, and wipe it otf with a sponge or cloth, and

then use it again."

This statement is concise, and of remarkable clearness. There is a

ring of truth in it, which makes us believe that the alleged messengers

actually happened to be eye-witnesses of the act of paper-making by

the Indians. Though the tree of which the membrane was taken is

not named, it cannot be other thau the so-called rubber tree (Castiloa

elastica), whose ancient Nahuatl name of amall points directly to the

office it once performed, and this word for the tree has survived in

the language of the whole Central American people. \Vh;it kind of

resin was employed and what chalky powder'^ a future chemical

' Id. pag. 354. Piximus libros iuibere gentes has. Libros attulerunt

una cum caetcris nmneribus hi Coluacanae novi coloni, procuratores,

uuiicij, multos. Scriptibilia sunt eorum folia ex inter'ore arborum
tenui corlice, sulj libro superiore crealo. Karum ajuntesse: uti vidc-

mus non in sallceo aut ulnieo, sed uti cernere fas est in palmulanim esui

aptaruni, tela dura folia exteriore intersectante : veUui reiia forainiiiil)Us

et niaculis angustis conlexla, bitumine tenaci .retiacula conipingunt.

Adaptatain hinc formam inollefacta convertunt, et oxtendunt ad libitum,

dureuKjue facia liuinnt gypso. Putandiim est autem eos aliciua gypso
consauguim-a materia tal)ellas vidisse. Credendum est gypso in I'ariuam

cribrato su|)erfultas, in quibus quictpiid vciiit in meutem, scrilii potest:

dehinc spongia vel panulo deleri, ut (h'lmo reileretnr. Ex licuum tabel-

lis fiunl libelli, (|Uos magnarum domorum dispensatores per fora secum
ferunt, styloque metailico merces emptas coaptant, deleudas quando jam
in computatorios codices traduxerint.

'^ We take the following from Molina's Dictionary, page If)!* :
" 'xicaHell,

a certain varnish of white stone, upon which was painted or gilded; or
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analysis will teach us, for there are specimens of such fibrous paper still

iu existence.*

In connection with paper made of vegetable substance there is still

another passage to be quoted. It comes from Bishop Landa,'' whose

long residence in Yucatan and among the Indians settled on the Atlan-

tic coast of Mexico entitles him to be heard when he seeks to inform

us on Indian paper manufacture. He says : "They wrote their books on

a large and many -folded sheet, the whole of which tliey shut up within

two nicely prepared boards. The writing was in columns and according

as the folds run. It covered both sides. The paper was made from

the roots of a tree, and was given a white lustre, on which they could

write perfectly well."

From this statement it would appear that the roots of some tree had

been employed as the main substance for manufacturing paper. The

possibility of this cannot be absolutely denied, but Landa in this

assertion stands alone among all other authors who have written on the

same subject. We presume, however, that Landa's statement, in sub-

stance, tells the truth, and that he was careless only in the form of his

expression. We interpret the passage in the following way :

It is the peculiarity of the rubber tree that after attaining its full

development, the base does not present the plain round form of other

trees. It presents a fanciful appearance, as if a large number of long

triangular boards were grouped around the foot and were leaning

against it in order to support its gigantic structure, a support which it

needs, considering the wide expansion of its crown, and the hurricanes

that occasionally sweep the forests. Without this system of natural

buttresses the tree would not be able to stand. It would cost an

immense amount of labor to fell the tree at its base. Therefore, after

making a rude scafiblding, the stem is cut where all those taperiugs join

gypsum; or a certain smooth stone which served for polishing."—Since
the native terms for substances of the kind are still in use, it will not

be difficult for our Mexican colleagues to ascertain which special white
stont was meant by xicalletl, anil how Molina's assertion that it served
for coating as well as for polishing purposes must be understood.

* Brassenr de Bourbourg, in his edition of Diego de Landa's " Kelatioa
des (.-hoses de Yucatan," Paris, I8G+, page 44, Note, draws the attention

of the reader to the fact that a specimen of this amatl-pa|)er is still pre-

served. He says :
" c' est une sorte de papyrus, prepare avec grand soin,

en tout seml)lable a celui de la Bibliotheque Tinperiale (Paris ?J et recon-

vert d' un enduit analogue h celui de nos cartes de visiles."

- Dictjo de Landa hy Br. de. Bonrhnim/, ib page 44 (§ VII.) "que escribian

sus libros en una lioja larga dobhuia con piicgues, que sc venia a cerrar

totla entre dos tablas (jue liacian muy galanas, y que es(-ribian de una
parte y de otra a colunas, segun eran los pleigos, y que este papel

hacian de 7-nices de un arb(d, y que le davan un lustre bianco en que se

podia bien escrivir A later Yucatecau
author. "CogoUudo. Hist, de Yucatan" (Madrid, l(i()8) Lib. IV. cap. V.
page 18.5: "They h;ul booics in Yucatan made from the bark of trees

and a white and lasting resinous substance (betun)," etc., etc.
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to form the single trunk, which is often at the height of five to seven

yards. After the lapse of a year the bark of those natural buttresses

bejiius to dry and come off. It then needs only a little practice to peel

off long pieces, which, when soaked and beaten, yield a membranous

tissue, of which to this day, the poor savage Indians make use for a

covering. In common Spanish parlance this lower portion of the

trunk is simply called " la ralz del palo," or the root of the tree, and

therefore it may be accepted fairly that Landa by speaking of "paper

made from the roots of a tree," had in mind the described portion of

the amatl-tree.

These two passages, taken from P. Martyr and Diego de Landa, are

the only ones which we were able to find containing information on

this kind of bark-paper. Since both seem to describe, however, only

tliat special paper which was found to be in use with the Maya people,

who lived on the Eastern Coast of Mexico, and no allusion is made

to their acquaintance with any other mode of manufacturing, one

may well ask, whether this process was traditional and peculiar only

to the Mayas, and whether it was also a fact that they had no

other material at. hand for changing or improving the method? We
cannot give an answer to this question; yet it is forced upon us,

Avhen we consider, that the immediate neighbors of the Maya, the

Nalioa-speaking races, on the high plateaus of Anahuac, were found

to manufacture paper in a widely differing way. They were said to

have beaten the vegetable fibre of the maguey plantto a pulp, and to

have extended the same in the form of a sheet. The .Mayas occupied

a zone of vegetation in which the amatl tree has its home, whilst

the Nahoas had settled on the mesas of the Cordillera, where the tree

does not exist.

Let us now consider the manufacture of paper as found among the

Nahoa-Mexicans. The vegetable fibre, of which we spoke, was taken

from the Maguey plant, a product of the colder, because higher, moun-

tainous regions of Central America. The varieties of this Maguey

plant are numerous. Modern botanists have taken care to discriminate

in descril)ing them. The reader may be pleased to learn what an

accomplished Spanish scholar, Dr. Hernandez, ' when writing on the

medical use made in those countries of the various varieties of the

'Rerum Medicarum Novae Hispaniae Thesaurus sen Plantarum,
Animalium, Miurraliiim, Mexicanarum Historia ex Francisci Fernandez
Novi ()rl)is Medici Primarj rchiiionibus in ipsa Mexicana Urbe con-

scriptis a JVardo Anlo)iio Jiecc/to. Cullecia et in ordinem digesta a
Joanne Terentio Lnwro, liomae, KJol, pag. 270: Met! plantae, (juain

Mexicanensi Maguei appellant . . . Tota enim ilia, lignorum sepien-

dorunique; agrornm usuiii praeslet. Caules liiinorum, folia vero tecta

tegondi, imbncum, lanclum? (sic) papyri lllifpie, ex quo caicei, lintea

. . . . On the u)argiu stands tiie following abstract froii the in-

troductory text: Diffort-nlia, forma, cidtus, fractus, sepis, ligna, im-

brica, (Hi, vosi<s, clavi, acus, succus, mel, saccharum, vinum, acetum,
vires, restes, cibus.
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Majruey plant, said of the usefulness of that plant. We give only an

abstract of it :
" It furnished the people with fire and fence wood,

with giitter-s, tiles and thatching material, with paper, and fibres from

which shoes and cloth are made; they gather nails and needles from it,

as well as fruits, wine, honey, sugar and vinegar. It is full of remedies

against many diseases." Thus we have a learned authority for the

fact that the natives actually worked up the Maguey in their prepara-

tion of paper. Which of the many varieties, however, was employed

for the purpose, the Doctor does not state; nor are we able to say

whether or not any lnforn)ation about it was left at all. If not, we feel

tempted to make a suggestion. We find among eighteen varieties of

Maguey or raetl enumerated by the Doctor, one which is called by the

natives mptl-cnztli. The name reminds us of that of the town of

AmncmtiUa (see above). Should a town or district of this name still

be in existence, and a sort of Maguey there be cultivated, and the name

metl-coztli still be in use, this circumstance might lead to the solution

of the question, which of the many Maguey varieties the Mexicans

selected for their purpose.

Among other early writers, who speak of paper, is Gomara,' the

secretary of Hernan Cortez. He says: "of this metl, paper is made,

which is used at their sacrifices and by the painters, and is found in

every part of the country." None of the early chroniclers, however

(at least none of those we had access to), have presented us with a

description of how the paper itself was manufactured. It is only in the

year 1746, that the Cavaliere Boturini,^ a collector of Mexican relics

informs us (yet from sources which he has omitted to quote), on the

subject. "Indian paper was made from the leaves of the Maguey, which

in the language of the natives was called inetl, and in Spanish pUu.

The leaves were soaked, putrified and the flbies washed, smoothed and

extended for the manufacture of thin as well as thick paper. After

having been polished, they painted upon them. They also knew how

to make paper from palm leaves, and I have in my possession a few

samples of this sort, which are as smooth as silk." He is followed, in

'Gomara (Lopez de) Historia de Mexico etc. Anvers, 1554, page 344

sq. Del arbol Metl.
' Metl es uu arbol, que unos Uaman Maguei y

otros cardon (thistle). Crece de altura mas de dos estados (man's

height) y en gordor cuanto un muslo de hoinbre. Es mas ancho debajo

que" de arriba, como cipres De la hoja deste metl

hacen papel que corre por todas partes para sacriflcios y pintores.

'^CayaWeve Lorenzo Botnrini Benadttrci: Idea de una nueva Historia

general, y Catalogo del Museo llistorico. Madrid, 174G. Page 95. EI

papel Indiano secomponia de las pencas del Maguey, que en lengua

natural se llama Metl, y en Castellana Pila. Las echaban a podrir, y
lavaban el hilo de eUas, el que habicndose ablandado, estendian para

componer sii papel gruesso 6 delgado, que despues biunian para pintar

en el. Tumbieu hacian papel de las liojas de Talma, y Yo tengo algunos de

estos delgados y blandos tanto como seda.
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1780, by Lorenzana.Mn a paragraph entitled: "Paper on vvliidi they

wrote," he says : " Paper was made from the leaves of the Maguei,

which In Spanish is called Pita. The leaves of this plant were first

soaked in water in order to putrify them. They then washed the fibres,

smoothed them, and extended them for the manufacture of their coarse

paper, which then was polished in order to paint on it. They also liad

a fine sort of paper, made of palms, and white like silk, which -I have

seen; the leaves of the palms were gathered, ground, beaten and then

polished." It will be noticed that when Lorenzana wrote these lines he

was influenced by reading Boturini's text; and of both writers it may

be stated with certainty, that neither of them ever saw the manufacture

of paper. At their epoch, native art and industry had been buried for

more than a century by the protective system, introduced in favor of

Peninsula merchandise. Therefore, whatever was still known of the

ancient Industrial methods and devices, had only the character of dim

tradition, and the distinction which our authors were able to make

between coarse and fine native paper, draws its origin ouly fro;n the

opportunity they still had to handle and inspect many precious relics

of the lost industry. Had Lorenzana been acquainted with the name

of the palm tree, the leaves of which he says were employed for

preparing the finer sort of "silk paper," he would have given it, as he

did that of the " pencan del Maguey."

We have seen how little information can be drawn from the writings

of the chroniclers. There is, however, one way left by which we may

satisfy our curiosity to a certain degree. We may let the specimens of

paper still in existence tell their own story. The difficulty only lies in

their being scattered all over the world,.and that those who crwn them

would not wish to ofl'er them for examination, for fear the precious

relics might be damaged and thereby diminished in value. In this

respect we have been more fortunate than we fear others will be.

The Geographical Society of New York is in possession of an ancient

Mexican painting., with the examination of which we were sometime

ago intrusted. The result was, that it did not represent, as was

expected, a topoirraphical map of ancient Mexico— Tenuchtitlan, but the

plan of a little village, a portion of which area the Spaniards had taken

from the Indians illegally. The latter wished to show by the painting

how mncli they were originally entitled to. The plan also bore a text,

written in the Nahuatl language with antique Spanish letters, from

which we could be satisfied as to the minor details of the complaint.

It shows no year's date, yet from the fact that the Holy Office of

^Lorenzana (I)'" FrnnC Antonio de) Hist. d. 1. N. Kspana escrita por

su esclarecido conquistador, Mexico, 1770, page 8: Papel. cm (pie

escribian. Metl, se hacia de las pencas de el Maguei o Pita, que Hainan

en Espana: las echaban a podrir en Agua, labab.in el hilo de ellas ab-

lanilando le cstendian para componer sn papel srrnesso, que despues bru-

nian, para piiilar en el.— Papel de Palnia hiaudo, y bianco como de .seda,

que le lie visto; cojian las ojas de Palma, las inolian y batiau y brunian.
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the Inquisition is mentioned in the text, we may trace the origin of

this specimen of paper baciv to about the epoch of 1572, a date at which

the Indians still were accustomed to prepare their own paper. Upon

examining the specimen, we noticed— I) that the average thickness of

the sheet did not exceed two mill. """ ; 2) that the painted surface

exhibited a yellowish tint, and the opposite surface a grayish hue,

both surfaces however appearing to be polished; 3) the edges had

the appearance of coarse cloth, when torn lengthwise; 4) it was

noticed that one of the corners of the sheet had split open, so that when

trying to widen the split in the same direction, the final result would

have been to hold two thin sheets in one's hand ; 5) when held against

the light, the substance appeared cloudy, a few darker spots showing

still the remnants of original fibres, and one which was still more dark,

indicated a thickly matted mass of the same; 6) almost throughout

the whole surface of the inner sides, it appeared to have been worked

upon by something like a comb; but as the lines thus produced

appeared to be lying within the borders of a parallelogram, one might

guess that they had been produced by an instrument made for the

express purpose of exerting an equal pressure upon the sheet in

preparation; 7) A small specimen of the paper, when submitted to the

examination of N. E. Waller, N. Y. Columbia School of Mines, gave

the following results: "The substance does not contain any cotton

fibres when seen under the microscope, but consists of fibres still

surrounded with a thin membrane more or less torn and thrown into

corrugated folds in some places. A very slight trace of gum appeared

when this substance was boiled with water, and the solution tested

with basic acetetate of lead."

'

Another specimen of paper has been examined by Dr. E. Forstemann,

the Superintendent of the Royal Library of Dresden, who at our

request to furnish us with as exact information as possible in regard to

the substance of which the paper of the so-called Dresden Codex is com-

posed, was so kind as to answer on November 10th, and December 20th,

1880 : " I suppose, you have been already informed through the press

of the publication I made of the Dresden Codex, a most valuable

document of ancient Yucatecan art and industry. The reprint has been

issued l)y the Heliotypic Institute of Nauiiiann in Leipzig, in how-

ever only fifty copies. In the preface, which I wrote to the reprint,

you will find most of the questions you asked me answered, respecting

the material, size and color of the painted sheets. Yet I most willingly

hasten to condense my answer in the following terms — The size of

the sheets is, 0.205 metres in length, and 0.085 metres in width. The

• In expressing our gratitude to the Society for having allowed us to

examine a small specimen of this ancient paper, and our thanks also

to the gentleman who was so kind as to test it by scientific method,

we only wish that equal favor might be conferred upon all those stu-

dents who should ask for the same in the interest of closer research.

12
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ground color is throughout white, some rc-ddish spots cropping out

on the surface of the sheets, here and there. The white color origi-

nates from a coating of gypsum or lime and therefore is somewhat

rough to the touch. According to tradition the matesial of the paper

was taken from the metl-plant, and so indeed it appears to be upon

examining the edges and angles of the various sheets, where the interior

through use and handling was laid open to the eye. The meshed fibres

are too fine and too white to come from the bark of a tree, and do not

show its natural matting. It appears, Anally, that the substance of the

sheets was held or fastened together by thin membranes; whether or

not they are animal membranes, I am unable to say. It is, however,

not discernible that any of the 74 sheets, of which the Codex is

composed, consists of two separate strata. You will appreciate the

reason why I am prevented from sending a sample of the material,

were it only a small one, and intended for chemical analysis."'

These statements of Dr. Forsteraann unveil a highly interesting

fact, which when examining the chart preserved by the Geographical

Society, had escaped our attention. For, if we are not mistaken in the

tenor of his text, our learned friend noticed that each sheet consisted

of a worked-up layer of Maguey fibres, both sides of which were

covered with a thin membrane. Tracis of these membranes were also

observed in Dr. Waller's microscopical inspection. Some resinous

substance then (see above) must have served as paste, and strong

pressure exerted upon the prepared sheet made it appear as if both

surfaces were of the substance of the dressing itself. It is only

through the discovery of this membranous surface that the explanation

is obtained, how these people succeeded in drawing and painting so

' When this article was preparing for press, we received a note written

by Prof. Dr. Fr. Miiller of the Royal Imperial Library, Vienna, in which

he kindly answers a question we asked icgarding the material of

which the sheets of the so called Mexican Vienna Codex were manufac

tured. The note runs thus :—" Vienna, 12th January, 1881. Dear Sir:

Immediately after the receipt of your last of Dec. 27, 1880, I had the

Codex brought from the R. I. Library to my office. It stands registered

in the catalogue under ' Mexican Codex on vellum.' In order to avoid

any mistake, I engaged two friends of mine, who are zoologists, to

examine the substance of the sheets, and found the statement of the

catalogiie confirmed. The vellum is of deerskin, perhaps Cervus

Californ's, and is prepared in a most peculiar way. I don't know
whether this brief notice will be of any avail for your article. The
Codex, however, shall be further examined, and with a special view to

its technicpie of painting. Should then anything come to light, that

would be of interest to you, I shall not fail ofimpaiting it.

Truly yours, Fu. Millkr, 111. Marxergasse, 27, a."

The notice is, indeed, of value. If it does not prove what skin, it

suiigests the animal at least from which the membrane spoken of by

Drs. Waller and Forstemann was probably taken. There is no animal

in Central America except the deer, tlmt furnishes so large a membrane

as would be required to cover the surface of the sheets of paper referred

to.
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neatly as they did. For on examining the body of the fibrous substance,

its coarseness afforded the fullest evidence that these fibres had not

undergone such final process of maceration as is necessary to form the

fine and slimy film, vvhich after dryiug leaves an even surface to paiut

upon. Therefore, it was a membrane which furnished the painter with

an even surface ; the Maguey fibres formed only the body of the sheet.

There are mauy more questions to be answered, which stand in close

connection with our subject. We are compelled to leave them open

until we obtain the required data for undertaking their discussion.

Our subject is not " Mexican Paper " alone. We must view it also

in tlie light of an article of tribute.

In order to better understand the way in which this business of col-

lecting tribute was carried on, we cannot help adding a few preliminary

remarks on the basis underlying early Mexican and Central American

society. In plain words, this basis was Communisui. Not, how-

ever, a theoretical or speculative communism, but a system of natural

growth, and historical development. Our modern family, we may say,

lives also more or less on the communistic phm. Yet each of its

descendants, whea come of age, is understood ti) make the efi"ort of

forming a new family, the head of which should work for its subsist-

ence independently of parental aid. Not so with the Indians. The

soil upon which the first family had settled, would be the commoa

property of all after generations. No division of soil or property took

place; iuheritances, testaments, legacies were notions unknown to

them. The soil was tilled in common aud its fruit divided in common.

They considered themselves to be and to remain one single family,

and even after having increased to the respectable size of a gens,

and later on coming in contact with foreign gentes, to that of a

tribe, they would act under the direction of the same principle.

In order to watch and administer the complicated interests of

this communistic kinship, a council of elders was elected, and for

urgent cases this council was empowered to elect a chieftain, respon-

sible to them and to the whole community.' The most frequent of

such cases was war. War, on the victor's side meant receiving, on

' This conception of ancient Mexican society, will not astonish those

who read Mr. Ad. F. Bandelier's recent publications on the subject, and

take care to examine the premises by which this gentleman was
brought to so surprising a conclusion. He has expounded his theory in

three successive articles, which were published in the tentli, eleventh

and twelfth Reports of the Peabody Museum of Arciux3ology and Eth-

nology, Cambridge, 1877,1878 and 1879, under the tides: 1) " Art of

War and Mode of Warfare of the Ancient Mexicans." 2) " The Distribu-

tion and Tenure of Lands, and the Customs with respect to Inheritance."

3) " Social Organization and Mode of Government of the Ancient Mexi-

cans." The author comes to the acceptable results that Ancient Mexico

was neither an Empire, nor a feudal Monarchy, nor ruled by a despotical

power. "The Aztec tribe was organized after the principles of a bar-

barous, but free military democracy. The notion of abstract owner-
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that of the vanquished paying tribute. In an organization, as de-

scribed, in which every member considered itself connected to the

others by the ties of blood, a comparatively small reverse or loss

must necessarily have caused greater terror and more rapid defeat,

than under similar circumstances to a military body in which the

members were more or less strangers to each other; and if it was the

chieftain who was captured or slain, the panic grew to such an

intensity, that the forces felt paralyzed, desisted from lighting and

surrendered. Now, respecting the Mexicans, we are circumstantially

informed,' that they were neither agriculturists nor manufacturers.

They drew their subsistence from systematic depredatory raids made

upon their neighbors, and avoiding killing in battle as much as

possible. In their engagements with the enemy, all they aimed at was

to make captives.^ Regarding these unhappy creatures, it is generally

ship of the soil, either by the nation, or state, or by the head of its

government, was unknown to them. Definite possessory right was
vested in the kinships composing the tribe, and conquest was not fol-

lowed by the annexation of a tribe's territory, but by the exaction of

a tribute, for the purpose of which special tracts were set ofl". Each
of the twenty Mexican kins was governed by strictly elected otflcers,

subject to removal. The kins delegated their power to transact busi-

ness with outsiders to a general council which represented the Aztec
tribe as a whole. The dignity of chief, commonly transformed into

that of an emperor, was not hereditary, but a reward of merit."

These are some of the main results aimed at by Mr. Bandeiier in the

research he made on ancient Mexican Society. It will readily be noticed

that they stand in direct opposition to all which his predecessors liad

been teaching on this subject. We congratulate him sincerely upon his

bold achievement. Not so much, however, because we think to have
found in Mr. Bandeiier a welcome confederate in our warfare against

the extraordinary theories indulged in i:)y the late Brasscur de Bourboiirg,

to whom he is an equal in enthusiasm, in vast reading and in consiruc-

tive power, but because he has known how to master his emotional
and intellectual agencies, and, in battling the most complex and con-
tradictory historical material, has succeeded in arranging it in an
array of lucid premises, which of themselves lead to a series of com-
mon sense conclusions. The foot-notes he has given are indeed of
an extension which appears uncommon. They occupy a space live

times larger than the text. Yet as their contents are not reasonings, but

abstracts taken from the ancient Spanish authors, whose works are not at

every student's disposal, and as the author wishes to settle, once and
forever, a point important in ancient Mexican history, we think this

copiousness of quotations is not only excusable but necessary. It shows
the author's circumspection, and the honest interest he has to make his

reader jndge for himself, the particular reasons why he should i)e

induced to al)andon a long-cherished doctrine and adopt the new one,

which the author recommends. It will be impossible for this writer to

agree with Mr. Bandeiier upon each and every point. But this does not

hinder him from endorsing the healthful tendency that pervades the

whole work, nor from admiring llie author's industry and steadfast ear-

nestness displayed in so laborious a research.

• Ad. F. Bandeiier, Art of War, 1. c. page 96 sq. 19.

' Id. page 138, in note 164.
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supposed, that as soon as they were broiii^ht to the capital, they were
immolated to the gods. This is as improbable in itself as it is incon-

sistent with what we know on this subject. The religious tenets of

the Mexicans, indeed required human sacrifices, and numerous execu-

tions of this kind have taken place. But this sacrificing fell upon only

a small minority of the prisoners. By far the larger portion of them
became slaves

;
yet these slaves, at the same time that they had to do

the vilest services, were considered to be most precious hostages for

the fulfilment of the treaty of peace with that tribe to which they had
belonged, and of its most important condition, which was to pay a

stipulated tribute. Each neglect of payment, and each rebellion, of

course, endangered the prisoners' life. Therefore, whilst on the one
hand the strong feeling for their kins' safet}^ made the tribe meet its

obligations, the victor, on the other hand, kept also in his possession

a valuable security for having the tribute punctually paid.

If after these preliminary remarks we now revert to our subject,

we may imagine how busily all members of the tribe at home must
have worked in order to have the tribute articles ready for the day
appointed. Many a tear must have dropped upon those gorgeously

embroidered quilts and blankets, the specimens of which we now see

pictured on the pages of the Mendoza Codex ; and from the women's
little treasures many dear keepsakes have been handed over with sighs

and sobs, in order to be molten and cast into such shapes as the cruel

enemy had prescribed. Yet there was also one thought and sentiment
that must have softened their grief. The treasure they parted with,

besides securing their own life, was destined to secure also that of the

absent father or brother, while the making up of the exacted tribute

performed in common, must have contributed to lighten the burden.

The elders organized and surveyed the labor. They also collected and
registered the articles. Carriers (tamenes) lifted them in well secured

packs upon their backs, and after fastening the former by two straps

which on their forehead joined to a bi'oad belt (niecapdl). with the

elders fguegues) or speakers (tlatoani) at the front, they began the

painful journey to the capital. But first, they had to wend their way to-

wards ili(' place in which the much feared Mexican calpixque (calli-houae,

pixqrii- g-dtharei- or custodian), the preliminary recipient of the tribute

held his residence. He was usually an officer of high rank and heartily

hated; for " besides his controlling position, he was also looked at as a

spy, whose reports might at any tune, bring down upon the pueblo

the wrath of their conquerors, a living monument of the defeat with

all its unfortunate results." If the place was very distant from the

capital, the calpixque must have made appointments with other of his

colleagues for a common place of rendezvous, and it must have aflbrded

a picturesque spectacle to see this convoy in combined force moving
through valleys and over hills and mountain passes toward the great

City of the Lakes. Their arrival was sure to be welcomed with shouts
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of joy and triumph, for each company of the carriers brought to tlie

spectators the memory of a battle won, and more than all, each load

under the weight of which they were aching, was destined to All the

empty store-house with new provisions for the year. The long list of

articles received in the city on such an occasion, may be inspected in

the Codex Mendoza.

It was, however, not the so-called Emperor of Mexico into whose
treasure-house the tribute was delivered, and upon wliose mercy and

benevolence the distribution of the gifts depended. He had his share

in theui, aud certainly a large one; but it was "the tribe, to which

the tribute was due, and it was the tribal representatives to whom it

was delivered. If the gathering of the tribute required a set of

officers placed under the orders of the military chief, another set was

needed for its preservation and judicious distribution. Every convoy

was therefore consigned to a proper officer, the home steward. To
him, the petlacaltecatl, or the mau of the house of chests, the kins

came for their share. Unfortunately we are unable to establish the

principles upon which the division took place. All that we know is

that the tribe received one portion and the kins or calpulli the other.'"

It is but natural to suppose, that if under these principles of distinc-

tion, one portion of the whole tribute, from the outset, was set aside to

meet the general demands of tribal government, the remnant was divided

into twenty shares, each of them to be received by the twenty calpullis,

and that these again may have reserved one portion for the demands

of their ovrn special administration, and the remainder may have finally

come to the possession of the individual or family homesteads.

Here is the place to consider the question how the above stated

amount of paper-tribute was distributed among the members of that

tribal community which resided in the City of Mexico

—

Tenuchtitlan.

Though there is no special information, yet there are certain points of

view, by which we may be guided in discussing and partly answering

this query. First of all, it is judicious to assume that the amount of

twenty-four thousand resmas, equivalent to four hundred and eighty

thousand sheets, can hardly have been distributed per capita. This

might be expected to have happened with the tribute of provisions and

clothes, but not with the tribute of paper. Paper must have made an

exception to the rule. It would have been a useless Avaste of the

precious article to give each member of the calpulli a share of it, for

the majority was not trained in the art of painting. This art was in

possession of those only who were educated for the purpose. But if

so, how can it be explained, thai this guild of artists, the members of

which must have been few in number, should have been able to

consume for their special work the enormous aniouuL of four hundred

and eighty thousand sheets of paper? We are fully informed for what

'For tliis and the foregoing verbal quotations see Bnndelier, " Social

Organization and Mode of Government," 1. c. page 694, sqy.
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different purposes paper was employed by these painters. They had

to record the historical annals of the year, provide the priests with

copies of the ritual calendar, register tributes, and in case of litiga-

tion on the limits of rural estates, to draft the map for the parties

and the judge. The lack of a phonetic alphabet and writing had

not yet allowed these people to indulge in the luxury of a volumi-

nous literature. Their imperfect system of representing an event or

an idea by means of objects or sj-mboLs, confined them to the recording

of only the most important data of civic and religious administration.

Iq this the reports of the Spanish chroniclers unanimously concur;

and the paintings also which are left to us, confirm the impression

that the records and therefore the use which the painters made of

paper, was almost exclusively confined to the four above stated

purposes of administration. It would be hazardous to average the

number of sheets of paper used for these oflicial purposes. However,

we may safely advance, that only a minimun of the four hundred and

eighty thousand sheets can have been consumed in this wise.

What disposition was made of the considerable remainder, vre are,

of course, unable to state in detail. But if, under certain conditions,

one is allowed to make an inference from known facts, let us make
use of this modus coUigendi. There is a circumstantial report existing,

made bj- one of the most relial)le Spanish chroniclers respecting the

religions festivities, which in Mexico were held at the beginning of

each month. We shall give an abstract of this description, for on

every occasion paper is stated to have been employed for dressing

up the temples, idols, victims, priests and the whole concourse of

performers themselves. The report, indeed, concerns only the monthly

festivals, as being those of higher note. But the Mexican ritual calen-

dar had this in common with the Oriental one, that every day was, so

to speak, sanctified, having its special patron, before whose shrine it

was the priest's duty to offer sacrifice by burning balls of copal, hule and

amatl (resin, rubber and paper). If we now consider that the copantl

(wall of serpents, which formed the large enclosure in the midst of

which arose the structure of the famous. pyramid), was studded with

seventy-eight such shiines and oratories, each of which was to be

attended daily, we may form an idea of the enormous quantity of

paper that was consumed in the special department of worsliip alone.

Here are the suggestive data as furnished by Father Sahagun.'

"In the first month, Atlacualo, and on the occasion of its festival in

all houses and palaces large poles were raised, at the top of wiiich

some strips of jiajier were fastened, sprinkled with drops of ?«Ht (hule

or rubber substance), and these papers were called amaleuitl . . . The
children to be sacrificed were dressed and adorned wiLli paper of a red

color . . . On another hill they dressed the cliildren in paper showing

' Sahagun (Bernardino dej Hist. Univers. de las cosas de laN. Espana,
Lib. I., Cap. 20, Tom. I., page 8o, Ed. Bustamanle.
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alternately black and red stripes ... On another hill the children

were arra}'ed in paper of a blue color . . . On another in dresses of

paper striped in black with the oil of the uUi ... On another the

dresses of the children were half red and half yellow ... On the

seventh hill, tbe whole dresses of the children were of yellow color,

and on the shoulders they fastened a pair of wings, also of paper, so

that they looked like angels. In the third month, TlacaxipehualUztU,

. . . after all was done as described, the master of the slave who
died, placed in the yard of his house a round globe made of petate

(mats), resting on three feet, and laid upon the top of the globe all

the paper v;\\\c\\ the slave who died had been arrayed with. He then

went out to look for some brave youth, to dress him with that very

Btima paper, and gave him in one hand a shield and in the other a cane.

. . . He then took the thigh bone of the captured slave, whose flesh

he had eaten, and dressed the bone up with paper and hung it up by a

rope on the same pole.—The fourth month, Tletocoztli, was devoted to

the goddess Chicomecoatl. Every one had her image in his house,

which was adorned with paper, aud they placed food before her shrine

. . . and sprinkled the ears of the maize with oil of ulli, and wrapped

them up in paper.—In the fifth mouth, Toxall, the festival of the god

Tetzcatlipoca . . . young girls preceded bearing canes with paper

tassels at the top, called teteluitl, the paper was of difl'erent colors.

Those who were rich did not ornament them with paper, but with

woven ribbons, called canaoc . . . cages, to the sticks of which little

banners of paper were attached . . . The noblemen wore rosettes made
of paper on their foreheads . . . little aprons of paper, amasmaxtli.—
The sixth month, Etzalqualitztli, all carried on their backs bags fastened

with cotton strings; some had fringes with cotton strings at the ends,

aud others striped colored paper. At the same time they pinned a

large rosette of paper on the back of their necks, and on either side two

smaller ones that made them look like two cars sticking out' . . . When
they arrived at the bank of the lagoon, in which they desired to drown

it (the child) paper was burned, as a sacrifice . . . During those four

Cut 14.

' These passages give an interpre-

tation of the true nature of those pecu-
liar head-dresses, which are noticed on
so many statues and statuettes found
in Mexico and Central America. Two
specimens of them are in possession of
the Historical Society of New York
and are exliiliited in the upper tier

of the Egyptian gallery. They were
brought from Copan (Honduras).
Another very fine specimen is in the
National Museum of the city of Mexico,
of which we give a copy, taken from
Brantz Mayer's " Mexico as it was
and is." New York and London

:

1844, page 102. (Cut 14).
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days, their inspectors prepared all ih^ ornaments of paper required for

the dresses of the priests as well as for themselves. Those ornaments

were called tlaquech paniotl, which means neck-ornaments, the other

rosettes, amacuexpalli ; the ba§ in which the incense was carried, and

which was purchased in the market, was also of paper. However the

bags carried by the chiefs of rank were not of paper but of tiger-skin,

the coloring of the paper bags of the poor being an imitation of the

same . . . The high priest of the god Tlaloc wore on his head a

crown, in the form of a basket, tight around his temples, and broader

at the top, with many plumes hanging out.' He had his face besmeared

with melted iclli, black like ink, and wore a jacket of shirting, called

aiatl. The face, moreover, was covered by an ugly mask with a long

nose, and his hair hung down to the girdle . . . they took all the

oflcrings made of paper, the plumes, jewels and chalchiuites and carried

them to the lagoon . . . they fastened the paper called tetehuiU at the

top of a tall pole erected there . . . and thi'ew into the censer four of

those ie<e/iM«rt-papers, and made a gesture as if sacriticing, when the

paper began to burn . . . The festival of the seventh month, lecuilhui-

tontl, was devoted to the goddess of Salt . . . the image made of her

showed that she bore on her head a kind of club, all studded over with

paper strij)s, which were sprinkled with ulli, and with rosettes tilled

with incense. The eighth month, Veytecuiluitl . . . the woman,
destined to be sacrificed in honor of the goddess Xilonen, had her face

painted with two different colors. From her nose downward it was of

Cut 15.

1 The basket-formed
crown will be found re-

presented on the two
tablets of the rear wiills

in the oratories of Pa-
Menque, the Temple of
the Sun, and the Tem-
ple of the Cross. See
John L.Stephens' '"Inci-

dents of Travel," etc.

New York, Harper &, Bros. 1841,

Vol. II. title, engraving, and page
344. We give a cut of the head-
dress of the priest (Cut 15), as

taken from M. Desire Charnay's
photograph of the Temple of the

Cross and completed from the pho-
tograph which the Smithsonian
Iiistilntion. Washington, was so
kind as to have made for the writer

from the portion of the slab miss-
ing in Palenque, which is now
exhibited in tlie Museum of the
Instituticm, and was recently de-

scribed by Charles Kau, in "Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge," Washington, 1879.

13
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yellow, and upwards to the forehead of red color, her head being

adorned with a pa/je>' croMj;! of four points. No mention is made that

paper was used in the ninth month. In the tenth, Xocothietzi, the

statue of a man was prepared, which was made entirely of seeds of

hledo. They robed it in white paper, no colors being allowed. They

put a wig on its head, worked up from flue strips of ^mper and the body

was dressed in a kind of st«la of the same material, this slola falling

from the left shoulder to above the right hip and vice-versa. Its arms

were covered with sleeves of orrugated paper painted all over with

images of birds, and its apron (mnztli) was also of paper. A pole was

erected at each side of the statue, at the top of which something like

a white shirt was floating, whilst, the pole itself was hung all over

with large ribbon-' made ofpaper, one half au arm's length broad, and ten

arms long . . . The prisoners were painted all over their bodies with

white color, the apron b^ing o? paper, and the stola of piper b;;ing

arranged in the manner stated. Their wigs were also like that of the

statue. The eleventh month, OchpanitzJi . . . They walked at the head

of the procession, with their maxtlis of corrugated paper , and their shoul-

ders studded with rosettes of paper as large as shields . . . each of

them carried on their backs seven ears of maize, striped with liquified

tdli. They were tirst wrapped in lohite paper and then in a richly

embroidered cloth . . . The thirteenth month, Tepeilhuitl . . . and

they covered them with piper of the kind they called teteuitl . . . they

wore crowns of paper, and all the paper in which they were dressed was

sprinkled with liquified ulli. The fourteenth month, Quecholli . . .

they took a stalk of the maize plant, which had nine knots, and

fastened at its top n. paper of the form of a banner, adorned with paper

ribbons hanging down . . . the unfortunate victims were also dressed

in their robes of paper . . . each of them bore in his hand a paper

banner . . . The fifteenth mouth, PanquetzalitzU . . . they tore the

wet robes off from the bodies of the slaves, dressing them with those

of paper in which they were to sleep . . . one of the priests then

stepped down from the cne, or hill of sacrifices, who carried in his

hand a large bundle of the papers, called tetepp>ohualU or teteuitl . . .

and another priest carried a kind of censer, xiuh cohuall, the top and

end of which had the form of the head and tail of a serpent, the tail

being made of ptaper two or three arms long. The fifteenth month,

Atemuztli . . . One week before the begiiming they bought paper, ulli,

cloth and knives, and spent the nights in cutting paper, giving it that

form which was called teteuitl and after being killed

they tore from the body the paper in which they were dressed, and burnt

ir, all in the yard of the same house The seventeenth

month, Tititl the goddess Illamatecutli, who wore a

crown of paper, in the shape of a mural crown The

eighteeutii monXh, IzcalU .... at the break ofdawn they dressed

the victims in their jjaj^er^owrts the dancers had their heads
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adorued with a crown of paper, which looked like the half of a mitra."'^

These quotations will suffice to illustrate what we wished to prove.

We have come to the end of our article on ancient Mexican Paper.

The abstract taken from Father Sahaguu's report is full of data, show-

ing for what other purposes than those of mere recording, paper was

used amoi)g the people. Proof is given that a considerable use, nay

waste of this materialwas made for the purposes of dress and all the finery

with which these people were wont to make their appearance at their

peculiar religious performances and ceremonies. However, we were also

informed that paper was exposed for sale in the public markets. This

circumstance is of no little weight in our attempt to answer the ques-

tion : What may have become of the large remainder of the tribute.

For we may fairly presume that if the purchase of paper was made
accessible to all those who had means enough to buy it, a good deal of

it would have found its way into the household of the families, and there

not only have been cut up for the dress of the women, but also for that

of the men. Whether or not this is mere conjecture, or substantiated

by proof, the reader may decide after an inspection of the Mendoza
Codex, in which the characters are represented as dressed, not for

chuich ceremonies, but in their civic and gala costume.

' Torquemada (Juan de) in Monarqnia Indiana, Lib. X. and XI., treats

the same subject of the monthly festivals, and follows almost entirely his

predecessor 8ahagun, only that he cuts down his text. Torquemada,
however, on various occasions has striven to increase it with new data,

of which we quote the following: Lib. X. Cap. 29 .... on the
festival of XiuhteuctU, the god of Pire, they fastened to the should-
ers of the masked men some papers folded like wings, in which were
employed more tXvAu four hundred sheets ot paper. See also Lib. XIII , Cap.
47j in which mention is made of passeports of paper, covered with
cabalistic syuibois, which were put in the hands of the dead, in order
that they might pass safely " through the gates of the two moving rocks,

by the huge serpent, the crocodile, over the plains of cold and the large

hill, and the region where the wind is more cutting thau knives."
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NOTES
ON THE

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF YUCATAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA.^

By Ad. F. Baxdelier.

YUCATAN.

Writers of the Sixteenth Century.

Juan Diaz, chaplain to Juan de Grijalva. " Itinerario de 1' Armata

del Re Catholico in India verso la Isola de Inchathan del anno M. D.

XVIII."— Printed first (in tlie Italian language) as an appendix to the

"Itinerario de Ludovico Varthema," in the edition of 1520, and subse-

quently in the editions of 1522, 1526 and 1535 of the latter book. It was

also translated into the English language by Richard Eden, in the " His-

torie of Trarayles," London, 1577, but I am not sure whether the re-

port of Diaz is contained in it. The most popular translation is that

by H. Ternaux-Compans, in his first "Recueil de pieces relatives a

la couqu6te du Mexique," (Vol. X. of his " Voyages, Relations et M6-

moires originaux pour servir a 1' histoire de la decouverte de 1' Ameri-

que,") and the latest and best reprint, together with a splendid Spanish

translation, is contained in Vol. I. of "Coleccion de Documeutos para la

Historia de Mexico," 1858, by S"' J. G. Icazbalceta, of Mexico.

Petrus Martyr ab Angleria. " Enchiridion de insulis nuper reper-

tis simulatque incolarum moribus," Basel, 1521. (Separate print of the

4th Decade, which contains the first items about Yucatan ever published

in Europe after Diaz's report).

" De orbe novo decades Petri Martyris ab Angleria, Mcdiolanensis,

protonotarii, Cesarei senatoris.—Compluti apud Michaelem de Eguia,"

in December, 1530. Alcala.

"Opus Epistolarum Petri Martyris Anglerii, Mediolanensis, &c., &c."

Also printed by Miguel de Eguia. Alcala.

Of further reprints, and of translations of Peter Martyr's works (the

reports on Yucatan are contained in the 4th and 5th Decades), I merely

quote: " Novus orbis regionum ac iusularura veteribus incognitaruin,

&c." by Simon Grynreus, Basel, 1532, embodying Dec's 1, 2, 3, and 4.

iTho iibscncc of Mr. I'.anili-licr in Mexico, ])r("cludcs a submission of the

proof to his revision, and will account for any crror.s that may be discovered

in the text. ^
Publishing Committee.
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(Also the edition of 1536.)—A Freuch translation of the 4th Decade, by-

Simon de Colines, Paris, 1532.—A German version, by Honiger of

Konigshofen.—Hacltluyt's reprint of 1587. " De orbe novo Petri Mar-

tyris Auglerii, &c., &c.," and finally the complete English translation by

Michael Lok and Richard Eden: " De novo Orbe, or the Historic of the

West Indies, &c., &c.," London, 1612. I need not dwell on the great

importance of Martyr's booii, for Yucatan.

Hernan CoRTfis. (His first letter is lost : in place of it the letter of

the " Municipality of Vera Cruz," dated 10th July, 1519, contains a short

statement about Yucatan. This letter is printed in Vol. I. of "Coleccion

de Documentos ineditos para la historia de Espaiia," and in Vol. I. of

" Historiadores primitivos de Indias," by Enrique de Vedia, Madrid,

1852.—Folsom's translation of 1843. "Despatches of Hernan Cortes,

the conqueror of Mexico, &c." substitutes an Introduction by the trans-

lator himself—The earliest mention of this report is found in Robert-

son : "History of America," Vol. III., p. 289, Edition of 1800, and an

abstract is found in Prescott : "Conquest of Mexico," Appendix II., 3d

Vol.) " Fifth letter to the Emperor Charles VII.," noticed by Robertson

and Prescott; contained, in full, in "Historiadores primitivos de Indias,"

Vol. I., by Vedia. A full English translation, by Pascual de Gayangos,

was published in 1868, by the " Hackluyt Society," vol. 40.

Juan Cristobal Calvet de Estrella. " De Rebus Gestis Ferdi-

nandii Cortesii," written betweu 1548 and 1560, and printed with a Span-

ish translation :
" Vida de Cortes," by Sr. Icazbalceta in Vol. I. of

"Col. de Documentos para la Hist, de Mexico."— Short and meagre.

Andres de Tapia. "Relacion hecha por el Senor Andres de Tapia,

sobre la conquista de Mexico." (Icazbalceta's "Coleccion de Documen-

tos, &c." Vol. II. Mexico, 1866.)

Benedetto Bordone. "Libro di Benedetto Bordone.—Nel qual si

ragione tutte ITsole del mondo con li loro nomi antichi e moderni,"

1528.—Later editions also.

GiROLAMO Benzoni. " Historla del Mondo Nuovo," Venice, 1565.—

Translated into German by Nicolaus Hoeniger: "Die Neue Welt und

Indianischen Konigreichs, neue und wahrhaffle geschichte, &c., &c.,'

Basel, 1579. — Incorporated in Theodore De Bry " Grosse Reisen,"

Parts 4, 5, and 6.—Of other prints I but mention the latest English trans-

lation, published by the Hackluyt Society in 1857 (Vol. 21,) under the title

of " History of the New World, by Girolamo Benzoni," edited as well as

translated by Rear-Admiral W. H. Smyth. There are Italian versions of

1572, French of 1587, and Latin of 1600.

Bernal Diez del Castillo. " Historia verdadera de la Conquista de

Nueva Espana," Madrid, 1632. (There may be two editions of the same
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)'earr?]). Of the Spanish reprints I mention here (also contained in

" ilistoriadores priinitivos de Indias," Vedia, 1852, Vol. II.), the one

of 1837, Paris, -i Vols. 12°, and the other of 1854, Mexico, 4 vols, also.—

Two English translations are known to me at present: "The True

History of the Conquest of Mexico, by Captain Bernal Diez del Cas-

tillo," translated by Maurice Keatings, London, 1800.—"The Memoirs

of the Confjuistador, Bernal Diez del Castillo," translated by John In-

gram Lockhart, London, 1844.—There is also a German translation, by

P. J. Rehfuss, Bonn, 1838.—Bernal Diez (not Diaz) is very valuable as

eye-witness, having been to Yucatan with Cordoba (1517), Grijalva

(1518), Cortes (1519),—and Anally with the latter to Honduras, passing

through Peten.

Fray Lorenzo de Bienvenida. Letter to the Infanto Philip (IL>,

dated Yucatan, 10 February, 1548. Original in MS. French trans-

lation by H. Ternaux-Compans in " I" Recueil de Pieces coucernant le

Mexique," Vol. X. 1838, of his collection of "Memoires et documents

Originaux, &c., &c."

GoNZALO Fernandez dk Oviedo y Vald£s. " Historia General y
natural de las Indias," composed of 50 books.—The lirst 19 books, and

part of the 50th, were published by the author as early as 1535,—and

the first 20 books as early as 1557,—but the entire work has only been

printed in 1851, at Madrid, 4 Vols, folio.— It is full of details concerning

Yucatan.

Francisco Lopez de Gomaua. "Historia general de las Indias, y todo

lo acaescido en ellas dende que se gauaron hasta agora. Y la conquista

de Mexico, y de la nueva Espaiia, &c." Zaragoza, 1552.—Of this book I

quote—e. g.—the following Spanish editions : Medina del Campo, 1553.

Antwerp, 2 prints, 1554—Zaragoza, 1555,—and it is also contained iu

" Historiadores primltivos de Indias," by Andres Gonzalez Barcia, Ma-

drid, 1749, Vol. II.—and in "Historiadores primitivos de Indias," by

Vedia, Madrid, 1852, Vol. I.—There is an Italian version, by Augustino

de Cravaliz, Kome, IojK, ("La Histoirie geuerale dolle Indie Occiden-

tali, &c., &c."), and French translations published respectively in 1578,

1587, 1597, and 1605.—Finally, Juan Bautista de San Anton Mniioz

Chimalpain Guauhllehuanitzin made a translation into the Mexican, or

"Nahuatl" language, which C. M. Bustamante published at Mexico,

in 1826.—I know of no English translation of the work.—It actually

consists of two parts, the " Historia General," and the "Conquista de

Mexico."—The former contains a short, but fair, description of Yuca-

tan, and the latter a report on Cortes' doings there and matters relating

thereto.

BartolomA I)R las Casas. Of the numerous (over forty) writings of

the Bishop of Chiapas, I select only " Historia de las Indias," published
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'•at last," Madrid, 1875 and 187G, by the Marquis de la Fuensanta del

Valle and Don Jos6 Sancho Rayon, in 5 vols. The 5th Vol. contains

the famous "Apolojietica Historia."—Another publication of the " His-

toria de las Indias," though not as complete, has appeared in Mexico in

2 vols., as the first series of Sr. J. M. Vigel's "Biblioteca Mexicana,"

1877 and 1878.—It does not contain the "Apologetica."—Fragments of the

latter are found in Lord Kingsborough's '-Antiquities of Mexico," Vol.

VIII.

" Brevissinia relacion de la destrnycion de las Indias," Sevilla, 1552.

Of this polemic and strongly tinged memoir there are innumerable ver-

sions.—I know of Spanish publicatious besides the above, and those of

London, 1812,—Philadelphia, 1821,—both due to Dr. De Mier,—Madrid,

J. A. Llorente, 1822, and M6xico, 1822.—Latin translations; Francfort,

1598; Oppenheini, 1014; Heidelberg, 1064.—French translations: Ant-

werp, 1579; Amsterdam, 1()20; Rouen, 1G30; Lyon, 1G42; Paris, 1697;

Amsterdam, 1698. (The last two contain each five papers of Las

Casas), and Paris, 1822. "Oeuvres de Don Bartolom6 de las Casas,"

by J. A. Lloi'ente.—Of Italian Translations (with Spaiush text). I allude

to those of 1626. Venice.—1630, Id. :- 1643, Id., and also of 1C45.—

There is a German translation of 1599.—Dutch translations: Amster-

dam, 1610 and 1621, and 1663.^—I know of but one English translation,

which bears the title "A Relation of the first voyages and discoveries

made by the Spaniards in America, &c., &c." London, 1699,—although

Dr. Robertson mentions one of 1693.—Las Casas must be used with

great caution.

Diego de Landa. " Relacion de las cosas de Yucatan."

Bishop Landa was born in 1524, and died in 1579; his work must

thereft)re have been written between 1549 and the latter date. It was

published by the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg. in 1860, with a French

translation opposite to the Spanish text, and under the title of "Rela-

tion des choses de Yucatan."—Republished again in 1864, with some

other matter.

The merits of Landa are certainly very great, but the real import of

his so-called "A. B. C." ("De sus letras forme aqui un a. b. c." pp. 316

—

319), has been misunderstood and correspondiugiy misrepresented. The

picture which Landa gives us of the customs and organization of the

Mayas is completely at variance with some of his other statements.

Much close attention is required.

"Caktas i)e Indias." Vol. I. Madrid, 1878.

These contain several letters and reports on Yucatan, from the 16th

century. I only refer to one, a complaint of four Indian "goberna-

dores," dated 12 April, 1567, against the Bishop Diego de Landa, desig-

nating him as " principal author of all these evils and troubles . . .
."

Joseph dk Acosta. "Historia natural y moral de Indias," Sevilla,

1590. I merely mention this author, without entering into further biblio-
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graphical details about his work. It has been translated into many
langiia<jes, and—in part or wholly—incorporated in many general collec-

tions of "Americana." He says but little about Yucatan, still his book

is indispensable to any one studying Yucatecan antiquities. I also

advert here to his former publication, which is but little known :
" De

promulgatione Evangelij apud Barbaros, sive de procurauda Indorum

salute," Libros 6; printed in 1589.

Ger6nimo de Mendieta. "Historia ecclesiastica Indiana," written

about 1590, but printed for the first time, by Sr. J. G. Icazbalceta, at

Mexico, in 1870.—Contains much and valuable information.—Mendieta

has been extensively copied by Torquemada.

Fray Toribio de Parkdes, surnamed " Motolinia." " Historia de

los Indios de Nueva-Espafia," written about 1540, but published in full

only by Sr. Icazbalceta in Vol. I. of " Colecciou de Documentos, &c."

—

Mentions Yucatan incidentally.—A large part of the work had been

printed before in the -'Documentos iueditos, &c." under the title of

"Ritos Antiguos, Sacrificios e Idolatrias de las Indias de la Nueva-

Espafia,"—also iu Vol. IX. of Lord Kingsborough.—A Latin version,

under the title of " De Moribus Indorum " may have existed once.

Yucatan is, furthermore, mentioned in many works of a more general

character, embodying information gathered mostly from the sources

already referred to. I do not, therefore, enter into any lengthy biblio-

graphical sketches of them.

Simon Grynaeus. "Novus Orbis," 1532. Already noticed under

Petrus Martyr.

Petrus Apianus. " Cosraographia," 1539, 1545, 1561 (Dutch ver-

sion), &c.

Abraham Ortei.ius. "Theatrum orbis terrarum," 1571, 1588, &c.

TiiOMASO PoRCACCiii. " L' isole pio famose del Mondo," 1572, 1576,

1590, &c., &c.

G. Mercator. "Atlas, six Cosmographical Meditations." Duisburg,

1594.

Conrad LoEW. "Meer oder See-Ansicht Buch." Cologne, 1598.

Sebastian Munster. "Cosmographey," 1575, &c.

ANDuf; TiiEVET. "Les singularites de la France antarctique, autre-

ment nonnne Amerique, et de plusicurs Terres et Isles dccouvertes de

notre temps."—Paris, 1558; Antwerp, 1558; in Italian, at Venice, 1561.

I forlx'Sir further mention of the polemic works on the origin of the

American Indians,—and now turn to some writers whose Avorks are

probably lost, or at least not accessible, although there is positive evi-

dence of their former existence.

Fray Ger»'»nimo Koman. " Repul)lica Indiana"—certainly existed as

late as 1630, or " Kepnblica de las ludias Occidenlales."
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Fray Alonzo Solana. "Noticias Sagradas y profanas de las Aiiti-

giiedndes y Conversion de los Indies de Yucatan." (Written before

1600).

Don Francisco Montejo. " Carta al Rey sobre la fundacion de la

Villa de San Francisco de Campeche, y de la Ciudad de Merida," 14

June, 1543. (Still at Sevilla, leg. 7. " Cartas de Indias ").

In the above list I have not included any Gramniar, Vocabulary,

Sermonary, " Doctrina," &c., &c., for the use of the Indians of Yucatan,

or written in the Maya language, of which several are known. In con-

clusion, I beg to add the Maya writing, entitled :

" Srries of Katunes," published, with an English translation, by Mr.

J. L. Stephens, in "Incidents of travels in Yucatan," and by Brasseur

de Bourbourg, in " Rel. d. ch. de Y."

Writers of the Seventeenth Centto-y.

Antonio de Herrkra. " Historia general de los hechos de los Cas-

tellanos en las Islas y la Tierra firme del mar Oceano," Madrid, 1001,

1615, 4 vols, folio. There are two other editions in the original lan-

guage : Madrid, 1726 and 1730, and Antwerp, 1728.

Of this most important book, several translations have appeared, era-

bodying either the whole or only a part.—Thus a French translation of

the " Descripcion de las Indias Occideutales," appeared at Amsterdam

in 1622 twice, and a French translation of the 1st, 2d and 3d Decades, at

Paris, 1671.—A Latin version of the " Descripcion " was also published in

1622, by Colin, at Amsterdam, and a very unreliable English rendering

by John Stephens, in 6 vols. 8°, appeared at London in 1725. Herrera

is one of the most important authorities on every subject of which he

treats.

Gregorio Garcia. "Origen de los Indios del Nuevo Mundo & Indias

Occideutales." 1st Edition, 1606; Second Edition, Madrid, 1729, by

Barcia.—A very important and valuable work.

Juan de Torquemada. "Los veinte y uno Libros Ritualesy monarchia

Indiana, con el origen y guerras de los Indios occidentales." 1st

Edition, Madrid, 1613; 2d Edition, Madrid, 1723. Barcia.

AuGUSTiN de Vetancourt. "Teatro Mexicano." Mexico, 1698.—2d

Edition, in "Biblioteca de la Iberia," Mexico, 1870.—Treats of Yucatan

incidentally, speaking of Cortes, &c.

The work consists properly of three books: the "Teatro," the " Cro-

nica de la provincia del Santo Evangelio de Mexico," and the " Menolo-

gio franciscano."

Antonio de Remesal. " Historia general de las Indias Occidentales,

y particular de la gobernacion de Chiapas y Guatemala."—This book has

14
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also another title :
" Historia cle la Proviucia de San Vicente de Chyapa

y Guatemala de la Ordeu de San Domini'o."—Madrid, 1G19 and 1G20.

—

Treats of Yucatan also, following Las Casas generally. An important

work.

Bernardo Lizana. (Lizamn or Lizaba?) " Devocionario de Nuestra

Seiiora de Itzmal, Historia de Yucatan e de conquista Espiritual," 16G3,

according to the Abbe Brasseur and Leon y Pinelo. — E. G. Squier

speaks of two works: one "Historia de la Provincia de Yucatan, y su

conquista Espiritual," Valladolid, 1633, and the other " Historia de

Nuestra Seuora de Izamal."—Whichever way may be right, there remains

accessible as yet, but a fragment published in Spanish, with a French

translation by the Abbe Brasseur in his " Kelation des choses de Yuca-

tan," 18(54. The fragment is entitled :
" Del principio y Fundacion des-

tos cnyos omules deste Sitio y Pueblo de Ytzmal "—Lizana

is of the highest importance and value, and it is much to be regretted

that the entire book is of such difficult access.

Diego Lopez de Cogolludo. " Historia de Yucatan."—1st Edition,

Madrid, 1688; 2d Edition, Merida, 1842; 3d Edition, 1867.—Cogolludo

has always been regarded as the historian of Yucatan "par excellence."

He is indeed indispensable for any study of Yucatan antiquities, but,

like all other authors, he must never be implicitly followed. The closest

criticism possible is absolutely required.

Gil Gonzalez Davila. "Teatro ecclesiastico de la primitiva Iglesia

de los Indios Occidentales." Madrid, 1049.

Juan Diaz de la Calle. " Memorial y Resuraen breve de Noticias

de las Indias Occidentales." Madrid, 1654.

These constitute the most important sources on Yucatan wn-itten dur-

ing the 17th century. Nearly all of them are of special value, and we
would call particular attention to Cogolludo, Lizana, Torquemada, Her-

rera, and Remesal. Among such authors, who wrote upon the subject

and whose writings are not now accessible, I name liei'e

:

Pedro Sanchez Aguilar. "Kelacion de las Cosas de Yucatan, y lu-

forme contra los Idolatras del Obispado de Yucatan, &c." 1639.

Francisco Cardenas. " Relacion de la Conquista y Succesos de

Yucatan," 1639. (If existing, probably in Spain).

Nicolas Lizarraga. " Representacion al Rey pidieudole la Conquista

de Itz.^ y Lacandon. con unas Noticias y Mapa de dichas Tierras."

Nicolas dk Valknzuela. An account of the expedition against the

Lacandones, written 1695, and coniprising 402 pages.

I would further call attention to the land titles, such as Deeds,

Grants, donations, &c., &c., in Yucatan, some of which go back to the
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17th century. These contain occasional references to the Indian settle-

ments, some of which are certainly of great value and importance.

Finally, I refer to some general works, treating of Yucatan

:

Samuf.l Phrchas. "His Pilgrimage, &c., &c." London, 1613, 1614

and 1617. (This forms the 5th volume of Purchas' groat works%—The
great work of Purchas, also known as " Hackluytus Posthumous," ap-

peared in 1625, and treats also of Yucatan.

O. Dapper. "Die uubekaunte neue Welt, oder Beschreibung des

Welt-theils Amerikas, &c." Amsterdam, 1673. This is in fact but a trans-

lation of the following

:

Arias Montanus. " De Nieuvre en Onbekende Weereld : of Beschry-

ving van America eu t' Zuid Lande." Amsterdam, 1671.

Mathias Quad. " Enchiridion Cosmographicum : Dass ist, Ein Hand-

biichlein, der gautzen Wult golegenheit, &c." Cologne, 1604 and 1608.

Joannes Petrus Makfei. "... historiarum Indicarum libri XVI.,

&c." Antwerp, 1605—frequently reprinted and translated.

Jacobus VivERUS. (Van de Vijvere). "Handbook: of Cort begrijp

der Caerten Ende Be.*chryviughen van alien Landen des Werelds."

Amsterdam, 1609. (This is the 2d edition of an anonymous atlas).

Cornelius Wytflict et Antiioine Magin. " Histoire uuiverselle

des Indos occidentales et orientales." Douay, 1611.

Gaspard Ens. "West und Ost-Indischer Lustgart. :
" Co-

logne, 1618.

Aubertus Miraeus. " De statu religion6s christianae . . . ." Co-

logne, 1619.

Atiianasius Inga. "West-Indische Spiegel, &c." Amsterdam, 1624.

Johann Philipp Abelin. (Gottfriedt). "Neue Welt und American-

ische Historien." Francfort, a. m. 1655.

A. O. Exquemelin. " De Amerikaensche Zee-Roovers." Amster-

dam, 1678. (Innumerable translations, &c. &Q,).

Eberhard Werner Happel. " Thesaurus Exoticorum." Hamburg,

1688. (Indifferent compilation).

I do not include in this hasty bibliographical list any linguistical

works whatever,—or writings on the plants and medicinal herbs of

Spanish-America. Purposely I omit also Antonio de Solis, whose his-

tory of the conquest of Mexico has a great literary, but hardly any

scientific, value.

Writers of the Eighteenth Century.

Juan de Villagutierre y Sotomayor. " Historia de la Conquista

y Reducciones de los Itzacs y Lacaudoues en la America Septentrional."

Madrid, 1701. The first part only, composed of 10 books,—the second

part may not have been completed,—at least it has remained unknown
till now. The work is of the highest importance, especially for that

part of Yucatan which has since hardly been explored.
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Abbate Francesco Saverio Clavigero. S. J. " Storia antica del

Messico." Cesena, 1780, 1781. Spanish translations: London, 1826;

Mexico, 1844, id. 1853. English translation :. Loudon, 1787. German

version: Leipzig, 1789. (The English copy by Sir Charles Cullen),—

all these works mention Yucatan also.

Antonio de Alcedo. "Diccionario geografico-historico de las Indias

Occidentales 6 America " Madrid, 1786-1789. 5 vols. 4°.—Eng-

lish translation by G. A. Thompson. London, 1812-15.

Joseph Antonio de Villa-SeSor y Sanchez. " Teatro Ameri-

cano." Mexico, 1746.—Of indirect value for Yucatan. (2 vols, folio).

J. Lafitan. S. J. "Moeurs des sauvages americains, comparees aux

moeurs des premiers temps." Paris, 1724. (There is a Dutch transla-

tion : " De Zeden de Wilden van Anierika," but I have no access to its

date at present).—The best ethnological work previous to 1850.

Abb6 GuiLLAtTME Thomas Raynal. "Hlstoirc philosophique et politi-

que des Stablissements et du commerce des Europeens dans les deux

Indes." Paris, 1780, and other editions. English translation. Edin-

burgh, 1782.

William Robertson. "History of America." (Numberless editions

and translations, all too well known to require special mention here).

—

Highly important.

Chevalih;r de Pauw. ''Recherches philosophiqnes sur les Ameri-

cains." London, 1771. A strongly negative, and through its exaggera-

tions in that direction, very injudicious work. Still it should be read

attentively, as well as the rejoinder to it by Dora Pernetty.

Gemelli CARREm (Properly bclougs to the 17th century). "Giro

del Mondo. . ." Naples, 1721.—French: " Voyage du Tour du Monde."

Paris, 1719.

In the Library of the Cathedral of Mexico there still exists :

Arturo O'Neil. " Descripcion, Poblacion, y censo de la Proviucia

de Yucatan en la Nueva Espafia." 1795.

We have also notice of the former existence of the following works,

by:

Fray ANDRfe Avendano. " Diccionario de nombres de personas,

idolos, danzas, y otras antiqiiedades de los Indios de Yucatan."

" Explicacion de varios Vaticinios de los antiguos Indios de Yuca-

tan."

To take notice of all the geographic-a! works, cyclopaxlias, &c., &.C.,

published in the 18lh century, and which contain notices of Yucatan,
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would be a task exceeding far the time and limits of this list. It can

easily be proved, however, that the works on especially Yucatecan

topics are not numerous. This may be due, in part, to the rigorous ex-

clusion of foreigners from Spanish America, and the consequent decline

of intellectual activity towards the close of Spanish domination. The

great collection of Juan Bautista Munoz contains hardly anything on

Yucatan.

Writers of the Nineteenth Century.

Here the number of publications increases so rapidly, that I cannot

attempt to notice all. Besides, many of the authors are so well known

that a mere mention of their names and the titles of their works will suf-

fice. Periodicals containing papers on Yucatan, will be mentioned

generally, but detailed reference to special articles can be given only

in a few exceptional instances. The latest works will only be alluded to.

Alexander von Humboldt. " Essai politique sur le royaume de la

Nouvelle-Espagne." Paris, isll, 2 vols. 4°.—Id. Paris, 1811, 5 vols. 8°.—

Paris, 1825-27, 4 vols. 8°. Spanish translation: Madrid, 1818. English

translation by John Black. London, 1811. Also translated into the

German. References to Yucatan and its inhabitants may also be found

in " Ansichten der Natur," (Notes), and even in " Kosmos."

Friedrich von Waldeck. "Voyage plttoresque et archeologiqiie

dans la Province de Yucatan." Paris, 1838. Splendid, but the draw-

ings are mostly restorations,—therefore suspicious.

Antonio del Rio.

(The date of this report is: " Palenque 24 June, 1787," and I shall

refer to it more particularly under the heading of '-Chiapas,"—still, as

it contains the report of the Franciscan, Thomas de Soza, on Yucatecan

ruins, I place it here also).

"Description of the Ruins of an ancient City, discovered near Palen-

que, in the Kingdom of Gautemala, in Central America; translated from

the original manuscript report of Captain Don Antonio del Ri(j." Lou-

don, 1822.—There are two German translations: one " Huehuetlapallan,

Amerika's grosse Urstadt, &c." Meiningen, 1824, and v. Miuutoli's

"Beschreibung einer alten Stadt in Gnatenuxla." 1832.—A French

translation, by D. B. Warden, in "Antiquites Mexicaines." Vol. II.

and, finally, the Spanish original, in " Diccionario universal de Geo-

grafia, &c." Vol. VIII. — See also abstract in " Mosaico Mexicano."

Vol. II.

Lorenzo de Zavala. Report on Uxmal, published in Vol. I. of "An-

tiquiies Mexicaines."

John L. Stephens. "Travels in Central America, Chiapas, and

Yucatan." N. York, 1841.

"Incidents of travel in Yucatan." N. York, 1843.
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F. Catherwood. " Views of Ancient Monuments in Central America,

Chiapas and Yucatan." N. York, 1844.

B. M. NoKMAN. "Rambles in Yucatan." N. York, 1843.

Charles St. Joiix Fancoukt. " Tlie History of Yucatan." London,

1854.—Not of great value.

Emmanuel von Fkieduichsthal. Letter of 21 April, 1841, in " Re-

giistro Yucateco," Vol. II., aud " Dicciouario Universal," Vol. X.—"Les
Monuments de 1' Yucatan," in " Nouvelles Annales des Voyages," 1841,

Vol. 92.—These papers are not very valuable.

Juan Galindo. Report on the antiquities of Lake Peten. "Antiqui-

tes Mexicaiues," Vol. I.

Modesto Mendez. Report on Tikal. " Zeitschrift fur aligemeiue

Erdkunde," Vol. I.; 1853; also in Siver's " Mittelamerika" aud other

places. He is, as yet, the only authority on Tikal.

Julius Froebel. "Aus Amerika, Erfahrungen, Reisen, utid Studien."

Leipzig.—English translation :
" Seven years travel in Central America."

London,' 1861.

Carl Bautholomaus Heller. "Reisen in Mexico." Leipzig, 1853.

—Rather fair aud moderate.

DftsiRfe Charnay, and Viollet le Due. "Cites et Ruines ameri-

caines." Paris, 1863.—Invaluable for its photographs.

Arthur Morelet. "Voyage dans 1' Amerique centrale, 1' He de

Cut)a, et la Yucatan." Paris, 1857. English translation by Mrs. E. G.

Squier. "Itza, orthe unexplored regions of Central America." Lon-

don, 1871.—A very attractive and valuable work.

Charles Etienne Brasseur de Bourbourg. " Histoire des Nations

Civilisees du Mexique et de r Amerique centrale." Paris, 1857-9. "Rap-

port sur les Ruines de Mayapan et d' Uxmal," in " Arcliives de la Comis-

sion scientifique du Mexique," Vol. II.

"Ruhition des choses de Yucatan." Paris, 1864. (See Landa aud

Lizana).

"Quatre Lettros sur Ic Mexique." Paris, 1868.

" M:iiiuscril Troauo." Paris, 1869-1870.

The late Abbe Brasseur was certainly the greatest of all modern trav-

ellers in Mexico and Central America, as far as extent of travel and long

duration of stay are concerned. He knew those countries better, and

had easier access to the natives, tlian any other similar traveller of this
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century. His woiks are therefore, actual mines of wealth so far as old

documents are concerned : he has collected and brought to light more

manuscripts than any other student. But his honest zeal and unre-

strained enthusiasm have led him into paths on which he has wandered

lamentably astray. His works are indispensable, though very little of

his own conclusions can be believed.

Juan Pio Perez. " Cronologia antigua de Yucatan," in "Relation

des choses de Yucatan." 1864. Diccionario de la Lengua haya.

Merida, 1877.

Manuel Orozco y Berra. " Geografia de las Lenguas y Carta etno-

gratica de Mexico." Mexico, 1864.

American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. Proceedings No.

44. Oct. 1865, page 63. Report of S. F. Haven, LL D.

Proceedings No. 55. Oct. 1870, page 42. Report of S. F. Haven,

LL.D.

Proceedings No. 56. April, 1871, page 7. Report of S. F. Haven,

LL.D.

Proceedings No. 66. April, 1876, page 16. "The Mayas," by Stephen

Salisbury, jr.

Proceedings No. 69. April, 1877, page 70. "Dr. Le Plongeou in Yuca^-

tan," by Stephen Salisbury, jr.

Proceedings No. 70. Oct. 1877, page 89. Report of S. F. Haven,

LL.D.
Proceedings No. 71. April, 1878, page 71. " Terra Cotta Figure from

Isla Mujeres," by Stephen Salisbury, jr. Page 91, "The Mexican Cal-

endar Stone," by Philipp J. J. Valentini, Ph.D.

Proceedings No. 72. Oct. 1878, page 65. "Archaeological Coramuui-

cation on Yucatan," by Augustus Le Plongeou, M.D. Page 77, " Notes

on Yucatan," by Mrs. Alice D. Le Plongeou.

Proceedings No. 73. April, 1879, page 81. " Mexican Copper Tools,"

by Piiilipp J. J. Valentini, Ph.D. Page 113, " Letter from Dr. Augustus

Le Plongeou."

Proceedings No. 74. Oct. 1879, page 71. "The Katunes of Maya

History," by Philipp J. J. Valentini, Ph.D.

PrnceedingsNo.ro. April, 1880, page 59. " The Landa Alphabet,"

by Philipp J. J. Valentini, Ph.D.

Proceedings No. 76. Oct. 1880, page 58. "Mexican Paper," by

Philipp J. J. Valentini, Ph.D. Page 82, "Notes on the Bibliography

of Yucatan and Central America," by Ad. F. Bandelier.

Piiilipp J. J. Valentini. " A new, and an old Map of Yucatan," In

"Magazine of American History," 1879.

Albkrt Gallatin. " Notes on the semi-civilized nations of Mexico,

Yucatan, and Central America," in Vol. T. of "Transactions of the

American Ethnological Society." N. York, 1845.
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A. AuBiN. •' Memoire sur la peinture didactique et I'Scriture figura-

tive des aiiciens mexicaines." Paris, 1859-1861. (4 papers, published

also in the " Revue am6ricaine et Orientale." 1st Series, Vols. III., IV.

and V.)

LlioN DE RosNY. "Les ecritures figuratives et hieroglyphiques des

peuples anciens et modernes." Paris, 1860.

"Memoire sur la Numeration dans la Langue et dans V ecriture sacree

des anciens Mayas." (Compte-Rendu du " Congres international des

americanistes." 1875, Vol. II.)

" Essai sur le dechifTrement de 1' ecriture hieratique de 1' Ainerique

Centrale." Paris, 1876.—Still continued.

Francisco Pimentel. " Cuadro descriptivo y eomparativo de las

Lenguas Indigenas de Mexico." Mexico, 1862.

German translation, by Isidor Epstein. N. York, 1877.

Hyacinthe de Charency. "Recherches sur le Codex Troano."

Paris, 1876.

D. Geronimo Castillo. " Diccionario Historico, Biografico y Monu-
mental de Yucatan." MSrida, 1866. 2 vols.

Skrapio Baqueiro. " Ensayo Historico sobre las Revoluciones de

Yucatan, 1840—1864." Merida, 1870. 2 vols.

GusTAV Klemm. " Allgemeiue Culturgeschichte der Meuschheit."

10 vols. Leipzig, 1843—1852.

Heinrich Wuttke. "Die Enstehung der Schrift."

Edvtard King, Lord Kingsborough. " Antiquities of Mexico."

1831-1848, London, 9 vols, folio. Special value of plates.

De Larenandiere. " Mexique et Guatemala," in " Univers pittor-

esque." Paris, 1843.

Wm. H. Prescott. " History of the Conquest of Mexico." (Too
well known to need any remarks).

Lewis II. Morgan. "Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of the

Human Family." 1871.

(No. 218 of " Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.")
" American aboriginal Architecture." Johnson's Encyclopedia, Vol. I.

" Ancient Society." New York, 1877.

Hubert Howe Bancroft. " The Native Races of the Pacific States."

5 vols. N. York, 1875.

John D. Baldwin. "Ancient America." New York, 1872.

JosA M.' Mrlgar y Serrano. " Exiimen comparative entre los Sig-

nos simbolicos, &c." Vera Cruz, 1872.

Gi'HTAv Bi:i'HL. "Die Culturvolker Alt-Amerika's." New York,

Cincinnati, and St. Louis, 1876, 1877, and 1878.
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Adolpii Bastian. "Die Culturlaender des alten America's." Berlin,

1878. 2 vols.

John T. Short. "The North Americans of Antiquity." New York,

1879.

I further refer to papers in

"NouvELLES Annales DES VOYAGES." 1843. By H. Ternaux-Com-
paas.

"Rkgistko Yucatkco." Vols. I. and II.

And to the publications of

Crescencio Carrillo, Licenciado. (I have but glanced at one of

his works).

Eligio Ancona. " Historla de Yucatan." Merida, 1875, 4 vols,

Manuel Larrainzar. "Estudios sobre la Historia de America, sus

Ruiuas y Autigiiedades." Mexico, 1875. 5 vols.

On most of the works like those of Prescott, Bancroft, Baldwin, and
others, I need not comment, having ali'eady expressed my opinion in

" Art of War and Mode of Warfare of the Ancient Mexicans," and
" Tenure and Distribution of Lands, and Customs with respect to Inheri-

tance among the Ancient Mexicans."—(10th and 11th Reports of the

Peabody Museum). In regard to Yucatecan paintings and carvings, I

have expressed my convictions in "Sources for aboriginal history of

Spanish America," Vol. 27 of the "Proceedings of the American Asso-

ciation for advancement of Science." 1878.

I repeat it, this attempt at a bibliography on Yucatecan antiquities is

far from being complete,—many works of greater or less importance

having probably been overlooked.

CHIAPAS.

This district or State contains the well known ruins of Palenque and

Ocosingo. Still, but very few of tiie works hereafter mentioned relate

to these places. It is therefore a bibliography of Chiapas and of its

aborigines: — Zendal, Zoques, Zotzil, Chiapanecos, &c., and not a

special bibliography of Palenque, &c., which I intend to present,—con-

vinced that our lack of knowledge on the aborigines of Chiapas in gen-

eral is a chief cause of our ignorance about the past history of these

remains.

A large number of authors treating of Chiapas have already been

noticed in regard to Yucatan, and in such cases I merely give the

author's name, without the title or any other reference to his works,

except when there are special reasons for it.

15
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Writers of the. Sixteenth Century.

Diego de Godoy. " Relacion k Hernando Cortez, en que trata del

Descnbriniiento de diversas Cindades i Provincial, i Guerra que tuvo con

los Indies, &c., de la Provincia de Chainnla."—First incorporated in the

"Historia general" of Oviedo y Valdes, again in Barcia's " Historia-

dores primitivos de Indias," and in "Flistoriadores primitivos de Indias "

of Vedia.—French translation by Ternaux-Compans, in I^', " Recueil de

pieces conceruant la Mexique, &c."—Also Italian in "Ramusio," Vol. III.

GONZALO FkRNANDEZ DE OviEDO Y VaLd6s.
Heknan CoRTliz.—"Carta quinta."

Francisco Lopez de Gomaha.
Beknal Diez del Castillo. (Eye-witness of the conquest of Chiapa.)

Bartolom^ de las Casas. (Especially the " Apolog^tica historia.")

Gekonimo de Mendieta. (Incidental mention.)

In the 2d ^^ Eecueil de pieces concernaiit le Mexique" of Ternaux-Com-
pans, there is a complaint or letter of an anonymous author against Las
Casas, dated Chiapas.—I also refer to " Cartas de Indias" Vol. I., con-

taining several letters of Las Casas himself.

There is, in fact, but very little published about the antiquities of

Chiapas, during the 16th century. I do not even mention any of the

general collections which have an occasional reference to the name. But
few vocabularies are noticed. Still we are informed of the following

works, which may yet be in existence, or which at all events have
existed once, and were written during the 16th century.

Fray Tomas Torre. " Historia de los priucipios de la Provincia de
Chiapas y Guatemala, del Orden de Santo Domingo."
Fray Domixgo Vico. " Historia de los Indios, sus fabulas, supers-

ticiones, costumbres, &c., &c."

The library of the " Musoo Nacional " of the City of Guatemala, con-

tains a number of fragments of a "Historia de la Frovincia de San
Vicente Ferrer de Chiapas y Guatemala," the third book of which is super-

scribed :
'' Isagoge historico apologetico general de todas las Indias."

—

There is no date nor name of author, but it can be conjectured that it

was written in the 16th century.—Gregorio Garcia also quotes: Fray

Estevan de Salazar. " Discurs. Symb. apost." who in turn is said to

refer to a book entitled " Historia i Relacion de la Teologia de los Indios

Mexicanos" said book being lost in a shipwreck, IflCi.

Writers of the Seventeenth Century.

Gregorio Garcia.

Antonio de Heiirera.

Juan de Torqukmada.
Antomo de Kemesal.

AUGUSTIN DE VeTANCOURT.
Gil Gonzalez Davila.

Juan Dl\z de la Calle.
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AuGUSTiN Davila-Padilla. "Historia de la Fundacion y Discurso de

la Provincia de Santiago de Mexico." 1st edition, Madrid, 1596; 2d

edition. Brussels, 1623.—Mentions Chiapas only in connection with the

biography of Las Casas.—The first edition has almost disappeared, so

that it is practically a book of the 17th century.

AuGUSTiN Cano. " Historia de la Provincia de Predicadores de San-

Vicente de Chiapas y Guatemala."—Fragment of a MS. at the "Museo
Nacional " of Guatemala.

The following books are known to have existed once :

Fray Juan Zapata y Sandoval. "Cartas al Conde de Gomera . .

. . . sobre los Indios de Chiapas."

" Cartas al Rey sobre el Estado Dulce Diocesis de Chiapas."

I make no mention of the compilations and general collections contain-

ing references to Chiapas. They are not numerous.—Gregorio Garcia

in his book, " Origen de los Indios," has probably the earliest mention

of the ruins of Ocosingo, and even perhaps, some indication about

those of Palenque.—Cortez who, accompanied by Bernal Diez, passed

very near Palenque in 1525, did not take any notice of the pueblo,

—

which at that time was certainly not inhabited.

Writers of the Eighteenth Century.

Nunez de la Vega. " Constituciones diocesanas del Obispado de

Chiapas." Rome, 1702.

Important for its reports on the idolatrous rites and the traditions of

the aborigines.

Lorenzo Boturini Bernaducci. " Idea de una Nueva Historia Ge-

neral de la America Septentrional." Madrid, 1746.

Valuable for his mention of the Calendar of Chiapas.

Mariano Fernandez de Veytia y Echeverria. " Historia del

Origen de las gentes que poblaron la America Septentrional que Uaman

la Nueva-Espaua, con noticia de los primeros que establecieron la mo-

narquia que en ella florecio de la nacion Tolteca."—This work has been

published as lately as 1836, at Mexico, by C. F. Ortega, under the title

of " Historia antigua de Mexico."—It contains notices of the calendar

of Chiapas.

F. X. Clavigero. S. J. (Abbate.)

Antonio de Alcedo.

Joseph Antonio de Villa-Sejjor y Sanchez.

Francisco Ximenez. " Cronica de la Provincia de Chiapas y Guate-

mala,"—of which part of the 7th book is at the " Museo Nacional " of

Guatemala.
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" Historia de la Provincia de predicadores de San Vicente de Chiapas

y Guatemala." Written about 1720,—and possibly the same work as the

above.—According to Brasseur de Bourbourg, 3 volumes which did not

suit or tit together aud were the remnants of two MSS. copies of the

original, existed at the University of Guatemala in 1855.

ToRiBio Cosio. " Relacion historica de la Sublevacion y Pacificacion

de la Provincia de los Tzendales." (May still exist at Mexico.)

Francisco Vasquez. "Cronicade la Provincia del IH'rao Nombre
de Jesiis, del Orden de San Francisco de Guatemala."—Guatemala, 1714

and 1716, 2 vols.—The library of Guatemala (•' Museo Nacional") still

contains an anonymous MS. of 13 Leaves, " Notas y Advertencias

"

to the above work.—Whether the " Crouica" itself is at Guatemala, I am
unable to say. The book is very scarce. Mr. Squier owned the first

volume only.

Anonymous. "Relacion de la Sublevacion de los Zendales, en el auo

de 1712." MS. Perhaps still at the city of Guatemala.

Ramon de Ordonez y Aguiar. " Historia de la Creacion del Cielo

y de la Tierra, couforme al sistema de la gentilidad americana." MS.
at the " Museo Nacional" of the city of Mexico.—Very important for

the traditions of Chiapas.
" Memoria relativa a las ruinas de Nachan, en las inmediaciones del

pueblo de Santo-Domingo del Palenque." MS. formerly belonged to

Brasseur de Bourbourg. It was written about 178-1, and is the first

authentic report on the celebrated ruins.

D. Naxera. "Vida portentosa del V. P. Fr. Antonio Margil de

Jesiis." Mexico, 1753.

H. ViLAPLANA. " Vida portentosa del americano septentrional apos-

tol Antonio Margil de Jesus " Mexico, 1763. (Margil was one

of the earliest missionaries in Chiapas.)

Documents relative to the explorations of Palenque.

Besides the "Memoria" of Ordofiez already quoted, which first

directed attention to the ruined pueblo, there exist the following docu-

ments :

Josf: DE Estactieria. " Expediente sobre el descubrimieuio de
una gran Ciudad en la provincia de Chiapas, distrito de Guatemala." 28

Nov. 1784. (Archives of the royal Academy, at Madrid).— It is directed

to the lieutenant "Alcalde mayor" of Chiapas, at S"" Domingo del

Palenque, directing him to survey the ruins.

JosEK Antonio Calderon. " luforme, fecho en 15 de Diciembre de
1784." Description of the ruins. MSS. translated and published by

Brasseur in " Ruiues de Palenque," 1866.
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Antonio Bernasconi. Other reports on the ruins, accompanied by

plans and drawings. MS. in Spain. Date, 13 June, 1578.

Juan Bautista Musoz. Letter to the Marquis de Sonora, written

1786. Translated by Brasseur; "Raines de Paleuque." 1866.

Antonio del Rio. " Desciipcion del terreno y poblacion antigua

Duevaraente descubierta en las intnediaciones del pueblo del Palenque."

— I have already referred to it under "Yucatan." Whether the plates

of the English edition are genuine, is yet doubtful.

I must add here, that until about 1820, the state of Chiapas pertained,

not to Mexico, but to tlie captain-generalcy of Guatemala, and conse-

quently all the authorities treating of the latter country may be sup-

posed to contain information about Chiapas also.

Writers of the Nineteenth Century.

(Explorations of Palenque.)

Juan Garkido. [ ?] Said to have written about Palenque in 1805.

GuiLLEHMO DuPAix AND LuciAXO Castaxeda. " Relaciou hecha al

Key, sobre tres expedlciones, &c." in 1805, 1806, and 1807. They visited

Palenque late in 1807.—Their i-eports and drawings were first published

In 1831, in Vols. IV. and V. of Lord Kingsborough's "Antiquities of

Mexico," and an English tianslation in Vol. VI.—A French and Spanish

version, together Vv'ith all the plates, is contained in " Antiquites mexi-

caines." Paris, 1834.—The drawings of Castaneda are by far the most
complete which we have, although they disagree with many of those of

other travellers. This disagreement will be referred to hereafter.

Juan Galindo. "Palenque et autres lieux oirconvoisius." Letter

dated 27 April, 1831, in "Antiquites raexicaines," Vol. I. — Eujriish

translation in the " Literary Gazette," No. 769, London, 1.S31.—Col.

Galindo visited Palenque himself, but he is so enthusiastic that all his

statements and even measurements should be taken with many allow-

ances.

Friedrich von Waldeck. "Description des mines de Palenque,"

with 56 large plates, in "Monuments anciens du Mexique." Paris,

1866.—M. de Waldeck had spent two years at Palenque (1832-1834,)—

his plates are magnittceut, but they restore far too much.

John L. Stephens. " Travels in Central America, Chiapas, and Yu-

catan." N. York, 1841.

"Incidents of Travel in Yucatan." 1843.

F. Catiierwood. (See Yucatan.)

Arthur Morelet. (See Yucatan.) Visited P. in 1846.

DAsii<£ Charnay. (See Yucatan.) In 1858.

Charles Eiienne Brasseur de Bourbouhg. "Ruines de Palen-

que," in "Monuments nnciens du Mexique," 1866, Paris.—Valuable for the

historical introductions and for the numerous references to authorities.
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The historical essay is a confused and disorderly jumble, barely read-

able.—The Abbe visited Palenque subsequently—in 1871.

To these reports I Anally add

:

Charles Rau. " The Palenque tablet in the United States National

Museum," Washington, D. C, 1879. (No. 331 of " Smithsonian Contri-

butions to Knowledge.")

Aside from the numberless historical, archaeological, and ethnological

works, several of which I have already noticed under "Yucatan," I

beg to refer to some specifically Central- American and Mexican sources

treating of Chiapas in general, with some occasional mention of Palen-

que and of Ocosingo, or even without any particular reference to them.

Domingo Juaruos. " Corapendio de la Historia de Guatemala," 1808

—1818.—English translation by J. Bailly, London, 1823.

Francisco de Paula Garcia Pelaez. " Memorias para la Historia

del antiguo Reyno de Guatemala." 3 vols. Guatemala, 1851.—An excel-

lent work, full of valuable and reliable information.

Hyacinthe de Charexcy. "LeMythe de Votau." Alen^on, 1871.

—Ingenious speculations.

F£lix Cabrera. "Teatro critico-americano."—Published with the

different editions of Del Rio. — Abstract from Nuiiez de la Vega,

with more or less hypothetical speculations about the origin, life, and

doings of " Votan" in Chiapas.

Mariano Robles Domixguez de Mazariegos. '• Memoria historica

de la provincia de Chiapas . . ." Cadiz, 1813.

Emilio Pineda. " Descripcion Geogrdflca del Departamento de Chia-

pas y Soconusco." In the " Boletin de la Sociedad de geogratia y
Estadistica de Mexico." "Vol. III. Also, Mexico, 1845.

Josl*; dk Garay. " Reconociraiento del Istmo de Tohuantepec."

Mexico, 1844.

Francisco Pimentel. " Cuadro descriptivo de las Lenguas indige-

nas, &c." (See Yucatau.)

Manuel Orozco y Berra. " Geografia de las Lenguas." (See

Yucatan.)

In the imperfect list herewith submitted I have frequently included

works of w'hich nothing is known save that they once existed. This

is done for the purpose of calling attention to them, should any one

of them be found in the hands of book owners and collectors here or

abroad. Libraries like those of Mr. Lenox or of Mr. John Carter-Brown
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should be searched for such writings, and copies at least should be

secured. The plan of Paleuque, made by Beruasconi, in 1785, should

also be copied without delay. A copy can be obtained from Madrid, by

application to the Royal Academy of Spain.

GUATEMALA. (Copan and Chiapas included.)

Wrilers of the Sixteenth Century.

Hernan CoRTfe. (4th and 5th letter. Casual mention.)

Pedro de Alvarado. Seventeen letters to Hernan Cortes, the

first of which is dated: Utlatlau, 11 April, 1524. Only two of those

letters were printed, the remainins: fifteen are yet in MSS. Mr. E. G.

Squier owned MS. copies of the whole, but whither they went at his

sale I do not know. The two which were published (11 April and 28

July), appeared in the following works :
" Delle navigationi et viaggi,

&c." by Gian Battista Ramusio. Venice, Italian version. The "due
lettere de Pietro d' Alvarado," are contained in the 3d volume, editions of

1556, 1565, and 1606.

OviEDO. " Historia y natural de las Indias." Vol. III. Written be-

tween 1535 and 1557, but printed only 1853. Madrid.

ANDRliis Gonzalez Barcia. " Historiadores primitivos de Indias."

Madrid, 1749, Vol. I.

H. Ternaux-Compans. " Premier recueil de pieces relatives a la con-

quete du Mexique." Paris, 1838.—French translation.

Enrique de Vedia. "Historiadores primitivos tie Indias." Madrid,

1852. (Vol. I.)

These letters, from the conqueror of Guatemala, are very important,

and the 15 unpublished oues should be printed at the earliest possible

moment.

Francisco Lopez dk Gomara. (Quite full, and mentions the earliest

author giving the etymology—or rather, an etymology—of the word
" Cuauhtemallan."—This is the earliest j^rmZed notice about it.)

GoNZALO Fernandez de Oviedo y Vald^is. (Has other informa-

tion besides Alvarado's letters.)

BARTOLOMli de LAS Casas. (Vcry important, particularly on the

interior provinces pertaining or adjacent to his bishopric of Chiapas.)

GiROLAMO Benzoni. (Visited Guatemala himself, and although brief,

he still is valuable.)

Petrus Martyr, ab Angleria. (Brief notice, in connection with

the movements of Alvarado, in the last decade. Cap's V. and X.—earliest

reports on Guatemala in general, received in Europe.)
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FitAY ToRiBio DE Paredes, surxamed Motolinia. (Not only the

" Historia de las Indias de Nueva-Espaua," contains incidental reference

to Guatemala,—but there is a trace of a " Viaje a Guatemala."—Yet

the latter is still in doubt.)

Fray Gekonimo de Mendieta.

Bkunal Diez del Castillo. (Although a citizen of Spanish Guate-

mala, his reports are not very full.)

" Requeto de plusieurs chefs d' Atitlan." Addressed, under date

of 1 Feb'y, 1571, to Pliilip 11. Published in French, by H. Ternaux-

Compans, in P' " Recueil de pieces conceruaiit le Mexique," 1838.—It is

valuable.

Pascual de Andagoya. " Relacion de los sucesos de Pedrarias

Davila en las provincias de Tierra flrme 6 Castilla del oro, y de lo

ocurrido en el descubrimiento de la mar del Sur y costas del Peru y Nica-

ragua." About 1.545.—Original at Sevilla, printed for the first time by

Don Martin Fernandez de Navarrete, in 1829. Vol. III. of " Coleccion

de los Viages y Descubrimientos, &c."—English translation, by C. R.

Markham, published under the title of " The Narrative of Pascual de

Andagoya," by the Hackluyt Society, Vol. 34, 1865.—Slight mention is

made of Guatemala.

Alonzo de Zurita. (Qorita?) "Breve y Sumaria Relacion de los

Senores, y raaneras y diferencias que habia de ellos en la Nueva-Espaua.

, . .
."—This important official document, written about 1560, has been

published but once in Spanish,—in Vol. II. of "Coleccion de Documen-

tos Ineditos relativos al Descubrimiento, Conquista y Colonizacion de

las Posesiones Espaiiolas en America y Oceania," 1865.—The text is,

hoveever, imperfect.—A better original had been used by Ternaux-Com-

pans for his French translation :
" Rapport sur les diffirentes classes de

la Nouvelle-Espagne."—Zurita is very important on the organization of

the Quiche tribes of Guatemala, and he has been almost verbally copied

by Herrera.

Diego Garcia de Palacio. "Carta dirigida al Rey de Espana,"

1576, March 8th.—The chief importance of this report, in connection

with this list, consists in its being the earliest notice of the ruins

of Copan. Ilerrera made extensive use of Palacio's writings, but he

omitted that part which referred to Copan because it was not confirmed

(at his time) by any other testimony. The first publication of Palacio

was by Ternaux-Conipans, in 1840, "Recueil de Documents et memoires

originaux sur 1' histoire des possessions espagnoles, &c."—French trans-

lation : fluent, but not always reliable. A Spanish copy appeared in

1866, in Vol. VII. of " Coleccion de Docnnientos Ineditos "—

A

Spanish copy, with English trauslation, by E. G. Sqnier, in 1860, as Vol.

I. of his " collection of rare and original documents, relations, «&.c.,
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&c.'"—Finally. Dr. Alexander von Frantzius published a German trans-

lation in 1873, under the heading of " San Salvador and Honduras iin

Jahre, 1576,"—which is particularly valuable on account of the notes by

the translator, as well as by Dr. C. H. Bereudt.—Palacio must have visited

Copan about 1576, and the fact is established through him tliat its

buildings were in ruins at the time of the Spanish conquest, that is

about 1530, and no distinct traditions of their origin left.

Passing over all general collections and geographical works, &c., &c.,

of the sixteenth century, I will mention :

"Cartas de Indias." CSee Yucatan.) and the miscellaneous col-

lections like " Coleccion de Documentos ineditos para In Historia de Es-

pafia," begun by Navarrete, Miguel Salva, and Pedro Saing de Barada, in

1842, and still continued.
" Coleccion de Documentos relativos al Descubrimiento, Conquista y Co-

lonizacion de las Posesiones Espanolas en America y Oceania."" Com-

menced in 1804, and still continued.

(These collections contain chiefly documents from the " Real Archive

de Indias," and although they are of recent date, the papers are all from

the earlier times of Spanish conquest and settlement.)

The library of the <' Museo Nacional" at the City «f Guatemala (la

Nueva), contains the following:

Rafael Ak^valo. " Libro de Actas del Ayuntamiento de la Ciudad

de Guatemala " (Town book or record, from 1524 to 1530.)

" Coleccion de Documentos antiguos del Archivo del Ayuntamiento de

la Ciudad de Guatemala."—(Both bound in one volume and published

in 1856 and 1857.)

Manuscripts. " Libro segundo del Cabildo de la Ciudad de Santiago

de la Provincia del Guatemala." (1530 to 1541.)

"Libro tercero de Cabildo." (1541 to 1543.)

" Historia de la Provincia de San Vicente de Chiapa y Guatemala."

(Fragmentary.)

Francisco Hernandez, cacique of Solola. (Francisco Erxan-

DEZ Arana Xahila.) "Memorial," written about 1582. — Original

owned by Brasseur de Bourbourg, who quotes it under the heading of

" Memorial de Tec-Pan-Atitlan."— It is one of the most important and

valuable documents existing on aboriginal topics,—embodying, as it

does, a statement of the conquest of Guatemala, written by a native in

his own language.
" Documentos antiguos de la casa de Ixcuinte-Nohaib."

In addition to these, I must lay pirticular stress on the "territorial

titles " land grants, cessions, leases, or deeds to lands, still held in Gua-

temala,—or to whatever (if anything) may be left of their records.—

Such papers contain frequently interesting, if not important references

to antiquities, traditions and liistorical facts, also to the customs and man-

ners of the Indians.

16
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Among the other authorities still perhaps existing, or known to have

existed, though of difficult access, I refer to those below, avoiding, of

course, Linguistical works, unless they are of direct bearing on other

subjects also.

Juan Estrada de Ravago (or Jiian Strada Salvage.) " Descrip-

cion de las Provincias de Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua

y Tierra-flrme y Cartagena, &c., &c.'' 6 May, J 572. (MS. copy of it

belonging to E. G. Squier.)

" Memorial de las advertencias i cosas que la C. Oath, R'l M. del Rey
i su Re. Consejo de Indias manda hacer, &c., &c." (MS. of E. G.

Squier.) 1579.

Francisco MoNTERO dk Miranda. "Relacion dlrigidaal Ill'mo Seuor

Palacio, &c., &c., sobre la provincia de la Verapaz 6 Tierra de Guerra."

1575. (MS. of E. G. Squier.)

Frayles : Francisco Viana, Lucas Gallego, and Guii.lermo Cade-
NA. " Relacion de la provincia y tierra de la Vera Paz," 1574. (MS.
of Squier.)

Fray Tomas Cardenas. "Representaciones al Rey sobre el Estado de

los Pueblos de la Vera-Paz."

Fray Tomas Castelar. " Tratado de los Idolos de Guatemala."
" Triunfos de los Martires del Orden de Predicadores en las Indias."

Printed 1580.

Fray Tomas Torue. " Historia de los principios de la Provincia de

Chiapas y Guatemala, del Ordeu de Santo Domingo."—Written prior to

1567.

Fray Domingo Vico. " Historia de los Indios, sus Fabulas, Supers-

ticiones, Costumbres, &c."

" Teologia para los Indios, en Lengua de Vera Paz." 4 vols. (Still

existing.)

Geronimo Roman. " Republica Indiana." (See Yucatan )

This list is certainly far from complete, and it may be that among
the vocabularies, grammars, and such works now lost, although we
know of their former existence, there were some,—perhaps even many,

—

which contained historical and ethnological matter of great value.—It

is hardly possible to avoid all allusions to such subjects in any work on

linguistics. Rut the number of books of that class is too great for the

purpose of the present list.

Writers of the Seventeenth Century.

AuGusTiN Davila-Padilla. (See Yucatan. First edition appeared

in 1595.)

Gregorio Garcia. (Plain and well informed, though brief.)

Juan de Torquemada. (Important on organization and government,

also myths.)

Antonio de Herrera. (Very full and important.)
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Antonio de Remesal. (Not as full on antiquities as might be

expected.)

AuGusTiN DE Vetancourt. (Very slight mention.)

Enrico Martinez. (Casual mention.')

Gil Gonzalez Davila.

Juan Diez de la Calle.

Fernando de Alba Ixtlilxochitl. '* Relaciones historicas."— Of

these, the thirteenth, " De la Venida de los Espafioies," is of particular

interest for Guatemala,—since it relates in detail Cortes' trip to Hondu-

ras. The "Relaciones " are printed in full in Vol. IX. of Lord Kings-

borough's Collection,—the 13th however, was published under the title

of "Horribles Crueldades de los Conquistadores de Mexico," as ap-

pendix to Sahagun's " Hist-general," Vol. III., in 1829. From this,

M. Ternaux made a French translation, published by him in 1838, as

"Cruautes horribles des Conquerants du Mexique,"—in the first series of

his "Voyages et Meinoires originaux, &c."
" Historia de los Chichimecos, o' reyes antiguos de Tezcuco." —

Casual mention of Guatemala.—Published in Kingsborough, Vol. IX.,

and translated by Ternaux and printed in French as " Histoire des

Chichiraeques ou des anciens rois de Tezcuco," in 1840.—(2d Series.)

—

Besides these, there are found references to Guatemala in the " Sumaria

Relacion, de los Toltecas." (Kiugsb. IX.)—Ixtlilxochitl, though full

of details, is always a very suspicious source.—He is the representative

of one tribe exclusively.

Francisco Antonio Fuentes y Guzman. " Recordacion florida;

Discurso historico, natural, material, militar, y politico del reyno de

Guatemala." MS. of 1690. Original in the municipal archives of the

city of Guatemala. Copy at the " Museo Nacional."—Fuentes is like

Ixtlilxochitl—both have the same tendency to extol their native tribes

—

still both must be carefully studied and critically examined.—A publi-

cation of Fuentes, well and judiciously annotated, would be highly

useful.

Fernando Espino. " Historia de la reducclon y conversion de la

Provincla de Taguzgalpa, con la Vlda de los tres Martires."—Printed at

Guatemala, 1674.—Whether and where it still exists I do not know.

Lionel Wafer. " A new Voyage and description of the Isthmus of

America."—London, 1699.

Fray Thomas Gage. " New survey of the West Indies." (A work

which Is looked upon with great suspicion, because the author, although

he evidently went to Guatemala from Mexico, misrepresents a great many

facts. Still he cannot be overlooked.)—This book appeared first prior

to 1676.—Robertson quotes an English edition of 1677, and that of 1699

is the fourth edition. There are French editions of 1676, 1694-5, 1699,
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1720, 1721. Dutch of 1682, 1700. Germau of lf,93. Spanish, 1838.—

Yet tliis list is evidently still incomplete, as further material is out of

my reach.

Antonio de Leon y Pinelo. " Tratado de Conflrmaciones Reales de

Encomiendas, Oticios, y casos en que se requieron para las Indias Occi-

deutales." Madrid, 1630.—This work is one of the best on many vital

points of Spanish administration,—and since the latter is so intimately

connected vi^ith the past and present condition of the aborigines as to

make its knowledge absolutely necessary, — it must be attentively

studied.—I shall, for this reason, add below the books of Sol6rzauo:
" Epitome de la Biblioteca Oriental i Occidental, Nautica y Geogra-

flca." Madrid, 1629. 2d Edition, by Barcla, 1737 and 1738. (Important

bibliographically.)

" Relacion que en el Consejo Real de las Indias hizo el Licenciado . . .

. . ., sob re la Paciflcacion de las Provincias del Manche y Lacandon,"

1639. MS. of E. G. Squler.

Juan de Solorzano-Pereyra. *' Disputationem de Indiarum jure,

sivede mixta Indiarum Occidentalium inqiiisitione, acquisitione, et reten-

tione tribus libris compehensam." (This is the title of the first volume

only, the second volume bears the heading " De Indiarum gubernatione,

&c.") Madrid, 1629-1639.—2d edition, 1672.

"Politica Indiana." Madrid, 1648.—Subsequent editions, 1703, 1736-39,

1776.

The latter work is but a Spanish transcription or version of the first.

The importance of both is in their clear "expos6" of the principles of

right and law, according to which the Spanish Indies were governed.

—

We are thereb}' enabled to judge of the true relations existing between

the conquering and conquered races, and to detect, how far the original

condition of the latter was understood or misunderstood by the former

—(and misrepresented?;

The " Museo Nacional," at Guatemala, has the following manuscripts

besides those already mentioned :

"Hisloiia de la Provincia de Predicadores de San Vicente de Chiapa

y Guatemala."—A fragment, possibly by Fray Angitstiii Cano.
" Solicitnd que el Padre Fray Augustin Cano hizo al lU'mo S' Obispo

de Guatemala .... que se hallaba de visita en el pueblo de Cajabon

pidiendo amparo para reducir a los indios Choles."
" Iuform6 dado al Rey por el Padre Fray Auyustin Cano sobre la en-

trada que por la parte de la Verapaz se hizo al Peten en 1695."

" Suma de los Cai)itulos generales y priucipales, ordenaciones, &c.,

de la Provincia de Predicadores de Chiapa y Guatemala." by Fray Lope

de Montoya.

"Vidas de varios Padres de la Provincia de Chiapa y Guatemala del

Orden de Indlcadores," by Fray Antonio de Molina.
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Whether the " Noticia 6 Relacion de los Padres de la Orden de Predi-

cadores que floreclan eu la Proviucia de los Zoques " (anonymous

MS.)) belongs to the 17th century, I am unable to say.

Notice of the following books or writings has been communicated to

me from various sources :

Fray Antoxio Arocuena. " Catalogo y noticia de los Escritores

del Orden de San Praiicisco de la Proviucia de Guatemala." (A very im-

portant bibliographical composition, to judge from its plan.)

Fray Estevan Aviles. " Hi-storia de Guatemala desde los tiempos

de los Indios, hasta la fundacion de la proviucia de los franciscanos;

poblacion de aquellas tierras, propagaciou de los Indios, sus ritos, cere-

monias, policia, y Gobierno." (Said to have been printed at Guatemala

in 1G63.)

Fray Salvador Cipriana. " Libro de los Idolos de la Proviucia de

Zacatula."

" Hechos de los Padres Fray Levis Cancer, Fray Bartolorae de las

Casus, y Fray Pedro de Angulo, en la predicacion del Evangelio."

" Hlstoria de la Entrada de los Espanoles en Zacatula."

Nicolas Lizarraga. (See Yucatan.)

Fray Mklchor de .Jesus Lopez. "Eelacion de la Conversion a la Fe

de los Indios de Salamanca." 1690.

" Relacion de la Paciticacion de los Indios de Vera-Paz."

Fray Pedro Sotomayor. " Informacion de los Varones Ilustres del

Orden de San Francisco del Reino de Guatemala."

Diego de Unzueta. "Relacion de Guatemala,"—handed to Juan

Diez de la Calle in 1648.

Nicolas de Valenzuela. (Wrote about the expedition against La-

candon,—in 1695.)

Fray Estevan Verdelete. " Noticias de la Proviucia de Teguzi-

galpa." (Written between 1593 and 1612.)

Juan Zapata y Sandoval. (See Chiapas.)

Fray Pedro Daza. " Memorias historicas de la fundacion y predica-

cion de los Religiosos de la Merced de la Redenciou de cautivos en Gua-

temala."

Fray Josli Morera. "Noticias de la Proviucia de Guatemala, con un

Tratado de la Mision y Martirio de los P. P. Misioneros, Verdelete y

Montragudo." (MS. said to be at Guatemala.)

Fray Pablo Rebullida. " luforme a la Andiencia de Guatemala

sobre el estado actual de la Cristiaudad de la Proviucia de Talamanca."

1697.

" Cartas sobre el caructer de los Indios Terrabas, Talamancas, y
Chaugunes."

Fray Pedro deUrtiaga. " Diario del Viaje de los ciuco Misioneros

desde Querfitaro hasta Guatemala."—Printed in 1694, at Guatemala.

Alonzo DuARTE. " Kekicion dc lo quc Yo (A. D.) vecino desta ciu-

dad de Santiago de Guatemala eutendi y vide quando D. Francisco Val-
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verde vino a soudar el puerto de Cavallos." 1605. MS. pertaining to

E. G. Squier.

Tliese are certainly not all,-—perhaps only a minority of the docu-

ments relating to Guatemala,—which originated during the 17th cen-

tury. In regard to the ruins of Copan,—Fuentes is perhaps (because a

number of the last enumerated authors I have not seen) the only one

vpho mentions its ruins, and even gives an enthusiastic description of

tliem,—but Torquemada as well as Herrera relates the tradition of Com-

izahual, which also relates to Copan. The latter place is, besides, com-

monly regarded as belonging properly to Honduras, and only of late has

been added to Guatemala. I add the following, although they are of

scarcely any value for the purpose in view:

Josf: MoNUOY. " Estado del Convento de Guatemala, del Orden de

nuestra SeSora de la Merced." Printed, 1667.

Diego Rodriguez de Kibas. " Disertacion canonica sobre los justos

njotivos que representa el Reyno de Guatemala, para que el Consejo se

serva de erigir en Metropoli ecclesiastica la S. Iglesia Catedral, &c."

Printed, 1660.

Writers of the Eighteenth Century.

Antonio de Alcedo.

F. X. Ci.AViGERO. ("Very slight mention.)

The following MSS. are yet at Guatemala " Museo Nacional."

Pedro Couxfe y Larkaz. " Descripcion geograflco moral de la Dio-

r.esis de Guatemala." 1768-69.

Fray Francisco Ximenez. " Historia de la ProTincia de San Vicente

de Chiapa y Guatemala de la Orden de los Predicadores." 5 vols.

Jos6 San'CIIEz. " Apuntaciones para la Historia de Guatemala."

Fernando Velasquez de Guzman. " Kelacion de los Obispos de

Guatemala."

There is, besides, a MS. :

" Efemerides de Guatemala desde su fundacion hasta la ruina de 1773."

—Anonymous.
Printed works :

P'ray Isidro FljLix DE EspiNOSA. " El Peregrine Septentrional

Atlante." (Life of Fray Antonio Margil.) Mexico, 1737.

Fray Carlos Cadena. " Breve descripcion de la Noble Ciudad de

Santiago de los Caballaros de Guatemala, &c." Mexico, 1774.—2d Edi-

tion, Guatemala, 1858.

Juan de Villagutierre y Sotomayor. (On Vera Paz.)

Francisco Nunez de la Vega. (On Chiapas.)

ToRiiJio Cosio. (In the University Library of Mexico.)

Fray Josii Diez. " Noticia de las Misioncs de Guatemala."

Fray Ildefonso Joseph Flores. " Teologia de los Indies."

Fj!ay Francisco Vasquez. (See Chiapas.)
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Fray Francisco Ximenez. (See Chiapas.)

It is said that Ximenez wrote two kirge historical works, oue in

five volumes, of which but three were finished.—This is a mistake, the

entire edition of five volumes is still at Guatemala. The other work,

secured by Dr. Scherzer, bears the title " Las Historias del Origen de

los Indios de esta Provincia de Guatemala ....," and published by

him at Vienna in 1857. (Anonymous MS. said to exist at Guatemala.)
" Informe del Provincial de la Orden de Santo Domingo Guatemala,

tocante a los negocios de la Vera-Paz." 1724.

" Relacion de la Sublevacion de los Zendales." 1712.

Antonio Rodriguez Cajipas. " Diario Historico de Guatemala."

Fray Juan Cartajena. "La S*' Iglesia de Guatemala, madre fecun-

disima de hijos ilustrissimos." Mexico, 1747.

Ramon Ordonez y Aguiar. (See Chiapas.) At Mexico.

(A number of the above works may be lost.)

Writers of the Nineteenth Century.

All general works, archteological, historical, and geographical, are

left out. I even omit, as abundantly known, Kingsborough, Bancroft,

Baldwin, Short, the "Antiquites Mexicaines," the "Cites et Ruines

Mexicaines " of Waldeck,—Brasseur de Bourbourg, &c., &c.—Reference
to these sources is self-understood.

Domingo Juarrez. "Compendio de la Historia de Guatemala."

1808-1818, Guatemala. (Relies too much ou Fuentes.) English trans-

lation by Bailey. London, 1823. " A statistical and Commercial His-

tory of the Kingdom of Guatemala, in Spanish America."—A second

Spanish edition appeared in 1857.

Francisco dr Paula Garcia Pelaez. (See Chiapas.).

" Memorias para la Historia del Antiguo Reyno de Guatemala." 1852.

Charles Etiknne Brasseur de Bourbourg. " Popol Vuh. Le

livre Sacre et les Mythes de 1' Antiquit6 Americaine, avec les livres

Heroiques et Historiques des Quiches." Paris, 1861.

Hardly any work of this century has created such a " mixed " sensa-

tion of a serious nature, as this book.—It could be seen at a glance,

that no mystification was possible,—but there was a wide field open for

discussion on the point of origin, as far as the document itself, the

" Popol Vuh," was concerned.—Still the " sensation " has not resulted

in much active ciitical examination, and I think (If I may be per-

mitted to commit such a breach of modesty,) myself Ihe only person

attempting a criticism of the "Popol Vuh" on the basis of docu-

mentary evidence. Unfortunately, I was unable to prepare my annota-

tions in time for the pul)lication of the 27tli Volume of Proceedings of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, in 1878.

—
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Thus ouly the text of " Sources for aboriginal history of Spanish

America," appeared without any documentary evidence attached.

One thing is evident, that the " Popol Vuh " was loritten. Now it is a

fact very easily proven, that the aborigines of Guatemala had no pho-

netic alphabet whatever, consequently that thnj did not xm-ite.—Therefore

the "Popol Vuh" must have been composed, as an instrument in

writing, since the conquest; or after 152+.—This is developed utterly

independent of the fact that the document hints at two data (p. 343,)

indicating the time of its composition to have been after 1550, and prior

to 1600.—Therefore it was written in our letters, or perhaps with the

aid of the " five characters " invented by Fray Francisco de la Parra,

previous to 1560, to indicate sounds for which our alphabet had no

signs.—At all events, it was written in the native Quiche idiom, and

was only met with incidentally by Fray Francisco Ximcnez at the town

of Chichicastenango, towards the close of the 17th century.—This

Dominican monk translated it into the Spanish language and incorpora-

ted both text and translation in the first volume of his " Historia de

la provincia de predicadores, &c."—according to Brasseur de Bour-

bourg's really silly and irritatingly confused bibliography— (p. XIII., "No-

tice Bibliographique.") Dr. Scherzer certainly deserves credit for hav-

ing published a Spanish text rendering approximatively the "Popol Vuh,"

in 1857, and there is no doubt but that it is as correct a rendering of the

original Quiche as the French translation of Brasseur de Bourbourg.

The filiation of the text being thus established as far back as 1550 to

1600, it remains to investigate the question: how much of it was

originally Indian;—if all of it or not? There is no doubt but that the

greater part of it is Indian songs, preserved for centuries, and Indian

myths and tales—historical traditions—which were recorded by the com-

piler in the form now before us. But this compiler, or rather—recorder

—has given to these tales a chronological sequence,—at least in the first

part,—which may hereafter prove conjectural.—Actions are made to suc-

ceed to each other, which may yet prove to be Avithout any connection

at all.—I do not insist upon this point—since a new translation of the

" Popol Vuh " should precede its investigation—but I particularly

insist upon a careful and critical study of its first so-called "Chapters."

These first chapters give ns cosmological Ideas and Notions, purport-

ing to be originally Indian, which, at their very inception, show a singuhir

admixture of foreign elements. The first sentences appear to be tran-

scriptions from the book of Genesis. They are not aboriginally Ameri-

can.—We are therefore led to investigate whetlier, prior to 1550, European

influences could have been brought to bear upon the recollection and

the imagination of the natives.—There is very positive evidence to that

efi'rct.—The monks, at the earliest stages of conversion, used paintings

of their own, to impress upon tlie natives tiie notions of a creation of

the world, of the deluge and salvation of a single pair therefrom, &c.,

&c. — Tlie Douiiuican Father Gonzalo Lncero travelled about with

painted charts representing such striking events, which he displayed in
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confirmatiou of his teachings. Fray Jacobo Testera (he died Aug. 8, 1543)

used similar means. Fray Pedro de Angulo, who went with Las Casas

to Guatemahi and was made Provincial of Chiapas in 1501, wrote three

dissertations in the Zutuhil language, one on the Creatiou of the World,

one on Adam's Fall, and one on the Expulsion of our first fathers from

Paradise.—Fray Luis Cancer wrote similar pages in the language of

Oajaca, previous to 1546.—Fray Domingo Vlco, who was killed by the

Indians of Lacandon, in 1555, wrote his " Teologia para los Indios," in

the Quiche language, also a dissertation on the " Eternal Paradise," in

the language of Vera-Paz.—But there is also indisputable proof that

songs were composed on the subject of the creation of the imrld and other

parts of the Hebrew Genesis, in the Quiche language, which songs

were used as the means of conversion of the natives of Vera-Paz in

1537. (Remesal. Lib. III., Cap. XL, p. 124.) They had been composed

by Las Casas, Fray Rodrigo de Ladrada, Fray Pedro de Angulo, and

probably Fray Luis Cancer. Many other similar ones were composed

afterwards.

Thus we see that, prior to 1550, ecclesiastics had commenced to write

upon cosmological subjects with our letters and in the languages of

Guatemala, and that, on the other hand, Christian cosmogony had

become a text for Indian songs. The " Popol Vuh " has therefore noth-

ing extraordinary in its origin; it is but a child of its time, like the

" Memorial de Tecpan-Atitlan," by the Chief of Solold, only anonymous,

—and preceded by a cosmological introduction made up of Christian

and Indian tales confusedly intermingled, and therefore apocryphal so

far. These criticisms, however, apply merely to the " first part,"—the

rest of the " Popol Vuh " appears to be original, and therefore of the

greatest value. This however cannot be said of the translation, only of

the MS. A new translation, supervised by a native, should be ob-

tained at any price.

" Grammaire Quichee, et le Drame Rabinal-Ache." Paris, 1862.

Of the "Rabinal-Ache," a new translation is absolutely requisite.

Mr. Brasseur, like all translators of Indian songs, has so disfigured it

by the introduction of a foreign terminology, as to render it useless for

any one who has no access to vocabularies, &c.

John L. Stephens. (See Yucatan), also Frederick Catherwood.

Juan Galindo. (See Yucatan and Chiapas.)

What I have seen of his reports has left upon my mind the impression

that he means to be truthful, but in his zeal and eagerness saw " too

big," and again " too often."

"The Ruins of Copan in Central America." Transactions of the

American Antiquarian Society, Vol. II., pp. 545-550. 1836.

" Notions sur Palenque," &c., &c., "transraises ;i la Socifite geograph-

ique de France," in " Antiquites mexicaiues," Vol. I., pp. 73-76.—Pub-

17
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llshcd also in the " Bulletin" of the French Geographical Society, and

in the " Literary Gazette " of London.

E. G. Squier. "The Serpent-Symbol, and the Worship of the Recip-

rocal Principles of Nature in America." N. York, 1851.

"The States of Central America: their Geography, Topography, &c.,

&c. Aborigines." N. York, 1858.

" Notes on Central America, particularly the States of Honduris and

San Salvador." N. York, 1855.—German translation, Leipzig, 1856.

—French version, Paris, 1855.—Spanish, Paris, 1856, (two different

translations.)

" Honduras, Descriptive, Historical and Statistical." London, 1870.

" Honduras and Guatemala." " The National Intelligencer." N.

York, 1854.

" The Ruins of Tenampua." Although in Honduras, they appear tra-

ditionally connected with Copan. N. York, 1853, in " Proceedings of

the Historical Society of New York."
" Monograph of Authors who have Written on the Languages of Cen-

tral America." Albany, 1861.—A very valuable and important contribu-

tion to bibliography.

Carl Scherzer. "Wanderungeu durch die mittel-amerikanischen

Freistaaten." Braunschweig, 1857.—English version, London, 1867.

" Narrative of the Circumnavigation of the Globe by the Austrian

frigate Novara." London, 1861. (The official reports on the results of

the circumnavigation, &c., are very rare.)

" Die Indianer von Ixtiahuacan." Vienna, 1856.

" Ein Besuch bei den Ruinen von Quirigua." Vienna, 1855.

I omit here his linguistical writings, and his publication of the " His-

toria del Origen de los ludios, •&€.," in 1857.—See Ximenez.

MoRiTZ Wagner, and Carl Scherzer. " Die Republik Costa-Rica

in Central Amerika." Leipzig, 1857.—Describes the ruins of Quirigua.

Manuel Galvan Rivera. "Historia de Mexico, Guatemala, Estados-

Unidos del Norte, Peru, &c." Mexico, 1852.

"GaCETa DE Guatemala." (From 1797.) Contains interesting notices,

historical and ethnological.

"Periodico de la Sociedad ECON6MICA de Guatemala." (Only 24

numbers published in 1815 and 1816.) 1 May, 1815, to 15 April, 1816.

The Padres : Ciiica, Abella, and Escoto, and Aguil.^r. "Informes,

al Hl'ino Senor Arzobispo de Guatemala, tocantes & la Vera-Paz." 1819

and 1H20. MSS.
DctMLNOUEZ DE Mazariegos. (See Chiapas.)
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Domingo Fajardo. "Informe dirigido al Gobierno Supremo de Mexi-

co, relative a su Mision a Vera-Paz y Peten." Campeclie, 1828.

Orlando N. Roberts. " Narrative of Voyages and Excursions oa

the East Coast and in the Interior of Central America." Edinburgh,

1827.

Carl Hermann Berendt. " Report of Explorations in Central

America." Smithsonian Report, 1867.

,
" Collection of historical documents on Guatemala." Smithsonian

Report, 1876.

"Dielndianer des Isthmus von Tehuantepec."^Zeitschrift fiir Eth-

nologie. Berlin, 1873, Vol. V.
^^ Analytical Alphabet for the Mexican and Central American Lan-

guages." Published by the American Ethnological Society. New York,

1869.

" Cartilla en Lengua Maya para la euseuanza de los niiios indigenes."

Merida, 1871.

El Ramie. Tratado sobre el cultivo y algunas notlcias de esta planta.

Merida de Yucatan, 1871. (Ed. de la Revista de Merida.)

Los Escritos de D. Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta. Ed. de la Revista de

Merida. Tomo II., 1870.

^^ Articulo sjbre El Mexico;" se halla en el " Deutsch Amerikanisches

Conversations Lexicon, barbcitet von. Prof. Alex. I. Schem. Lieferung

64, Band VII., Seite 261, pp. 27. (N. Y. 1872.)

'* a marks on the Centres of Ancient Civilization in Central America, and

their Geograpical Distribution." Address read before the Am. Geogr.

Society, N. Y., July 10th, 1876, with map.

Zur Ethnologie von Nicaragua. Articulo publicado en Correspondenz-

Blalt der deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, P^thnologle und

Urgeschichte. Redigirt von N. A. v. Frantzius in Heidelberg, No. 9,

September, 1874.

In " Geographische Mittheiliingen" von A. Petermann, Gotha.

(The above makes no pretension to be a full list of the eminent lin-

guist's publications.)

Adexander von Frantzius. (See Palacio.)

" San Salvador and Honduras im lahre, 1847."—Annotated also by

Berendt.

GusTAV Bernoulli. " Reisen in der Republik Guatemala."— In
" Petermann's Miltheilungen," 1874-75.

Baron der Theil. " Le Guatemala." In *' 1' Explorateur," Vol. III.

1876.

J. Laferrier. " De Paris au Guatemala." Paris, 1877.
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George Williamson. "Antiquities iu Guatemala." Smithsonian
Reports, 187G. (Very interesting and of great value for archaeological

studies.)

J. W. Boddam-Wetham. "Across Central America." London, 1877.

Adolpii Bastian. "Die Monumeuta in Santa Lucia Cozumalguapa.'—" Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie," 1876.

" Die Culturlaender des alten Amerikas." (See Yucatan.)

GusTAv Bruhl. (See Yucatan.)

H. W. Bates. "Central America, West Indies, and South America."
London, 1878.

A. BoNCARD. " Le Guatemala."—In "L' explorateur," 1878. No. 23.

Francisco Pimentel. (See Yucatan and Chiapas.)

Manuel Oeozco y Berra. (See Yucatan, &c.)

S. Habel. "The Sculptures of Santa Lucia Cozumalguapa."—Smith-
sonian Contributions, No. 269.—Washington, 1878.

In closing this list, I must again distinctly state, that it is very imper-
fect,—and that no one acquainted with the literature of ("Jentral America
can fail to notice many omissions.—But I had neither time, nor oppor-
tunity to do better, owing to the state of my health. In conclusion, I

wish to advert to a few book.* of an exclusively bibliograi)hical tenor,

which every student of American hi.story must at least attempt to con-

sult.—Some of them are, unfortunately, extremely rare:

Nicolas Antonio. "Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, &c." 1st edition,

Eome, 1672. 2d edition, Madrid, 1733-38.

Juan Josl^. de Eguiara y Eguren. " Biblioteca Mexicana." Mex-
ico, 1755. Incomplete : only the first volume published.

Antonio de Alcedo. " Biblioteca americana." MS. Original be-

longed to Mr. Jared Sparks. Mexico, 1807.

J.Mariano Bi^ristain de Souza. "Biblioteca Hispana Americana.
Septentrional." Mexico, 1816 and 1819, 3 volumes. (Exceedingly rare.)

Brasseur de Bourbourg. "Bibliotheque inexico-guateraalienne."

Paris, 1871.

I forbear quoting here at length the bibliographical works of Har-
risse. Rich, Ludevvig, Ternaux-Compaus, Sabin, and others.—They are
deservedly well known, and of easy access to any student.
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OAJACA. (" Huaxyacac")

Writers of the Sixteenth Century.

Hernan Cort:6s. (2d letter.)

Bernal Diez del Castillo. (Casual notice.)

Francisco Lopez de Gomara. (" Conquista de Mexico.")

Fray Toribio de Parades, surnamed Motolinia. (" Historia de

los Indies de la Nueva-Espaiia." See bibliography of Yucatan.)—This

is probably the earliest mention of the ruins of Mitla, which wi^re, how-
ever, inhabited at that time. Motolinia has been entirely overlooked by
Bancroft, although his description of Mitla is truly excellent.

GoNZALO Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes. (Casual notice.)

Codex Chimalpopoca. Now in process of publication, in the "Anales

del Museo Nacional de Mexico." Vol. II., by Mendoza, Sanchez Solis,

and Chavero.

Juan t>k Tobar. " Codice Ramirez,"—published by S'' J. M. Vigil,

as an anonymous chronicle, in 1878. Also " Historia de los Indios

Mexicanos." Original in possession of the Estate of Sir Thomas Phillips,

at Cheltenham, England. Copy of a fragment, privately printed, at the

Lenox Library, New York. (Written between 1579 and 1589.)

Diego Duran. " Historia de las Indias de Nueva-Espana, e Yslas de

Tierra firme."— (Written between 1579 and 1.581, but only the first pnrt

of it printed, at Mexico, 1867, by S'^ Jose F' Ramirez.)—Very iuiportaut;

mentions again Mitla as a settlement inhabited about 1450. "Apeudice"
por Alfredo Chuvaro, Mexico, 1880.

Fernando de Alvarado Tezozomoc. " Cronica mexicana."—Writ-

ten 1598. Printed for the first time in Vol. IX. of Kiiigsborough, and

again (though not complete) in tlie " Biblioteca mexicana" of S''

Vigil, with notes by S"" Orozco y Berra.—A French translation has been

made by Ternaux-Compans, under the title of " Histoire du Mexique,

par Alvarado Tezozomoc," Paris, 1853, 2 vols. It is utterly unreliable.

Fray Geronimo de Mendieta. (Copies textually from Motolinia.)

Fray Bernardino Sahagun. " Historia universal de las Cosas de

Nueva-Espaiia," in Vols. 6 and 8 of Kingsborough.—The same book,

under the title of " Historia general, &c., &c." appeared at Mexico, in 3

vols., 1829, edited by C. M. de Bustaraante. Only very slight and

casual mention of Oajaca.

Writers of the Seventeenth Century.

AUGUSTIN D.iVILA-PADILLA.

Ju.vx DE ToRQUEMADA. (Important.)

Antonio de Hekuera. (Important.)
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Gregorio Garcia. (Important.)

Francisco de Burgoa. "Palestra Historiale de Virtudes y Exern-

plares Apostolicos." Mexico, 1670.

" Geograflca Descripcion de la Parte Septentrional del Polo Artico de

la America." Mexico, 1074. This work is regarded (especially by such

as have not seen it), as the leading work on Oajaca.—I have never even

seen it—it is exceedingly rare.

Writers of the Eighteenth Century.

Mariano Veytia.

F. X. Clavigero.

Antonio de Alcedo.

Lorenzo Boturini Bernaducci.

Joseph Joaquin Granados y Galvez. "Tardes americanas." Mexi-

co, 1778 — A work considerably over-estimated, — containing casual

mention of Oajaca,—fluently written.

Writers of the Nineteenth Century.

I forbear mentioning here all the writers on Oajaca,—more particu-

larly avoiding all the general works,—those excepted which contain

plates of special value. The first who called attention to Mitla was

certainly

Alexander von Humboldt. " Vues des Cordilleres et monuments

des peuples indigenes de 1' Amerique." Paris, 1810. Royal folio.—Same,

2 vols. 8° Paris, 1816. English version, by Helen M. Williams, London,

1814.

" Essai politique sur la Nouvelle-Espagne." (See " Yucatan.")

Mathieu de Fossey. " Le Mexique." Paris, 1857.—Very fair.

Eduard MOhlenpfordt. "Versuch einer getreuen Schilderung der

Republik Mejico." Hannover, 1844. 2 vols.

Arthur von Tempsky. "Mitla, a Narrative of Incidents and Per-

sonal Adventures." London, 1858.—Of small scientific value.

Guillermo Dupaix, and Castaneda. (In " Antlquites Mexicaiues,"

also in Lord Kingsborough's " Antiquities of Mexico.")

DfisiRli Charnay. (Saw the ruins in 1859. His photographs are

very important.)

JosJi Maria Garcia. (Visited Mitla in 1855, according to " Boletin

de la Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y Estadistica." Vol. VII., pp. 271

and 272.)
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Brantz-Mayer. " Mexico as it Was and as it Is." New York, 1844.

Very fair.

" Mexico, Aztec, Spanish and Eepublican." Hartford, 1853. Very
good.

" Observations on Mexican History and Archaeology." (Smithsonian

Contributions. No. 86, Washington, 1856.) Contains Sawliins' drawings

of Mitla. [?]

J. W. VON MxJLLER. " Beitrage zur Geschichte und Ethnographie

von Mexico." Leipzig, 1865.

" Reisen in den Vereinigten-Staaten, Canada, and Mexico." Leipzig,

1864.

Carlos Maria de Bustamante. " Meinoria estadistica de Oajaca, y
descripcion del Valle del mismo nombre." Vera-Cruz, 1821.

MuRGUiA. " Estadistica antigna y moderua de la Provincia de

Guajaca." " Boletin, &c." Vol.11.)

Juan B. Carriedo. The writings of this author are, unfortunately,

but little kuown.—In the " Ilustracion Mexicana," Vol. II., he has given

an essay on " Los Palacios Antiguos de Mitla."—But he has published

other papers and even books on the same subject.

" Estudios historicos, y estadisticos del estado OaxaqueQo." Oajaca,

1850.

The Astor Library of New York has an incomplete copy of a work of

Carriedo on Oajaca, with colored drawings by him,—unfinished. Co-

pious notes by the author's own hand accompany the text. In historical

questions Carriedo mostly follows and cites Burgoa.

Francisco Pimentkl. "Cuadro descriptive de lasLenguas Indigenas

de Mexico." (See Yucatan and Chiapas.)

Manuel Orozco y Berra. Iu " Geografla de las Lenguas."—Refer-

ence is made to a number of very important papers on Oajaca, the title

of one, among others, " Estado que comprende el niimero de Parro-

quias de la Diocesis de Oajaca, con expresion de sus noinbres, Estado 6

Territorio en que estan situadas, niimero de pueblos, &c., &c."

Further, certain official reports are quoted,—the originals of which are

in the hands of my friend S'^ J. G. Icazbalceta,— S'' Orozco mentions the

following

:

Pedro de Ledesma. " Relaciou de Oajaca, por el alcalde . . ." 1579.

Hernando de Cervantes. " Relacion de Teotzacualco y Amoltepec.

. . . ." 1580.

AuGUSTiN DE Salazar. " Relaciou del vicario de Cliilapa."

Juan Lopez. " Relacion del Corregidor . • . ." 1579.
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Finally, I must call attention to a liuguistical work, known to me

only through S"^ Orozco y Berra's citation, and through references given

by S"^ Pimentel—to wit

:

Antonio de los Reyes. " Arte en lengua mixteca." Mexico, 1593.

Numerous grammars, vocabularies, " doctrinas," sermonaries, &,c.,

&c., were written in the course of the 16th century, of and in the lan-

guage of Oajaca.

Emilio H^RBRiJGER. " Album de vistas fotograficas de las antiguas

Ruinas de los Palacios de Mltla." Oaxaca, 1875. Text and valuable

photographs.

In conclusion, I would merely beg to add,—that there can hardly be

any doubt as to the fact that Mitla was inhabited when the Spaniards

first visited the place. It therefore becomes a point of special interest.
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PROCEEDINGS.

SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING, APRIL 27th, 1881, AT THE HALL OF

THE ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, BOSTON.

The President, Hon. Stephen Salisbury, LL.D., in the

chair.

Nathaniel Paine, Esq., read the report of the Council.

Edmund M. Barton, Esq., Assistant-Librarian, made a

report upon the Lilirary, and Mr. Paine sul)mitted the

report of the Treasurer.

In the report of the Council, the Society was informed

that Samuel Foster Haven, LL.D., had felt compelled

through age and infirmity to ask to be relieved from the

cares and responsibihties of the office of Lil)rarian. Dr.

Haven's letter and the action thereon will appear in the

report of the Council.

After the reading of the report of the Council had been

concluded Rev. George E. Ellis, D.D., offered the

followin«^ resolution :

Resolved, That the memliers of the American Antiquarian

Society will heartily recognize the considerateness and the

grateful sense of high obligation which the council have

manifested in accepting the resignation of Dr. Haven, so

far only as it relieves him of the tasks and resi)onsibilities

of the office which he has so lonir filled and adorned with

such fidelity, dignity and consi:)icuous ability,—giving to it

such rare qualities and accomplishments.

Dr. Ellis, in moving the adoption of the resolution,

said :

For thirty-four of the forty-three years of his admirably

18
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faithful and intelligent service of the society I have been

a nieml)er of it, and with few exceptions have attended its

meetings twice in each year. One of the chief attractions

of each meeting in advance, was that which found its full

realization in hearing Dr. Havex occasionally offer the

report of the council, and always that of the librarian.

Those who after two or three attendances on the occasion

had come to understand what they had to expect from it,

were abundantly gratified and instructed by those singularly

rich, original an<l eminently characteristic papers. Always

strictly appropriate to his province, they were wonderfully

ingenious and discursive, with surprises of knowledge, and

often with rich and kindlino: humor wrouoht in with their

sagacity.

I have hurriedly run through the seventy odd pamphlets

which I have filed, containino- the Proceedings of the

Society at its semi-annual meetings, and have reviewed the

pleasant remembrances of the wonderfully varied papers

which I have heard Dr. Haven read here and at A\"orcester.

They contain fresh and instructive matter on such themes

as the following : American Archaeology and Exploration
;

Mexican Antiquities ; Mound-Builders ; Dighton Rock

;

the Ante-historic Period in the Old AVorld ; Lake Dwell-

ings ; the Stone Age and Flint Implements ; the Improved

Method of Cataloguing ; Tribute to Huml)oldt ; Account

of the Founder of the Society, his services during the

Revolution, as printer, as historian of j^rinting and collec-

tor ; the Characters and Writings of the Mathers ; the

Brinley Library ; Dr. Bentley's Pa})ers ; Broadsides ; the

Ijiteraturc of the Civil War ; Examination of the Popham
Colony ; Our Early Magazine Literature ; and I>ost Histor-

ical Papers. A very remarkable volume of Monographs

miiilit 1)(; aathered from these learned materials.

His familiarity with the contents of our rich and uni(]uc

library, its books, manuscri})ts, relics, ma])s, coins, portraits

and other pictures has been so extended and intelligent, that
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we might well conceive of him as permanently seated at his

l)aticnt desk, with an out-look on its walls and shelves and

makino; a cataloijue of its treasures. Its collections have

so largely gi'own under his administration, that he has had

opportunity to form a deliljerate acquaintance with them.

He has twice, indeed, superintended the disposal of the

whole on shelves, in the alcoves and in the cabinet—once

on the removal from the old hall, and again, on the enlarge-

ment of the present one. Now that so admiral)le a portrait

of him hano-s on the wall, he will never be otherwise than

present and active there, at least, to all who are now mem-

bers of the society.

The same day which thus compels us to recognize an

arrest in our enjoyment of the familiar presence and the

welcome instruction of our much valued Librarian—though

we still dinar to him in his retirement—informs us of the

decease from the infirmities of old age, of the most eminent

and accomplished of the historians of New England, the

Reverend and Honored John Gorham Palfrey. It is not

now for the first time, nor will it 1)e for the last time, that

the names of our living and our departed friends come to us

associated together. They have been fellow-laborers and

mutual helpers. Alike they have been inspired and guided

by the same spirit of fidelity and thoroughness in historical

research, the same friendly regard for all who desired

their aid and advice in study, the same thoroughness and

impartiality in their treatment of controverted subjects, and

the same judicial fairness in their decisions. Dr. Palfrey

waited for and welcomed the end of his protracted, well-

filled and benedictive life. To the few friends who were

admitted to him in these last declining years, he exhibited

the same sweet serenity of spirit, and the same dignified

force of character, that marked his period of full vigor.

The resolution was then unanimously adopted.

On motion of Charles C. Smith, Esq., the reports were
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accepted, and referred to the committee of publication, and

on motion of Hon. P. Emory Ax,drich, the thanks of the

society were voted to Dr. Ellis for his remarks.

The Recording Secretaiy then presented the names of

the following gentlemen, who were nominated for memlier-

sliip of the society by the comicil

:

Prof. Herbert B. Adams, of Baltimore, Md.

Ad. F. Bandelier, Esq., of Highland, Illinois.

Seiior Alfredo Chavero, of Mexico, Mex.

Prof. Henry W. Haynes, of Boston, Mass.

Seiior Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta, of Mexico, Mex.

Senor Gumesindo Mendoza, of Mexico, Mex.

Dr. Henry Schliemann, of Athens, Greece.

Prof. John T. Short, of Colmulnis, Ohio.

By a separate ballot on each name, all the above named
were elected members of the society.

The Hon. Alexander H. Bullock, LL.D., read a paper

on the History of the Constitution of Massachusetts, which

was referred to the Committee of Publication, on motion of

Rev. Edavard E. Hale, D.D., with an expression of

the thanks of the society to the author.

The thanks of the society were also voted to Dr. Ph. J.

J. Valentini, for his paper on certain curiously wrought

stones, models of whi(;h he exliibited, and -the paper referred

to the Committee of Publication.

Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., spoke of Coronado's dis-

covery of the Seven Cities, reading extracts from a letter

from Lt. John G. Bourke, U. S. A., illustrating the same,

and on motion of the Recording Secretary his remarks

were also referred to the Committee of Pubhcation.'

1 The papers of Gov. Bullock, Dr. Valentini, and Dr. Hale's remarks
in full, with extracts from Lieut. Boukke's letter, are printed on succeeding

pages.
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Prof. Chaeles O. Thompson said

:

It will 1)6 remembered that at the annual meeting,

Senator Hoar presented to the society a piece of one of

the first set of mill-stones used in Worcester County.

Those stones were brought to Lancaster, as the legend

runs, by John Prescott, the founder of the town, from

some distant place, and it is a matter of some interest to

find the parent mass. At Mr. Hoar's request I have made

dihgent inquiry and fail to find any quany in Massachusetts

from which this stone could have been taken. It is a

gneiss to be sure, but so hard and so porphyritic in structure

as to be unlike our native gneisses. The only alternative

seemed to be that Prescott brought the stone from England.

To assure myself on this point, I wrote to Dr. Archil )ald

Geikie, Professor of Geology in the University of Edin-

burgh, and Chief of the Geological Survey of Scotland,

for his opinion, and sent him a large piece of the stone.

Dr. Geikie's reply was prompt and full. He is of

opinion that the stone is not English and that the })arent

mass will be found in Massachusetts. ' Unless, indeed, it

was an erratic block from some more Northern source.'

The last suffo-estion seems to contain a solution of the

prol)lem.

There is a piece of Burr-stone in the cabinet of the Free

Institute at Worcester, which is said to have been found in

Sutton. This sort of stone has been extensively quarried

elsewhere for mill-stones, and it is an interesting inquiry

whether any have ever been obtained from Sutton.

The President. Is it prol)al)le that there were any

persons in Lancaster, in 1654, al)le to cut this stone?

Dr. Thompson. The stone is not too hard to be cut by

an ordinary stone-mason, and such a man could have been

found in the colony.

Stephen Salisbury, Jr., Esq., presented a communica-

tion from Dr. Augustus Le Plongeon, dated Mcrida,
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Yucatan, Jan. 16. Mr. Salisbury said at this late hour

he could not read the paper in full, and as it is carefully

worded, containing numerous references to ancient and

modern authorities, any abstract he might attempt would

fail to do it justice. The communication was therefore,

with the thanks of the society, referred to the Committee

of Publication.

The meeting was then dissolved.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

For fifty years, the by-laws of the society have required,

that the council should, "twice at least in each year," com-

municate to the meml>ers a statement of its affairs. In

accordance with this time-honored regulation, the council

herewith submit their semi-annual report, shewing the

present condition, and the more important transactions of

the society since the annual meeting in October last.

First, they express the great regret, which will be

shared by all, that our honored Librarian, Samuel Foster

Haven, LL.D., is prevented by illness from being present

at our meeting to-day.

His absence deprives the society of the pleasure they have

been accustomed to enjoy at these gatherings, of listening

to one of those admirable papers which, under the name of

"reports of the Librarian," have been presented by Dr.

Haven. These papers, full of sound learning, expressed

in concise and gTaceful language, have added largely to the

interest of our pul^lished proceedings, and done much to

increase the reputation of the society at home and abroad.

It is with still greater regret, that the council have

to communicate the unpleasant intelligence, that owing

to the present condition of his health. Dr. Haven has felt

oblio-ed to ask to be relieved fi-om his official duties. For

forty-three years the society has enjoyed the valuable

services of its Librarian, which have been rendered most

cheerfully, and for but a nominal pecuniary consideration.

Few of the members, outside the council, are aware of

the many personal sacrifices made by him, in his desire to
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extend the influence of the society and to add to its collec-

tions. The council have accepted the communication upon

this subject from Dr. Haven, with great reluctance, l)ut at the

same time felt it to be their duty to do ever}i:hino: in their

power that would tend to aid in his restoration to health.

The letter of Dr. Haven to the council announciui? his

resignation Avas as follows :

—

WoRCESTEE, Mass'tts, 3Iarch 29th, 188L.

To the President and Council of the

American Antiquarian Society.

Dear and Honored Sirs.—At the close of the present
month my relation to the society as its librarian will have
extended through the period of forty-three years without in-

terruption, and with no renewal of the original election.

I feel that age and infirmity have l)rought to a natural

termination my chances of usefulness in that position, and
require relief fi-om its cares and responsibilities.

I beg therefore most respectfully, and with a deep sense of
the unvaried kindness of each and all of you, to place my
resignation in your hands.

S. F. HAVEN.

The council Avere unanimous in their desire that some

arrano-ement might be mtide l)y Avhich Dr. Haven's official

connection Avith the society should not be completely

severed. With this end in view, and after due considera-

tion of his letter, the folioAvino- votes offered ])v the

President Avere adopted :

—

Voted, that the council receive Avifli sentiments of grati-

tude for the past, and anxiety for the future, the letter in

Avhich Dr. Samuel F. Haven resigns the office of librarian

at the end of a service of forty-three years, in whii-h he has

increased the efficiency, not less than the size, of the library,

and has elevated the character of the society by his exten-
sive and accurate historical learnins:, and his o-raceful and
instructiv(! Avritings.

Voted, that the council accept this resignation of Dr. Haven
Avith deep regret, and with the hope that relief from the cares

of the office may i)romote the restoration of his health, and
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may prolong the obvious advantages of his official relation to

the society.

Voted, that Dr. Haven is requested to accept the honorary
position of Librarian Emeritus, and to give the lil)rary his

beneficial presence, when his health and engagements shall

permit.

Voted, that the council consider with deep feeling our per-

sonal privation in the withdrawal of an associate and friend,

who has been an example, a guide and support, in all our
duties to this society.

Voted, that a copy of these votes shall he presented to Dr.
Haven.

It is understood that this arrangement will be very satis-

factory and agreealjle to Dr. Haven, and it certainly will he

a cause of congratulation that we can continue to avail our-

selves of his most valuable advice and sug-o^estions.

In the absence of the librarian, our efficient Assistant-

Li1)rarian, Mr. Edmund M. Barton, will present a general

statement of* the work done in the library the past six

months, with a detailed list of the additions made to the

library and cabinet.

It will be seen by his statement, that the accessions since

the annual meeting in October last, have 1)een six hundred

and eighty-five l^ooks, fifty-seven hundred and thirty-seven

pamphlets, one hundred and four files of unbound news-

papers, five hundred and thirty-eight charts and maps,

besides photographs, prints and articles for the cabinet.

Of tills number, four hundred books, five thousand five

hundred and forty pamphlets, one hundred and four files of

unl)ound newspapers, five hundred and tliirty-one charts

and maps, fifty-four photographs and })rints, and one

manuscript were gifts. Twenty-one local histories have

been l)ought from the income of the Thomas Fund, and three

books Avere purchased at the sale of the Brinley library,

from the income of the Davis Fund.

It may be mentioned, that among the gifts from members

of the Society, are several pul)lications of their own author-

19
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ship. Hon. Robert C. Winthrop has presented his " Memo-

rial of Henry day ;" and Hon. Peleg W. Chandler, his

*' Memoir of Gov. John A. Andrew."

From Col. Charles ^Miittlesey we have received his

"Early History of Cleveland, Ohio," and Adml. Geo. H.

Preble has presented his paper on " The Mariner's Compass."

Mr. James F. Hunnewell sends us his " Bibliograpy of

Charlestown and Bunker Hill ;" and Dr. Sam'l A. Green,

" The Early Records of Groton, Mass, from 16(J2-1707,"

edited by him, with valuable notes. From Stephen Salis-

bury, Jr., Esq., we have received several copies ofthe private

edition of his '
' Central American Papers." Others are men-

tioned in the statement of the Assistant-Librarian.

From the sale of the third part of the Brinley Library,

which took place in New York, early the present month,

we have received one hundred and sixty-four books and six

pamphlets. The Ijooks thus received, were largely bio-

graphical and genealogical, and Avill prove a valuable addi-

tion to our collections in those departments. The society

were represented by Mr. Barton, who indicated by his bids

the volumes desired under the generous gift of the heirs

of our late associate, George Brinley, Esq. His report

will show more in detail the nature of the accessions from

this source.

At the closing sale of the library, which it is expected will

take place within a few months, the society will have a

credit of about one thousand dollars. This will ena])le us

to add to our lil)rary many more valuable volumes, in

addition to those already received under the satistiictory

plan pursued ])y the heirs of Mr. Brinley, in making their

liberal gift to the society.

The general administration of the library has been well

cared for by Mr. Barton, the Assistant-Librarian, aided l)y

Mr. Reul)en Colton, the last named gentleman, having

besides his ordinary duties, liad tlie oversight, under the

direction of Mr. Salisbury, Jr., of the preparations for a
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card catalogue. ]Mr. Barton continues the exchanges with

other li))rarie8 and institutions, thus adding much new

material to our collections by a judicious use of our dupli-

cates.

The new room for our bound newspapers, containing over

three thousand live hundred volumes, proves to l)e none too

large for the purpose. It is arranged mth suitable tables,

convenient for the consultation of the various papers Avhich

are easily accessil)lc to the attendants. This arrangement,

long looked forward to, and now accomplished through the

generosity of the President, has added largely to the value

of our newspaper literature as a source of historical informa-

tion. The society have reason to be proud of this depart-

ment, and can appreciate the wise policy of the founder in

preserving the early journals, now so valuable as memorials

of history. A list of the newspapers owned by the society

would undoubtedly be of value and prove an efficient aid to

those who know and appreciate how much useful informa-

tion can be obtained from the periodical publications of our

country. This however, cannot be hoped for in the present

condition of our finances.

The report of the Treasurer, also presented as a part of

the report of the council, shows the financial condition of

the society to be good, and that the general improvement

of business in the country has had a favorable eflect upon

the income derived from our investments. It may also be

stated, that there has been a very marked increase in the

market value of the securities belonging to the society.

If the various stocks and bonds, reported by the Treasurer

at par, were stated at their present market value, the aggre-

gate of the several funds would be increased about six

thousand dollars over the sum reported.

Within the past three months the funds of the society

have been increased five thousand dollars, by the receipt of

a leo^acv of that amount, from the executors of the will of

the late Joseph A. Tenney, of Worcester. This generous
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bequest derives additional value, from the foct, that it is free

from an}' incumbrance as to the disposition to be made of it by

the society. It is supposed to have been given in gi-atitude

for favors extended many years ago, to a ]:)eloved son of the

legator, by the librarian and officers of the society.

The son, Henry Allen Tenney, was a young man of much

promise, who having an interest in tlie study and collection

of coins and medals, had been introduced to the librarian

by a member of the society, that he might examine the

cal)inet of coins in the hbrary. The grac-ious kindness and

coui-tes}^ with which he was received by Dr. Haven, was

highly appreciated by the young man, and although he was

suddenly removed by accidental death, many years ago,

the lather has cherished in his memory the attention paid

the son, and expressed his appreciation, thereof by this

generous bequest. Formal notice of the receipt of the

leo-acy, having been given to the council by the President,

at a meeting held the 2yth of March last, the following reso-

lutions presented by him were adopted and entered upon the

records

:

Voted, That the bequest of Five Thousand dollars,

from Mr. Joseph A. Tenney, of AVorcester, Mass., deceased,

to the American Antiquarian Society, paid over with cordial

promptness by his Executors, Messrs. D. G. Temple and

George M. Woodward, is accepted with a grateful recogni-

tion of the good will that prompted the gift, which is niore

trratifying as a testimonial of a generous estimation of the

public utility of the society, because his interest was

awakened by the facilities in the liln-ary enjoyed by a

promising son, whose sudden death by casualty embittered

with o-rief and clouded the last years of the life of the

father.

Voted, That the Five Thousand dollars mentioned in

the last vote, .should be held in perpetuity, and safely and

productively invested a.s the ' Tcuiicy Fund,' and so nuich

of the income thereof as shall be necessary, shall first be

used to maintain the oriuiual value of the Fund, .-uhI the
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residue of said income shall ]>e expended for the uses of

this society, as the council shall from time to time direct.

The Executors were informed of these votes in a graceful

letter from the President, convevino; to them the thanks of

the society, and their commendation " for the prompt

attention and liberality " with which they had accomplished

the purposes of Mr. Tenney.

The society have contributed twenty pounds sterling to

a fund raised in the United States, under the auspices of

Hon. Eobert C. AVinthrop, for the Raleigh Memorial Win-

dow, which is to be placed in Old St. Margaret's Church,

Westminster, where Raleigh was buried. Cannon Farrar,

Rector of the Church, was the proposer of the American

subscription, which amounted to ahout two hundred and

fifty pounds sterling, and was contrilnited to by the Massa-

chusetts, Pennsylvania and Long Island Historical Societies,

also by societies in Virginia, Georgia and North Carolina,

the Essex Institute and some others, besides our own.

About two hundred pounds was also subscribed liy

Amercans in England. Through the liberality of a meml)er

of the society, our contril)ution was made without drawing

upon its funds.

Dr. Haven, in his last report, called the attention of the

society, to the importance of a new catalogue of the

library, and stated that through the lil)erality of a meml)er,

this desirable result was likely to be accomi>lishcd.

The council are happy to report, that the preparations

for a card catalogue of the bound volumes, are ))rogrcssing

under the immediate care and at the expense of Mr.

Stephen Salisbury, jr., assisted in the general oversight by

Mr. Reuben Colton. These preparations consist in having

the titles of the volumes in each alcove plainly written upon

quarto sheets of paper, with the name of the author, date and

place of i)ul>lication ; also the size of the books and num])er of

pages. These sheets will be carefully revised by Mr. Coltoii,

comparison l)eing made Avitli the original title-pages, and
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it is the intention of Mr. Salisbury, jr. , to use them, after

heins: bound in some simple form, as alcove catalogues.

This will give, with the proposed card catalogue, a dupli-

cate list of the ])ooks, Avhich will be an additional safeguard

fi'ora loss. When these sheets are completed, the matter

will Ijc transferred to suitable cards, with the added infor-

mation, as to the alcove and shelf where each volume may
1)6 found. In the case of bound pamphlets, the position on

the shelf of the volume which contains them, will be

indicated. It is also the intention to transfer the bound

pamphlets from the main hall to the north ante-room, which

arrangement will, Avithout doubt, prove a great convenience.

The society are greath^ indebted to Mr. Salisbury, jr.,

for the active interest he has manifested in its prosperity,

not only as shown in the promotion of the catalogue, but

for his constant exertions in every department to increase

and extend its usefulness.

This much needed cataloirue of the bound volumes,

should be supplemented as soon as possible by a like work

upon our valuable collection of manuscripts. The society

have a laro;e number of interesting letters and documents,

now tied up in packages without any special order or

ari'angement, and exceedingly inconvenient for study and

examination. It should be said that a few years ago a part

of the letters and documents were made up into packages,

arranged alphabetically, but without chronological or histor-

ical sequence.

These should be carefully unfolded, smoothed, and placed

in appropriate bound volumes, where they can be consulted

with safety to the papers and with convenience to the inves-

tigator. This i)lan of preserving manuscript letters and doc-

uments has been tried with success by other societies and

institutions, and could be done with com[)aratively slight

expense. If the volumes so prepared, were carefully indexed,

and a brief catalogue made of the mamiscript v^olumes in

the collection, it would add greatly to their antiquarian
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and historical value. When it shall be known to our

members and others that we are taking proper care of

such material, and making it available for use, it is proba-

ble the collection of manuscripts will l)e largely in-

creased.

The interesting specimens of coins, lately presented by
our associate. Senator Hoar, and the fact that additions

to the cabinet of coins and medals are from time to time being

made, suggest the desiral)ility of their re-arrangement.

As now preserved, they are not only kept from the view

of the casual visitor to our Hall, but are practically shut off

from the inspection of students who may desire to investi-

gate and examine these important historical memorials.

It is suggested, that at an early day, an appropriate case

be provided and placed in the main hall, in which the more

valuable and interesting specimens may be arranged, so that

they may be of more pi'actical value than at present.

In thus alluding to the importance of a re-arrangement of the

manuscripts and coins, it should be stated that l)oth of

these departments have received some attention of late,

and so far as time and means would permit a beginning

has been made in the right direction. What is now desira-

ble is, that the work begun may be carried to a successful

completion.

By a vote of the council, it was decided to adopt a new

plan in the method of publishing our " Proceedings."

Heretofore no attempt has l)een made to publish them in a

form adapted for binding in regular volumes, the meml)ors

arrani^-ino- them according to their individual tastes. Begin-

ning with that of the annual meeting in OctoT)er last,

it is proposed to commence a new senes of these publica-

tions, making with the proceedings of this meeting the

first volume, to ])e supplied with a title page, table of

contents and an index. Following out this plan in

the future publications, it is believed will render them

more acceptable to our meml)ors. It is also expected
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that at no distant day a complete index to our " Proceed-

ini>-s" will he prepared from the first issue to Octoher,

1880. If this is done it will add greatly to the value of

these pu1)lications, rendering them much more convenient

for consultation.

Amono- the accessions of the last six months was a manu-

script Orderly book of Col. Jonathan Bagley's regiment,

Connecticut Provincials, presented by C. A. Miles, Esq., of

New York city, through our recording secretary. It was

written at the camp at Lake George, then under command

of Gen. James Abercrombie, and includes the time from

August 20th to September 11th, 1758. One or two extracts

from it will give a general idea of its contents.

Gen. Abercrombie had in July made his unsuccessful

expedition against Carillon, and immediately after, Gen. John

Bradstreet with a detachment of from two to three thousand

men had marched to Fort Frontenac and captured it. The

capture of Louisburg ])y the troops under Lord Jeffrey

Amherst, assisted by Gen. James Wolfe and Richard

Montgomery, had also taken place in July, about a month

before this orderly book was commenced.

One of the early entries refers to the last named expedi-

tion, and })robtibly indicates about the time the capture was

made known to the English army at Lake George. It is as

follow s :

—

"Camp at Lakk Gkouge, August 28, 1758.

Parole 'Louisburg.' Field officers for the picquet tliis niglit—Maj.

Beckwitli and Maj. Griswold.

Tiie troops to fire a rejoicing fire tliis evening for tlie success of liis

Majesty's arms in the talcing of Louisburg. The regiments to be under

arms and line the breastwork at 6 o'clock. The firing to begin with 21

guns from the Royal Artillery, and then from right of the 27th regiment

round the line, and to finish with the left of Col. Bagley's regiment.

This to be repeated till the whole has fired three rounds. The picquets

and guards not to fire but to be formed in the rear of their regiments,

the commanding officers of regiments to order a review of their arms at

12 o'clock and the balls to be drawn, and have cartridges without balls

to be made up for their rejoicing fire."
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August 29th, we have :

—

"Parole 'Parlin.'

For the day to-morrow Col. Halderon,' Col. Bagley; field officers this

night Lieut. Col. Eyres, Maj. Gage. Maj. Rogers' Rangers to discharge

their pieces this evening between 4 and 6 o'cIocIj.^ The Connecticut
regiments with the New Hampshire regiments to do the duty of all the

provincial troops to-morrow, and the Massachusetts regiments to be
mustered on Thursday by Mr. Stoton, Brigade Major of the Provincials,

beginning with Col. Preble at 7 o'clock, Col. Wooster at 9, Col. Bagley
at 11. Col. Nichols at 4, afternoon."

September 1st, is the following :

—

" Parole ' Halifox.' Field officers for the picquets this night—Lieut.
[Col.] Eyres, Lieut. Col. Payson. A detachment of4 subs and 100 Vol-
unteers from the Rangers, the 3 companies of Light Infantry, 100 of
Major Rogers' Rangers, 100 of Col. Partridge's Rangers, 100 of Con-
necticut Rangers, to march to-morrow morning at 7 o'clock with 7 days'

provisions, under the command of Capt. Dalyell of the Light Infantry.

They are to take the convoy under their escort to the half-way brook.

These detachments to be under arras this evening at 4 o'clock on the

ground near where the old foi't stood. When any prisoner or deserter

comes into camp the party of guard that has them in charge is to con-

duct them directly to headquarters, and not suffer any person what-
soever to ask them questions and no officer to stop or otfer to ask ques-

tions of any deserter or prisoner on pain of disobeying orders."^

The gift of this manuscript memorial of the early military

history of our country calls to mind others of a like nature

in our library, numbering between thirty and forty, and em-
bracing a period from 1758 through the war of 1812.

The orderly books of the Revolutionary war are of spe-

cial interest, and are valuable as aids to the liistorian, pre-

serving as they do so largely, the names of officers and men
engaged, and the movement of troops. It is suggested that

' This should probably be Haldeman, afterwards Governor of Canada.
^ This was Robert Rogers of New Hampshire, who entered the service

in the French war, and raised a company of Rangers who were re-

nowned for their exploits. He was a loj^alist during the revolution,

and banished from the country. He died in England early in the present

century.

^ Lieut. Col. Eyres was of the 44th regiment of regulars, and Capt.

Dalyell of Gage's Light Infantry.

20
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steps be taken at an early day to publish one or more of the

orderly books of this period. A few years ago the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society pubhshed, under the editorial

charge of our associate, Charles C. Smith, Esq., the " Or-

derly Book of Col. William HenshaAV," with valuable notes.

This was prepared from the original manuscript, and covers

the period from April 20th to September 26th, 1775. In our

own collection are three of Col. Henshaw's orderly books,

extending from Oct. 1st, 1775, to August 25th, 1776, which

if printed would be a continuation of that issued by the

Historical Society.' The first of the Henshaw orderly

books in the possession of the society covers the period

from Oct. 1st, 1775, to March 11th, and fi-om March 19th,

1766, to March 27th inclusive. The first entry, dated Head-

quarters, 1st October, 1775, reads as follows :

"Parole ' Hampton.' Countersign 'Iceland.'

The colonels and commanding officers of corps are upon application

from the Quartermaster-general immediately to employ under his direc-

tion all the carpenters in their several regiments, to erect barracks for

the regiments and corps they respectively belong to.—Lieut. Cummiugs

of Capt. Dowe's company, in Col. Prescott's regiment tried at a General

Court Martial, whereof Col. Hitchcock was President, for misbehavior

in the action upon Bunker's Hill. The Court are unanimously of opinion

the prisoner is not guilty of the charge and the complaint appears to

the Court groundless and malicious. The General approves the pro-

ceedings of the Court and orders Lieut. Cummings to be instantly re-

leased from his arrest."

»Col. "William Henshaw was born in Boston, September 30, 1735; he

removed to Leicester, Mass., about 1748. He served as Lieutenant in

Gen. liuggles' regiment with the troops under Gen. Amherst in 1759. In

1775 he was Colonel of a regiment of tninute-men, and on the night of

the 19th of April of that year marched with them to Cambridge. He

was made Adjutant General of the troops under Gen. Artemus Ward

(the date of his commission being .June 27, 1775), but on the arrival of

Washington, in July, was superseded by the appointment by the Con-

tinental Congress of Gen. Gates. He was Lieut. Col. in Little's Massa-

chusetts regiment at the battle of Long Island. Col. Henshaw repre-

sented the town of Leicester in the General Court several years and

held other offices of trust. He died in February, 1«20, aged 84 years.
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October 9th is the following order in relation to

negi'oes :

—

"If any negroes are foaud straggling about the camp, or about any of

the roads or villages near the eucanipmeuts at Roxbury or Cambridge,

they are to be siezed and confined until sunrise, iu the guard nearest to

the place where such negroes are taken up."

This orderly book includes the time of the siege and up

to the evacuation of Boston, and has many entries of inter-

est. A few are given here :

—

" Headquarters, 22 October, 1775.

Parole ' Harrison.' Countersign ' Cooke.'

The Deputies from the Hou^^'^ Continental Congress having arrived

in this camp iu order to confer with the General, the several Governors
of Rhode Island and Couneclicut, the Council of the Massachusetts

Bay and the President of the Convention of New Hampshire, on the

continuing an army for the defence and support of America and its

liberties; all officers who decline the further service of their country

and intend to retii'e from this army at the expiration of their present

term of service, are to signify their intentions in writing, to their

Colonel, which he is to deliver with his own, to the Brigadier General,

or commanding officer of his Brigade. Those braver men and true

patriots, who are resolved to continue to serve and defend their breth-

ren's privileges and property are to consider themselves engaged, to the

last day of December, 1776, unless sooner discharged by the Hon'''''

Continental Congress, and will in like manner signify their intention.

This return to be made at Orderly time Wednesday next."

October 26th another order calls attention to that of the

22d, and states that some of the officers have not yet signi-

fied their intentions in rehition to it. It orders all such

officers to make immediate reply " whether he will or will

not continue in the service," and closes with this stirring

appeal :

—

" The times and the importance of the great cause we are engaged in,

allows no room for hesitation and delay.—When life, liberty and prop-

erty are at stake.—When our country is in danger of being a melancholy

scene of bloodshed and desohition.—Wlien our towns are laid iu ashes,

and innocent women and children driven from their peaceful habita-

tions, exposed to the rigour of an inclement season and to the hand of

charity perhaps for support. When calamities like these are staring us

in the face and a brutal savage enemy (more so than was ever yet found

in a civilized nation) are threatening us and everything we hold dear

with destruction from foreign troops, it little becomes the character

of a soldier to shrink from danger, and condition for new terms."
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Again in orders of the 31st of October we find :

—

"The General would not have it ever supposed therefore, nor our

enemies encouraged to believe, that there is a man in this army (except

a few under particular circumstances) who will require to be twice

asked to do what his honor, his personal liberty, the welfare of his

country and the safety of his family so loudly demands of him. When
motives powerful as these conspire to call men into service and when

that service is rewarded with higher pay than private soldiers ever yet

met Avith in any former war, the General cannot, nor will not till he is

convinced to the contrary harbor so despicable an opinion of their

understanding and zeal for the cause as to believe they will desert it."

Nov. 14tli, 1775, is this announcement:

—

" Parole ' St. Johns.' Countersign ' Montgoraei'y.'

This moment a confirmation is arrived of the glorious success of the

Continental arms in the reduction and surrender of the fortress of St.

Johns, the garrison of that place and Chamblee being made prisoners of

war. The Commander in Chief is confirmed. The army under his imme-

diate direction will show their gratitude to Providence for his favoring

the cause of freedom and America—and by their thankfulness to God,

their zeal and perseverance in his righteous cause continue to deserve

his future blessing."

Nov. 18th the attention of the army is called to the fact

that

" ' The Honorable the Legislature of this Province ' having thought

fit to set apart the 23d of November instant as a day of public Thanks-

giving, to ofler up our praises and pi'ayers to Almighty God, the source

and benevolent bestower of all good. That he would be pleased gra-

ciously to continue to smile upon our endeavors to restore peace, pre-

serve our rights and privileges to the latest prosperity, prosper our

arms, preserve and strenghteu the harmony of the United Colonies, and

avert the calamities of civil war. The General therefore commands the

day to be observed with all the solemnity directed by the Legislative

Proclamation, and all officers, soldiers and others are hereby directed

with the most unfeigned devotion to obey the same."

The news of the surrender of Montreal is thus an-

nounced :

—

^ ' Headquarters, 28 November, 1775.

Parole 'Montgomery.' Countersign 'Montreal.'

An express last night from General Montgomery brings the joyful

tidings of the surrender of the City of Montreal to the Continental arms.

The General hopes such frequent favors from Divine Providence will

animate every American to continue to exert his utmost in the defence
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of the liberties of his country, as it would now be the basest ingratitude

to the Almighty and to their country to show any, tlie least backward-

ness in the public cause."

The record for Janviary 1st, 1776, is as follows :

—

"Parole ' Congress.' Countersign 'America.'

This day giving commencement to the new army which in every

point of view is entirely Continental, the General flatters himself that a

laudable spirit of emulation will now take place and pervade the whole

of it. Without such a spirit few officers have ever arrived to any de-

gree of reputation, nor did any army ever become formidable."

" His Excellency hopes that the great cause we are engaged in will

be deeply impressed on every man's mind, and wishes it may be con-

sidered that an army without regularity and discipline is no belter

than a commissioned mob, let us therefore when everything dear and

valuable to freeman is at stake, when an unnatural parent is threatening

us with destruction from every quarter, endeavour by all the skill and

discipline in our power to acquire that knowledge and conduct which is

necessary in war. Our men are brave and good men, who with pleasure

it is observed, are addicted to fewer vices than are commonly found in

armies, but it is subordination and discipline which is the life and soul

of an army, &c., &c."

January 9th, 1770. The Parole being " Knowlton" and

the countersign " Charlestown :"

" The General thanks Major Knowlton and the officers and soldiers

who were under his command last night, for their spirited conduct and

secrecy with which they burnt the houses near the enemy's works on

Bunker Hill. The General was in a more particular manner pleased

with the resolution the party discovered in not firing a shot, as nothing

betrays greater signs of fear and less of the soldier than to begin a

loose, undirected and unmeaning fire, from whence no, good can result

nor no valuable purpose answered. It is almost certain the enemy will

attempt to revenge the insult which was cast upon them last night, for

which reason the greatest care and vigilance is recommended, as it also

is that the out posts be always guarded by experienced officers and good

soldiers who are to be considered in other duties."

The following interesting order in regard to the colors of

the regiments appears Feln-uary 20th, 1776 :

—

"Parole 'Manchester.' Countersign 'Boyle.'

As it is necessary that every Regiment should be furnished with

colours, and that those colours if it can be doue, bear souie kind of

similitude of the Regiment to which they belong, the Colonels with

their respective Brigadiers and the Q. M. G. may fix upon such as are
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proper and can be procured. There must be to each Regiment, the

standard regimental colours, and colours for each grand division. The

whole to be small and light, the number of the regiment to be marked

on the colours and .such a motto as the Col. may choose, in fixing upon

which the Gen' advises a consultation amongst them. The Colonels are

to delay no time in getting this matter fixed that the Q. M. G' may pro-

vide the colours as soon as possible, &c."

February 27th, 1776, is the following exliortation to

courage and discipline :

—

" Parole ' Hancock.' Countersign ' Adams.'

As the season is now approaching when every roan must expect to be

drawn into the field of action, it is highly necessary that he should pi'e-

pare his mind as well as everything necessary for it. It is a noble cause

we are engaged in, it is the cause of virtue and mankind, every tem-

poral advantage and comfort to us and our posterity depends upon the

vigilance of our exertions. In short, slavery or freedom must be the

result of our conduct; there can therefore be no greater inducement to

men to behave well. But it may not be amiss for the troops to know

that if any man in action shall presume to skulk or hide himself or re-

treat from the enemy without the orders of his commanding officer, he

will be instantly shot down as an example of cowardice; cowards

having too frequently disconcerted the best formed troops by their da's-

tardly behaviour. Next to the favour of Divine Providence nothing is

more essentially necessary to give this army the victory of all its ene-

mies than exactness of discipline, alertness when on duty, and cleanli-

ness in their arms and persons. Unless the arms are kept clean and in

good firing order it is impossible to vanqui-ih the enemy, and cleanli-

ness of the person gives health and a soldierlike appearance, &c., &c."

March 0th, 1776. After announcing the appointment of

two Aide-de-Canips to liis Excellency, the Commander-in-

Chief, an order is recorded, caUing attention to a day of

fasting and prayer set apart by the Legislature of the Prov-

ince and directing officers and men to " pay due reverence

and attention " on the day set apart.

March Dth, 1776, is this announcement:

—

" His Excellency the General lost one of his pistols yesterday upon

Dorchester Neck, whoever will bring it to him or leave it with General

Thomas shall receive two dollars reward and no questions asUed. ' It is

a skiew'd barrel'd pistol, mounted with silver, and a head resembling a

pugg dog at the butt.' The General earnestly expects every ofiicer

and soldier will show the utmost alertness as well upon duty as oft' duty,

as by that means not only the utmost power but the utmost artifice of

the enemy will be defeated."
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The last record before the evacuation of Boston is that of

March 11th. On that day the Brigadier of the day was Gen.

Sullivan ; Field officers of the day, Col. Anton and Col:

Phinney. Then follows :

—

" That there may not be the least pretext for delay and as the General

is determined to march the whole or any part of the army the instant

occasion shall require, His Excellency requires that not a moment's

time be lost in preparing for the march. The Colonels will pay par-

ticular attention to the clothing of the men. To prevent any unnecessaiy

preparations the Gen' informs the officers and soldiers that it is his

desire and expectation that they incumber themselves with as little

baggage as possible, the enormous expense and the difficulty of pro-

curing teams to carry superfluous articles is very great, it will be well

if a sufficient number can be found to answer all requisite services.

The nature of the services we are engaged in is such as requires light

troops to be ready at all times and all occasions for forced marches.

The less baggage then-fore officers and men are incumbered with the

better. The General is desirous of selecting a particular num-
ber of men as a guard for himself and baggage. The Colonel or com-
manding officers of each of the established regiments (the Artillery and

Eiflcmen excepted) will furnish him with four, that the number wanted
may be chosen out of them. His Excellency depends upon the Colonels

for good men, such as they can recommend for their sobriety, honesty

and good behaviour. He wishes them to be from five feet eight inches

high to five feet ten inches, handsomely and well made, and as there is

nothing in his eyes more desirable than cleanliness in a soldier, he

desires that particular attention may be made in the choice of such men
as are clean and spruce. They are all to be at headquarters to-morrow
precisely at 12 o'clock at noon, when the number wanted will be fixed

upon. The General neither wants them with uniforms nor arms, nor

does he desire any man to be sent to him that is not perfectly willing

or desirous of being of this guard, they should be drilled men."

Here the records close abruptly till IVIarch 18th, then

follow ten pages evidently from another orderly book,

and beginning with page 9, the volume closes Avith the

entry for March 27th, 1776. The last paragraph is as

follows :

—

" Upon any alarm, Reed's, Nixon's and Poor's regiments are to I'epair

to Bunker's Hill. Varnum's and Hitchcock's to man the fort upon Pros-

pect Hill, Little's to repair to Cobble Hill, Arnold's and Kobinson's Keg'»

to repair to Lechmere's Point and Smith's regiment to parade at the

White House Guard and there wait for orders. Phinney's and Arnold's
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jjegta are positively order'd to send immediately to the Continental Store

for their cloathing.

Field officer for the day to-morrow, L' Col. Henshaw.

Adj. from Col. Little's Regt."

The next of these volumes begins with the entry of

March 28th, 1776, a short time after the evacuation of Boston

by the British troops, and the day before Gen. Sullivan's

brigade of six regiments beijun their march to New York.

It is as follows :

—

"Headquarters, March 28, 1776.

Parole 'Cumberland.' C. Sign ' Glocester.'

Gen* Sullivan with the six Kegt^ mentioned in the general orders of

the 23d inst. are to march to-morrow morning at sunrise The Q. M.
Gen' or his Assistant, will provide nine teams for each Reg' and the Ad-

jutant Gen' will deliver the route and orders to Gen' Sullivan.

Brigade Orders.

Field Officer of the Day, Lt. Col. Cornall.

Adjt from Col. Smith's Reg'."

The 29th of March Gen. Greene's command received

orders to march. This consisted of Varnum's, Hitchcock's,

Little's, Reed's and Bayley's regiments.' Three regiments

under command of Col. Varnum, started April 1st for

Providence, as appears by Brigade orders from Prospect

Hill of that date.

The day before we find the following :

—

" Headquarters, d\st March, 177G.

Parole 'Moore.' C. Sign 'Newbourn.'

Larned's, Parsons's, Huntington's, Ward's and Willis's Regiments are

to march at sunrise next Thursday morning. The whole to be com-
manded by Brig''' Gcu' Spencer. The Commander of the Reg:^ of Artil-

ler}', except tlie company that is to remain in Boston, with such pieces

of Artillery and stores as Col. Knox shall think necessary, are to march
with the above Brigade. The Q. M. Gen' Assistant to pay particular

attention to the providing teams for the regiment and artillery above
mentioned. The commanding officers of these five regiments, may each

of them have a warrant for live hundred pounds upon application at

' The first three were of Gen. Greene's, and Reed's and Bayley's were
of Gen. Thomas' brigade, as brigaded the first of January, 177G.
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Head Quarters, and they are to credit the Pay Abstract for the month of

Feb'y for that sum. All the ammunition and other articles which have
been delivered to the regiments of Militia out of the Continental Store

are to be carefully returned or the value will be deducted out of their

Pay Abstracts. The Assistant Q. M. General and Commissary of

Stores are to take care that this order be fulfilled." '

April 18th, after their arrival at New York, the following

general order was issued :

—

" The Hon''''^ the Continental Congress have been pleased to direct the

thanks of the United Colonies to be presented to the officers and sol-

diers of this army, who with unremitted courage and perseverance have

surmounted every effort of the enemy, and every attack of that severe

climate, in persisting eleven months in the blockade and siege of Boston,

and finally forcing their enemies to make a siiameful and precipitate re-

treat from that once devoted town.
That honorable mark of the approbation of the Congress would have

been inserted sooner in the General Orders, had not the express gone
to the eastward, while the array was upon the march, and arrived only

last evening from Boston."

April 23d, 1776, we have this entry :

—

" Parole ' Burke.' Countersign ' Barre.'

Hitchcock and Varnum's Regiments to be ready to be mustered on

Friday morning next, they will be under arms at eleven in the forenoon

upon the common near the Park of Artillery where the Commissary
General of Musters will attend.

Brigade Orders.—A fatigue party to parade every morning at seven-

o'clock, of four hundred men. The commanding officer to receive

orders from Gen. Putnam."

April 25th. The orders speak of

" Complaints having been made to the General of Injuries done to the

farmers in their crops and fields by the soldiers passing over and

trampling upon the young growth in a wanton and disorderly man-

ner." *****
Officers are to take care

" To put a stop to such practices and endeavor to convince their men
that we came to protect not to injure the property of any man."

The 27th, attention is again called to the " riotous beha-

' Col. Learned's and Col. Ward's Regiments belonged to Gen. Thomas's

brigade, and Parsons's, Huntington's and Wyliis's regiments to Gen.

Spencer's, as brigaded Jan. 1, 177G.

21
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vior of some soldiers belonging to the Continental Army,"

and the orders read :

—

"It has filled the General with much regret and concern, and la5's him

under the disagreeable necessity of declaring that if the like behaviour

should be practised again, the author will be brought to the severest

punishment if taken, or treated as a common enemy if they dare to

resist."

" Men are not to carve out a remedy for themselves, if they are injured

in any respect, there are legal modes to pursue, just complaints will

always be attended to and redressed. It should be the pride of a soldier

to conduct himself in such a manner as to obtain the applause not the

reproof of a people he is sent to defend, and it should be the business as

it is the duty of officers to inculcate and enforce this doctrine."

X The same day, orders having been received from Congress

to send a General and six more regiments to Canada imme-

diately, "his Excellency directs the Colonels or command-

ing officers of regiments, viz. :—Stark's, Read's, Wayne's,

Irwine's, Dayton's and Wynde's to prepare their corps for

immediate embarkation."

The 29th of April the army were ordered to encamp and

the regiments were brigaded as follows :

—

"First Brigade under the command of Brigadier Gen. Heath.

—

Learned's, Bailey's, Read's, Prescott's and Baldwin's.

Second Brigade under the command of B. Gen. Spencer.—Parsons's,

Huntington's, Wyllis's, Arnold's and Ward's.

Third Brigade under command of B. Gen. Greene.—Hand's, Var-

Dum's, Hitchcock's and Little's.

Fourth Brigade under the command of Brig. Gen. the Earl of Stir-

ling.—Webb's, Nixon's, McDougall's and Ritzma's.

The third Brigade, under Brig. Gen. Greene, to encamp upon the

ground marked out upon Long Island.—The companies of Virginia and

Maryland Riflemen to be included in Lord Stirling's brigade."

Under the date of May 5th, 1776, is the following, relat-

ing to trespasses committed by the troops on the land of

the inhal)itants :

—

" The inhabitants having entered a complaint that their meadow
grounds are injured by the troops going upon them to gather greens, they

are for the future strictly prohibited going on any of the inhabitants'

grounds unless in the proper passes to and from the encampment aud
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the forts without orders from some commissioned-officer. The General

desires the troops not to sully their reputation by any undue liberty in

speech or conduct, but behave themselves towards the inhabitants with

that decency and respect that becomes the character of troops fighting

for the preservation of the rights and liberties of America. The
General would have the troops consider we came here to protect the

inhabitants and their property from the ravages of the enemy, but if

instead of support and protection they meet with nothing but insults and
outrage, we shall be considered as a lawless banditti and treated as

oppressors and enemies."

The announcement of the Declaration of Independence was

made to the troops in orders of July 9th, as follows :

—

" The Honorable The Continental Congress (impelled by the dictates of

duty, policy and necessity) having been pleased to dissolve the connec-

tion which subsisted between this Country and Great Britain, and to

declare the United Colonies of North America

FREE AND INDEPKNDENT STATES,

The several Brigades are to be drawn up this evening on their

respective parades at 6 o'clock, when the declaration of Congress shew-

ing the grounds and reasons of this measure is to be read with an audible

voice. The General hopes that this important point will serve as a fresh

Incitement to every officer and soldier to act with fidelity and courage,

as showing that now the peace and safety of this Country depends (under

God) solely on the success of our arras, and that he is now in the service

of a State possessed of sufficient power to reward his merit and advance

him to the highest honors of a free country. The Brigade Majors are to

receive at the Adj. General's office several of the declarations to be

delivered to the Brigadiers and Colonels of regiments. The Brigade

Majors are excused from further attendance at head quarters, except to

receive the orders of the day, that their time and attention may be drawn
as little as possible from the duties of their respective brigades.".

The closing entry in this volume is dated at the camp at

Long Island, July 14th, 1776.

On the last page is, "A list of the field officers established

in the year 1776."

The last of the Col. Henshaw orderly hooks begins July

15th, 1776. The following inscription appears on the fly

leaf :

—

"Present from Col. Joseph Read, Adjt. General,

To William Henshaw, July 13, 1776."

Under date of July 16th, 1776, after giving notice of a
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vote of the Continental Congress in relation to the pay of

regimental surgeons, we tind the following :

—

'•The hurry of business often preventing particular invitation being

given to officers to dine with the General, he presents his compliments

to the Brigadiers and Field Officers of the Day and requests while the

camp continues settled in this city, they will favor him with their com-

pany to dinner without any further or special invitation."

July 21st is the following entry in regard to an attack

made on the fortifications at Charleston, S. C. :

—

" The General has great pleasure in communicating to the officers and

soldiers the signal success of the American army under Gen. Lee at

South Carolina. The enemy having attempted to land at the same time

a furious cannonade for 12 hours was made upon the fortifications near

Charleston. Both fleet and array have been repulsed with great loss

by a small number of gallant troops just arrived. The enemy had 172

killed and wounded, among whom are several officers. Two capital

ships much damaged, one frigate of 28 guns entirely lost, being aban-

doned and burnt by their own crew, and others so hurt they will want
great repairs before they can be fit for service, and all with the loss on

our part often killed and twenty-two wounded. The firmness, courage

and bravery of our troops have crowned them with immortal honor.

The dying heroes conjured their brethren never to abandon the standard

of liberty, and even those who lost their limbs continued at their posts.

Their gallantry and spirit extorted applause from their enemies, who,

dejected and defeated, have returned to their former stations out of the

reach of our troops.

This glorious example of troops under the like circumstances with

us, the General hopes will animate every officer and soldier to imitate

and even outdo them when the enemy shall make the same attempt on

us. With such a bright example before us of what can be done by

brave and spirited men fighting in defense of their country, we shall be

loaded with a double share of shame and infamy if we do not acquit

ourselves with courage and a determined resolution to conquer or die.

With this hope and confidence, and that this army may have its equal

share of honor and success, the General most earnestly exhorts every

officer and soldier to pay the utmost attention to his arms and health.

To have the former in the best order for action, and by cleanliness and

care to preserve the latter. To be exact in their discipline, obedient to

their superiors and vigilant on duty. With such preparation and a suit-

able spirit there can be no doubt but by the blessing of Heaven we shall

repel our cruel invaders, preserve our country and gain the greatest

honor."
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Under date of July 24th, 1776, we find the following in

regard to the uniforms of the troops :

—

" The General being sensible of the difficulty and expense of providing

clothes of almost any kind for the troops, feels an unwillingness to

recommend, much more to order any kind of nniform; but as it is abso-

lutely necessary that men should have clothes and appear decent and

light, he earnestly encourages the use of hunting shirts with long

breeches made of the same cloth, and gaiter-fashion about the leg, to all

those who are yet unprovided. No dress can be had cheaper, none

more convenient, as they are cool in warm weather and may be warm
in cool weather by putting on under-clothes, which will not change the

outward dress winter or summer, besides which it is a dress which is

justly supposed to carry no small terror to the enemy, who thinks every

such person a complete marksman."

July 28th. Gen. Greene issues a Brigade order in rela-

tion to the health of the troops, and also refers to the con-

duct of the men who trespass upon the property of the

inhabitants. Of the latter he says :

—

" Many complaints are made of the troops stealing the people's water-

melons in and about the camp; such practices if continued will be

punished in a most exemplary manner. Tlie General desires the offlcei's

to bring every oftender to justice. Althougii the General is taking every

measure in his power to lessen the duty of the troops, he nevertheless

will oblige the troops to guard the people's property, if it cannot be pre-

served any other way. xVnd as a few unprincipled rascals may have it in

their power to ruin the reputation of a whole corps of virtuous men, the

General desires the virtuous part to complain of every offender that may

be detected in invading people's property in an unlawful way, that a

stop may be put to a practice that cannot fail (if continued) of render-

ing both officers and men obnoxious to the inhabitants."

The following appeal for harmony among the troops

appears in orders, August 1st, 1771! :

—

" Parole ' Paris.' C. Sign ' Reading.'

Col. Gray's regiment of Gen. Wadsworth's Brigade to go over to Long

Island to-morrow morning. They are to take their orders from Gen.

Greene.

It is with great concern the General understands that jealousies

have arisen among the troops from the different Provinces, and reflec-

tions frequently thrown out which can only tend to irritate each other

and injure the noble cause we are engaged in, and which we ouglit to

support with one hand and one heait. The General most earnestly
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intreats the officers and soldiers to consider the consequences, that they

can uo way assist our cruel enemies more effectually than making
divisions among ourselves. That the honour and success of the army
and safety of our bleeding country depends npon harmony and good
agreement with each other, that the Provinces are all united to oppose
the common enemy, and all distinctions sunk in the name of an Ameri-
can, to make this honorable, and preserve the liberty of our country,

ought to be our only emulation. And he will be the best soldier and
the best patriot who contributes most to this glorious work, whatever
his station or from whatever part of the continent he may come. Let
all distinctions of nations, countries and provinces, therefore be lost in

the generous contest who shall behave with the most courage against

the enemy and the most kindness and good humour to each other. If

there are any officers or soldiers so lost to virtue and a love of their

country as to continue in such practices after these orders, the General

assures them and is directed by Congress to declare to the whole army
that such persons shall be severely punished and dismissed the service

with disgrace."

Under date of August 7th, 1776, we find the folloAving :

—

" Brooklyn Camp, Long Island.

Brigade orders by Gen. Greene.

The commanding officers of the respective fortifications are directed

to pay particular attention to the provisions lodged at each alarm post

for the support of the troops in case of a siege, and see that they are in

good order and also that the water casks and cisterns be filled, and
wlienever tlie water gets bad to have it pumped out and fresh put in.

By a deserter from Sir Peter Parker's fleet we learn the Hessians from
England, and Clinton's troops from South Carolina have arrived, and
that the enemy are meditating an attack on this ishmd and the City of

New York. The General wishes to have the troops provided with every

necessary to give tliem a proper reception. The Captain of every

company is directed to examine the arms of his company immediately."

The expectation of a battle is thus referred to in orders

August 8th :

—

" Passes signed by the President of the Convention of New York are

to be deemed autlientick, and noticed as such by the officers attending

at the ferries. As the movements of the enemy and intelligence by
deserters, give the utmost reason to believe that the great struggle in

which we are contending for everything dear to us and our posterity

is near at hand, the General most earnestly recommends the closest

attention to the state of the arms, aninnuiition and flints, tliat if we
should suddenly be called to action nothing of this kind may be to pro-

vide, and he does most anxiously exhort both oflicers and soldiers not to
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be out of their quarters or encampment, especially early in the morning

or the tide of flood. A flag in the day-time or light at night in the fort

on Bayard's Hill, with three guns from the same phxce fired quick, but

distinct, is to be a signal for the troops to repair to their alarm posts

and prepare for action, and that the alarm may more effectually be

given the drums are immediately to beat to arms upon the signal being

given upon Bayard's Hill.

This order is not to be considered as countermanding the firing two
guns at Fort George as formerly ordered. That is also to be done upon

an alarm, but the flag will not be hoisted at the old head quarters in

Broadway. Col. Parsons, Col. Read, Col. Huntington, Col. Webb, Col.

Bailey, Col. Baldwin, Col. Wyllis, Col. Ritzma, Col. McDougall and Col.

Shepard to attend at head quarters this evening at 6 o'clock.

Brigade orders.

Field officer for the day. Col. Forman, Adj't from Col. Little's regt."

August 12tli, 1776, the following appointments by the

Continental Congi'ess are promulgated in orders :

—

"Major Generals of the army of the United States, William Heath,

Joseph Spencer, John Sullivan and Nathaniel Greene, Esquires, and the

following gentlemen Brigadier Generals—James Read, John Nixon,

Alex. McDougall, Sam' Holden Parsons, Arthur St. Clair and James

Clinton, Esqrs. They are to be respected and obeyed accordingly.*******
The General orders and directs that the following arrangement of the

army in consequence of the late promotions shall take place till some

new disposition can be made, viz.—Glover's, Smallwood's, Miles's and

Atles's regiments to compose one brigade and be under the command of

Brigadier Lord Stirling. The regiments late Nixon's, Prescott's, Var-

num's. Little's and Hand's to form another brigade and be commanded

by Brigadier Gen. Nixon. The regiments lately commanded by Col. Mc-

Dougall, Ritzma's, Webb's, and the artificers to be another brigade and

under Brigadier Gen. McDougall. The regiments late Parsous's, Hunt-

ington's, Ward's, Wyllis's, and Durgees's to be another brigade com-

manded by Brigadier Gen. Parsons, and the regiments late Clinton's,

Read's, Bailey's, Baldwin's and Learned's to be another brigade under

the command of Brigadier Gen. James Clinton. Sergeant's, Hutchin-

son's and Hitchcock's regiments to be added to Gen. Mifl^lin's brigade."**********
" Under this disposition formed as well as time will allow the united

efibrts of the officers of every rank and the soldiers with the smiles of

Providence, the General hopes to render a favorable account to his

country and posterity, of the enemy whenever they choose to make the

appeal to the great arbiter of the Universe."
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The battle of Long Island took place August 25th, 1776,

and we find several orders in relation thereto, and stirring

appeals to the troops to be prepared for the expected con-

flict. The general orders for Aus^ust 13th and 14th indicate

the spirit of these appeals :

—

" Head Quarteks, Aug't 13, 1776.

The enemy's whole reinforcement is now arrived so that an attack

must and soon will be made. The General therefore again repeats his

earnest request that every officer and soldier will have his arms and

ammunition in good order and keep within their quarters and encamp-

ments as much as possible to be ready for action at a moment's warn-

ing,* and when called to it to remember that liberty, property, life and

honor are all at stake, that upon tlieir courage and conduct rest the

hopes of their bleeding and insulted country—that their wives, children

and parents expect safety from them only and that we have every

reason to expect that heaven will crown with success so good a cause.

The enemy will endeavour to intimidate us by show and appearance—but

remember how they have been repulsed by a few brave Americans.

Their cause is bad and their men are conscious of it and if opposed

with firmness and coolness at their first onset with our advantages of

works and knowledge of the ground the victory is surely ours. Every

good soldier will be silent and attentive, wait for orders and reserve his

fire till he is sure of doing execution. The officers to be particularly

careful of this."

August 14th :

—

" The General flatters himself that every man's mind and arms are now
prepared for the glorious contest upon which so much depends. The
time is too precious, nor does the General think it necessary in exhort-

ing his bi'ave countrymen and fellow soldiers to behave like men
fighting for everything that can be dear to yeomen. We must resolve

to conquer or die—with this resolution and the blessing of Heaven,

victory and success will certainly attend us. There will be a glorious

issue to this campaign, and the General will reward his brave fellow

soldiers with every indulgence in his power. The whole line to turn

out to-morrow morning at all points ready for action and continue till

9 o'clock or further orders."

Under date of August 20th, 1776, we find the following

in general orders :

—

" The oflicers who have lately come into camp arc also informed that

it has been found necessary amidst such frequent change of trooi)s to

introduce some distinction by which their several ranks can i)e known,

viz.—Field officers are to wear a pink or red cockade, Captains white or

buff, Subalterns green. The General flatters himself every gentleman
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will conform to the regulations which he has found infinitely necessary

to prevent mistakes and confusion."***********
"The General being informed to his great surprise that a report pre-

vailed and industriously spread far and wide, that Lord Howe had made
propositions of peace, calculated by designing persons most probably

to lull us into a fatal security,—his duty obliges him to declare that no
such offer has been made by Lord Howe, but on the contrary from the

best intelligence he can procure, the army may expect an attack as

soon as the wind and tide may prove favorable. He hopes therefore

every man's mind and arms will be prepared for action and when called

to it, shew to our enemies and the whole world that those men con-

tending on their own land are superior to any mercenaries on earth.

The Brigadiers are to see that the spears in the diflereut ranks under

their command are kept greased and cleaned."

In the orders for August 23d and 24th, 1776, we find the

following exhortation and praise fi'om the general in com-

mand to the officers and men :

—

" The enemy have now landed on Long Island and the hour is fast

approaching on which the houonr and success of this army and the safety

of our bleeding country depends. Remember officers and soldiers that you
are freemen fighting,—fighting for the blessings of liberty, that slavery

will be your portion and that ofyour posterity ifyou do not acquit your-

selves like men. Remember how your courage and spirits have been

despised and traduced by your cruel invaders, though they have found

by dear experience at Boston, Charlestown and other places, what a few
brave men contending on their own land and in the best of causes can
do against base hirelings and mercenaries, be cool but determined, do
not fire at a distance, but wait for orders from your officers. It is the

General's express orders, that, if any man attempts to sculk, lay down or

retreat without orders, he be immediately shot down as an example of
cowardice. He hopes no such scoundrel will be found in this army, but

on the contrary every one for himself resolving to conquer or die, and
trusting to the smiles of Heaven upon so just a cause, will behave with
bravery and resolution. Those who are distinguished by their gallant

behaviour and good conduct, depend upon being honorably noticed and
will be suitably rewarded."

August 24th :

" The General returns his thanks to the brave officers and soldiers

who have with so much spirit and intrepidity repulsed the enemy and
defeated their designs of taking possession of the woods near our

lines ; he is now convinced that the troops he has the honour to

command will not in point of true bravery yield to any troops in the

universe. The cheerfulness with which they do their duty and the

22
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patience with which they endure fatigue, evinces such exalted senti-

ments of freedom and love for their country as gives him the most

satisfactory evidence that whenever called upon they will prove them-

selves worthy of that freedom for which they are now contending."*****
" The General is sorry to find Col. Rawson's regiment flying from their

post, when the timorous females would have blushed to have betrayed

the least signs of fear at anything which that regiment discovered at

the time of their flight."

The record closes abruptly with the orders for August

25th, 1776, in which

" All the troops in this department are desired to wear a green bough

or branch of a tree in their hats till further orders."

There is bound in the volume a few pages apparently

from another orderly book. The first order bears date

August 25th, 1776, and is about the same as that of the

same date just referred to ; no other entry appears till

September 11th, the next is October 1st, and the last is

for October 3d, of the same year.

Another of the orderly l)Ooks in possession of the

society and perhaps of equal interest with those already

named, is that of Col. Ephraim Doolittle of the 24th

Mass. Regiment.* This extends from April 22d to August

' Col. Ephraim Doolittle was a merchant of Worcester, Mass., from

1760 to 1772. He was a selectman in 1763, and in 1766 represented the

town in the General Court. He took an active part in political aflairs

before the Revohitiou, and in 1774 was a delegate to the Provincial

Congress, at Concord, from the town of Petersham, to which place

he had removed in 1772. He became Colonel of one of the Worcester

county regiments of minute men formed in 1774, and on hearing the

news of the fight at Concord and Lexington, April 19, 1775, marched at

once to Cambridge with his regiment, and was mustered into service.

At the battle of Bunker Hill he was prevented by an accident, which

confined him to his bed, from taking the command of his regiment. At

the close of the war he removed to Shorehara, Vt., and died there at an

advanced age in 1802. In the hall of the Antiquarian Society is a curious

weapon, said to have been invented by Col. Doolittle, for the use of his

regiment to supply the want of arms. It is a long heavj' pole, with two

iron blades about eight inches long, united to a strong head with two

prongs, something like those of a pitchfork, two other blades of equal

length descended laterally, and another turned down. These five blades

or spears, when well sharpened, must have made it rather a formidable

weapon, but it is not likely it was used to any extent.
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19th, 1775, a very eventful period of the Revolution.

Col. Doolittle's regiment was raised in Worcester County,

and promptly after the news of the fight at Lexington was

received, marched to Cambridge. In May, 1775, as

appears from a report in the orderly book, the regiment

consisted of eight companies, numbering about three hun-

dred and eighty, rank and file. The Lieut.-Colonel was

Benj. Holden, and the Major, Willard Moore of Paxton.

In the engagement at Bunker Hill, the regiment was

under the command of Maj. Moore, his senior ofiicers being

absent on account of sickness. Maj. Moore was wounded

at the second attack of the British, and while being carried

to the rear, received a ball through the body, wliich resulted

in his death on the field. Col. J. Trumbull, in his ideal

picture of the Battle of Bunker Hill, represents Maj. Moore

as one of the officers in the thick of the fight, and as present

at the death of Gen. Warren.

The first regimental order given in the manuscript is

dated April 22d, 1775, and is as follows :

—

" Capt. Wheeler's, Capt. Dexter's, Capt. AUin's and Capt. Wilder's

Companies to obtain quarters at Water Town, till fartlier orders and to

send to Cambridge Head Quarters for stores and to appear to-morrow
morning, precisely at 9 of the clock, on the parade on the Common,
Cambridge, to perform military exercise."

The entry for May 3d is :

—

"Parole 'Langdon.'

Officer of the day, Lieut. Col. Henshaw. Field officers of the main
guard, Col. William Henshaw, Maj. Bigelow. Field officers of the picquet

guard, Col. Parker, Maj. Moore. Adjt. of the day, Fox.

General Orders. That 8 Captains, 16 subalterns, 32 sergeants & 400
privates be drafted to go upon fatigue. Col. William Prescott to com-
mand the detachment.' And that he apply to the Commissary General
for necessary tools, and return them at night to y« Commissary General.

The officers will receive directions from Mr. Chadwick, Ingineer."

' Ilenshaw's orderly book gives Col. Doolittle as the Commander of
the detachment, which is probably incorrect, as Col. Doolittle or his

orderly would have been aware of it, if he was to have the command,
and made the entry accordingly.
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In examining tliis manuscript, we find that the action at

Bunker Hill, of which so much has been written in later

years, is l)ut briefly alluded to in general or regimental

orders. It would seem natural, in our day, at least, that

the death of a prominent officer of the regiment, and that

too in its first ))attle, would be the sulyect of notice in a

regimental order, but we look in vain for any intimation

fi-om Col. Doolittle of the death of Maj. Moore. The first

reo-imental order we find refers only incidentally to the

battle the regiment had taken part in. On the day before

the momentous action is this brief entry :—

•

"Parole 'Lebanon.' Countersign ' Coventry.'

Field officer of the da}^ Col. Nixon. Field officer of the picqnet

guard to-night, Maj. Brooks. Field officer of the main guard to-morrow

morning, Lt. Col. Hutchinson. Adjt. of the day, Holden." '

June 17th, the day of the battle, the entry is :

—

"Parole 'Deerf'd.' Countersign ' Conwaj'.'

Field officer of the day, Col. Gerrish. Field officer of the picquet

guard to-night, Maj. Wood. Field officer of the main guard to-morrow

morning, Lt. Col. Baldwin. Adjt. of the day, Febiger." ^

The entries for the 18th, 19th and 20th are equally brief,

and the 21st is the first day on which there appears any in-

dication that the troops had been engaged in a desperate

encounter with the British. On that day we find the fol-

lowino; general order :

—

"That the commanding officer of each Regiment, Detachment and

Company, make a complete return of the numbers in their respective

Regiments, Detachments and Companies fit for duty, absent on furlow,

deserted, sick, killed & wounded in the late engagement, or missing

upon account thereof. That each Col. appoint a Regimental Court

' This differs from Henshaw's book in giving the name of Maj.

Brooks, instead of that of Maj. Buttrick. Maj. Brooks was John

Brooks, afterwards Governor of Massachusetts.
^ Henshaw has Col. instead of Maj. Wood, the latter is probably cor-

rect, being Maj. Wood of Col. Prescott's regiment. Christian Febiger,

Adjutant of Col. Gerish's regiment, was a Dane, who subsequently wont

on the Expedition to Quebec with Gen. Arnold. He was afterwards a

Colonel and at the storming of Stony Point with Gen. Wayne.
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Martial to try prisoners belonging to their respective Regiments for

crimes that are not capital."

The general order for June 22d is :

—

"That all such persons as may have in their possession guns, packs,

clothing, and any other article whatever that fell into their hands, at

and since the time of the engagement upon Bunker Hill, the owners of

which are unknown, immediately return them to head- quarters.

Sam'l Osgood, Maj. Brigade."

On June 24th we find the first general order o-ivinir

thanks to the troops :

—

[The] "General orders his thanks to be given to those officers and
soldiers who behaved so rery gallantly in the late action at Charles-

town. Such bravery gives the General sensible pleasure, he being fully

satisfied that we shall finally come off victorious and triumph over the

enemies of Freedom and America."

On June 27th, 1775, Col. Doolittle issues the following

regimental order :

—

" It is desired that if the regiment should be called into action, that

the brave and prudent may be properly noticed, that their merit may be
rewarded, and that their names may be handed down to posterity with
veneration and grateful acknowledgment, and if there should be any
cowards, that they all may be ascertained."

" God save the People."

Gen. Washino-ton arrived at Cambridi>-e al)out two
o'clock, P. M., Jid}^ 2d, and the next day appears his first

general oi'der, as follows :

—

" Headquartkrs, Cambridge, July 3, 1775.

General orders by his Excellency Gen. Washington, Esq., Commander
inChief of the forces of the United Provinces of North America, that the
Col. or Commanding officer of each Regt. is ordered forthwith to make
two returns of the number of men in their respective regiments, distin-

guishing those who are sick, wounded, absent on furlow, and also all

the quantity of ammunition each regiment has."

Under date of July 4th, 1775, we find the following not

given in the Plenshaw orderly l)ook puljhshcd l)y the His-

torical Society :

—

" General orders, that the officer of the main guard see that his sentries

have such orders as will make them alert on their posts, as there is

found great deficiency, and the rounds from the main guard visit their
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sentries twice every liour, and tho sentries hail every person tliat passes,

and if they cannot give an account of themselves take them up and con-

fine them, and not to disclose the countersign to any person what rank

soever. If any is found not doing their duty, cither sitting or standing,

be immediately confined for trial, and that no man leave the guard, but

that his comrade carry his provisions to the guard house. That the

Adjutant of every regiment bring on their men for main guard at 8

o'clock in the morning precisely, and if any one fails to be immediately

reported to the General."

At the end of the book is a complete roster of Col.

Doolittle's regiment, which then consisted of nine com-

panies.

There are several more of these manuscripts covering

different periods of the Revolution, either in the form of

orderly books (two of which are written by British officers)

or diaries and memoranda relating to the army. From these

,

other extracts of interest might have been made, but enough

have been given to illustrate their value as aids to historical

research.

A list of the orderly books in the possession of the Anti-

quarian Society is given at the close of this paper.

In this connection, it may be mentioned that the society

also have the original manuscript of an account of the 1)attle

of Bunker's Hill, prepared by order of the Provincial Con-

gress for transmission to Great Britain. Tliis was written

by Rev. Peter Thacher, who was one of a committee of

three, appointed to draw up a narrative of the battle, and

sent to Arthur Lee at London, as an impartial account,

with the request that it be inserted in the i)u1)lic papers.

In the examination of the Revolutionary manuscri})ts now

in our collection, it was found that in May, 1840, the

society had placed in the charge of Hon. John P. Bigelow,

as secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, "a
large mass of very valuabk^ p;q)ers" relating to the Revolu-

tion. By a vote of the council, in Ai)ril, 1840, we find the

terms u|)on which these papers were passed over to the

secretary. It is as follows :

—

Voted—"That the Librarian be authorized to deliver to
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the Secretary of the CommonweaUh, such manuscripts

relating to the War of the Eevolution, as are now in the pos-

session of the society, upon the conditions that the Secretary

will cause the same to be arranged in good order, bound

into volumes, and safely kept, while the same shall remain

in his custody, and return the same, whenever thereto

requested, to the Library, free of expense to the society."

This vote, with the letter of our lil)rarian, Mr. Haven,

accompanying the manuscripts, appears in House Document

No. 10, January, 1841, with the report of the Secretary of

State upon the subject. He states that the papers received

from the Antiquarian Society have been of very essential

service, that they have Ijeen arranged and indexed, "the

number of names amounting to 5,89(5."

Many of these papers were receipts for services rendered

during the war of the Revolution, of no great value to

the society ; but others were believed to be of special his-

torical value and interest, and it was then thought by the

council, that these might be recalled at some future day

and placed in our archives. Perhaps the length of time

which has elapsed since the papers were deposited with

the secretary, may prove to give the right of permanent

possession, but might it not be for the interest of the

society to investigate the matter and, if deemed advisable,

make a demand for the return of any that are of import-

ance in illustrating the history of the times ? The writer

would say that his attention was iirst called to this subject

by Dr. Haven, with the request that he examine our records

and get therefrom such information as they might atford.

The society has been called to mourn the loss of two

members by death since the annual meeting. Ebenezer

Alden, M.D., of Randolph, Mass., died at that place

Wednesday, January 26th, 1881, aged 92 years, 10 months

and 9 days. He was born at Randolph, March 17th, 1788,

graduated at Harvard College in 1808, and was the last

surviving member of the class of that year. He studied his

profession at Dartmouth College Medical School, then under
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diarize of Dr. Nathan Smith, and received the degi-ee of

M.B. from that College in 1811. He afterwards attended

medical lectures at the University of Pennsylvania, given

by Dr. Benjamin Rush and his successor, Dr. Benjamin

Smith Barton; the degree of M.D. was conferred upon him

by this University in 1812. Dr. Alden early commenced

the practice of his profession in his native town, w^hich was

continued there for over sixty years, and he w^as an enthusi-

ast in the science as well as in the practice of medicine. He

was elected a member of this society in October, 1865, and

was always interested in its welfare. Although of so great

asre he but a few months before his death sent to the

Treasurer of the society his check for fifty dollars, as a life

assessment, thus practically showing his interest in its

objects.' He w^as proud of his ancestry from John Alden of

the Mayflower, which was clearly traced in his inter-

estino- <' Memorial of the Descendants of John Alden of

Plymouth Colony," a copy of which he presented to the

society. Dr. Alden was actively interested in many educa-

tional and philanthropical movements, was for over thirty

years a trustee of Amherst College, for many years a

director of the American Education Society, a trustee of

the Massachusetts Home Missionary Society, of Phillips

Academy, and of the Andover Theological Seminary. He

was a man of decided religious character, took an active

interest in his church, and w-as for over forty years

the superintendent of its Sunday-school, and to the last

enrolled as one of its teachers. He Avas elected a corporate

mem])er of the American Board of Commissioners for For-

eign Missions in 1840, and was, as in all his other official

1 Since this notice was prepared for the press, the society has additional

evidence of the interest taken by Dr. Alden in its welfare, the Treasurer

having received from Rev. Edmund K. Alden, D.D., one of the executors

of the last will of Dr. Alden, a check for one thousan<l dollars bequeathed

to the society "as a permanent fund to be kept safely invested, the

income to he expended for the benefit of the Library especially in prepar-

iiiL' catalogues."
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positions, faithful to the trust. He was much interested in

music, and was for many years an active member of the

Stoughton Musical Society, said to be the oldest organiza-

tion of the kind in America. Dr. Alden was always a

strong and consistent advocate of total abstinence, as a

physician discouraging the use of alcoholic liquors even as a

medicine. He took an active part in the Washingtonian

temperance movement started in 1841, and contril)uted

liberally to the aid of this and other temperance movements,

not only in money, Ijut by his voice upon the lecture

platform. Al)out live years before his death he lost the use

of his eyes, which to a man of his social nature and active

business hal)its, was a great affliction, although it was at an

age when he could not be active in the duties of his profes-

sion. He was a man of marked business ability, of the

strictest integrity ; his advice was sought for and valued

by his townsmen and fi-iends, one of whom, in writing

of him says, that love of order and reo;ularitv were marked
traits in his character ; that his life was characterized in

many respects by an almost Puritanical simplicity and
rigidity emphatic in many minor details. Nevertheless,

he was sometimes warmly enthusiastic and would go into

raj)tures over a new Ijook, or scientific invention useful in

the medical profession, or again in studying a piece of new
music. His long life, so full of thought for the welfare

of others, endeared him to his friends and fellow-citizens,

who ^\\\\ cherish the memory of his work among them with

affectionate reijard.

Since the meeting of the council, at which this report

was presented, another honored name has been added to the

list of our deceased members.

John Gorham Palfrey, S.T.D., LL.D., died at his home
in Cambridge, Mass., Tuesday, April SGth, 1881.

Dr. Palfrey, son of John and grandson of William Palfrey,

who was Paymaster-General in the army of the Resolution,

was born at Boston, May 2d, 17U(). He received his early

23
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instruction under William Payne, schoolmaster, of Boston,

father of the actor known as "The Young American

Roscius." He was fitted for colleae at Phillips Academy,

Exeter, N. H., and graduated at Harvard College in 1815.

Among his classmates was our late associate, Jared Sparks,

and Theophilus Parsons, who survives him.

He received the degree of S.T.D. from his alma mater

in 1834, and that of LL.D. in 1869. He had also received

the latter title from St. Andrew's College, Scotland, in 1838.

He was pastor of the Brattle Square (Unitarian) Church,

Boston, from 1818 to 1830 ; was made Dexter Professor of

Sacred Literature, in Harvard College, in 1831 ; was editor

of the North American Review from 1835 to 1843, and

contributed to that pul)lication many papers remarkable for

their brilliant scholarship, which were conservative u})on

theological cjuestions, but inclined to more radical views

upon political subjects. Dr. Palfrey was a member of the

General Court of Massachusetts, 1842-43, and in 1844

became Secretary of the Commonwealth, servina^ with credit

for four years. While in the leoislature he was chairman of

the committee on education, and was prominent in promot-

ing the continuance of the Normal School system of the

State.

He was elected to Congress for the session of December,

1847, remaining there till after the March session of 1849.

In a letter to a friend, extracts fi*om wliich are ofiven in

Loring's "Hundred Boston Orators," he gives his auto-

biography. In alluding to his editorship of the North

American Review, after a service of four years in that

capacity, he says :

" At the end of four years more,—namely in 1839,— my situation was
this: During five days and a half of every week of the college terms,

I was doing harder and more exhausting work, in the leclure-rooin and

in preparation for it, than I have ever done in any other way. I was
one of the three preachers in the University Chapel; and during my
term of duty, in what remained of Saturday after the week's lecturing

was done, I had to prepare for the religious service which I conducted
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on Sunday. As Dean (or executive oflicer) of the theological faculty,

I was charged with affairs of administration in that department of the

university. As editor of the North American Review, I was under
ohiigation to lay before the public two hundred and fifty or more closely

prinleil octavo pages, evei-y quarter. I had in press a work, of some
extent and labor, on the Hebrew Scriptures. And imprudently, perhaps,

but for apparently sufficient cause, I had engaged to deliver and print

courses of Lectures for the Lowell Institute,—which, accordingly I did

deliver, in 1839, 1840 and the two following winters."

This extract is given to show how active he was in earnest

practical work, and how much of his time must have been

spent in exhaustive literary labor. As a partial relief from

the strain upon ]>ocly and mind, he was o])liged to give up

his official connection Avith the college, and later the editor-

ship of the " Review."

His two volumes of " Lowell Lectures on the Evidences

of Christianity," and his "Academical Lectures on the

Jewish Scriptures and Antiquities," are works of great and

permanent value to the student in that line of thought. He
was a very careful and painstaking writer,—and in whatever

department of literature he investigated gave al)undant

evidence thereof. Perhaps this is more clearly shown in his

most important work, the " History of New England," now
considered an authority upon the subjects upon which it

treats. It is to be regretted that Dr. Palfrey did not live to

complete, under his own eye, the tifth volume of the

" History," the text of which, it is understood, is substan-

tially written, bringing the work down to the commencement
of the War of the Revolution.

He publi.shed a " Life of Col. William Palfrey," his grand-

father, who was an aide to Gen. Washington during the

occupation of Dorchester; also a "History of Brattle

Square Church," liesides many lectures and discourses. He
was one of the editors of the Commonwealth newspaper in

1851, and postmaster of Boston, 1861-66.

Dr. Palfrey was always a strong and consistent anti-

slavery man, showing his devotion to the cause in many
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practical ways, particularly in liberating some slaves which

he had inherited, and by his voice on the floor of Congress.

He was elected a meml^er of the Massachusetts Historical

Society in 1825, resigned in 1838, re-elected in 1842, but

again resigned in 1854. In October, 1844, he pronounced

])efore theHistorical Society, a " Discourse on the Comple-

tion of Fifty years from its Incorporation," which was

published in volume nine, third series of their "Collec-

tions."

Dr. Palfi^ey became a member of the American Antiqua-

rian Society April, 1856, and has manifested his interest in

its welfare at various times. His relations with Dr. Haven,

our librarian, were most intimate, and it was his habit to

consult and advise with him upon mooted questions while

preparing the "History of New England," as well as to

obtain fi'om our archives material to illustrate that work.

In the preface to the first edition, he thus acknowledges his

obligation to Dr. Haven; " To no one am I indebted for

more light than to that eminent archteologist, Mr. Sanmel

Foster Haven, of AVorcester. Especially have I been aided

by him in elaborating the view, presented in these pages, of

the origin and purposes of the Company of Massachusetts

Bay."

He was a man of strong christian faith ; rather conserva-

tive upon doctrinal points and of the strictest integrity,

and has left to us many evidences of his great industry and

literary ability, as exhibited in his pul})!! discourses, in

pul)lic service, and in his contrilnitions to liistorical litera-

ture.

For the Council,

NATHANIEL PAINE.
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LIST OF ORDERLY BOOKS AND KINDRED RECORDS IN THE

LIBRARY OF THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN

SOCIETY, AT WORCESTER, MASS.

Sir William Pepperell's " Jonrnnl or Minutes made in an Expedition

against Louitsbourg, Anno Domini 1745."

Receipt Book of Sir John St. Clair, Baronet, Depiity-Quartertnaster to

tlie forces in North America, 1756. Printed receipts for pay for

services as " Battoe-men," signed by officers and men of twenty-

four companies.

Col. Jonathan Baglky's Connecticut Regiment.—Provincial Camp
at Lake George, August 20 to September II, 1758.

DiAKY of a Sergeant in Gen. Ruggles's Regiment, Crovyn Point, Albany,

&c., 1759. Has a record of march from Springfield to Albany

and Saratoga.

Regimental Orderly Book.—Troops under Col. Bradstreet at Forts

Ontario, Niagara and Erie— Detroit and Albany, June 27 to

November 29, 1764.

A Journal of Major Robert Rogers' proceedings with the Indians in

the district of " Michillimackinac," September 21, 1766, to Feb-
ruary 1, 1767.

Col. Ephraim Doolittle's.—Bunker Hill and Siege of Boston, April

22 to August 19, 1775.

Isaac Nichols's.—Sergeant of Captain A. Wilder's Company, Col. Doo-
little's Regiment. Troops before' Boston, September 5 to Decem-
ber 11, 1775.

"Col. William Henshaw's.—Bunker Hill, Boston, October 1, 1775, to

March 12, 1776, and March 19 to March 27, 1776.

Do.—Boston, Long Island, March 28 to July 14, 1776.

Do.—Long Island and New York, July 15 to August 25, 1776.

Journal of J. Fish, Captain of a privateer, 1776-7. The first entry

gives an account of the capture of the ship "Lord Howe," with

one hundi'ed officers aud men, June 18, 1776.
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Camp at Bridgewater, near Bound Brook. Troops under Gen. Warner.

January 17 to March 11, 1777.

Gen. Philip Schuyler's Orderly Book.—Fort Edward, Albany, June

2!) to August 18, 1777.

Henry B. Livingston's.—Troops under Gen. Schuyler, St. Clair, &c.

Ticonderoga, Stillwater, &c., June 13 to August 19, 1777.

Camp at Stillwater, Saratoga and Albany, &c. August 12 to Novem-

ber 4, 1777.

Col. Thaddeus Cook's, of Wallingford, Conn., Stillwater, September

fi to October (5, 1777. Weekly Returns of the Regiment Septem-

ber 13, 27, and October 21. 1777.

" Journal D^TAiLLl^: de La Compagne en Amerique de 1778. L'armee

Americaine cummaudee par Son Excellence Le Gen. George Wash-

ington, &c." Valley Forge, March, 1778. By P. S. Du Douccau.

Capt. William Gates's Company, of Col. Timo. Bigelow's Regiment,

Weekly Returns, various dates from October, 1777, to September,

1778. Also in same covers. Orderly Book of Lieut. David

Grout's Company, of Timothy Bigelow's Regiment, February 15,

1779, to June 15, 1779, and Weekly Returns of Capt. Peirce's

Co., same regiment, in 1780.

British Orderly Book.—Philadelphia, &c. April 13 to June 20, 1778.

BiansH Orderly Book.—Holly Mount Camp, Neversink, New York,

&c., June 21 to October 12, 1778.

Capt. Remick's (Brigade Inspector.)—Continental Village. October 1

to December 12, 1781.

Returns of the First M.\.ssachusetts Brigade.—November, 1781, to

October, 1783. Commanded by Brigadier General John Glover,

Col. Wiliiain Shepard, Col. Joseph Vose, and Brigadier General

John Paterson.

Returns of the Third Massachusetts Brigade.—Commanded by

Brigadier General John Paterson. September 4, 1779, to October

27, 1781.

Garrison Orders. — Highlands, December 12, 1781, to March 27, 1782.

Garrison Orders.—West Point, December 18, 1781, to April 12, 1782.

Brigade Ad.iutant's Book.—Details for guard duty, &c. August 1 to

December 31, 1781.

Highlands, Newburgh. —Troops under Gen. Heath. March 28 to

June 15, 1782.

Newburgh, Verplanck's Point.—August 19 to September 17, 1782.

Abra. Tuckerman's (Brigade Quartermaster) Receipt Book. — West

Point, Philipsburgh, Peekskill, April 2G to November 20, 1781.

Newburgh.—April 15 to June 20, 1783.
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Newuuhgii.—June IG to August 18. 1782. With copy of a letter from
Washington in behalf of the " Officers of the American Army " to

the "Chevalier de La Luzerne," congratulatino: the French gov-

ernment on the t)irth of a Dauphin and his reply; also, one from
Washington to Gen. Heath.

Veijplanck's Point, Nkwbuhgh.—September 18 to December 31, 1782.

Capt. Cushing's.—Newburgh. January 2 to February 25, 1783.

Do. Brigade of Gen. John Patekson, Newburgh.— February 26 to

April 14, 1783.

Do. Nkwbukgh, Trenton and Philadelphia.—June 21 to September

25, 1783.

Do. Newburgh.—October Ifi to November 24, 1783.

British, Halifax, &c.— Various dates, April 5 to September 21, 1783.

Massachusetts Regiment.—June 10 to June 22, 1783. Various orders

after October 7, 1783. Washington's farewell orders to the army,

November 2, 1783.

Extracts from Journal of Congre.ss in relation to the Army,
Proclamation of Peace, Constitution of the Society of the Cincin-

nati, List of Officers of Capt. Luke Day's company, April 16, 1783.

Report of the Committee appointed by the Massachusetts line of the

army, to adjust and settle the accounts of the officers and soldiers

with regard to the depreciation of the currency. November 24,

1779. With the action of the General Court on the same.

Maj. Tay's Orderly Book and Diary while iu pursuit of Shays and

his men in 1787.

Camp at Fort Norfolk.—March 23 to April 26, 1813.

Brigade Orderly oit Letter Book kept at the headquarters of Brig.

Gen. Robert B. Taylor, at Norfolk, October 23, 1813, to September

29, 1814. This has several letters to the Secretary of War,
Quartermaster General, and the Adjutant General of Virginia.

Note.—There is also a large collection of muster rolls, army orders

and other military papers of various dates, from 1745 to 1787.
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llEPOET ON THE LIBRARY.

The alphabetical list of Donors and Donations, Avliich forms

a part of this report, })roves that the society's storehouse of

history continues to be kindly remembered.

The accessions from October 15, 1880, to April 15, 1881,

have been as follows : G{ffs, four hundred books, tifty-iive

hundred and forty pamphlets, one hundred and four files ol

unbound newspapers, five hundred and thirty-one maps and

charts, eii>ht photographs, forty-six prints, a manuscript

orderly book, and a fragment of the Confederate Privateer

Alabama. Exchanges, two hundred and fifty-nine books,

one hundred and eighty-one pamphlets, seven maps, one

print, and a manuscript letter of Benedict Arnold. I*U7^-

chases, twenty-six l)ooks and sixteen pamphlets. Total,

six hundred and Qighty-five books, fifty-seven hundred and

thirty-seven pamphlets, one hundred and four files of

unbound newspapers, five hundred and thirty-eight maps

and charts, eight photographs, forty-six i)rints, two manu-

scripts, and one article for the cabinet. Twenty-one of the

thirty-nine members whose names appear upon the list, have

furnished publications of their own. The department of

local history has been enriched by Dr. Green, Mr. Hunne-

well. Col. Jones, Dr. Metcalf, President Salisbury, Hon.

Isaac Smucker, Col. Washl)urn and Col. Whittlesey ; the

alcove of Biograi)hy by Governor Bell, Hon. P. W. Chan-

dler, Rev. Dr. EUis, Prof. Salisbury and Hon. Robert C.

AVinthrop ; and of Genealogy, by Senator Hoar and Nathaniel

Paine, Esq. ; while Architological, Scientific, ^Educational

and other literature, has been received from Mr. Ammidown,
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W. S. Barton, Esq., Mr. Brock, Dr. Chandler, Prof. Chase,

Hon. Isaac Davis, Hon. E. L. Davis, Judge Devens, Dr.

Guild, Rev. Dr. Hale, Dr. Haven, Prof. .Hitchcock, Major

Huouet-Latour, Rev. Dr. Huntinirton, Judc^e Nelson, Mr.

Salisbury, Jr., Rev'. Dr. Smyth, Rev. Mr. Stone, Prof.

Thompson, Dr. Tyler, and the Assistant-Librarian.

In Dr. Haven's oift are included one hundred and eioiit

bound volumes and nine hundred and seventy-nine pam-

phlets, chiefly relating to American History ; in Senator

Hoar's, twenty copies of the new Peirce Genealogy ; and in

Mr. Salisbury, Jr.'s, seven copies of the private editions of

his Yucatan pu1)lications, to fill cash orders, and a set of

Dawson's Historical Mao-azine in twelve volumes.

Among the eighty-one donors not members of the society,

the following may be named for gifts of special value : Hon.

Charles J. Hoadly, for the last two volumes of the Colo-

nial Records of Connecticut, edited by liim ; Dr. Elias

Loomis of Yale College, for the three volumes of his Loomis

Genealogy, sent at the suggestion of Dr. Trumbull ; Mr.

Charles A. Miles of New York City, for Colonel Jona-

than Bagley's manuscript orderly book of the Al:)ercrom-

bie expedition of 1758; and Sidney S, Rider, A. M.,

of Providence, R. I., for as complete a set of his Rhode Island

Historical Tracts as he was able to supply, with a copy of

Miller's notes on the Wampanoag tribe of Indians. In

addition to the foregoing, seventy societies and institutions,

nearly all being correspondents, appear. Besides the trans-

actions of these learned bodies, the valuable catalogues of

the Boston Athenasum, the Brooklyn Mercantile Liln'ary

Association, and the Massachusetts State Library, have

been added to our collection of Bibliography.

We are indebted to the various colleges, for their prompt

replies to our call for their Triennials, which were used in

the preparation of the new catalogue of mcml)ers. The

Worcester Free Institute continues to send us the balance

of the edition of its annual catalogue, so that we have been

24
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able to fill orders from France, India and Japan, as well as

from various points in om' own country.

The income of the B. F. Thomas Local History Fund,

has allowed the purchase of twenty-one New England locals

for the alcove which bears Judge Thomas's honored name.

The third part of the American Library of the late j\lr.

Georo-e Brinlev, containiuo; seventeen hundred and seven-

teen lots, and about twenty-seven hundred titles, was sold

at Mesi^rs. George A, Leavitt & Co.'s, New York, April 4th

to 8th inclusive, Mr. Joseph Sabin being the auctioneer.

The balance to the society's credit was over fourteen hun-

dred dollars, but it was thought best to hold the major part

ff)r the final sale. One hundred and sixty-four books and

six pamphlets, containing in all two hundred titles, were bid

off at a charge of $368.51). They may be classed as follows :

Biograj)hy^ ninety-one volumes, including the early edition

of the National Portrait Gallery of Distinguished Ameri-

cans, 4 vols. 4*^, and Memoires Correspondance et Manu-

scrits du General Lafayette, publics par sa Famille, 6 vols.

8°. Genealogy, tliirty-four volumes, many of them pri-

vately printed and rare. Indian Languages, twenty-four

volumes, including Dr. Shea's Library of American Lin-

guistics in thirteen volumes. American Indians, eighteen

volumes. United States, nineteen volumes. Local His-

tories, eight vols. South America, four vols. Psalmody,

three vols., an early New England Psalter and the first

Connecticut Bible.

For the Davis Spanish-American alcove, were purchased

Mr. Brinley's copies of Waterton's Wanderings in South

America, Brett's Indiau Tribes of Guiana, and a Po|)ular

Description, Geogi-aphical, Historical and Topogi'aphical of

Mexico and Guatemala, published in two volumes.

The sale just closed was perhaps not so largely attended

as the previous sales of 1879 and 1880, but the l)idding Avas

si)irited and well sustained to the end. Monday was

devoted to the South and West; Tuesday, to the General,
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Civil and Political History of the United States, Military

and Naval History, and Biography ; Wednesday, to Mexico,

the West Indies, Central and South America, and American

Indians ; and Thm-sday, to Indian Languages, Bibles, Cate-

cliisms, Primers, Music and Psalmody. The last was the

great day of the sale and the attendance was largely

increased. The three remaining copies of Mr. Brinley's

seven Indian Bibles were offered, one passing into the hands

of Ellsworth Eliot, M.D., a lineal descendant of the apostle

EUot, another to the Historical Society of Pennsylvania and

the third to a private collector. Christopher Saur's extremely

rare German Bilde, also known as the First Pennsylvania

and the first printed in America in a European language,

was sold. The day was made still more memorable by the

sale of the Gutenberg Bible, the first book printed with

types, which was bought l)y Hamilton Cole, Esq., of New

York city, for eight thousand dollars.

Mr. Brinley was not only a successful collector, but a

pains-taking and liberal one. When last at the library, he

had just returned from a trip to Kentucky in search of one

of the rare histories of that State. This he not only found,

Init said to the writer, that he knew when he was nearing

it ; that it grew warmer and warmer, as in the children's

game of "hunt the slipper," until he reached it. At this

interview, he expressed a wiUingness to put his collection

with those of Mr. James Lenox and Mr. John Carter Brown

for [)reservati()n. AVhen we consider that three ])arts of

this famous lil)rary have l)rouglit forty-eight, thirty-three

and thirty thousand dollars respectively, the rarity of

the collection .ukI the generous ofter of the owner, may

be better appreciated. Mr. Brinley Ijegan, nearly forty

years ago, to draw from among our (ln})licates early New
England rarities, and l)oth his earlier and later returns show

how he appreciated and remembered our efforts to help l)uild

up his great American r^il)rary. Whether pages for an

Eliot Bible, Mather tracts, or plates for the Massachusetts
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Magazine were supplied, he never forgot the seiTice ren-

dered.

We have open exchange accounts with thirty-seven indi-

viduals as well as with a large number of societies. The

very lack of funds has led us to seek in this way to hll

vacancies in our alcoves of specialties, though two exchanges

are often required to secure the books we need. The

shelves will show that we have been reasonably successful.

That the alcoves of Genealogy, Biography, and Rebellion

and Slavery literature, may, like the Davis Spanish-Ameri-

can and Thomas Local History alcoves, soon have funds

connected with them, is greatly to be desired. The history

of the dead institutions of slavery and re1)ellion will be

imperfectly preserved in the library, unless we have some

live friend, like ]\Ir. Lawrence of the Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society, to take a pecuniary interest in it. Second

editions of Regimental Histories, for instance, are almost

never met with. This leads naturally to a few words about

the society's duplicates ; a collection much larger and more

valuable than is generally known, even to the meml)ers.

The loAver hall, intended by our President for the tempo-

rary use of a Free Public Lil)rary for Worcester, is shelved

and well filled with a libraiy of classihed duplicates. They

range in quality from Ayer's almanacs (a parcel of which

wc have, l)y the way, recently sold), to rare books and

pami)hlets not often found on sale. Some of the latter have

been known to pass into the hands of collectors, thence to

the possession of members of the society, who were ol^liged

to i)ay the middle-men large profits. The duplicate news-

papers bound and unbound have all been arranged in the

large attic at the east end of the library building, the same

plan l)eing followed as in the Salisl)ury annex newspaper

hall, where the grouping is alphabetical by States and again

l)y cities and towns in the several States, in the interest of

local historians. A large part of our duplicates of the Boston

News Letter tilled ini])ort;int ga])s for IIarv:ird College, the
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early Boston Gazette and a score of other American news-

papers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have mate-

rially helped towards completion, or supplied in nearly entire

files, the Boston Pul)lic Library, while many volumes of the

Boston Daily Advertiser have ])een sent to the National

Lil)rary at Washington, on the same mission. The dona-

tion to the Chicago Historical Society, made shortly after

the great fire, included all w^e had of Chicago newspapers.

This society is always willing to receive and l)ind these

bulky parcels of every-day history and should ])e known as

havino- for sale or exchano-e much of like material. AMiile a

personal examination is preferred, we can usually exchange

classified title slips of duplicates. In checking sale cata-

logues of Americana for purchase or exchange, we have

sometimes indicated the titles we could supply, that dupli-

cate orders might be tendered. The question of how best

to dispose of this extra material is still an open one, the junk

shop, auction-room, book dealers, collectors, kindred lil)ra-

ries rich and poor, and an American Lil)rary Association

Agency, or clearing-house, each having its advocates. Such

an Agency might add to the number of rare l)ooks and pam-

phlets by l)ringing together odd volumes and valuable frag-

ments. The Philadel})hia Mercantile Library Company
issued last year a printed catalogue of their duplicates, fol-

lowed bv a lono; list of books wanted. Cash bids were called

for under both headings and it was proposed to exchange

what were not sold. We were able to supply some of their

wants and indicated a large number oiours^ hoping to receive

a satisfactory return under the terms mentioned.

The society's publications are sought for more than ever,

securing to us desirable books, and some cash. Applica-
' tions from new societies as well as from meml)ers and

others, are so frequently received, that we have thought it

im})ortant to pick up our own reports wherever found.

There are but six sets of the Transactions remaining, the

edition of volume two, a part of wliich was destroyed at the
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Stationers' Hall tire in Boston, being nearly exhausted.

This Archaiologia Americana volume two, is perhaps the

most valutible of the series, and should be reprinted as soon

as the Pul)hcation Fund will allow. The Lechford Note

Book or Business Record which is to form volume seven, is

not yet in press. The Proceedings— the seventy-sixth

number of which has just been issued— cannot now be

furnished entire, numbers two, three, five, eight, ten and

eighteen being out of print, and some of .the other early

issues nearly so.

The collection of the private editions of papers read

l)efore the society by its officers and members, is not com-

plete ; a fact to be regretted, as corrections and additions

are sometimes made therein and the limited number issued

gives .them high market value. Hereafter the remainders

of Proceedings will be kept in the South-east iobljy, first

floor, it having l)een shelved for that purpose, at the charge

of the Salisbury Building Fund. The other lobl)ies and

the duplicate room will require the same treatment at no

distant day. The severe winter, just passed, has tested the

capacity of the large boiler used for warming the Court

Houses and Antiquarian Plall, and Avith the increased

feeling of safety, a comfortal)le degree of heat has been

generally furnished. The presence of the janitor during

the night could be secured at slight expense, and a still

I'lU'ther sense of security be enjoyed. Bars have been

placed at the office doors to i)revent intrusion, and the

alcove safeguards continue to serve their purpose admirably.

The Bay Psalm Book, one of our copies of Eliot's Indian

Bible, the early editions of Massachusetts Laws, the Mather

manuscri[)ts and other ai-ticles of great rarity, have been

placed in the steel safe in the lower hall. Absolute protec-

tion is the order of the day, and the re]>orl of I lie Council

Connnittce on Iiuk's and Orders will no doubt aid us in the

enforcement of it. In Decenibcr last. :i <opy of Dugald

Stewart's " Philosophy of the llmnan Mind" was returned
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to us by President Eliot of Harvard Collci>e, it havino:

been lately found in University Hall, It had been borrowed

in 1846, by a son of one of the Worcester County Athe-

no?um stockholders, then a member of the colleo;e, and

thirty-hve years later, when he had become the honored

President of a sister college, the volume joined its fellows

in Antiquarian Library. In our mission of identifying

early books, one of the Mather Tracts, long al)sent from

the shelves, and still showing a part of the Thomas liook

plate and our shelf numbering, has been l)rought to our

notice l)y a Worcester collector whose wife found it in

lot "No. 201 Sermons and Essays," which she purchased

from a catalogue of articles shown at the Antique and Art

Loan Exhibition, Putnam, Conn., March 15 to 20 inclusive,

1880. It is Cotton Mather's "Much in Little; or Three

Brief Essays to Sum up the Whole Christian Religion,"

Boston, 1702, and is very rare. Mr. Sal)in in his Biljlio-

theca Americana mentions no other copy than this of ours,

and we earnestly hope it may be returned speedily to the

library.

A beginnino; has been made in Alcove Lists, which are

being prepared by Mr. Colton under the general direction

of Mr. Salisbury, Jr., and at his expense. Following the

shelf lists, will come, what has been so long waited for, a

card catalogue. The manuscripts of Rev. William Bentley,

D.D., have been carefully examined for Salem items by
Mr. Edward Stanley Waters of that city, who has pubhshed

in the Salem Gazette, under the head of " Bentley Notes,"

twenty-four numl)crs containing al)out twelve columns of

extracts from them. They have also furnished material

toAvards an Ecclesiastical History of Salem by another hand.

All the framed portraits, engravings, maps and silhouettes

have been placed u})on the walls, and the first step has been

taken towards putting the Cabinet of Relics in order.

The Liljrary was represented at the late Library Conference

at Washington l)y Mr. Colton, and various members of
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the society were present at tluit most successful meeting.

In closing, an earnest appeal is made for liberal contril)u-

tions to the various departments of the library. Let both

members and friends bear in mind that nothing will come

amiss.

Although the administration of the library for the past

few months has lacked the immediate presence of the chief

librarian, and so the presence of the best index to its

treasures, his counsel and services have been constant.

E. M. BARTON,

Assistant-Librarian.
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JDonors antr donations.

FROM MEMBERS.

Ammidown, Holmes, Esq., Southbridge.—IIis Observations oh the TariflF.

Bartox, Mr. Edmund M., Worcester. — Oue book; forty-three pamphlets;
three engravhigs; three photographs; and the Y. M. C. A. Bulletin, as
issued.

Barton, Wm. Sumner, Esq., Worcester.—One book ; and one hundred and
four pamphlets.

Bell, Hon. Charles H., Exeter, N. H.—His Address in Memory of Hon.
Ira Perley, LL.D., pronounced before the Alumni Association of Dartmouth
College, June 23, 1880.

Brock, Richard A., Esq., Richmond, Va.—Richmond newspapers contain-
ing historical matter communicated by him and others ; and one pamphlet.

Chandler, George, M.D., Worcester. — One book; and fifty-eight pam-
phlets, including a set of his reports while Superintendent of the State
Lunatic Hospital at Worcester.

Chandler, Hon. Peleg W., Boston.— His Memoir and Reminiscences of
Governor Andrew.

Chase, Pliny E., LL.D., Haverford, Pa.—His Photodynamics ; his Photody-
namic Notes; a list of his papers, read before the American Philosophical
Society ; and Haverford College Catalogue for 1880-81.

Davis, Hon. Edward L., Worcester.—Five books; twenty-six pamphlets;
and files of the Nation, and tlie Churchman for 1S80.

Devens, Hon. Charles, Worcester.—His Report for the year 1880 as Attor-
ney-General of the United States.

Ellis. Rev. George E., D.D., Boston. — His Memoir of Jacob Bigelow,
M.D.. LL.D.

Green, Samuel A., M.D., Boston.—The Early Records of Groton, Massa-
chuscitts, 1CG2-1707, edited by Dr. Green; nine books; one hundred and
eighty-two pamphlets ; and one print.

Green, Samuel S., Esq., Worcester. — His " Relation of the Public Library
to the Public Schools."

Guild. Reuijen A., LL.D., Providence, R. I.— The Brown University
Triennial and Annual Catalogues of 1880; and one pamphlet.

Hale, Rev. Edv^^ard E., D.D., Boston. — The United States War Depart-
ment Weather Bureau daily maps and bulletins, 1872-76.

Harris, Clarendon, Esq., Worcester.—Three agricultural annuals.

Haven, Samuel F., LL.D., Worcester.— One hundred and eight books;
nine luuulrcd and seventy-nine pamphlets; thirty-three portraits and views;
twenty-three maps and plans; and a large map of 8t. Lawrence County,
N. Y.

25
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Hitchcock, Prof. Edward, Amherst. — His aunual Statistics of Amherst

College.

Hoar, Hon. George F., Worcester.— Twenty copies of the Peirce Geneal-

ogy, 1585-1880; Hayclen's Eleventh Aunnal lleport of the U. S. Geological

and Geographical Survey; one hundred and thirty-three Nos. of the Con-

gressional Globe ; and twenty-seven pamphlets.

HUNNEWEix, James F., Esq., Charlestown. — His Bibliography of Charles-

town and Bunker Hill; and the Journal of the Voyage of the '• Missionary

Packet," Boston to Honolulu, 1826, by James Hunnewell, with a memoir by

his son.

HUNTINGTOX, William R., D.D., Worcester. — Ninety pamphlets, chiefly

relating to the Protestant Episcopal Church.

Jones, Hon. Charles C, Jr., Augusta, Ga.—The Memorial of Jean Pierre

Purry in behalf of the Colonization of South Carolina, with a prefatory note

by Col. Jones.

Latour, Maj. L. A. H., Montreal.—Two pamphlets relating to the Dominion

of Canada.

Metcalf, John G., M.D., Mcndon. — His Annals of the Town of Mcndon

from 1059 to 1880; and electroplates of the " Sword in Hard Money."

Nelson, Hon. Thomas L., Worcester. — The Boston Gazette or Country

Journal of October 6, 1755.

Paine, Nathaniel, Esq., Worcester. — Three books; the Paine Family

Records, No. VI.; two hundred and forty-seven pamphlets; eight prints;

four photographs; and six files of newspapers, in continuation.

Perez, Sr. Andres Aznar, M(?rida, Yucatan.—Four files of Yucatan news-

papers.

Preble, Rear-Admiral George H., Brookline.—His paper on the Mariner's

Compass ; and a Japanese map of the Corea.

Salisbury, Edward E., LL.I>., New Haven, Conn.—Biographical Memo-

randa respecting all who ever were members of the class of 1832 in Yale

College, edited by Prof. Salisbury, Class Secretary.

Salisbury, Hon. Stephen, Worcester. — Schliemann's " Ilios, City and

Country of the Trojans"; Worcester Directories, 1875-79; twenty pam-

phlets ; and four files of newspapers.

Salisbury, Stephen, Jr., Esq., Worcester.— Seven copies of the private

editions of his Yucatan publications, to fill orders; twelve volumes of the

Historical Magazine ; eight books ; fourteen pamphlets ; the Harvard Regis-

t<'r. Vols. 1 and 2; La Chronique des Art, 1879-80; and twenty-seven Nos.

of the lUustrirte Zeitung.

Smucker, Hon. Isaac, Newark, O.— His paper on the First Settlement of

Granville Township, Ohio; and Hill's History of Licking County, Ohio, 1881.

Smyth, Rev. Egbert C, D.D., Andovcr.—The Andover Theological Seminary

(ieneral Catalogue, of 1870.

Stone, Rev. Edwin M., Providence, R. I. — Allen's First Settlers of New
England; and three rrovideuce City Documents.

Thompson, Prof. Charles O., Worcester.—Four files of mechanical news-

papers; and one hundred and seventy-three panij)hlets.
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Tyler, Mosks Coit, LL.D., Ann Arbor, Mich. — The Michigan University
IJook, 1844-1880; and four pamphlets relating to the Universitj'.

Washbuux, Col. John D., Worcester.—His Memorial Address at Lancaster,
Mass., May 29, 1880; five hundred and fifty-six Nos. of periodicals, chiefly
relating to the subject of insurance ; and five of the controversial pamphlets
as to the remains of Columbus.

Whittlesey, Col. Charles, Cleveland, O.—His Early History of Cleveland,
Ohio.

WiNTHROP, Hon. Robert C, Boston.—His Memoir of Henry Clay; and his

Address at the nineteenth meeting of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
Fund.

FROM THOSE NOT MEMBERS.
Allen, Zachariah, Esq., Providence, R. I.— His "First Settlers of New
England."

Ancona, Sr. Desiderio, Westminster.—One file of a Yucatan n(!wspaper.

Ayer & Co., Messrs. J. C, Lowell. — Their Almanac for 1881, in eight
languages.

Bailey, Isaac H., Esq., Boston.— The Shoe and Leather Annual for 1881;
and the Reporter, as issued.

Baldwin, Messrs. J. D. & Co., Worcester.— Their Daily ami Weekly Spy,
as issued.

Barton, Mrs. Ira M., Worcester. — President Edwards' Practical Sermons,
Edinburgh edition, 1788.

Bradlee, Rev. Caleb D., Boston.—His "In Memoriam, Rev. F. A. Whitney,
H. C, 1833."

Brinley, Hon. Francis, N^ewport, R. I.—His Report of 1880 as President
of the Redwood Library and Athenieum Company.

Brinley, Family ok the Late George.— One hundred and sixty-four
books ; and six pamphlets.

BULMEK, Mr. J. T., Librarian, Halifax, N. S.—His Report for the year 1880.

BuRBANK, Mr. Charles W., Worcester.—One hundred pamphlets.

Chase, George B., Esq., Boston. —His Letter to the Directors of the
Rutland Railroad Company concerning an alteration of their Records.

Chase, Thomas, LL.D., Haverford, Pa.— His Report of 1880, as President
of Haverford College.

Chavero, Sr. Alfredo, Mexico. — His Appendix to Duran's Historia de
las Indias de Nueva Espafia.

CoLTON, Mr. Reuben, Worcester.—Three pamphlets.

Cook, Miss, Worcester, England.—The Family of Picard.

Cook, Mr. Henry IL, Barre.—His Gazette, as issued.

Crosby, Hon. Nathan, Lowell. — His Reminiscences of Distinguished Men
of Essex County.

CuLLEY, Hon. Eli, Fitchburg. — His Inaugural Address as Mayor, January
5, 1880.

Davis, Andrew McF., Esq., San Francisco, Cal. — Cremony's Life among
the Apaches ; and the Californiau, as issued.
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Davis. Joseph E., Esq.. Worcester.— " The Wliite House Porcelain Service

Illustnited."

DeCosta, Eev. B. F., New York.—His " William Blaekstone in his relation

to Massachusetts and Rhode Island;" and his " Cabo de Baxos or the Place

of Cape Cod in the Old Cartology."

Dickinson, Master G. Stuart, Worcester.— A collection of amateur news-

papers.

Doe, Messrs. Charles H, & Co., Worcester,— Their Daily and Weekly

Gazette, as issued.

Earle, Pliny, M.D., Northampton.—Two books; two hundred and twenty-

one pamphlets ; seven hundred and fifty-seven Nos. of the Friend's Review

;

and a file of the Lancaster, Pa., Journal for 1878-9.

Earle, Miss Sarah F., Worcester.—One pamphlet.

Edes, Henry H., Esq.. Charlestown.—One book ; eight pamphlets ; one wall

map of the United States ; and three files of newspapers, in continuation.

EUSTIS, Prof. Henry L., Cambridge.—His Genealogj^ of the Eustis Family.

Fisher, Charles H,, M.D., Providence, R. I.— His Rhode Island Registra-

tion Report of 1879.

FOOTE & HORTON, Messrs., Salem.—Their Gazette, as issued.

Gay, Miss 3Iary C, Suffield, Conn.-The Connecticut Courant for 1880.

Gilbert, Mr. Charles W., Worcester.— The Official Catalogue of the

Melbourne International Exhibition, 1880.

GODKIN & Co., Messrs, E. L., New York.—Their Nation, as issued.

GOSS, Elbridge H., Esq., Melrose.—The Melrose Town Reports for 1880.

Hall, Mr. J. Brainerd, Worcester.— Three books; three pamphlets; and

numbers of the Sunday Herald.

Hamilton, Mr. Charles, Worcester.—Nineteen pamphlets; and two news-

papers.

Hammond, Lewis AV., Esq., Worcester.—Twenty-eight pamphlets.

Hart, Charles H., Esq., Pliiladelphia, Pa.—His Necrological Notices, 1880;

his paper on the Bones of Columbus; and the New Public Buildings on

Penn S<iuarc.

Ha\t<;n, Mrs. S. F,, Worcester.—Ninety-nine numbers of periodicals.

HOADLY, Hon. Charles J., Hartford, Conn.- The Colonial Records of

Connecticut, Vols. XL and XI I., edited by Mr. Hoadly; and his Annals of

th(! Episcopal Church in Hartford to the year 1829.

Hubbard, A. D., Esq., Boston.—Twenty-two Boston Almanacs.

Hubbard Bros, & Co., Messrs., Boston.— Ten books; anil two hundred

and eighty-eight jjamphlets.

Hubbard, Lutheu P., Esq., Secretary, New Y'ork. — The New England

Society of New York Reports for 1805, 1879 and 1880.

JENKS, Rev. Henry F., Boston,—His Boston Public Latin School, 1635-1880.

Jones, Mr. Thomas, AVorcester.—An iron shaving from one of the i dates of

the Confederate Privateer Alabama.

Kellky, Hon. Frank H., Worcester.— His Second Inaugural Address as

Mayor of Worcester; and the Laws and Ordinances of the City of Worces-

ter, 1880.
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King, Col. Horatio C, Secretai-y, New York.—Proceodings at the Eleventh

Reuuiou of the Society of the Army of the Potomac.

King, Mr. Moses, Cambridge.—His " Back Bay District and the Vendome."

KiKKBiUDE. Thomas S., M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.— His Report of 1879, as

Superintendent of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane.

Lincoln, Edward W., Esq., Worcester. — His Report as Secretary of tlie

Worcester County Horticultural Society, 1880.

Lincoln, Gen. William S., Worcester.— Two broadsides; and a copy of

the Truth, newspaper.

Logan, Mr. Thomas, Worcester.—Seven books ; one pamphlet ; and one map.

LoOMis, Elias, LL.D., New Haven, Conn, —His Descendants of Joseph
Loomis, second edition, 1875; and his Genealogy of the Loomis Family, by
the Female Branches, two volumes, 1880.

Marble, Albert P., Esq., Worcester. — Five numbers of "Topics of the

Day " ; and his Report for 1880, as Superintendent of Worcester Public

Schools.

Mason, Prof. Otis T., Washington, D. C — Five numbers of his Anthro-
pological Notes.

Metcalf, Caleb B., Esq., Worcester.—Five books; one hundred pamphlets;
and two files of newspapers.

Miles, Mr. Charles A., New York.- Jonathan Bagley's Orderly Book of

the Abercrombie Expedition of 1758.

Minns, Thomas, Esq., Boston.—A framed photograph of the First Church,
Boston, 1880.

North, Prof. Edward, Clinton, N. Y. — Hamilton College Catalogue for

1880-81.

Park, Dr. John G,, Worcester.— His reports of 1879 and 1880, as Superin-

tendent of the State Lunatic Hospital at Worcester.

Peet, Rev. Stephen D., Clinton, Wis.— The American Antiquarian, Vol.
II., No. 2.

Perry, Right Rev. Wm. Stevens, D.D., Davenport, Iowa.—His " Summer
Daj'S Abroad"; his Episcopal Address, 1880; and his " Proceedings of the
General Convention of October, 1877."

Phillips, Mr. Albert M., Worcester. — Record of the Dedication of the
Soldiers and Sailors' Monument, Hanover, Mass.

Phillips, Henry, Jr., Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.—His notes of a Denarius of
Augustus Caesar; his Obituary Notice of Peter McCall; his paper on the
Burial Place of a Mexican King; Trumbull's McFingal, Boston edition, 182C;
and one pamphlet.

Pierce, Mr. Charles F., Worcester.—One pamphlet.

Pierce, Mr. Edward A., Worcester.—Six wall maps, 1S15-1S40.

Rice, Hon. Henry C, Worcester. —Fourteen books; and seventy-four
pamphlets.

Rice, Hon. William VV., Worcester. — The President's Message and Docu-
ments, 1879-80.

Richardson, Col. Geo. W., St. John, N. B.—Eight Public Documents ; and
various newspapers of New Brunswick.
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Rider, Sidney S., Esq., Providence, R. I.— His Rhode Island Historical

Tracts, Nos. 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 ; and Miller's note on the "Wampanoag Tribe

of Indians.

Roe, Alfred S., Esq., Worcester.—A parcel of amateur newspapers.

Salisbury, Mrs. Evelyn McCurdy. New Haven, Conn. — The Diaries of

Benjamin Lynde and Benjamin Lynde, Jr., with an Appendix. Boston,

privately printed.

Scribner's Sons, Mr. Chas., New York.—Bryant's Popular History of the

United States, Vol, IV.

SiGOURNEY, Mr. A. P., Secretary, "VVatertown, N. Y. — Transactions of the

Jefferson County Agricultural Society for 18S0.

Smith, Henry M., Esq., Worcester. — His Compilation of Railway Fence

Laws.

Smith, Mr. John G., Worcester.—Twenty-six numbers of the Casket.

Spalding, Mr. E. H., Nashua, N. H.—The New Hampshire Register for 1875.

Staples, Samuel E., Esq., Worcester.—Two pamphlets.

TiLLEY, R. H., Esq.. Newport, R. I. —Four Genealogies ;; Turner's Settlers

of Aquidneck; and the Newport Historical Magazine, Vol. I., No. 3.

Turner, John H., Esq., Ayer.—His Public Spirit, as issued.

Waters, Mr. Edw. Stanley, Salem. — Two books; one pamphlet; and

three numbers of the Cherokee Pha-nix.

Wheeler, Mr. Henry M., Worcester.—The History of Liberty,

Whkildox, William W,, Esq., Concord,— His Curiosities of History,

second edition.

from societies and institutions.

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.— Their Proceedings,

Parts II. and III,, of 1880,

American Baptist Missionary Union.—Their Magazine, as issued.

American Geographical Society.— Their Bulletins, No. 5, of 1879, and

No. 2, of 18S0.

American Numismatic and Arch^ological Society.—Their Proceedings

at the twenty-second annual meeting; and Commander Gorringe's " Bronze

Crabs qf the Obelisk."

American Philosophical Society,— Their Transactions, Vol. XV., new
series. Part III. ; and Proceedings, No. 107.

American Statistical Association. — Their Constitution and By-Laws,

with list of otticers, fellows and members, January, 1881,

Amherst College.—The Catalogue for 1880-81,

Andover Theological Seminary,—The Catalogue for 1880-81,

Boston ATiiENyEUM.—The Catalogue of the Li))rary, Vol. 4.

Boston, City of.—The City Documents lor 1880, in three volumes; Suffolk

Deeds, Liber 1; Record Connnissioncrs' Report, No. 6; and an account of

the Celebration of the Two Ilnndnd and Fiftieth Amuversary of the

Settlement of P.nsion.
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Boston Numismatic Society.—Their Journal, as issued.

Boston Public Library.—Catalogue of the Charlcstowu Branch; aud the

Bulletin, as issued.

Bowiwix College.—The Seveiity-ninth Annual and the General Catalogue

of 1873.

British Topographical Society.—Their Rules, List of Members, etc.

Brookline PUI5LIC LIBRARY.—The Twenty-fourth Annual Report.

Bunker Hill Monument Association.—Their Proceedings, June 17, 1880.

Chelsea, City of.—The Annual Report for 1S80 ; and Roll of Honor in the

War of 18(3l-(!5.

Chicago Historical Society.—A Brief History of the Society; and Rev.

Dr. Patterson's Early History of Southern Illinois.

Citizens' National Bank.—Forty directories and Public Documents.

COBDEN Club.—The " Financial Reform Almanack " for 1881.

Colby University.—The Triennial Catalogue of 1878.

College of New Jersey.—The Triennial Catalogue of 1875.

Columbia College.—Its Record, 1754-1876.

Commission Imperiale Archeologique, St. Petersburg.—Their Report for

the year 1877.

Dartmouth College.—The General Catalogue of 1880.

Dedham Historical Society.— Ancient Deeds from the Indians to the

Town of Dedham.

Essex Institute.—The Historical Collections, Vol. XVIT., Parts 1 aud 2;

Bulletin, Vol. XII., Nos. 1-9; and Ave reprints of Institute papers.

Fifty-Seventh Massachusetts Regimental Association.— Map show-

ing position of the 1st Division, 9th Army Corps, in front of Petersburg,

Va., April 1, 1865.

First Church of Dorchester.— Proceedings at its 2.')0th Anniversary,

1630-1880.

Groton, The Town of.—The Annual Town Reports of 1881.

Harvard College.— The Annual Reports, 1879-80; and Library Bulletins,

Nos. 16 and 17.

Historical Society of Wisconsin.—The Twenty-seventh Annual Report.

HiSTORiCHER Verein FUR Oberpfalz und Regensburg.—Their Transac-

tions for 1879.

Historical Society of Pennsylvania.-Their Magazine, as issued; and

K(;port of the Council, May 3, 1S80.

Lenox Library. — Contributions to its Catalogue, No. V., Works of

Shakespeare, etc.

Lii$RAHY Company of Philadelphia.—Their Bulletin for January, 1881.

Massachusetts, Commonwealth of. — The Public Documents of 1879, in

four volumes.

Massachuseits Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.—Their
Proceedings, October 1, to March 9, 1881.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society. — The Transactions for 1879,

Part IL ; and Schedule of Prizes for 1881.
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Massachusetts Historical Society.— The Treasurer's Report to March
31, 1881.

Massachusetts State Library.— The Catalogue of 1880; and Report of

Librarian, 1879-80.

Mixxesota Historical Society.—The Biennial Report of 1881.

MusEO Nacional de Mexico.—Anales, Tomo II., Entrega 2'>-3a.

New Bedford Free Public Library.—Tlie Twenty-ninth Annual Report.

Kew England Historic-Genealogical Society.—Their Memorial Biog-

raphies, Vol.1.; Proceedings, October 25th, 1880; Shifter's Report on the

Knox Manuscripts ; and the Register, as issued.

Kew Jersey Historical Society.—Their Proceedings, Vol. VI., No. 2;

and New Jersey Archives, first series. Vol. I.

New York Genealogical and Biographical Society.— Their Record,

as issued.

Old Residents' Historical Association, Lowell, Mass. — Their Contri-

butions, Vol. II., No. 1.

Oneida Historical Society.—Their Transactions, 1881.

Numismatic and Antiquariant Society of Philadelphia.— Their Pro-

ceedings for the year 1880.

Providence Athex.eum.—The Forty-tifth Annual Report.

Rhode Island Historical Society. — Their Proceedings for 1879-80 and
1880-81.

Saint Louis Academy of Science.—Their Contributions to the Archaeology

of Missouri, Part 1, Pottery.

S.UNT Louis Mercantile Library Association.—The Thirty-fifth Annual
Report.

Smithsonian Institution.— Rhee's Life and Writings of James Smithson;

Taylor's Scientific Work of Joseph Henry; Henry on Sound; Powell's

Introduction to the Study of the Indian Languages, second edition; and

Brausford's Archaeological Researches in Nicaragua.

SociETE DES £tudes Historiques.—Their Journal, as issued.

Travelers' Insurance Company.—Their Record, as issued.

United States Department of the Interior.—Forty-seven books; and

six pamphlets.

United States Navy Department.—Two books ; and six pamphlets.

United States Treasury Department. — The Annual Report of the

Marine Hospital Service for the year 1880.

Vermont Historical Society.—Their Proceedings, October 19, 1880.

Weymouth Historical Society.—Number one of their Publications.

Worcester County Commandery of Knights Temi'LUj. — Their By-
Laws and List of Members, 1878.

Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science.—Seventy-
six copies of the Tenth Annual Catalogue.

Worcester County Mechanics Association.—Twenty-one files of news-
papers.
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Worcester Pubeic Librar,y.—Fifty-seven files of newspapers; one liundred

and forty-one pamphlets ; and the Lists of Accessions, as issued.

Worcester Society of Antiquity,—Their Publications, Nos. X., XI. and
XII.

Wyoming Historica-l and Geological Society.— Number two of their

Publications,

Yale College.—The Annual Catalogue for 1880-81,

Young Men's Christian Association oe the City of New York,—
The Twenty-eighth Annual Report,

Young Men's Christian Association of Worcester,—Thirty-five num-
bers of the Scientific American.

26
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5^cport of t!)c Eifasurer.

The Treasurer of the American Antiquarian Society respect-

fully submits his semi-annual report for the six months end-

ing April 18th, 1881.

The various funds in charge of the Treasurer are as fol-

lows :

—

1. The Librarian's and General Fund, estal)lished in

May, 1831, by a legacy from Isaiah Thomas, the founder

of the Society, and originally called " The Twelve Thousand

Dollar Fund" (the amount of the legacy), the income of

Avhich was to be approi)riated to pay the salary of the

Librarian, for the purchase of books, and for incidental

expenses. The present name has been applied to this

fund since April, 1858. The amount of the fund is now

$31,541.20.

2 . The Collection and Research Fund, originally amount-

ing to 15,000, was also received from the estate of Dr.

Thomas, and was first called "The Fund of Antiquities and

Kesearches," later "The Five Thousand Dollar Fund," and

since April, 1858, by its present designation. The income

of this fund was to be used for the purpose of exploring the

ancient monuments of this continent, and to aid in increas-

ing the library and cabinet. This fund now amounts to

$17,330.32.

3. The Bookbinding Fund, created in December, 1855,

by the gift from Hon. Stei)hen Salisl)ury of $5,000, the income

to l)e used for the })inding of the ncwsi)apers, ])eri()dicals and

pamphlets. The present amount of the fund is $G,178.24.
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4. The Publication Fund, originally $6,000, was estab-

lished in January, 1858, by the voluntary sul)Scriptions of

members and others, more than half the amount having been

contriliuted by President Sahsl)ury. Other gifts to the

fund have since been made by the members, and it now
amounts to $9,120.25.

5. The Salisbury Building/ Fund, founded in October,

1867, by the gift of $8,000 from Hon. Stephen Salisbury, was

increased by the accumulation of interest to $13,897.22 in

1877, at which time the plans for the extension of the build-

ing had been completed and a contract made for its erection.

After paying all charges incurred Ijy the enlargement of

the building, the expense of the introduction of steam for

heating, and for general repairs in the hall, there remains to

the credit of the fund $462.18.

6. The Isaac Davis Book Fund, established in January,

1868, by a gift of $500 from the Hon. Isaac Davis, of Wor-
cester, since increased by the founder to $1,500, the present

amount. The income of this fund, by the provision of the

gift, " is to be applied to the purchase of books, maps, charts,

and works of art, relating to that portion of North America

lying South of the United States."

7. The Lincoln Legacy Fund, created in October, 1868,

by a legacy of $1,000 from Hon. Levi Lincoln, the income of

which is "to be expended as a premium for the writing of

papers on archaeological subjects." The fund now amounts

to $1,722.82.

8. The Benj. F. Thomas Local History Fund, establish-

ed in Fel)ruary, 1879, by the receipt from the executors of

the will of the late Hon. Benjamin F. Thomas, of $1,000.

The income of this fund is appropriated to the purchase of

local histories.

9. The Tenney Fund, created March 29, 1881, from a

bequest of $5,000, received from the executors of the will of

the late Joseph A. Tcniney, of Worcester. This has not yet

been invested, but has been referred to a committee of the
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council, who will endeavor to invest it safely at an early

day.

The following statement gives in detail the receipts and

expenditures for the six months ending April 18, 1881, and

the present condition of the several Funds :

—

The Librarian''s and General Fund.

1880, Oct. 18. Balance of Fund, $531,311.03

1881, April. Received interest to date, 877.00

" '' " For Life Assessments, 100.00

" " '' " Annual Assessments, 45.00

" " " " Tax on Bank Stock refunded, 282.22

f.32,615.25

Paid for salaries and incidental expenses 1,074.05

Present amount of the Fund, $31,541.20

Invested as folloios:

Bank Stock, $9,400.00

Railroad Stock, 1,.S00.00

Railroad Bonds, 12,700.00

Mortgage Notes, 6.000.00

Cash, 1,641.20

$31,541.20

The Collection and Research Fund,

1880, Oct. 18. Balance of Fund, $16,928.17

1881, April. Received interest, etc., to date, 681.65

$17,609.82

Paid for part of Librarian's salary, $250.00

" " Incidental expenses, 29.50 $279.50

$17,330.32

Invested as follows:

Bank Stock, $6,500.00

Railroad Stock 5,300.00

Railroad Bonds, 4,200.00

Worcester Gas Stock, 500.00

Cash, 830.32

$17,330.32

The Bookbinding Fund.

1880. Oct. 18. Balance of Fund, $6,212.36

lasi, April 18. Interest, etc., to date, 265.88

$6,478.24

Paid part of Assistant-I>il)rarian"s salary-, 300.00

Present amount of the Fund $0,178.24
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Invested as follows:

Bank Stock, $2,600.00

Eailroad Stock, 1,000.00

Bailroail Bonds, 2,500.00

Cash, 78.24

16,178.24

The Publishing Fund.

1880. Oct. IS. Balance of Fund, f9,115.53
1881. April 18. Interest to date, 305.29

$9,420.82

Paid for printing Semi-annual Report, 300.57

Present amount of the Fund, $9,120.25

Invested as follows:
Bank Stock, $1,500.00

Eailroad Bonds, 5,000.00

City Bond, 1,000.00

Mortgage Note, 550.00

Cash, 1,070.25

$9,120.25

The Salisbury Building Fund.

1880. Oct. 18. Balance of Fund, $4.34.71

1881. AprillS. Interest to date, 24.00

$4.58.71

Paid for repairs on the building, l(i..53

Present amount of the Fund, $442.18

. Invested as follows:
Eailroad Stock, $430.00

Cash, 12.18

$442.18

The Isaac Davis Book Fund.

1880. Oct. 18. Balance of Fund, $1,519.88

1881. AprillS. Interest to date, 42.87

$1,562.75

Paid for Books, 7.50

Present amount of the Fund, $1,555.25

Invested as follows:
Eailroad Stock, $800.00

Bank Stock, 500.00

Cash, 255.25

$1,555.25
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The Lincoln Legacy Fund.

1880. Oct. 18, Balance of Fund, fl,G30-51

1881. April 18. Interest to date, 'J2.31

Present amount of the Fund, ^1,722.82

Invested as follows:

Bank Stock, $1,500.00

Cash, 222.82

$1,722.82

The Benj. F. Thomas Local History Fund.

1880. Oct. 18. Balance of Fund, $1,027,98

1881. April 18. Interest to date, 35.00

$1,002.98

Paid for Local histories, $43.88

Present amount of the Fund, $1,019.10

Invested as follows:

Kailroad Bond, $1,000.00

Cash, 19.10

$1,019.10

The Tenney Fund.

1881. April 18. Present amount of the Fund, $5,000.00

Total of the nine Funds, $73,909.36

Cash on hand included in foregoing statement, $9,129.36

Respectfully submitted,

NATHANIEL PAINE, Treasurer.

Worcester, April 18, 18S1.

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS.

The undersigned Auditors of the American Antiquarian Society, hereby cer-

tify that they have examined the report of the Treasurer, made up to April

18tli, 1881, and find X\w same to be correct, and properly vouched, and that the

securities lield by him for the several funds are as stated, and that the balance

of cash on hand is accounted for.

EDWARD L. DAVIS, ) j,,^.VorsCHARLES A. CHASE, }
^w<^"0'^«-

Worcester, April 20, 1881.
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THE CENTENNIAL OF THE MASSACHUSETTS

CONSTITUTION.

By Alexandeu H. Bullock.

The Colony of Massachusetts had hardly secured a firm

foothold here as a permanent settlement, exercising the

functions of government, when the colonists began to make
a demand for a formula of securities or liberties, the equiva-
lent of which is nearly expressed by our term Constitution.

The Englishman, removed to a home in Massachusetts Bay,
passed at once under the elation and expansion of a con-
scious freeman. The records of that time reveal to us, as

clearly as any history can disclose the consciousness of a
generation of men two centuries and a half after their

existence, that the freshly arrived innnigrant felt the tradi-

tional restraints of his European life falHng from him, and
was consciously invested with new dignity and hope, with
new resolve and power. Within four years after the
coming of Winthrop the settlers became impatient that
their liberties should ])e registered in clearly defined form
and ordinance. This impatience manifested itself as early
as 1G34 in palpable proceedings, which aimed at having
their rights reduced to the letter and form which should
limit even the magistrates who had their highest confidence.

Having already obtained the right of popular representation
by deputies, they secured in 1635 the appointment of a
commission, as we should now call it, which should " frame
a body of grounds of laws, in resem1)lance to Magna Charta,
which should l)e received for fundamental laws." This
commission, several times changed as to its members,
finally secured in 1(341 the enactment of the code of a
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hundred laws, called the Body of Liberties, of which a copy

Mas discovered in the old Athenaeum in Boston by Mr.

Francis C. Gray about sixty years ago. This first American

code of public and private securities, the Magna Charta of

that day, may in a certain sense be termed the first Consti-

tution of this Commonwealth ; or rather, reading the articles

in the light of all which has happened since, I should ven-

ture to call them the Massachusetts Institutes. A perusal

of this code cannot fail to vindicate the claim of its author,

Nathaniel Ward, minister of the town of Ipswich, to our

grateful remembrance for having brought to America great

benefits from his study and practice of law in England

;

and I am sure that every thoughtful reader of this Puritan

pandect will cordially concur in the opinion, which forty

years ago Mr. Gray pronounced before the Massachusetts

Historical Society, that it manifests a quality of wisdom,

equity and public adaptation far in advance of the time in

which it was written. To this opinion I will add, that after

allowance for that portion of these institutes which was

derived fi'om the Pentateuch, and which must be accepted

as the reflected sentiment of a Theocracy which is scarcely

appreciable in our own time, there are other parts of this

constitutional breviate which })ear the marks of bold and

statesmanlike originality fit for the affairs of a complete

modern commonwealth. That they may be regarded as

having been the forecasting of the coming state, is attested

by some of them having since been incorporated into our

present Constitution. Although these Fundamentals were

adopted for only a term of three years, yet the more

im})ortant of them passed into the volume of enduring

colonial legislation, and aided largely in the gradual framing

of the beneficent fabric which now overshadows us with the

safety which everybody feels, l)ut which not everybody

traces to its simple and august l)eginning.

During the one hundred and forty-four years which inter-

vened between the founding of the colony and the first
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decisive act of Gage at Salem in 1774, which heralded a

new era, the people of Massachusetts continued under the

government of the charters. But during the whole of this

period there was a constant though varying accumulation
and cohesion of the elements of a sovereign and free state.

Ours was in many respects a free republic from the start,

and our provincial annals al)ound in prophetic signs of
coming independence. The spirit of this independence was
never in profound sleep, from the first and singular fortifying

of the harbor, five years after the advent, to the day of the

first levy of arms in the next century. In many of those

years kings were so deeply engrossed in home pleasures

and home politics, and in many other years the puritans

were so deeply engrossed in their own civil and religious

strifes, that the reader of events is often diverted from
observing the under-current Avhich was steadily bearing

the state towards the only ultimate result. This province

was at no time without statesmen orounded in the learnino-

of the Enghsh Constitution, and in all the progressive stages

of the rising local repuljlic their discernment was fully equal
to every changing situation. In that school of trial they
were practicing themselves for their purpose more rapidly

than they knew, and were practicing a more profound policy

than was known hy their kings. Their purpose as ft-eemen

was frequently held in reserve by a masterly suppression,

and their assurance as prophets was frequently held in check
by a masterly diplomacy. Under Cromwell the Massachu-
setts puritan moved in straight lines towards independence,

under.Charles restored the Massachusetts puritan was politic

as a Machiavel or a Talleyrand ; but under every reign he
was constantly advancing in the grooves of destiny, some-
times a little tortuous and sometimes very direct, always
towards his fr-eedom. Such drift and purpose must some-
time reach its end, and when a king so resolute and
ol)8tinate as George the Third sat on the throne, and a
l)urit:in so resolute and obstinate as Sanmel Adams

27
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directed Massachusetts, the end could no longer ])c post-

poned.

The adoption of the Declaration of Independence in 177()

introduced in the several states new forms of ofovernnicnt

which were without precedent or example in the world.

When colonial dependency was annulled and autonomy took

its place in thirteen republics, a new method of fonnulating

the will of states came into use and became henceforth

distinctively The American System. Written constitu-

tions, framed by the people for their own government, and

made unalterable even by themselves save in most indu-

bitable and solemn manner, accepted as the only source of

power to all administrations and absolute criteria of security

to all subjects, have now been in use here during a century

and have set us apart from the other peoples of the globe.

The adoption of the American plan was a logical necessity.

The dissolution of dependency cast Americans upon their

own capacity for government with no guidance except their

knoAvledge of history and their own shackled experience.

They had gi'own up in the knowledge of the muniments of

the British Constitution, but the elemental principles of that

Constitution for public and private libert}^ lay spread over

five centuries and a half since ]\Iagna Charta, had never had

any existence as a code, and had neither the unity of one

fixed interpretation by continuous generations, nor any

sanction of immutability. Since English constitutional

liberties had been in their ()ri"in concessions from the crown,

given in times of exceptional po})ular awakening, even the

repetition of the demand and concession fi'om reign to reign

had scarcely given the case of repose to the mind of the

subject. According to the authority of Professor Creasy,

in his work on the Eni»'lish Constitution, the terms of JMiio-na

Charta itself have needed to be confirmed by kings and

parliaments u])wards of thirty times. Even in the present

day of established construction, in which the English

constitution has attained a comi)letc solidity of crystalliza-
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tion, if we seek to find its rise and growth Ave have to read

with collating care the histories of Hallam and May
extending over a period of nearly five hnndred years ; and

after all the readino- we come to no such muniments as those

of our own written Constitution, founded in a universally

acknowledged social compact, "the whole people covenant-

ing with each citizen and each citizen covenanting with the

whole people ;" so unshackled in outline, so solid in frame-

work, so solemn in sanction, as to he beyond every fear

short of revolution. The term unconstitutional as it is used

in P^noland bears a sio;nification altoo-ether difl'erent from its

meaning in Massachusetts. "By the term unconstitutional,

[says Hallam], as distinguished from the term illegal, I

mean a novelty of much importance, tending to endanger the

estal)lished laws,"—a definition which scarcely reaches the

incisiveness of a decree of unconstitutionality pronounced

by the highest judicial tribunal of an American state. It is

true that many of the constitutional guaranties which the

people of this state a century ago engrafted upon their form

of government had been inherited by them, and had become

so sacred by tradition and use that no tribunal would ever

after have been likely to deny them ; but for their dou])le

assurance they resolved to re-define them, to reduce them

to a system and a code, to add manj^ things which could

have had no existence under a monarchy, and to throw

about them safeouards of their own creation.

This necessity for a written constitution was reenforced

])y another consideration. The advance in modern thought

on government had at that time reached one imi)ortant

conclusion on this side of the water never before fully

recognized on the other, nor indeed recognized there now
to anything like the extent of the American opinion. I

refer to the strict division of government into coordinate

branches, each exclusive of the others, nowhere else

ex]:)ressed as in the American constitutions. There is no

one feature of our governments which so clearly ensures the
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security of public or private rights as the setting the judicial

power solemnly apart as a governing organ of the constitu-

tion, beyond the reach of the arm of the executive and

legislature ; and this was a stage of advancement which had

not been made in a degree of perfection anj-vNliere before

the American Kevolution. The men of ]Massachusetts saw

the necessity of making this eminent consecration of the

judiciary certain and enduring 1)}' a fundamental liberty

recorded in written and unmistakable words. They had

seen in the parent country the ultimate decision on judicial

appeal lodged in one of the houses of the legislature, and

they saw no way of closing the door upon this exposure to

abuse, but by a written constitution which should shut off

and protect a pure and fearless judiciaiy against encroach-

ment from any quarter. Englishmen themselves have

learned to regard the American plan, under which each

coordinate power is protected from every other poAver by

reo-istered constitutional language, as the consen^ator of

every right and interest, of every class and condition ;
and

during their excitement over the Eeform Bill fifty years

ago, when the upper house barely escaped being swamped

by the crown, their conservative statesmen did not hesitate

to acknowledge the superior safety of the written constitu-

tions of our states.

The statesmen of Virginia have justly ])oasted that theirs

was the first written constitution, formed by a free and

sovereign state, which the world has possessed. The state

convention from wliich this instrument emanated assembled

early in May, 17 713, several weeks before the subject of

recommending new governments in the states was acted on

by the Continental Congress at Philadelphia, and that

ancient state may rightfully wear in its coronet this high

historical distinction. No other state has the power, no

other state has the desire, to dispute this impressive priority

in the noblest group of governments of modern time. But

the truth of this history is only fully completi'd in the state-
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ment, that nearly two years before that time Massachusetts

had initiated proceedings which had the same purpose in

view, and had ah'eady set up self-government over its

domain. On the seventeenth of June, 1774, the date of

practical independence in JMassachusetts, the last day of

any other government and the first clay of its OAvn govern-

ment on its own soil, the house of Assembly, in session at

Salem, with its door locked against the governor, while the

decree of its dissolution was read on the stairs outside,

provided for a provincial house of representatives to take

the place of the General Court which was never again to be

convened. Massachusetts was launched, somewhat uncere-

moniously to be sure, hut none the less certainly, the first

autonomous repulilic in America ; and Samuel Adams was
the master and guide of the event. Before any counsel

could come from Philadelphia, l)ecause it was before there

Avas any Congress at Pliiladel})hia to give counsel, he com-

mnnded the situation at Salem on that historical day, and

he first in America turned the key on monarchy. The
history of self government in this Commonwealth thus starts

with the fact that its people for the space of a whole year

were without any direction l)eyond that of this provincial

assembly and of the committee of safety, and that all the

while, without any regular executive, and in the presence

of hostile arms, they maintjiined civil order and brought no

scandal on lil)erty or justice. This provincial assemlily,

stimulated to take another step forward by the afiair at

Lexington and Concord of April 19th, proceeded on May
16th, 1775, under the counsel of Gen. Warren, to ask the

advice of the Congress at Philadelphia upon the best method
of exercising the powers of civil government ; on June 9th

the Congi'ess advised that the colony, accepting the singular

hypothesis that the office of Governor was to be treated as

vacant, should clothe a newly-chosen Council with the

executive power " until a Governor of His jVIajesty's

appointment would consent to 2;overn accordino; to its
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charter;" and only ten (^ays afterAvarcls, on June 19th, a

call was made for the election of a provincial asseml)ly

;

which only thirty days later, on July 19th, convened in

Watertown. In their anxiety for the maintenance of the

civil functions of society the i)eople moved with a rapidity

and quietness which illustrated their earnestness of purpose

and their solemn sense of responsibility. This body at

once elected a new set of councillors to act in the double

capacity of legislative and executive administration, with

James Bowdoin as their President ; thus planting a pro-

visional government upon a fiction of law which was the

ultimate as yet reached by the wisdom at Philadelphia, and

upon an anomalous confusion of the organs of government

which was destined to continue four years longer. Although

civil process and appointments were issued in the name of

the king, the commission of John Adams as Chief Justice

being conferred in that style, the public endured this

anomaly with patience until May of 1776. On the first day

of that month, now as before acting in advance of the

Congress at Philadelphia, the processes and commissions of

Massacluisetts were ordered by its leaders to run in the

name of its " government and people," in lieu of that of the

king. This was two weeks before John Adams succeeded

on the 15th of May in carrying through the Continental

Congress his celel)rated resolution for the suppression of

every kind of authority of the crown and advising the

several colonies to establish their own governments ; which

resolution itself was adopted tAvo weeks before the question

of declaring Independence came to its sublime decision, and

which he proudly named the cutting of the Gordian knot.

Now for the first time our own legislative assembly took the

preliminary steps for forming a State Constitution. Enter-

ing upon the sul)Jcct in June, 1776, the assem])ly decided

on the 17th day of Sei)tember to advise the people to

choose their de])uties to the next General Court with full

l)ower to frame a Constitution ; and this advice was re])eated
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May 5tli, in 1777. Althouo-h in the interim after the dis-

sohition of this assembly the people in several pu1)lic

conventions, notal)ly in the County of Worcester, and' in

many of their town meetings, had insisted upon the calling

of a special convention solely for so grave a work as the

framing of a new government, yet a majority of the repre-

sentatives came together fully authorized to enter upon this

great business ; a joint committee of the Council and

assembly agreed upon a constitution, which was approved

by the two bodies Fel)ruary 28th, 1778, and was sent out

in March for popular ratilication. It is one of the omis-

sions in our annals that the proceedings of this committee

were never given to the pul>lic inspection.

But this constitution, which required the assent of two-

thirds of those voting on it to secure its acceptance, received

only two thousand of the twelve thousand votes which were

returned
;
partly perhaps because of its imperfect delineation

and division of government powers ; in part no doubt

because it was not accompanied by a Declaration of Eiglits,

on which at that time the popular heart was strongly set

;

and chiefly because of the general conviction that our

organic frame-work of government could properly come
only from a convention chosen solely and sacredly for that

one piece of work. This first form of a constitution, con-

trasted with the orderly and stately instrument afterwards

framed and adopted, exhibits most glaring defects, wliilst

some of its incongruities reviewed in the lio'ht of the subse-

quent experience of a century would now fail to command
respect. The Governor and Lieutenant-Governor were to

have " a seat and a voice in the Senate ;" the Governor was

to be president of the Senate ; and in the distribution of the

functional powers of government '
' the Governor and

Senate " are spoken of in a manner corresponding to our

present municipal phraseology of "the mayor and alder-

men," in strange mingling of the executive and legislative

departments. The instrument contained no provision for
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an executive council, and the high power of executive

pardon was lodged with the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor

and Speaker of the house of representatives, or " either two

of them." Senators for each district were to be chosen by

a vote of the whole people of the state. All persons not of

the protestant religion were made ineligil)le to either the

executive, legislative or judicial orders of the government.

The dignity and independence of the executive were very

inadequately provided. It is unnecessary to pursue the

subject with further detail. The vote of the people showed

that they deemed the structure of tliis constitution an utter

failure, and only one-sixth part of the l)allots were given in

favor of its acceptance. A remarkable demonstration in the

canvass of its merits was made by a convention of many
towns of the County of Essex held at Ipswich in April,

1778, which appointed a committee to report upon the true

princii)les of government required for the public safety.

At an adjourned meeting of the convention in the following

month this committee reported an exhaustive treatise on the

whole sul)ject, which became known as " the Essex Result."

This argument, understood to be the production of Theo-

philus Parsons, afterwards the eminent Chief Justice of the

Supreme Judicial Court, was marked hj the intense grasp

and comprehensive generalization, by the power of state-

ment and of clearly-drawn distinctions, which in later years

distinguished his pul)lished opinions, and it must have con-

tributed essentially to the defeat of the proposed constitu-

tion. And the people of the state were still without an

established government.

Mr. Charles Francis xYdams has advanced the o[)inion

"that interests had already grown up, in the period of

interregnum, adverse to the establishment of any more

permanent government ;" and he finds color for this sugges-

tion in the fact that when the legislature in the next year,

1771), took steps for another trial for a new government, it

pill to the people the composite question, first, whether it
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was their will to have a new form of government, and

second, whether they would authorize their representatives

to call a convention for the sole purpose of ffaming one.

Nor is this suggestion by any means without extraneous

support. Massachusetts was moving on its daily life under

the momentum of traditional observance of law and order

which had grown up under the charters, which had now
been modified in practice to a degi'ee that answered the

needs of all functional routine through four years of experi-

ence ; and the conservative force of popular inertia, even

amid public crises, is attested by the fact that a very large

proportion of the citizens made no return of any action

whatever upon the preliminary questions in both attempts

for a constitution. Rhode Island lived on under its charter

sixty years after the resolution of the Continental Congress

had suppressed it, and it remained a mooted question in

Connecticut until the year 1818 whether its people had any

constitution or not. But the return of the votes upon the

question referred to them showed that a majority of our

people favored the call of a convention, and on the 17th day

of June, 1779, precepts were sent out for the election of

delegates, who should assemble in the following Septeml)er.

Accidentally the conjuncture of dates links the beginning

and the end of this high enterprise with a day forever set

apart in the Western world by the opening battle of the

lievolution. On the 17th day of June, 1774, the repre-

sentatives of the state took at Salem the first step for self-

government ; on the same day in the next year every retreat

was cut off by bloodshed at Charlestown ; and on the same

day five years later their successors ordered the completion

of the work. As the constitution now to be created did

not go into effect until October, 1780, it appears that from

the eventful day at Salem more than six years were to elapse

l)efore the commonwealth should come into possession of a

genuine government. It is a tril)utc which history will

ever pay to the heroic energies of that generation of men,

28
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to their capacity for government, to their innate reverence

for law and authority, to their strong and enduring sense of

nationality, to their love of liberty moderated by their love

of justice, that they carried on a free repu1)lic through all

that period by their unaided self-denial and self-control

;

that, rather than act hastily in a matter so grave to them-

selves and their posterity, they endured for six years the

uncertainties and inconsistencies of an illusive and baseless

fabric of government ; that they deemed the l)enetits of a

perfect constitution within their own borders might come

only too soon, if attained l)y abating one jot or tittle of

devotion and sacrifice to the common cause of all the states.

The convention which framed the constitution under

which we now hve assembled in the meeting-house in

Cambridge September 1st, 1779, and after seven days took

a recess till Octol^er 2yth, having first committed the task

of preparation to a committee of thirty ; it re-asseml)led

on the 28th of October, and on the 11th of November took

a further recess till January 5th, 1780 ; on that da}' it met

in the old state house in Boston, but by reason of the bad

travelling over the state continued without an efiicient

quorum till the 27th ; on which day the labor was resumed

and went on without further interruption until it was

completed on the 2d day of March, Of this body, which

comprised, as I make out from the journal, three hundred

and twelve delegates, James Bowdoin was elected President.

Of the exalted character of this assembly no one can hesitate

to concur in the opinion expressed by Mr. Rol)ert C.

Winthrop in his admirable address on the services of Gov.

Bowdoin, that it contained " as great a number of men of

learning, talents and patriotism as had ever been convened

here at any earlier period ;" and I venture to add, that it has

not since been equalled l)y any public l)ody in the state,

unless possil)ly l)y the next convention Avhich met in 1820.

John Adams, Samuel Adams, Hancock, Lowell, Parsons,

Cabot, Gorham, Sullivan, Lincoln, Paine, Cushmsf, Stronij,
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are but a few of the eminent names which appear on its

roll. The journal of its proceedings is exceedingly

unmethodical and unsatisfactory, and by reason of the lack

of reporters at that time we have scarcely any knowledge

of the debates. The committee of thirty, to whom was

referred the work of preparing a plan and form of govern-

ment, intrusted this task to a sub-committee consisting of

Bowdoin and the two Adamses ; who in turn connnitted the

responsi])lc labor to John Adams alone. His draught of

the frame-work was suljstantially as a whole adopted by the

sub-committee, and afterwards by the general committee

slightly altered was propounded to the convention. The

draught of Mr. Adams, compared with the form in which the

constitution was finally adopted, appears to have received

several amendments by the convention, l)ut the result of

their labors was cliiefly as he had blocked it out, and by

every rightful title he must be declared the flither of our

constitution. Judge Lowell said in his eulogy on Bowdoin,

that " it was owing to the hints which he occasionally gave,

and the part which he took with the connnittee, that some

of the most admired sections in the constitution appeared ;"

l)ut in comparing John Adams's draught with the ultimate

result one cannot easily discover any sutficient supply from

other sources to derogate from his title of chief authorship.

And we owe it to the truth of history to say, that whilst

the galaxy of names already mentioned warrants the l^elief

that the absence of any one of these delegates could not

have endangered the prospect of a model constitutional

government in Massachusetts, the chieftainship in that

creative work must always be assigned to John Adams.

And if he had left no other claim to the gratitude of the

commonAvealth, this alone would complete his title. As
constitutionalist and pulilieist all other men of his day came

at long interval Jjehind him. Madison and Hamilton were

a development of the ten years M'hicli followed the full

manifestation of his powers. Beyond all his associates in
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mastery of the whole subject of government, grasping and

api)lying the lessons of historical studies with a prehensile

power at that time unprecedented on this continent, and

adding to them the original conceptions of a mind of the

highest order, he proved of all his contemporaries fittest for

constitutional architecture. Having discerned five years

before, in advance of everylwdy, the solution of inde-

pendence in directing the colonies to establish local govern-

ments, he became doctrinaire to the delegates at Phila-

delphia. In the confusion and chaos of thought relating to

these subjects which brooded over their minds his counsel

was sought by delegates from North Carolina, fi'om Virginia,

from New Jerse}^, to each of whose delegations he furnished

formulas of state government ; and Avhen he came to the

front in the preparation of a constitution for his own state,

his mind was already stored for the emergency. His share

in framing our own government, and his subsequent writings

in defence of the general system adopted by the American

states, in refutation of the theories of M. Turgot, this

defence being pulilished just in time to bear upon the ques-

tion of the adoption of the Constitution of the United States,

furnish sufficient excuse, if indeed excuse were needed, for

his boastful declaration, found in the Warren corres-

pondence recently published by the Historical Society : "I

made a constitution for ]\Iassachusetts, wliich finally made

the constitution of the United States."

Under his direction the convention made a Declaration of

Eights to precede the frame-Avork, almost wholly the work

of his liand with the exception of the third article, which he

did not attempt to perfect. These are the axioms which

are to give direction in future interpretations. Of the

eleven oriiHnal states Avhich made, new constitutions,—for

Rhode Island and Connecticut continued under their

charters, the former until 1842, and the latter until 1818,

—

six adoi)tcd these Bills of Rights, and five left them out.

That these declarations of general rights and liberties, most
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carefully and solemnly stated, and called Bill« of Riiihts, are

not to be reirarded as exclusively susfo'estive of that period

of transition from the old dispensation to the new, is shown

l)y the fact that of the twenty-five new states admitted since

the Revolution twenty-three have adopted these formularies ;

and of the whole present numlier of thirty-eight states there

are still but five Avhieh have not accompanied their constitu-

tions with something like a Bill of Rights. Upon this

sul)ject the peo])le of jSIassachusetts were peculiarly sensi-

tive, and the want of a Bill of Rights is believed to have

had a leading influence in causing the rejection of the tirst

proposed constitution. Our ancestors deemed it of lirst

impoitance to make, with every solemnity, declaration of

certain fixed principles of reason adapted to the sphere of

government, certain abstract theories of natural or civil

rights of man under the social compact, as safeguards neces-

sary to immutal)le liberty. Other sections of the written

instrument, other provisions of law, are the outworks ; these

are the citadel. Secret approaches by violence, or corrup-

tion, or other degeneracy, may span the moat and scale the

outer walls of government, but the life of constitutional

Liberty is here and will " not 1)ut by annihilating die."

The conclusion of disputed principles, derived out of the

usurpations and resistances of past centuries, is here regis-

tered in a single paragraph. It is hwt a small body of

Avords, mere "glittering generalities," but every word

"•litters as a flaminir sword of warnino- and of ward to the

srenerations. Good words are ffreat thinos with a free

people. Seven words, according to Parsons and Shaw and

Gray, abolished slavery in Massachusetts. " These three

words, [said Chatham to the lords] , nullns liher ho77io, are

worth all the classics." The journal of the convention of

1780, barren as it is of anything dramatic, shows that the

masters of the period resolved to follow after the Commons
of lfi88, who gave the word of halt to the Lords in settling

the crown upon a new dynasty until a bill of fundamental
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liberties had first been assented to. And the earliest

motion of business in our own convention related to the

Declaration.

In all these formulas of rights adopted by the several

states there is a general resemblance of substance and

phraseology, but it by no means follows that the first in

time was literally progenitor of the common affinity of

thought which pervaded them all. Undoubtedly the Bill of

Eights of Virginia, which was the first promulgated, Avas in

several particulars largely copied into the others, and by its

priority in time, as well as by its excellence for a model, it

has laid three o-enerations under tril)ute of admiration. It

w^as almost solely the production of George ]Mason, one of

the sainted heroes in the history of American constitutional

government. Four times since that day Virginia has

adopted new constitutions, but, excepting the addition of

two or three articles made necessaiy in 1870 as results of

the civil war, the original W'Ork of jNlason has stood and

now stands, after the lapse of one hundred and five years,

as it came from his hands. The Massachusetts Declaration

is more extended and enunciates more in detail the investi-

ture of the liberties of the citizen subject ; and though I

must unavoidably be suspected of bias I am free to express

the opinion that, as a whole, it is superior to every other

similar form in existence, for its comprehensive projecting

of the eclectic lessons of history over the future of a new

commonwealth, for its repeated inculcation of the duties

of religion and education as the primary agencies of civihzcd

states, and for its own simple and solid literature. With

the exception of the third article it is the work of Mr.

Adams, though in the convention it took on considerable

changes in the grouping and the phraseology. It would be

difficult to find among the English landmarks of right, in

Magna ('harta, iii the Petition of Right, in the Habeas

Corpus, in the Bill of Rights of in>^8, nny public or private

security which, though here modified to fit the modern
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situation, is not as well stated in this all-comprising Declara-

tion. In the annals of English legislation we often come

upon the historian's phrase—"encroachment upon consti-

tutional principles "—whilst, to learn what the principle is

that was encroached upon, one must l)e well read in live

centuries of kings and parliaments, and accept perhaps at

last an interpretation from varying schools ; but in the

simple and elemental aphorisms of the Massachusetts Bill of

Eights there is for many of the questions of constitutional

encroachment the assurance of speedy and indisputable

solution. In the eleventh and twelfth articles, protecting

personal li])erty and property, which Mr. Hallam sums up

as covering the two main rights of civil society, we have

repeated the thirty-ninth and fortieth articles of the funda-

mentals of Magna Charta with more circumstantial detini-

tion, ])ut not without some loss of the Gothic strength and

orandeur of those ever-memorable sections. The thirtieth

and concluding article, defining the separation and protec-

tion of each one of the three departments of government

from the other two, which was reduced to its present form

by changing Mr. Adams's grouping, has not its superior in

the terminology of modern constitutions ; and its success in

expressing the leading thought he aimed to impress ui)on

our constitution, is one of the choice felicities of the whole

body of the Declaration. Mr. Rufus Choate speaking

of this clause once said : "I never read without a thrill

of su])lime emotion the concluding words of the Bill of

Eights,— ' to the end this may be a government of laws,

and not of men.' " With the change of only a single

article the entire thirty sections have stood the test of a

hundred years, and they still challenge the same tender

observance and care from the present generation, which

Lord Coke claimed for the best chapter of Magna Charta :

" As the o-old refiner will not out of the dust, shreds, or

shreds of gold, let pass the least cruml), in respect of the

excellency of the metal, so ought not the reader to pass any
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syllable of this law, in respect of the excellency of the

matter."

There are some half-dozen of these articles, promulgating

the supreme and fundamental principles which form the

ground-work of free government, Avhich are sul)stantially

copies from the Declarations of Virginia and Pennsylvania.

But since Pennsylvania copied after Virginia, to the hist

mentioned must be accorded the historical honors. John

Adams was perfectly familiar with every circumstance and

detail of the history of the proceedings in Ijoth of those

states. He himself said that the Bill of Rights of Pennsyl-

vania was taken almost verbatim from that of Virginia,

which was made and published several weeks before ; and

in conversation with M. Marbois in June, 1779, just before

he came home to find himself elected a delegate to our

convention, he gave the names of the four men who framed

the Pennsylvania Declaration. Mucli has been said and

written in our local historical circles about the authorship

of the Massachusetts famous first article, "All men are

born free and equal," &c., l)ut it would seem the product of

all these inquiries and speculations must lie at last in the

simple conclusion, that this section has come to us in the

sole personal draught of Mr. Adams, and that he in turn

had before him the same in the original as it came from

Virginia. This is one of the conclusions established by

Mr. Charles Deane in a recent paper published by the

Historical Society. The record ought to be conclusive.

But it would be quite unphilosophical to suppose that the

|)rimordial conception of the idea of the congenital freedom

and eijuality of men belongs exclusively to any one of these

forefathers. Not to George Mason, nor to Thomas Jelfer-

son, nor to John Adams, do we owe an inheritance of this

thought. It was in the air of that day. It is said there are

climates of opinion ; and I may add there are epidemics of

I)hrase. From time far back there have been ]>('riods of

the public consciousness of the rights of man, and it would
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be difficult to find a time when human nature has not been

conscious of its rights ; and these rights have found expres-

sion in one epoch only to be paraphrased after long interval

in a following epoch. The central thought of the twelfth

article of the Massachusetts Bill of Rights, expressed by

Mr. Adams in 1779, may be seen as well expressed by

Nathaniel Ward in the first article of the Body of Liberties

in 1641, and it was set forthwith a strength superior to

both in the thirty-ninth article of Magna Charta of 1215.

These are not inherited rights ; they come to us from our

Creator. As to concrete form they may be traced to an

origin among the customs of the English people and the

English barons, and as for their phraseology in expression

it is a matter rather of curiosity than of utility whether we

take rest from our inquiries in Locke or Sidney, in Filmer

or Bellarmine.

There is a curious coincidence in the conduct of George

Mason and John Adams of their respective Bills of Rights

relating to the subject of religion, and in the public results

which flowed from that conduct. Mr. Mason reported, in

his sixteenth article, toleration for all forms of religion,

when Episcopacy was, so to speak, the state religion of

Virginia. The youthful James Madison, then making the

first step in a brilliant and beneficent career, contested the

language and obtained an amendment predicated on the

natural right of all men to the free exercise of religion,

excluding the idea of toleration. This action resulted in

the speedy legislation which put an end to the advantage of

any one sect of christians over another, and left the whole

domain of religious thought in Virginia without a trace of

compulsion or restraint. Mr. Adams assented to a compul-

sory su})port of religious worship, reported in the third

article of our Declaration, when Congregationalism was, so

to speak, the state religion of Massachusetts, though he dis-

claimed personal responsibility for the article ; and this

article, subsequently made even more narrow and stringent

29
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by the convention, enforced a religious compulsion upon the

people of ]VIassachusetts which it took half a century after-

wards to repeal.

Following the Declaration of Rights came the plan or

fi'ame of government. On this field Mr. Adams had the

opportunity to apply, in clear and enduring formulary, his

matured conceptions of <i government lit for a free republic,

which he summarized in the provision for three organs of

governing power, a legislature, an executive, and a

judiciary. Five years earlier, in liis conferences with pub-

lic men at Philadelphia, he had met with a quite common
preference for one sole legislative assembly, which should

absorb all functions of government, itself leoislating and

itself also selecting the executive and judicial agencies.

This principle was adopted by Pennsylvania in its constitu-

tion of 1776, wliich remained in force till 1790, after the

constitution of the United States had been ratified ; and a

similar form of government was created by Georgia in 1777

and continued until 1789. Thouoh no other of the thirteen

states accepted this theory, it has been made evident that in

1775 and 1776 it had a strong support in high quarters.

Dr. Franklin favored it, and according to the authority of

Mr. Adams, his colleagues, Gushing, Paine and Sanuiel

Adams, favored it, though no evidence appears that they

adhered to such opinion when called to act in the conven-

tion of 1780. He distinctly states that, when the sul)ject

of recommending the setting up of state governments was

before Gongress in 1775, it seemed to him most natural for

that body to agree upon a form of state government and

send it out to all the states for their adoption ; but, he says,

"I dared not make such a motion l)ecause I knew that

every one of my friends, and all of those who were most

zealous for assuming governments, had at that time no idea

of any other government but a contempti))le legislature in

one assembly, with connnittees for executive magistrates

and judges." This was very properly termed an unbalanced
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government, and such a theory, whether fresh from France

or acchmated here, he opposed with great vigor in his reply

to the disquisitions of M. Turgot. He would set up the

three bulwarks of the English Constitution, king, lords,

and commons, modified in the form of governor, assembly,

and senate, adding an isolated and al)Solutely independent

judiciary, without the British imperfection which then made

the upper house a depositary of judicial appeal. As far l)ack

as January, 1776, five months l)efore the action of Virginia,

six months before the action of Pennsylvania, and before

any one of the colonies had taken up the subject for

deliberation, when invited by the colonial legislature of

North Carolina to give them his views on government, he

unfolded his system in a letter to John Penn in language

which he afterwards, repeated in framing the constitution of

Massachusetts ; the same separation of the executive from

the leoislature, the same balance of dual leofislative houses,

the same great barriers thrown up around the judiciary.

The legal literature of this country does not furnish a more
impressive statement of the necessity of an elevated judicial

organ in the government, of the method for obtaining it,

and of the guards which should surround and protect it,

than the following passage which I quote at length from

this letter as a motto for the })eople of the state in all time

to come :

"The stal^lity of government, in all its branches, the
morals of the })eople, and every other blessing of society
and social institutions, depend so nuich uj)on an al)lc' and
imj)artial administration of justice, that the judicial power
should be separated from the legislative and executive, and
independent upon both ; the judges should be men of
experience in the laws, of exemplary morals, invincible

patience, unruffled calnmess, and indefatigable a|)plication
;

their minds should not be distracted with conijjlicated,

jarring interests ; they should not be dependent on any man
or body of men ; they should lean to none, be subservient
to none, noi" more complaisant to one than another. To
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this end, they should hold estates for life in their offices ;

or, in other words, their commissions should he during

o-ood l)eliavior, and their salaries ascertained and estabhshed

by law."

It is not sino-ular that North Corolina, to which state

these sentiments were addressed, in its first constitution, in

1776, ordered the appointment of its higher judges to be

made during good behavior, and that tliis provision con-

tinued undisturbed through ninety-two years, down to the

convention of 1868, which convened under a call issued by

a ]\lajor-General of the anny of the United States. It is

not singular that these sentiments were accepted in a similar

provision of the first constitutions of nine of the eleven

states which framed new governments, though many of

them have since taken a wide departure from the principle.

And least of all is it singular that the same sentiments

were reo-istered in the oroanic law of our own connnon-

wealth, which has enjoyed the fruitage of them through a

whole century. The philosophy of the master was first

directed to this sulyect when the British parliament pro-

vided that the salaries of the colonial judges of Massachu-

setts might ])e paid by the knig, and he then aroused the

attention of the colony to scent tlie first approach of

encroachment upon the independence of the judiciary.

The frame-work of the constitution as it came from the

hands of the committee of thirty underwent but few changes

in the su))stance. Mr. Adams advocated investing the ex-

ecutive with the power of an a1)solute and unalterable nega-

tive upon the laws, Avhich was changed to a qualified veto l)y

the convention. Of the eleven state constitutions originally

adopted, Massachusetts alone accepted this doctrine in its

modern form ; New York lodging the power in a joint

council of the Governor, Chancellor and two Supreme

Judges, South Carolina sanctioning it for l)ut two years,

Avhile all the other states refused admittance to the i)rinci-

l)lc. Mr. Adams, having l)een called away from the con-
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vention upon his mission abroad, was not in attendance when
his form of absolute executive power of veto was changed

to the quahfiecl form, l3ut he Avrote from Amsterdam on the

second of October, 1780, that the Massachusetts constitu-

tion, then publishing in the public papers of Europe, was

received with general favor, and that tliis particular pro-

vision met with European approval and received also his

own assent. The same measure of the veto power was

afterwards incorporated into the constitution of the United

States, and though its exercise in periods of party excite-

ment has been frequently assailed, and the principle itself

has l>een threatened with repeal, it has made its way into

most of the state governments and may now be regarded as

a part of the American system. Whilst this state was
almost alone in its original adoption, the example has been

folloAved by other states, until now only three of the old

thirteen are without it, and of the whole number of states

thirty have incorporated it in their governments, leaving

but eight that disown it. For illustrating the desire of our

ancestors for a government clothing the governor with full

and independent powers, I may mention that in many of

the towns the people voted against accepting those sections

Avhich seemed to them deticient in the strong executive pre-

rogatives necessary for the time. The appointment of

militia officers, lodged by the committee's report in the

Executive, was by the convention changed to election by
the companies or otherwise, and though deemed an import-

ant change by the author this has caused no trouble in

practical operation. The material alterations from the

committee's report were so few and inconsiderable that I

will not follow out the topic.

In tilling up the outline of the framework to attain the

comprehensive purpose of three grand, distinctive, and

coordinate organs of governing sovereignty, balancing and
checking each other, yet protecting and serving each other,

the analogies of the English system and the colonial cus-
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toms and laws of a century and a half, were retained and

modiiied by the access of new ideas. The king, the lords

and commons, became our Governor, Senate and House of

Representatives, modiiied by our situation, ])ut not essen-

tially changed in elementary princijiles. Great Britain has

been termed a repulilic with a permanent executive, of which

1 ist feature our system was left clear by universal consent.

The British judicial life tenure, and the removal of judges

by address, were retained as they had come from William

and INIary. The confusion of legislative, executive and

judicial functions involved in the lord chancellor being a

politician of the cabinet, and in the lords being a court of

appeal, were wisely rejected fi-om our system ; the Gov-

ernor's council bore analogy to the privy council of Eng-

land, but was freed at once from the incompatil)ilities which

had grown up under the charter by which executive and

leoislative prerogatives were illooically minirled ; the ex-

pression of all legislative power under the term of "the

General Court" was old as Winthrop's administration

under the. charter ; the choice of a house of representatives

was [H-escriptive from the earhest days of the colony in

1632, when the levy of taxes by the magistrates led to

resistance ; the Senate came from the ancient Assistants,

being now stripped of executive and judicial authority ; the

check of the two houses upon each other dates l)ackward

to the civil strife which arose from the impounding of the

colonial stray; the right of town representation in the

assembly had its origin in that early time when l)ut eight

towns lay about Boston, as a crescent tilling with the

destiny of the future commonwealth ; the two sessions of

the o-eneral court were descended from the year 1G36; the

requirement of local residence of the representative came

of the conduct of some recusant Bostonians who, in Pliipps's

o-overnment in 1004, held seats for countr}^ towns, after the

manner of the British i)arliament, to bo rid of Avhom the

Governors ]^nrty ]iass('d tlio rcsidfMit act, now become tlie
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general practice of America ; the restriction of snfirage

was an English and colonial inheritance ; compulsory taxa-

tion for compulsory religious worship lingered longest and

last of the relics of the puritan period, in which the idea of

a perfect church and the idea of a perfect commonwealth

were inseparal)le. I will not pursue the thought of the

sources of derivative supply to the constitution, since I

shall have to touch upon some of them in speaking of the

changes which the century has made in this venerable

instrument ; but one sul)ject, to which was assigned pre-

eminent importance, cannot he passed over by any citizen

who seeks to find in government one of the chief fountains

of public viilue and staliility.

The second section of chapter lifth, relating to "the

encouragement of literature, &c.," is a distinguishing feature

of the Massachusetts constitution. The earlier provisions

in the o;overnments of other states for education were

meagre and unworthy. In most of them there was no

injunction whatever relating to this sulgect, and in the few

which noticed the matter at all, with a single exception, the

only inculcation of the kind was degraded by the remarka-

ble precaution of requiring "instruction of youth at low

prices," a phrase used in at least three of these constitu-

tions. The treatment given by the following section to this

duty of government raises the subject to a plane of elevation

titly occupied by a state which established a university and

a system of public schools in the infancy of its settlement.

It has stood through a century without the change of a

syllable, and it deserves to be cited at length at this starting

point of the second century under the constitution :

"Wisdom and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused

generally among the l)ody of the people, being necessary

for the preservation of their rights and liberties, and as

these depend on spreading the opportunities and advantages

of education in the various parts of the country, and among
the different orders of the jjcople, it shall be the duty of
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legislators and magistrates, in all future periods of this

commonwealth, to cherish the interests of literature and the

sciences, and all seminaries of them ; especially the Univer-

sity at Cambridge, pul^lic schools and grammar schools in

the towns ; to encourage private societies and pul)lic institu-

tions, rewards and immunities for the promotion of agricul-

ture, arts, sciences, commerce, trades, manufactures, and a

natural history of the country ; to countenance and incul-

cate the principles of humanity and general benevolence,

public and private charity, industry and frugality, honesty

and i)unctuality in their dealings, sincerity, good humor,
and all social atfections and generous sentiments among the

people."

The incorporation into the constitution of this concise

and unique summary of the higher obligations of govern-

ment, covering the whole domain of general and special

education, of ethical and social sentiment, of all the

humanities and benionities necessary to the l)est attainable

social condition, was many steps in advance of every con-

stitutional provision hitherto known, and was original and

without a precedent. This episode in constitutional pre-

cepts at once made a deep impression upon the public mind.

In their answer to the lirst message of Gov. Hancock the

two houses of the legislature quoted largel}^ from this now
celebrated section and gave assurance, for themselves and

their successors, of a faithful practice of the precepts. I

need not say how truly legislation has followed tliis organic

instruction, in grants from the public domain and from the

treasury to colleges, academies, and the free schools through

three generations ; in developing the capacity of the soil

;

in building up a system of public charities and reformatories

of which the outlines for models arc visited from afar ; nor

can I fail in my observation to trace back to this source of

inspiration somewhat of the endurance, patience and en-

couragement which has sustained a Howe, a Mann, a Sears,

all our high workmen and lioncfactors in the interests of

l)hilanlhroj)y and education. The unfolding of that narra-
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tive would be too large for the present occasion. Mr.

Charles Francis Adams, in his fourth volume of the Avorks

of his ancestor, has made pul)lic the curious private history

of this epitome of the moral duties of government. The

author was in Europe when this section was voted on l)y

the convention, and he felt apprehensive lest the injunction

to cultivate "good humor" among the people might he

struck out l)y the delegates. It happened singularly enough

that this section was copied into the constitution of New
Hampshire, adopted in 1784, and again in its frame of gov-

ernment of 1792, where it now stands, in each instance

with the "good humor" left out. The author was also

solicitous lest the "natural history" might be rejected by

the convention. His own amusino- account of the origin oi

this phrase of constitutional duty, traceable to the interest

he took in a certain collection of American birds and insects

he visited at Norwalk, Connecticut, on his journeys to and

from the Continental Congress, and afterwards in similar

collections in Paris, rises to the height of forecast and

pro})hecy when considered with the illustrations of our sub-

sequent history. The collection at Norwalk was suggestive

of results which he proliably then little apprehended, for in

carrying out this provision of the constitution Massachu-

setts has passed Ijeyond all other American states in devel-

oping this department of "natural history." To illustrate

this I need only mention, among the works published under

authority of the legislature, the reports on the tishes, rep-

tiles and l)irds of Massachusetts, the tirst two written by

Dr. Storer, and the last l)y W. B. O. Peabody ; the reports

on our herbaceous plants and quadrupeds, the former by

Chester Dewey, the latter l)y Ebenezer Emmons ; the report

on insects injurious to vegetation by Dr. Harris ; the report

on our invertebrata by Gould and Binney ; the great work

of geological survey by Hitchcock ; a report on the trees

and shrubs natural to our forests, l)y George B. Emerson
;

the munificent endowments 1)y the state of the Society of

30
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Natural History and the Institute of Technoloijy ; and lust,

but by no means least, its generous contril)ution to the

broad foundation and subsequent support of the Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Caml^ridge, in which the common-

wealth may 1)e said to have entered into partnership of fame

with the illustrious scientist wdiose name will forever be

associated with the institution.

On the second of March, 1780, the finishing touches

having been put to the constitution, it w^as finally adopted

by the convention and ordered to be submitted to the

people for their judgment, and the delegates adjourned to

meet in the Brattle street meetino-house on the seventh of

June, to ascertain and declare the result. Although the

instrument made the sufirage dependent on a property

qualification in the future elections of state oflicers, yet it

had been provided that in the vote upon the adoption

of the constitution itself all free male inhaljitants, twenty-

one years old, might cast their ballot. Upon re-asseml>ling

and counting the votes upon all the propositions the dele-

gates declared the entire constitution to have been adopted.

The form of government of Massachusetts, under which its

present population, rapidly nearing two million souls, enjoy

a degree of comfort and contentment not surpasssd by the

same number'elsewhere on the globe, was "ordained by the

people"—using the language of John Quincy Adams—"that

is to say, by more than two-thirds of about fifteen thousand

persons who voted upon it, out of a po[)ulation of three

hundred and fifty thousand, or one vote for every thirty-five

souls." On the twenty-fifth day of October, the first

elected chief magistrate, Governor Hancock, took the oath

of office in the presence of the two houses of the legislature

in the old state house, proclamation being made from the

balcony by the Secretary and repeated by the Sherilf of

Suifolk ; and we are assured that "joy was diftused through

the countenances of the citizens," that three companies

paraded State street, that volleys were fired, and salvos of
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cannon from the castle and Fort Hill and on board the ship-

ping in the harbor. At the services which followed, in the

" old brick meeting-house" Dr. Cooper preached a sermon

from Jeremiah :
'

' And their congregation shall be estab-

lished l)efore me ; and their nobles shall be of themselves
;

and their Governor shall proceed from the midst of them."

After which the executive and the memT)ers of the two

houses were escorted to Faneuil Hall, in wliich a feast with

thirteen toasts completed the simple and frugal ceremonies

of inauij-uratini!: a new o-overnment and a new aij^e for the

commonwealth of Massachusetts.

During the century which has since elapsed the three

branches of the government and the people themselves have

in the main acted in good faith towards their form of gov-

ernment, and the steadiness and intelligence which have

marked these mutual relations reflects equal honor upon

the wise provisions of the constitution and upon the charac-

ter of the commonwealth, which has thus far measured to it

the whole duration of its civil life. There has been no

apprecialjle abandoning or drop})ing l)elow the criterion

estal)lished liy the founders, and now entering the second

century it is permitted us to say that the original spirit of

the declaration and frame-work has- constantly inspired the

three practical functions of its legislation, interpretation and

execution. Very early after this government went into

operation an occasion arose to test the fidelity of its admin-

istration to the Declaration of Rights. Under the supreme

clause of the first article of the Bill of Rights slavery was

al)olished on the first opportunity. There has been at dif-

ferent times much inquiry in relation to the share this first

article bore in the decision of the case in Worcester County

which, in 1783, put an end to slavery in this common-

wealth. On the one side it has been said that the words

"all men are born free and equal," were one of the phrases

of the period, having no more relation to slavery in Massa-

tjhusetts than the same language bore to slavery in Virginia,
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whose bill of rights first introduced it there. And singu-

larly it occurs that this hypothesis receives suppoii from a

letter upon the subject of slavery, written b}^ John Adams
himself to Dr. Belknap, March 21, 17!)5, recently pub-

lished in the Belknap Papers by the Historical Society, in

wliicli the father of the constitution says of slavery :— "It

is a subject to which I have never given any particular

attention." There being no judicial reports of the time in

which the Worcester case was decided, the question has

been held to some extent open as to the direct and tactual

bearing this first article may have had upon that decision.

Chief Justice Parsons, himself a member of the consti-

tutional convention, declared in 1808, that " in the first

action involving the right of the master, which came before

the Supreme Court after the establishment of the constitu-

tion, the judges declared that by virtue of the first article

of the declaration of rights slavery in this state was no

more." Chief Justice Shaw, in a subsequent case, seemed

to doubt hoAV tar the adoption of the English opinion in

Somerset's case, and the first article of our declaration, may
have respectively shared in the decision referred to. But I

think great weight is due to the suggestion of the i)resent

learned Chief Justice Gray, contained in a paper recently

presented to the Historical Society, reminding us that Chief

Justice Cushing and Associate Justices Sarg'eant, Sewall,

Sullivan and Sumner, sitting in the case, and Lincoln and

Strong of counsel, and Paine for the goA^ernment, were all

members of the convention of 1780, which adopted, and all

but three members of the committee of thirty uhich

reported, this article. It a})pears to me, therefore, that

however difficult it may be to determine how far the inten-

tion of the framers of the article related to this particular

question, the weight of reason and authority is decisively

in favor of the conclusion that the judges decreed the aboli-

tion of slavery in M.'issiichusetts as one of the efiects of the

Bill of Bights. Judicial interpretation of the constitutional
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effect of an article must be final, though the field is never

closed to archtBological curiosity as to the intention of its

franiers. And whilst the court may have justly given to

this article an interpretation lying beyond the thought of its

framers, so it is still competent for the curious searcher to

maintain with Dr. Belknap that it was public opinion which

abolished slavery in Massachusetts.

The sense of constitutional responsil)ility of administra-

tion was soon brouoht under the most severe ordeal of our

history in the Shays rebeUion, which occurred in 1786 and

1787. Both the beginning and the supj^ression of this

memorable revolt may, in one sense, be ascribed to the lofty

integrity of the early magistrates and their resolve to hold the

government and the people in full accord with the standard

of the framers. The discontent which ended in arms gTCAV

up out of the exhaustion of finance and hope, public and

private, and out of the vast del)t, state and national, which

were consequent upon the war ; and it coml)ined all those

elements of popular sympathy which si)ring from a de})re-

ciated currency, from wide-spread poverty and despair.

It has seemed to me quite likely that a timid, hesitating

})olicy on the part of the administration, a little lowering of

the constitutional tone, a little yielding and weakness and

false promise, might have put oft' perhaps indefinitely the

shock. But the wise constitutionalists of that day saw that

w^eakness in such a crisis would lead to fatal degeneracy.

At a time when depression was at its worst, in 1785, Gov-
ernor Bowdoin, who had presided over the constitutional

convention and l)orne a responsible share in its great work,

on taking the chair of state uttered no uncertain sound, but

insisted upon such measures of taxation as should maintain

unimpaired the public credit. In his address upon the life

of this magistrate Mr. Winthrop has not too strongly illus-

trated the service he rendered by impressing on the legisla-

ture and the peojjle the benefits of keeping faith with the

constitution by practicing the highest pul)lic morals in the
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darkest period. The same spirit spread to the other func-

tionaries of administration. There is no passage in the

annals of the state more dramatic and sublime than those

which have recorded the firnmess of the judofes in that time

of threatened anarchy, in which a Justice, who had served

with honor under a high commission in the war of the

nation, noAV crowned that distinction by upholding the

constitution and laws in the presence of armed insurgents.

After the interval of nearly a century it behooves us to

recall with gratitude the conduct of these men in (jivino; to

the first operations of the government a character which has

not l)een lost in the lapse of years." Their determination,

their tone and temper, passed into the next era, and though

they personally suffered from temporary disparagement and

obloquy, the force of their example survived to the next

generation and even to our own time. The commonwealth

which under Bowdoin in 1 78(5-7, in behalf of a public credit

which should be perpet.ual, was reduced to the necessity of

borrowing money of citizens of Boston to enable it to

defend the constitution against open insurrection, afterwards

still proved its steadfastness to that early lesson, when,

seventy-seven years later, in the midst of flagrant national

war, it paid its principal and interest in gold, whilst depre-

ciation reigned in many other quarters supreme. The

example of good faith to the constitution, taught hy the

fathers of the government, has survived the century.

The ccmvention of 1780 provided that after the expiration

of fifteen years, in 1795, it should be submitted to the

people to say whether they desired to call another conven-

tion for revisin<; the form of a^overnment, and that if two-

thirds of those voting on the question should respond in the

affirmative, such convention should be chosen and convened.

Acting in conformity to this provision the })eoi)le decided

in 1795 against the })ro})ositioii, and through a period of

foi"ty years from its establishment the constitution remained

witliout an}^ alteration and without any provision for its
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future revision. In 1820, by reason of the district of Maine

having been set off as an independent state, a constitutional

convention was duly ordered hy the legislature and the

people, and assembled at the state house on the fifteenth of

Noveml)er. This was one of the most celebrated bodies of

men which has ever assem])led in this commonwealth, ahke

for the standing of the delegates and the aliility and decorum

of the debates. The list of its members comprised such

names as John Adams and Daniel Wel)ster, Story and

Parker, Shaw and Wilde, Lincoln and Hoar, Jackson and

Prescott, Quincy and Blake, Savage and Hubbard, Salton-

stall and Hale, and many others then or afterwards eminent

in the state and nation. The journal of this convention is

among the things lost, and the commonwealth will ever he,

indebted to Mr. Nathan Hale for a complete record of its

proceedings and discussions, made up at the time, comprised

in a volume of nearly seven hundred pages of inestima1)le

value. Mr. Adams was chosen President liut in conse-

quence of the infirmities of age, he being then in his eighty-

sixth year, he declined the position, and Chief Justice

Parker was elected to the office. This convention continued

in session until the ninth of January. In perusing the

report of these remarkable discussions one can scarcely fail

to observe, that if supremacy or superiority should be

assigned to any one among so many civil masters, the

convention itself appears fi*om time to time to have set that

distinction upon Mr. Wel)ster. He was then thirty-eight

years old, and then for the first time he came foremost to

the front in Massachusetts. It was during the sessions of

this body that he pronounced his address "at Plymouth

which placed him before all others for a kind of eloquence

which bears within itself the assurance of durability. One
other convention asseml)led in 1853 to consider amend-

ments of the constitution, of which the proceedings and

discussions were reported in three immense volumes, l)ut

as the result of its delil)erations was altogether rejected by
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the people it* does not come properly under the survey of

this paper. Any careful reader of the debates of these two

pul)lie bodies of 1820 and 1853, will readily perceive that

in the former it appears to have been difficult to induce the

meml)ers to acce})t any change in the organic law, whilst in

the latter it appears to have been difficult to prevent the

acceptance of any alteration. The one deliberated at a time

in which no party strife existed, whilst the other was itself

in some degTee the outgrow^th of party strife, and its

deliberations reflected strongly the party politics of the day.

In the last sixty years twenty-seven amendments have

been incorporated into the constitution, many of which may
be grouped together in this paper for simi)licity and brevity

of statement. Several of these require only mention with-

out comment. Such are the followino;, numbering them in

the order of their adoption : First, a bill or resolve, if not

signed by the Governor nor returned with his veto, is not

to become a law if the legislature adjourn within live days

after the same has been laid before him ; second, the legisla-

ture is empowered to constitute city governments in towns

having twelve thousand inhabitants
;
yb?«'/A, the appoint-

ment of notaries pul)lic is transferred from the legislature

to the governor
;
_^y?A, minors enrolled in the militia are

clothed w^ith the right to vote in election of comi)any

officers; eighth, certain officers of the state and of the

United States are excluded from executive and legislative

office in this commonwealth ; twenty-seventh, instructors of

Harvard College are made eligil)le to the legislature ; the

tiventy-third, limiting the enfranchisement of certain natur-

alized persons of foreign birth, is annulled by the twenty-

sixth. These eight articles have failed to impress the

public mind as much affecting any grave princii^les of the

government. Articles sixth and seventh greatly reduce and

simplify the oath of allegiance formerly taken by civil and

military officers of the state, and rescind the declaration

originally required of the executive and legislative officers
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of their belief in the Christian relio'ion. The remainin2:

articles of amendment bear a more important and apprecia-

ble relation to the original frame of the constitution.

The third amendment framed by the convention of 1820,

and the twentieth adopted in 1857, made a radical change in

the qualifications for voting at elections. The original

constitution required on the part of the voter a freehold

estate within the commonwealth of the annual income of

three pounds, or any estate of the value of sixty pounds.

This restriction of the suffrage to the possession of property

was in some measure an inheritance of the people of this

country, though greatly reduced from the extent prevailing

in England, and in their original constitutions I believe all

the states except three had similar requirements of freehold

or other property. This limitation continued in Massachu-

setts forty years, and in the social condition of that period

it worked no especial hardship. There were here a

yeomanry at that time, and a spirit of simplicity and con-

tentment. But the change of industries and activities inci-

dent to the advance of a more commercial age made the

restriction difficult of application, and it was stated in the

convention of 1820 that it had in practice become to some

extent a farce and a mockery not conducive to public

honesty. Accordingly in conformity to the whole drift of

our time suffrage was thrown open to all male inhabitants

of twenty-one years, by whom or for whom a state or

county tax has been paid within two years in the state,

having resided in the state one year and in the town six

months, paupers and persons under guardianship excepted.

The other change in the qualification for voting, was made

by the twentieth amendment in 1859, which excludes from

the right of suffrage and of election to office every person

who is not able to read the constitution of the state in the

En"lish lanijuaire and to write his name. Thus it w^as

the purpose of the one amendment to enlarge suttrage as

to the possession of property qualification, and of the other

31
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amendment to brino- it mider a new restriction as to the

possession of intelligence. This last article has now been

in existence more than twenty years, and whatever doubts

may be entertained on account of its limited and artificial

method of application, it seems to be regarded as the settled

policy of the state.

These restrictions of the riglit of suffrage are frequently

criticised in party discussions in the Congress of the United

States, but rarely with an intelligent understanding of their

limited effects in practice, and still more rarely in a spirit

of justice towards the motive and purpose which induced

their adoption. But more strange still are the strictures

sometimes published by theoretical writers here at home in

relation to the great reduction which has been made in the

property qualification. It has been spoken of by pessimist

writers as equivalent to universal suffrage, and our system

of popular elections under this rule has been pronounced a

failure. And this is said in Massachusetts at a time in

which no man of observation and candor can fail to perceive

that fi'om its legislation and fi'om its judicature the si)irit of

intelligent reform and progress, of equity and justice, of

lil)erty regulated by law and law tempered by liberty, is

reflected in at least as clear and broad light as at any former

period ; at a time in which, as we believe, all the character-

istics of an advanced civilized state, so happily gTouped in

John Adams's memorable Fifth Chapter of seventeen

hundred and eighty, are here more generally and securely

enjoyed than in any other quarter.

There is a group of ten articles of amendment, adopted

by the people at different times, of Avhich some were after-

wards annulled by the adoption of others, all of which may
be briefly stated by their subjects, which arc nearly related.

These articles are the tentJi, hcelftJi, thirteenth^ fifteenth^

sixteenth, seventeenth, tiventy-Jivst, twenty-second, twenty-

fourth , and twenty-fifth , and it is only necessary to state the

cft'ect of them. 1. They have changed tlu^ })()litical year
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from May to January, and have established one annual ses-

sion of the lei^ishiture instead of two, and have transferred

the time of the state election to the month of November.

2. They have fixed the numl)er of councillors as eight, and

have constituted the same number of districts in which these

officers are severally to he chosen by the people from their

own num1)er. 3. Tlie numl)er of Senators has been estal)-

lished as forty, and the comihonwealth is divided up into the

same number of senatorial districts, determined by the num-

ber of legal voters, who shall respectively elect from their

own number the forty senators, thus doing away with the

former apportionment to the counties as senatorial districts.

By these alterations also have been swept awaj^ the original

restriction of election as senator to persons having a free-

hold of three hundred pounds, or personal estate of six

hundred pounds in value, and the restriction of eligil)ility

to the house of representatives to persons having a freehold

of one hundred pounds, or ratable estate of two hundred

pounds. And furthermore, under these amendments, the

old provision of property basis for the senate, that is to say,

of apportioning to the senatorial districts their respective

nani])er of senators according to the proportion of pul)lic

taxes paid l:»y said districts respectively, disappeared in

1840. The original provision, placing the senate l)asis on

property, was del)ated in the convention of 1820, with per-

haps greater vigor and eloquence than any other (juestion,

the late Governor Lincoln being in the lead of the cham-

pions on the side of the popular right, and Mr. Webster

defending the property side by most elal)orate reasoning,

aided by Judge Story in mingled argument and declama-

tion, and by many others who shared in the discussion.

The old time reasoning, that the Senate was the citadel of

property and the House of ])opular rights, was worked and

almost overworked in the discussion, and prevailed with the

delegates. Strangely enough, this debate, which was per-

h:i])s the ablest of all the debates in that convention of
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men so eminent, could not now easily be made palpable to

the appreciation of a tenth part of the three hundred thous-

and voters in the conmionwealth, and was so far forgotten

only twenty years aftenvards, that an amendment basins: the

apportionment of senators upon the simple number of citi-

zens qualitied to vote, was accepted by the people as one of

the ripe fruits of modern experience. The only state whose

constitution contained this, or any similar provision, was

New Hampshire, in which, unless annulled within the last

four years, it still remains unchanged, Ijut to what extent it

is carried out in practice, a stranger may not be presumed

to know. 4. These articles have one after another entirely

altered the number and apportionment of representatives to

the general court, and the last article adopted in 1857, has

reduced the house of representatives to two hundred and

forty members, and has provided for the apportionment in

representative districts, abolishing the system of town
.
or

corporation representation, which had existed two hundred

and twenty years. No other question in our annals has

been so ti-equently and fully discussed as this, and the

debates upon it if compiled would till many ponderous vol-

umes. Representation by towns was one of the earliest

things estal)lished in the tirst days of the colony, and as far

back as 1641, this right was registered as the sixty-second

fundamental in the constitutional code of the Body of Liber-

ties. The history of the sul)ject illustrates the cunudative

force of custom and the difficulty of overcoming traditional

practice, even after it has become incongruous and imprac-

tical )le. If, in the days of Winthrop's administration, any

other than the town system of representation had been fixed

upon, it may be presumed there might have been a less

strenuous adherence to it; l)ut the long enjoyment of the

right by the several small and homogeneous connnunities in

the townships endeared it to them as a thing almost sacred.

The customs, the consvetndiries of the Anglo-Saxon race

liave for six centuries been among tlie things least sus-
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ceptible of change. The method of election by districts,

which has now l)een in use for twenty-four years, may he

deemed one of those steps of reform which are rarely

reversed, and it is in accord with the principle adopted by

all of the states of this union, except the live other states

of New England which still adhere substantially to the tra-

ditions of the period of the early settlements. 6. By the

same group of amendments the secretary, treasurer, audi-

tor, and attorney general, usually termed executive officers

on the ticket with the Governor and Lieutenant-Governor,

are made annually elective l)y the whole people from their

own number.

By the fourteenth amendment, 1855, in the election of all

civil officers of the state, provided for by the constitution,

the rule of plurality of votes has taken the place of that of

a majority. The general degree, not merely of acquiescence

but of satisfaction, which has been manifested for twenty-

five years under the operation of this provision, adds

another to the hundreds of ilhistrations of the general

truth, that whenever in administering government two sys-

tems are in question, l)oth artificial or arl)itrary as to any

fundamental principle, prejudice of attachment to an ancient

practice must give way to the convenience of modern com-

nuuiities.

The eigJdeentJt amendment, 1855, has made it a part of

the organic law of the state, that all moneys raised by taxa-

tion in the towns and cities, or appropriated by the legisla-

ture, for the support of public schools, shall be applied only

to schools which are under the superintendence of the consti-

tuted municipal authorities, and sliall never be appropriated

to schools maintained 1)y any religious sect. I have not

observed that this provision has as yet been adopted by any

other state. Its acceptance l)y the people of Massachusetts

twenty-five years ago, has given a conckision in advance to

questions of which the agitation has since threatened to

spring up out of tendencies which have rapidly made head-
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way toward the establishment of parochial and denomina-

tional schools. The authorship of this article belongs to

the late Chief Justice Joel Parker, Avho was its mover and

foremost advocate, aided bv the late Vice-President Wilson,

in the convention of 1853 ; and although it was rejected by

the people, in that year, as an integral part of the general

body of amendments which were framed amid the excite-

ment of party politi('S, it was promptly taken up by the

next legislature and easily passed through all the constitu-

tional ^tas^es.

The nineteenth article of amendment, 1855, has trans-

ferred from the chief executive of the commonwealth to the

people of the counties and districts, the selection of sheriifs,

probate registers, clerks of the courts, and district attor-

nies, annulling a princii)le which had been in existence

since the foundation of the government. The same thing

was attempted in the convention of 1820, and was sum-

marily voted down. The sound and solid reasons against

this proposition are too obvious, and have been too fre-

quently elucidated in discussion, to warrant their present

repetition. The history of its adoption is the history of the

mingling of a constitutional question of enduring import-

ance with an ephemeral question of party expediency. It

had been carried through the constitutional convention of

1853 by one political party, and after its rejection by the

people it was taken up by another party on its return to

power and adopted as one of the conditions of appeasing its

opponents, and of its own continuance in power. It was an

unseaman-like instance of throwing a tub to the whale, after

the whale had disappeared in fjir water. It was a propitia-

tory offering by a n()l)le party in the weakness of its last

days, sacrificing an elemental principle of the constitution,

but bringing not even the exj)ected advantage to its auth()rs
;

for in the same year the l)arty itself took its departure from

American politics. I have heard judges say,—^judges, the

mention of whose names awakens resi)ect and confidence
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over the commonwealth,—that the practice under this new
system has indicated a degeneracy from the better condition

under the old system. Attempts have since been made to

restore the ancient constitutional method, and may it not

be hoped the people of Massachusetts will yet return to it ?

The eleventh amendment is that of the third article of the

Bill of Rights, the only instance in which those Rights have

been touched by the hand of change in the entire century.

The original third article is the only one in the Declaration

of which John Adams was not the author, Ijut he had the

credit of it, at least to some extent, in other parts of the

United States. In the recently pul)lished Warren letters,

already mentioned, written in 1807, he himself gives a

curious account of an interview with him, sought l)y the

pastor of a German church in a town of Pennsylvania,

while on his last journey to Washington, pending his second

candidacy for the presidency ; during which the minister

matle known that there was a general belief in that section

that Mr. Adams had influence enough in makino- the Massa-

chusetts constitution to establish here the Presbyterian

[Congregational] religion and make all other sects of

christians pay taxes for the support of it ; and Mr. Adams
states that this report "had an immense effect" among many
religious sects, "and turned them in such nunil)ers as

decided the [fourth presidential] election." This memora-

ble third article was so unlike anything contained in the

constitutions of most of the other states, and so strongly in

contrast with the aim and scope of religious thought after

the Revolution, that it awakened general attention and criti-

cism outside of New England. The precise posture, ])oth

towards the past and future, of pul:)lic opinion on this ques-

tion within this commonwealth, was justly stated in a letter

of Dr. Franklin, written to Richard Price in October, 1780,

immediately after the ratification of this instrument

:

"Though the people of Massachusetts have not in their

new constitution kept quite clear of religious tests, yet, if
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we consider what that people were a hundred years a2:o, we
must allow they have gone great lengths in liberality of

sentiment on religious subjects ; and we ma\^ look for

greater degrees of perfection, when their constitution, some
years hence, shall be revised."

A similar forecast of subsequent experience was made on

the other side of the ocean by Dr. Paley. My attention

to the following passage from his Political Philosophy, pul)-

lished in 1785, has been drawn by the very instructive dis-

course upon the centenary of the constitution, delivered in

January, 1880, by the Reverend Dr. Edward E. Hale :

"The only plan which seems to render the legal mainten-

ance of a clergy practicable, Avithout the legal preference of

one sect of christians to others, is that of an experiment

which is said to be attempted or designed in some of the

new states of North America, In this scheme, it is not left

to the option of the subject whether he will contril)ute, or

how much he shall contri])ute, to the maintenance of a

christian ministry : it is only referred to his choice to deter-

mine l)y what sect his contribution shall be received. . . .

The above arrano-ement is undoubtedly the best that has

been proposed u})on this principle : it bears the appearance

of li))erality and justice ; it may contain some solid advan-

tages ; nevertheless, it labors under inconveniences which

will be found, I think, upon trial, to overl)alance all its

recommendations .

"

This article made it the right and the duty of the legisla-

ture to require of the people sui)})ort of i)ublic worshi}) and

of religious teachers by compulsory taxation, and to enjoin

attendance on divine worship. The address of the conven-

tion of 1780, recommending to the jjcople the result of its

labors, which has been said to have been written by Sanmel

Adams, states that this article was passed with more than

common unanimity ; but a large vote was returned against

it, .and pending the question of the ratification, it encoun-

tered the general opposition of the citizens of Boston,

who assembled in Faneuil Ilall and adopted hostile resolu-
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tions with almost unanimous consent. The proposition was

the natural product of the blending of the civil and ecclesi-

astical functions of the state under the puritan regime in

the formative period. As early as 1638, a law subjecting

to '
' assessment and distress " all who should not voluntarily

support the ordinances in the churches ; a similar act in

1654, when the colony had become large ; in 1693, when

under the new charter there were upwards of eighty

churches, an act requiring every town to support a Congre-

gational minister, and assessing therefor all inhabitants of

whatever society relations ; these may be singled out among

the many instances of the stern pohcy which continued, at

times somewhat relaxing, into the latter half of the last

century. The reactionary sentiment relating to this subject,

which sprung up aljout the time of the Revolution, was not

sufficient to prevent the adoption of the tliird article, but

laro-e and increasino; numbers became at once restive under

its operation. The opposition to it afterwards grew more

intensive by reason of great changes in the number and

mutual relations of christian sects and parishes, to which

judicial decisions added further elements of public dissatis-

faction. The convention of 1820 contended ^\Ai\\ these dif-

ficulties through long and grave deliberations, and after

exhaustive discussion proposed a modification, which proved

unsatisfactory to the people and failed of ratification. The

agitation of the question w^as resumed and continued until

the year 1833, when the present amendment was adopted.

Of the many legislative reports upon the sul)ject, the last

was made in the Senate by Mr. Samuel Hoar, in 1833, who

stated that "as the alteration would lil)erate the citizens

from lial)ility to compulsory taxation for the support of

public worship, in the existing state of the ecclesiastical

societies in the commonwealth" it was expedient it should

pass. The experience of almost fifty years under the

change has been accompanied by general content with its

provisions ; and all that now remains of the famous third

32
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article, upon which volumes have been Avritten and spoken,

is comprised in the three simple propositions, (1) relig-

ious equality to all denominations, (2) the right of every

religious society to raise money for its expenses, and (3)

the right of every person to be exempt fi'om sharing in the

expense unless he voluntarily enrolls himself as a member.

The prediction of Dr. Franklin has been fultilled, and the

principle of absolute religious liberty, sometimes called the

freedom of the mind, sometimes called "soul-liberty,"

ti'aced by some to the philosophy of Descartes, adopted as

a political policy by Roger Williams in Ehode Island

before Descartes had published any philosophy, has now
been a part of the constitution of Massachusetts nearly half

a century.

The only amendment which remains to be mentioned is

the ninth, which I deem most valuable of all. After 1795,

and prior to 1820, there was no provision in the constitu-

tion for its revisal. The convention of that year, on the

report of Mr. Weljster, adopted this article, which provides

that any amendment approved ])y a majority of the Senators

and two-thirds of the Kepresesentatives voting upon it in

two successive years, and then being ratified l)y a majority

of the people voting on it, shall become a part of the con-

stitution. And this article was ratified by the people,

although it appears that they were so adverse to opening

any door for alterations of the organic structure of their

government, that nearly one-third of all the votes cast were

given against even this well-guarded provision. It was the

object of the convention in providing this method for possi-

ble changes in the constitution, to forestall any necessity for

calling conventions, and to discourage a practice, since not

unconmion in some of the states, of educating the people in

the exercise of constitution-making. The admirable success

of this provision is shown by the fact that of the whole

numl)er of amendments made in the last sixty years, all l)ut

the nine which were initiated l)y the convention of 1820,
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that is to say, eighteen of the twenty-seven, have come to

us in the manner thus provided. The greater safety of this

method over that of conventions made easy and frequent, is

obvious to reason, and it received the signal approval of the

people themselves in 1853, when they rejected the whole

catalogue of amendments oifered to them by the convention

of that year, including six which only two years later they

ratified when coming to them through the stages pointed

out by the convention of 1820. It may now be regarded

the settled conviction of the people of Massachusetts that

they prefer to obtain amendments of their government in

the more slow, more calm, more conservative manner herein

indicated. The convention of 1853 offered to the citizens

of the state a policy of such frequent conventions for con-

stitutional revisal that now, after subsidence of the excite-

ment of that day, it may fairly ])e pronounced unprece-

dented and grotesque. The folly of its proposed treatment

of a supposed chronic distemper in the body politic, only

from the dispensary of frequent and periodical constitutional

conventions, was graphically exposed by Dr. J. G. Palfrey,

in his clear and analytical address to the people. " Flor-

ence, [said Dr. Palfrey] , before her frolics of this kind were

brought to an end by the Grand Ducal despotism, had at

one time, if I remember aright, five constitutions in ten

years. It was not the way to a quiet life."

An analysis of the several amendments accepted in the

last sixty years, discloses that we live under the same sul)-

stantive form of government which was established one hun-

dred years ago. But five of all the amendments have intro-

duced any new subject matter in the constitution ; all the

rest of them have been modifications ; some of them repeal-

ing others ; many of them susceptible of Ijeing grouped

under a single head as affecting the machinery of the elec-

tion of the executive and legislative officers ; a portion of

them merely formal ; and only a small part of the whole

numl)er toucliing any elementary principle of the govern-
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ment. Since the establishment of this constitution, the

population of the commonwealth has more than quintupled,

and there has been more than a coiTesponding advance in

its aggregated wealth, and in the difiusion of competence

and comfort among its subjects. With rare exceptions, the

generations have carried out in good faith the intent of the

framers. Under the high and inspiring tone which they

transfused into the constitution there has been, there is now,

constant advancement on every field of "hterature and the

sciences, of humanity and general benevolence, of pul)lic

and private charity," of legislation, of judicial interpreta-

tion, and impartial administration of the laws. The later

change of the homogeneousness of our population by the

admixture of races, imposes upon men of education and

authority, a constantly increasing duty to impress upon the

people the value of this constitution, and the importance of

protecting it from every unnecessary alteration. And upon

no body of men does tliis duty rest with higher responsi-

bility than upon the Historical Societies of Massachusetts,

in the archives of which the names and the fame of its

authors are treasured and guarded.

There is no technical science of government, and there

can be none. The history of free nations has illustrated

the truth that governments are growths, springing from

necessities and conveniences suggested by experience ; and

they api)roximate to the highest dictates of reason, accord-

ing to the 2•^•o^vth of communities in intellioence and virtue.

The principles essential for the groundwork of government

for a free and virtuous commonwealth are few and elemen-

tary, and the world has never beheld them so well ap})lied,

or so happily illustrated, as in the governments of the states

of this union. Of all these states, I may be pardoned for

selecting Massachusetts as a ty})c for the sound principles

emlx)died in the foundations, and for a steadfast adherence

to them through a hundred years. And yet, how simple
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the essentia] parts of all this frame-work are, has been well

stated hy John Adams, the framcr-in-chief

:

"Kepresentations, instead of collections, of the people;
a total separation of the executive from the legislative
power, and of the judicial from both : and a balance in the
legislature, by three independent, equal branches ; are per-
haps the three only discoveries in the constitution of a free
government, since the institution of Lycurgus. Even these
have been so unfortunate that they have never spread : the
first has been given up by all the nations, excepting one,
who had once adopted it : and the other two, reduced to
practice, if not invented, by the English nation, have never
been imitated by any other except their own descendants in
America."
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CORONADO'S DISCOVERY OF THE SEVEN CITIES.

By Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D.

It is with great pleasure that I read a part of a letter from

Lieut. John G. Bourke, of the United States Army, on the

location of the "seven cities" of Cibola, discovered by

Coronado, in 1540. From the time of the Cabots, adven-

turers had been lured on by the hope of finding the '
' seven

cities" founded by the seven bishops who, according to the

legend, had sailed west fi'om Portugal.' Coronado, at last,

in following out the clue given by the lying friar, Marcos

de Niza,-came out at the seven cities of Cibola, and with

the discovery of these seven villages, the quest for the

"seven cities" for the time subsided. But we are obliged

to renew it, that we may determine what were the "seven

cities" of Coronado.

Forty years after him, Espejo, in pushing his independent

line of discovery by the valley of the Rio Grande, sup-

posed he had found Coronado's seven cities. Following his

indications, I ventured the suggestion, in the second volume

of the "Popular History of America," that these towns

were the pueblos of the Zuni, fixed by our geographers in

about lono-itude 109° W., latitude 35° N. Lieut. Bourke,

one of those intelligent ofiicers of the army who are doing

so much to enlarge our knowledge, both of the history and

geography of these interesting regions, has himself followed

a large part of Coronado's route, or what it ap})ears to l)e.

His interestins: letter seems to shew that we are to find

Coronado's seven cities, not with the Zuiii, T)ut in the seven

i.See uoU; XX1V^, living's Columbus, Vol. III.
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towns of the Moquis in North-eastern Arizona. It is quite

possible that Espejo's towns were the Zuiii villages, and

Coronaclo's those of the Moqui. It is to be observed that

there is more than one instance recorded where the people

of these very interesting tribes inhabited groups of seven

towns.

Hakluji; and Rarausio had preserved for us one of the

original reports of Marcos de Niza, whose exaggerations

and lies started the Spaniards on this enterprise. They
also give us some of Coronado's manly reports of his

Quixotic expedition. As lately as 1838, Ternaux-Compans

discovered and pul)lished two additional narratives of the

expedition ;— one by Pedro de Castaneda de Nagera, and

one by Juan Jaramillo, a captain under Coronado. The

first of these is long and careful, and gives to us the detail

of Coronado's whole route. Jaramillo's account is shorter,

but supplies some interesting local color.

In all the accounts we are fortunately able to place one

point of departure. This is the Casa Grande, near the

Gila river, still perfectly identified. It is described and

figured by our associate, Dr. Bartlett, at the 275th page of

the second volume of his narrative. As he is present with

us to-day, I cannot but hope that he will favor us with his

view of the questions suggested by Lieutenant Bourke.

The Casa Grande will be found marked even on the railway

maps of to-day, for "Casa Grande" is now one of the sta-

tions on the Southern Pacific route, just now opened in

connection with the Atchison and Topeka railroad. From
this point, according to Lieutenant Bourke, the march of

Coronado was nearly northerly. It is thus described by

Castaneda

:

" When the general had crossed all the inhabited country
nearly to Chichilticale [Casa Grande], we came to the

desert, and as we had seen nothing good, we could not pre-

vent a feeling of sadness, although we were promised won-
ders farther on. No one had seen them except the Indians,
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who had accompanied the negro, and they liad already told

many lies. A\'e were much disappointed to see that

Chichilticale, of which we had heard so much, came down,
on inspection, to l)e one house in ruins, without a roof; but

which, however appeared to have l)een fortified. We could

easily see that this house, made of red earth, was the work
of people civilized and who came ti'om a distance."

They departed fi-om this place and entered the desert.

In aljout fifteen days they arrived within eight leagues of

Cibola, on the borders of a river which they named Rio

Vermejo, because of the color of the water.

Coronado and his party, which consisted of three hun-

dred Spaniards and eight hundred native Mexicans, remained

at Cibola. Making it their base of operations, but rely-

ing on reenforcements wliich they received trom the south,

Coronado in the next year marched east and south-east in

search of the great kingdom of Quivira, where he had Ijeen

told that the king worshipped a cross of gold, and that,

throui>:hout the land, the commonest utensils were of silver,

while bowls, plates, and similar utensils were of gold.

Several stages of this march are indicated by Castaneda,

but there is often some omission in his topographical state-

ments which makes a difiiculty in tracing the route pre-

cisely.

Tusayan was twenty-five leagues fi-om Cil)ola. It con-

sisted, like Cibola, of seven towns, the houses of several

stories. The people of Tusaj^an told of a great river, l)y

descending which many days, the Spaniards would come to

very tall peoi)le. To discover this river Garci-Lopez de

Cardonas was sent. He crossed a desert of twenty days

and came to the river "of which the banks were so high

that they seemed to be three or four leagues in the air."

This river was undoubtedly the Colorado, and they came on

its great canon. They called it the Tizon.-

While this exi)ed)tion went forward, Coronado heard of a

village called Cicuye, situated seventy leagues to the east.
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Seventy leagues— as the bird flies— would l)ring them to

the upper waters of the Rio del Norte, if Lieutenant

Bourke has correctly fixed the cities of Cibola. Hernando

d'Alvarado was sent to Cicuye, with some of its own people

for guides. In five days they came to Acuco, situated on

a rock, and inhabited by "brigands" who could put two

hundred warriors in the field. The ascent was by a stair-

way which for the first two hundred steps was "wide
enough," but afterward consisted of a hundred much more

narrow, while at the very top of the last three "toises," it

was necessary to mount by holes in the rock. This descrip-

tion corresponds almost precisely with that of Acoma,'

which, in 18(50, Judge Cozzens thus described:

'
' It stands upon the top of a rock at least three hundred

and fifty feet above the surrounding plain. The Puel)lo

can only be reached by means of a staircase containing three

hundred and seventy-five steps, cut in the solid rock. At
the upper end of this is a ladder eighteen feet long, made
from the trunk of a tree, in which notches have been cut

for the feet."

In three days from Acuco, Alvarado came to Tiguex, and

he sent back thence a proposal to Coronado to unite there.

Five days from Tiguex he came to Cicuye, which he found

to be a well fortified village, with houses four stories high.

Here they found an Indian slave who gave them, as they

supposed, accounts of Florida. Alvarado returned to

Tiguex and wintered there, and heard there of a great num-
ber of villages toward the north.

Coronado took Alvarado's advice and marched to Tiguex,

but with a part of his force visited Tutahaco, a similar town,

where the people told him that by descending the river he

would find more villages. He however "ascended the river"

and so came to Tiguex. This is the first intimation of any

1 Acoma, on Simpson's map is about the longitude of 107° W. just south of

the parallel of 35°.

33
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river, but the river was either the Del Puerco, the San

Jose, or possibly even the Del Norte or Rio Grande.

A quarrel with the natives compelled Coronado to '
' be-

siege" and capture Tiguex, after a siege of fifty days. He
then sent a captain to Chia, a large and populous town "four

leagues west of the river." Six other Spaniards went to

Quirix, also a province of seven villages. And, in the

spring, as soon as the river was no longer ft-ozen, the expe-

dition marched on the long deferred expedition in search of

Quivira. It marched on the 5th of May and took the road

to Cicuye, twenty-five leagues. There they ol^tained another

guide to Quivira. They entered the mountains, and on the

fourth day came out on a broad river, which also passes

Cicuye, which they therefore called the river of Cicuye.

They bridged this river and marched ten days, when they

met Indians living like Arabs, who were called "Querechos."

They were now in a genuine prairie country, and their

narrative reads much like the narratives of our own officers

in the same regions forty years ago.

In a very careful and instructive paper read before the

Nebraska Historical Society,' by Judge James W. Savage,

he carefully follows the route as given by the difierent nar-

rators. The march was in all two hundred and fifty

leagues. The army then encamped for some days in a

valley where a little brook watered a plain covered with

trees, among which were vines, mulberries, and rosales.

There were also pears hke those of France, and plums like

those of Castile. Judge Savage supposes this to have been

in the valley of the Arkansas. Leaving the l)ody of the

army here, Coronado himself, with a smaller party, pushed

northward, and as Judge Savage believes, crossed the plains

of Kansas and came out upon the Platte River. The guide

who had led them thus fiir, told them that they were now at

Quivira, for want of a better kingdom of gold and silver.

The chief, alas, knew no metal but copper, of which he had

1 April 16, 1880.
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but little, Coronado hanged his guide and returned. Judge

Savage does not agree with General Simpson in his opinion

of the point reached by Coronado. General Simpson ' had

placed it much farther east.

"All the authors who have wi'itten on this subject (he

says) seem to have discredited Coronado's report that he ex-

plored northwardly as far as the 40° of north latitude ; but

not only do the reports of Castafieda and Jaramillo bear him
out in his statement, but the peculiar description of the

country as given by them all— namely, that it was exceed-

ingly rich; its soil black; that it bore, spontaneously,

grapes and prunes (wild plums) ; was watered by many
streams of pure water, &c. ; and the circumstance of this

kind of country not being found anywhere in the probal^le

direction of Coronado's route, except across the Arkansas

and on the head waters of the Arkansas River ; all this,

too-ether with the allusion to a laro-e river, the ' Saint Peter

and Saint Paul' (prol>al)ly the Arkansas) , which they crossed

before reaching Quivira, in latitude 40° north ; and to a

still larger river further on (probably the Missouri)—makes
it exceedingly probable that he reached the fortieth degree

of latitude, or what is now the boundary between the States

of Kansas and Nebraska, well on towards the Missouri

River."

Mr. Hale placed upon the table for the inspection of

members, several pieces of pottery, and some knit or

woven blankets, showing the handiwork of the Indian races

who still inhabit these "Pueblos." He also exhibited some

beautiful [)hotographs of their villages, taken recently.

These articles were all kindly contributed, for the interest

of the meeting, by Mr. Cargill, of the Atchison and Topeka

Railroad Company.

1 Smithsonian Report, 1869.
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EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM LIEUT. JOHN G. BOURKE, AIDE-DK-

CAMP OF GENERAL CROOK.

"Headquarters, Department of the Platte:

Fort Omaha, Nebraska, Feb'y 25, 1881.

* * * * 111 my opinion, the seven (7) cities of

Cibola alluded to in the narrative of Fray Marco de Niza

and of Coronado are the Moqui Vilhiges, in north-eastern

Arizona. In this view I may not be supported by the weight

of authority, but that to me, under present circumstances,

is no great matter. I have been over much of the trail

which Coronado's expedition must have followed, and know-

ing the topography of the Arizona part of it at least, pretty

well, I have no hesitancy in expressing myself as above.

So far as I understand the record, Coronado started from

the state of Jalisco, and after journeying in a generally

north course, found himself at the Casa Grande in Pinieria

(or what is now a part of Arizona), on the Gila River.

This old ruin, still of considerable size, is situated in the

country of the Pima Indians, and a little east of south of

the mouth of the Verde river, on Salt river, on which latter

stream they had, till within very late years, large ' Milpas' or

cornfields. The distance to the Verde river is not quite 40

miles, over a level desert, ottering no obstacle to the progress

of a military command, except the want of water. The

Verde river, for a consideral)le i)art of its length, runs

nearly due north aud south, and a skilful soldier, such as I

am satisfied Coronado was, would at once determine upon

following its course, and thus avoid the INIassissal and other

ruiriied ranaes (impassable almost at this day), which lie

immediately to the cast. Kuiining out from this valley, is a

trail much used by the Moquis, leading to their i)rincipal

town, Oraybe. They use it to this day to get to the Avhite

settlements— Prescott and others— and no doubt ti\-n-cllc(l

in the same general line 800 years ago to trade Avilh the

Pimas.
Thus far I have adduced no argument of special value

in support of my assertion, but I have now to say that on

March 21st, 1878, Avhilc serving with General Crook's exjie-

dilion Miiaiiist the lioslilc Apaches of Arizona, Liculoiiaiit

Ahiiy and myself came upon a ruined building, concerning
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which the following remarks are to be found in my journal

of that date

:

'Friday, March 21st', (1873). * * * * To-day, just after crossing
the Verde, we came to the ruins of an old fortification of greater mag-
nitude than any we have yet encountered. Being in a completely
ruined condition, we could only conjecture its previous configuration,

size and purpose; but they seemed to indicate that in the centre had
been a vast, rectangular, two or three-storied pile, with well defined

entrances and loop-holed walls, while the exterior line of work repre-

sented a parapet behind which the animals could find temporary shelter.

The entire work was of limestone, laid in adobe cement, the "ve<;as"
(Spanish for " rafters ") being of cottonwood, but so much decayed that

we could only find little pieces of them in the walls. 500 to 1000 men
could be accommodated within the lines; which, however, seemed from
the number of partition walls to have been intended for storehouses.

One of the corners is still more than twenty feet high, perhaps twenty-
five. Almy suggested that perhaps the structure had been erected by
Coronado, as a base of supplies, and the idea is certainly a good one.'

This sketch is a rouuh
copy from the rough

y Avork in my journal ; the

2 scale, imfortunately, was

1 not _o;iven at the time of

s-
making the drawing, but

p I think now that it was

? hundred yards. Lieu-

i tenant Almy has long

»» since been killed l)y the

o Apache Indians, but I

m may say here that he
?' was a young officer of

unusual intelligence, gal-

lantry and promise ; a

native I believe of your state, and a graduate of the

Military Academy, where I lirst made his ac(j[uaint-

ance. We had a number of conversations together regard-

ing this old structure, of which I have never seen or heard

a Avord from an^^ other source. We came to the conclusion

that, from its great age and position, that it had l)een

erected by Coronado. I don't want to be prolix, but I

may say that the mode in which the entrance Avas defended,

the loop-holed Avails, and the corner of the outer rampart

cut aAvay in such a manner (sc(> figure) tliat a small licld-

piece could be used en barbette ; these facts and the truencss
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of the angles of the main l)uikling proclaimed Spanish

origin.

The greater part of the prehistoric remains of Arizona

will be found to be "slouchy" at the corners, either the

angles are not an exact 90°, or the workmanship is defec-

tive at these points. Again, the natives built on promonto-

ries or clitfs, while this building was in a grassy bottom,

and the idea of aiibrding protection to animals while grazing

seemed to ])e paramount.

I have been talking with General Crook this morning, on

the same subject, and find that he agrees substantially with

me in this statement about the site chosen for building pur-

poses ; and, in fact, he could call to mind during the whole

period of his stay in Arizona but one, or at most two,

instances of deviation from" this rule, and even in these

cases the deviation was more apparent than real, as the

location gave a satisfactory command of the country within

bow-shot, which was the main point to be considered.

From the head of Beaver Creek the Moqui trail leads

around the eastern base of the San Francisco mountains

straight to the seven villages, which correspond, in all

things to the descriptions given by the Spaniards. Tegua,

Hualpi, and Moqui occupy one elevated plateau; Osaybe

another, Mushaugnevy a third, and Sumo-porvy and Supo-

nolevy a fourth ; the different plateaus being from eight to

ten miles apart. What other nation of Pueblo Indians has

now, or has had at any time, seven villages situated within

sucli distances of each other and formed of houses of stone

and adobe, four stories high, and entered by ladders? The
Zufiis have but one i)uel)lo, used permanently as a place of

residence, but in all other points their village fulfils all con-

ditions that can be exacted. You will admit, my dear sir,

that Coronado would not be likely to report having seen

seven towns unless he had seen them.

I find I have gone at some length into this matter; per-

ha})s 1 have wearied your patience, l)ut 1 have as yet had no

opportunity to express myself to people who would take an

interest in the subject. General Simpson, of the Knginecr

Corps of the Army, wrote a monograph in the lleijort of

the Smitlisonian Institution for 18(51). 1 have not it at hand

just now, and may be mistaken as to some of its salient

features, because I have not seen it since 1875, when I

came across a coi)y of it in a Mormon village while I was
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travelling in south-west Utah : but my impression is that

Simpson thinks that Coronado came out at the Zuiii villages.

While I have great resj^ect for Simpson's knowledge of the

subject, I must differ with him in this conclusion, and say,

in all modesty, that I have seen enough of the country
between the Gila and the northern boundary of Arizona to

entitle my oi)inions to some consideration.

I will say no more upon this point at this time, but
should you feel any interest in the story of Coronado's

march, I think I can send you a copy of the interesting lec-

ture delivered in Omaha, by my friend Judge James W.
Savage (Harvard, 1849), who has carefully investigated all

written authorities to be found in this country."
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MAYAPAN AND MAYA INSCRIPTIONS.

By Augustus Le Plongeon, M.D.

Note by the Committee of Tublication.

The following paper from Dr. Augustus Le Plongeon, communicated to

the Society through Mr. Stephen Salisbury, Jr., is published under his super-

vision. In the existing unsettled state of archaeological science in this country,

the observations and opinions of explorers are of great value, and should be

deliberately considered. The advantage to the archieologist, of possessing the

original statements of the views of investigators of different periods, formu-

lated by themselves, may be seen on comparing the theories of Haywood,

Rafinesque, Priest, Brasseur de Bourbourg and others with more abstract

speculations. See " Ajchseology of the United States, or Sketches, Historical

and Bibliographical, of the progress of information and opinion respecting

vestiges of antiquity in the United States," by S. F. Haven, LL.D., Smithsonian

Contributions, vol. VIII., 1855. Passim.

Dr. and Mrs. Le Plongeon have the rare advantage of an almost continuous

residence among Maya ruins for more than seven years, and of constant

relations with a class of Indians, most likely to preserve traditions regarding

the past history of the mysterious structures which abound in Yucatan.

MfiuiDA, Yucatan, January IGlh, 1881.

To the Members of the American Antiquarian Society.

Gentlemen :—S'mce Mrs. Le Plongeon's and my return to Yucatan in

June, 1880, to continue our studies of the ruined monuments existing

in that country, under the auspices of the American Antiquarian

Society, and with the pecuniary assistance of Mr. Pierre Lorillard of

New York, Senor Don Vicente Soils de Leon, one of the present owners

of the hacienda of X-canchacan, within the boundaries of which are

situated the ruins of the ancient city of Mayapan, has repeatedly invited

us to pay a scientific visit to the remains of the famous abodes of the

powerful King Cocom, and of his descendants until the year 144G of

the Christian Era, when, according to Landa, the lords and nobles of the

country, with the chief of the Tuluxius at their head, put to death Cocom
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and all his sons—except one who was absent—sacked his palace and

destroyed his city and stronghold.'

Don Vicente Solis de Leon is a civil engineer in the employ of the

Mexican Federal Government. His brother Don Perfecto is a lawyer of

no mean repute in Merida, and Don Fernando, who was oxir cicerone in

Mayapan, is the manager of the hacienda of X-canchacan. These gen-

tlemen can vouch for the correctness of our plans, photographs and

moulds.

Messrs. Solis were already in possession of X-canchacau when Abbe
Brasseur de Bourbourg visited Mayapan. They accompanied him, and

listening to his learned descriptions and remarks, gradually became

interested in the history of a city, once the residence of powerful lords

and learned priests ; but to-day alas ! an unshapely mass of debris, lost in

well-nigh impenetrable thickets. So willingly did they lend their

assistance to Brasseur, that under his guidance, and following Landa's

relation "that on the square of that city were seven or eight stones of

nearly 10 feet in length each, with one extremity rounded, well hewn,

and with several lines of the characters which they use, but which were

so defaced by the action of water that they cannot be read. It is

believed that they refer to the memory of the foundation and destruc-

tion of this capital" ....*, they soon discovered two of these

stones about seventy metres from the foot of the stairway on the east

side of the principal mound. I send you, for your better study, a

photograph of one of these stones which is now encrusted, by order of

Messrs. Solis, in the South wall of the veranda of the principal house

of the hacienda of X-canchacan. It was inserted in the place where
it now is, in order to save it from the fate of its companion, which was
destroyed by an ignorant Majordomo, who broke it and used the pieces

to form the jamb of the door of a cattle-yard, where I saw them a few
days ago. I also sent to Mr. Pierre Lorillard a plaster cast of the

remaining stone taken from a paper mould, made Ijy myself and now in

my possession.

' Landa

—

Las conas de Yticatan. Chap. VIII. " Que entre los suc-
cesores de la casa Cocomina, uvo uno muy orgulloso y imitador de
Cocom, y que este hizo otra liga con los de Tavasco, y que metio mas
mexicanos deutro de la cibdad y que comenco a tyranizar, y hazer
esclavos a la gente inenuda, y que por esto se juntaron los' senores a la

parte de Tutuxiu, el qual era gran republicano como sus passados y que
concertarou de inatar a Cocom, y que assi lo hizieron matando tambien a
todos siis hijos, sin dexar mas de uno que estava auseute, y que le

sequearon la casa que despues de aver
estado en aquella cibdad mas de D aiios la desampararon y despoblaron.

^ Landa

—

Relacion de las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. IX. " Que se
hallan en la pla9a de aqucUa cibdad VII. or VIII. piedras de a diez pies
en largo cada una, redoiidas par la una parte, bien iabrudas y que tienen
algunos reuglones de los caracieres que ellos usau, y que por estar
gastadas de la agua no se pueden leer, mas piensac que es memoria de
la fundacion y destruicion de aquella cibdad.

i54
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Other stones gathered from among the ruins are also in the wall of

the veranda, by the side of the one disinterred by Abbe Brasseur—some

are shown by Mr. Stephens in his work on Yucatan'; but there are

two copies of a certain inscription—represented in the adjoining photo-

graph— which are, in my opinion, of very great historical and scientific

Talue. I will try to explain it to you. To my mind, said inscription

confirms the fact that the key to the reading of the ancient monumental

inscriptions, discovered by Mrs. Le Plongeon and myself, is, in truth,

the right one.

Mr. Lorillard has also in his possession an exact fac simile of this

interesting inscription—made in plaster from one of my paper moulds.

It was these interesting relics of the last Capital of the Mayas that

Messrs. Solis invited us to examine—and to these or their /ac simile—we
humbly beg to call your earnest attention. We may err in our conclu-

sions; but— Errare humanum est— pray then, in your judgment of us,

be merciful. We are the toilers—you the judges, who, quietly sitting

in your curial chairs, have to pronounce sentence upon us. Let the

sentence be a just one.

My object is not to rehearse the history of this city—who can now do

it? Cogolludo^, Lizana', Landa*, Torquemada* and others, have pre-

served in their writings the traditions (true or false) yet extant in the

memory of the people at the time they wrote. To-day I can only tell

you of the ruins of the temples as we see them, destroyed by the hand

of time and man. I will speak to you of the characters sculptured by

the dwellers of the temples, on the stones of their walls, and of the

mode of construction of these temples and other monuments, public and

private. These sculptures and this mode of construction will tell us of

the scientific and artistic attainments of a people, which has almost dis-

appeared from the theatre of mundane existence. They will also tell us

of the intimate relations, not to say parentage, which may have existed

between them and other ancient nations which have also ceased to exist,

but whose history is becoming better known every day. The characters

used by the scribes and learned men of the Mayas to record the events

which had taken place in the life of their people, and the history of

their nation, will tend to strengthen the presumption of these relations,

and bring us to historical ground, already explored by such illustrious

men as Young, Champollion, Wilkinson, Layard, Dotta, Eawlinson,

Smith and others.

During our former stay in Yucatan we did not visit Mayapan, although

we could have done so at much less cost, privation and personal

• Stephens. Travels in Yucatan. Vol. 1. Page 134.

*Cogolludo ( Historia de Yucatan). ^Lizana Historia de N. S. de
Izainal. ''Landa

—

Jlelacion de las cosas de Yucatan. ^ lorquemada—
Monarquia Indiana.
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danger • than the other ruined cities, among the monuments of which

we spent nearly four years. Our attention was engrossed in following

the traces of, what we then thought, a more ancient civilization,*

plainly risible on the better preserved monuments of Ghichen-Itza, Ake

and Uzmal. We thought Mayapan of a much more recent date than

these cities, and were unwilling, as the common saying is, to chase two
hares at one time, lest we should catch none. So we postponed our

visit to Mayapan ; and we have now no reason to regret it, since our

former studies caused us to better understand the meaning of the

sculptures and characters to-day before us.

Now that Professor Valentini, by his essay on the Landa Alphabet,

has called your attention particularly to it, impugning its genuine-

ness, presenting it to the World as a sheer invention of the Bishop

;

and since, also, Professor Charles Rau, of the Archaeological depart-

ment of the Smithsonian Institute, has published an elaborate essay on

a kindred subject:^ in order to disprove Professor Valentiui's assertion,

and to show to the world that Landa's characters, or at least some of

them, are to be found, in the inscriptions of Palenquk, and were used

by the wise and learned men of the nations of Central America, as well

as by those of Yucatan, we imagined that if we could help to set right

the debated question, we should render a service to the students of

American archaeology : and we resolved therefore to accept the invita-

tion of the Messrs. Solis, beginning our new studies of the ruins of

Yucatan by taking photographs and a mould of one of the stones, which

Landa says was inscribed with the very chai'acters now criticised by the

two distinguished professors.

My duty, to the scientific world, is to keep entirely neutral towards

all contending parties. I possess a great advantage. I study the mon-
uments in situ. I hear from the mouth of the natives—in their mother

tongue, the Maya—whatever they have learned from their ancestors of

these monuments. My knowledge of them must, of necessity, be

'The hacienda of X-canchakan is only thirty miles distant from
Merida. Notwithstanding its proximity to the Capital of the State it

has been visited by the Indians of Chan-Santa- Cruz, who have left, as

souvenirs, several traces of their presence and vandalistic propensities.

They hacked the door of the chapel, around the lock, with the hope of
penetrating into the interior and carrying away the altar ornaments.
They felled the lofty cocoanut trees, that Mr. Catherwood represented in

his drawing, in the rear of the belfry of the casa principal, as published
page 142 of vStephens's work on Yucatan : and Marcelo Canich, the mayoral
of San Joaquin, who well remembered Stephens and his companions, and
also the accident of a mischievous pistol shooting otf two lingers from
the hand of a vaquero, because, it is now admitted, said vaquero was so
inquisitive as to form with it an intimate acquaintance without previous
formal introduction. Marcelo, I was going to say, keeps an everlasting
remembrance of the Indians of Santa Cruz in the shape of a bullet

wound in his right knee.
* We were then misled by the confused relation of Bishop Landa.

'See Tomo III., Anales del Museo Nacional de Mexico.
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greater than that of gentlemen, who write from behind their desks,

ignorant of the true facts ... of the very language represented

bj the characters, the theme of their learned discussions. It is these

TRUE FACTS that I will here present to your consideratiouiu the shape

of photographs and casts, without more comment than a comparison

with similar facts contained in the works of the illustrious writers I

have mentioned : to these we must now restrict ourselves : for, to tell

the truth, it would be impossible for me to agree with either, and a con-

troversy on a subject so little understood, seems to me in the present

state of our science, simply time and labor lost. What do the con-

tending parties know about Maya, and particularly ancient Maya

mural inscriptions? Except the Landa alphabet as published by

Brasseur, and two or three codices of unknown origin, shid to be

Maya, where have they seen true, genuine Maya inscriptions? I hope

that with Mr. W. Bollaert' and others, who pretend to have discovered

a key to writings they have never seen, that they have one of the Maya

mural inscriptions on the slab of the Akah-Oib as figured in the

work of Stephens;—because I can now inform them that the engraving

is not a faithful representation, but a most imperfect sketch of the slab,

and by trying to interpret mere lines (many of them imaginary), they

will do what Mr. Bollaert has done, write nonsense.

The only true representation of the Akab-Oib slab in the world is the

photographic impression made by myself in 1875. Examine the copy

which is in the collection of photographs placed by Mr. Stephen

Salisbury, Jr., in the rooms of your Society—compare it with the

engraving given in the work of Stephens, and you will soon satisfy

yourselves of the truth of my assertion.

The Smithsonian Institution possesses a slab, which once formed

part of the altar of the cross in the ruins of Nuchan,'^ to-day Palenque

;

and until lately — when I sent to Mr. Pierre Lorillard casts of two

inscriptions (taken from the originals in the National Museum of

Mexico, by special permission of the Mexican government) brought

from these celebrated ruins by Captain Dupaix, at the beginning of the

present century— the Smithsonian slab was the only genuine sample of

Palenque inscriptions existing in the United States, perhaps in the

world. This slab, the theme of Prof. Rau's essay mentioned by me,

came near being the cause of a misunderstanding between the learned

Professor and myself in May last.

The Professor asserted that the characters of the Mayas and those of

the people of Palenque were identical. I contended that they wore not

' W. Bollaert. Examination of Central American Hieroglyphs. Me-

moirs of the Anthropological Society of London. Vol. III. pp. 288, 314.

'^ Nachan docs not mean as Mr. Bancroft and after him Mr. Short

assert, the city of serpents, at least in the Maya language. The city

of serpents \\ooU\\heu ba raiicak—can bring serpent, and ra^ a village,

a city. Nachan signilies the small house, from Na, house, and chan,

small, little.
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at all alike, (Proceedings of American Antiquarian Society, October 21,

1878), that I could in some degree understand the Maya inscriptions,

but not a word of those of Palenque, Copan or Quirigua. To convince

him, I begged the learned Professor to compare my photographic

impression of the Akab-Oib with the Palenque slab. His assistant in the

archaeological department and myself, with the Professor leading,

formed, if not a grand, at least a very serious procession to a part of

the altar of the cross. If those who in centuries past had engraved

their thoughts on that stone, could have at that moment, through a

chink from the world above, taken a peep at us, I am sure they would

have had a good laugh at our expense. Professor Ran carefully exam-

ined my photograph, compared its characters with those of the slab,

and candidly acknowledged that he was mistaken, in believing the

writings of the Mayas and those of the learned men of Palenque to be

identical. True there are signs and characters that seem to be alike in

both inscriptions, but this similarity is easily explained. Some of the

mural inscriptions of Yucatan go back to so high an antiquity, as I can

easily prove, that we will have to count their age by thousands of years.

Palenque, if the traditions are to be relied upon, would only date,

according to Brasseur,' one thousand years before Christ, on the

authority of Francisco Paula Garcia de Pelaez.^ But since its founda-

tion, people from its neighborhood abandoned their country aud homes,

travelled Eastward toward the coast, leaving traces of their passage,

invaded the Yucatecan Peninsula, and settling among its inhabitants, at

the same time that they accepted new customs, also engrafted some of

their own, with their arts aud sciences on those of the Mayas. Hence

the introduction of Palenque characters in the Maya alphabet, and vice

versa. Further, as we see ourselves, the character and form of the lan-

guage is so changed, owing to more frequent communication, that few

to-day can read and understand the relations and MSS. of the chroni-

clers of even the time of the Spanish conquest of America, scarcely

more than three centuries. How then can we wonder if the alphabets

and languages of nations, whose existence may be reckoned not by

centuries but millenaries, have suffered the same changes that we have

seen taking place among us! Tempora mutantur et in illis mores. And

if, as in a former communication, I here repeat that the Landa alphabet

is well-nigh useless in deciphering the most ancient monumental

inscriptions, I am nevertheless far from agreeing with Prof. Valeu-

tini, that the characters preserved by the fanatical Bishop, as by a

miracle (he being most enthusiastic in the destruction of all the books

and things belonging to the Mayas that fell into his hands), were not

used even as late as his time. For I ask how can a reasonable and honest

man deny that the probabilities are in favor of Landa? Unless we take

• Chimalpopoca M. S. Brasseur de Bourbourg. Popol VitJi, p. Ixxxviii.

- Francisco Paula Garcia de Pelaez. Memorias para la hisloria del

antiyuo reino de Guatemala.
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him for a fool or an impostor, how are we to dispose of his assertion,

when he says, speaking of the stones he saw at Mayapan : They were

inscribed loith characters used by them (y que tienen renglones de los

caracteres que ellos usau). He does not say usaban, iu the past, but usan

in the present.' If the people, in his time, had not used these charac-

ters, many of those who were opposed to the Franciscan friars ' and

accused the Bishop of assuming the rights of an inquisitor,—of ordering

an auto-da-f^ in which he himself boasts of having burned 5,000 idols

of distinct forms and sizes, 13 large stones that served for altars, 22

smaller ones, 27 scrolls of hieroglyphs and signs on deer-skin, 197

vases of different shapes and sizes, together with bones of people which

he caused to be disinterred,'* stating that he had burned no one alive,

—would certainly have accused him of lying and deception, among the

other things brought against him by the Council of Indies.'' Such

an accusation does not, however, appear against him; we must then

believe that no one had anything to say against the Bishop on that

score, and admit that the characters preserved by him were in truth

the same used by the writers of the books he ordered to be destroyed.

Now, for the facts. One of the very stones mentioned by Landa,

that discovered by Abbe Brasseur, is now before you (Fig. 1), in the

form of a photograph, made as perfect as the defacement of its sculp-

tures, and the bad illumination, owing to the position it now occupies,

permit. You can see, however, a perfect cast of it at Mr. Pierre

Lorillard's.* I consider it of very great importance, not only for the

characters engraved upon it, but also because of the historical personage

whose portrait it contains . . . and for the opportunity it offers me to

show you my mode of studying these ancient monuments (I am not

egotistical), and of proving also to the students of American archaeology

that my words, . . . "/ assert that they are not given by us at random.

They are written on the monuments where represented in characters just

as intelligible to my wife and myself, as this paper is to you in latin letters.

Every person represented on these monuments is known to us by name;

' Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. IX.
^ Landa—idem. Chap. XVII—" y que esto caus6 que aboresciessen

mucho mas a los frayles, haziendoles libellos infamatorios, y cessando
de oir sus missas.

^ CoGOLLUDO. Historia de Yucatan. Appendix VII—page 604.

''Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. XIX "Y que
sobre esto se agravio el provincial y determino ir a Espana quexaudose
primero en Mexico—y que assi vino a Madrid, donde los del consejo de
Indias le afearon mucho que uviesse usurpado el oflcio de Obispo y
inquisidor," &c., &c.

See also Cogolludo. Historia de Yucatan.

*The various casts and moulds sent to Mr. Lorillard have been kindly
placed by him on deposit in the hall of this society, and can three be
inspected; together with the many photographs and plates previously
sent by Dr. Le Plougeon to Mr. Salisbury.

—

[Pub. ComJ.
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since either over the head or at the feet the

name is written,^ as published in the

proceedings of your Society, are not a

vain boast when speaking of the names
given by us to Chaacraol and his

brothers.

That this is one of the stones referred

to by Landa, there can be no doubt.

Its shape

—

'^rounded at one end— the

characters engraved upon it so defaced by

the action of water as to be illegible,"

the position where found, are, to my
mind, sufRcient data to cause us to

identify it. Further, it was disenterred

by Brasseur, following Landa's relation,

about seventy metres from the foot of

the stairway, and in front of it^ on the

east side of the principal mound of

Mayapan (called Eukulcan^) where
the square of the city seems to have

been, and about midway between the

mound and that other edifice represented

in the engraving on page 136 of the first

volume of Stephens's Travels in Yuca-

tan, mentioned also by Landa."* " They

also made another, perfectly round, with

four doors, entirely different from any of

the others in Yucatan."

True, the measurement of the stone

as made by us, which is 1'" 62'= for its

height and 0'" 60"= for the width, does

not quite correspond with its size as

given by the Bishop. This, however.

Is of minor importance ; for it is more
than probable that all the stones seen

Fitr.

Slab at Mayapan, probably

referred to by Landa,

representing King Cocom.

by him were not exactly of the same dimensions; and also that the Rev"*

Father did not measure them as carefully as we have done.

* Stephen Salisbury, Jr. Dr. he Plongeon in Yucatan. Proceedings

of American Antiquarian Society. April 26, 1876, and April 25, 1877.

^ Marcelo Kanich, mayoral of San Joaquin, who was our guide when
we visited the ruins of Mayapan at the beginning of the present month,
showed us the place where he saw the stone when being disinterred by
the Abbe Brasseur.

^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. VI.
" Landa. Las cosas de Y^icatan, Chap. VI. " Yque hizieron otro redondo

con caatro puertas, diferente de quantos hay en qquella tierra." This monu-
ment, now a shapeless mass of stones, was destroyed by lightning in

1867.
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Now, pray take notice that the stone under consideration is divided

in two parts. The upper, that which contains thirty squares or com-

partments (Fig. 1), together with two lines of arrow heads^ separated

hyaline of signs similar to the Egyptian hieroglyph for the Fig. 2.

Sun (Fig. 2), together with the fringe-like open border is a y"^
little more than one third of the whole length. On examining ^^/
attentively the few lines that remain of the characters once

engraved on each of the compartments, we thought for an instant, that

at last we had stumbled upon such a monument as we are in hopes of find-

ing some day, an inscription written in two or three languages, one of

them known perhaps. You may see, by the very few vestiges which

are still perceptible, that the characters traced in the squares were

simply straight lines intersecting each other, some running parallel,

but certainly different from those of the inscription yet existing over

the head of the standing figure, and suggestive of the hieratic charac-

ters of the Babylonians and Assyrians. Alas! had our hopes been

gratified, of what earthly use would it have been to us in the present

instance, these carvings being so obliterated by the hand of time and

the action of the water, as Landa remarks. If these precious writings

have disappeared, we have, happily, the deeper carvings yet remain-

ing, and those over and between the figures are still sufl^ciently

preserved for us to know, what kind of signs the learned men of Maya-

pan made use of to give their thoughts material form, and also to tell

us who was the personage seated on a high seat or throne, and sporting

a colossal head-dress. He is an old acquaintance of ours. We met hira

for the first time, five years ago at Chichen-Itza,—where we saw him on

several occasions — and truly after four years we were glad to see hira

again, and indeed in his own domains, in Mayapan, receiving the oath

of allegiance of a subject chief, (whose name is too defaced for us to

make out) and presenting him with the corresponding badge of his

authority.

Allow me, to inform you confidentially— but pray do not repeat it,

lest it should reach the ears of His Majesty, who might take oflence on

account of his striking resemblance in general, but that of his nose in

particular, with that of Judy's world- renowned husband—Mrs. Le

Plongeon, at first sight, dubbed the great King Cocom, Mr. Punch.

It is now your undoubted right to ask me :
" Who is King Cocom ?

How are we to know that the individual represented on the stone

before us is King Cocom ?" In order to answer these questions, and to

make sure that my answers leave no doubt in your minds, I will beg you

to accompany me to Chichen. There, after you have made yourselves

thoroughly acquainted with the most prominent features of his physiog-

nomy in Mayapan, and with his no less remarlcable head-dress, so as to

be sure you will never forget them, but remember both again wherever

you see them, I repeat, I will introduce him to you as he stands at full

length, among other illustrious men of the country, at the entrance of
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the castle.' Next, we shall meet hiin in the reception-room of Queen
Kinich Eakmo, the wife and sister of the great warrior Chaacmol,

where she is seated on her tlirone, surrounded by her own and her hus-

band's guardian spirit Kukulcan, receiving the visits and homage of

the lords and nobles tributary to her. Foremost among these is Cocom,

offering his presents to the Sovereign, his liege lady.^ Notice now tlie

shape of the object he holds in his right hand (Fig. 3). It has the appear-

ance of a sack or bag, but in form it recalls vividly to the Fig^ 3.

mind the sign of offerings in Egypt.' These are facts,

small and insignificant as they may appear, that are not to

be lightly disposed of. It is by bringing together all such
FACTS, unimportant if taken separately, that we may arrive

at unexpected results. Small streams make mighty rivers.

That King Cocom, the liege man of Queen Kinich Kakmo, yet the

powerful ruler of Mayapau, is the personage represented on the antse

of the castle, in the bas-relief in the Queen's chamber at Chichen, and
on the slab found by Abbe Brasseur at Mayapau, you have only to look
at his unique, unmistakable nose, his short stature (he was dwarfish),

his strangely shaped and towering hat (in which he has stuck a few
additional feathers for the occasion of this court reception, as many
fantastical men of our times do), to become satisfied of his identity.

Should any doubt still linger in your minds, then read his name on the

slabs. It is clearly written wherever his portrait appears. It is a pecu-
liar yellow flower, well-known in the eastern and southern portions of
the Peninsula. In the Mayapau slab it is partly closed (Fig. 4), Fig. 4.

near his h^ead, but adjoining this sign, forming part of the in-

scription over the head of the standing figure, it is open in full

Fig. 5. bloom (Fig. 5). These different methods of

(^fVy^ rt^presentiug the name of the seated personage

I
I I

I have also their meanings; but it is not ray ob-
\\ / Z-v ject to interpret them in this instance. Now if,

you look at the bas-reliefs in the Queen's cham-
ber, there we find his name, just as clear; forming part of
his speech to the Sovereign. The flower then is entirely

open, you can see it just over his right hand holding the
sign of oflerings which terminate also with the petals of

* See among the collection of photographs of Chichen, made by me,
which is in the rooms of the American Antiquarian Society, the full-
size standing picture of Cocom. It is carved on the antae sustaining
the north-east end of the portico of the castle.

' Also in the same collection among the bas-reliefs in the Queen's
Chamber, King Cocom is represented holding offerings in his right hand
and a rattlesnake in his left. He is the foremost in front of the throne,
and is adorned with an enormous collar or necklace of round beads.
"Encyclopajdia Britannica. Siyns of offerings. P. LXXI. Egyptian

hieroglyphs. Also Sir Gardner Wilkinson. 2he Ancient Egyptians.
Vol. I. page 81. Vol. II. p. 515. The same sign for offerings is also
on other monuments, under figures worshipping the mastodon's head

35
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the flower (Fig. 6) ;
you will also notice that the petals are Fig. 6.

turned towards the Queen, to whom he addresses himself.

On the antoe, the name is less visible owing to the greater

deterioration of the stone: but there is his nose and his

stupendous hat, these cannot be mistaken for those of

anybody else, for he only, among the crowd there repre-

sented, indulged in ornaments of that peculiar shape.

Now let us see if we can satisfy ourselves still further, about the

identity of the personage seated on the high chair on the Mayapan slab.

Seuor Don Pio Perez, whose name is familiar to you as a student of the

ancient history of his country, who has written on the Maya Chronolo-

gy, and whose woiks are quoted by Stephens, Brasseur, Valeutini, Short

and others, in his dictionary of the Maya language at the word Cocom

says : Cocom is a sarmentous plant, with yellow flowers, from the leaves of

icMch, during the feast of iSt. John, people make treacled cigars. Cocom

was the name of an ancient Maya dynasty, and is still preserved as an

Indian family name amofig the natives of Yucatan. '

But to make certainty doubly sure, let us consult tradition. This

time we shall find that in this particular instance, it agrees with the

history as preserved in the sculptures. Landa tells us : tha.t after the

departure oj Kuculcan, the lords agreed in order to make their republic

stable, to give the principal command of it to the house of the Cocomes,

either because it was the most ancient, or perhaps the richest, or may be

that the man then at its head, was the one of most toorth among them.^

Whom do we see foremost, in advance of all the lords, in the court

reception in the Queen's chamber, holding a rattlesnake in his left

hand, emblem of his adhesion to Kuculcan's sect or party, ^ but the

very man whose features are portrayed on the slab at Mayapan ? Who
can doubt now that he is Cocom ? There is his totem (a flower called

Cocom even to-day) near all of his portraits. That he was the Ruler of

Mayapan, his being seated on a high seat or throne as we see him on

Brasseur's slab, while the other man is standing before him, aud not

' Pio Perez.

—

Diccionario de la Lengua Maya, at the word Cocom . . .

Una plauta Sarmientosa que da flores amarillas y con cuyas hojas se

hacen el dia de San Juan cigarros enmelados. Dinastia antigua de los

miiyas . . conservaudose hasta hoy el nombre como apillido indio." This
flower is almost unknown in the neighborhood of Merida, but is abunihiut

in the eastern and southern jiarts of the state. I was anxious to pro-

cure a flower in order lo describe it and take a picture of it. I applied

to SeQor Dr. Juan Donde, Professor of Botany in the National Insli-

lute, one of the learned men of Yucatan; he also tried his best to

obtain one, but in vain. Soon we hope to secure a specimen.

^^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. VII. Que parlido Cuculcan

acordaron los Senores para que la Pepubiica durasse que tuviesse el

principal mando la casa de los Cocomes, por ser mas antigua, o mas
rica, o por ser el que la regia entonces honibre de mas valor.

^ Knkvmc.an o Cuculcan, the wingetl serpent is always represented as

a rattlesnake, nhaucan, with feathers, only in the mural painting it has

no rattle, but a dart.
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alone standing, but on a low stool (a proof of his inferiority) in order

to reach, somewhat, to the exalted position of hife lord, who is

pictured condescending to stoop toward his subordinate, clearly indi-

cates that Cocom is the King. If you are not satisfied that this is the

t7-uth, then count the number of feathers on his hat and you will find that

he has seven, just as the Queen Kinicli Kakmo in the plate published in

the Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, October 21, 1878,

where she is represented, when yet a child, consulting a H-men fwise

man") to know her destiny. She has, also, seven feathers in her cap,

whilst the personage standing on the stool before Cocom has only

three. If that is not yet sufficient to convince you, then hear what

Lauda says of the duties of the lords towards Cocom.^ That all the

lords loere under obligation to visit, respect and divert Cocom, accompany-

ing him, entertaining him sumptuously, and helping him in all important

affairs. . . .speaking of their mode of burial, he says :

—

When those

of the ancient family Cocom died, they cut off their heads, cooked them in

order to clean the meat from the hones ; after xnhich they sawed the hind-

part of the skull, preserving the front with the jaws and teeth. Tliey then

replaced the wanting flesh in these half skulls with a certain putty, giving

them with perfection the same appearance they had when alive. They

placed them among their cinerary statues, which they had with their idols in

the oratories of their houses, and looked upon them with great reverence

and love.^

To conclude my explanation of the slab of Mayapan, it only remains

to call attention to the objects held by the figures. The standing

personage evidently presents a petition, or a written oath of allegiance,

to his Lord, in the shape of a scroll. Landa says : Their books tvere

written upon a large leaf, folded and enclosed between two boards.'^ Such

MS. you will admit, must have formed a scroll when opened, and held

for the lord to read.

As to the badge of authority, pray look at the badges held by the

lords and nobles, as offerings at the feet of the Queen, in the court

reception so often mentioned in these pages ; and also to those in the

hands of the chieftains and men of rank represented in my collection

' Lauda. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. VII. Que todos los Soiiores

tenian cuenta con visitar, respetar, alegrar a Cocom, acompailaudoie

y festejandole y acudiendo a el con los negocios arduos ....
2 Lauda. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. XXXIII. ... A los antiguos

Seiiores de Cocom avia cortado las cabe^as, (juando murieron, y cozidas

las Unipiaron de la carne y despues aserrarou la mitad de la coronilla

para tras dexando lo de adelaute con las quixadas y dientes, a estas

medias calaveras suplieron lo que de carne les faltava de ciorto betun,

y les dicron la perfeccion muy al propio de cuyos eran, y las tenian con
las esiaLuas de las ceuizas, lo cual todo tenian eu los oratorios de sus

casas c(Mi sus idolos en muy gran reverencia y acatamiento
^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. VII. Que escrivian sus

libros on una hoja larga doblada con pliegues, que se veuia a cerrar

toda entre dos tablas.
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Fig. 7.

of mnral paintiugs from Chichen, and you will soon become convinced

that the object held by Cocom in his right hand and presented by him

to the personage standing in his presence, is, as I have said, a mark

of authority and distinction.

I will now call your atten-

tion to the smaller slab, but

not the least important (Fig

7.) Also to the few charac-

ters it contains. Happily

they are not defaced. We
can easily read them and

know their meaning. It is

simply the name of a divini-

ty held in as great esteem by

the ancient Mayas, as by the

inhabitants of Hindostan,

who gave it several names,' Slab at Mayapan, inscribed with the name

or by the Aryans,'' and of the God Kak (Fire).

their descendants the Assyrians and the Persians,^ or by the Iranians,

brothers of the Aryans,'' and by the Turanians, whose priests were the

magi, the name of which may have been Mayas, since their head-man,

the archimagus, was called Bahmag,^ the old man, in the vernacular

of Yucatan, and since also Maya in Sanscrit means magician, prestidi-

gitator. The deciphering of the name of this Divinity Kak, the Are,

is most interesting: for while it proves to the world that the key to

these Mural inscriptions, discovered by Mrs. Le Plongeon and myself, is

not only a fact, but is the true one, it may cause us to hope that the

day is dawning when the mysteries of these inscriptions will no longer

be mysteries, when the history of the mighty nations that have left

the traces of their passage on earth, rearing the stupendous monuments

scattered, not only in the Peninsula of Yucatan, but throughout the

whole of Central America, shall become known ; when we shall learn

> Manava-dharma-Sastra. Translation of A. Loiseleur Deslongchamps,
Lib. III., Sloka 100. Notimthstanding the master of the house lives

only from gleaned grain, he must make oblations to the five Fires, to

wit : the Garhaptya, the Dakchina, the Ahavaniya, the Avasathya, ami the

Sabhya. But the fire is b'y the Bramins often identified with the

great and unique soul— Mahan Atma.

'^ Agni was called by the Aryan his protector, his relative (Rig-veda,

Sect. I., lect. 5, p. 14, v. 4), his friend (Rig-veda, Sect. II., lect. 8, p.

13, verse 4,)—his protecting spirit.

^Herodotus. Lib. I., (chap.) 131, lib. III., (Thalia) 16.

*L. F. Alfred Maury. Revue germanique, 1861. Les mythes du feu,

&c., &c., and Croyanccs et Legendes, page 45.

* Rab=Lab (Maya), old and Mag=Mac (maya), person, hence Eab-
mag=Lab-mar, the old jicrson, the old man— usi'd cvoii to-day to desig-

nate the paterfamilias, in England and the United States (my governor).
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what were their relations and parentage with the inhabitants of all the

other inhabitable portions of our planet.

We have met with this same inscription often, in Chichen, Uxraal, and
now in Mayapan.' In every instance it is carved on the trunk of the

Mastodon's head, the symbol of Deity among the primitive civilized

inhabitants of the country, who have left vestiges of their religious

worship,^ figured and carved on stones.

The comparative stndy of the Maya language, as published lately by
me in Merida, in the Eevista de Merida, in the form of a letter to the late

Eight Rev. Bishop Courteuay of Kingston (Jamaica), in Spanish, in

order that the Maya scholars might criticise it and pass judgment,^ was
a revelation to Mrs. Le Plongeon and myself, which put us on the road

to the finding of the key to the ancient inscriptions of the Mayas. On
seeing that the Maya is akin to the most ancient languages known,'* and

A

'I have already told you that among the stones gathered at random
among the ruins of Mayapan, and inserted, for safe-keeping, in the
south wall of the veranda of the hacienda of X-canchakan, by Messrs.
Soils, there are two with this inscription.

2 In Chichen, on the fa9ade of the monument called by Stephens
Iglesia, and represented in the engraving opposite page 29G, in his IT'
vol. Travels in Yucatan, and forming the main ornamentation of the
fa9ade, is represented the adoration of the Mastodon's head. The four
figures—two at each side of the head—are sitting, and hold their hands
in worshipping, or rather, respectful positions, just as we see the Hin-
doos while praying, and the Egyptians when in presence of a superior, as
shown in the illustrations pp. 272 and 301 of Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians,
Vol. I. Both sides of the head we read the word DAPAS=TABAS=
TABA=AP, Egyptian for Head. (See note Vol. I., p. Gl, same work
just mentioned). Under the worshipping figures are the signs of oflVr-

ings, leaving no doubt as to the meaning of tlie

representation there intended. This vividTy recalls
to the mind not Egypt, where the elephant was not
among the sacred animals, but Ilindostan, where we

see worshipped even to-day the elephant-headed divinity, Ganesa, the
Hindoo That.

^Maya is the vernacular language of the inhabitants of Yucatan. In
fact the Indian population speaks no other. For this reason, it is taught
in the Colegio Catolico to young men who wish to dedicate themselves
for the priesthood, by Rev.' Don Secndino Baeza, curate of San
Cristoval, who is master of it. My friend. Rev. Don Crecencio Carillo y
Ancona, a Canon of the Cathedral of Merida, acting Secretary of the
Diocese, whose name as an historian, an archasologist, and a writer
on the Maya tongue, is well known among those who have studied the
works of Brasseur, has been pleased to write an article on my essay, in

which he gives his opinion. The review was also published in the
Revista. As Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, and other dead languages are to-day
taught in our universities, it would be very advantageous Indeed, if

some of our wealthy men should leave a sum of money to one of our
Universities for the foundation of a Maya professorship. This beautiful
tongue, not yet a dead one, would prove very important to philologists,
historians and etymologists.

"See my essay on the language of the Mayas, published in the Revisla
de Merida and in the Republican of Mexico, in Sei)tember last.
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furnishes the etymology of many names of nations, divinities and places,

the origin of which is, to say the least, doubtful; that many of the

names of tribes and cities of Afghanistan to this day, are Maya words,

and that in that country there are tribes which call themselves Mayas,

and live on the right bank of the river Kabul (the name of one of the

mounds at Izamal, where anciently, according to Lizana and Cogolludo,

was the image of a miraculous hand Kab-ul),' we naturally inferred

that the alphabet of the Mayas might also contain letters and characters

belonging to the alphabets used by these ancient nations. The study

of the Maya inscriptions photographed by us during our visit to Chichen

and Uxmal, during our former stay in Yucatan, soon gave us the proofs,

that we had surmised rightly. We found that many of the ancient

Clialdaic and Egyptian hieroglyphs—even the letters of the hieratic

alphabet belong to the Maya inscriptions — had the same meaning and

value in Mayapan as in Egypt and Chaldea; while there are other char-

acters, of the precise significance of which, we are yet in doubt, that

seem to belong exclusively to the Maya. Happily the inscription

before you does not pertain to that class. We can easily understand its

meaning. All we need, for the purpose, is simply an Unabridged Illus-

trated Webster's English Dictionary, opened at pages 1767 and 1768.

Among the Remarkable Alphabets contained on the latter page is one

inscribed Coptic or Egyptian. On the former we read the title Ancient

Alphabets, and we find columns headed Conjectural Chaldaic Hiero-

glyghic Originals, Egyptian letters, Original Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

It is to these columns that I will aslt you to look for the value of the

characters of the inscription before you. Please to remember that I

make no appeal to your imagination, that I do not ofl'er any theory, but

simply present facts for your consideration and study.

Fig. 8. We shall begin with the sign (Fig. 8), which stands

^— ".^ on the slab, directly over Fig. 9. It is

f \ plainly visible among the Egyptian letters

Lj I 1 and hieroglyphs, where it is given as

equivalent to our cii or hii. We see a

variety of the same sign in the column of the Chaldaic

hieroglyphs. An altar with Fire burning upon it, (Fig. 10). This sign is

Fig. 10. also Egyptian. It corresponds either to Aa or to R=Ra

^^^4}^ the Sux (Fig. 11), of which it is the hiero- Fig. 11.

I^^^n glyph. As to Fig. 12, it is chi of the Egyp- ^'-^^

I
r~~j

I
tian alphabet on the next page, our cii.— V*^y^"^ Then the Maya inscription (Fig. 13), reads ^"^

Fig. 13. chach or Kak— in Maya Fiue^ Fig. 12.

^^ whether we read the characters N

/"Y^ from left to right, as in the cuni- ^'[^
— form writings of the Assyrians, or

'Lizana. " Ilistoria de N. S. de Izamal." Cogolludo. " Ilistoria

de Yucatan."

^Tlie Egyptians u.sed indillereutly Ch or K; both letters being for
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from right to left, as in those of the Eyptians.' Either way, in the

present instance, the result is the same— C/mac/i-Kaak-FiRE.

You will perhaps object that the character of the Maya inscription

Fig. 14. that I translate Aa is not simply Fig. 14. but Fig. 15.©Very true. The last sign is a compound
-px"-. 15.

of the former with the emblem of divinity.

Both, in the Egyptian writings, are equiv-

alent, being the hieroglyphs of ka, the

Sun, the great divinity universally worshipped, not only in Egypt,
but in Assyria, Chaldea, Hindostan, Mayapan, and throughout ancient

America. Hence this emblem (Fig. 16) of divinity added to the pj^ jg

Fig. 17. character, (Fig. 17), denotes that the meaning of the

inscription is notice simply, but the God Fire.©That the emblem (Fig. 18) is that of divinity in

Assyria, as in Mayapan, is evident. Mr. Phil. Smith,

in his "Ancient History of the East,"- tells us that

Fig.lS. the signs (Figs. 19 and 20), found Fis. 19. Fig. 20.

on an obelisk in the British Mu-
seum, are the emblems of one of

the principal gods of the Assyrians.

But these very emblems are frequently seen on the temples, on the

palaces of the priests and kings of the Mayas, always either on the
trunks, or forming the centre of the diadems adorning the foreheads of

the Mastodon heads
;
(the grand syml^ols of the Supreme Ruling Soul

of the Universe, among the primitive inhabitants of the Peninsula, as

I have already informed you). They are very plain, forming the centre

of the diadem of the Mastodon head, on the left hand side of the top

of the arch dividing the south wing of the central or main body of the

House of the Governor, at Uxmal, as you may see in the photograph.
Now, we are told by all the chroniclers who have written on Yucatan,

that FIRE was worshipped by the ancient Mayas, and even by tlie mixed
races that inhabited the peninsula at the time of the Spanish conquest.^

them equivalant. They spell the name of their country as often Chem
as Khem.
Kak is the Maya for Fire—could it not be possible that the Kaians

who invaded Bactria and Media and were of Turanian stock, took the
name from their primitive god Kak the fire, the Agni of the Aryans?
The name Agni itself, according to Alfred Maury, Croyances et

Legends, note, page 39, comes from ag—to move in an undulating man-
ner. According to Gremm's laws g=K and A/c in Maya signifies tongue,
or withe, a twisted, undulating twig; giving the a a guttural or aspirated
sound, we again have KxK-Jire, which in Sanscrit is Ku. But Ku iu

Maya means God.

'Herodotus, lib. II., chap. 36.

^Phil. Smith. Ancient History of the East, page 412.

^ This would prove that the civilization of the Mayas did not come
from Egypt, as some are inclined to think. True, the Mayas had many
customs similar to those of the Egyptians, but they had as many in

common also with the Assyrians, the Chaldeans, the Hindoos, and other
Asiatic nations.
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Cogolludo, speaking of the Zuhuy-Kak (Virgins of the fire) the

priestesses in Uxmal, says : that one of their duties was to take care of

and keep alive the perpetual fire in the temples; that if through neglect

of the one in charge, the fire became extinguished, she was put to death

for her negligence.' Landa gives us details of the feast of the fire,

which took place to celebrate the new year, commencing with the sign

cauac.^ His description recalls vividly to the mind the ceremonies

performed by the Royal Scythians in honor of the god Mars, so graphi-

cally related by Herodotus ^ and causes us involuntarily to wonder

whence arises so striking a similarity of customs between nations living

so far apart, and what may have been, in remote times, their mode of

communication. (The Scythians, like our North American Indians,

to-day, scalped their fallen foes, and carried the scalps as trophies). He

also informs us, that during the festivities of the New Year, the Chacs *

were elected, and that they began their duties by lighting the new fire,

into which all who had prepared themselves by fasts and abstinences

of various kinds, threw small balls of incense prepared by the priests

for the occasion. The old fire hud been extinguished in the mouth of

3Iac during the feast called Tupp-Kak (the extinguishment of the fire)

celebrated in honor of the Ohacs the Gods of the rain, protectors of the

fields, in order to obtain from them an abundant supply of water for

their crops.

Landa does not tell us ho%v the new fire was procured. Cogolludo,

always so particular in mentioning all things pertaining to the customs

of the aborigines, is also silent on this subject. But knowing that the

'Cogolludo. Historia de Yucatan, Vol. I., lib. II., page 284.

'-'Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. XXXVIII., page 230 . . . .

Demas desto, para la celebracion desta fiesta haziau en el patio una
grande boveda de madera, y henchianla de leiia por lo alto y por los

lados, descaudole en ellos puertas para.poder entrar y salir. Tomavan
despues los mas horabres de hecho sendos manojos de unas varillas,

muy secas y largas atadas, y puesto en lo alto de la leGa un cantor, can-

tava y hazia son con un atambor de los suyos, vailavan los de abaxo
todoscon mucho concierto y devociou, eutrando ysaliendo por las puer-

tas de aquella boveda de madera, y assi vailavan hasta la tarde, que
descando alii cada uno su manojo, se Ivan a sus casas a descausar y
comer.
En anochecieudo volvian y con ellos mucha gente, porque entre ellos

esta cerimouia era muy estimada y tomando cada uno su hacho 1q

encendian. y con ellos cada uno por su parte pegaron fuego a la lena,

la cual ardia mucho, y se quemava presto. Despues de hecho todo

braza, la allanavany tendian muy tendida y juntos los que avian bailado,

avia algunos que se ponian a passar descal^os y desnudos come ellos

andavan por eucima de aquella braza de una parte a otra, y passavau
algunos sin lesion, otros abra^ados y otros medio quemados

y pensavan era este su servicio muy agradable a sus dioses

^ Herodotus, lib. IV., page 62.

* Chacs were the gods, protectors of the fields and of the rain. They
also gave tliis name to the assistants of the priests, and they were
elected every year in the uionlh of POP.
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natives of Yucatan, as the Aryans of old, still obtain fire by the swift

friction of two pieces of wood together, one hard, the other soft—of

the pramantha against the arane, as the Vedic poet would say, we are

led to infer that in this manner the Chacs caused the flame of the new

flre to spring into existence.

That we should find the God Fire represented among the Mayas by

the same hieroglyph that the Egyptians used for Sun, and the emblems
of one of the principal gods of the Assyrians, need surprise no one.

True, the fire was not worshipped as a god by the Egyptians, who con-

sidered it as a living beast that devours everything within its reach, and

when replete and satisfied, dies with all it has swallowed.^ But not so

with the Assyrians; for they, as the Aryans, very often identifled Agni

with the great luminary, source of all light and heat—life-giver of the

world—with Indka, from whom, at times, he seems to seize the first

rank, becoming therefore the supreme deity. "O.' Agni," says the poet

Vasichtha, " no sooner art thou born than thou art the master of the worlds
—thou walkest among them as the shepherd who visits his herds.^ ! Master

divine of all nations, with our prayers we invoke thee, God resplendant and

strong.'^ Immortal Agni, thou art he whom the mortals invoke first in their

prayers.* Says Raraadeva. Nay, more, Agni is at times, for the

Aryans, the god of the pure light—the true soul of the world.* And
we see that among the Brahmins, the Duidjas are enjoined to off'er

every day, the food destined for the gods, after having prepared in the

domestic fire, the oblation of the Homa with all the wonted ceremonies.

The Aryans also transformed Agni into thunder and lightning and

placed these as weapons in the hands of Indra to combat Ahi the

Great Cloud Serpent® his personal and most powerful enemy. '^ Fond

'Herodotus, lib. III., page 16.

2Rig Veda. Sect. V., lect. 2, h. 12, v. 3, Vol. III., page 45. Langlois's
translation.

^ Rig Veda. Sect. V., lect. 2, h. 14, v. 7, Vol. III., page 47. Langlois's
translation.

"Rig Veda. Sect. III., lect. 5, h. 7, v. 5, Vol. II., page 126. Lan-
glois's translation.

= Rig Veda. Sect. IV., lect. 1, h. 18, v. 1, Vol. II., page 281. Lan-
glois's translation.

^ Ahi. The Cloud Serpent. The Winged Serpent. Ah— /., the falcon
(maya). The Kukulcan of the Mayas; the quet.zarohual of the Mex-
icans; the gukumatz of the Quiches are names of the culture heroes of
those difiereut nations. I beg to differ from the opinion of those, who,
resting merely on the authority, very feeble indeed, of tradition, con--
sider them as personages who came and brought civilization among
those people. I can assert, in the case of the Mayas at least, that they
considered Kukulcan as a demiurge, and enemy of the sun. So it is

represented in the mural painting at Chicheu, and in tlie bas-reliefs on
stone and wood at that place. It was the personification of the clouds,
at least for the people, who were then as now, ready to believe what-
ever their H-menes and priests pleased to teach them as truth. The
Aryans thought that the clouds were enemies of the sun, because they
obscured and interrupted its rays. So the Mayas—they also were good

36
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of praise, frmer and more vigorous every tirne, he destroys the dwellings

founded by the Asvras;^ he prevents the celestial splendors from being

veiled, and for the happiness of him who offers the sacrifice, he causes the

rain to descend.^ Again. . . . Vretra''^ causes drought upion the Earth,

and with his powerful lightning, Indra, strikes him and causes torrents of

rain toflmv.'"^ So exclaims the Vcdic poet. So also the psalmist: " He

made darkness his secret place; his pavilion round about him were dark

waters and thick clouds of the skies. At the brightness that was before

him, his thick clouds passed, hail-stones and coals of fire. The Lord also

thundered in the heavens, and the highest gave his voice .... Yea, he sent

out his arrows and scattered them ; and he shot out lightnings, and dis-

comfited them. Then the channels of tcaters were seen *
. . . .

The Mayas seem likewise to have entertained the same conception as

the Aryans concerning the identity of the three divinities, Fire, Sim

and Thunder. Probably they came to that belief by observing that the

lightning burned their houses, as the sun scorched their crops. The

antagonism of Kukulcan, the winged serpent, to the sun, and the read-

ing of the inscription would tend to contirra that ^ "><

community of ideas. In fact we have seen I
^
—v

|

that these characters are equivalent to our ch,

aa, ch; or chaach. Chaac, in the Maya language, means Thunder,

tempest of rain.^ But Landa has informed us that Chaac was also the

name of the Gods of Bain, that is to say, of the masters of the rain, to

whom in the month of Mac the old men addressed their prayers in

order to obtain from them an abundant supply of water, to irrigate

their fields, and secure plenteous crops.' There we evidently have the

belief that the thunder conquers the clouds, and throws them on the

observers of all natural phenomena, but believed them the acts of genii

friendly or inimical to mankind, according as they were benetitod or

injured by them. They had noticed that the vapors, suspended in the

atmosphere, were condensed when an electrical discharge took place.

Thev then imagined that the supreme God (call it Indra with the

Aryjins, or Ku with the Mayas), had killed his enemies with his thunder-

bolt. In the mural painting and bas-reliefs at Chichen-Itza, the ivinged

serpent, the protecting spirit of Chaacmol, is always pictured autagon-

istical to the sun, the guardian genius of Aac, who at last kills Chaacmol
by treason, with three thrusts of his lance in the back. The name
Kukulcan is written on the tablets which occupy the place of the ears

in the statue of Chaacmol, discovered by me, now in the National

Museum at Mexico.
' Asouras. Powerful demons, always at war with the Gods.

^Kig-Veda. Sect. 1., led. 14, h. 9, v. 6, vol. I., page 108.

^Vretra. A demon killed by Indra. It is the emblem of darkness

dissipated by the rays of the sun. He is also the tvinged serpent. Am.
•Kig-Veda. Sect. 1, lect. 4, h. 15, v. 10-12, vol. I., page 118.

f^P.-salm XVIII., verse 11 to lo. Holy IVible in use in the churches of

England.
" Pio Perez. Diccionario de Icngua Maya.
"> Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. XV., page 252.
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earth in the shape of water. Hence also the enmity of the serpent and
the sun, so vividly represented in their mural paintings and bas-reliefs.

"I wish to sing the antique exploits by which the thundering Indra hiis

distinguished himself. He has loounded Ahi; he has scattered the waters
on the earth; he has let loose the torrents of the celestial monntainf."^

I vrill now call your attention to two stelae I found on a small
mound situated about one hundred metres from the south-east corner
of the principal pyramid, named anciently Knkulcan, in the city of
Mayapan. These stelje are the first of the kind I have seen during
my long and careful explorations of the ruined cities of Yucatan. I

consider them of great importance, since they demonstrate the high
scientific knowledge attained by the learned men among the Mayas.
They might, it seems, have been able to hold their own, as far as
mathematical and astronomical sciences are concerned, with the Magi
and the astronomers of Egypt, as I hope to show you.
While measuring the platform on the top of the mound, that once

was dedicated to Kukulcan, on searching the thicket, my eyes fell

upon what I took to be the columns of the Katuns, illuminated by
the rays of the sun sinking towards the West. On inquiring I was
told: "Oh! it is nothing; merely two small round stones." I have
long since learned by experience, as Stephens did, the meaning of these
words. Often you are informed by the natives, of a place where
according to them are very important monuments, which on examina-
tion turn out to be the insignificant remains of old walls, while, as in

the present instance, things they consider not worth looking at, happen
to be most interesting for science and history. I therefore insisted on
examining the stones which had attracted my attention. Our Indian
guide remarked that in that place there were many garapatas, that it

was rather far, and tried to persuade us not to go, simply because as he
had not considered the monument of sufficient interest for the for-
eigners to see, he had not opened a path to it, and he did not seem to
relish the idea of doing it at this hot hour of the afternoon. Reluc-
tantly therefore he took the van, when I told him that there we must
go. A grin of gladness overspread Marcelo's face and betrayed his
inward feelings, when ho saw that the cattle had taken upon themselves
to perform the duty he had neglected. Following the detours of the
trail, clipping here and there a few boughs, we at last reached the
foot of a small mound eight metres high, eleven metres, fifty centime-
tres wide at the base on the north side, but so much destroyed and
overgrown that with difl[iculty we were able to measure it. Its ascent
was anything but easy, but thanks to the branches and roots of the
shrubs with which its sides were covered, we were able to reach the
platform. There, the sun seemed to dart his hottest rays, as if to

'So begins a hymn in honov of Indra to celebrate his victory over
the serpent Ahi. Rig-Veda. Sect. 1, lect. 2, h. 13, vol. I., pp. 56-57.
Langlois's translation.
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prevent intrusion on a spot, where, of old, his worshippers had calcu-

lated his course through the heavens. The platform, four metres,

seventy centimetres on the North and South sides, by three metres on

the East and West sides, sustained two perpendicular stelae of

forty-five centimetres in diameter, and one metre high from the floor,

which, once was perfectly leveled and paved with beautifully-hewn

slabs of stone. To-day it is covered with a layer of ten centimetres

of loam, product of the dust of the centuries, and of the decom-

position of the plants that have grown there, and the rank grass

which now covers it, since the city was abandoned in 1446 of our era.'

The distance between the centre of the stela; is 1'" 70% their oricnta-

> I had occasion there again to verify an observation made by me
in Chichen-Itza and afterwards in Cozumel, an observation that has

enabled me to compute approximately, the time when the monuments

were abandoned by those who dwelt in them. The accumulation of

loam I had reckoned to take place at the rate of one inch per century,

more or less. Well, since 144G of the Christian Era, when, according

to Landa. the city of Mayapan was destroyed and abandoned, 0'" 10

centimetres of loam has accumulated on the top of the gnomon mound
in Mayapan, that is to say, 3i inches of dust and decomposed vegetable

matter has covered the platform of this astronomical edifice in 434

years. Hence by reckoning the accumulation to take place on the

ruined monuments at the mean average of one inch iu every hundred

years, we are very near the truth.
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tion East and West is as perfect as it could be made to-day with our

improved instruments. Of course I made use of the metre. In a for-

mer communication, dated Belize, June 15th, 1878, in my description of

Island Mugeres, I told you' " I have not adopted the metric standard

of linear measure /rom choice, but from necessity, and the strange dis-

covery that the metre is the oiily measure of dimension which agrees

with that adopted by these most ancient artists and architects

;

another and vei-y striking point of contact with the Chaldean priests,

the 3Iagi.^ This fact, that of the adoption of the metric measure by

the builders of the ancient monuments of Mayapan, is plainly corrobo-

rated by the careful protraction of the columns of the gnomon here

annexed.

To this protraction I must now refer, in order to explain graphically

the extent of the mathematical and astronomical knowledge attained

by nations, that writers on the ancient civilization of America have

been pleased to call semi-barbarous. Perhaps you will object that such

science, such knowledge, was then the sacred privilege of the few.

True; but cast your eyes on the populations which live on the earth

to-day; nay! in the very countries that we consider at the van of

modern civilization, and tell me is its science and knowledge the

privilege of the masses, or of the few? What is the number of the

truly scientific men in England, in France, in Germany, in Spain, in

Italy, compared with the whole populations of these countries ? How
many truly scientific men are there in the United States, around you,

In a country which receives the best in art, science and literature,

that the Old World can produce ? How many among us do not

even know how to read and write their own names, and yet we call

nations barbarous, among whom with difficulty we shall find a man
who does not know, not only how to read and write, but the first

principles of arithmetic, as for example, the Chinese, Japanese, and

others ? Facts are what are needed in the study of the history of

humanity, ancient and modern ; not theories ! !

!

Let us examine the accompanying diagram. It is carefully drawn by

me, according to very accurate measurements. The facts it reveals

are certainly most interesting. We cannot suppose that the gnomon
was built at random, that the diameter of the stelse, and the distance

they are placed from one another, are wholly fortuitous. We must

'Stephen Salisbury, Jr. Mexican Calendar Stone, Maya Archceology.

Page 42.

^ Le caractere grandiose des constructions Babyloniennes et Ninive, le

developement scientijique de la Chaldee, les rapports incontestahles de la

civilisation Assyrienne avec celle de I'Egypt (et del'Amerique Central avec
les deux. A. L. P.) auraient leur cause dans cette premiere assise de peuple
materialistes, constructeurs, auxquels le mond entier doit avec le

8YSTEME metrique, Ics plus ancienues connaissances que tiennent a
Vastronomie, aux malhematiques, et a I'industrie. Ernest Kenan. Hist,

gen. des langues semitiques. Pag. 60-61.
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rather suppose that the construction of the astronomical instrument

was subject to positive data, studiously calculated by the accomplshed

Maya astronomers. Judging of past humanity by the present, we
must of necessity agree that the diameter and distance of the centres

were the result of accurate calculation and knowledge. Would any

scientific optician pretend to make, at hazard, any mathematical instru-

ment, and assert that such instrument was a proper one to use for

accurate observations ? Such assertion would of course be looked

upon as simply preposterous. And are we to suppose, that what the

scientific men in our days would not do, the scientific men of past

ages have done ? Science remains the same, and the capacity of

human intellect, when cultivated to its utmost extent, is very nearly

the same in all countries, at all times.

We must admit that the precise dimensions given to the stete, and

to their distance from each other, have had a cause as well as an

object. What that cause and that object may have been, is for us to

discover if we can; for the solution of this problem will tell us of the

mathematical and astronomical knowledge attained by the H-menes.

Taking for granted that they knew the distance of the solsticial

poiuts from the equator; that is to say, the greatest declination of the

sun, North and South,' I have traced the diagram, making use of a

scale of two millimetres for every five metres, in the following manner:

at the poiuts c and c' extremities of the line cd drawn through the

centres of the stelae and equal to the distance 1'" 70"^ of their centres,

with a radius equal to half their diameter 0°, 22'=, 5. I described the

two circumferences GDFII and G'D'FiH'. These represent the columns

of the gnomon, and their respective places on the platform of the

mound.. I then traced the tangents D'l) and hh' which bisect each

other and the line cc' in o. With o as a centre, and a radius oc equal

to half the line cc', I described the circumference hcdaii'c'd'a' passing

through the centres of the stelae. Then from the points c and c' I

measured the axes CA and C'A', = 23° 27' the declination of the Sun
when on the tropical line, at the time of the solstices. You will please

notice here that the chord ad which joins the arc ad is 1-12 (one

twelfth) of the line cc', the distance of the centres of the stelae, proving

that the Maya astronomers divided their astronomical year into twelve

months of thirty days each, to which they added the five days when they

said the sun was renting. To these, which they considered luckless,

they gave no names. Here again we find another point of contact with

' I have taken it for granted that they knew when the sun had
reached the tropics, and therefore its greatest declination 23° 27',

because tlie days that this declination does not vary they called uayab
6 nayah haab, which means, according to Pio Perez, the bed, or place
where the sun uests. These days are now from the li)th to the 24th of
June, and from the lOth to tlie 24th of December.
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the Egyptians,' and perhaps more particularly, the Chaldeans.'^ This

corroborates what Landa tells us on the subject. " They have their perfect

year of 365 days and six hours, as ours, they divide it into months in two

different manners, one is by dividing it in months of 30 days, and they

call them v, lohich means moon; and they count them from the time that

the new moon appeared, until the time she disappeared.^ The Hindoos,

we learn from the Manava-Dharma- Sastra in the most remote times,

also divided their years into twelve lunar months, and the month

into two periods of 15 days each. The first, the lighted period (Soukla-

pakchaj finished with the day of the full moon. The second, the dark

period (Krichna-pakcha) with the day of the new moon.* We have

thus come to the knowledge of why the Maya astronomers placed the

centres of the columns of their gnomon at the precise distance of 1™

70^ Let us now try to find out what may have been their motive for

giving to the diameters of said columns 0° 45"=.

By observing the meridian altitude of the sun, I found that the lati-

tude of Mayapan is 20° 36' north. I then traced on ray diagram, taking

the centre o as angular point, the angle COB equals 20° 36', prolonging

1 The Egyptians also divided the year into twelve months of 30 days

each, to which five days, called epact, were added at the end of the last

month, Mesore. These, as among the Mayas, were considered unlucity.

This was the solar or sacred year, which was somewhat different from

the Gothic or sidereal year. This solar year seems to have been

adopted, and the Epact added at a period so ancient that it is referred

to the fabulous time of their history. But in the beginning they com-

puted time, and divided the year by lunations, as did the Mayas, so that

besides their solar year, they had a civil year divided in 18 months of

twenty days, or lunar months, to which they added likewise the five

unlucky days. (See Herodotus, lib. II., ch. 4.) And Sir G. Wilkinson.

Ancient Egyptians. Vol. II., pp. 370-375.

2 Phil. Smith, in his Ancient History of the East, page 400, says

:

" There can be no doubt that the Babylonian astronomy was more
truly scientific than the Egyptian, and that it reached the highest per-

fection attainable without the aid of optical instruments. The Chaldeans

knew the synodic period of the moon, the equinoctial and solstitial

points, the true length of the year as dependent on the annual course

of the sun (within a narrow limit of error) and even the precession of

the equinoxes. Herodotus, lib. II., ch. 109, tells us that the Greeks

learned from the Babylonians the division of the day into 12 hours,

as well as the sun dial and the gnomon."
^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. XXXIV., page 202. " Tienen

su ano perfecto como el nuestro de ccc. y i.xv. dias y VI. horas.

Dividenlo en dos nianeras de meses, los unos de a XXX. dias que se

llaman nu que quiere decir Luna, la qual contavan desde que salia nueva

hasta que no parecia."

* Manava-Dharma- Sastra. Lib. I. Slokas 66-67. . "One month of

the mortals is one day and one night of the Pitres ; it is divided into

two periods of fifteen days. The dark period is for the Mamies; the day

set apart for labor, and the liglitcd period; llie niglit reserved for sleep-

ing . . One year of the mortals is one day and one night of the Gods,

and this is the maimer of its division. The day corresponds to the

northern course of the sun, the night to its southern."
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the leg OB uutil it meets the circumference HCDAH'C'D'A', and noticed

that the chord CD, semi-diaraeter of the circumferences FDGH and

F'D'G'H' of the stels is equal to ftico-thirds) | of the latitude of the

place. Then the whole diamater is the 1-13 (one-thirteenth) part of the

circumference passing through their centres c and c', which stands in

this case for their week of thirteen days.' This, it seems to me, would

tend to prove that they had some means for calculating accurately the

latitude of places, but it certainly gives us the reason why they made
the columns of the gnomon 0° 45'- in diameter.

But this is not all. Landa, Gogol! udo, and after them, Pio Perez, tell

us that they divided the year into eighteen months of twenty days

each,- which they called Ihnal-Hun- Ekeh, to which they added the live

days and six hours. Well, this strange division of the year is also

indicated by the dimensions given by the Maya astronomers to their

gnomon.

In fact, the sine BI of the arc BC equals 20° 36', the latitude of Maya-

pan, and is the 1-18 (one-eighteenth) part of the circumference HCDA
H'C'D'A' passing through the centres c and c'. As to the 20 days into

which these months were divided, you will And that the versed-sine CI

is 1-5 (one-fifih) of the sine BI, representing the duration of one mouth.

Double this sine would be ten days ; on each stelae, therefore, are the

twenty days of the month. Landa tells us ^ that their mode of count-

ing was by lives up to twenty, and by twenties up to one hundred. Of

course, by noticing the length of the shadow projected by the stelaj on

the smooth floor of the platform, they could know the hour of the day.

At night, as the Indians do even now, they could tell the time quite

accurately by observing the course of the stars. ^ By placing a style,

or any narrow object, on the top of the columns, so as to rest on the

'Pio Perez. Cronologia Antigua de Yucatan, says: La triadeca-

terida 6 periodo de trece dias, resultado de sus primeras combina-
ciones fue su numero sagrado en lo sucesivo y procuraron usarlo y con-
servarlo ingeniosa y constantemente sometiendole todas las divisiones

que imaginaron para concordar y arregiar sus calendarios al curso
solar

^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Chap. XXXIV., page 204. Otra
manera de meses tenian, de a XX dias, a los quales llaman, Uinal-Hun-
Ekeh: destos tenia el aiio entero XVIII y mas los cinco dias y seis

horas.

^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Que su cuenta es de v en v hasta
XX; y de xx en xx hasta c, Chap. XXIV., page 134 . . . Again ....
Ya e dicho que el modo de contar de los Indios es de cinco en cinco, y
de cuatro cincos liazen veinte; assi en estos sus caracteres que son
veiute sacan los primeros de los quatro cincos de los XX y estos sirven,

cada uno dellos un aiio de lo que nos sirven a nosotros, nuestras letras

dominicales. para comen^ar todos los primeros dias dc los meses de a
XX dias. Chap. XXXIV., p. 206.

^ Landa. Las cosas de Yucatan. Regian de noche, para conocer la

hora que era por el luzero ( Venus) y los cabrillas (pleiades) y los

artilejos (gemini). Chap. XXXIV., page 202.

37
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centres c-c', aud uoticiug wiieu its shaclow fell perpendicularly on the

platforn) and covered exactly the line they had traced for that purpose

between the stelae, they knew when the sun passed on their zenith,

which phenomenon occurs twice every year, in March and July.

Here I will rest in my description of the gnomon of Ma3'apan, leaving

it to the learned personages who have written on Maya chronology to

theorize and tell us why the ancient astronomers of the Peninsula, or

rather, of the city of Mayapan, adopted these two modes of computing

time, that the chroniclei's have recorded in their works, and which seem

corroborated by the study of the gnomon. Whatever be the theories

presented to the world by others, my duty toward you, and towards the

students of American ArchiEology, is to present the facts as they are,

without passing an opinion, for the present, on what I see ; because I do

not believe that we possess, as yet, sufBcient positive and incontro-

vertible data for any one to form a true and correct opinion on the sub-

ject, free from hypothesis. I may remark, however, that this gnomon
appears to have been built, subject to approved trigonometrical rules,

which can leave no doubt as to the mathematical attainments of the

builders. They seem to have taken as the basis for their calculations uhe

latitude of the place, aud the declination of the sun when at its resting

place, as they called the solstitial points : facts that w^ould do away

with the mythical reasons attributed by Brasseur and others, for their

computation of time, and bring us at once to the right ground in the

presence of truth. I take it for granted that the learned men of old

were no more foolish than the learned men of our days.

That this manner of computing time was used by the primitive civil-

ized inhabitants of the great metropolis, Chichen-Itza; or by those who
dwelt in it, when at the height of its splendor, when scientists and

scholars flocked from all parts of the world to its temples and semina-

ries to consult the H-Menes, is more than, at present, we can positively

know. It is quite probable, however, that their astronomical concep-

tions may have suffered the same changes as their religious ideas.

These we can follow tolerably well, written as they are on the walls of

the palaces and temples. We know that in the most remote times, they

represented the God-head under the symbol of the Mastodon head ; and

notwithstanding the great respect for the memory of their ancestors,

so strongly inculcated on their minds that even to-day, they would not

fail to prepare the llanal-pixan (the food of the soul), and ofler it in

particular places in the forests on All Saintu day.^ In after ages this

' We find that great respect for the memory of the ancestors was
taught by the precepts of the Manava-Dharma-Sastra to the inhabitants

of the peninsula of the South of Asia. We read in Book III., Sloka
203 . . . The ceremony in honor of the Manes is superior, among
the Brahmins, to the ceremony in honor of the gods,-and the oilering to

the gods, that precedes the oilering to the manes, has been declared to

augment its merit.
Kespect for the memory of their ancestors is also one of the first duties
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emblem became replaced by that of the Winged Serpent Kukulcan oi*

Am, even in the city of the holy and wise men (Itzaes). while in Uxmal

and other places where, in time, the Nahuatl civilization and religion

prevailed, the phallic emblems were coupled with those of the sun, the

fire, and the Mastodon head. The monuments also show the changes

that had taken place in architectural taste, a consequence of the

alteration in the customs, in the ideas, and in the mode of life of the

people, caused, perhaps, by immigration and invasion, probably by

commercial intercourse and frequent communication, by sea and by

land, with the neighboring nations, i The ornamentation of the edi-

fices also tells us of the progress of the artists in the arts of drawing

and sculpture. But there we must rest until we discover genuine Mrvja

books, and until some one is found able to translate them into any of

our modern languages; for whatever we may pretend to know to-day,

about the life and history of the primitive civilized inhabitants of the

Peninsula, will only amount to mere surmises, notwithstanding the Pio

Perez MS. published by John L. Stephens, and commented on by Pro-

fessor Philipp J. J. Valentini.

I will now call your attention to the great mound at Mayapan which

Landa says was built by Kukulcan, and named after him. Stephens

pretends to have represented it in the engraving, page 132 of the first

volume of his work on Yucatan. The peculiar regularity of its shape,

as he says; but, more properly, the perfect mathematical symmetry of

all its parts, carefully computed by its builders, will show you that the

Maya architects were as well acquainted with the rules of trigonometry

as their friends, the astronomers. While the construction of this

pyramid, like thit of all the other monuments of the latter period, will

vividly recall to your mind that of the Assyrian buildings, its form will

inculcated on the inhabitants of China, and considered so important
that in that country temples were dedicated to their worship. In the

book Chang-Sonng ; Ode, Lici-Tsou, speaking of the behavior of the

wise man, it is said : He goes ivilh huly thoughts and silence to the temple

of the ancestors, and during the continuance of the sacrifice, no discussion as

to the prinrity, or duly, must take place. And we read in book I., Chang-
lun. Chap. 3, Sloka 12 of the Lun-yu, that Confucius enjoins on his dis-

ciples this ma.xiin : It is necessary to sacrifice to the ancestors as if they

were present

' In the urn that contained the brains of Chaacmol we found two
ToPAZKS, now in the possession of Mrs. Le Plongeon, and in that where
his heart and vicera were, was his talisman ; a piece of polished Jade,
cut in a peculiar shape. A similar stone, cut in the same shape, exists

in the National Museum of Antiquities in Mexico. Well then, these

stones, the sacred stones of the Americans, are only met with, accord-

ing to Alcedo, in tiie silver mines of the mountains of New Granada,
between the Isthmus of Darien and the Equator, where they were
worked by native artists, while Topaz occurs in the Mercado moun-
tains in Durangi), and at La Paz, near Guanajuato in Mexico, says Dana
in liis work on Mineralogy. Th(!se precious stones existing in the urns
placeil near tlu; statue of Chaacmol, Icavu ud (loiibt al)out tin; coininuni-

catiou of his countrymen with the inhabitants of these distant places.
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cause you to remember that of the oldest structures of the plains of

Chaldea; the Zi(jgurat or graduated towers so characteristic of Baby-

lonia, mounds without edifices (of which the oldest type known in

history is the Tower of Babel) ; and from the tops of which the pi'iests of

the Mayas, as the Magi, elevated above the mists of the plain below,

could trace through the cloudless sky, the movements of the stars and

other celestial bodies, instead of cutting out, there, the hearts of

human victims in the sight of the assembled people, as Stephens

suggests.' There are no visible vestiges of sacrificial stones having

ever existed either on the platform or at the foot of the stairs, where,

if the place had served for sacrifices, they would have been erected, and

where they are found to-day in other localities.

The mound is now in a very dilapidated condition and thickly covered

with a rank vegetation. It is an oblong truncated pyramid, measuring,

on the North and South sides, at the base 32 metres, and 14 metres at

the top; on the East and West sides, the base measures 27 metres, and

the top 10'" 60'' ; making consequently the size of the platform at the

summit 14 metres by 10™ 60"=. On the four faces are stairways contain-

ing 60 steps, each 25 centimetres high, that were encased in balustrades

45 centimetres in width, and constructed in gradients. The stairways

on the North and South faces measure 10'" 50% those of the East and

West sides 6»\ 50% the height of the whole building being exactly 12

metres. The ascent to the platform on the summit is most difiicult,

owing to the fact that very few stones of those which formed the stairs

are now in place.

By consulting the annexed plan of the mound, drawn by me from as

accurate measurements as the ruinous condition of the edifice permits,

you will observe that it appears as if composed of seven ^ superposed

' Mr. Stephens seemed to ignore that this mode of human sacrifices

was not in vogue among the ancient Mayas, who sacrificed their victims

either by shooting them with arrows, or by drowning in the great

sacred well at Chichen. The sacrifices made by tearing out the hearts

of the victims when alive, was an importation from Mexico, brought

to Mayapan by Mexicans when they came as mercenary soldiers at the

bidding of one of the Cocomes. Landa. Chap. VIII., page 49.

2 This NUMBER 7 (SEVEN) of the stages of this and many other

mounds (not to say the majority) in the Yncatecau peninsula, seems to

have been among the ancient Mayas a mystic number as it was witii the

inhabitants of Asia Minor, Egypt, Ilindostan, and other countries.

The edifice known as the Tower of Babel, the temple of the seven tights,

the Birs-i-nimnid, was made of seven stages or platforms; connected

in some way in the opinion of many with the several planets, the

7 marovts or genii of the winds, the 7 amschaspands of the angelic

hierarchy of Mazdiesm, the 7 horses that drew the chariot of the Sun,

the 7 a^Jm or shape of the llame (or 7 rays of agni,) the 7 manous or

criators etc ... . The 7 lamps of the ark, ant! of Zacliaria's vision, the

7 branches of the golden candlestick, tlie 7 days of the feast of the

dedication of the temple of Solomon, the 7 heads of the Hydra killed

by Hercules . . . and to finish with quotations of number 7, and

return to the Mayas, the 7 feathers, placed in the caps or headdresses

of tJieir kings as a mark of their rank.
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the monuments of Chaldea and Assyria in the works of Rawlinson,'

and more strongly perhaps of Nebucliadnezzar's account of his rebuild-

ing of the Temple of the seven lights of the Earth, found among its ruins

and translated ijy Mr. Appert, the author of a cuneiform grammar. I

will only quote the part of the inscription that relates to the manner of

construction of the temple . . . . " Since that time the earthquake and

the lightning have dispersed its sun-dried clay. The bricks of the casing

have been split, and the earth of the interior ha.s been scattered in heaps."

In the plains of Babylonia there were no stones; the builders of the

Temple of the seven lights had, of course, to make use of the materials

at hand. They formed the core of the structure with sun-dried clay,

and the /acfngrs with hard-burned bricks. In Yucatan, where there is

no clay, but stones, the rearers of the mound at Mayapan, and of those

at other places in the Peninsula, formed the core of their construction

with loose stones, using for the facing blocks of the same material,

carefully hewn. The mode of building, however, was identical among

the Mayas, as among the Chaldeans.

Again, the main distinctive feature of the Babylonian architecture,

was a profuse euiployment of colored interior and exterior decorations.

So also with the Maya. Examine my collection of photographs of

the monuments of Chichen and Uxmal, and you will soon be convinced

that the fronts of the monuments were literally covered with the

most complex and elaborate ornamentation, and read Stephens's

description of the interior of the funeral chamber iu Chaacmol's

monument, Avhich he mistook for the shrine where the players at the

games of ball came to make offerings to the Gods of the games, and

look at the meagre sketch he gives of the beautiful mural paiutings

that covered the walls from the floor to the peak of the arch of the

ceiling," and it will not be long before you recognize that the builders

of the temples and palaces, and the artists who decorated them, at

Chichen-Itza and Babylon, seem to have been actuated by a surprising

identity of ideas. Even the choice of the same colors would tend to

' Rawlinson. Five Monarchies, vol. I.

2John L. Stephens. Travels in Yucatan. Vol. II., page 310, and

the engraving opposite.

My collection of mural paintings, traced from the originals, on trac-

ini: paper, contains all of the beautiful gems of aboriginal art that can

be^'seen at present in the Peninsula, as far as I know. The walls of

the s( cond story of the Palace and Museum at Chichen were decorated

in like maimer. Alas! the stucco has fallen from the stones, and in

falling carried with it the representation, in bright colors, of the life,

customs, religious ceremonies and civil festivals, of a people, one of tne

most ancient, perhaps, on Earth, whose history may be irretrievably

lost to the world, unless future investigations, carefully and scientitlc-

ally conducted, bring to light some unknosvn monuments, never visited

by white men, and which have not suffered at the hands of invading,

inimical and vaudalic tribes. I have heard of the existence of such

places, Tekal for example.
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su<ij,^est that the Maya and Chaldean painters had learned their art at

the same schools.

The further study of the diagram of the mound at Mayapan will tell

us of the mathematical attainments of those who drew the plan of the

edifice and directed its erection. Fig. 1 represents the North and
South sides, contained, as you see, within the isosceles triangle ABD.
Fig. 2, the East and Wes-t faces which are inscribed within the isosctles

triangle EFG. These triangles are not equal. The base of the triangle

ABD = 33'" 80'^; that of the triangle EFG = 28'" 80-; their heights
being also different. Yet you will notice how accurately the lines of
the edges of the platforms intersect the legs AB, DB, EG, FG, in the

same proportional ratio 1"^' 80'' in both triangles, the sides of the

pyramid preserving also the same inward slope, an angle of 18°. Well,

such mathematical accuracy is not the result of mere guess-work, at

least I don't think it is ; it is rather the result of a perfect knowledge
on the part of the architect, of the rules for the resolution of triangles.

For in order to know what height they should give to their triangles,

the bases being different, they must have had recourse to the same
calculations as we would, to ascertain that they must make the height
CD of the triangle ADB equal to the height HG = CI of the triangle

EFG + !" 70% exactly the height of one platform, to give the same
height to the whole building, and cause the lines of the edges of each
angle to intersect the corresponding line on the other side, at the same
point on the legs of their respective triangles. Hence, as I have said,

they must have been well acquainted with the science of trigonometry.

The study of the diagram also teaches that if the Mayas had adopted
the same style of building as the Babylonians, graduated truncated

pyramids, it was fi'om choice, as they preferred the triangular to the

circular arch, knowing how to construct domes, and woi from ignorance.

That like the Egyptians,' they could have made complete pyramids is

perfectly plain. By filling up the platforms and following the direction

of the legs of the triangles ABD and EFG, and, as they have done in

some instances, continuing the construction to the apex, they would
have produced them, had fhey liked. This predilection for the yrad-

nated truncated pyramid, would be another circumstantial evidence
tending to prove that the civilization of the Mayas did not come from
Egypt; but mayhap the contrary way.

We are told that the marked distinction between the Babylonian
temple towers and the Egyptian pyramids is, that the former, if their

stages were filled up would form oblique pyramids, with their angles to

the cardinal points, while the Egyptian have always their axes perpen-
dicular to the horizon, with their /aces to the cardinal points.

'The Egyptian pyramids are graduated, only the degrees are smaller,
more numerous, and continued to near the apex. Yet the Sal^kara
pyramid is a remarkable evidence that the Egyptians did not always
till the platforms in order to complete the edifice.
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I have sliowu, In ray essaj' on the Maya language, that it con-

tains many words, and ethnologies of names, belonging to well-nigh

all the ancient known languages. I have told 5'ou that in the Maya

alphabet we find letters and characters pertaining to the most ancient

Egyptian and Chaldaic alphabets, even their mode of writing in

squares, is similar to the hieratic writings of the Chaldeans or Baby-

lonians, as / assert also. We see that their architecture partakes of

that of the Egyptians and Babylonians, besides having a style which

belongs to none of those ancient nations.

That they had perpendicular pyramids, with their faces to the cardi-

nal points, as the Egyptians, the mound of Mayapan proves. But the

great mound situated on the North side of the principal square of

Izamal, on the top of which stood formerly a temple dedicated to

Kinich Kakmd,^ the Queen of Chichen, wife of Chaacmol, who, after

her death obtained the honors of apotheosis, is an oblique pyramid, the

very counterpart of the temple of the Moon at Mugheir, described by

the explorer, Mr. Taylor.* Besides these two modes of constructing

pyramids, they had one exclusively their own, as we see in the great

mound at Uxraal, on the top of which is the building called by me

Sanctuary, but designated in Stephens's work as the DmxER's house

(La casa del adivino). Its construction is as follows : from the ground

up to a certain height it has the shape of an eliptical cone. Then its

form changes into an oblique oblong pyramid, terminated by a narrow

platform on which stand two long narrow apartments. Its widest

sides face the East and West; there, are situated the stairs by v.hich

to ascend on the West side to the suite of rooms on the top, to a narrow

platform on the East side of which is built the Sanctuary proper.

The sides of the pyramid are smooth stone walls without degrees of

any sort, but with apartments reserved in the body of the pyramid,

on each side of the stairs of the West face, at a height of about five

to six metres from the floor of the court.

I will terminate this paper by stating to you a strange piece of

information I received while in Progreso, in September last. I was

wailing for the ill-fated steamer City of Vera Cruz, en route for the

City of Mexico, at the request of Hon. Phil. R. Morgan, our most

gentlemanly American Minister, resident in that city. He had written

to me that he desired that I should begin nothing serious among the

ruins of Yucatan, without going to the capital and obtaining the per-

mission of the Federal Government of the Mexican Republic.

' Lizana. Eistoria de Nuestra Senora de Izamal. Lib. I . . . •

" Assimismo haria otro celyo, 6 cerro de la parte del Norte que hoy es el

mas alto, que se Uamara Kinich Knkmo y era la causa, que sobre el

hacia un templo, y en el un idolo que se liamava assi sol con rostro que

sus ragos e.ran fuerjo, y baxava a quemar el sacrificio a mediodia, como
baxava la vacamaya con sus plumas de varios colores" ....

^ Taylor. His account of the ruins in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society. Vol. XV., page 264.
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lu the course of conversatiou with Seuor Luis Morales, one of the

principal merchants of Progreso, this gentleman told me of an ancient

cemetery situated in the outskirts of the town, in which skeletons of

great size, with the skull enclosed in an earthen pot, had been dug out

on several occasions. He ofl'ered to introduce me to Mr. Fermin

Domingo, one of the oldest settlers, who had found them while looking

for stone to build his houses. The last named gentleman was kind

enough to propose to accompany me to the place, and explain how
things were thirty years ago. I invited Mr. Louis H. Ayra6, the Ameri-

can Consul in Yucatan, to accompany us.

The cemetery is situated on the bank of the slough in the rear of the

town, on the edge of the swamps. I saw in many places, pieces of

broken pottery, and of human bones, which were easily pulverized on

being lightly pressed between the fingers. Mr. Domingo pointed out

to me the site where, not many years ago, existed a mound, about

twenty feet high. Not a vestige of it remains to-day, the stones of

which it was made have been used to build the houses of the town,

aud the fences. In the course of his graphic description, he pointed

out eight square holes in the ground, forming two symmetrical parallel

lines of four in a row\ " There," he said, " I found the most singular

things you can imagine, and up to the present moment I can't make

out what tliey served for." "There," pointing to a certain spot, "is where

once stood the mound ; on this side, the Western, were the stairs.

Now in each of these eight holes, I found a large stone urn (pila)

measuring about three feet each way. They were all alike; and eveiy

one was covered with another exactly like it, sealed to the one below

with mortar. They were all empty, and a small hole was bored in the

bottom of the lower ones."

Mr. Rubio, the owner of a part of this ancient cemetery yet undis-

turbed, not only confirmed Mr. Domingo's relation but added so many
more details that he fairly awakened my curiosity. I petitioned the

Common Council for permission to make a few excavations, to pro-

cure, if possible, one of the gigantic skeletons spoken of by my
informants. The petition was granted, provided I would agree to

place all my finds in the hands of the Common Council, subject to the

orders of the Governor of the State. This proviso acted as a perfect

refrigerative, that cooled my warmest hopes of being soon able to

send for your examination and study, the remains of some of the

traditional giants, who, once are said to have inhabited the Peninsula,

aud whose bones have often been unearthed.*

Now, here again, in the stone urus found by Mr. Fermin Domingo, in

the ancient cemetery of Progreso, we have a reminiscence of some of

the tombs that encircled the old cities of the lower plain of Chaldea,

so fully described by Rawlinson ;^ and we can easily recognize the

' Cogolludo. Histnria de Yucatan. Vol. I., lib. IV., Chap. V.

^Rawlinson. Five Monarchies. Vol. I., page 118.

38
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kind used by the Chaldeans for the burial of a single corpse, namely

an earthenware coffin formed by two bell-shaped jars, placed mouth to

mouth, and sealed at the joint with bitumen, an opening being left at

the end for the escape of the gases resulting from decomposition.

This is a resume of my observations and last investigations among

the ruins of Mayapau. I consider it a pleasure, as well as a duty, to

submit to your criticism, begging you to bear in mind, that I do not

present any theory, but relate bare facts.

A few words more and I have finished. I know that after the

patience of an audience has been taxed to its utmost by listening to

the reading of a paper like this, one of the bored listeners thinks it

his prescriptive duty to rise and propose a vote of thanks to the

writer. In the present instance I beg to decline such a vote. Not in

humility, but in justice, because it belongs by right to His Excellency

Fred. P. Barlee, Esq., Lieut.-Governor of British Honduras; and to Mr.

Pierre Lorillard, of New York.

I will explain. Since by the acts of arbitrariness of the petty

officers of the Mexican Government, and contrary to the law of the

land, I have been despoiled of the statue of Chaacmol, and the Federal

Government of Mexico disclaiming all responsibility in the matter

(see Mr. Foster's letter below) has refused to indemnify me up to the

present day, for my labor and my money spent in the patient study of

the ruined monuments of Yucatan during four years, with the knowledge

and consent of the Governor of the State ; for the study that has enabled

me to know the place where the statue was buried, in the midst of dense

forests at eight metres under ground, and to obtain the knowledge of

many interesting facts concerning the life, science, religion and

history of the builders of the monuments. Since also, I saw the

manifest indifference of the American Government • and of the Araeri-

' This is the first opportunity that has offered itself, in so many years,

for thanking Hon. George F. Hoar, and Mr. Stephen Salisbury, Jr.,

for the interest they have manifested in my work, and their eflbrts

in my behalf in trying to induce the American Government to protect

me as an American citizen abroad, and a scientist whose explorations

were interrupted, and the results of whose explorations were taken

from him by the officers of the Mexican Government. I beg both these

gentlemen to accept my most heartfelt thanks.

When I speak of the indifference of the American Government it is

not without cause. In fact, when I knew of the seizure of the statue

of Chaacmol by General Protasio Guerra, I was in the Island of

Cozunicl. Immediatelv I wrote a memorial to our minister in Mexico,

then Hon. John W. Foster. It is dated May, 1877. This gentleman

never took the trouble even to acknowledge the receipt of the document,

which Hon. Mr. Hoar had printed when he presented my claim to the

American Congress in 1878. Congress has never taken any action in

the matter, up to the nresent day. Mr. Salisbury used liis infiuence

with Mie Secretary of Slate Hon. W. M. Evarts, to try to ot)tain redress

for me, and received from the Secretary a letter stating: '' 1 have taken

pleasure in wiitiny to Mr. Foster, the Ministei of the United i^lates in

Mexico, to commend Dr. Le Plongeon to him, and request him to aid Dr.
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can scientific societies, not only in not affording all clue and rightful

protection to an American scientist; but in being unwilling even to

assist him to obtain the necessary means for continuing his investiga-

tions, by purchasing his collection of photographic views of the

ancient monuments, and his tracings of mural paintings; since I felt

that I was abandoned by all, notwithstanding all wanted to procure

from me gratis what had cost me so much time, labor and money to

acquire, I made up my mind to keep my knowledge, so dearly pur-

chased, to destroy some day or other my collections, and to let those

who wish to know about the ancient cities of Yucatan, do what I have

done.

These are some of the reasons why, until now, I have been so

reticent, notwithstanding the entreaties of many students of Amei'ican

Archaeology in Europe and the United States. But these are not all.

The main cause of my unwillingness to say more on the subject is, that

my former writings, when published, have been so curtailed and

clipped, to make them conform with certain opinions and ideas of

others, that my own have altogether disappeared, or have been so

Le Plongeon's application to the Mexican Government by any proper means
within his power." . . . . As soon as I was made acquainted with this

fact, in September, 1879, I wrote again to Mr. Foster, who answered me
January 2, 1880, as follows :

"In reply to your inquiries, I have to state that soon after you sent

me your memorial and letter in May, 1877, I discussed the matter with
the Minister of Foreign Affairs and he denied nil responsibility on the
part of the Mexican Government to you, on account of the appropria-
tion by it of the image. He maintained that under the Mexican law
all antiquarian relics belong to the Government, that no person without
the authority of the Federal Government can in any way interfere with
them, and that their exportation from the country is expressly forbid-

den. Until the Mexican Government can be induced to change its

position as to Its responsibility, it is useless to make any proposition
to it in regard to a compromise of the claim by the acceptance of lauds,

as indicated in your letter.

Under the regulations of the Department of State, this legation has
no authority to otlicially present a claim to the Mexican Government,
until it has first been regularly examined by said department and
specific instructions given by it. Mr. Evarts's letter, which you (juote,

did not contemplate any other than my friendly and unofficial assistance,

such as I have already given. Before I can take any official action, the

claim would have to be submitted by you to the department, and its

instructions communicated to me. In view of the existence of the

Mexican law, and the decided negative of the Mexican Foreign Office,

I very much doubt whether you can induce this government to recognize
the justice of your claim.

Very truly,

Signed, JOHN W. FOSTER."
I may add that if it be true that there is a law of the year 1827, for-

bidding the exportation of antiquarian relics from Mexico, there is

none authorizing the Mexican Government to appropriate said relies,

when in the possession of private individuals; so true is tliis, ihat
JVIexican anti(jiiities are daily sold in the City of Mexico, publicly, and
sometimes bought for the National Museum.
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disfigured as to cause me to be taken for what I am not — an enthusias-

tic theorist following in the wake of Brasseur de Bonrbourg. The true

FACTS presented by me were considered as mere vagaries, scarcely

worth the notice of cool-headed men/ who notwitstanding know

absolutely nothing about the subject upon which they pretend to pass

an opinion.

In conclusion, were it not for the entreaties of many of my acqain-

tances in England, men of science and knowledge, and particularly for

the earnest counsels of my good friend Fred. P. Barlee, Esq., not to

deprive the scientific world at large (that in fact, knows as yet but

little of Mrs. Le Plongeon's and my own works and discoveries and

that little not quite favorably) of our knowledge of the ancient ruined

monuments of Yucatan, and ourselves of the just reward due to us;

were it not also, for the generosity of Mr. Pierre Lorillard, who, not

pretending to be a scientific man, has nevertheless advanced the

necessary funds to enable me to pursue my studies during the present

dry season, and find if possible, the meaning of the characters of the

Maya alphabet, which yet remain a problem to solve, this paper would

never have been written.

To these two gentlemen, consequently, if to anybody, the vote of

thanks belongs. With your leave then, as a member, I propose that a

vote of thanks be given by the American Antiquarian Society to

Messrs. Fred. P. Barlee and Pierre Lorillard, for the moral and material

support given by them to the writer, and for their efl'orts to promote

the study and advancement of archa;ological science in America.

AUG'TUS LE PLONGEON.

• John T. Short. The North Americans of Antiquity, page 396 ... •

"Still, [says Mr. Short] we cannot refrain from expressing the regret

that Dr. Le Plongeon's enthusiasm is so apparent in his reports, a

judicial frame of mind, as toell as the calmness which accompanies it, are

requisite both for scientific loork and the inspiration of confidence in the

reader ..." Thanks "for the advice! But I will ask Mr. Short what

in fact does he know about Yucatan, and the history of its primitive

inhabitants ? Is there anywhere a man, who, to-day, knows about

these things so as to pretend to pass an opinion on them ? What does

Mr. Short know of the monuments of Yucatan ? Has he ever read

a true description ? Where ? It has never been pul)lished to my
knowledge. Who is to know best about them, Mr. Short, who has

never seen them, or Dr. Le Plongeon, who has made a special study

of them, in sitti, during seven years ?
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TWO MEXICAN CHALCHIHUITES,

THE HUMBOLDT CELT and THE LEYDEN PLATE.

By PniLipp J. J. Valentini, Ph.D.

I HAVE chosen for my subject two green stones, of the class known in

archiBology as Mexican Chalchihuites.* These stones are of the so-called

celt form. Figures of men, symbols belonging to the Maya calendar,

and various other objects, which admit of interpretation, are carved

on their surfaces.

One of these Chalchihuites is known as the Humboldt celt. A Mexi-

can gentleman, Sr. del Rio, made a present of this celt to A. von Hum-
boldt, when he was engaged in his famous tour of exploration through

Mexico, in 1804. Humboldt deposited the stone in the Royal Museum
of Berlin, without commenting upon it. Lord Kingsborough took

notice of this relic, and gave the first illustration of it in Vol. V. of his

Collection. But it was not until 1875, that Professor Fischer, of Frei-

burg University (to quote his own expression), "succeeded in redis-

covering the precious and forgotten celt on the dusty shelves of the

Berlin Museum." Several years ago, the other Chalchihuitl was discov-

ered by S. A. von Braam, a Dutch civil engineer, while opening a

trench toward the Graziosa River, near St. Felipe, on the frontiers of

Honduras and Guatemala. It was found, quite unexpectedly, at a very

great depth below the surface. I am unable to give you more particu-

lars connected with this valuable discovery, save that it passed into

the Museum of Leyden, whose director. Dr. C. Leemans, at a meeting

of the Cougres International des Araericauistes, in 1877, made a report

concerning it, which is printed in the Comptes Rendues, Tom. II., p.

283.

Copies of these two specimens, I now desire to present to our

Society,—not the original Chalchihuites, but plaster casts taken

from them in Berlin and Leyden. But as they were manufactured

under the supervision of the museums named above, they are almost

perfect fac-similes. They were presented to me by Prof. Fischer,

who has shown deep interest in the origin and character of those

antique stones and who desires me to make an explanation of the

strange characters engraved upon them.

He labors under the impression that such an explanation, if possible,

would contribute, in a certain degree, to unveil the mystery in which

the origin, the peculiar form and shape, and the practical purpose of

these celts is still enshrouded. I feel very much flattered by the confi-

' The singular of Chalchihuites is Chalchihuitl, and as I have never
found the plural in its native form in any author treating on this subject
distinctly, and as our grammars are very uncertain indications, I have
given the plural the Spanish ending es, following the practice of other
authorities.
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dence he has showo in ray explanations of Mexican hieroglj'phics.

The objects have been before my eyes for a long time, and indeed I

think I shall be able to tell something about them. I only doubt

whether my friend's curiosity will be satisfied with the results which I

have reached, and also whether I shall be able to enlist your attention

to the subject.

The explanation of the carvings requires a preface, which will contain

the theory which Prof. Fischer has formed upon these and other Mexi-

can chalchihuites, a theory which, on account of its novelty, its depth

of research and surprising results, must necessarily make the starting

point of my later remarks. Briefly stated, this theory is as follows:

that these two stones, together with a few others of their kind, though

they were dug from American soil, can not possibly be considered

indigenous to this continent. This assertion is based upon the circum-

stance that in the North as well as the South of the whole American

continent, no mine or rock has been discovered, from which, in a geog-

nostical sense, the sutistance of these stones could have originated.

This is the negative part of his argument. The positive one is, that

a scientific diagnosis, which he made of the stones, points directly to

a certain locality in Western Asia, this locality being the only place in

which this variety of stones, from time immemorial, has been and still

is mined, shaped, sold and employed in superstitious worship.

Here then, for the first time, after so many fantastic and vain

speculations, the much agitated question of a prehistoric intercourse

between Asia and America is approached in a new way, under the

shield of correct methods, by a 'man trained in the school of severe

analysis, from whom therefore, we may expect scientific evidence for

his assertions. To give a full report of all the premises from which his

surprising conclusions were drawn, would be interesting indeed; how-

ever it would exceed the limit of time allotted to this subject. There-

fore, permit me to explain, in the form of a brief chronological

synopsis, how it has come to pass that the simple Mexican chalchihuitl,

by the lapse of time has grown into the prominence of offering a key for

the solution of a prehistoric problem. The majority of these data are

taken from Prof. Fischer's work on "Nephrite and Jadeite."

1). Green and blue glass beads were objects of a lively barter

between the natives of Yucatan and the crew of Cordova's expedition,

in 1516.

2). The demand for them increased, in 1517, on the Grijalva expedi-

tion, and could not be supplied on the third, in 1518, at the arrival of

Cortes. The Spaniards were ignorant as to the ground of the predi-

lection of the natives for these trinkets. A few sailors are said to have

made a fortune by their sale and left for Spain.'

' Compare what Brrnal Diaz, a soldier of CortCs' tripulation, says of
this traffic, in his Ilistoria vcrdndora de la Conquista de la Xi«ra Esparm,
chapters 1, 2, 8, », 11, 13, 14, 16, 25, 27, 2'J, 35, 40, etc.
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3). Mocteuzoma, the captive, ou various occasions, presents his

jailers with small chalchihuites. Cortes receives tv?o larger ones, each

of which are said by Mocteuzoma to be worth two loads of gold.'

4). At the arrival of the chalchihuites in Spain, they are at once
discovered to have nothing in common with emeralds or other jewels
of green color. ^

5). Learned people at this epoch, begin to recognize similarities

between the green stones brought from Mexico and those imported by
trade from Asia.

6). The conquistadores, attacked by an epidemic disease of the

kidneys, are advised by the native doctors to wear the chalchihuitl.

" He, who wears it when sick, is restored to health, and when healthy

will remain so." The inquiring missionaries ascertain that the Goddess
Chimalma has given birtli to Quetzalcohuatl, the venerated American
apostle, out of the substance of a chalchihuitl, that the stone, if laid

upon the tongue of the deceased, will help the soul to pass the seven

ordeals before reaching Quetzalcohuatl in heaven.

7). The same story of the magic and medical power inherent in the

green stone is found by the learned Europeans to be also in vogue with
the Asiatics. Quotations from the classic writers who gave these

stones the name of Nephrite, i. e., kidney-stone, serve to prove the

assertion. The American chalchihuites begin to figure in literature

and in mineralogical collections under the name of Nephrites.^

8). In the past three centuries, treatises on these green stones

have been presented by flfty-one authors. The nineteenth century has

produced the distinguished names of Leonhard, Ritter, Stolitzka, von
Hochstetter, von Schlagintweit and Felleni)erg among the Germans

;

the French have Damour and Abel Remusat; the Americans, Squier,

Dana and Pumpelly.

9). A new era of archaeological research begins with the discovery

of the lacuslrian dwellings in Switzerland (185-t.) A large number of

small, middle and large sized Nephrite-celts are dredged from the

bottom of tlie Helvetian lakes. The questions are asked and discussed

as to whether those lacustrian dwellers were aborigines or immigrants ?

Has Nephrite its origin in Switzerland in Europe, or if not, where ?

' Bernal Diaz, Uisloria verdadera de la Conquista de la Nueva Espana,
chapter 104.

^ Petrus Martyr de Angleria, De Insulis nuper inventis. Dec. IV.,
Chapter IX., in which a report is given of the presents Cortes sent to
the Emperor " also two chains of gold, whereof the one
contained 8 links, in which were set two hundred and thirty-two red
stones, yet not rubies, and one hundred eighty-three green stones,
yet not pmaragds. Nevertheless these are in like estimation with them,
as the others are with us."

^ French, English and Germans call it Jade, a corruption of the
Spanish name " piedra de hijada" (stone against the hip disease). The
Persians call it ijeschm, the Turks aud Mongolians khasch, the Chinese
yu.
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Did the lacustrian dwellers procure the celts through miniug or by

trade, or did they bring them on a migration tour from distant locali-

ties ? How was the Nephrite shaped to the form of celts, the diamond

only being able to make an impression upon its surface ?

10). Turkestan is pointed to as being the most probable home of the

Nephrite. The journey of Stolitzka to discover the mines. The expe-

dition of the brothers Schlagintweit to the same country, where one

of them is beheaded by the sultan of Kaschgar. Robert Schlagintweit's

researches in Kokhaud. He asserts that Nephrite forms a system of

massive rock, like sandstone, trap or granite, and is gathered partly

from alluvial boulders, partly from the rocks themselves. The Empe-

ror of China has in all time past been the monopolist of the Nephrite

mines in Turkestan. Another home for Nephrite is found in New
Zealand by von Hochstetter. A third in Irkutsk. It is by the specific

hue of color that these three differently located Nephrites are discrimi-

nated.

11). Prof. Fischer begins to make the study of Nephrites a specialty.

(1874.) The ideas he starts from: Mineralogy and chemistry are

sciences auxiliary to archaeology. The same species of stone, worked

into the same shape, points to the same workmen. The Nephrite stone

shaped by the ancient orientals to the form of a celt, is not only dis-

covered in Asia, but also in Europe and America. Nephrite mines, how-

ever, are known to exist only in Asia. Therefore prehistoric communica-

tion by the Asiatics with Europe as well as America is suggested.

All facts bearing upon the demonstration of the supposed fact must be

gathered, critically weighed and put into the shape of conclusive

evidence.

12). Prof. Fischer performs the task in three ways. Firstly: He

works out and publishes a bibliographical account, a kind of chrono-

logical catalogue of all that has been written on the Green Stone during

2180 years, from the Holy Scriptures down to the present day. About

200 passages are taken from the authors and commented on. The book

is adorned with 135 cuts representing as many interesting green stones

as the professor was able to secure in private and public collections.

Curiously, green stones figure in literature under not less than 115 dif-

ferent names (misspellings of course included). This catalogue has the

appearance of a picture book, reads like a romance of human supersti-

tion and yet is, actually, an impressive document of sober thought and

science. It was published in Stutgard, in 1875, numbers 407 pages and

bears the title. Nephrite and Jadeite. Secondly : The literary survey

having been given, precise statements were required as to the miner-

alogical nature of the Nephrite, its specific weight, hardness, color,

breaking, transparency, fusibility, etc. Au analysis gained from more

than one hundred specimens, resulted in determining three different

varieties. The first was called Nephrite proper, the second Jadeite., and

the third Chloromelanite. Nephrite belongs to Hornblende, is a very

homogeneous mineral, its color is varied light greeu, and its specific
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weight never exceeds 2.9. Jadeite and Chloromelanite chemically are

entirely different from Nephrite, whose magnesia is represented by argi-

laceous earth, and are not so homogeneous ; color spinage green ; spe-

cilic weight always exceeding 3.1—3.9. Chloromelanite is interspersed

with yellow particles, sp. w. 3.32— 3.41. Thirdly: Interest in the

solution of the problem, and confidence in the professor's skill and

earnestness of purpose, assist him in securing the scientific control of

almost all specimens of worked green stones, existing in the hands of

private collectors and museums in Europe. When secured, his first

operation was to separate as foreign to his consideration, all the stones

which he recognized as Falso-Nephrites. To these belong the Serpen-

tines, Saussurites, Orthoklas, Felsites and green Silicates, the latter

being mostly represented by the so-called Mexican chalchihuites, whose

mines are located in the " Cerrillos," of South Sta Fe, Mexico. He

supposes the chalchihuites to have been substituted for the genuine and

revered ancient Nephrites, at an epoch when the latter began to be

scarce. Having excluded the Falso-Nephrites, the remainder of the

genuine specimens was to be examined and classified, in the historical

point of view. An examination then took place, how many of these

specimens can be positively proved to have entered from Europe by

trade, and how many of them are the products of exhumation from

ancient ruins, tumuli or lakes.

The longed-for residuum represented the prehistoric Nephrites.

There are about 189 specimens of the latter class. They show a

remarkable similarity of shape, having either the form of chisels or

of celts, and range from the length of 50'"" to 390""". The Nephrite

variety has yielded the small sized specimens ; the Jadeites, and Chloro-

melaniles, the larger and compact ones. They are neatly polished and

the edges are sharp and intact. None show ornamental carving, at least

none of the European specimens. When arranged in miueralogical

order, 77 were found to be Nephrites proper, 79 Jadeites and 33 Chloro-

melanites. Of the 189 specimens discovered, only 10 were taken from

Central American localities. Of these, 7 are Jadeites and 3 Chlorome-

lanites. Hence Nephrites proper have not yet been detected in America.

As to the local and geographical distribution of these prehistoric relics,

the following results were gained : Khotan in Turkestan appears to be

their starting point. They cross the laxartes and Oxus rivers, pass

below the Aral and Caspian Seas, along the Northern Asia Minor shores

;

bordering upon ancient Troy, they pass to the Peloponnesus, whence

they direct their course to Crete, and not touching Egypt, pass from

Greece to Italy,' whence they are distributed among the Helvetian

lakes ; thence they branch Northward to follow the course of the Rhine

into Belgium, and Westward through Gallia Cisalpina and the Celtibe-

' A full report of Dr. Dom. Lovizato's recent discoveries of Nephrite,

Jadeite and Chhn-omelanite celts in Calabria, was given in the Corres-

pondenz-blatt der Deiitschen Anthropologischen Gesellschaft, 1880,

Eef., page 335.

39
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rian Peninsula. England, Scandinavia, the heart of Germany, Austria

and European Russia appear not to be touched by this route of migra-

tion.

The same route was taken by the Jadeite specimens, though their

starting point was not Khotan. That they also came from the far

East was plainly shown from the fact that they were found inter-

mingled with Nephrite specimens as far as Asia Minor. Yet, that they

could not come from Turkestan, has from the outset been maintained by

mineralogists, on the ground that Jadeite is a mineral foreign to ihe

geognostic structure of Turkestan. Chemically, Jadeite differs to such

a degree from Nephrite, that the two varieties could not have grown

together within the same structural compass. Ten years of most labori-

ous research, of private travels, of correspondence with consulates, of

searching in books of natural history written in all of the Asiatic

languages have brought to light at last the home of the Jadeite. The
Jadeite mines belong to the King of Burmah, whose dynasty, from time

immemorial and entirely unknown to the European trade and scholars,

enjoys the riches drawn from the monopoly of selling objects manufoc-

tured from this precious green stone. The name of the Province whence

it comes is Yunnan, and the mining district itself lies North of the city

of Bahma. Foreigners have not as yet reached the locality. Travel-

ling in Burmah is considered as dangerous to foreigners as it is in Tur-

kestan. Yet the knowledge, which Prof. Fischer gained of the fact and

the authentic proofs themselves, come from friends, resident for this

and other scientific purposes in the Burmese capital. Burmah is the

centre of Buddhaism. It is a land of cloisters, in which the Buddha
monk is trained for his future itinerant and missionary work.

The home of the Chloromelanite, up to the present day, has not been

discovered, but the professor has reasons to believe it to be not far

from that of the Jadeite.

We have still to consider the ten specimens of Jadeite and Chloro-

melanite, which are the products of exhumation from American soil.

What route they took, remains, of course, a mystery. The scientific

diagnosis made of them, agrees to a remarkable degree in identifying

them with those assigned to the Burmese mines. A few of them also

exhibit the Asiatic celt-form. Prof. Fischer is so cautious as not to

say, directly, that they were imported from Burmah into Mexico in

prehistoric times. But since the facts elicited by him stand out in

bold and rather suggestive relief, we cannot help presuming that he

thinks so. He emphasizes the fact that neither mines of Jadeite nor

Chloromelanite have ever been discovered in America. If any exist

the knowledge would have come to the surface. Their existence would
not have escaped the notice of the vigilant native, nor of the Spaniards

and the modern European dwellers. Should the massive rock still be

covered with dense forests, fragments at least of the mineral would

have been carried down the rivers in the form of boulders and pebbles.

The natives, engaged in the worship of the green stones, would have
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detected them and not have resorted to the employment of poor

substitutes.

Thus much for Prof. Fischer's research and its results.

Let me now turn your attention to the objects themselves, of which I

intend to speak. It can be observed that both stones are almost of the

same shade of green color, the unity of the color being interrupted

however, here and there, by flakes of a bluish hue. Both stones show
the outlines of what in archfeology is known by the name of celt, and
exhibit on their surface carvings of graceful execution. They appear

equal in size, 222™'» in length and 80™'" in width. Yet it may be noticed

that the top of the Flumboldt celt is broken off. If restored the length

of the celt would probably be 275™"". These are the chief points in

which the two stones agree, and yet there are essential points of differ-

ence between them. The Humboldt specimen has the full form of a

celt, namely that of a wedge. It is biconvex, with a thickness approxi-

mating to 34"™. The edge approaches the crescent form. The Leyden
specimen, on the contrary, is almost flat and only shows the well known
celt-form in its outlines, with an average thickness of 5™™. On closer

examination a slight bevel will be noticed from the edges toward the

axis, on both sui'faces of the plate, exhibiting, therefore, rather a ten-

dency to biconcavity. Allow me to make here a brief comment upon

this circumstance. If we desire to make a success of the study of

these mysterious stones, and allow them to tell their former history, we
must necessarily seize upon the minutest mark they show, discuss it,

and try to And an explanation. Let rae, at this time, state the fact that

by far the greatest number of clialchihuites gathered from the hands of

the natives at the time of the conquest, and in the course of the follow-

ing centuries, have turned out to be Falso-Nephrites. Genuine Nephrites

must have been employed by the earliest generations, for they are dis-

covered onlj' in ancient graves, or in the soil at considerable depth, or

at the foot of ruined buildings, of which the natives themselves attested

that they did not know what kind of people built them. However,

their cult, calendar, ceremonies and usages, so they acknowl-

edged, were derived from ancient times. Among their ceremonies, as

we learn, the entombing of the deceased with a green chalchihuitl on

his tongue was considered a religious duty. A considerable number of

green stones must therefore have been annually consumed. These

statements together with those of Prof. Fischer, I think are sufficient to

enable us to establish the following points. The historic natives used

Falso-Nephritos, the prehistoric natives genuine Nephrites, in their

sepulchral rites, and the custom, therefore, must hare continued during

long epochs of time. Now, the Nephrite mineral is foreign to the

country. Though we do not know in what way the celts came hither,

yet we cannot help considering them as imported. At a certain epoch,

this importation must have ceased, and a period have been entered upon
when the demand for them could no longer be supplied. The people,
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notwithstanding, would not give up the time-honored habit. In such

an emergency, the most natural course was to devise a substitute, and

to resort to the green stones found in the counti-y itself. That this

took place, we have positive proof. But there are also proofs existing

that before taking a definite leave of the sacred relics, the worshippers

still resorted to another and very obvious makeshift, and this is not a

mere suggestion of mine, it is an observation of fact. I once had in

my possession a chalchihuitl which was dug out in my presence, from

an ancient Chorotegan grave (Nicoya, Costa Rica), and which at fii'st

sight suggested that it had been separated from another one of the same
shape and size. The stone also approached the celt in form. It was
120""" in length, 32'"™ wide, and showed from all sides a thickness of
5inm Que side of it was elegantly polished. The other side displayed the

working of an instrument, by which it had been sawed into two pieces.'

The workman, as I perceived on closer examination, had begun to saw

lengthwise, and when approaching the middle of the stone, he had

stopped and had proceeded in the same manner from the other side,

apparently in order to meet the first cut. In this, however, he did not

succeed, and perhaps did not wish to. He seems to have preferred, at

this point, to break the stone into halves, and that this had actually

been done was evident from a ridge left standing in relief upon the axis

of the stone. (See Cut 3.) Now, to me, the Leyden

tablet seems to be the result of a quite similar opera-

tion. I hold it to be the middle portion of a celt,

sawed out, and then prepared for the carvings. That

it belonged to a celt, like that of the Humboldt speci-

men, is readily seen by its outlines. If a tablet was

intended, we can see that two cuts must be made,

and when tcedged and broken two ridges would have

resulted. Had these two ridges remained upon the

two sides of the tablet, it would have been easy to

polish them away and thus procui'e a pair of even

surfaces, such as a sculptor would naturally wish to

obtain for his work. This, however, seems not to

have happened. Tlie ridges, I suppose, must have

resulted upon the two convex portions of the celt,

while the tablet itself displayed two corresponding

grooves. To remedy this, the grooves were obliter-

ated, and thus the sculptor obtained two even; though

somewhat broken surfaces. It is only in this way
that I am able to explain the existence of the peculiar bevels.

If I have dwelt so long upon this special point, it was because it is

intimately connected with two others of the same kind, which, however,

'On stone idols from Costa Rica, by Prof. Fischer, Bremen, 1881.

"It was very interesting to me to llnd among the flat Nephrite amulets
which Dr. Emil Riebeck has lately sent me from Asia Minor one which
shows the same sawing together with the corresponding ridge."

=
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I am not able to explain. I mean the unknown method by which the

cuts were made, and also the instrument with which a perfect polish

was secured. Nephrites and Judeites are of exceeding hardness. They

hold the sixth place in the record of the mineralogist. It is reported '

that a piece of Nephrite of 70 cub. "", was subjected to a blow from

a steel chisel set in an iron cylinder, and from the height of 35'="

its fall upon the stone did no injury. On the contrary, the edge of the

chisel was broken. Prof. Fischer has been active in consulting experts

as to the means by which the workmen of ancient times could shape the

celts, and to discover how they succeeded in carving upon the surface

as minutely and accurately as if they had worked upon a brick of moist

clay. There is an idea prevalent that the sawing of stones was prac-

tised by the Mexicans with a string and sand. I am unable to find the

authority for the assertion, but I can quote a passage ^ from which we
learn, that Mocteuzoma, at the instigation of the sculptors, made war

upon Quetzaltepec and Tototepec, which provinces had refu^^ed to

permit Mexican traders to explore their valuable sand mines. In

order to obtain a thin slip from the samples for an analysis, the profes-

sor had to employ a diamond saw. Prof, von Schlagintwcit suggests

that the stones were shaped at the quarry itself, while they were still

impregnated with the natural moisture of the rock. Should the knowl-

edge of how these stones were shaped and carved ever come to light,

the methods employed may prove to have been so simple that our

philosophy would not even permit us to dream of them.

I will now proceed to the explanation of the carvings on the Leydeu

tablet. On whatever part of our globe this tablet might have been

exhumed, it must be recoguized as of Yucatecan origin. The style of

representing men and objects by the Central American artist is typical

and unique. On the front of the tablet the figure of a man is repre-

sented. He stands clothed in sumptuous array, and in a soldier-like,

erect position. His right arm is slightly thrown forward and on the

back of his hand he holds a richly adorned vessel from which a flame is

bursting forth. His left arm stretches backward and holds on the

back of the hand a human head, on the top of which, I recognize the

Maya symbol for the day, from which also a flame and smoke are

• See Fischer, Nephrite and Jadeite, page 204.

'^ Diego Duran, Hist, de las Indias d. 1. Nueva Espaiia, Vol. I., Cap.
LVI., page 442 (Edit. J. F. Ramirez, Mexico, 1867). "The stone-

cutters and sculptors of the city of Mexico and Santiago, and of the

other provinces, were advised that there was a kind of sand, very
proper to work the stones in the province of Quetzaltepec and Totote-
pec, and also emery for polishing. They gave notice thereof to the

King Mouteguma and told him of the difficulties they had in obtaining
these articles from those countries and the high prices that were asked
for them. Monte9uma brought the claim before his council and it was
determined to send messengers to Tototepec .... When the old
people and those of rank were looking at the destruction of their town
and slrongliold, they went to ask for peace and mercy and promised to

make themselves tributaries to the king and city of Mexico."
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curling in tlie air. Undoubtedly our hero is in the act of sacrificing.

He speaks or oflers a prayer, for we see the symbol of breath coming

from his lips. Beneath his chin a small human face adorned with an

eagle's head appears. From its position and other characteristics, I

infer that the artist meant to indicate by this little head the clasp of

a collar. Around the upper body and breast I notice two serpents

colling themselves. On the front and rear of his belt two human

heads are fastened. From it a richly adorned scarf hangs downward,

and on the side a string of heavy jewels with a tassel upon the end.

The man wears sandals, and his feet are crushing the body of another

man, who vainly strives with his opened hands to clutch the proud

conqueror. Therefore, we have before our eyes the representation,

not of a priest, but of a victorious warrior, who, laden with his bloody

spoils, appears before his god with offerings of thanksgiving.

The reverse of the tablet bears a record. We might suppose this

record to contain a narrative of the deeds performed by our hero, but

this would be entirely opposed to the Central American method of

picture-writing as well as sculpturing. The picture should tell its own
story ; and in the present case, the man through the peculiarity of his

surroundings, his attitude and emblems, is understood to plainly sug-

gest all that we would explain by means of an inscription. As far as

my experience has taught me, a record, attached to a special carving or

mural sculpture, is a compound of very distinct and always returning

elements. They are either cuts of living or dead men, heads of idols

in grotesque human or animal form or sacrificial vessels and offerings,

intermixed with calendar symbols, mainly those assigned to days.

I hope at some future time, when prepared with an explanation of the

Palenque slabs, I shall be able to give full pi-oof for my assertion.

The record of the Leyden tablet is arranged in the form of a perpen-

dicular column. Let us divide it in two portions. The one is simply

chronological, the other of a mixed character. The first exhibits five

symbols, each representing a certain calendar day. At the top, how-

ever, there is a picture, which docs not belong to this class of symbols.

It is that of a censer or brasier crowned with various emblems and the

head of a man speaking. The Central Americans used two kinds of

censers. One so formed as to be carried in the hand, and another

which was not movable. It stood firm in the centre of the Temple and

was about three feet in height. Of this latter class is the one engraved

at the top of the column. It is very imperfectly drawn. However,

Cut 4.

CO
4-
Ol

Palenque Bkasieus.

from the two illustrations ("Cut

4), which are taken from the

Palenque slabs (see J. Lloyd

Stephens's Incidents of Travel

in Central America, Chiapas and

Yucatan, Vol. II., frontispiece,

and page 345), and on each of

which a brasier appears placed

at the head of the record, you will
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be able to form a better conception of how it would appear, if the carver

had done his work with a little more accuracy. In these cuts we
may distinguish the brasier, the cover with openings for the admis-

sion of air, and three feet to support the vessel. On a day of important

religious ceremonies, the worshippers approached the holy vessel in

procession, each one in turn throwing balls of copal and strips of

rubber and paper through the openings upon the glowing embers.'

The five symbols that follow, are as I have said, representations of

five calendar days of which I am able only to recognize the last, which

shows the head of an ape, so clearly, that I think it was meant for the

day Ape or hatz. We know the symbols of the Maya days from Bishop

Landa's works and illustrations. The same recur in the Dresden

Codex and in that of Tro. But as these specimens are only outline

drawings and of minute size, they fail to render the original image.

The sculptors on the contrary, had more time and space at their dis-

posal, and the importance of their work gave them the opportunity of

elaborating the original size of the image with accuracy. These gro-

tesque symbols are carved with more or less variations, upon the

^ Motolinia (Fray Toribio de Paredes), Hist. d. 1. Indios d. 1. Nueva
Espana, Tratado'l, IV., edit. Icazbalceta, p. 50: "These Indians
always took care to provide their temples with abundance of wood.
For in the yards and halls of their abominable worship, and before the

altai-s of their idols, they kept burning certain brasiers of different

form, and a few of them of very large size, during the whole day and
night. Torquemada (Fr. Juan de), Monarquia Indiana, Vol. II., Lib.

Vill., Cap. 9: "In these temples and before the altars, brasiers were
standing, some of a circular, some of a square form. They were made
of mortar, about three quarters of a yard high, and were kept burning
day and night. Each hall and temple room had brasiers of its own, so

that the priests and their attendants when they went to sacrifice, not
only found material for light and fire, but also entered a warm room.
Acosta (Joseph de). Hist. nat. y moral de Indias, Sevilla, 1590, Lib. V.,

Cap. 14: " It was the perpetual office of the priests to burn incensu to

the idols, which was performed four times a day, at sunrise, noon, sun-
set and midnight. At this hour all the dignitaries of the temple must
rise, and instead of tolling a bell, a kind oJT trumpet or large instrument
was sounded, accompanied by flutes, which gave forth long and repeated
melancholy tones. After this, the one who was at service that week
stepped in, robed in a white dalinatica, censer in hand, which he then
filled with embers taken from the large brasier, which was kept burn-
ing perpetually, before the altar. In the other hand he carried a pouch,
filled with incense, which he threw into the censer; which done, he
entered the room in which the idol stood and incensed it with marks of
great reverence. Then he took a cloth and cleansed the altar as well

as the curtains." Laiida (Diego de) Kelacion d. 1. cosas de Yucatan, cd.

B. de Bourbourg, Paris, 1864, page 281 :
" they incensed the

idols, the priest being the first to throw his own incense into the
brasier. He was followed by all the attendants, and the chiefs being
all of them placed according to their rank, stepped forth in order to

receive from the hand of the priest above the balls of copal, which
were given and received with as much gravity and devotion, as if they
were holy relics. Then one after the other threw them gently into the

brasier, and waited until they were entirely consumed."
40
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Palenque, the Copan and the Ococingo slabs, and thus contribute to

confirm the frequently noticed uniformity of the calendar system among

the different Maya tribes. To those who are not specialists in the mat-

ter, and who wish to be informed on what ground I recognize these

symbols to be calendar days, let me here state that they are character-

ized by the well known symbols for numeration, which are always found

standing at the left hand of the days' symbols. The staff standing

upright (Maya, paiche) means the number 5, each of the circles (Maya,

thuvn), that of 1. Thus we have here the symbols for the eighth, the

fourteenth, the third, the first and the twelfth day.

The second portion displays a group of objects which are of a mixed

character. I am able to identify only a few of them. Those numbered

1), 2), 3), 4), appear to me to represent the symbol for sun or day, a

sacrificial knife, a cylinder string and string of chalchihuites and a

flower.

To place the sequel of the calendar days at the top of the record, and

to follow by four or five rows representing objects of a different nature,

seems to have been usual with the Maya artists. The Dresden and the

Tro Codex show the same arrangement.

Viewing the carvings of the Leyden plate as a whole, we may be

fairly entitled to assume that they were intended to commemorate the

victorious deeds of some Yucatecan chieftain, who on the days inscribed,

and in observance of the ritual requirements, had gone to the Temple

to offer sacrifice and thanksgiving to his Gods.

Let us now turn to the carvings found upon the Humboldt celt.

They, fortunately, do not bear the odd features of enigmatical symbols.

They speak the intelligible language of object-drawing, and will for

other reasons attract your interest.

I will begin with those engraved upon the broad and lower end of the

celt. The first object we meet, upon the left of the group, no doubt

represents the hand-balllsta, of the natives. The two portions of which

the instrument consists are clearly delineated, the sliding board and the

javelin. I am not aware that any specimen of the ancient Central

American ballista has been preserved. Yet it is still in use with

certain tribes of the Malayan and the Polynesian archipelago,' on the

coast of Patagonia, in the Aleutian group, and in islands belonging to

the Pacific Ocean. No specimen of it, however, has ever been discov-

ered in the hands of the aborigines on the Atlantic side of our conti-

nent; a circumstance which I think is worth noticing. Oviedo^ found

' See 0. Peschel, Volkerkunde, 2'» Aufl. page 351, die Ajistralier.

He quotes: Voyage uf H. M. S. Fly, vol. I., page 112, Langsdorf's

Iteise iim die Welt, Band II., page 40; David Cranz, Historic von Gron-

land, Band I., page 194; Tylor, Anlange der Cultur, Band I., S. 67.

* Oviedo (Gonz. Fernandez de) Hist. Gen. y Nat. d. 1. Indies, Liber

XXIX.. Cap. 20, p. 127. " In some .'sections of the country (Cueva) the

Indians are of bellicose disposition, in otliers they are not. They
never use the bow, but fight with macanas, long lances, and with

arrow-like staffs, which are' thrown from an estorica, which is a well
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the hand-ballista in 1519 araoug the Caeva Indians (Western shore of

the Darien-Veragua Isthmus), and gives a description of how it was

handled and an illustration, which I have reproduced (see Cut 5.) 16

Cut 5.

Hand-Bali.ista of Oviedo.

shows the shuttle-board and the slide upon which the javelin was

laid, in order that it might keep in a straight course when thrown.

The board was held, resting on the palm of the hand, and on the left

side was a ring, through which the second finger passed in order ta

retain the shuttle-board more firmly in the hand. This ring is very

clearly represented on the ballista of our celt, and that the point of the

javelin was not of metal but of stone can fairly be inferred from the

flaked form. Oviedo gives the instrument the name of estoriea, a word

which I have vainly sought for in the dictionaries of the Spanish lan-

guage. Possibly this word is only the corrupted form of the correspond-

ing Cueva term. Nor was I able to find this expression for it in the

Spanish, Nahuatl or Maya languages. The English give it the name

of throwing-stick, the Germans wurfhrett, and the French chirohah

liste. You can readily imagine the astonishment of the natives, when

they perceived the Spaniards armed with the cross-bow, and realized

that, though using the estoriea and bow and arrow from time imme-

morial, still no one of them had been clever enough to pass the bow

through the estoriea and make of the two joined together, the cross-

bow. Allow me here to ask the question : At what period did the

cross-bow come into use with European soldiers ? And among what

tribe or nation was the chiroballista found ?

wrought wooden instrument, and which remains in their hand when
the staff or dart is hurled. Like good marksmen, they knew how to

strike their mark at any distance, at the right and the left and in a

straight direction. Some of these staffs, wh(!n in the air, give a

•whistling sound, for at their ends something like a pigeon-holed ball

is attached, which when the air with violence passes through the holes,

produces a whistling noise. But they would practice only on some
festival occasion, in order to parade their dexterity, and never when
they are on the warpath, because the enemy would then be advised by

the sound. If notwithstanding they do this, and throw the whistling

dart into their adversary's camp, and mostly at night, it is to display

their utter contempt."
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The second object shows the outlines of a harpoon. It is recogniza-

ble as well by its barb as by the ear, which, fastened to a shaft holds

the hempen strap, by which the fish, the turtle or even the enemy,

when struck, is hauled in by the man who hurled the powerful instru-*

ment. The shaft is not straight, but shows in the middle a slight curve

The practical harpooner can give a better account than is possible for

me, of the usefulness of this device. It may have produced either a

better aim or an easier hauling im No reasons are apparent why this

deviation from the straight line should be attributed to the uncertain

hand of the carver. Wherever we look upon his work, it shows a full

control of his hand and instrument.

In the third object I recognize the repi*esentation of a lasso, yet not

that of the " lazo de gaza" (sling or loop), but rather the " lazo de

tolas" (balls). It appears as faithfully copied from nature as it could

possibly be done on stone. The lasso is represented in the main as it

is to-day, and as every hunter and herdsman keeps it hanging from the

'' solera" of hia hut, tied up, but ready for an emergency. The left

and smaller portion of tlie picture gives the shorter coil of the lasso

which is held in the left hand. The larger coil is that which before

it is thrown is twirled over the head. When thrown from the hand, it

unrolls in the air to land upon the head or body of the game, either

entangling it or stunning it by the stroke of the stone ball, fastened at

the end. The ball is fastened, as the picture clearly shows, by drilling

the ball and passing the end of the lasso through it.'

' The subject of the estorica was discussed by Mr. Ad. F. Bandelier,

in Art of War and Warfare of the Ancient Mexicans, Tenth Annual
Eeport of the Peabody Museum, Cambridge, 1877, page 105, note 37.

The author quotes three Mexican chroniclers, Torquemada, Mendieta
and Duran, and after having analyzed the texts of the respective

passages, arrives at the very correct conclusion, that the instruments

of war described therein, cannot be interpreted to mean hallestas, and
that they evidently refer \.o' javelins, thrown by the hand and then

drawn back by means of a strap fastened to the handle. The same
author also refers to Oviedo's text on the estorica, that was found
with the Cueva Indians on the Darien Isthmus. The reader, how-
ever, is left in the dark, whether or not the heterogeneous stock of

Indians on the Anahuac plateau had been met armed with this weapon.
It is surprising indeed, that no express notice of the estorica was
taken by the chroniclers, and especially that Cortes and Bernal Diaz,

two experts in the Mexican warfare and careful reporters, passed in

absolute silence over the peculiar contrivance, which they needs must
have seen in the hands of their opponents, and which for various

reasons, could not have failed to attract iheir attention. But the

existence of the estorica and its use by the Indians in Mexico is plainly

stated in the account of " Ihe Anonymous Conqueror " see Col. de
Doc. Icazbalceta, vol. I., page 373, " sus armas ofensivas son arco y
flechas, y dardos que tiran de una ballesta, hecha de otro palo ; (and
javelins, which they iiurl from a ballista, made oi another piece of wood).

I was struck to find in the ancient Italian version of this report the

word manyano, as I expected, instead of ballesta. Mamjano has every

appearance of having been the original and technical terra for Chiro-

hallista. How far back, I ask, can mangano be traced in the Italian

language ?
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Cut 6.

Beneath the picture of the lasso is the representation of three
cudgels or war clubs. They are identical with those used by the
Mexican Nahoas.

I cannot certainly decide what was intended by the fifth object,
though I think it is a variety of the hand ballista.

Respecting the sixth object I think I am not
deceived in saying it was designed to represent
an oar. The accompanying cut is taken from
the Dresden Codex and will explain ray grounds
better than any words of mine. fSee Cut 6.)

When carving this little catalogue of instru-

ments of war and sport, it would be surprising

If the Maya artist had been unmindful of the

great national game, which was celebrated on
solemn occasions and in which the leaders of the

tribes alone were allowed to take part. I refer

to the game played in the TIachcn, a kind of
Tennis Court. This building consisted of two
thick walls, extending to a considerable distance

and exactly opposite to each other. At the

height of twenty feet from the ground, two
massive stone rings were fixed into the walls;

through these rings the contestants strove to

throw a rubber ball, nearly as large as the Canoe axd Oar.
opening in the ring. A picture of the building From Dresden Codex.

and of the stone rings can be seen in J. L. Stephens's Incidents of

Travel in Yucatan, Vol. II., page 303, which I will not reproduce.

Now, looking at the head of the lasso, I suspect that the artist wished

the rubber ball to find a place in his collection. Had they been
drawn, perforated, as is the one at the end of the lasso, we would be
apt to take them for ''bolas" in reserve. But since they are not, they

must needs mean something akin to the group, and I trust I have
not gone too far astray in my interpretation.

Above these three balls two human arms are represented in a folded

position. The left (upper) arm is bandaged, whilst the forefinger of the

right hand of the other arm is pointing to the spot and even touching

the bandage. I shall revert to this subject when giving the explanation

of the carvings as a whole.

At the head of this picture another group is apparent, a hand
with outstretched fingers. No comment upon it is needed. But the

other objects require an explanation, and in order to get at their mean-
ing let me refer to what I have said about the sacrificial ceremony
before the brasier in the Temple. In the three balls I incline to

recognize the copal or incense balls, which each of the worshippers
threw into the brasier. If this interpretation is accepted, we can easily

see that the object on which the balls reposed was meant for the
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brasier itself. The outlines are the same as those of the large brasier,

represented in Cut 4, save that the artist has not taken especial care

in the delineation of the details. The other three comblike objects

which surround the brasier appear to be imperfect representations of

those lateral shields standing at the sides of the Palenque brasier, the

meaning of which I am yet unable to fathom.

We come now to the last and most conspicuous object cai'ved on the

celt. It represents that portion of the dress of the Yucatecan chief,

which, in addition to the head-dress or the plumed helmet, was con-

sidered to be the emblem of his privileged rank. It is the ornamental

scarf (matli) which with the noblemen i-eached as far as the short tunic,

with noblewomen and priestesses as far as the gown, viz. to the ankles.

I trust that you will accept this explanation, after looking at the cut of

the Leyden celt, where you will find the chieftain adorned with a

similar scarf. You will find it also on all the monolithic statues of

Copan, of which Stephens in Vol. I., page 135-159, Incidents of Ti'avel

in Central America, Chiapas and Yucatan, has given so faithful pictures.

The scarf shows always on its front a cross, drawn within a circle.

The Copau statues show it also. On our celt we have the scarf dis-

played in its freshness, just from the hands of the manufacturer. It

appears spread out. Therefore the lateral fringes do not hang down-
ward. It shows the girdle, which is possibly a succession of golden

clasps, with the showy buckle in the middle. It stretches from the

neck over the breast.

This is as much as I am able to understand of the entaglios of the

Humboldt celt, taking for my guidance comparison with known objects.

Should you desire me to write an explanatory legend of the whole of

this carved text, it could be expressed in the following language: The
man, in whose tomb the sacred stone was laid, stood high in rank and
personal achievements. He never failed to appear before his gods to

hum the incense on the temple's brasier. He caused his arms to bleed and
sacrificed his blood by sprinkling it in the glowing embers. When he

entered the tlachco court, his was the victory. Like darts, his balls of

hule were flying through the ring. He had no equal in bringing to the

ground his foe by the tlacochtli, and when he seized the oar and went
upon the river, he was certain to bring home the sweet turtle quivering

on the barb of his harpoon. Great was the strength of his arms ; the

heavy cudgel was the toy of his youth. There was no deer so distant

nor its legs so fleet, that his eyes could not spy or his lasso reach.

Permit me to close this paper with a few brief considerations.

What purposes was the Humboldt celt and all the others of its kind

destined to serve ? The theory that it was the prehistoric war weapon
par excellence, fortunately, has been disposed of, together— I beg leave

to say — with its ingenious originator, the Antiquary. From holes

bored at the top of these celts, it was inferred that they were suspended
from the neck as badges of authority, and the name, ceremonial celts,
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has come into use with the Germans, who most unfortunately liave

translated it with prachtbeil. Other students desifjnate the celt as an

ancient instrument for splitting, chiselling, polishing, flaying and simi-

lar domestic work. There is evidently more common sense in this

explanation than in the former, and I am willing to accept it, provided

it shall be confined to the large number of celt specimens, which are of

lesser dimensions than the Humboldt celt and its particular associates.

The multiform variations, in which those smaller specimens appear,

indeed, ofi"er strong testimony to their usefulness in man's more primi-

tive stages of industry. But, if I look at our strong, massive specimen

and consider that there exist still others of its kind, and even of a much
larger size, I feel positively at a loss for a suitable explanation and still

more at a loss to state the special work these large thick celts were

able to perform. They lack just the quality which would make them
an implement or tool. They are not handy.

I must leave you with the riddle still unsolved. However, I trust,

some one will come with clearer eyes than mine, and teach us what Idea

presided in the prehistoric mind, when shaping the stone in the ingen-

ious and yet the simple form and figure of a wedge, the father of all tools

existing.

Note.— I feel it my special duty to express my warmest thanks to

Mr. Stephen Salisbury, Jr., of Worcester, Mass., for the kindness he

has shown me in revising the English of my manuscript, and seeing

the essay through the press.

Ph. V.
New York, August 1, 1881.
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PROCEEDINGS.

ANNUAL MEETING, OCTOBER 21st, 1881, AT THE HALL OF
THE SOCIETY, IN WORCESTER.

The President, Hon. Stephen Salisbury, LL.D., in the

chair.

The record of the hist meeting was read and approved.

Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., read the report of the

CounciL

Edmund M. Barton, Esq., Assistant-Lil)rarian, and

Nathaniel Paine, Esq., Treasurer, read their semi-annual

reports, which, together with that of Dr. Hale, were

accepted as constituting the whole report of the Council,

and referred to the committee of publication.

On seconding the motion to refer the report of the

Council to the Publishing Committee, Charles Deane,

LL.D., said

:

I desire to say a single word, Mr. President, by way of

response, if nothing more, to one portion of the admirable

report of the Council. I refer. Sir, to the tribute paid to

our late distinguished Librarian. Perhaps enough has

already been said, and I can hardly expect myself to add

anything of interest to the discriminating sketch which has

just been read.

A feeling of sadness sometimes comes over me at these

annual gatherings, occasioned by the absence from time to

time of the familiar forms and faces we have been accus-

tomed to meet here. One by one they vanish, and the

41
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pliices tliJit knew them know them no more. It is now

more than twenty-live years since I lirst began to attend

these annual meetings at Worcester, having been elected a

member here thirty years ago this day ; and the '

'
Boston

members," including Mr. Folsom, Mr. Livermore, Mr.

Frothingham, and Dr. Shurtleff, all of whom, alas

!

have passed on, always regarded the 21st of October as a

red-letter day in their calendar, and came up hither as on a

sacred pilgrimage. For a number of years we always met

here and received a cordial welcome from the venerable

Governor Lincoln, Judge Barton, Judge Chapin, Judge

Thomas, and others whom 1 need not name. One by one

these revered meml)ers have disappeared, their names

stricken fi'om our living roll, and their places filled by

others. And now, Sir, the name of Mr. Haven is added

to the list of the departed.

In the death of Mr. Haven this society has lost one who

has been immediately identified with its history for over

forty years. To the members, personally, certainly to

many of us, his loss is irreparable. Of his character as a

man, of his admirable qualities of mind and heart, of his

large acquirements as a general scholar, and of his special

accomplishments as an antiquary and historian, of his life-

service here in interpreting to others the treasures of this

library,— of all this you well know, Mr. President, and

it has all been told to us in the eloquent tribute to which

the society has just listened.

I have spoken of Mr. Haven as an antiquary. But he

was not merely an antiquary— I have also said that he was

an historian. The late Joseph Hunter, the distinguished

functionary of the rolls office, somewhere makes a distinc-

tion— perhaps a fanciful one— between the antiquary and

the historian. The antiquary, he says, picks uy) the small

fiicts of history, the fragments of truth, he gleans in the

by-ways of the past. Mr. Haven did more than this ; he

knew how to deal with his facts, however small, after
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having found them, and to give them their proper place in

history.

With his well known accomplishments it well might be

asked, how he could be content, with a small pecuniary

compensation, to devote his life to the quiet work of this

library? Other scholars, all over the land, devote their

lives to literary or historical pursuits, Init they write books

and put their names to them and become famous. But Mr.

Haven was content to give his life and work here, to write

charming reports for the society as its librarian, full of wit

and wisdom, but he rarely wrote books and put his name
upon their title-pages. His tastes were simple, and he

loved the retirement which he here found. He had little of

that kind of anil)ition which is said to ho, the last intirmity

of nolde minds.

I tirst became acquainted with Mr. Haven a little more

than thirty years ago, when I met him by appointment at

the house of our nuitual friend, Mr. Liveki^iore, in Cam-
bridge. The Antiquarian Society had just then published

the iirst part of the third volume of their Transactions,

containing the Records of the Massachusetts Company,
vvliich had l^een annotated by Mr. Haven, and prefaced by
an elaborate history of the rise of the Company ; and this

book formed largely the subject of our conversation at that

interview. Subsequently he and I had a correspondence

growing out of some differences of opinion that had arisen

al)out the records ; one question being, as to whether

Prince, the annalist, had in his possession and used that

part of the original records of the Massachusetts Company,
now missing, l)etween the 19th of March, and the 30th of

April, 1G29. The discovery, a few years later, of an early

copy of these records, in the possession of Col. Aspinwall,

supplying these deficiencies, settled the question, that

Prince had the portion of the original records now missing.

This society had formed the very laudalde purpose of

printing the first volume of the Massachusetts Colony
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Records, which was fast going to destruction, and this por-

tion of a vohime of Transactions was the first fruit of that

resolve, and embraced that part of the Records kept in Eng-

land, previous to the AVinthrop emigTation. The govern-

ment of the Commonwealth wisely deciding, a few years

later, to print all the Records of the Colony, the Antiqua-

rian Society relinquished the further prosecution of the

work. This was the first departure of the society, in their

Transactions, fi-om the strict Archa3ological department

to which they had hitherto confined themselves. In the

report of the Council for October, 1849, which I think

could have come from no other pen than that of Mr.

Haven, the writer refers to " the recent undertaking of

the society in a new direction, indicating a change in the

sphere of its operations, which may possibly become more

marked hereafter." And the reasons given for this depart-

ure are that "the field which the Antiquarian Society at

its outset found almost unoccupied, is now filled with fellow-

laborers, who are likely, not only to anticipate its opera-

tions, but to divert from its collections a larsfe share of the

relics of the past, and other materials of history, which

would else have been entrusted to its keeping."

Mr. Haven, however, never lost his love for archosologi-

cal studies, and in 1855 he furnished as one of the " Smith-

sonian Contril)utions to Knowledge," a volume of 168 i)p.

in folio, on the "Archaeology of the United States;" an

elaborate work giving a history of investigations, and

their results, down to the time he wrote. And no one

welcomed more gratefully than he the return of the society,

so to speak, to the objects of its first love, through the

efficient lal)ors of Mr. Stephen Salisbury, Jr., to whose

work he gave every encouragement.

Mr. Haven's editorial labors are seen in every volume

of the Society's Transactions i)ul)lished since he became

connected with this institution ; and his contril)utions to

the Proceedings have already been referred to.
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Mr. Haven's health was not always good. During the

last fifteen years he was sometimes quite feeble. At the

meeting of the society in April, 1866, he was chosen with

myself a delegate to the Archa?ological Congress to be held

in Antwerp, in the following August. Dr. Andrew P.

Peabody, who had already contemplated a visit to Europe,

was subsequently added to the commission. We sailed on

the 6th of June for Liverpool, and passed many most

ao-reeable weeks in Enodand and Scotland ; and Mr. Haven,

though far from well, was able to enjoy much. In Lon-

don, the British Museum and the Public Record Office

offered many attractions for the scholar and antiquary

searching for materials to illustrate American History. In

the Record Office we examined the manuscript records of

the Council for New England, a copy of which Mr. Haven
subsequently procured to 1)6 made, at the expense of the

President of the society, for the Proceedings.

Under the auspices of Lord Houghton, Avliom we met in

London, we visited Austerfielcl and Scrooby, associated

wdth the early history of Bradford and Brewster and

Robinson, l)efore their emigration to Holland
;
previous to

which we had on our way visited Boston, in Lincolnshire,

where preached the celebrated John Cotton, in the equally

celebrated St. Botolph's Church. ]Mr. Haven, in his quiet

way, enjoyed everything ; and the visit to Scotland, which

followed, was one of unalloyed satisfaction. Owing to

the presence of the cholera at Antwerp the Archaeological

Congress was postponed for one year ; but we proceeded

to the continent, visiting Belgium, Germany, and Switzer-

land. Mr. Haven resolved to spend the winter in Europe

for the benefit of his health, and I left him at Geneva. He
returned in the following spring much invigorated and

ready for his accustomed duties.

A few years later, during an inclement spring, Mr.

PIaven felt o])liged to seek a w^armer climate, and he urged

me to accompany him to the South. We visited Washing-
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ton, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, and

Augusta, returning by way of Columl)ia. It was in the

days of what were called the *
' Carpet-l)ag " governments

at the South, and negTo legislation ; and we heard and saw

a good deal that was new to us in that transition state of

society which existed there after the War of the Rebellion.

The last meeting of the society that Mr. Haven attended

was the annual meeting of last year. He arose from a bed

of sickness to be present and make his report, which he

was too feel)le to write out at length, and he read only

from his notes. During the year he had alternations of

strength and weakness, but gradually foiled. The last

time I saw him was at his home on the 2d of July. He
was very feeble, but cheerful and resigned, and I could not

but realize how true it was that

" The chamber where the good man meets his fate

Is privileged beyond the common walk
Of virtuous life, quite in the verge of Heaven."

While sitting by his side the dreadful news came to us that

the President had been shot.

Mr. Haven passed away on the fifth of September, having

taken his accustomed drive two days before his death.

With reference to that portion of the report of the

Council relating to Yorktown, Rev. Geouge E. Ellis,

D.D., ex[)ressed the hope that the Committee of Publica-

tion would see that it was printed in full with notes and

authorities, as constituting the contribution of the society

to the history of that great surrender.

Hon. E. B. Stoddard and Dr. S. A. Green havinij

been appointed a connuittee to receive and re})ort upon the

ballots for President, reported that all the ballots were for

Hon. Stephen Salisbury, LL.D., who accepted the office.

Charles C. Smith, Esq., George H. Moore, LL.D.,
and Charles Deane, LL.D., were ai)})ointed a committee

to report a list of officers for the ensuing year. They
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reported the following gentlemen who were, by ballot,

unanimously elected

:

Vice-Presidents :

Hon. George F. Hoar, LL.D., of Worcester.

Hon. George Bancroft, LL.D., of Washington.

Council

:

Hon. Isaac Davis, LL.D., of Worcester.

Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., of Boston.

Joseph Sargent, M.D., of Worcester.

Samuel A. Green, M.D., of Boston.

Stephen Salisbury, Jr., Esq., of Worcester.

Hon. P. Emory Aldrich, of Worcester.

Rev. Edward H. Hall, of Worcester.

Hon. DwiGHT Foster, LL.D., of Boston.

Rev. Egbert C. Smyth, D.D., of Andover.

Hon. Alexander H. Bullock, LL.D., of Worcester.

Secretary of Foreign Gorresj^ondence

:

Hon. J. Hammond Trumbull, LL.D., of Hartford.

Secretary of Domestic Correspondence

:

Charles Deane, LL.D., of Cambridge.

Recording Secretary

:

Col. John D. Washburn, of Worcester.

Treasurer

:

Nathaniel Paine, Esq., of Worcester.

Committee of Publication

:

Rev. Edward E. Hale, D.D., of Boston.

Charles Deane, LL.D., of Cambridge.

Nathaniel Paine, Esq., of Worcester.

Rev. Edward H. Hall, of Worcester.
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Auditors

:

Hon. Edward L. Davis, of Worcester.

Charles A. Chase, Esq., of Worcester.

The Recording Secretary communicated to the society

the recommendations of the Council of the following gen-

tlemen for memljership in the society :

Professor Heinrich Fischer, of Freiberg, Baden.

Professor Francis A. March, of Easton, Pa.

Senor Joaquin Hubbe, of Merida, Yucatan.

Edward Isaiah Thomas, Esq., of Brookline.

Henry Cabot Lodge, Esq., of Nahant.

A separate ballot being taken on each name, all these

gentlemen were unanimously chosen to membership.

Hon. P. Emory Aldrich reported for the action of the

society a new draft of By-Laws, with the recommendation

of the Council that they be adopted by the society, and

they were so adopted, and now constitute the "By-Laws
of the American Antiquarian Society."

Hon. Hamilton B. Staples read a paper on the names

of the States of the American Union, which, on motion ot

Rev. Lucius R. Paige, D.D., was referred to the Committee

of Publication with the thanks of the society.

Hon. George F. Hoar, LL.D., exhibited a bone found

in Concord, Massachusetts, and read a memorandum on the

subject, and the subject, with the accompanying letter,

was, by the suggestion of the President, referred to the

Committee of Publication, after some l)rief remarks by

RuFUS Woodward, M.D.
Mr. Hoar also read a paper on the New England ances-

try of the late President Garfield. On motion of Hon.

Alexander H. Bullock, LL.D., the paper was referred

to the Committee of Pul>lication with the thanks of the

society.
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Dr. Samuel A. Green read extracts from a paper hj
Professor Herbert B. Adams of Johns Hopldns University,

Baltimore, on the subject of Tithing-]\Ien.

Professor Henry W. Haynes presented (omitting the

reading owing to the lateness of the hour) a paper on the

sul)ject of the "True Site of the Seven Cities of Cibola

visited by Coronado in 1540."

Stephen Salisbury, Jr., Esq., read a statement refer-

ring to a letter which he had received fi-om our associate.

Professor John T. Short, of Columbus, Ohio, announcing

the existence of remarkable tumuli, sculptures and statues

in the United States of Columbia, South America, similar

in character to those of Palenque and Uxmal.
The society voted its thanks to Messrs. Adams, Haynes

and Salisbury, requesting that copies of their papers be

placed in the hands of the Publication Committee to be

printed; and also that Mr. Salisbury should visit the

locality of these recent discoveries, and report in full at

the next meetino-.

The meeting was then dissolved.

42
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The council meets the society at a moment when we have

sustained a most serious loss. For more than forty years

the active work of the society has been led,— and admira-

bly well led,— by the distinguished scholar whose death we

mourn together to-day. For he has made it his duty, not

simply to be the custodian of our books as our librarian,

but to quicken the antiquarian work of the society in every

direction. And we all know that the increased range of

the effort of the society and whatever reputation it may

have earned in half a century are very largely due to him.

Dr. Haven may be said to have inherited his taste for

historical study,— his honored father, whose name he bore,

having led his way in his interest in the local history of his

birthplace. At the present moment— when the old Massa-

chusetts towns are celebrating the end of a quarter milien-

ium since their history— it is interesting to remember that

our friend prepared his first important historical work as

early as the year 1836, on the occasion of the second cen-

tennial of Dedham. Any man might be proud of this work

of a young man. It shews the care in the use of original

memoranda, it shews as well the comprehensiveness of

view, and the faculty, so rare but so necessary, of histori-

cal imagination, which ai)i>ear in all his historical work

afterwards. To know the fact, even in the jiettiest detail

should 1)6 the aim of the true historian. P)ut, if the know-

ledge of the detail fret him and bann)er him, so that he

cannot take a large view of the position and occasion, he

ceases to be a true historian. Dr. Haven, from the begin-

ning, shewed the rare union of the two essential qualities.
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lie was tireless in research. He was absolutely judicial

in weighing authorities. He even overcame the last in-

firmity of historians, and did not over-estimate an authority

because it happened to be his own discovery,— because

he happened to have exhumed it fi'om dust and ashes Avhere

it was deservedly forgotten. On the other hand,— he had

the vivid imagination by which he could put himself in the

place of the actors whom he described,— and a certain

philosophical habit of tracing events l)ack to their origins

and forward to their consequences, which compelled him to

arrange his details with fit perspective and in oroanic

system. Under his touch, therefore, the driest bones from

the documents took their fit places and began to walk

again. There is no member of the society but has listened

with delight to hear him thus array in costume, color and

even in motion, a set of details which seemed hopelessly

dry and dead.

It speaks well for the foresight and good sense of our

predecessors, then the council of this society, that they

called to the post of Librarian a young man, personally

a stranger to most of them, from another part of the

commonwealth, after the resignation of Hon. Maturin L.

Fisher. Mr. Haven was at that time residing in Lowell,

wdiere he had entered on the practice of the law. He was
still a young man, but, from the Massachusetts Re[)orts,

where cases argued by him are reported, it appears that he

had already come into the public work of the profession.

His reputation as an historian already justified the selec-

tion, and his daily work in the office gave new reason for

gratitude that it had been made. Our younger meml)ers

nmst l)e taught that it was in no such elegant edifice as we
meet in, and \\ith no such generous appliances for study as

surround us, that he entered upon his duties. He was the

only officer of the society in regular attendance, and every

duty of administration devolved largely ui)on him. Then,

as ever since, the Worcester members of the society were
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glad to render large personal assistance in its work. The

catalogue owes much to the personal care of Dr. John

Park, for instance. But the man to be always found in the

library, to be consulted on every point, from the shape of

a flint arrow-head round to the construction of the clauses

of a charter, was the Librarian, Mr. Haven.

In the immediate duties of that post ]\Ir. Haven brought

to bear that wonderful memory, even for trifles, which is

the flrst accomplishment of a great historian. The same

precision which gives to a true historian the true local

color for every generation he describes, which does not

use an arquebuse a year too early nor a petronel a year too

late in narrative, enables . such a librarian to tell whether

Increase Mather's sermon on the death of Eliakim Bunt is

in the library or not, and if not, whether it is anywhere,

and if anywhere, how it is to be sought for. Miss Edge-

worth asks the question, whether one would prefer to know

evervthincr once and take his chance for rememl)ering it, or

to rememl)er always what one had once learned? ^Ir.

Haven had the latter gift, and, as his assiduous study

brought liim eventually almost to enjoy the other,— as

what he did not know was hardly worth knowing— his

resource and hel})fulness in a library are really indescriba-

ble to those who have not tested them.

He had also the higher gift for a librarian, which is as

rare, lliis is a moral gift, and not merely an intellectual

faculty. He loved to see his treasures used. He did not

hide them in a napkin. He Avas sincerely glad when a new

investigator apjxiarcd, and it did not seem to matter that

the man was crude in method, rough in manner or ignorant

as a hound. jNIr. Haven was there to help him in all such

things. Thtit was, according to his theory, what a libra-

rian was for. To persons who do not know the genius

and practice of his administration, the story would be a

romance. People would not believe how many raw

enquirers, who came into our library ignorant of the first
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principles of literary research, have since rendered very

important service to American history. Mr. Burritt, the

lincfuist, has testitiecl to the value of this assistance in the

fragment which records his own l)i()graphy.' And in the

very highest seat of our. historians Dr. Palfi-ey has made

the following acknowledgment of such service :

" To no one am I indel)ted for more light than to that emi-

nent archcieologist, Mr. Samuel Foster Haven, of Worcester.

Esp(!cially have I been aided l^y him in elaborating the view,

presented in these pages, of the origin and purposes of the

Company of Massachusetts Bay. So long ago as the } ear

1837,^ as w^ell as at ditferent times since, I pulHished my
thoughts respecting the political relations of some of those

early movements of the government of Massachusetts, which
have oenerallv bt^en ascril)ed to reliii'ious bii>-otrv. I have

been greatly assisted in maturing them by j\Ir. Haven's

treatise on the Massachusetts Con]})any, in the third volume
of the ' Collections of the American Antiquarian Society,'

and not less hy private correspondence with which he has

honored me."

As a student of original history of this country, Mr.

Haven was never led away by fancies, but he was far too

*Mr. Burvitt uses these words: "In this I was disappointed; and,

wliile revolving- in my mind what step next to take, I accidentally heard

of the American Antiquarian Society, in Worcester. I immediately

bent ray steps towards this place. I visited the hall of the American
Antiquarian Society, and found there, to my infinite jrratification, such
a collection of ancient, modern, and Oriental languages, as I never

before conceived to be collected in one place; and. Sir, you may
imagine with what sentiments of gratitude I was aflected, when, upon
evincing a desire to examine some of these rich and rare works, I was
kindly invited to an unlimited participation in all the beneflts of this

noble institution. Availing myself of the kindness of the directors, I

spend about three hours, dally, at tlie hall, which, with an hour at noon
and about three in the evening, make up the portion of the day which I

appropriate to my studies, the rest being occupied in arduous manual
labor. Through the facilities afibrded by this institution, I have been
able to add so nuich to my previous acquaintence with the ancient,

modern, and Oriental languages, as to be able to read upward of fh ty
of them, with more or less facility."

* North American Reviw, XLVI. oGS et seq.
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wise to scorn a theory or suo;o;estion either hecause it was

new or because it traversed theories held orthodox. To

transfer a phrase from geological science to the sciences of

prehistoric inquir^^ he believed more in the action of

present causes than he did in those convenient cataclysms

which bold speculators invent to account either for a

mound or a chisel which seems to them otherwise inexpli-

cal)le. But here again his admiral^le knowledge of detail

came to his assistance in comprehensive study. Without

pretending to a working knowledge of the fifty-three

Indian dialects of which our second volume gives the

vocabularies, it is fair to say that he well understood the

o-enius of each of the nine races to which those various

lano-uao-es belono-ed. He knew what could be expected of

an Athapescan and what could not be expected of an

Algonquin. He had in his own mind a well conceived

theor}'' of the successive movements and general progress

of the several American races ; which will he found illus-

trated, on various sides, in his learned study })ul)lished by

the Smithsonian Institution, and in many of his essays

which have been printed in our own Proceedings.

The passage which has been read from Dr. Palfrey, just

alludes to Ms diliijent research into that intricate web-work

of our New England history w^iich owes to him its elucida-

tion. The task was a very diffieidt one and appeared a

thankless one. A series of charters and other titles,

scarcely understood, in most cases, by those who granted

them, were to ])e so arranged and set in order, as to throw

mutual light on each other. The rise, the progress, and

the gasping decline of the corporations which oAved their

being to some of these charters, and w'hich issued others,

Avere to be studied. It is safe to say that none of our early

historians came to any adequate understanding of the rela-

tion of these documents to each other, hardly, indeed to

any correct knowledge of the affinities or of the jealousies

of the several companies. To Mr. Haven's intelligent
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interest in the subject the puljlication hj the society of the

first part of the Massachusetts Records is due. His intro-

duction to that publication is the first of a series of his

papers, which have in succession, thrown a flood of light

on the most difficult parts of our early history. And the

series of biograj^hies, marvellously complete, though so

difficult, of the first members of the Massachusetts Com-

pany, is a treasure of curious and necessary information

which hardly any other man would have ever attempted to

brinsr together.

Such, very briefly, was the measure of his success as a

lil)rarian, as a student of American antiquities, and as an

authority in our local history. But his companions and

friends here remember him, and feel his loss,— not as

scholar or student chiefly, but as a high-toned christian

gentleman,— kindly, unselfish, public si)irited, and gov-

erned by a chivalrous sense of honor. To send his only

son to die in battle ; to be ready with tender personal care

to give relief in sickness or in want, to cooperate with any

who had in hand the best interest of the town, of its

schools, of its lectures, of its charities, or of its society,

to render to the ministry of the church that invalualde

assistance which a highly educated layman only can render,

these were thinss of course in a life so generous and

thoughtful.

In his will Dr. Haven has left to the society a memorial

which we shall gratefully cherish. There was however no

danger that he should be forgotten in these halls. In that

instrument he says

:

"At the death of my wife, or sooner if she shall think

best, I direct that all my books, and the sum of one thou-

sand dollars in money be delivered and paid to the Ameri-

can Antiquarian Society ; the said books to be placed in an

alcove to be called The Haven Alcove, and the said sum of

one thousand dollars to be safely invested as the Haven

Fund, the income of which is to be invested in the pur-
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chase of books Avhicli are also to be deposited in the same

alcove."

Mrs. Haven has intimated her wish to make the Haven

Fund availa])le to the society at an early day.

Dr. Haven died on the 5th of Septeml)er. A meeting

of the council was held at once, and the council voted to

attend his funeral with the members of the society who

should be able. At that meeting the President and Secre-

tary expressed our sense of his services to the society in

lanouao-e which we shall wish to preserve in our Proceed-

ings.' The council and many members of the society

subsequently participated in the funeral services, both at

Worcester and at Mount Aul)urn. His body rests in

Mount Auburn, by the body of his son. He was used to

decorate that orave with flowers on the annual Decoration

Day— and it will be a sad pleasure to continue for him

that o-rateful office. The society assumed the charges of

the journey and the funeral expenses, as a testimony of its

reo-ard to this liberal benetactor and valued officer.

Dr. Haven was born in Dedham, May 7, 1806. He was

admitted to Harvard College in the class of 1826, and

subsequently took his first degree at Amherst in that year.

He entered at the bar in Middlesex County and began the

practice of the law in Lowell. On the resignation of

Mr. Maturin L. Fisher he was appointed liln-arian of our

library, on the 23rd of September, 1837,' and he has ever

since resided in Worcester. He received from Amherst the

deo-ree of Doctor of Laws and from Harvard that of Mas-

> The action of the council will be found on a following page.

=* September 23, 1837. At a meeting of the Council of the American

Aiiti(|uariaii Society, " voted that the meeting now proceed to the choice

of a librarian and cabinet-keeper, to enter upon the duties of his otlice

not later than the first day of April next, to continue in office during the

pleasure of the Council. Chose Samuel F. W-axqw."— Extract from

Council liecords. The Haven portrait is marked "Librarian since

1838."
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ter of Arts. lie was a member of the Historical, the

Philosophical and many other learned societies.

We have also lost from our number our dili2:ent and

distinguished fellow-student Hon. Charles Hudson, in his

86th year.

Hon. Cliarles Hudson, born in Marlborough, Mass.,

November 14, 1795, died in Lexington, Mass., May 4,

1881. He l)ecame a member of the American Antiquarian

Society in 1844. He I)elonged in the epoch of Daniel

Webster, John Quincy Adams, and their contemporaries.

When Marlborough was divided, the portion of that town

set off was named Hudson in his honor. He was a Univer-

salist Minister and he took part in a controversy, now not

remembered, l)etween Unitarianism and Universalism. He
entered political life in 1828 as a State representative. He
was a member of Governor Morton's council in 1839-41, and

representative in Congress from 1841-49, where he became

prominent for his services in the tariff discussion of that

period. He was naval officer of Boston, Mass., 1849-53,

and Assessor of Internal Revenue for the Middlesex District

during the first administration of President Lincoln, of

whom he was a personal friend and one of his advisers at

the conference held in Springfield, 111., 1860. He was

prominently associated with our earliest Railroad legislation

and was State Director of the Boston and Albany Railroad

and State Commissioner of the Hoosac Tunnel. He has

issued histories of the towns of Westminster, IMarlliorouoh

and Lexinijton. It is told of Mr. Hudson that he absented

himself from his own canvass and went down to Maine to

escape the suspicion of pushing for office.

He deposited from time to time in the library of the

American Antiquarian Society manuscript volumes carefully

written by his own pen, and neatly bound, containing Lives

of the Massachusetts Governors Levi Lincoln, John Davis,

and George N. Briggs ; a sketch of the "American Trio,

43
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Hemy Clay, Daniel AA'ebster and John C. Calhoun ;" and

the lives and characters of Edward Everett and ]Marcus

Morton contrasted. lie published histories of the towns of

Westminster in 1832, of Marlborough in 18(12, and of

Lexington, Mass., in 1868.

In the death of Hon. Charles Hudson the Society has

lost a member of long standing:, who not only contrilnited

to its work as many pul)lic men have done by the weight of

his character, by his reputation in the community, and

by his counsel in its management,—but to such services

he added the scholar's duties of a careful historian. Vig-

orous and independent, he carried to the national councils

that sturdiness of character which in critical times has been

typical of the district which he rei)resented. He certainly

owed his elections to men's absolute confidence in the steadi-

ness and weight of his character, and was not in the least

dependent on the convenient arts of the politician. Of our

later history, therefore, he had seen much, and he had borne

a man's share in what he saw. He approached national

politics with a Puritan's sensitiveness of conscience, and

could not be persuaded to make the right subordinate itself

to the expedient. His intimacy with public men, running

far back into this century, gave an interest all its own to his

study of the lives of his contemporaries. The Antiquarian

Society has the benefit of that study in the series of memoirs

wliicli he has placed in its archives. The volumes and

pamphlets which he has published on different subjects of

history are leading authorities on those subjects and will

remain so.

Another of our older members, not so frequent in his

recent attendance at our meetings, died on the day of our

last meeting. William Lawton, Esq., born at West Point,

N. Y., May 1st, 171)5, died at New Kocholle, N. Y., April

27th, 1881. His uncestors were of Leicester, Mass. He

was elected a member of the American Anti(]uarian Society

in 1852. He was in the war of 1812 and became a Ser-
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geant Major of Artillery, He was one of the organizers of

the New York Stock Exchange. lie was gi'eatly interested

in coal mining and contril)uted to the American Antiqua-

rian Society a manuscript History of Coal Mining in

Pennsylvania. In m;iny letters to Dr. Haven he manifested

strong interest in this society and contributed valuable his-

torical material.

The accessions to the Liln-ary during the last six months

have been valuable,—more so than we can always ©xpect in

that period,—though the number of titles is not so large as

it has sometimes been. The card cataloijues and the alcove

catalogues are advancing as rapidly as is consistent with

accuracy. For details on these subjects the Council refer

to Mr. Barton's report, which makes a part of their own
report. The report of the Treasurer, which w'e also pre-

sent, will show the safe investment, and satisfactory condi-

tion of the funds.

The Treasurer has received from the Executor of Ebene-

zer Alden, M.D., a check for one thousand dollars, be-

queathed to the society, as a permanent fund to be safely

invested, the income to be expended for the benefit of the

library especially in preparing catalogues. The Council

responded with thanks for this well-considered gift from an

interested and honored member.' A Biographical Sketch

' At a special meeting of the Council of the American Antiquarian

Society, held July 15th, at the office of Col. John D. Washburn, a letter

from KcA'. Dr. E. K. Alden, one of the executors of the late Ebenezer

Alden, M.D., was laid before the Couucil by Nathaniel Paiue, Esq., the

treasurer. After due consideration, the following votes, offered by
the pi'esident of the society, were iinauimously adopted

:

Voted, that this society do accept with gratitude and with the highest
satisfaction, tlie legacy of $1000 bequeathed by Dr. El)enezer Alden of
Eaudolph, a cordial and resi)ected meuibcr. under the wise requirements
prescribed by liini, as a permanent fund, to be kept safely invested, and
the income to be expended for the beueflt of the library, especially in

preparing catalogues.
Votpxl, that this fund now created shall be named the Alden Fund, in

honorable memory of an associate who was distinguished by his numi-
fest interest in the ol)]ects of this society, l)y his useful aud faithful
life, and by tastes aud lial)its worthy of his Puritan descent.

Voted, tlxaX a copy of the votes relating to this legacy of Dr. Eben-
ezer Alden shall be sent to the executors of his will.
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of Dr. Alden by his friend, Rev. Dr. Tarbox, mentions our

society among the legatees in his will, adding : "To all he

left gifts large enough to cheer and gladden, but exactly

how much each will receive cannot l)e told until the estate

is fully settled."

The Executors of Joseph J. Cooke, Esq., of Providence,

E. I., gave notice, on August 13th, that Mr. Cooke had

bequeathed to this society $5000, " on condition that it

should be used in the purchase of books at an auction sale

of his library." It is reported that the library is very val-

uable. A second letter of Se})teml)er 12th informs us that

the Will is contested and its validity will be sul)ject to a

decision of the Supreme Court in this month.

With the celeliration now in progress at Yorktown in Vir-

ginia, that interesting and curious series of c^^lebrations of

the contests of the Revolution, which began with the cen-

tennial memorial of the Boston Massacre, comes to an end.

These occasions have added very considerably to our know-

ledge of our own history. It is certain that we understand

that history much l)etter, in its motives and in its secret

springs, than it was understood a hundred years ago.

In the misfortune which befalls the Council, from the late

absence in Ayashington, of the distinguished Senator who

had hoped to prepare this report, I will venture, in con-

cluding it, to make a few suggestions, for which my asso-

ciates must not be held responsible, as to the motives and

dispositions of the English generals, to whose conduct their

government entrusted the war, and who were held answer-

able in Engl:md for the failure of King George's wishes.

The statement is sometimes made that the command of

the forces to be sent to America was offered to Lord Ciive

at the l)C£?inninir of the war. Even Lord INIacaulay, in what

he calls his " flashy article " on Clive, says that the ministers

would have been glad of his services had his health per-

mitted ; and even intimates that if Clive had accepted the
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command, the inevitable issue might have been postponed

for a few years. We have not found any contemporary

authority for this statement. It is, in itself, highly improb-

able. It is not alluded to in Malcom's elal)orate life of

Clive, prepared from the family papers. It is not hinted tit

in George III.'s private notes to Lord North, now published

by Lord Mahon. It is not alluded to in any of the standard

histories. Such is the lack of positive testimony for the

statement. As for the probability of the case, it should be

remembered that Lord North voted against Clive in the

critical vote of the 21st of May, 1773,— when his honor

was at stake,— and, after a vehement debate, in which Clive

himself joined, an attempt was made to censure him severely.

It can hardly be, that, within twelve months, even North

would have dared to offer him an independent command.

It should be considered also that Lord Clive had, in the

same year, said publicly that the question of American in-

dependence was only one of time,— using the great word

thus freely before it was often used even on this side

water. It seems then to the last degree im})rol)al)le that

Lord North would have offered the command of his little

army in Boston to such a man,— who was also at that mo-

ment one of the richest and one of the most imperious men
in the world,— the owner, among other things, often mem-
bers of Parliament,— and deep in the intricate politics of

the East India Com]:)any, whose entanglements were making

Eno-land and America alike such trouble. It is to be added

that Clive was not in the English army, and had not been,

since he resigned the huml)le commission of an ensign, to

go into the civil service of the East India Company.'

' It may be observed that Clive was in Eni^land, — in the interim be-

tween his Indian commands, in 175'J and afterwards. At tliat time Wil-

liam Pitt was at the head of affixirs. He had for Clive a cordial

admiration, as Clive had for him. It is distinctly said that government

then offered him anything he wonld have. It may be that there was then

some thought, perhaps — after Wolfe's death, of offering him an Ameri-
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For such reasons the writer of this report does not be-

lieve that the command in America was oft'ered to him in

1774. During all that year Clive was very ill, unable to

attend to any business, and in November, in a fit of severe

pain, he killed himself.

The English government at that time had no idea that

great generalship, or large forces would be needed here.

On the 4th of Fe])ruary, 1774, far from thinking of Lord

Clive, the King writes to Lord North : "Gen. Gage is will-

ing to go back at a day's notice, if coercive- measures are

adopted. He says they will l)e lions while we are lambs,

but if we take the resolute part they will undoubtedly prove

very weak. Four regiments sent to Boston, will, he thinks,

be sufficient." And on the 1st of July he writes : "I have

seen Mr. Hutchinson, and am now well convinced they will

soon submit." Under such im})ressions Gage was commis-

sioned. He had been with AYashinoton, an aide of the un-

fortunate Braddock in the march on Duquesne. He was

prol)al)ly appointed because he was supposed to know^

America, having married in New York, where he had been,

governor many years. Major Wemyss, who served under

him, left in MS. this description of him :
—

" Lieut.-General Gage, a commander-in-chief of mod-
erate al)ilities, but altogether deficient in military knowledge.

Timid and undecided in every emergency, he was very unfit

to conunand, at a time of resistance and approaching re-

bellion to the mother c()untr3\ He was governed l)y his

wife, a handsome American ; her brothers and relatives held

all the staff ap[)ointments in the army, and were with less

al)ilities, as weak characters as himself. To the grivit joy

of the army he went to England soon after the disastrous

attack at Bunker Hill."'

Poor Gage was recalled in disgrace on the 2nd of August.

can command,— and that to some recollection of tliis the statement that

he was oflered Gage's place is due. That statement appears in print as

early as 1808, perhaps earlier.

* Sparks MSS. in Harvard College Lil)rar3^
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Gen. Howe, who then took the command, had served under

General Wolfe in his Canadian campaign, and was therefore

sui)posed to be acquainted with America. It was remem-

bered that he was brother to Lord Howe, to whom the

Colon}' of Massachusetts Bay had erected a monument in

"Westminster Abbey. He was certainly not without military

al)ility. But in the estimate of his successes his enormous

forces must be counted. He entered New York harbor,

when he drove Washington from that city, with an army
which we now know to have counted 31,()25 men. To
this large English and German force he added some com-

panics of Enolish loyalists. No other Enolish o-eneral ever

had so many troops in one place, under his command,

throuoh that war.

Poor Howe was removed, l)y way of punishment for Bur-

goyne's failure, and Gen. Clinton took his place. Clinton

has left it on record that Howe was the laziest man who
ever lived. This verdict also is pro))ably true. In the

opinion of their adversaries, however, Clinton was as unen-

terprising as Howe. In his excuse, it may be said that he

was not so well supported from home as Howe had been in

the eiiusiveness of the beginning of the war. As a boy he

was acquainted with the city of New York, where his father

was governor ; and he himself, scarcely more than a boy,

had held a military command there.

Burgoyne's abilities as a general are thus summed up ])y

j\Ir. Carlyle. He sjjeaks of his success at Alcantara in

1762, and adds: ''• Note.— The Burgoyne who begins in

this pretty way, is the same who ended so dismally at Sara-

toga. Perhaps with other war officers, and training himself

to something suitabler than parliamentary eloquence, he

might have become a kind of general, and have ended far

otherwise than there." In the way of parliamentary elo-

quence it may be noted that it was Burgoyne who had led

the attack on Clive, Avhich has been alluded to.

" One more unfortunate" was Gen. Henry Clinton, after-
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wards made Sir Heniy Clinton. He was eventually sacri-

ficed in his turn, in penalty for Cornwallis's surrender at

Yorktown. How much or how little he had to do with that

surrender is a question of some immediate interest at this

moment, and the consideration of it will occupy the remain-

der of this paper.

Napoleon said once that nothing was so bad for an army

as a bad general, with this exception, that the army with

two good ones was in a worse position. But in this oft

cited remark Napoleon overlooked the condition when Clin-

ton was arrayed against Washington and Rochambeau. The

bad general had his match when the two good ones agreed

on their movement. How early their agreement was made,

and how far it went, has been a question a good deal dis-

cussed. It is substantially settled l)y a letter of Wash-

ington's just now discovered and printed by the Brooklyn

Historical Society. The interest of this letter is such that

we cite it in full.

" To Noah Websteu :
—

Moi-NT VEitxox, July 31st, 1788.

Sir: I duly received your letter of the Utli instant, and can only

answer you /;?•(>/?(/, and generally from memory: That a combined op-

eration of the land and naval forces of France in America for the year

1781, was preconcerted the year before ; that the point of attack was not

absolutely agreed upon,' because it could not be foreknown where the

enemy would be the most susceptible of impression; and because we

(having the command of the water, Avith suHlcient means of convey-

ance) could transport ourselves to any spot with the greatest celerity

;

that it was determined by me (nearly twelve months beforehand) at all

hazards, to give out, and cause it to be believed by the higliest military

as well as civil officers that New York was the destined place of attack,

for the important purpose of inducing the eastern and middle states to

make greater exertions in furnishing specific supplies tlian they other-

wise Avould have done, as well as for the interesting purpose of ren-

dering the enemy less prepared elsewhere; that, by these means, and

these alone, artillery, boats, stores and provisions were in seasonable

preparation to move with the utmost rapidity to any part of tlie conti-

' Because it would be easy for the Coiinl dc Grasse, in good time be-

fore his departure from the West Indies, to give notice by express, at

wliich jilacc lie could most conveniently first touch to receive advice.
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nent. For the difficulty consisted more in providing, than knowing how
to apply the military apparatus : that before the arrival of the Count de

Grasse it was the fixed determination to strike the enemy in the most vul-

nerable quarter, so as to ensure success with moral certainty, as our

affairs were then in the most ruinous train imaginable : that New
York was thought to be beyond our effort, and consequently that the

only liesitation that remained was between an attack upon the British

army in Virginia or that in Charleston. And finally, by the interven-

tion of several communications, aud some incidents which cannot be

detailed in a letter, aud w'ch were altogether unlowion to the late

Quarter Master General of the army (who was informed of nothing but

what related to the immediate duties of his own department) the hos-

tile Post in Virginia from being a provisional and strongly expected became

the definitive and certain object of the campaign.

I only add that it never was in contemplation to attack New York,

unless the garrison should first have been so far degarnished to carry on

the southern operations, as to render our success in the siege of that

place as infallible as any future military event can ever be made. For I

repeat it, and dwelj upon it again aud again, some splendid advantage

(whether upon a larger or smaller scale, was almost immaterial) was so

essentially necessary to revive the expiring hopes and languid exertions

of the country at the crisis in question, that I never would have con-

sented to embark in any enterprise ; wherein from the most rational

plan and accurate calculations, the favorable issue should not have ap-

peared as clear to my view as a ray of light. The failure of an attempt

ag'st. the Posts of the enemy could, in no other possible situation

during the war, have been so fatal to our cause.

That much trouble was taken, and finesse used to misguide and be-

wilder Sir Henry Clinton in regard to the real object, by fictitious com-

munications, as well as by making a deceptive provision of ovens,

forage and boats in his neighborhood, is certain. Nor were less pains

taken to deceive our own army ; for I had always conceived when the

imposition did not take place at home, it could never suftlciently succeed

abroad.

Your desire of obtaining truth is very laudable ; I wish I had more
leisure to gi'atify it ; as I am equally solicitous the undisgixised verity

should be known. Many circumstances will unavoidably be miscon-

ceived and misrepresented. Notwithstanding most of the papers which

may perhaps be deemed official are preserved
;
yet the knowledge of in-

numerable things, of a more delicate and secret nature is confined to

the perishal)le rememljrance of some few of the present generation.

With esteem,

I am Sir,

Your most Obed't Il'ble Serv't,

G». WASHINGTON."
44
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That Clinton was deceived and outwitted by Washing-ton

and Kochambeau is now clear enough from his own letters.

He left the field open for Washington's victory at Yorktown,

as four years before Howe had left the field open for Gates's

victory at Saratoga. The gi-eat denouement at Yorktown

came on as pitilessly, and as certainly as a victory of a

great player at chess, when his antagonist has made one

fatal error. One phrase in one of his own letters is worth

quoting, however, before he is condemned as a fool.

Speaking of the last year's service he says: "Of the

10,000 men I solicited, only 4,000 were even promised,

and of these only a few recruits have ever joined this

army."

'

That denouement is, in every sense, dramatic. It l)rings

together so many elements of which poetry and romance are

fond,— it draws together at one place so many of the sev-

eral threads which had been spun for years on the various

wheels of the great history, — it unites at one point so many

typical men of different races, different antecedents and

different futures,— that it must alw-ays stand in history as

an event almost unique. It meets completely the demand

which the most precise literary criticism would make for the

conclusion of an epic or of a tragedy. It is with real satis-

faction that the American reader finds that the flower of the

American army, after six years of make-shift war, saw the

thing done at last secundum artem, with all the precision

and dignity of military science. And it could not have

been expected that any scene could be contrived, where

officers and soldiers from every State should participate in

the victory. But this happened here, so far as States had

troops to furnish. For Lafayette's campaign in Virginia

had brought the light infantry of the army, who were made

up from i)ickcd men from all corps. And when Washington

brought his continental contingent, it seems as if he had

' p. 41. riiiit oil's Narrative; letter to Germain of July l.S, 17.S1.
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selected representative regiments from the different State

lines. To the curious and valuable catalogue of officers,

made by our distinguished associate Mr. Winthrop in his

learned and eloquent address at the Yorktown Centennial,

may be added Mr. Johnston's valualjJe list of troops.'

Hazen's Canadian Regiment, and detachments of troops

fi'om New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode

Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland

and Virginia, all participated in the lal)ors and in the

honors of the victory. The finale to the play brought all

the leading characters and all the choruses upon the stage.

With the ensemble of the surrender, the curtain fell.

" My God ! all is over !
" shouted Lord North wildly, fling-

ing out his arms as if he had received a ball in his breast.
^

And it was over. Everyone knew it was over, very

soon. History is perfectly accurate in saying that York-

town closed the war,-:— as in saying that the shot fired,

without command, in the gray of morning, on the green at

Lexington, began it. And the conclusion is as dramatic

as the beijinninof.

How did it happen that Lord Cornwallis and seven thou-

sand soldiers and marines, the elite of the British forces,

were cooped up in one place in Virginia, all ready for their

unhappy part in this great drama?

The great lesson which the American Revolution teaches

in history is incomplete until this question is answered.

It happened because Lord Cornwallis was a lord, —

a

favorite of the crown,— with influential friends at court.

He knew that he could trifle with his superior. Sir Henry
Clinton, because he was not a lord, and was not a favorite.

The great surrender then, while it accomplishes American

' The Yorktowu Campaign. By H. P. Johnston.
^ Maj. Ross, in the Cornwallis coiTespondence, tries to throw dis-

credit on this anecdote, because the English despatches had not arrived

when the incident took place. But, in truth, the news came by tlie way
of France. The English despatches were late, as they were apt to be.
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independence, teaches to all nations which choose to learn,

the folly and the danger of personal rule, and of putting

trust in the favor of princes.

A careful reader learns that it was the Kin^ himself who

threw away his own American empire. Each stej) in that

Sfi-eat folly was o-oyerned by his wish to reion as Louis XIV.

had reigned,— as an absolute autocrat,— rather than as a

constitutional king.

Lord Georo;e Germain, next to King Georofe the Third,

was, through the war, the evil genius of the British empire.

As early as the battle of Minden, in 1759, he commanded

the cayahy under Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick. Here

is Carlyle's account of his memorable tailure on that day :
—

"Had Lord George Sackyille, General of the Horse,

come on when galloped for and bidden, here had been such

a ruin, say all judges, as seldom come upon an army. Lord

Georofe,— everlasting disgrace and sorrow on the name of

him,— could not see his way to coming on ; delayed, hag-

gled; would not even let Granby,' his lieutenant, come;

not for a second adjutant, not for a third ; never came on at

all ; but rode to tlie Prince, asldng, ' How am I to come

on ? ' Who, with a politeness I can never enough adnn're,

did not instantl}' kill him, but answered in a mild tone,

'Milord, the opportunity is now past.'"

Of Sackville's punishment, the same pitiless writer gives

this account :
—

"Ignominious Sackville was tried by court martial;

cashiered, declared incapalile of again serving his majesty

' in any military capacity
;

' perhaps a mild way of signi-

fyinu that he wanted the connnon courage of a soldier?

Zealous majesty, always particular in soldier matters, pro-

claimed it ofhcially to be ' a sentence worse than death ;

'

and furthermore, with his own royal hand, taking the pen

himself, struck out Sackville from the list of Privy Coun-

cillors. Proper, surely, and indispensal)le, and should have

been persisted in like Fate ; which, in a new Reign, it was

> In memory of this command on this day. Granby's head could be

seen on tavern sijms in America within tlic memory of this generation.
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not ! For the rest, there was always, and is something of

an eniirma in Sackville's palpably bad case. It is difficult

to think that a Sackville wanted common courage. This
Sackville fought duels with pro])riety ; in private :ife he ^\as

a surly, domineering kind i)f fellow, and had no appearance
of wanting spirit. It is known he did not love Duke Fer-
dinand ; far from it ! May he not have been of particularly

sour humor that morning, the luckless fool ; sulky against

Ferdinand, and his ' saddling at one o'clock;' sulky against

himself, against the world and mankind; and flabbily disin-

clined to heroic practices for the moment? And the moment
came, and the man was not there, except in that foggy,
flabby and forever ruinous condition."

Lord Mahon's verdict, in his grave way, is as severe :
—

"On impartially viewing the whole case, and judging
(for such is the right of history) the judges, we shall, I

think, acknowledge that their decision was equitaljly founded.
The only dou])t that arises is, whether Sackville was swayed
by one of those panics to which men of quick genius are

sometimes prone, or by an envy of Prince Ferdinand's
greatness, and a desire to leave the victory of his rival in-

complete."

]Mr. ^lacaulay, among the prominent authorities, is the

only one known to me, who is more lenient.

This w^as the man, who had ))een found " unfit to serve

the king in any military capacity,— " who, to show the king's

spite against the king's own grandfather, and because the

king liked him personally, was made Secretary of State for

the colonies in 1774, and held in his hands all American

destinies till he was driven from his post by the House of

Commons in 1782. The king even then made him Viscount

Sackville, and so raised him to the peerage.' As Secretary

' He asked the King to be made a ^^scount, for he said if he were
called to the House of Lords as a baron only, his secretary, his lawyer,

and his father's paije would all take precedence of him. The first was
Lord Walsingham, the second was Lord Loughborough, the third Lord
Amherst, who had often ridden on the " braces of the Duke of Dorset's

coach wlien he rode as vice-roy to open the Irish house of peers." Geor-

gian era. The Duke of Dorset was Lord Germain's father.
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for the Colonies,— in the very curious intricacy of English

administration, even the war correspondence with generals

in the field in America, devolved largely upon him. It is

to his punctilio, as Lord Shelburne declares, that we owe

the marvellous failure of Sir William Howe at New York

to co-operate with Burgoyne. Lord Shelburne, who must

have known, thus explains the origin of this fatal l)lunder

:

Li writing of Lord George Germain's incapacity, he says :

" Among many singularities, he (Germain) had a particular

aversion to being put out of his way on any occasion ; he

had fixed to go into Kent or Northamptonshire at a par-

ticular hour, and to call on his way at his office to sign the

despatches, all of which had been settled, to both these gen-

erals. By some mistake, those to General Howe were not

fair copied, and upon his growing impatient at it, the office,

which was a very idle one, promised to send it to the country

after him, while they despatched the other to General Bur-

goyne, expecting that the others would be expedited l)efore

the packet sailed with the first, which, however, by some

mistake, sailed without them, and the wind detained the

vessel which was ordered to carry the rest. Hence came

General Burgoyne's defeat, the French declaration, and the

loss of thirteen colonies. It might appear incredible if his

own secretary, and the most respectable persons in office

had not assured me of the fact ; what corroborates it is, that

it can be accounted for in no other way.'"

It is Germain who tires out every commander in turn,

but Cornwallis. It is to Germain that Clinton writes as

early as August 20, 1779, begging that he may resign the

command. "To say truth, my lord, my spirits are worn

out." It is Germain, again, who is Cornwallis's special

friend, and who sends Cornwallis on the separate command

Avhich he begged for, and instructs him to correspond with

' Fitziiiiui rice's Life of Slu'll)uriic; Vol. I. The anecdote limps at

some points, but in .substance must bo true.
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him independently,— as if he had ])een in Africa,— an in-

struction which naturally awakens all Clinton's jealousy.

Once more, when Cornwallis has sent home his plan for a

joint o})eration of all the English force against Virginia,—
and Clinton his for a joint operation against Philadelphia

and the peninsula south of it,— it is Germain who writes

cordially to each,— and gives the approval of the govern-

ment to both the plans, as if a joint army could be in two

places at the same time.

Clinton knew perfectly that Cornwallis was the pet of the

court and of Germain. Like a man of spirit he begged

that the whole command miiiht be ffiven to Cornwallis. He
almost argues the point. He must not say so in words ; but

at that early date he concedes the impossibility of the enter-

prise they are all engaged in. But, "if the endeavors of

any man can be attended with success/' that man is Lord

Cornwallis, he says ; and he intimates that it is because

Lord Cornwallis would receive more cordial support than

was awarded him. This was true. In the same corres-

pondence, Germain has the audacity to excuse himself for

not reinforcing Clinton, because Clinton had kept the trans-

ports he wanted on the American side. Imagine Chatham,

with all the resources of England at his command, failing

to reinforce an army at the right moment, because a few trans-

ports were not in the particular harbor where he wanted them !

To this sort of punctiho, and to ^Germain's habit of setting

personal pique, or personal convenience, higher than the in-

terests of an empire, did King George owe the loss of his

colonies, and poor Clinton owe the loss of his reputation.

For it should l)e remembered that he had distinguished

himself at Bunker Hill,— he had ably seconded Howe at

Long Island. The first failure before Charleston is to be

called a failure of the English navy, rather than of the army.

In 1777 Clinton tried to do as second, what Howe should

have done as first ; he pressed up the Hudson, as it would

seem, without orders, to the relief of Burgoyne. So soon
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as he took full command he won the greatest successes which

the English arms achieved in the war. His expedition

ao-ainst Peno1)scot in 1778,— which we always conveniently

forget,— resulted in the saddest military reverse JNlassachu-

setts ever knew. It wiped out of l)eing the navy of Mass-

achusetts,— which was part of a tieet of nineteen ships

which were then destroyed. He compelled Lincoln to sur-

render at Charleston with 6,000 men,— a success fairly

thought to be the compensation for Saratoga. He re-

ceived the thanks of Parliament for it, and was the hero

of the hour, except at court. At court, in the heart of the

Kin^, and of Germain, his evil genius, there was still this

eno-rossino; love, hardlv hidden, for the dashing, spu'ited

Cornwallis ; horn a lord, and thus tit to command the armies

of an absolute monarch.

This is what Clinton did. Every soldier says he should

have done more,— and this is probably true. None the

less is it worth note, that although he was the only general

who did win substantial victories for England, he was vir-

tually disgraced when Cornwallis lost the Continent. Yet,

Cornwallis himself, when he returned to London, was re-

ceived with cordial tiivor at court, and within four years was

sent out as Commander-in-Chief to India.

The special and critical act of insubordination, in which

Cornwallis first presumed to move in disregard of Clinton's

wishes, was his march across the country from Wilmington

to Norfolk. The geography is familiar to us now, alas !

from the campaigns of recent wars. Cornwallis held the

connnand in the Carolinas. He chose to transfer his army

to Virginia, and to compel his superior officer to sustain him

there. The penalty to that superior, if he refused to com-

ply, was to be the risk of losing an army. Cornwallis asked

no advice from Clinton. He did not want any. ^Mthout it he

pressed across from Wilmington to Petersburg, and joined

Arnold with the English contingent there. Poor Clinton

was in dismay when he heard of this, and well he might
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be. "I cannot conceal from your lorcMiip my apprehen-

sions." These are his words.'

By this movement, in the first place, Cornwallis left the

Carolinas to the tender mercies of Gen. Greene. By a

movement of profound strategy Greene had refused to fol-

low Cornwallis to the sea, when he retired to Wilmington,

after the l)attle of Guildford, and, leaving him to liis own

choice, had marched promptly into South Carolina. If a

layman may be permitted to make such a comparison, this

critical movement of Greene southward resembled in its

plan, and in its results, that critical movement of the late

war, in Avhich General Sherman left General Hood to his

fate in Tennessee, and made his celebrated march through

Georgia. Lord Cornwallis is the General Hood of that

T)arallel. Leavinsf Greene to o-q where he chose, he marches

north two hundred miles into Virginia, and by his junction

with Arnold's detachment, becomes the commander at once,

of nearly five thousand men. This force, as we know, subse-

quently grew larger.

It is no part of this paper to follow that Virginian cam-

paign, ill which Cornwallis marched about much as he chose,

destroying stores, shipping tobacco, and stealing horses.

This is almost his own account of it. He was waiting for

Clinton's adhesion to his plan of " solid operations in Vir-

ginia." When, instead of that adhesion, there came a

despatch mildly rebuking him for insubordination, Corn-

wallis, in a pet, chose to obey the letter of these particular

' It is said that North said he always opened the American despatches

with terror. Cowper, who wanted the Americans subdued as thoroughly

as his king did, — wrote in the Task, in lines familiar to every one fifty

years ago :
—

'
' have our troops awaked ?

Or do they still as if with opium drugged

Snore to the murmurs of the Atlantic wave ?
"

This is much as another generation heard 'that all was "quiet on the

Potomac."
45
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orders, without curing how far he traversed their spirit, or

compromised the Commander-in-Chief. He was ready to

obey orders now, although he might "break owners."

His adversary, Lafayette, to the hour of his death, could

never understand why CornvvaUis retreated l)efore him.

It is only from the recent publication of a few letters, not

pubhshed at the time, that we know that Cornwallis had

promised to l)e at AViniamsl)urg on a particular day for

Clinton's orders, and that when the time came he retired to

that place accordingly, to receive them.

Clinton having directed him to establish a post at York-

town, a post at Yorktown he established. No matter what

circumstances changed ; no matter what despatches failed,

he obeyed to the letter the instructions of the despatches

he received. He could be as obedient now to the letter of

his instructions as he had before lieen disobedient to their

spirit. Thus he did what he did not mean to do. He threw

away the British empire of America. But he also did what

he meant to do, he destroyed the reputation of Sir Henry

Clinton. For himself, he thought the favor of George the

Third would pull him through, whatever the contingency.

He did not think the contingency would be as fatal as it was.

But the king's favor was enough for Cornwallis. It never

did fail him, and it pulled him through.

Precisely what Cornwallis meant l)y his frequent phrase,

" solid operations in Virginia," does not fully ai)pear. He

says in one place, "we could set up our own government

there, and establish some sort of a militia." He had learned

that it is easier to cany on aggressive war in a country

where all the laborers are slaves, and must not bear arms,

than it is in States where every man is a soldier, and every

boy is trained to the use of his wea])on. It is hard to say

what he meant. But it is clear enough that in his last visit

to England he had talked, i)erha[)s romantically, with Ger-

main about these "solid oi)erations," and this possible gov-

ernment. There has even been a vague suspicion that it
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was proposed to place Prince William Henry, afterwards

William the Fourth, at the head of this possible government,

somewhat as the heir apparent is Prince of Wales. It is

certain that one of the early experiences of that prince was
to sail from New York with Clinton in the unfortunate tleet

which arrived off Cape Charles a week too late to save Corn-

wallis. The adventure was perhaps typical of his after-life.

The question of course recurs, why did the government
not accept Clinton's resignation when it was pressed on them
so eagerly? If Cornwallis was the favorite, why did they

not give him in form the chief command ? He Was an ad-

miralde soldier. As a commander especially he showed
promptness, ingenuity, and resource ; he had shown that

admirable attribute which is called success, and he was the

favorite of all his men. He was in every way Clinton's

superior as a commander.' Why did they not give him the

command when Clinton himself urged it ? This is one of the

questions not yet answered. Perhaps it will be answered

when Clinton's unpublished memoirs see the lioht. It is

safe to say that when we have the answer it will belong to the

wretched history of court intrigue and personal favorites.

Clinton had owed his promotion originally to his relationship

to the Duke of Newcastle, of whom it is said that his admin-

istrative incompetency, and the long period, amounting to

forty years, that he held offi(;e, are among the anomalies of

British politics.^ Macaulay says of him :
" All that the art

of the satirist does for other ridiculous men, nature had done
for him." " All the able men of his time ridiculed him as a

dunce." He died in 1768, and amono- other thino's he did

* It is said that the light infantry tactics of the workl, at tlie present
time, are developed from the new ideas broujjht out l)y Lafayette and
Steuben in the American service, and by Lord Cornwallis in the English
service in the Revolution. He wholly changed the character of the

regiments which he commanded.

* Clinton was tlie relative, not very far removed, of Lady Arbella
Johnson. Did he ever think of looking up Iter grave-stone when he was
in Boston?
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was to l>rino: Henry Clinton well forward in the En2:lisli

army. We are left to guess that it may have been Clinton's

connection with the Newcastle family, which, fortunately

for us, left him in command when he wanted to leave ; when

Cornwallis wanted him to leave, and when Germain wanted

him to leave. There may have been some reason why it was

desirable to please the Newcastles.'

All which is respectfully submitted.

For the Council.

EDWARD E. HALE.

' Major James Wemj-ss, afterwards Colonel, whose notes on Gage

have been cited, leaves in the same MS. these judgments on Cornwallis

and Clinton :

—

" Lieut.-Gen. Earl Cornwallis, a good officer, devoted to the service of

his country. His active and difficult campaigns in the southern provinces,

particularly S. Carolina, fully proved liis abilities, bravery and enterprise.

He was beloved by the army but erred for a time in a mistaken partiality

for Lieut. -Col. Tarloton. and adopting too frequently the opinions of

others around him in preference to his own better judgement."

" Sir Henry Clinton succeeded Sir Wm. Howe.—An honorable and

respectal)le officer of the German school, having served under Prince

Ferdinand of Prussia and the Duke of Brunswick. He was vain, open

to flattery and, from a great aversion to all business not military he

was often misled by his Aides-de-Camp."

—

MSS. in Sparks citllectimi.

No one but myself is responsible for those parts of this report

which refer to the Yorktown campaign. When I prepared it I had not

the great advantage which I should have obtained if I had then seen

General De Peyster's exhaustive study of the subject in the United Ser-

vice Review for November. Cornwallis has been very hardly treated by

English military critics. But he finds a cordial defender in General De

Peyster, who, with a soldier's sympathy, appreciates his rare military

genius. Some further notes on English officers who served in the War

of the Revolution will be found in another part of these Proceedings.

)£.. E. II.
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REPORT ON THE LIBRARY.

As it was my great privilege for nearly sixteen years, to

be closely associated, in the Society work, with our late

councillor and librarian, Dr. Haven, I desire to place on

record my tribute of high regard, tender love and lasting

gratitude. Thanks to the thoughtful l)ut unknown donors

of his admirable portrait, we shall be daily reminded of

him and the great though quiet work he performed. His

duties, whether public or private, received the most con-

scientious attention, and neither the cheerful service he so

long rendered, in so many ways, and to so many people,

nor his wise counsel, keen but kindlj^ wit, quick repartee,

or gentlemanly l)earing, will soon be forgotten. May the

example of this Christian scholar have many followers.

The accessions for six months ending October 15th, are

as follows : By gift, two hundred and fifty-nine books,

eighteen hundred and eighty-one pamphlets, one hundred

and sixteen volumes of unbound newspapers, fifty auto-

graphs, twenty-seven coins, twenty-two maps, thirteen

prints, ten portraits, two photographs and two articfes for

the cabinet. By exchange, two hundred and tAventy-one

books, five hundred and eighteen pamphlets and ninety-five

volumes of un1)ound newspapers ; and by purchase, thirty-

eight books, thirt3^-three pamphlets and twenty-eight maps.

IVIaking a total of six hundred and seven books, twenty-four

hundred and thirty-two pamphlets, two hundred and eleven

volumes of newspapers, fifty maps, fifty autographs, twenty-

seven coins, thirteen prints, ten portraits, two drawings,

two photographs and two articles for the cabinet. There

have been added to the Benjamin F. Thomas alcove sixteen
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volumes of local history and to the Isaac Davis Spanish-

American alcove seven volumes relating to Mexico and Para-

guay. It will be noticed that the purchases for Col. Davis's

alcove relate as heretofore, by his consent, to America

south of the United States, not JVbrth America, as required

by the letter accompanying his original gift. The held is

large, even within the limits prescribed, if we may judge

by Mr. Bandelier's " Notes on the Bibliograi)hy of Yucatan

and Central America," published in the Society's Proceed-

ings of October, 1880. Many of these works are not oni}^

rare but valuable, and both time and money will be required

to secure them. Occasional volumes reach the Library

marked for these collections of specialties, thus showing a

practical approval of the comparatively new dej^arture, and

giving an earnest of other lienefactions, to the departments

established by the liberality of members.

The list of donors and donations appended, has been

alphabetically arranged under three heads, for facility of

reference, viz. : Members, of whom forty-seven have con-

tril)uted, tw^enty-eight of the number works of their own

authorship ; those not members, of whom eighty-six have

contributed, thirty-two sending works of their own ; inid So-

cieties and Institutions, from which hfty-hve donations have

been received. Of the first class, Hon. John Denison Bald-

win placed in the alcove of Genealogy his " Record of the

Descendants of John Baldwin of Stonington, Conn., with

notices of other Baldwins who settled in America in Early

Colony Times ;" and promised his extended work on the

Denison Family, which is in press. Ex-Governor Bullock

and our Treasurer, Mr. I'ainc, have remembered the So-

ciety's desire for all its separately printed monographs,

the latter adding useful material from his never-failing

supply. Robert Clarke, Esq., continues to provide the

Re])ellion and Slavery alcove with the account of the annual

reunion of the Society of the Army of the Cumberland, a

com})lete set of which reports it is hardly possible to secure,
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since a large part of the edition of the first vokime was

destroyed in the Chicago fire. Hon. Edward L. Davis

has added to the library quite a large collection of text

and other books, and to the hall a Japanese easy-chair.

John T. Doyle, Esq., having gathered together the docu-

ments relating to the Trust known as '
' the Pious Fund of

California," in which case he was employed as one of the

counsel, has forwarded them in substantial l)indin2" for the

Society's acceptance. Dr. Samuel A. Green has presented

copies of two editions of his " History of Medicine in Mass-

achusetts," with the numerous benevolent society An-
nuals, which we receive from no other source. The

history of these Societies is thus preserved, and the for-

mation of other institutions of a like nature often encour-

aged. Dr. Green has frequently put the Society in the way of

obtaining valual)le material from unknown quarters. Rev.

Dr. Hale has allowed us to take all his duplicates of the

Society's proceedings, some of which are quite scarce ; and

through him we have received, by an exchange with the

Hale family of Boston, nearly one hundred volumes of the

London Times and the Journal Des Debats, which fill im-

portant gaps in our files. Prof. Henry W. Haynes signified

his acceptance of active membership by sup[)lying the Li-

brary with his " Discovery of Paleolithic Implements in

Upper Egypt," and several other kindred works.

Col. Hioo^inson's oration at the two hundred and fiftieth

anniversary of the settlement of Caml)ridge, and his address

at the Celebration of the Battle of the Cowpens, May 11,

1881, have l)een received from the author. Senator Hoar

has forwarded from Washington his customary gifts of Gov-

ernment pul)licatiohs ; and Rev. Dr. Huntington has made

his semi-annual donation of Episco[>al Church literature.

Dr. Friuicis Parkman u})on being informed of the need ot

some of his publications, has added to his works already in

the Library. To Mr. Salisbury, Jr., we are indel)ted for the

continuation of Ancona's History of Yucatan, four volumes
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of which have been pul)lished ; and for sets of reports of

the School for Idiotic and Feeble-Minded Children, of which

he is a Trustee. It is interesting to note, in this connection,

that the Society was able, some years since, to loan for re-

production, one of their reports which it was supposed had

never been printed. Attention is called to a niarl)le bust

lately received by Mr. Salisbur} , Jr., from Xew York, and

your judgment requested both as to the sculptor and subject.

It w^as found in a Spanish drug store which had prexiously

been used by a marlde worker, and represents a lady,

probal)ly of the early part of the nineteenth century.

Xothing more is known of its history, but by persons

competent to judge, it is pronounced a work of more than

ordinary merit.

William A. Smith, Esq., has contributed a folio edition

of Horace, printed in Latin, at Paris in 1642, thus fultilling

a promise made to Dr. Haven, that the work should finally

rest here. AVatt trul}^ calls it " a very excellent and splendid

edition
;

" and it may be added, that it is of high market

value. Judge Alphonso Taft has sent a fine cop}' of

Shea's edition of Hennepin's Louisiana, and Dorman's

"Origin of Primitive Sujjerstitions ;
" and Dr. Charles O.

Thompson, while adding largely to our educational matter

in general, has taken especial pains to make a collection

relating to Technical Education. This department he in-

tends to keep well filled, that it may shed the light so

much desired on this subject of increasing interest. Dr.

J. Hammond Trumbull's W'Ork on the "Indian Names of

Places, etc., in and near the borders of Connecticut," will

help us to answer many hard questions, by the highest au-

thority. It is to be hoped that his custom of sending copies

of his own numerous pul)lications to the exchange depart-

ment of the library, may -become general among our mem-
bers. By order of Dr. AVm. D. ^Vhitney, a coi)y of his

elaborate Sanskrit Granmiar, recently pul)lished, has been

forwarded from Leipzig. Of the second class mentioned,
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Andrew McF. Davis, Esq., has given several books relating

to the Pacific Coast and the " Californian " as issued, and

Mrs. S. F. Haven the first and second series of the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society's Collections, with other selected

books. Mr. E. G. Howe has wisely deposited "The Minute

Men Agreement at Snow's, Paxton, May 31, 1775," contain-

ing twenty-four names, some of which are still prominent

in that hill town. We may hope that this is but the

beginning of such gifts, suggested by Mr. Paine's valu-

able paper on "Revolutionary Orderly Books and Kin-

dred Records." Rev. A. P. Marvin's History of Wor-
cester in the War of the Rebellion, the new edition, with

additions and corrections, has been received from the

author, from whom the Society has purchased his transcript

of its manuscript autobiography of Increase Mather, suliject

to a revision. Caleb B. Metcalf, Esq., has continued his

gifts of educational literature and Dr. B. G. Northrop has

contributed eight of his monographs. Mr. Sidney S. Rider

has brought to the Lilirary a photograph of "the first Civil

Compact entered into with the First Proprietors of Provi-

dence whereby a government was estal)lished entirely sepa-

rating Church from State," with seven historical productions

published by him. General Horatio Rogers has left for our

acceptance his "Private Libraries of Providence with a

preliminary essay on the Love of Books," only a small

edition of which was printed. It includes sketches of the

John Carter Brown, Joseph J. Cooke, John R. Bartlett,

Royal C. Taft, Alexander Farnum, C. Fiske Harris and

Horatio Rogers libraries. Messrs. Witherby, Rugg and

Richardson of Worcester, have sent, for preservation, nearly

complete files of about a dozen years of four of the leading

scientific and mechanical journals, carefully arranged for

binding, some of which we were very desirous to secure.

While the work of the Library has progressed very quietly

the past six months, the number of visitors has materially

increased, especially during the summer, when many per-

46
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sons take advantage of the vacation period, to forward their

studies in their several specialties. Library duties change

but little from year to year, except as new ones are added

to those already established. The correspondence, daily

acknowledgments, and entry of accessions, hospitable re-

cej^tion and attendance upon persons seeking information,

making exchanges, classifying material, arranging periodicals

and newspapers for the binder, supplying data for census

and other reports, assisting outside enterprises, like Sabin's

Dictionary of Books relating to America, cataloguing and

indexing. These are some of the pleasant recjuirements of

to-day in an historical library like our own.

It is not surprising that the small but valuable collection

of fine arts calls many to the rooms, since we already have,

for example, original portraits by Alexander, Billings,

Copley, Custer, Greenwood, Gullag, Harding, Huntington,

Osgood, Pelham, Sully and Wight; with copies of Parmi-

gianino and Southland ; busts by Clevenger, Dexter, Kin-

ney, Powers and Volk ; w ith copies of Ceracchi and Hou-

don ; casts from the world-renowned statues of the Christ

and Moses by Michael Angelo ; original engravings by

Nanteuil and Hogarth ; and the beautiful Venetian Mosaic

of Columbus. To these should l)e added Mr. Salisbury,

Jr.'s upright cases of Central American remains, a second

one having just been placed in the main hall, and his stand

of Yucatecan and Grecian photographs.

The alcove lists are still in course of preparation by IVfr.

Colton, assisted by Mr. Riordan, and the card catalogue,

recently commenced by Miss Kobinson, under Mr. Salis-

bury, Jr.'s personal direction and Mr. Cotton's immediate

care, is sure to be pushed vigorously forward.

We are not informed as to the date of the closing sale of

the Brinley Library, in which the Society has a right of about

one thousand dollars, but it probably will not take place

before the opening of the new year. The good exain})le of

our late associate, Mr. George Brinley, in allowing certain
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libraries, in which he had been especially interested, to bid

off without charge, twenty-five thousand dollars worth of

books at the sale of his library, has been followed by Mr.

Joseph J. Cooke, late of Providence, R, I., who has, by

l>equest, provided for a similar right of five thousand dollars

each to ten Massachusetts, Ilhode Island and Connecticut

libraries, as follows : the American Antiquarian Society,

Plarvard College, the New Eno'land Historic-Genealoo-ical

Society, Brown University, Providence Athenaum, Provi-

dence Public Library, the Rhode Island Historical Society,

Redwood Library, Trinity College and Yale College. This

lil)rary has not the international reputation of the Lenox,

Brinley or Carter-Brown libraries, but is believed to be one

of the largest private lil)raries, of a general character, in

America.

Last year the Minnesota Historical Society, through Mr.

J. Fletcher AYilliams, their librarian, kindly offered to

complete, as far as possible, our set of their territorial and

State documents, which offer was promptly accepted, and as

a result, one of the most complete collections in the country

•may be found on our shelves. It was fortunate for both

giver and receiver that action was taken at once, for the fire

at the State House last spring destroyed not only a mass of

similar documents, but a portion of the Historical Society's

Library. Mr. Williams writes :
" It was very fortunate that

I sent you that set of laws and documents last year. It

would now be impossible to do it. All the sets owned by

the State are gone, and all which we had preserved. The

books I sent you then would now sell for proba))ly five

hundred dollars, so scarce have they become by the fire of

March 1st. Our own set is not now as complete as yours is."

Having lately received from the society a list of books

wanted to purchase to replace copies lost by the fire, a con-

tribution of such as could be supplied from the duplicate

room Avas at once sent. Minnesota has at least been more
fortunate than one of our New England newspaper companies,
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which, having decided to place a complete set of its paper

outside of the oiEce, dela3^ed action, until the lire came, and

to-day no tile is known to exist. It would seem that the

lesson tauofht at Saint Paul would strono'ly suo-oest the wis-

dom of more liberal laws as to the distribution of National

and State documents to libraries. Even the State of Massa-

chusetts so interprets the present law, that only such as bear

the name of '
' Public Documents " upon them can be

claimed, leaving out, among others, the Journals of the

Senate and House, so important as indexes to what measures

pu])lic men have forwarded in their service for the State.

It is possible that State libraries exchange documents more

ft-eely with each other, but apparently the American Library

Association Committee on the distribution of Public Docu-

ments has a field of usefulness in this direction. The wise

eflbrt of the State Library at Boston to gather every Massa-

chusetts county and town report ever printed, may well be

followed by her sister States. We were able to supply

nearly five hundred of the early reports from our duplicates,

in the way of exchange. Since the war, many sets of

Worcester and other directories have been exchanged for

like biographical matter, until the half alcove, devoted to

that purpose, is nearly full. With our widely extended

membership, large additions ought easily to be made to this

department, which, though it seems unimportant, is helpful

in many ways. The directory exchanges of the past six

months have been with Messrs. Sampson, Davenport and

Co., Pul)lishers, Boston, who were largely assisted by us

after each of their heavy losses by fire, and the New Bedford

Free Public Library. Messrs. Drew, Allis and Co., pub-

lishers of various directories, deserve thanks for many gifts

in this line.

By an exchange with the library of Congress, we have

received the fourth volume of Pierre Margry's " Descouvertes

et Etablissements des Frangais dans I'ouest et dans le Sud de

rAmeriquc Sei)tentrionale," covering the period from 1694
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to 1703. Twenty-eight city and town views have been

purchased and added to our large collection. A consider-

aljle amount of magazine and newspaper literature, now
ready for binding, will require an early draft upon the Salis-

bury Binding Fund.

Upon the return of Hon. Dwight Foster from Europe,

the Publication Committee hope to put in print the Lechford

Note Book and Business Record, and with the assistance of

Dr. Trumljull, Judge Foster, at whose charge the work
is to be issued, and his son, Alfred D. Foster, Esq., to

make it a worthy companion of the other volumes of the

Society's transactions. Aside from the interest which the

legal fraternity will take in the record of the professional

work of the first Boston lawyer, the historian and genealo-

gist Avill doubtless find needed help in their researches.

Respectfully submitted.

EDMUND M. BARTON,

Assistant-Librarian.
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JBonors anti ©ouations.

FROM MEMBERS.

Adams, Prof. Herbert B., Baltimore, Md.—His papers on the " Germanic
Origin of our Towns," and the " Old Commons and Commoners of Salem."

Ames, Ellis, Esq., Canton.—His Comimmications on the "Garrison Mob,"
Oct. 21, 1835, and the *' f^xpedition against Carthagena" in 1740.

Balbwln, Hon. Johx D., Worcester.—His " Record of tlie Descendants of

John Baldwin, of Stonington, Conn., with Notices of other Baldwins who
settled in America in early Colony Times."

Barton, Mr. Edmund M., Worcester.—One hundred and forty-four pam-
phlets; three prints; three photographs ; and one tintype.

Brock, Mr. Robert A.. Richmond. Va.—Various newspapers containing

historical matter communicated by him and others; the Richmond Standaixl

as issued; and Chesterman's "Guide to Richmond and the Battle Fields."

>BuLLOCK, Hon. Alexander H., Worcester.—His "Centennial of the Massa-

chusetts Constitution."

Clarke, Robert, Esq , Cincinnati, O.—An account of the Twelfth Reunion of

the Society of the Army of the Cumberland.

Damon, Rev. Samuel C, D.D., Honolulu, H. I.—One pamphlet.

Davis, Hon. Edward L., Worcester.—Fifty-two books; forty-four pam-
phlets; two maps; one print; and an easy chair from Japan.

Doyle, John T., Esq., San Francisco, Cal.—His " Account of the Pious Fund
of California, and the Litigation to recover it."

Green, Samuel A., M.D.. Boston.—His History of Medicine in Massachusetts,

two editions; six books; sixty-three pamphlets; and a sjx^cimeii of the

envelope used for voting in Massachusetts about 1852.

Green, Mr. Samuel S., Worcester.—His Tenth Annual Report as Librarian

of the Free Public Library of Worcester; and his " Libi'ary Aids."

Guild, Reuben A., LL.D., Providence, R. I.—Four books; and eight Brown
University pamphlets.

Hale, Rev. Edward E., D.D., Boston.—Fifteen numbers of the Proceedings

of the American Anti(iuarian Society, 1850-59.

Haven, Samuel F., LL.D., Worcester. — Bransford's Archieological Re-

searches in Nicaragua; and foiu- numbers of magazines.

Haynes, Prof. Henry W., Boston.—His Discovery of PaUeolithic Imple-

ments in ui)per Egypt; Comi)te Rendu de la Congrc^'s International D'Anthro-

pologie et I)'Arc,li(''ologi(! Prehistoriques, Stockholm, 1874, Tomes I'remier ct

Second; and Bibliographic dc L'Archc^ologie Prdhistorique de la Swede.
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HiGGiNSOX, Col. Tiios. Wentworth, Cambridge.—" The Exercises in Cele-

brating tlie Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Settlement of

Cambridge," including Col. Higginson's Oration ; and his Address at the Cele-

bration of the Battle of the Cowpens, May 11, 1S81.

Hitchcock, Prof. Edward, Amherst.—His report of twenty years experience

in the Department of Physical Education and H\-giene in Amherst College.

Hoar, Hon. George F., Worcester.—His Address before the Graduating

Classes of Yale Law School, June 28, 1881 ; twenty-six books; three hundred

and thirty-two pamphlets; a tile of the United States Census Bulletin; and

the Congressional llecord in continuation.

HOYT, Albert H., Esq., Cincinnati, O.—One pamphlet; and one newspaper.

Huguet-Latour, Major L. A., Montreal, Can.—Three of his own publica-

tions; and three selected pamphlets.

Huntington, Eev. William R., D.D., Worcester.—Forty-eight pamphlets,

chieHy relating to the Protestant Episcopal Church.

Jones, Hon. Charles C, Jr., Augusta, Ga.— His Addresses before the

Georgia Historical Society, February 14, 1881; and before the Confederate

Survivors' Association, Savannah, April 26, 1881.

Nason, Rev. Elias, Billei-ica.—His Literary History of the Bible.

Paine, Nathaniel, Esq., Worcester.—His Genealogical Notes on the Paine

Family of Worcester, Mass.; his Report for the Council of the American

Antiquarian Society, with Remarks upon Revolutionary Orderly Books,

April 27, 1881 ; the Paine Family Record, Nos. 5, 11 and 12 ; eight Iwoks ; eighty-

two pamphlets; ten portraits; the Christian Union in continuation; and

various newspapers, circulars and cards.

Parkman, Francis, LL.D., Boston.—His La Salle, and the Discovery of the

Great West; and his Frontenac and New France under Louis XIV.

Perez, Sr. Andres A., New York.—Four files of Yucatan newspapers.

Poole, Mr. William F., Chicago, 111.—His Eighth Annual Report as Librarian

of the Chicago Public Library.

PooRE, Maj. Ben: Perley, Washington, D. C—The Congressional Directory

of the Forty-seventh Congress, Special Session of the Senate, edited by Mr.

Poore.

Rau, Prof. Charles, Washington, D. C—His Paper on Aboriginal Stone-

Drilling.

Salisbury, Hon. Stephen, Worcester.—Harvard Register, Vol. III., in

binding; and four files of newspapers.

Salisbury, Stephen, Jr., Esq., Worcester.—Ancona's Historia de Yucatan,

Vols. 3 and 4; Chamisso's Faust, translated by Henry Phillips, Jr., Esq. ; and

seven pamphlets.

Smith, William A., Esq., Worcester.—Quinti Iloratii Flacci Opera, fol.

ed. I(i42.

Stone, Rev. Edwin M., Providence, R. I.—Two ProAidence City Documents.

Smucker. Hon. Isaac, Newark, O.—His Mound-Builders' Works near Newark,

Ohio; his Military Expeditions of the North West Territory; Ohio Statistics

for 1880 ; eight pamphlets ; and mnnbfrs of Ohio newspapers.

Taft, Hon. Alphonso, Cincinnati, O.—Dorman's Origin of Primitive Super-

stitions ; and Shea's Edition of Hennepin's Description of Louisiana.
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Thompson, Prof. Charles O., Worcester.—His Paper on the Effect of Sewage

on Iron ; twenty-five books ; tliree hundred and fourteen miscelhmeous and

sixty-four pamphlets rehiting to Teclniieal Education; sixteen maps; the

"Raih-oad Gazette," and "American Manufacturer" in continuation ; and

various newspapers in numbers.

Trumbull, Hon. J. Hammond, Hartford, Conn.— His "Indian Names of

Phices, etc., in and on the Borders of Connecticut : with interpretations of

some of them ;" and twenty of his other publications.

Valentini, Phillipp J. J., Ph. D., New York.—Fac-similes of two Mexican

Jadeites from Burmah ; and two colored drawings of the same.

"Waterston, Rev. Robert C, Boston.—His Memoir of George Sumner; and

his remarks at the Semi-Centennial Celebration of the Boston Society of Nat-

ural History.

Wheatland, Henry, M.D., Salem.—The Peabody Press for 1879-80, in con-

tinuation.

Whitehead, Mr. William A., Newark, N. J.—The Report of the State Geolo-

gist of New Jersey for the year 1880.

Whitney, Wm. Dwight, LL.D., New Haven, Conn.—His Sanskrit Grammar,

including both the Classical Language, and the older Dialects, of Veda and

Brahmaua.

Wilson, Daniel, LL.D., Toronto, Canada.—His "Prehistoric Man, Researches

into the Origin of Civilization in the Old and the New World," two vols,

octavo, London, 1876.

WiNSOR, Prof. Justin, Cambridge.—His Bibliography of the Publications of

James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps.

WinTHROP, Hon. Robert C, Boston.—His Address at the Unveiling of the

Statue of Colonel Prescott, Bunker Hill, June 17, 1881.

Woodward, Ashbel, M.D., Franklin, Conn.—His Paper on Wampum,
second edition.

from those not members.

Alden, Rev. Edmund K., D.D., Boston.—Memorial of Ebenezer Alden, M.D.

Allis, Mr. Gardner S., Worcester.—Three Directories of early date.

Ancona, Senor Desiderio, Holyoke.—File of a Yucatan newspaper.

Barrett, Mr. Charles IL, Worcester.-History of the Class of '80 of the

Worcester Technical Institute.

Barton, Capt. Charles Henry, Topeka, Kansas.—One pamphlet, and various

Kansas newspapers.

Bird, Rev. Frederick M., South Bethlehem, Pa.—The Register of Lehigh

University for 1880-81.

Bradlee, Rev. Caleb D., Boston.—His Poems, third series, 1881; and his

Sermon on the Death of President Garfield.

Ba:iiMER, IMr. George II., Wasliington, D. C—His Index to Papers on An-

thropology, published by the Smithsonian Institution, 1S47 to 1878.

Bryant, H. W., Esq., Porthmd, Me.—His Report of 1881, as Assistant-Libra-

rian of the Maine Historical Society.

Caldwell, Rev. Augustine, Worcester.—The Ilammatt Papers. No. 2; and

Antiquarian Papers, Nos. 15-24, all relating to Ipswicli, Mass., and edited by

Messrs. Caldwell and Dowe.
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Clark, Eev. Geokge F., Meudon.—His " Who was the First Minister of Meu-

dou?"

Clemence, Mr. Henry M., Worcester.—Twenty pamphlets.

COLTON, Mr. Samuel H., Worcester.—Massachusetts Board of State Charities

Reports, 1870-73.

CUDMORE, P., Esq., Faribault, Minn.—His President Grant and Political Rings

;

and his Le Sueur Litanj'.

CUMMINGS, Mr. Hkrbert R., Worcester.—Upham's Brief History of the Art

of Stenography, with a proposed new system of Phonetic Short-Hand.

Daniels, Rev. C. H., Cincinnati, O.—An account of the Semi-Centennial Cele-

bration of the Vine Street Congi-egational Church, Cincinnati, O., April 10,

1881.

Davis, Andrew McF., Esq., San Francisco, Cal.—Scammon's " Marine Ani-

mals and American Whale Fishery ;" Coolbrith's "Perfect Day," and other

poems ; two pamphlets ; and the Calil'oruian, in continuation.

Dickinson, Master G. Stuart, Worcester.—A parcel of amateur newspapers.

Drisko, Mary F., Machiasport, Me.—An early edition of Webster's Dic-

tionary.

Duncan, Mrs. A. G., West Hanover.—Felt's account of Massachusetts Cur-

rency.

Dunn, Mrs. Robinson P., Worcester.—Three books ; and seventy-three pam-

phlets, chiefly relating to American colleges.

Duren, Mr. Elnathan F., Secretary, Bangor, Me.—Minutes of the General

Conference of Maine, and Maine Missionary Society, 1881.

Fay, Mr. Peter, Southboro'.—An account of the Semi-Centennial Celebration

of the Pilgrim Church, Southboro'. Mass.

Felton, Mr. Cyrus, Marlborough.—His Record of Remarkable Events in

Marlborough and neighboring towns, number two.

Fisher, Charles H., M.D., Providence, R. I.—His third annual Report as

Secretary of the Rhode Island State Board of Health.

Flagg, Samuel, M.D., Worcester.—Three editions of the Bible, viz. 1776,

1815, 1831 ; and seven miscellaneous books.

FOLSOM, Capt. A. A., Boston.—The two hundred and sixth, and the two hun-

dred and forty-third annual records of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery

Company of Massachusetts.

FOOTE, Rev. Henry L., Clinton.—Thirty-three pamphlets.

Foster, Mr. William E., Providence, R. I.—His Monthly Reference Lists for

March, 1881 ; and his third Report as Librarian of the Providence Public

Library.

Gerould, Mrs. D. G., Worcester.—Fourteen books; twenty-seven pamphlets;

six maps ; and t wo prints.

Goss, Mr. Elbhidge H., Melrose.-One pamphlet.

Hall. Mr. J. Brainerd, Worcester.—Two pamphlets; and the Sunday Her-

ald in continuation.

Hamilton, Mr. Charles, Worcester.—" Ralph Earle and his Descendants,"

a Broadside compiled by Pliny Earle, M.D., in 1860.

47
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HAivraoxD, Lewis "W., Esq., Worcester.—Mneteen pamphlets.

Hart, Charles Henry, Esq.. Philadelphiii, Pa.—His Tribute to Hon. "Wil-

liam Beach, Lawrence; Spafford's early pamphlet on wheel carriages; and

Caleb Cushiug's article on the Republic of Central America, for the Isaac

Davis alcove.

Haven, Mrs. Samuel F., Worcester.-Twenty volumes of the Massachusetts

Historical Society's collections; twenty-four miscellaneous books; forty-

pamphlets ; and one manuscript.

Henshaw, Miss Harriet E., Leicester.— •' The Orderly Book of Col. William

Henshaw, with Memoir by Emory Washburn, Notes by Charles C. Smith,

and Reminiscences by Miss Henshaw."

HOLCOMBE, Wm. Fred., M.D., New York City.—Three selected pamphlets.

Homes, Henry A., LL.D.. Albany, N. Y.—Report of the Commission on the

Correct Arms of New York, with an appendix cohtaiuing Dr. Homes's letter

upon the subject

Howe, Mr. E. G., Paxton.—Two historical pamphlets; one autograph; and a

war manuscript of 1775.

HowLAND, Mr. Henry J., Worcester.—Three pamphlets.

HuNTOON, D. T. v., Esq., Canton.-His Reports on the Town Seal; and on

naming the streets of Canton, Mass.

Jackson, Mr. Jajies, Paris, France.—His " Liste Provisoire de Biblio-

graphies, G(5ographiques Sp(Jciales."

JiLLSON, Hon. Clark, Worcester.—His " Modified Plagiarism."

Johnson, Mr. T. B., Worcester.—A fragment of the United States frigate

Kearsarge.

Kelley, Hon. Frank H., Worcester.—Report of the Committee on an addi-

tional supply of water for Worcester in 1881.

Lamson, Rev. Darius F., Worcester.—The General Statutes of Massachusetts,

1860; and sixteen numbers of Littell's Living Age.

Lee, William H., Esq., New York.—His Reminiscences of the Early Life of

Elihu Burritt.

Leveridge, Prof. C. A., Dunellen, N. J.—His Historical Papers, numbers

4, 5 and 12.

Marble, Supt. Albert P., Esq., Worcester.-His address to the Public School

Teachers, Worcester, March 30, 1881.

March. Francis A., LL.D., Easton. Pa.—His address at the re-opening of

Pardee Hall, Lafayette College; and his A, B, C, Book.

Marvin, Rev. Abi.iah P., Lancaster.—His History of Worcester in the War,

new edition with additions and corrections.

May, Rev. Samuel, Leicester.—Songs and Poems of the class of 1829, Harvard

College, Part II. 1868-1881 ; and ninety-four iiamplilets.

Metcalf, Caleb B., Esq., Worcester.—Seventy-nine pamphlets; the Chris-

tian Union in continuation, and numbers of the Nation and the Independent.

Neill, Rev. Edward D., Minneapolis, Minn.—His Minnesota Explorers and

Pioneers from 16,")9 to 1858.

Northrop, Hon. B. G., New Haven, Conn.—His Tree Planting, Forestry in

Europe, etc. ; and seven of his educational pamphlets.
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Parkhurst, v. p., Esq., East Templetou.—A copy of the Proprietor's Plan

of Narragansett No. 6 (Templeton) , in 1735, made by Capt. Parkhurst.

Perry, Right Rev. Wm. Stevens, D.D., Davenport, Iowa.—His pamphlet on

the Church's Year.

Phillips, Henry, Jr., Pli. D., Philadelphia, Pa.—His Glimpse into the Past.

Proudfit, Mr. S. V., Washington, D. C—His Antiquities of the Missouri

Bluflfs.

Rice, Mr. Franklin P., Worcester.—The Records of the Proprietors of Wor
cester, Massachusetts, 1677-1788, edited by Mr. Rice.

Richardson, Col. George W., Saint John, N. B.—Eight pamphlets relating

to New Brunswick.

Rider, Sidney S., Esq., Providence, R. T.—Two books'; five pamphlets; and

one photograph, all relating to Rhode Island history.

RiORDAN, Mr. John J., Worcester.—Four books.

Roe, Mr. Alfred S., Worcester.—His " Three April Days, 1C89, 1775, 1861 ;
"

and forty-eight numbers of magazines.

Rogers, Gen. Horatio, Providence, R. I.—His Private Libraries of Provi-

dence, with a preliminary essay on the Love of Books.

Sale, Mr. John, Chelsea.— The Chelsea and Revere Directories for 1876 and
1878.

Sanford, Mr. H. G., Gloucester.—Twenty-seven Danish copper coins.

Savage, Mr. Daniel J., Worcester.—A Harrison medal.

Smith, Henry M., Esq., Worcester.—Two pamphlets.

Snow, Woodman & Co., Messrs., Worcester. —The Worcester Illustrated

Business Guide.

Staples, Mr. Samuel E., Worcester.—One manuscript sermon; two news-
papers ; and one pamphlet.

Starr, William E., Esq., Worcester.—A supplement to the History of the

Starr Family.

Stilson, Rev. Arthur C, Secretary, Ottumwa, Iowa.—The Journal of the

Twenty-Eighth Annual Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church of

Iowa.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry P., Boston.—One book; twenty-five pamphlets ; and
various circulars, handbills and cards.

SwEETSER, Miss Fanny E., Worcester.—Five pamphlets ; and oue manuscript.

TiLLEY, Mr. R. H., Newport, R. I.—The Newport Historical Magazine for

April, 1881.

Titus, Rev. Anson, Jr., Weymouth.—His Titus Family in America for three

generations.

Turner, Alfred T., Esq., Auditor, Boston.—His Report as City Auditor, 1881.

Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company, Worcester.-Three of their

publications on Telephone and Barb Fence Wire.

Waters, Mr. E. Stanley, New York.—Mr. Choate's Tribute to Admiral Far-

ragut.

Wells, Hon. William H., Chicago, 111.—His paper on the Spelling Reform.

Whitcomb, Mr. G. Henry, Worcester.—Fourteen books j and forty pam-
phlets.
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"WithersY, Kugg k Richardson, Messrs., Worcester.—The Scientific Ameri-

can, 1869-80; the Mauufacturer and Builder, 1871-7.5; the Engineering and

Mining Journal, 1869-80; and the National Car Builder, 1871-7-1.

FROM SOCIETIES AND INSTITUTIONS.

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.—The Proceedings,

Part I., for 1881.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.—Their Proceedings, Vol. XVI.

American Baptist Missionary Union.—Their magazine, as issued.

American Congregational Association.— The Twenty-eighth Annual

Report.

American Geographical Society.—Their Bulletin, Nos. 6 of 1879, 3 and 5

of 1880, and 1 of 1881.

American Library Association.—Papers and Proceedings of the Fourth

General Meeting, February 9-11, 1881.

Amkrican Oriental Society.—Their Proceedings, May 18, 1881.

American Philosophical Society.—Their Proceedings, No. 108.

Anthropological Society of "Washington, D. C—Their Transactions,

1880-81.

Archaeological Instituee of America.—Papers of the Institute, Ameri-

can series No. 1; and the Second Annual Report of the Executive Committee.

ASTOR Library.—The Thirty-second Annual Report.

Boston Marine Society.—Records of the Society, 1742-1842.

Boston Numismatic Society.—Their Journal, as issued.

Boston Public Library.—The Twenty-ninth Annual Report ; the Bulletin,

as issued ; and George Lamb's map of Boston, about 1645.

CoBDEN Club.—Five of their publications.

Church of the Saviour, Brooklyn, N. Y.—An account of the Chanuing

Centennial Celebration at Broolvlyn, N. Y.

Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences.-The Proceedings, Vol. II.,

Part II., and Vol. III., Part I.

Essex Institute.-The Collections, Vol. XVII., Nos. 3 and 4; Vol. XVIII.,

Nos. 1-3; Bulletin, Vol. XII., Nos. 10-12; and Vol. XIII., Nos. 1-6, and four

of tlie Society's reprints.

First Church in Boston.—An account of tlie Celebration of its Two Hun-

dred and Fiftil'th Anniversary.

Georgia Historical Society.—Their Anniversary Address by Charles C.

Jones, Jr., LL.D., April 14, 1881.

Harvard University.—The Bulletin, as issued.

HisiOHiCAL Society of Pennsylvania.—Their Magazine of History and

Biography, as issued; and three numbers of tlie American Antiiiuarian So-

ciety Proceedings.

International Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations,—

Proceedings of the Twenty-fourth International Convention.

Literary and Historical Society of Quebec— Their Transactions,

1880-81.
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Maryland Historical Societt.—Their proceedings in connection with the

Celebration of tlie One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Settlement

of Baltimore.

Massachusetts, Commonwealth of.—Acts and Kesolves of Massachusetts,

1881.

Massachusetts Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.—Their
Proceedings, May 10 to September 14, 1881.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.—Their Transactions for 1881.

Massachusetts Medical Society.—Their Medical Communications, vol.

XII., No. 7; and the Triennial Catalogue and Directory of 1881.

Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Feeble-Minded Youth.- Two
sets of the Reports of the School.

Morse Institute, Natick, Mass.—The Report of 1881.

Mount Holyoke Female Seminary.—The Forty-fourth Annual Catalogue,

MuSEO KvciONAL DE MEXICO.—Auuales, Tomo II., Entrega 4^.

New Bedford Free Public Library.—The New Bedford City Documents

for 1878-81.

New ENGLAND Conservatory of Music—The Calendar for 1881-82.

New England Historic, Genealogical Society. — Their Register, as

issued.

New Jersey Historical Society.—Their Proceedings, Yol. VI., Nos. 3 and

4, second series.

New Mexico Historical Society.—Inaugural Address of the President,

February 21,1881.

New York Genealogical and Biographical Society. —Their Record,

Vol. XII., No. 3.

New York Mercantile Library Association. —The Sixtieth Annual

Report.

Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia.— Report of

the Committee on the date of the Landing in Pennsylvania, of William Pcnu.

Ohio State Library.—Twelve volumes of Ohio State Documents, 1879-80.

Peabody Institute of Baltimore.—The Fourteenth Annual Report.

Peabody Museum of American Archeology and Ethnology. — The

Fourteenth Annual Report of the Trustees.

Philadelphia Library Company.—The Bulletin of July, 1881.

Smithsonian Institution.—The Contributions, Vol. XXIII.; Collections,

Vols. XVIII.-XXI. ; Annual Report for 1879; Memorial of Joseph Henry;

and Proceedings of the United States National Museum, 1881.

SociETE DES Antiquaires DE FRANCE.—Mc^molres, Tome quaranti^me.

SociETE d'Ethnographie, Paris.—Actes, 1862-64 et 1874-75.

Society of Antiquaries of London.—List of the Society, June 2, 1881;

and Proceedings, Second Series, Vol. VIII., No. 4.

Springfield City Library Association.—The Annual Report of 1881.

Toledo Public Library.—The Seventh Annual Report.

United States Department of the Interior.—Twenty-six volumes of

the Congressional Documents of the 45th and 46th Congresses.
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United States Navy Department.—Reports of the Secretary, 1871-80;

and Navy Registers, 1872-80.

United States Treasury Department.—The Life Saving Bureau Report

of 1880; and six pamphlets from the Bureau of Education.

United States War Department.—The Chief Engineer's Report of 1880,

three volumes; the Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surg(>on General's

Office, Vol. II.; Gen. Hazen's Instructions as to the Expedition to Lady

Franklin Bay, and Point Barrow; and Prof. Marsh's Monograph on the

Extinct Toothed Birds of North America.

A^ERMONT State Library.-Records of the Governor and Council of Ver-

mont, Vol. VIII. ; and twelve of the State Documents.

Wisconsin Natural History Society.—Their Annual Report for 1880-81.

Worcester County Mechanics Association.—Twenty files of news-

papers; and the Annual Report, 1881, with List of Officers and Members.

Worcester Free Public Library.—Sixty-one files of newspapers; and

fort)--four pamplets,

Worcester National Bank.—The New York Evening Post in continuation.

Worcester Society of Antiquity.—Their Publications, Nos. XII.-XR^.;

and Title Pages, Contents and Indexes to the Series.

Yale College.—The Obituary Record, for the year ending June, 1881 ; and

Yale College in 1881.

Young Men's Christian Association of Worcester.—Eighty-five pam-

phlets ; and the Scientific American in continuation.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER.

The Treasurer of the American Antiquarian Society re-

spectfully submits his semi-annual report for the six months

ending October 15, 1881.

Since the last meeting of the Society the Treasurer has

received from Rev. E. K. Alden, D.D., one of the execu-

tors of the will of our late associate, Ebenezer Alden,

M.D., the sum of one thousand dollars bequeathed to the

Societj^, "as a permanent fund, to be kept safely invested,

the income to be expended for the lienetit of the library,

especially in preparing catalogues." By a vote of the

Council, the money received from this source has been

placed in a separate fund, to be known as "The Alden

Fund." It has also been safely invested, and the income

will be appropriated for the purposes designed by the

testator.

"The Tenney Fund" of five thousand dollars, has, under

the direction of the Financial Committee, been invested in

notes secured by mortgage of real estate.

The Salisbury Building Fund has been increased about

eleven hundred dollars, by the sale of railroad stock, which

brought that amount over the stated value at the date of the

last report. Other repairs and improvements upon the

building are in contemplation, the expense of which, by the

approval of the founder, will be taken from this Fund.

The Puljlishing Fund is still inadequate to furnish sufficient

income to meet the expense of our semi-annual publica-

tions. The cost of printing the last report and accompany-

ing papers, not yet paid, is over four hundred dollars ; this
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is to be deducted from the aniount of the Fund as shown in

the detailed statement.

The Treasurer cannot refrain from taking this opportunity

to say a few words in relation to the great loss sustained by

the Society in the death of Dr. Haven. All are well aware

of the eminent services rendered the Society by our Lilira-

rian as an archaeologist and historical scholar, but it may
not be as generally known, that he was also interested in the

minutest details of its jiractical and every-day work. He
was especially interested in the condition of our finances,

which he manifested in many waj^s. It was always his

practice, before receiving from the Treasurer the moderate

salary allowed him, to inquire if by his payment any other

creditors would be obliged to wait for their mone}^ and if

he even suspected the funds in the treasury were low, he

would decline to receive, sometimes for months, the balance

due him. That he had for a long time assumed a })ortion of

the expense incurred for the salaries of our assistants, is

known to those most activelv interested in the administra-

tion of the aifairs of the Society.

The writer of this report would here express his personal

indel)tedness to Dr. Haven for many acts of friendship and

words of kind advice, and realizes that his death is a

personal loss which will he, long and keenly felt.

The following statement gives in detail the receipts and

expenditures for the six months ending Octo1)er 15, 1881,

and also shows the present condition of the several Funds :

The Librarian's and General Fund.

1881, April 18. Balance of Fund f31.541.20
" Oct. 15. Received interest and dividends to date.. SGIM

" For Life Assessments 250.00

" " Forty-seven Annual Assess-

ments 235.00

" As a contribution to the Fund. 29().26

$33,189.46
Paid for salaries and incidental expenses ^1 ,390.22

" " Expenses of funeral of Dr. Haven (Li-

brarian) 296.26 1.686.48

1881, October 15. Present amount of the Fund f31.502.98
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Invested as follows

:

Bank Stock $9,400.00

Railroad Stock 1,800.00

Railroad Bonds 10,200 00

Mortgage Notes 10,000.00

Cash 102.98

$31,502.98

77(6 Collection and Besearch Fund.
1881, April 18. Balance of Fund $17,330.32
" Oct. 15. Received for interest, etc., to date 539.50
" " " " " Books sold 62.60

$17,932.42
Paid part of Assistant-Librarian's salary $375.00
" for Incidental Expenses 61.39

$436.39

1881, October 15. Present amount of the Fund $17,496.03

Invested asfolloujs:

Bank Stock $6,500.00

Railroad Stock 5,300.00

Railroad Bonds 4,200 00

Worcester Gas Co. Stock 500.00

Cash 996.03

$17,496.03

The Bookbinding Fund.

1881, April 18. Balance of Fund $6,178.24
Oct. 15. Received for interest, etc., to date 185.50

a

$6,363.74

Paid part of salary of Assistant-Librarian 180.00

1881, Oct. 15. Present amount of the Fund $6,183.74

Invested as folloios:

Bank Stock $2,000.00

Railroad Stock 1 ,000.00

Railroad Bonds 2,500.00

Cash 83.74

$6,183.74

The Publishing Fund.

1881, April 18. Balance of Fund $9,120.25
" Oct. 15. Received for interest, etc., to date 201.55

" " " " " publications sold 45.25

$9,367.05
Paid for printing Annual Report 425.90

1881, October 15. Present amount of the Fund $8,941.15

48
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Invested as foUoios

:

Bank Stock $1 ,500.00

Railroad Bonds 5,500.00

City Bond 1.000.00

Mortgage Note 550 00

Cash 301.15

§8,!M1.15

The Salisbury Building Fund.

1881, April 18. Balance of Fund $442.18
" Oct. 15. Eeceived for premium on stock sold, etc. 1.100.00

$1,632.18

Paid for repairs and improvements on the building 120.54

1881, October 15, Present amount of the Fund (in cash). $1,511.64

The Isaac Davis Book Fund.

1881, April 18. Balance of Fund f1,555.25

" Oct. 15. Interest to date 27.00

$1,582 25

Paid for Books 8.40

1881, October 15. Present amount of the Fund $1,573.85

Invested as follows

:

Bank Stock $500,00

Railroad Stock •••• 800 00

Cash 273.85

$1,573.85

The Lincoln Legacy Fund.

1881, April 18. Balance of Fund $1,722.82

" Oct. 15. Interest to date 46.00

" " " Present amount of the Fund. $1,768.82

Invested as follows

:

Bank Stock $1 .500.00

Ca.sh 26S,82

$1,768,82

The B. F. Thomas Local History Fund.

1881, April 18, Balance of Fund $1,019.10

" Oct. 15. Interest to date 35.00

$1,054.10

Paid for local histories 37.03

1881, October 15. Present amount of tiie Fund $1,017.07

Invested as follov^s

:

Railroad Bon<l $1,000.00

Cash 17.07

$1,017.07
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The Tenney Fund.

1881, October 15. Present amount of Fund $5,000.00

Invested in

:

Mortgage Notes $5,000.00

The Alden Fund.

1881, October 15. Present amount of the Fund $1,000.00

Invested in

:

Railroad Bond $1,000.00

Total of the ten Funds $75,995.28

Cash on hand included in foregoing statement $3,645 28

Respectfully submitted.

NATH'L PAINE, Treasurer.

Worcester, October 15, 1881,

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS.

The undersigned. Auditors of the American Antiquarian Society, hereby cer-

tify that they have examined the report of the Treasurer, made up to October

15, 1881, and find the same to be correct and properly vouched, and that the

securities held by him for the several funds are as stated, and that the balance

on hand is accounted for.

EDWARD L. DAVIS,
CHARLES A. CHASE,

Auditors.

Worcester, October 19, 1881.
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ACTION OF THE COUNCIL ON THE DEATH OF

SAMUEL F. HAYEN, LL.D.

At a meeting of the Council of the American Antiquarian

Society on September 6, 1881, the President, Hon. Stephen

Salisbury, said :

Gentlemen : We are met in sorrow and thankfulness to

take notice of the death of our associate in the Council, and

Lil)rarian of the Society, Samuel Foster Haven, LL.D.,

which occurred at his home in Worcester, on September 5,

1881, when his age was 75 years, three months and eight

days. Within the three last years, in my official position,

it was my happiness to take some part in the action of our

Society in conferring distinguished honor on Dr. Haven on

two occasions. In April, 1879, the Society placed the

splendid portrait of Dr. Haven in the hall with expressions

of high respect, admiration and gratitude. In April, 1881,

Dr. Haven resioned the office of Librarian on account of

impaired strength and the infirmities of age. The resigna-

tion was accepted with a cordial and grateful recognition

of the qualities of mind and heart and the acquired power

that had been so Ijeneficial to the Society. The office of

Emeritus Librarian, Avith the opportunity of rendering such

service in the librar}^ as he might wish, and his contin-

uance as a member of the Council, were arrangements

agreeable to Dr. Haven, and desirable and hoj^eful for the

Society. But these hopes have been cut o^ and the sad

occasion has come to demand a fresh wreath, where the

flowers have been twice gathered. As it is proper to place

on our records an expression of our united sentiments, I can

only offer the following vote :

Voted, That we sorrow, with a submissive sjjirit. that an

excellent service to this Society and to the world has been

terminated, and that Dr. Haven could not remain to sustain
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us in our duties here by his wisdom and his example. We
rejoice that he accomphshed so much for the growth and
usefulness of this Society and for historical learnino-, and
that when his Ijodilv frame was too much worn for continued

success, he was removed without pain through "the gate of

life," as we believe, to other and better opportunities of

activity and improvement. It is a wise and kind providence

that one generation passeth away and another generation

cometh.

Voted. That Dr. Haven, after a faithful coUeeiate and
legal education, in 1838 entered on his duty here as a libra-

rian, which was then a field without metes and bounds. He
made his own sphere. Under his intelligence and his grow-
ing experience the library became alive. The books were
social to each other, and attractive and instructive to those

who could profit by them. The interesting and valuable

writings contributed tor the Proceedings, which have excited

the activity of meml)ers, and have given character, influence

and usefuhiess to the Society, were, in a good degree, the

fruit of his persuasive example.

Voted, That we regard Dr. Haven as a model historian,

in the clearness of his statements and the gracefulness of his

narratives. His sensitive spirit and his active imagination

never controlled his pen. He enjoyed a flight of fancy, but

he was o1)edient to truth.

Voted, That our personal relations to Dr. Haven in our

official duties are fitted to excite tender memories of past

friendship, and anxious consideration of our privation in the

future. In 1838, wdien this Society received as members
our vice-president, George Bancroft, LL.D., Samuel F.

Haven, LL.D., and Robert C. Winthrop, LL.D., a great

accession of honor and strength and responsi1)iIity was gained

by the Society. In 1855 Dr. Haven became a member of

the Council, and introduced an earnestness and enthusiasm

of work which his associates could not resist, and we deeply

regret that we can lean on this arm of strength no more.
Voted, That the Council will attend the funeral of Dr.

Haven, and we invite members of our Society to join us in

this expression of aftectionate regard and honor.

Votedj, That a copy of these Azotes in relation to our
lamented associate shall be presented to Mrs. Haven, with
the offer of our heartfelt sympathy.

Hon. Isaac Davis moved the adoption of the resolutions.
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Colonel John D. Washburn said :

Mr. President : If it is becoming for one of the younger

members of the Council to add anything to what you have

so well said in the resolutions before us, I will, in seconding

the motion for their adoption, say a single word.

Dr. PLiven's position in our community was absolutely

unique. In the midst of all its bustling activities, he de-

voted his entire life to scliolarship alone. His career among

us was a pure ideal. "Aloof from the sordid occurrences

of life and unsullied by its intercourse," he gave all the

enero-ies of a broad and far-reaching mind to lilieral studies.

In these he found a joy \vhich never for a moment failed,

and in his eminence in them, we, who were privileged to

enjoy his friendship and intimate companionship, found a

growing and constant pride.

Most of his local associates to whom these studies are

dear, are j^et implicated to some extent at least in schemes

for our own or our city's material growth and prosperity.

It was his high privilege, in the exemptions and opportuni-

ties he enjoyed, to advance the reputation of the scholarship

of our community, bearing its standard so far aloft that it

was seen and recognized and respected among the lovers of

historic learning throughout the world. A lofty aim ! A
grand attainment ! Well may they challenge, in this solemn

hour, the tribute of our grateful and aliectionate admira-

tion.

Amid all this accomi)lishment, he bore himself with a

modesty and personal reserve which made him always a

stranger to the multitude. Comparatively few of the jost-

ling crowd that throng our streets knew him even by sight,

as he walked among them. His voice, so persuasive and

fascinating to the scholar's ear, Avas never heard from the

pul>lic platform. . Beyond that of member of the school com-

mittee, I do not know that he ever held a public ofhce.

Among the banks, the factories, the countless industries

which have made this conununity perhaps the best and most
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prosperous in the world, his name was seldom spoken, neigh-

bor and well-wisher though he was to all. Yet, with all this

modesty, in the self-respecting dignity of high scholarly

attainments, he walked always on the higher planes, and

Learning's self bowed with uncovered head as he passed

alonof.

And so, through the whole of a long, laborious life, he

was accumulating stores which he could carry beyond its

narrow bound. So far as I know, he gave literally no time

to gathering together what must be left behind when the real

life begins. Fitting himself always for the future compan-

ionship of the great and wise, the perfect flower of human
time, he accepted the scanty compensations of the office he

adorned as the ministers to passing physical necessity, and

piled all his wealth beyond. Reverently, as befits the

scholar ; industriously, as laying the foundation of a

structure which was to stand forever
;

patiently, as the

heavy hand of infirmit}^ was laid upon him in his later days
;

hopefully, as looking for a future of higher life and ampler

opportunity, he moved through time and entered the portals

of eternity.

Not too sadly should we mourn for him . Nay, rather in the

midst of sorrow, is it permitted us to rejoice in these abid-

ing consolations : that he has at last laid down the burden

which oppressed, that already, as we believe, he has entered

on greater offices, that his pure spirit needed no day of

purgation from the dross of a sordid life, but that on his

very entrance,

"The great Intelligences fair

That range above our mortal state,

In circles round the blessed gate,

Received and gave him welcome there

;

And led him through the blissful climes,

And showed him in the fountain fresh,

All knowledge that the sous of flesh

vSliall gather in the cycled times."

The resolutions were then unanimously adopted.
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ORIGIN OF THE NAMES OF THE STATES OF THE

UNION.

By Hamilton B. Staples.

I HAVE the honor to lay before the Society a series of

notes, the result of a limited research, upon the origin of

the names of the States of the Union. I was led to suppose

the subject might prove interesting from the circumstance

that, some time ago, it had attracted the attention of the

Society as a fit subject of investigation, but for some reason

no definite inquiry has been prosecuted. I regret that in

respect to the origin of the names of several States, my

paper will siraplj^ present' an array of conflicting authorities.

I have to acknowledge my indebtedness to the acting-

librarian of the Society, and to Mr. Green, the accomplished

librarian of the Free Public Library of Worcester, for the

means to prosecute these inquiries.

In considering the subject, it will be convenient to divide

the States into groups, starting wdth the original thirteen

States, as the first group, and in respect to this group, to

refer to the States in the order of the coast line from North

to South.

The origin of the name of New Hampshire is very simple.

The original territory conveyed by patent of the Plymouth

Company to John Mason in 1629, Avas named by him after

Hampshire County in England.

The life of Massachusetts, as an autonomic State, begins

with the charter of 1691, which merged into one province

the Plymouth and the Massachusetts Bay jurisdictions and

also the Province of ISIaine. The present name of the State

is derived from the Bay of that name. In fact, the word

"Bay" was a part of the name of the younger colony which
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alone had received a charter from the Crown, and was

retained in the name of the new province, and afterwards in

the name of the State, till the Constitution of 1780 w^ent

into operation. The Massachusetts Bay received its name

from the Massachusetts Indians who peopled its shores at

the time of John Smith's visit in 1614. The word Massa-

chusetts is an Anglicized plural of Massachusett, meaping

" at or near the ereat hills," "at or near the ijreat hill

country," from massa " great," wadchu (in composition)

adchu—plural w^adchuash "mountains" or "hills," and

the suffix et " at or near." This analysis of the name is

that given by Dr. Trumbull in his learned treatise on

Indian names.

The origin of the name of Rhode Island is quite obscure.

A writer in the Providence Journal, over twenty years ago,

in regard to the Aquetneck Island afterwards Rhode Island,

from which the State derived its name, says

—

'
' How and for what reason it received the name Rhode

Island is a disputed and obscure question. Some ancient

authors write the name Island of Rhodes. * * * Some
have l)elieved that the name was to be derived from the

Dutch Roode Eylandt, which signifies Red Island, and which

the first Dutch explorers of the Bay sometimes gave to the

Island. * * * Others have wa-itten the name Rod
Island. Perhaps it could also be Road Island (the Island of

the Roadstead or harbor island), because the real and au-

thentic origin and beginning of the name a})pears to be so

uncertain. I also find that in the early history of the State,

persons of the family name Rhodes are also mentioned.

Could not one jVlr. Rhodes have been amon£f the first Eng-

lish settlers?" Mr. Schoolcraft in his history of the In-

dian Tribes, adopts the Dutch origin of the name. Mr.

Arnold in a note to his valuable History of Rhode Island

says, " The derivation of this name has given rise to much
discussion ; by what strange fancy this Island was ever sup-

posed to resemble that of Rhodes on the coast of Asia
49
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Minor, is difficult to imagine, and it is equally strange that

the tradition that it was named from such resemblance

should be transmitted or be believed unless indeed because

it is easier to adopt a geographical absurdity than to investi-

gate an historical point." Mr. Arnold then goes on to say

that the celebrated Dutch navigator, Adrian Block, who

gave his name to Block Island, sailed into Narragansett Bay
" where he commemorated the fiery aspect of the place,

caused by the red clay in some portion of its shores, by

giving it the name of lioode P>landt, the Red Island, and

by easy transposition, Rhode Island." In support of the

theory that the State vms named after the island in the

Mediterranean Sea, we have the authority of Peterson's His-

tory of Rhode Island. We have also the conmianding

authority of the public act by which the name was given.

From Vol. I., p. 127, of the Rhode Island Colonial Records

we make this extract : "At the Generall Court of Election

held at Nuport 13. Jan. 1644. It is ordered l)y this Court

that the ysland commonly called Aquethneck shall be from

henceforth called the Isle of Rhodes or Rhode Island." The

form of this vote introducinof the Isle of Rhodes first is

opposed to all the theories of the origin of the name except

that which refers it to the island in the Mediterranean. It

is stated by Mr. Ilildreth that the name as given to the

island by the purchasers was the Isle of Rhodes and that it

was afterwards called Rhode Ishmd. When we consider

that Sir Henry Vane was instrumental in the [)urchase of

the island from the Indians, we are at no loss to account for

a name which displays an historical imagination.

The name Connecticut spelled Quin-neh-tukqut signifies

" hmd on a long tidal river." The name is so spelled in

Cotton's Vocabulary, and in the Cambridge Records it

appears asQuinctuckquot. This explanation rests upon the

:nith(n*ity of Dr. Truml)uil.

The territory of the imperial State of New York was

comprised in the royal grant to the Duke of York in 1664,
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of all the land '
' from the west side of the Connecticut river

to the east side of the Delaware Bay." In 1(564, the Duke

fitted out an expedition which took possession of New Am-
sterdam, and the place was thereafterwards called New
York, in honor of the Duke. The same name was applied

to the State. By a strange caprice of history the greatest

State in the Union bears the name of the last and the most

tyrannical of the Stuarts.

The State of New Jersey, granted by the Duke of York

to Sir George Carteret and Lord Berkeley in 1664,

received its name in the g-rant in commemoration of

the brave defence of the Isle of Jersey by Carteret then

its Governor, against the Parliamentary forces in the great

Civil War.

Pennsylvania owes its name to its founder, William

Penn. The name given by Penn himself was Sylvania,

but Kins: Charles II. insisted that the name of Penn should

be prefixed. It is the only State in the Union named after

its founder.

The counties of Newcastle, Kent and Sussex " upon

Delaware," granted by the Duke of York to Penn in 1682,

were known as the territories of Pennsylvania. In 1701,

Penn granted them a certain autonomy. The State was

named after the bay of that name, and the bay after Lord

De-la-war who explored it. It has been claimed that the

bay and the river were named after the Delaware Indians,

who in 1600 dwelt upon their shores. This claim is un-

founded. The Delaware name for the river was Lenapeh-

ittuk, meaning Lenape river.

Maryland was settled under a charter granted in 1632

by King Charles I. to Lord Baltimore. The State was

named after Queen Henrietta Maria. In the charter the

country is called "Terra Marim; Anglice, Maryland."

The first step in the colonization of America by England

was the charter granted in 1584 by Queen Elizabeth to

Sir Walter lialeigh. Under this charter Raleigh took
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possession of the country west of the Roanoke, and called

it Virginia in honor of the Virgin Queen. This is the only

State in the Union whose name appears in literature,

associated with the royal title. Spenser dedicated the Faerie

Queene to " Elizal)eth, ]>y the Grace of God, Queene of

England, France and Ireland and of Virginia." The near-

est approach to this in a public act is the order of the Eng-

lish Privy Council to the Virginia Colony after the Revolu-

tion of 1G88 to proclaim William and Mary as " Lord and

Lady of Virginia."

The name of West Virijinia, a new State formed within

the jurisdiction of Virginia, needs no se[)arate considera-

tion.

North Carolina and South Carolina may be considered

under one head. Allen in his History of Kentucky

ascribes the orimn of the name Carolina to the French

settlers of Port Royal, who named it after Charles the

Ninth of France, and this is the popular impression, Init

there is reason to question its accuracy. In the charter of

Carolina granted to the Lords Proprietors by Charles II.

in 1063, the name of Carolina is recognized. More than

thirty years before Charles I. had granted a tract of terri-

tory south of the Chesapeake to Sir Robert Heath, nam-

inof it Carolana after himself. This ijrant became forfeited

by non-user. The name, however, so given to the territory

was doubtless revived in the new charter of 16(53. It would

not be a pleasant reflection that two States of the Union

derived their names from the king who commanded the

massacre of St. Bartholomew.

The name of Georgia, after King (Jeorge II., Avas by

the terms of the charter conferred ujion the territory grant-

ed to the company organized by Oglethorpe in 1732.

AVe now come to a group of States which at the time of

the Revolution were outlying districts, belonging to certain

States. These districts were Maine, l)elonging to Massa-

chusetts ; Vermont, claimed both by New York and by New
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Hampshire; Kentucky, belonging to Virginia, and Ten-

nessee, belomjino; to North Carolina.

The origin of the names of these States will now be con-

sidered. Maine owes its name to its being supposed to l)e

the main or chief portion of the New England territory. The

origin of the name is disclosed in an extract from the grant

of Charles I. to Sir Fernando Gorges, in KJSU, contirm-

atory of a patent given by the Pl}mouth Company in l(i22,

which grant the grandson of Gorges, through John Usher,

assigned to the Massachusetts Bay Colony " all that Parte,

Purparte and Porcon of the JVIayne Lande of New England

aforesaid, beginning att the entrance of Pascatway Harbor"

(then follows the description), " all which said Part, Pur-

part or Porcon of the Mayne Lande and all and every the

premises hereinbefore named wee doe for us, our heires and

successors create and incorporate into one Province or

Countie. And we doe name, ordeyne, and appoynt that

the Porcon of the Mayne Lande and Premises aforesaide

shall forever hereafter bee called and named The Province

or Countie of Mayne."

The territorv of Vermont was so named from the French

words verd mont, "Green Mountain," the "d" l)eing

dropped in composition. The legal history of the name is a

curious one. At a convention of the people held at West-

minster January 15, 1777, it was declared that the district

was a State "to be forever hereafter called, known and dis-

tinguished by the name of New Connecticut alias Vermont."

The convention met by adjournment July 2d, 17 < 7, and

having, in the meantime, ascertained that the name of New
Connecticut had been already applied to a district on the

banks of the Susquehanna it was declared that instead of

New Connecticut, the State should " ever be known by the

name of Vermont." Hall in his "Early History of Ver-

mont," appendix No. 9, claims that the words " alias Ver-

mont" did not belong in the name as adopted in January

and that they must have been inconsiderately added to the
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journal, or an early copy of it, by way of explanation after

the name Vermont had been adopted in lieu of New Con-

necticut and afterwards in transcribing, erroneously taken as

a part of the original." Mr. Hall gives various reasons in

support of this claim. One is the improbability, not to say

the absurdity, that the convention should have given two

names to the State. But is there not a strong presumption

in favor of the correctness of public records, and against the

nnitilation of the journal. Another reason adduced by Mr.

Hall, is, that in the remainder of the journal the new State

is twice called New Connecticut alone. This reason seems

to possess very little force. Another reason given is that

Ira Allen, a member of the January convention, in his

history inserts what purports to be the first named declara-

tion with the name of New Connecticut only. This might

well be in a history written after the name Vermont Avas re-

solved on and giving only the substance of the Hrst name.

In opposition to Mr. Hall's theory the words are found in

Slade's State Papers, page 70, in A\'illiams's History of

Vermont, and in a manuscript copy of the journal of the

convention, the original being lost, in the possession of

James II. Phelps. Further, all accounts concur that the

name of Vermont was given to the State by Dr. Tliomas

Young, and we find a letter of his dated 11 April, 1777,

addressed to *' the inhabitants of Vermont, a free and inde-

pendent State," which implies that at that date the State

had already received its name of Vermont, although under

an alias.

In respect to the name of Kentucky there is ample room

for controversy. Allen in his History of Kentucky says it

was named " from its principal river which is an Indian

name for 'dark and l)loody ground.'" Moulton in his

History of New York says " Kentuckee signifies 'river of

l)lood.'" Jn Hayward's History of Tennessee, General

Clark is the authority for the assertion that in the Indian

huK'-uaire, Kcntuke signifies " River of blood." Ramsey in
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his History of Tennessee alludes to the name of Kentucky

as signifyinu: " the dark and l)l()ody land." In Johnson's

Cyclopjedia the name is given as signifying "the dark and

l)loody ground." In ()j)i)()siti()n to all this it appears from

Johnson's " Account of the present state of the Indian tribes

of Ohio "—Transactions American Anti(juarian Society, vol.

I., jKige 271—that Kentucky is a Shawanoese or Shawnoese

Avord signifying "at the head of a river," that the Ken-

tucky riv(!r was in former times often used by the Shawanoese

in their migrations north and south, and hence the whole

country took its name. This theory of the name is quoted

apjjrovingly in (Jallatin's Synopsis of Indian tribes.

—

Transactions American Anti(|uarian Society, vol. II. Mr.

Iligginson in his Young Folks' History says, the name first

ajiplied to the river means " the Long River." It lessens

the weight of the authorities first cited that some of them

connect the evil siij-nification of the w'ord with land, and

some with water. It is also higldy improbable that a name

clothed Avitli associations of terror should be adopted as the

civic designation of a people. On the whole it may be

safely asserted Ihat the weight of the evidence is in favor of

the more peaceful origin of the name.

Teimessee formed a part of the grant of the Caro-

linas. Its name is derived from its principal river

though formerly- the name Tennessee did not apply

to the main river, but to one of the small southerly

branches thereof. There is authority for saying that

the name of the river was derived from the village

of Tanasse, the chief village of the Cherokee tribe, and sit-

uated on its bank. Hayward, in his "Natural and Abo-

riginal History of Tennessee," attempts to trace the origin

of the name Tanasse as an Indian river name to the ancient

river Tiinais, and on this discovery, as well as on other

similar resemblances, he founds the argument that the

ancient Cherokees migrated from the w^estern part of Asia.

Mr. Allen claims that the name is derived from an Indian
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name signifying " a curved spoon," and there is authority

for still another derivation from an Indian word signifying

" a bend m the river," in allusion to the course of the

river. I am not aware that in either case the Indian word

has been given, nor is it believed that any such word exists.

There is a third group of States, comprising Ohio, Indi-

ana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin, wholly formed from

the territory of Xew France, ceded by France to England

in 17(53, relinquished by England to the United States by

the treaty of 1 783 and finally ceded by Virginia, which had

acquired it by right of conquest in the Revolution, to the

United States in 1783. The origin of the names of these

States will now be considered.

Ohio is named after the beautiful river, its southern

boundary. From Johnson's Account of the Indian Tribes,

the word Ohio as applied to the river in the Wyandot
lanijuage is 0-he-zuh, sisfnifvino- " somethinof sfreat." The

name was called by the Senecas, dwelling on the shores of

Lake Erie, the Oheo. ]\lr. Schoolcraft observes that the

termination io in Ohio implies admiration. On the old

French maps the name is sometimes " the Ochio," and

sometimes " the Oyo."

Indiana derives its name from one of the old ante-Revo-

lutionary land companies which had claims in that region.

The State of Illinois is named from its principal river, the

Illinois. The river is named from the confederacy of In-

dian tribes called the Illinois Confederacy which had its

seat in the central part of the State. Gallatin gives the

definition of the word Illinois, " real men," " superior

men," from the Delaware word, Leno, Leni, Illin, Illini, as

it is variously written. The termination ois is that by which

the French softened the local inHexion when they adopted

an Indian word.

Lanraan in his " Red Book of Michigan," derives the

name of that State from the Indian word Michsaugyegan,

signifying Lake Country. Johnson's Cycloi)iedia derives
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the name from the Indian words Mitchi, Saugyegan, mean-

ing Lake Country. I regard this as a questionable deriva-

tion. There are good reasons for supposing that the State

derived its name from Lake Michio-an, and not from its beins:

nearly enclosed by lakes. If the word Michigan signifies

Lake Country, why should it have been applied to the Lake

at all ? In support of the theory that the name Michigan

was descriptive, signifying " great lake," and was first given

to the lake, I call attention to the fact that on the earliest

maps the lake bears the name, while the peninsula, both

upper and lower, has no name whatever.

Besides, the name as applied to the lake, has a simple

Indian derivation. The Algonquin races, at the head of

which was the Chippewa tribe, dwelt on the northwestern

shores of the lake. In the old Algonquin language the

syllalile "gan" meant lake. In the Chippewa language,

"mitcha" meant "great." In this connection let me quote a

passage from an article in the North American Review, Vol.

XXII. , on Indian Language. " This word Meesee or Mee-

chee (which has been before explained to mean great), for

it is differently pronounced in different places, is found in

Michigan, jNIissouri, and in many other names."

Wisconsin was named after its principal river. Until

quite a recent period the river was called the Ouisconsin,

which is said to mean "westward flowinsf." Ouis is evi-

dently shortened from the French " ouest." Mr. School-

craft says, that " locality was given in the Algonquin by
' ing,' meaning at, in, or by,— as Wiscons-ing." The name
is pro1)ably of mixed origin.

There is a group of States formed entirely out of the

territory ceded by France to the United States in 1803.

These are Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri and Iowa.

The name of Louisiana, now confined to a State of the

Union, was originally given to the entire French possessions

on the west bank of the Mississippi, by La Salle, in 1082,

in honor of Louis XIV.
50
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The State of Arkansas takes its name from its princii)al

river ; the river from the tribe of Indians formerly living

near its mouth. Till quite a recent period the river was

called the Akansas, and the tribe the Akansas tribe.

Mr. Schoolcraft says that l)oth the names Arkansas and

Missouri embrace aboriginal roots, but we hear the sounds

as modified by French orthoepy and enunciation. The same

author farther relates that there is a species of acacia found

in Arkansas, from which the Indians, on the arrival of the

French, made for themselves bows. It is light yellow,

solid and flexible. " This is thought to have led to the

appellation of Arc or Bow Indians." As they belonged to the

Kansa race, and had lately separated from them, that term

would naturally be adopted by the French as the generic

name.

In the Contributors' Club of the Atlantic INIonthly,

May, 1881, in reference to the name Arkansas, occurs this

curious passage, "Does not the name come from the arc-

en-sang of the early French traders, its likeness to Kansas

being accidental ? Whether the bloody l)ow Avas a special

weapon like the medicine bow that gave its name to a creek,

mountain range, and railway station, in Wyoming, or the

bloody bows were a band like the Sans Arcs, cannot now be

determined."

The State of Missouri was named from the river of that

name, and the river itself from the Missouris, a tribe once

living near its mouth, and afterwards driven into the interior.

There is another theory in respect to the name of the river

that it is descriptive. Col. Higginson in his Young Folks'

History, says, Missouri means " muddy water." The Da-

cotahs called the Missouri Minneshoshay, " nuiddy water,"

a word which might easily become Missouri. In an article

on Indian Migrations, by Lewis H. Morgan, in the North

American Review, vol. CX., it is stated as a matter of

tradition that the Kansas Indians were formerly established

on the banks of the Mississippi, above the Missouri, and
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that they called the Missouri Ne-sho-ja " the muddy river,"

a name iu which the present name can be traced.

The State of Iowa is named from the river of that name,

and the river from the loway Indians, who after many mi-

o-rations settled on its banks. In the same article in the

Athuitic Monthly to which I have already alluded, it is in-

timated that the name loway is contracted from Ah-hee-oo-

ba, meaning '* sleepers," which perhaps explains why the

Sioux nearly extirpated them.

The State of Texas formerly Spanish territory, then

Mexican, and later an independent State is the only State

acquired by annexation. There is a conflict of opinion as

to the origin of its name. Johnson's Cyclopoedia, article

Texas, states that " it is now proved conclusively to be of

Indian derivation, the generic title of numerous tribes

known to La Salle on his visit in 1(385." On Scale's map,

1750, the centre of the territory is occupied by Indians

called the Tecas which may be the generic title referred to.

But Mr. Bryant in his History of the United States, vol. II.,

page 518, note, says " It is supposed that the name Texas

is from the Spanish Tejas in allusion to the covered houses"

found by La Salle on his visit in 1()85. In Morphis' His-

tory of Texas, the name is given as of doul)tful origin. He

states in substance that some refer the name to the capital

villao-e of the Nassonite tribe, others refer it to the Spanish

word " tejer " to weave, in reference to placing the grass

over the cottages, others from " tejas " meaning "cobwebs,"

the account l)ein"- that the Spaniards encamped in an ex-

pedition into the country, and one morning the commander

seeing many spider webs between himself and the rising sun

exclaimed " Mira las tejas !" and named the land Texas. It

will be observed that this author in respect to one explana-

tion of the name, lends support to Mr. Bryant's supposition.

The cobweb theory may well be dismissed as legendary.

There are two States of the Union formed of territory

ceded to the United States by Spain in 1819. By this
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treaty the United States ceded to Spain the part of what

is now Kansas, lying south of the Arkansas river and

west of the one hundredth degree of w^est longitude, also

the part of what is now Colorado, lying south of

the same river and west of a line drawn from its

source due north to the forty-second degree of

north latitude, also the territory lying south of the

said parallel of latitude as extended from the end of

the said north line west to the Pacific Ocean, and the

United States acquired Florida and all the Spanish terri-

tory north and east of the above described lines. Thus

the United States acquired the Spanish title to Oregon

founded on its discovery by that power about thirty-five

years before Sir Francis Drake sailed up the Pacific Coast.

The orisrin of the name of Florida is a matter of gen-

eral agreement among historians. The story of Ponce

de Leon sailing to the West in 1512 in search of the

fountain of youth, seeing land on Pascua Florida or

"Flowery Easter" and on account of its profusion of

flowers naming it Florida is familiar to all.

The name of Oregon was at first applied to the Columl)ia

river, then to the territory and lastly to the State. The

origin of the name is conjectural. The earliest printed

mention of it is in Carver's travels in 1763. Carver ex-

plored the sources of the Mississippi river, and states

that by his residence among the Indians, especially the

Sioux, he obtained a general knowledge of the situation

of the river Oregon or "the river of the West that falls

into the Pacific Ocean at the Straits of Anian." By that

which he calls the Oregon the sources of which he [)laced

not far from the head waters of the jMissouri, he may

have referred to some one of the sources of the Missouri

or to one of the two rivers which, rising in the Rocky

Mountains, formed the principal eastern tributaries of the

Oregon. Carver was misled as to the locality of the river

of the West and the supposed sources of it he may have
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(confounded with the sources of the Missouri or of one of the

tributaries in question. But this much the publication of

his travels accompHshed, the establishment of a 1)elief in the

existence of a great river emptying into the Pacific Ocean.

He designated by the name Oregon a great river flowing

into the Pacific and when in after times such a river was

discovered the name was ready at hand.

To illustrate the obscurity of our knowledge on this point

we quote a passage from an article in the North American

Eeview, vol. XLVIII., on "Nautical discovery in the

Northwest." The writer says :

" We wish that jNlr. Worcester, or Mr. Bradford or

some scholar- in the Western States, distinguished like

those gentlemen for geographical science, would ex})lain

the origin of this word Oregon, which so far as we know
is not satisfactorily settled. Mr. Darby in his Gazetteer

traces the name to the Spanish ()iegan for the ' sweet

marjoram' grooving on the banks of the river. But to

this is a serious objection that the name Oregon does not

seem so far as we rememljer to have been in use among
the Spaniards. And as there are and have been no

settlers of that nation upon the river, how should their

word for wild marjoram come to designate the river?

Humboldt speaks of ' le mot indien Orcgan.' Of what

Indian is it the word? Not of those living on the

Columbia. Humboldt also talks of the Oregan de JVlac-

Kcnzie, but MacKenzie did not introduce the word. We
find it in Carver's travels, 1763, and that is the oldest

authority for it which has met our eye."

Perhaps it is vain in the languages of the Indians of the

Upper Mississippi to search for the source of this name.

Like other Indian names, it is doubtless descriptive of a

river of which those Indians had received distant and per-

haps fabulous accounts.

There are two States of the Union, California and Nevada,

formed wholly of territory originally Spanish and acquired

from Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The name

of California appears to have been taken from a Spanish
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romance, Las Sergus de Esplandian, in which is described

" the ofrcat island of California where a great abundance

of ofold and precious stones is found." This worthless

romance was pul)lished in 1510, and generally read.

Probably the name of California engaged the fancy of some

of the officers of Cortes, and was given by them to the

country discovered by him in 1535. It is strange that the

name accidentally given should have proved so exactly

descriptive. The origin of the name is the subject of a very

attractive paper by Rev. Dr. Hale in vol. IV., Transactions

of this Society.

The State of Nevada takes its name from the Sierra Ne-

vada Mountains, which line its western frontier, the moun-

tains in their turn being named from the Sierra Nevadas of

Granada which they are said to resemble in the serrated

line of their summits.

There remains a group of States of a composite origin.

]Minnesota, formed in part from the northwest territory,

ceded by Virginia, and in part from the Louisiana cession ;

Nel)raska, acquired in part by the French cession of 1803,

and in part by the Spanish treaty of 1819, confirmed by

the :\Iexican treaty of 1848 ; Kansas, ceded in part by

France, in part by Spain and in part by Texas ; Colorado,

ceded in part by Spain, in part by ^Mexico and in part by

Texas ; Alabama, ceded to the United States by South Caro-

lina, by Georgia and by Spain, and Mississippi, ceded to

the United States by Georgia except a small southern por-

tion successively occupied by France, Spain and Great

Britain and at last taken possession of by the United States.

The orioin of the names of these States claims a, brief

notice.

Minnesota is named from the Minnesota or St. Peter's ri\er,

the principal tributary to the Mississii)pi within its limits.

The Indian word is Mini-sotah, signyifying "slightly turbid

water," or as the Minnesota historian more fancifully puts it,

" sky-tinted water."
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Nebraska is named from the Nebraska river. A writer in

the North American Review, vol. LXXXVII., on "the

Missouri Valley " says the word is Indian and is compound-

ed of nee, " river," and braska, "shallow." Morgan in his

article on Indian Migrations, North American Review, vol.

CIX., savs " the name of the Platte river in the Kaw dialect

is Ne-blas-ka, signifying ' over-spreading flats with shal-

low water.'" Dr. Hale says the name undoubtedly refers

to the flatness of the country.

The State of Kansas is named from its principal river.

The latter is named from the tribe of Indians, called the

Konzas, who lived upon its shores. Mr. kSchoolcraft uses

the name Kasas to desionate the tril)e. De Soto marched

southerly from the northern limit of his expedition in search

of a rich province, called Cayas. This points to the original

name of the tribe, the Kaws. The present name has there-

fore an Indian root varied by French orthoe[)y.

Colorado is named after the great Rio Colorado which

rises in the Rocky Mountains and falls into the Gulf of

California. The name signifies in Spanish "ruddy,"

" l)lood red," in a secondary sense " colored," in allusion

to the color of its waters. The river is not within the

limits of the State, and only belongs to it by some of its

tributaries.

The State of Mississippi is named after the great river.

Mr. Atwater, a member of this Society, gives the Indian

name of the river Meesyseepee, " the great water." That

the Indian word signifies the " father of waters" is clearly

erroneous. According to Mr. Gallatin's synopsis of Indian

tri])es, "Missi" never means "father," but "all"

—

"whole." The word " sipi " means in the Chii)pewa

" river." Thus the words united mean " the whole river,"

because many streams unite to form it.

In considering the name of Alal)ama we go back to the

expedition of De Soto in 1541. His last battle was at

Alibamo on the Yazoo river. This was the famous fortress
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of the brave tribe sometimes called the Alil)amons, and

sometimes the Alabamas. Le Clerc who resided in the

Creek nation twenty years and wrote a history published in

Paris in 1802, says that the Alal)amos came to the Yazoo

from the north part of Mexico, and that after the battle with

De Soto they removed to the river which now bears their

name, that they are the same people as the Alil)amos who

fought De Soto. Pickett in his History of Alabama states

that "from these people, the river, and state took their

names." Allen's History of Kentucky says Alabama is

an Indian name signifying "here we rest." Mr. School-

craft says cautiously that the name has been interpreted

"here we rest." We have not been able to discover

anything very restful in the history of the Alabamos,

wdiich is one of migrations. Mr. Meeks, a good author-

ity in that State, thinks that the word Alaba is only the

name Hinal)a the Ullil)ahallee of De Soto, a theory at

variance with that of Le Clerc and referring the origin

of the name to a different tribe.

In Mr. Pinkerton's Geography in 1804 occurs this

striking passage : "The great country of Louisiana, now

ceded to the United States, will doubtless at no very

distant period, be divided into several distinct States, and

ino- names to these the Americans will have anin giv

opportunity of manifesting their veneration for, and their

o-ratitude to, some of the illustrious men wdio first dis-

covered the countries of the new world, or have con-

tributed to its freedom and happiness." It is not pleasant

to reflect that so far this opportunity has been lost and

this hope disappointed. There is no State of the Union

which bears the name of Cabot, or of Coronado, or of

De Soto, or of La Salle. And there is Father Marquette

whose form rises before us, dazzling and immortal as we

open the pages of our early history. We recall the poetic

rendering of his last words, which sum up his glorious life,
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as he expires in a lonely hovel on the shores of Lake
Michigan

:

" As God sliall will, what matters where
A true man's cross shall stand

So heaven be o'er it, here as there

In pleasant Norman laud.

'Urbs Siou mystica' I see

Its mansions passing fair

Condita coelo, let me be

Dear Lord a dweller there."

Was there no State to feel itself honored, to be called

after his name ? But the wrong may yet be righted. In the

naming of the new States which yet remain to be formed

from our Western domain, the last opportunity will be

given to do justice to these great discoverers, and it would
be a gi-aceful and appropriate office of this Society, as cases

arise, to exert its influence by correspondence with the

local authorities, and by memorial to Congress in flivor of

rendering to them even at this late day tliis exalted tribute.

51
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HUMERUS, FOUND AT CONCORD, MASS.

Letter from Edward S. Hoar, of Concoed, Mass.

About three years ago, the Lowell Raih'oad cutting

through Lee's hill, between the Sudbury and Assaliet rivers

in Concord, Mass., uncovered two skulls and other bones,

which were carried away by several people. A few days

after a young lady observed projecting from the side of the

cuttins: about two feet below the surface of the o'round the

bone herewith submitted. I can find no monument, record

or tradition, either in Shattuck's History of Concord or else-

where of any interment near that spot since the settlement

of the town. But it is well established that there was the

headquarters of Squaw Sachem and Tahattawan, the chief-

tains who ceded Concord to the whites. This humerus is

remarkalile for two reasons :

First, it is perforated just above the elbow. Professor

Edward S. Morse in the June '81 North American says,

"the per centage of perforated humeri in the white race

is very low. Of fifty-two humeri examined by Wyman,
only two were perforated. In the present Indian and

Negro this peculiarity occurs more frequently, and in the

prehistoric races of America it is very common. AVyman
found in a Florida mound thirty-one per cent, perforated,

while Gillman estimates the percentage of perforated

humeri in a Michigan mound, as at least fifty per cent. He
has also pointed out the interesting fact that these low

humeri are associated with excessively flattened tibiie."

Secondly, this humerus is broken in two in the middle,

and the upper or shoulder end is missing. Now, Prof.

Gillman it is, I think, avIio reports to tlie Smithsonian or

th(i Boston Natural History Society, or both, that all the
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humeri of the mound-builders in Michigan are broken in

the same way, and the upper end gone. So there seems to

be a connecting Ijond of usage between those prehistoric

and mysterious people, the mound-builders, and our Eastern

Indians. This is a slender bone and may have belonged to

Squaw Sachem herself or one of her five daughters, or may

belong to a period before the arrival of the whites.
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PRESIDENT GARFIELD'S NEW ENGLAND ANCESTRY.

By Hon. Geouge F. Hoak.

This Society has never given much prominence to gene-

alogies, akhough its collections contain and j)reserve so

. much family history. Indeed, our late accomplished

librarian, while aiding with his unfailing courtesy persons

seeking information on such subjects, met them, when they

talked of their own pedigree, with a certain dry cynicism

which must have often inclined them to say of him as

Hector says of his uncle the Antiquary :

" Very hard this, that he will speak with such glee of

every thing that is ancient, except my family."

But our proceedings seem to be the most proper place

for putting on record a brief history of the ancestors of the

President who bore his name, six generations of whom lived

in Middlesex and Worcester counties from 1630 until after

the close of the Revolutionary "War. It is a simple and

noble story.

The President took a very deep interest in his relation-

ship to Massachusetts. His father died when he was an

infant, and his grandfather when his father was an infant.

He had understood from family tradition that his great-

grandfather, Solomon Gartield, married Sarah Stimson and

emigrated from Middlesex County to New York. There

his information ended, until early in 1876, while spending a

Sunday in Massachusetts, he found in Bond's History the

descent of Solomon Gartield from Edward, one of the early

settlers of Watertown. In the summer of 1880 the graves

of his ancestors were discovered in the hill burying-ground

at Lincoln, and the house built and occupied by them identi-

fied. The President was much pleased with the discovery,
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and several times, during the spring, expressed, quite

eagerly, his desire to visit the scenes of his family history.

AVhen Mrs. Garfield's illness compelled him to abandon a

great portion of his scheme for visits in Connecticut and

Massachusetts, he still maintained his purpose of making a

pilgrimage to Williams College, and to the old homes of the

Gartields. As is well known, he had set out upon this

journey, his first recreation from thirteen weeks of her-

culean labor and care, when he was struck down. It seems

to me a pious duty to preserve these facts, many of which

were gathered for the sake of rendering his visit to Middle-

sex and Worcester agreeable to him.

If Bond is correct there were two Edward Garfields,

father and son, who both died on the same day, June 14, 1672,

the father at the age of 97. They probably came over with

Winthrop and were among the first settlers of Watertown

in 1(330. Edward Garfield, Jr., was admitted freeman

May IGth, in35, and was selectman in 1638, 1655 and 1662.

His will and inventory are in the INliddlesex records. He

was one of the earliest proprietors, a grantee of eight lots

and purchaser of four lots before 1 644. He had thirty acres

set to him in the division dated July 25th, 1636. About

1650 he purchased of the heirs of Rev. Mr. Phillips a lot of

forty acres, since well known as the Governor Gore place

or Copley Greene place. His residence was a six-acre lot

about half a mile northeasterly of the above, lying on both

sides of what is now the line between Waltham and Water-

town, and adjoining the land of John Prescott, afterward

the settler of Lancaster. His wife, Rebecca, the mother

of all his children, died April 16th, 1661, JBt. 55, and he

married, 2d, Johanna, Avidow of Thomas Buckmaster, or

Buckminster.

Joseph Garfield, son of Edward, was born September

11th, 1637, married Sarah Gale April 3d, 1663, was ad-

mitted freeman April 18, 1690, and died August 14, 1691.

His name is siirned with those of Lieutenant Bonhani and
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eiohteen other soldiers to a certificate on the INIiddlesex Court

records dated April 15, 1690: " Being listed in the ser-

vice of the country against the French, and ordered down

to Charlestown and being denied quarters elsewhere the

widow Mary Peachee did entertain us." This evidence

of his right to his place in the line as one of a race of

soldiers, is the only memorial of the life of Joseph

Garfield.

Capt. Benjamin Garfield, the son of Edward, horn

1643, admitted freeman April 18th, 1690, died Novem-

ber 28th, 1717, was one of the most important men of

his time in Watertown. He was representative nine times,

selectman twenty years, toAvn clerk twelve years, and on

the committee to find out the boundary between AVater-

town and Newton, March 1st, 1704-5. In the earnest

and protracted controversy concerning the location of the

meeting-house, which arose in 1692, he was the leader

of the party inhabiting the middle precinct, now Wal-

tham. The town was then divided into three military

precincts, the second or middle precinct being sometimes

called "the precinct of Capt. Gai-field's company." Decem-

ber 27th, 1692, Mr. Wilham Bond and Lieut. Benjamin

Garfield were appointed by the town to apply to the Gover-

nor and Council to obtain a committee to detei-mine the

controversy.

Judge Sewall writes in his diary April 1, 1695 :

—

"Three of Watertown came to me and gave an account

of their town meeting ; which was on Wednesday last,

but could do nothing ; so adjourned to the 28th inst. and

then chose selectmen. Though the farmers voted with

the East End, yet the Middle out-voted them, and have

chosen selectmen to their mind, and Capt. Garfield town

clerk instead of Capt. Prout, who has endeavored much

to obstruct their proceedings about the new meeting

house. Parties were so combined on either side that

'twas a continued duel in each, one to one, and fourscore

and odd votes apiece."
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December 20, 1695, he was one of the committee to

treat with Rev. Henry Gibbs to preach in the new

meetinor-house. At a town meetins^ June 26th, 1696, the

dissensions still continuing, the town voted " there should

be a day of humiliation kept in Watertown and that Simon

Stone, Capt. Barsham, Isaac Miller and Benjamin Garfield

are desired and appointed to entreat the Rev. J\Ir. Samuel

Willard and Rev. Mr. Cotton Mather to carry on the work

of the day of humiliation." At a town meeting held Sep-

tember 21st, 1696, a committee of three persons on each

side was chosen "to debate those matters of difference that

did keep them from meeting in love and peace, as to the

worship of God." Capt. Garfield was one of the committee

on his side. The meeting adjourned for a week, at the

adjournment Benjamin Garfield the town clerk '
' did relate

to the town the proposals made by both parties."

Lieut. Thomas Garfield, born December 12, 1680, died

February 4, 1752. He was the third son of Capt. Benjamin.

He was established in his father's life-time in that part of

Watertown afterward Weston which, April 24, 1746, was

incorporated with parts of Concord and Lexington as the

second precinct of Concord, and April 19th, 1754, Ijecame

the town of Lincoln. Lieut. Thomas Garfield and his sons

Thomas Garfield, Jr., and John are named in the act of

incorporation of the second precinct of Concord and his

son John Garfield was one of the first town officers. He

undoubtedly built and occupied the house now standing in

Lincoln, about two miles south of the centre of the town,

which has been owned and occupied by his descendants

until within a few years. Benjamin in his will dated May

22d, 1717, devises to his son Thomas "the farnie land that

I purchased of Mr. Simon Tainter, by estimation one hun-

dred and twenty acres, and the said lands being now in his

possession." The deed of this land from Simon Tainter

to Benjamin Garfield is dated March 13th, 1702-3, and

describes " one tract or parcel of farm land, lying in Water-
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town above said, containing one hundred and twenty acres

bounded easterly with land granted to Simon Eire and land

granted to Richard Sautle, southerly with the squadron line

against the fifth division, westerly with the line between

Watei-town and Concord, and northerly with land granted

to Isaac Stearns." Thomas Garfield in his will dated Janu-

ary 27th, 1752, bequeaths to his son Thomas Garfield,

" all my lands and buildings in said Weston, and in Con-

cord adjoining thereto." This house is situated at the end

of a o^rass-oTown lane about forty rods from the hish road

leading from Lincoln to Waltham and about two miles

south from the centre of Lincoln. It is a secluded spot of

great beauty. The house, a square, unpainted, two-story

house with a great chimney in the middle, stands surround-

ed by old elms and apple trees, in a tract of fertile meadow,

TIIK l.l.\((il.X ill II >!..

with the Lincoln hill in the distance. This estate passed

from Lieutenant Thomas to his son Thomas Jr., from him

to his daughter Ivebecca, wife of David Fiske, thence to

her son Elijah Fiske, from him to his children who sold it

recently. It is now the property of Richard Barrett, Esq.,

of Concord, secretary of the Middlesex Mutual Fire Insur-

' This wood-cut and that of the house at Westminster, were engraved

by Kyes & Woodbury, of Worcester, Mass., from original Water Color

Paintings by Miss Susan Hale, of Boston. They were painted for

Senator Hoar, and by liim presented to Mrs. Garfield.
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ance Company. According to Bond, Lieutenant Thomas

Garfield married January 2, 1706-7, Mercy, daughter of

Joshua Bigelow of Watertown, aunt of the famous Colonel

Timothy Bigelow of Worcester, and great-aunt of Tyler

Bigelow, father of the Chief Justice. It is more probable

that Mercy was daughter of Samuel Bigelovr, brother of

Joshua. A daughter, Mercy Garfield, is named in Sam-

uel's will. The original homestead of the Bigelows was sep-

arated by but one six-acre lot from that of the Garfields.

Joshua Bigelow was wounded in King Philip's war and

received therefor a grant of land in Narragansett No. 2,

afterward Westminster, in the County of Worcester. He
is said by Mr. Hudson to have been the only soldier actually

in service in Philip's war who moved on to the granted lands

in Westminster, where he died February 21st, 1745, ajt. 90.

Thomas Garfield, Jr., born February, 1713, died in

Lincoln January 3d, 1774; married Rebecca Johnson of

Lunenburg ; son of Thomas Garfield, is next in the line of

the President's direct ancestry. He lived and died on the

Lincoln farm and attained the rank of lieutenant in the

Lincoln company. His youngest son Abram was in the

fii>lit at Concord Brido^e on the mornin"; of the 19th of

April, 1775. Al)ram, whose name has been transmitted in

the family to the President, died unmarried, at the age of

twenty-seven, on the 15th of the following August. He
was probably a soldier when he died. His name is

annexed to one of the depositions carried to England from

Salem by Captain Derby giving the American account of the

occurrences at Concord and pu])lished in the Rememhrancer

.

The graves of Thomas Garfield, Jr., and Kebecca his wife,

of their son Al)ram, of their dauiihter Mrs. Kebecca Fiske

and her husband Daniel Fiske, are together in a row in the

Hill burying-ground in Lincoln, marked by simple stones

of slate. The grave of John Garfield, brother of Thomas,

and his wife, are in the old l)urial-ground near Major Flint's

in Lincoln, close by the spot where five British soldiers,

52
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killed in Lincoln on the retreat from Concord, were buried

in one grave.

The death of Thomas and Rebecca Garfield and of their

son Abram and the marriage of their son Solomon and Sarah

Stimson are recorded in the Lincoln records. This ends

the connection of the Garfield line with jSIiddlesex.

/'~>v ' Eldest son of Thom-

Ceayyy^ =^^' J^- ^^^"^ ^""^^

^ ^ Sarah Stimson of

Sudbury, May 29, 17()(^, was the great-grandfather of the

President. He moved to Westminster some time before

June, 1770. The births of his children are recorded in the

Westminster records as follows :

Solomon Garfield and Sarah his wife, familj^ record.

June 2d, 1770, Rebekah Garfield borne.

March 19th, 1773, Thomas Garfield borne.

June 23, 1770, Solomon Garfield borne.

June 2d, 1781, Hannah Garfield borne.

Feb. the 19, 1785, Lucy Garfield borne.

Solomon started with one of the Westminster companies

under the command of Captain Xoah ]\Iiles for the scene of

action, on the alarm of April 19th, 1775. The company

left Westminster, thirty miles fi-om Concord, about noon,

did not of course arrive in time to take part in the combat

on that day, but remained eight or ten days at Cambridge.

He was corporal in the company commanded by Captain

Elisha Jackson, sent from Westminster to reinforce the

army at Benningion, September, 1777, and was in service

twenty-seven days, at that time.

The town of Westminster voted unanimoush' against

the Constitution proposed in 1778, and put on record its

reasons :

—

"It is our opinion that no Constitution whatever ought to

' The electrotype of this fac-siraile, of the Autoijraph of Solomon Gar-

field, was kindly furnished Ijy Rev. Edward G. Porter, of Lexington, who
had it engraved for his paper read before the Massachusetts Historical

Society, " Concerning President Garfield's Ancestry."
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be established, till previously thereto a Bill of Rights be
set forth ; and the Constitution l)e framed therefrom, so that

the lowest cajiacity may ])e able to determine his natural

rights, and judge of the e(|uitableness of the Constitution

thereby."

" And as to the Constitution itself, the following appears

to us exceptionable, viz., the fifth article, which deprives a

part of the human race of their natural rights on account of

their color ; which, in our o[Hnion, no power on earth has a

just right to do. It therefore ought to be expunged the

Constitution."

Thomas Garfield, Jr., the father of Solomon, drew origi-

nal house-lot No. 110, in the ris^ht of Samuel Read of

Charlestown, on the 9th July, 1734, at the meeting of the

Proprietors of Narragansett No. 2, held at Watertown on

that day. Westminster, then called Narragansett No. 2,

was one of the townships granted by the General Court by

resolve of June 15th, 1728, "to the persons, whether

officers or soldiers, belonging to this Province, who were in

the service of their country in the Narragansett war, or to

their lawful representatives, as a reward for their pu])lic

service." Thomas Garfield, Jr. was then a young man of

twenty-one. It is (juite likely that he was led to acquire

this right from the fact that his relative, Eliezer Bigelow,

drew the land of Joshua Bigelow, father of Ehezer, on

the same day. The Bigelows moved to Narragansett eight

years afterward. Thomas Garfield subsequently acquired

other lots in Westminster, in the same right, plans of which

are recorded in the records of the Proprietors of Narragan-

sett No. 2, preserved at Westminster.

There is a deed on the Worcester records from Thomas

Garfield to his son Solomon dated August 9th, 1773, of four

tracts of land ; "the first piece is an original house lot,

Numlier One Hundred and Ten, with a house and some

im[)rovements thereon, and lyes in the northeasterly part of

the town, containing by estimation eighty acres."

The second is "a third division of upland drawn from
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the abovesaid house lott No. 110 and lyeth in the westerly

part of the town, and containeth sixty-nine acres."

The fourth is a meadow lot containing- three acres, " and

lyes on the stream the saw-mill stands on."

This fourth lot was sold by Solomon Garfield to Seth

Harrington November 1(), 1778, and is then described as

" lying in the meadow below the Wachusett Pond, called the

Great Meadow."

February 20th, 1779, Solomon Garfield, with his sisters,

Hannah and Lucy, their husl)ands joining, convey to Daniel

Fiske of Lincoln, the husband of the third sister, a tract of

land in Westminster, '
' late the property of Abraham Gar-

field of said Lincoln." This tract had undoul)tedly come to

Abraham from his father.

April 12, 1781, Solomon Garfield conveys to his brother-

in-law, Caleb Parker of Reading, his house lot, and another

lot of twenty-five acres, probably the third in the deed from

his father.

Of the children born in Westminster, Thomas the eldest

son and second child was the grandfather of the President.

Solomon gave to the eldest daughter the name of his

mother, llebekah, to the eldest son the name of his father

and grandfather, and to the others his own name and those

of his two sisters, Hannah and Lucy.-

Solomon was married in 17G(3 when he was less than

twenty-three years old. He is found dwelling in West-

minster in 1770. He probal)ly moved there soon after his

marriaire. His lather's deed to him in 1773 describes, as

before stated, the land " as having a house and some

improvements thereon." Solomon Garfield conveyed this

land on the 12th day of April, 1781, describing it as

follows :

—

"The following tract of upl:uid, viz. : ;ni original house

lot, immbcr one hundred and ten, and contains by esti-

mation eighty acres, with an allowance in the breadtli of

the lott for a road of four rods Avide, Avith a house
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thereon, with considerable improvements upon said prem-
ises, and bounds southerly on land of Israel Dupe, west-

erly on land of Thomas Farnsworth, northerly on land

of Zacoheus Bemis, easterly on farm land, or however
otherways bounded, as described on the Proprietors Book
of Records."

Caleb Parker conveys the land two years after to

Jal)ez Bigelow, bounding the farm easterly on the town

line. These descriptions render it easy to identify the

land. The descendants of Israel Dupe still dwell on the

land just south owned by him in the time of Solomon

Garfield's deed in 1773. Mr. Dupe, a man advanced in

years, says he remembers the house sixty-five years and

that it then was an old house looking as it does now,

except that the great chimney was taken out of the middle

some six or eiaht years aiiO. He also remembers being told

by his parents that a family of Garfiekls formerly occupied

THE WESTIVUKSTKK HOUSE.

the place north of his own. This is undoubtedly the house

built and occupied by Solomon Garfield and the birthi)lace

of the President's grandfather. It is now occupied by Mr.

Leander Hartwell. It is one of the best class of the farm-

houses erected in. our country towns at that day, the main

portion aV)out thirty-eight feet front by twenty-two deep,

with the ridgepole running from side to side, the front door
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in the middle, two stories in front, and sloping down to the

height of one story in the rear. It is about three miles

east of the middle of Westminister on the road leading to

Fitchburg.

Solomon Garfield remained in Westminster at least as late

as February 19th, 1785, when his daughter Lucy was born.

He is described as of Westminster in a family settlement,

signed bv him, dated 1788, the orighial of which is in the

Middlesex Probate records. He moved to Cherry Valley,

Otsego County, New York, within a few years from that

time. From Cherry Valley was set off on the 3rd March,

1797, Worcester, a small and hilly town in the south-

western corner of Otsego County, about fifty-six miles

west of All)any, where Thomas Garfield, the President's

grandfather, grew up, and where his father Abram was born

and married. Hough's New York Gazetteer gives the

names of a.few of the early settlers of Worcester, of m horn

three are said to be from Massachusetts. I do not

recognize either of them as persons belonging to Worcester

County. It is quite possible that the name of A^'orcester

may have been given to the new town by Solomon Gar-

field in memory of his old home.

It was supposed when these facts were gathered that they

would add pleasure to the visit to Massachusetts of her be-

loved and honored guest. There is a better reason that

they should be remembered now. In his eulogy on General

Thomas, General Garfield said, " In this world all is relative.

Character itself is the result of innumerable influences, from

without and from within, which act unceasingly through

life. \Mio shall estimate the efiect of those latent forces,

enfolde>l in the spirit of a new-l)orn child,— forces that may

date back centuries, and find their origin in the life and

thouffht and deeds of remote ancestors,— forces, the germs

of which, envelo[)ed in the awful mystery of life, have been

transmitted silently from generation to generation, and

never perish." Gen. Garfield had no cause to be ashamed
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of his New England ancestors, or tliey to be ashamed of

him. Here, at any rate, the virtues of common life are the

virtues of greatness. The qualities of this race of yeoman

soldiers, clearers of forests, founders of towns, of the men
who came over with Winthrop, of the men of the Indian

"wars, of the faithful and trusted town officers, of the citizen

who thought with his townsmen that "no power on earth

had a just right to deprive any part of the human race of

their natural rights on account of their color," of the l)rothers

who answered the first signal on the morning of the Eevo-

lution, have reappeared, and were fit to reai:)pear, on a

scene which will dwell in the memory of men until our

country herself shall be forootten.
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TIT RING MEN
By Herbeut B. Adams.

The office of Tithinofman has never been satisfactorilv ex-

plained. New England traditions describe this institution

only in its later ecclesiastical form, which was by no means

its primitive character even in this country. The oldest

people in New^ England remember the Tithingman as a kind

of Sunday Constable, whose special duty it was, in the old

parish meeting-house, to quiet the restlessness of youth and

to disturb the slumliers of age. Many are the tales which

grandfiithers can tell concerning this ancient watchman of the

congregation, who saw to it that all persons were attentive

except himself, and w^ho occasionally broke the peace by

sharply rapping with his tune-book and pointing at some

whispering boy, or else by patrolling the aisles to arouse

sleeping saints by means of his black pole, tipped at one

end wdth brass.' In some churches there were two or three

* This was the old English Tipstaffe, an emblem of the constabulary-

office, and representing the person of the King. We shall consider the

subject of the Tipstaffe or Black Kod more pai'ticnlarly in a paper on

"Constables." By the Province laws of Massachusetts (I. 155,329)

Titliingnien were re(iuii-ed to " iiave a black staffe of two feet long,

tipped at one end with brass about three inches, as a badge of their

office." We find these black staves mentioned in local town records, e.

(/., in the town records of Salem, in 1646, i. 147 ; in the town records of

Groton, edited by Dr, Green, i. 19, Item, "toe black stafle," three shil-

lings sixpence. Survivals of these black wands have been seen l)y the

writer in actual use by special constables at Amherst College Commence-

ments, which are still held in the old parish church. The use of wands,

with ribbon tips, by ushers, is only an a'sthetic transformation of the

ancient Tipstaffe. It is said that in some early New England parishes,

the Tithingman's rod was tipped at one end, not with l)rass, but with a

squirrel's tail. This end was used in awakening women. The other

end was a deer's hoof, which carried sharp conviction to men and boys.
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of these grim, vigihmt Tithiiignien. It is said that one or

two of them sometimes sat under the very shadow of the

piill)it, facing the congregation.' But more usually one

Tithingman sat at each door of the meeting-house to keep

out dogs, and one often sat in the gallery to keep in

boys."

From original town records it a})pears that it was the duty

of the early New England Tithingman, not merely to pre-

serve order in the meeting-house, but to see to it that every

one went to church. The Tithingman was a kind of eccle-

siastical " whipper-in." After looking over the congrega-

tion to tind if any seats were vacant, the Tithingmen would

steal out and explore the horse-sheds, the adjoining tields

and orchtirds, the inns and ordinaries, and even the houses

of the village, in order to search out skulkers from divine

service. According to the town records of Salem, it is clear

that as early as 1644, in that village at least, two men were
" appointed eucry Lord's day to w^alke forth in the time of

God's worshippe, to take notice of such as either lye about

the meeting-howse wthout attendincj to the word or ordi-

nances, or that lye at home or in the fields, w'thout giuing

good account thereof, and to take the names of such persons

& to present them to the Magistrate, whereby they may be

accordinglie proceeded against."
^

A study of the statutes of the mother country, of the

period immediately preceding the Puritan migration, shows

that the custom of enforcing attendance upon church services

' Blood. History of Temple, N. II., p. 87.

^ In the town of Salem, the Titliin<inien or Constables, used to see to

it tliat no boys escaped from church and that no do<js slunk in. The
" Dos; Whipper" was a regular institution in certain old English towns,

notably in Exeter and Congleton (in Chester). Mr. Edward A. Eree-

man has called onr attention to a curious law of Edgar (see Thorpe's

Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, ii. 251), whereby parish priests

were to see to it that no dog should enter church, nor yet more a swine,

if it could possibly be prevented !

^ Town Hecords of Salem, 131, part 1, 1634-1(351), published in tlie

Historical Collections of the Essex Institute, second series, Vol. I.

58
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was by no means original with the settlers of New England.

By an Act' passed in the reign of James I., all people were

obliged by law to " repaire every Sunday " to church, under

penalty of twelve pence for every absence. Upon sufficient

information, given of course by the Parish Constable or

Tithingman, the justice of the peace issued a warrant to the

church warden to distrain goods, if necessary, in collecting

such parish lines. All servants, sojourners, and strangers

within a man's gates were brought under the operation of

this law, so that the custom of Sunday inspection of every

household must have l)een in vogue in Old England, long

before it w\as revived at Salem. These laws requiring church

attendance are of very ancient standing. By the first Act

of Elizal)eth's reign, " every person and persons inhabiting

within this Realme—shall diligentlye and faithefully, having

no law^full or reasonable Excuse to be absent, endevour them-

selves to resorte to theyr Parishe Churche or Chappell

accustomed— upon every Sondaye and other dayes ordeined

and used to bee kept as Holy days, and ther tabyde or-

derlye and soberly during the tyme of the Common Prayer,

Preachinges and other Service of God— upon payne of

punishment by the Censures of the Churche, and also upon

payne that every person so offending shall forfeite for every

suche ofience twelve pens, to be levied by the Churche-

wardens of the Parishe— to thuse of the Poore."' The

Church of Enoland and its Puritan reformers can claim no

monopoly in this kind of legislation, for it roots far back in

the middle ages in the earliest Catholic laws of P^ngland

against irregular attendance upon conventicles contrary to

the Catholic faith, esi)ecially against the meetings of Lol-

lards.^

In early New Enghuid, the execution of the laws for the

' Statutes of the Realm, 4 Jac. I. c. v.

=* Statutes of the llealm. 1 Eliz. c. 2, III. ; cf. 23 Eliz. c. i. and 85

Eliz. c. i.

^ lioUs of Parliament, 111., 4G7, 583; IV., 24.
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observance of the Sabbath in other ways than church-going

was intrusted to the local Tithingmen. Travel on that day

was strictly forbidden. There are many persons still living

who can remember that the parish Tithingman once dis-

charged the pious function of stopping all unnecessary riding

and driving on Sunday. An amusing story is told of the

writer's grandfather, who was Tithingman for his parish in

Amherst, Massachusetts, and notoriously strict in the dis-

charge of his office both in church and out. Early one

Sal)bath morning he saw a man driving past his house, with

a little hair-trunk in the back end of his wagon. Sus-

pecting that the man was upon a journey, the Tithingman

hailed him :
" Sir, do you know that travel on Sunday is

forbidden bylaw?" "Yes, sir," said the stranger in a

somewhat melancholy tone. The Tithingman caught the

idea. " Of course," he said, "in case of sickness or death,

a Sabbath journey is sometimes permitted." The traveller

replied in a subdued manner, " my wife is lying dead in the

town just al)ove here." "Oh, well," said the Tithingman,

" you can drive on." The man drove on a safe distance,

then looked back and called out :
" She has been lying dead

for twenty years !

"

The law against Sunday travel has been rigidly enforced,

in one way or another, by Tithingmen, Constables, local

police, or local opinion, down to the present day in many

parts of New England. The late Brasseur de Bourbourg,

who made Mexican antiquities his life study, once told the

writer of an unhappy experience in Boston forty years ago,

in trying to procure a carriage on the Sabbath, for the sake

of visiting some Catholic dignitary. But neither Catholic

nor Protestant England has set Puritan Xew England a liberal

example in the matter of Sunday laws. Moncure D. Con-

way, in a recent letter to the Cincinnati Commercial, nar-

rates the serious difficulty encountered by three American

travellers in attempting to procure a Sunday dinner in Lon-

don, and that after attendino; church. Not only are Sunday
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accommodations for travellers very much restricted to this

day in many parts of old England, but travelling itself on

the Sabbath has been more or less restrained l)y law, ever

since the time of the Saxon kings, in whose good Catholic

reigns Sunday used to begin on Saturday at sunset, and

close Sunday evening.' The statutes of England at the

time the Puritans came over, are full of legislation against

breach of the Sabbath l)y travellers, traders, drovers,

butchers, laborers, boatmen, wagoners, and by conveyances

of every description.

From the colonial laws of Massachusetts it appears that

the functions of the Tithingman were not restricted to the

arrest of" all Saboath breakers," but extended to the in-

spection of licensed inns for the sake of discovering " dis-

orderly tipiers " on the evening of that day or " «/ any

other time " during the week. He could carry offenders

before any magistrate and commit them to prison " as any

constable may doe." For Sunday offenders was reserved

the special disgrace of imprisonment in the town "cage"

which was " set up in the market place."* Even by such

links as these are the towns of New England bound to

old English parish life.' The expression jail-bird has some

significance in the light of the evolution of prisons from

cages. The use of the pillory and the stocks in punishment

for drunkenness are similar links of parish habit. The

very liquors that New England Tithingmen were instructed

to seek out in unlicensed houses or to obtain a satisfactory

account of in regular inns, afford as suggestive a conmient-

ary upon the English origin of intenii)erance in New Eng-

land as does the mention of lieer in the Norse sagas of

Vineland ui)on the Teutonic origin of the first white settlers

' Linj^iinl. History and Antiquities of the Auiilo-Saxou Cluirch, I.,

309-11.
'' Records of Massachusetts, v. 13;^.

=* Palgrave, En^'lish Connnoiuvoalth. Anirlo Saxon rt'riod. Vol. ii., p.

clxvi.
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of America. " Strong beere, ale, cider, perry,' matheirlin,"

rumme, brandy," ^ these things all have a very English

smack. Leaislation aafainst the excessive use of these

drinks did not begin in New England. The Puritans of

Massachusetts struggled against intemperance as did their

English fathers before them, and in precisely the same way,

by fines and penalties, by laws executed through " Con-

stables, Churchwardens, Headboroughcs, Tithingmen, Ale-

cunners and Sydemen," as described in the act of the fourth

year of King James I.^

It is perhaps not generally knoAvn that the office of

Tithingman in early New England was very like that of a

parish constable, of which office, indeed, the former is the

historical prototype. In Massachusetts, and elsewhere m
New Eno^land, the two institutions lonir continued to exist

side by side, although as far as local and colonial records

give any decisive evidence, Constal)les were appointed long

before Tithingmen. But the latter is by far the more

ancient office in the mother country, and it may have been

revived by local hamlets in New England, years before it

was formally recognized in town or colony records. The

Tithingmen had many functions in common with Constables.

Both endeavored to repress tippling, gaming, night-walk-

inir, strollino:, beiiiiinf!:, roamins; streets or fields, and idle-

ness in general. Thev were to see to it that ever\' man

was about some lawful and useful 1)usiness. They restrain-

' A liquor prepared from the juice of pears, lilve cider from apples.

^ A fermented liquor made of honey and water )>oiled together. The

name Metheglin is Welsh and is derived from medd (mead) and llyn

(liquor). It is one of tliose familiar household terms which have come

down to us from tliat " exterminated " race, the Kelts. Words like dad,

babe, lad, lass, gown, flannel, clout, crock, cabin, basket, l)ran, flask,

mattock, are collectively stronger evidence of Keltic influences surviv-

ing in Saxon homes than even the above home-made drink.

' Records of Massachusetts, v. 240.

» Statutes of the Realm, 4 Jac. I. c. v. Cf. I. Jac. I. c. 9.
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ed butchers and drovers from cruelty to animals, and kept

boys and " all persons from swimming in the water." '

The Tithingman may be distinguished fi'om the Constable

by the fact that the former's duties related more especially

to the control of family life and of the morals of his neigh-

borhood. The Tithingman's power came nearer home than

did that of the Constable ; it reached over the threshold of

every family in the hamlet ; it was patriarchal, fjitherly,

neighl)orly, in the strictest sense. The Tithingmen visited

(Cotters to see if they kept Saturday night. The Tithing-

man saw to it that familv Sfovernment was maintained ; that

all single persons were joined to some family ; that children

and servants were properly taught and trained at home

;

that the same were kept from all disorderly, profligate, idle,

uncivil and rude practices abroad ; in short, that the whole

community grew up as one united family in the nurture and

admonition of the law.^ The Tithingman was the father of

the hamlet ; he felt himself personally responsible for the

character and conduct of all households in his neiohborhood.

In point of fact, the Tithingman was held strictly to account

by the Selectmen, or Townsmen, for the presence of any

new-comer into .his hamlet. By a town order of Dor-

chester, in the year 1678, it was required "that the tithing-

men in their scuerall presincts should inspect all inmats

that doe come into each of their presincts, either single per-

sons or famelies, and to giue spedy information therof vnto

the Select men from time to time or to some of them that

order may be taken about them." ^

* See references to next paragraph.
* Records of Massachusetts, v., 241. Acts and Resolves of the Pro-

vince of Massachusetts Bay, i., 58, 59, 60. Hudson's History of Lexing-

ton, G9.

^ Fourth report of the Record Commissioners of Boston, Dorchester

Town Records, 223. Compare tlie duty of constables as stated in the

statute of Winchester (1285) to " present all such as do lodge strangers

in uplandish towns, for whom they will not answer." Statutes of the

Realm, i., 98.
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The Tithingmen were not appointed by the Selectmen,

and possil)]y they were not originally chosen in town meet-

ing, but elected by neighborhoods or hamlets.' By an Act

of the General Court of Massachusetts in 1()79 " the select-

men of each toune take care that tything men be annually

chosen in their seueraU precincts of their most prudent &
discreet inhabitants, & sworne to the faithfull dischardge of

their trust." ^ Tithingmen were empowered, like Constables,

to assist one another in their several precincts, " and to act

in one anothers precincts w'th as full power as in their

ouiie, and yet to reteyne their speciall charges w'thin their

ouiie bounds."^ It is a very remarkable fact, which, as far

as we know, has entirely escaped attention as regards its

historical sio-nificance, that the Tithingman of Massachusetts

was originally the head man of a neighborhood of at least

ten families. This was the revival in all its purity of the

Saxon Tithing, an institution more ancient than towns or

parishes, a patriarchal institution underlying all local forms

of Saxon self-oovernment. It was the unit of the Hundred,

which archaic type of organization is still known in Dela-

ware and remembered in Maryland, a subject which we

shall soon investigate. In 1G38 a bill was introduced into

the General Assembly of Maryland providing for " a Tyth-

ingman in each Manor" and "a Constable in each Hundred." *

There can be no doubt as to the per[)etuation of the Saxon

Tithino- in New Eno-land, although in the South it does not

appear to have been so common as the Hundred. By an

Act of the Massachusetts Colony as late as 1()77 the select-

men of every town then existing in Massachusetts were

ordered " to see to it that there bee one man appointed to

inspect the ten families of Ids neighbours."^ Such was the

' In later times, Tithingmen were always elected in tOAvn meeting. See

Acts and Resolves of tlie Province of Massachusetts Bay, i., 155, 328.

^ Records of Massachusetts, v., 240.

3 Ibid. 155.

'' Bacon, Laws of Maryland, 1G38, ch. ii., 12.

* Records of Massachusetts, v., 133.
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orioinjil character of the Tithiiiffman's office in New En<y-

hmd as well as in Old Eiioland. Arnold has probably gone

wrong in his History of Rhode Island ' in connecting the

duty of Tithingmen with that of collecting tithes. The cor-

respondence of names was purely accidental. In this view,

we are supported by Mr. Edward A. Freeman, who says

there is no historic connection between Tithes and Tithing-

men.

In Plymouth Colony, the Saxon Tithing was reinstated

for the government of the Indians. It was ordered that in

each town where Indians dwelt that every tenth Indian

should J)e appointed Tithingman by the Court of Assistants.

His duty was to have the care and oversight of his nine

men and to present their faults and misdemeanors to a so-

called " overseer," who received his commission from the

governor.^ This was precisely like the duty of the Tithing-

men of Old Enoland at the time the Pili>rims came over.

English Tithingmen were required by law to report to

the justice of the peace the names of all rogues and vaga-

bonds a})prehended, punished or sent to the house of cor-

rection. Courts of law were actually introduced among the

Indians of Plymouth Colony, the white settlers considering,

very wisely, that such a course would have " a good tend-

encye to the ciuilliseing of the said Indians."^ In a letter of

the Reverend Mr. Treat, of Eastham, to the Reverend

Increase Mather, this good missionary remarks, that there

are five hundred Indians in his township. " They have four

distinct assemblies, in four villages, in which they have

four teachers of their own choice. . . . There are also six jus-

tices of the peace, or magistrates in these villages, who

regulate their civil affairs, and punish criminals and trans-

gressors of the civil law. They have three stated courts,

and other inferior officers."" These were probably Tithing-

' Arnold. History of Khode Island, ii., 101.

' Plymouth Colony Laws, 253.

» Ibid. 2:5i).

" Pratt, History of Eastham, Wi-llflopt mid Orleans, 3S.
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men. Indians, like white men, were strictly w^atched on

the Sahl)ath. They were forbidden to hunt or tish, to

plant or hoe corn, to carry burdens, or " to doe any seruill

worke on the Lord's day." '

There are some rather curious facts concerning this con-

dition of practical Indian serfdom in the towns of Plymouth

Colony. By a system of courts and Tithingmen, the Indians

were brought as completely under the subjection of the

whites as were ever the subdued Britains under the Saxons,

or the conquered Saxons under the heel of their Norman

lords. And it is very interesting to observe that, in all

three instances, the servile population was held down by

the very same means. Indians were not only restrained

from their natural freedom by these Tithingmen, but were

to a OTeat extent reduced to "seruill worke" and the

"carrying of burthens," at lirst, probaljly, by a kind of

voluntary enthrallment for the sake of protection, like

the Saxon freemen, then by the slowly increasing pressure

of the law. The following extract from the Plymouth

records is very interesting in the light of comparative

jurisin-udence, particularly in the light of the Fugitive

Slave law, " if any Indian whoe is a servant to the Eng-

lish shall run away amongst any Indians, such Indians

whither such a runaway Indian is come, shall forthwith giue

notice of the said Runaway to the Indian Constalde [or the

Tithingman] whoe shall innnediately apprehend such

Indian servant, and carry him or her before the Ouerseer

or next Majestrate, whoe shall cause such servants to be

whipt and sent home by the Constable to his or her

master, whoe shall pay said Constable for his service ." *

It is also worthy of note that Indian captives, taken in war,

were sent South and sold as slaves to the Bermudas.^

Indians were also sold for debt or theft, at public auction,

^ Plymouth Colony Laws, fiO.

2 Ibid., 255.

•' Ilnd. 242. Kins Philip's son was sold into slavery in the Bermudas.
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by the Constable of Plymouth towns.' We have in New Eng-

land an interesting survival of this old Saxon custom in the

practice of farming out the lal)or of the town's ])oor to the

highest l)idder. Convict labor, southern chain-gangs, and

Delaware whipping-posts, all repose upon the same solid

Saxon ground, servitude to the law. It is folly to heap re-

proaches upon the Pilgrim Fathers or upon any generation

of men. We Americans, whether in the North or at the

South, are of the same English blood ;. we have inherited

kindred institutions, with much the same virtues and about

the same vices.

Tithings and Tithingmen were no development of New
England Puritanism. These institutions for the strict and

wholesome ijovernment of neii>hl)orhoods were transmitted

to us from the mother country. We may perhaps discover

the first step of the transmission process in the instructions

sriven to Governor Endicott, in 1(529, bv the Massachusetts

Company while they were yet in England. This lousiness

association of honorable and enterprising Englishmen, who,

according to their own accounts, provided for New England,

" Ministers, men skylfull in making of. pitch, of salt, Vyne

Planters,—Wheat, rye, barley, oates,—stones, of all sorts

of fruites,"^ this thoughtful Company provided also the seeds

of English self-government in Towns and Tithings. They

said to Endicott by letter, " wee hope yow will fynde many

religious, discreete, and well ordered persons, wch yow

must sett over the rest devydingthem into famylics, placing

some vrth the ministers, and others under such as, beeing

h(mest men (and of their owne calling as neere as may bee)

may haue care to see them well educated in their generall

callings as Christians-, and particuler according to their seuer-

all trades or titness in disposition to learne a trade. "^ To

any one familiar with the English law of that period con-

' Plymouth Colony Laws, 237.

* Kccords of Massachusetts, i., 24-5.

^ Ibid. 393; cf. 397, 400, 40",.
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cerning the training of servants and apprentices, the above

instructions to Endicott, which are repeated over and over

again, will appear to be only the natural outgrowth of the

family regulations of the mother country.

In the library of the Massachusetts Historical Society at

Boston is preserved a curious little volume in old English

black-letter, on " The Dvties of Constables, Borsholders,

Tythingmen, and such other lowe and Lay Ministers of the

Peace, by William Lambard, of Lincolnes Inne, Gent,

London, 1614." Published before either Pilgrims or Puri-

tans came over and |^:)ossibly brought to this country by one

of the first settlers (for another of the writings of this same

William Lambard was owned by Adam Winthro}) and was

brought over by his son. Governor John Winthrop, together

w-ith the Charter of Massachusetts), the above treatise must

be an important and trustworthy source of information as to

the exact nature of these offices in Old England at the

period of their transmission to the New World. It appears

that there were many variations of the name of Tithingman

in the mother country, just as in the Town Records of

Groton, carefully edited according to the original spelling,

by Dr. Samuel A. Green, we find a great variety of terms,

from Tidingman and Tighing man to Tiethengman and

Tiethenman. ' In Saxon Law we find Tineman, Tynmanna,

Teothuno-man, Teothungmannus. In mediaeval Latin occur

Decanus, Decimus, Decimalis Homo. We also find Head-

Borough, Head-Boroughman, Borough Elder, Borsholder

(B(n-hs-Ealdor) or the Elder of the Pledge, Chief of the

Pledge, Capitalis, Princeps Plegii, and the hke. These

names we have gathered from many difterent sources, but

they are all intclligilde in the hght of the following extract

from Lambard's Constal)le :
" Now whereas every of these

tithings or boroughs did use to make choice of one man

amongst themselves, to speak, and to do, in the name of

» Green. The early Records of Groton, Massachusetts, 101, 108, 1*12,

116,125.
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them all ; he was therefore in some places called the Tythiug-

man, in other places the Borough's elder (whom we now

call Bors-holder), in other places the Boro-head or Head-

borough, and in some other places the Chief-pledge ; which

last name doth plainly expound the other three that are next

before it; for Head or Elder of the Boroughs, and Chief of

the Pledges, be all one."

This extract from Lambard we have taken from Toulmin

Smith's work on the Parish (230), showing that Lambard is

recognized as good authority by one of the best modern

writers upon the subject of English local institutions. Black-

stone based his account of '
' Constal^les " and '

' Justices of

the Peace " upon Lamliard, and scarcely ever went back of the

latter's authority. But Lani])ard while trustwoith}' in mat-

ters belonging to his own time, is to l)e read with great cau-

tion and in the light of modern research as regards all ques-

tions of Saxon antiquities. The following extracts from

Lambard we have made from the edition of the Duties of

Consta])les, now preserved in the library of the Massachu-

setts Historical Society. He says, " In some of the West-

erne parts of England where there he many Tythingmen in

one parish, there only one of them is a Constable for the

King, and the rest do serue but as the ancient Tithingmen

did." Lambard also says, "In some shires, where euerie

Third borow hath a Constable, there the oificcrs of the

other two be called Third borowes." The latter office is the

same as that of Tithingman. Although not everywhere

taking the name of Petty Constable, which Avas a term

introduced by the Normans, the Saxon Tithingman acquired

under the Norman re"'ime certain constabularv functions,

and these we have partly noticed in our account of the

New Eniiiand Tithinanian. Lambard savs the Tithingman

really combined two offices " the one being his ancient and

iirst office, and the other his later made office." Upon the

basis of original records and of an unpublished manuscrii)t

account of constabulary duties, wliicli was brought over to
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this country l)y one of the early settlers of Dorchester, we
shall treat of the office of " Constables " in a special mono-

graph, to be published by the New England Historic-Gene-

alogical Society.' We are here concerned with the ancient

Tithingman, who was the father of the Norman petty con-

stable and the iirandfather of New Enoland selectmen.

Accordino- to Lambard, the ancient office of Tithinoman

was headship of the Frank-pledge. This is not the whole

truth, for the institutions of Tithino; and Tithinomen are

older than that of Frank-pledge. Canon Stulibs^ and

George Waitz^ the most recent authorities upon English

and German constitutional history respectively, maintain

that, before the Norman conquest, there is no positive

proof of the existence of collective responsibility for crime

committed within a Tithing. On the other hand, Palgrave^

and the older authorities are inclined to discover germs of

the system of Frank-pledge even in Anglo Saxon times.

By a law of Canute, every freeman who desired to enjoy

the privilege of exculpation by the oath of his friends or

the protection of Wer-gdd (money payment for injury)

was to be enrolled in a Hundred and in a Tithing ; he Avas

to be brought under pledge or " Borh," and this was to

hold him to right. The term Frank-pledge is a vulgar cor-

ruption of the Saxon Frlth-horh or peace-pledge. Whether

or no the outOTOwth of Saxon beoinninas, this institution in

Norman times was certainly the collective personal pledge

of ten or more men to their lord. The idea of associate re-

' Historical and Genealogical Register, April and July, 1882.

** Stubbs' Constitutional History of England, i., 87.

^ Waitz, Deutsche Verfassungsgescliichte, i., 458 (ed. 1865.) "Waitz

takes strong ground: " Es gab keine Gesammtbiirgerseliaft unter den

Angelsach.scn, weder fiir das Wergeld noch in irgend welclieni anderu

Sinn, weder vor noch nacli Aelfreds Zeiten."
• Palgrave, English Commonwealth, part ii., cxxiii. " The system was

developed between the accession of Canute and the demise of the Con-

queror ; and it is not improbable that the Normans completed what the

Danes had begun."
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sponsibility is here of more importance than the mere num-
ber, for as many as eighty men were sometimes admitted

into one Tithing. Ten was tlie least number allowed in

Frank-pledge.' Probal)ly the Normans infused greater

energy into the Saxon Tithinac and ^iwe to the idea of

Frith-Borli a more strictly collective sense, as a better

surety for the preserv^ation of the peace.* The old Saxon

Tithingman certainly became the Borhs-Ealdor (the Bors-

holder of Lambard) which signifies the same as the Elder

or Chief of the Pledge.

The custom of Frank-pledge and the relation of Tithing-

man to the same are well described in the laws of Henry I,

and also in those of Edward the Confessor, both of which

collections, however, belong to a period later than the time

of the kings whose names they bear. In the laws of Henry
there is an ordinance relating to the Hundred, giving special

authority, if necessary, to all freemen, wiiether retainers or

men having their own hearthstone (Jieorthfest) , to convene

twice a year in their own Hundred, for the purpose of

ascertaining whether the Tithings are full, whether any

have withdrawn, if so, how and why, and whether any have

been added. It was enjoined, moreover, that a Tithing-

man (decimus) preside over every nine men, and one of the

better sort over every Hundred, who should be called an

Alderman (aldremannusf and take diligent care to pro-

mote the execution of law, whether human or divine.''

* Palgrave, ii., cxxv.

^ Ur. Reinhold Sclimicl, in his edition of the Gesetze der Angelsachsen

(ed. of 18r)8, p. 649) calls attention to the fact tliat we have no evidence

of the Normans possessing an}' such institution as Frank-plcdsrc in

Normandy and says : "So weit unsere Kunde von (U'ln Verhaeltniss bis

jetzt reicht, bleibt daher der "anj^elsaechsisclie Urspriniij der Zehnt-

buerji;erscliaft das Wahrscheinlichere." To tliis concUision wa had

already come before discovering Schmid's note upon " Kcchtsbucrg-

schaft," but we gladly rest our results upon his solid authority.
•' " Vocabantur eldereman, non jn-opter senectuten scd propter

sapientiam." Law of Ed. Con. (Thorpe i., 45fi.)

* Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, i., 515; also in Stubbs'

Select Charters, 106.
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The law of Frank-pledge, or Frith-Borg, ascril)ed to Ed-

ward the Confessor, was not framed until the twelfth

century. We adopt Kemble's translation : "Another peace,

the greatest of all, there is whereby all are maintained in

firmer state, to wit in the establishment of a guarantee,

which the English call Frithborgas, with the exception of

the men of York, who call it Tenmannetale, that is, the

number often men. And it consists in this, that in all the

vills throusrhout the kino-dom, all men are bound to be in a

guarantee by tens, so that if any one of the ten men offend

the other nine may hold him to right." ' The custom of

viewing Frank-pledge in the court leet or popular court of

the man )r, for the purpose of seeing that the tenantry are

properly enrolled in Tithings, is said to prevail in York-

shire to this day.^

The origin of Tithings, and of their multiple the Hun-

dred, is one of the most obscure questions in the early

history of English institutions. Blackstone and the earlier

writers dispose of the question very summarily by ascribing

the above types of local organization to Alfred : " to him,"

says Blackstone, " we owe that masterpiece of judicial

polity, the subdivision of England into tithings and hun-

dreds, if not into counties." The monkish testimony of

Ingulph, upon which this widely accepted statement rests,

is utterly worthless upon this point. It was customary in

the Middle As^es to ascribe every ffood institution either to

Alfred or to Edward the Confessor. If pious monks and

popular opinion are to lie followed in institutional history,

then we must ascribe to King Alfred the origin of trial by

jury. As an able critic, presumably Palgrave, said years

ago in the Edinburgh Review,^ if Alfred was really the

^ Ancient Laws and Institutes, i., 450. Kemble, Saxons in England, i.,

249-50.

^ Stubbs' Constitutional History of England, i., 88, note 4.

=* Edinburgh Review (Feb. 1822), p. 281); cf. Ilallam, Middle Ages,

note vi. to ch. viii., part II.
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originator of Hundreds and Tithings, and shires, " he must

also have been the creator of the common law itself, which

only proceeds in conjunction with these divisions." The

fact is, Blackstone and the older writers, Coke, Littleton,

Bracton, knew really very little al)out the origin of English

institutions. The whole science of institutional history is

one of modern growth and can be pursued only in the light

of comparative politics and of comparative jurisprudence,

along lines of inquiry opened up by such pioneer investi-

gators as Von Maurer, Hanssen, Nasse, Waitz, Gneist,

Stubbs, Freeman, Maine, and specialists in Anglo-Saxon

law. The study of Saxon institutions was not possible

before the labors of Palgrave, Kemble, Thorpe, and Rein-

hold Schmid in classifying materials and editing statutes

and codices. But with all these modern facilities, it is not

easy to trace out to one's entire satisfaction the origin of

England's early institutions of law and government.

We find Tithings mentioned in the law of Canute already

cited. We can trace l)ack the institution through several

Saxon reigns, but finally we lose all trace of it. Among
the laws of Edgar, in the ordinance relating to the Hundred

it is ordered that if a thief is to be pursued, the fact is to be

made known to the Hundredman and he is to inform the

Tithingman, and all are to "go forth to where God may

direct them," so that they "do justice on the thief, as it

was formerly the enactment of Edmund." ' Here, if we

mistake not, we are upon the historic track of the old Saxon

Hue and Cry. We note from the laws of Edgar that " if

the hundred pursue a track into another hundred,'"' warning

is to be given to the Hundredman there, so that he may

join in the chase. Following a track from one Hundred

into another would seem to im})ly territorial limits. In the

laws of Edgar, it is also prescribed that no one shall take pos-

session ofunknown cattle "without the testimonies of the men

' Ancient Laws and Statutes of England, i., 259.

"- Ibid. 2r.l.
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of the Hundred, or of the Tithinoman." ' In the laws of

Athelstan, among the so-called Jndicia Civitatis Lunclonice

it is ordered that, in tracing or pursuing a criminal, every

man shall render aid, " so long as the track is known ; and

after the track has failed him. that one man be found [from

one Tithing] where there is a large population, as well as

from one Tithing where a less population is, either to ride

or to go (unless there be need of more.)"^ This appears

to imply a territorial seat even for the Tithing, as an in-

tegral part of the Hundred, as well as a varying numljcr of

inlial>itants within the Tithing itself.

Probably the Saxon Tithing had its origin in the personal

association of warriors by tens and hundreds. Such a

decimal system of military organization existed among
various early Teutonic peoples, if not throughout the whole

Aryan fimily of nations. Even the Jews fought by tens,

and fifties, and hundreds. Undoubtedly kinship had origin-

ally something to do with the marshalling of hosts. The
Homeric warriors fought under patriarchal chiefs. The

ancient Germans, according to Tacitus, were arrayed hj

families and near kinsmen (famlliae et propinquitates).^

And it is not at all unlikely that, after the conquest of

Britain, the Saxons settled down in Tithings and Hundreds

upon somewhat clannish princii)les. Of course the com-

position of the host, when levied, would vary from time to

time, but a certain idea of territorial permanence would

soon attach itself to the local Tithings and Hundreds from

the very fact of the allotment of lands.

There seems to be great reluctance on the part of German

' Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, i., 261.

* Ibid 233, cf. ii., 499 and Sclimid, Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen, 161.

^ Tacitus, Gerniania, cap. 7. Prof. \V. F. Allen, in a note upon this

passage, in his edition of the Germania, calls attention to the parallel

passage in Ca;sar, de hello Gallico, vi., 22, whei'e it is stated that land

was assigned geiitibus cognatinnibusqne hominum. "From the two
passages, 'it appears that the divisions of land, and military divisions,

were alike founded upon Kinship."

55
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si)ecialists like Gneist and Schinid to admit that the Saxon

Tithing ever became territorial before the Norman conquest,

after which time Schmid,' at least, concedes the existence

of the territorial Tithino-, although he, like the rest of the

German critics, continues to distinguish very sharply

between the local Saxon Tithing and the purely personal

Frank-pledge. Stubbs, the best English authority upon

the sul)ject of Saxon institutions, says that Tithings of a

territorial character exist to this day in the western counties

of Somersetshire,- AViltshire, Gloucestershire and AVorces-

tershire, and in all counties south of the Thames, except

Cornwall and Kent. Stul)bs, who follows Pearson upon

this point, says the Tithings of some counties ansAver to the

townships of others. This statement and the researches of

Pearson, in the text of his Historical Maps of England

during the first thirteen centuries,^ uncover a secret which

none of the German writers appear to have discovered.

They deny the existence of a territorial Tithing among the

Saxons, because the name does not occur in the Domesday

Book." Toulmin Smith read the secret of the Tithing in his

researches into the history of the English Parish and it will

be as clear as daylight to anyone reflecting u[)on the natural

relation of the personal Tithing to its landed domain. A
group of at least ten families, a Tithing of inhabitants,

constituted a Saxon Township, which is the secular ])asis of

the ecclesiastical Parish.

We cannot enter in this connection upon the subject of

* Schmicl, Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen, G48.

^ Mr. Edward A. P'rceman says lie lives in the Titliiiii; of Biircott,

Soincrleaze, Wells, County of Somerset, which Tithing, before the

recent Hii<?hway Act of the Poor Law, used to meet and tax itself for

local purposes. Notices of the meeting of the Titiiing used to be

posted, like the notices of a New England Town Meeting.

^ Pearson, Historical Maps, o0-52.

* Gneist. Das Englische Verwaltungsrecht, i., 51. In den unendlichen

Einzelheiten, welche das normannische Domesdaybook giebt, komnien

die Worte decania, decenna, teOthing, tijthiiig auch nicht ein ein/.lges

Mai vor.
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the transformations of Tithing, Township, and Parish, but

shall one day do so more fully in papers upon the Origin of

Northern Towns and Southern Boroughs. We call atten-

tion, however, to a few important and fundamental facts.

1. Many modern places in England, that are recognized

as Tithings, end in the Saxon word Ton, meaning Town,

e. g., the Tithing of Alkington, in Berkeley Parish.

2. Many Tithings are geographically identical with

Parishes, although many Parishes often include several

Tithino^s.

3. Many names of English Parishes end in the Saxon

Ton and correspond territorially with old Saxon Towns.

4. In the later part of the Middle Ages, taxation in

England was levied upon Tithings, Towns, and Parishes

;

the existence of ten householders in a township or parish

was the criterion of local lia1)ility to taxation.

5. The Tithingman, and his historic kinsmen, the Town
Reeve, and the Parish Constable, assessed and collected

taxes.

6. The Saxon Tithingman became the Norman Petty

Constable. It is a principle of the common law that

wherever there is a Petty Constable, there is a Parish.

The following extract from the Laws of Edward the Con-

fessor (Thorpe I., 454), throws considerable light upon the

functions of the Enolish Tithino-nian in the Middle Ages

:

Oum autem viderunt quod aliqui stidti libenter forisfa-

ciehant erga vicinos suos, sapientiores ceperunt consilium

inter se, quomodo eos repritnerent, et sic imposuerunt

justiciarios super quosque x. frithborgos, quos decanos

possumus dicere, Anglice autem tyenthe-heved, vocati sunt,

hoc est caput x. Isti autem inter villas, inter vicinos tracta-

hant causas, et secundum quod forisfacturm erant, emenda-

tiones et ordinationes faciebant, videlicet de pascuis, de

pratiSf de messibus, de certationibus inter vicinos, et de

multis hujusmodi quae, frequenter insurgunt. Compare
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Kemble, Scaxons in England, I., 253. Spelraan (Works

II., 51) says, "every hundred was divided into many

Freeborgs or Tithings consisting of ten men, which stood

all hound one to the other, and did amongst themselves

punish small matters in their court for that purpose, called

the Leet, which was sometimes granted over to the Lord

of Manours, and sometimes exercised by peculiar officers.

But the o-reater things Avere also carried from thence into

the Hundred Courts; so that both the streams of Civil

justice and of Criminal did there meet, and were decided by

the Hundreds—as by superior judges both to the Court

Baron and Court Leet also." Then commenting on the

above law% Spelman continues, " Edward the Confessor

(LI., cap. 32) saith, that there were justices over every

ten JFreeborgs, called Deans, or Tienheovod (that is, head

often) which among their neighbours in Towns compounded

matters of trespasses done in pastures, meadows, corn, and

other strife, rising among them. But the gTeater matters,

saith he, were referred to superior justices appointed over

every ten of them, whom w^e call Centurions, Centenaries,

or Hundredors, because they judged over an hundred

Freeborgs."

In the face of this testimony, it is difficult to understand

how German critics and even Hallam (Middle Ages, ch.

VIIL, part 1) and Stubbs (Const. Hist. I., 90) can doubt

that the Tithino^man settled small causes between man and

man. The Selectmen of early New England Towns and

the Parish Officers of jSIaryland hud similar judicial func-

tions. Upon the question of villagc-judgeship, Stubbs

makes a very prudent modification of his first statement

:

" The Tithino-man is of course an elective officer. The idea

that he was a sort of village-magistrate is without basis ;

although in a simple connnunity of peasants the office of

Constal)le, for such seems to have been the position of the

Tithingman, was held in more honour than it is now." ^Pear-

son, in his History of Enghuul (I., 'Ib'l) says, " The only
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popular magistrates in the countrj^ were—the Tithing and

Hundred Eeeves ; the former Avere always, the latter

mostly, elected by their respective communes. The smaller

questions of debt and police were probably decided by
these men in their respective courts ; the freemen of the

Tithing would meet as occasion required ; the Hundred
Court was summoned once a month." In the court of

the Tithing Ave may discover the germ of vestry meeting

and toAvn meeting, and in Tithingmen, the origin of Select-

vestrymen and Selectmen.

The Saxon Tithingman was the Selectman of the Tithino;.

He was an elected officer, like the Petty Constable, who
succeeded him. The medifeval Tithinafman's functions were

patriarchial and authoritative. He was the Town Father in

the true and original sense of that term. His relations were

with families, as in early New England. He watched over

his hamlet as the New En«:land Tithinmiian Avatched over his

neighl)orhood and the congregation. He kept the public

peace ; he Avas arbiter between neighbors and kinsmen ; he

regulated the division of lands, the use of pastures and

meadoAvs ; he announced the time of harvest and Avhen

enclosures were to be removed or fences put up. He was
a man having authority in a small neighborly Avay. He
foreshadowed the Petty Constable and the easy-going Select-

men of our modern New England Towns. But the main

idea of his office Avas the same as that perpetuated in the

original Tithingmen of New England, viz : elective, patri-

archal headship over a neighborhood oi at least ten families.

This is the original, fundamental character of the office,

considered as a local institution.

We have found the heart of our subject. We have

stripped off the ecclesiastical tissue, Avhich in later times

enshrouded the Ncav England Tithingman, who is now
undoubtedly dead. We have dissected away the outer

layer of constabulary duties, and have found, in the patri-

archal control of a Tithing, the real mechanism Avhich for
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many centuries gave such energetic life to the Tithingman.

The biologists in Baltimore have recently succeeded in

isolating the mammalian heart, and in keeping it alive, by

a transfusion of foreign blood, for hours after the rest of the

body is entirely dead. Possibly by some such method of

procedure, in the case of a live subject like the modern

Constable or Selectman, we may derive a more intimate

knowledge of that older institution, whose life is now beating

on in kindred forms.
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WHAT IS THE TRUE SITE OF " THE SEVEN CITIES

OF CIBOLA " VISITED BY CORONADO IN 1540 ?

By Pkof. Henry W. Haynks.

At the last meeting of this Society Rev. Edward Everett

Hale expressed himself as inclined to al>andon his previous

identification of Cibola with the Zuiii Pueblos, on account

of the lately reported evidence, contained in an accompany-

ing letter from Lieutenant John G. Bourke, who endeavored

to establish the identity of that site with the present Pueblos

of the Moqui Indians. It seems to me, however, that in

making this concession Mr. Hale has overlooked certain

objections, which weigh strongly against Lieutenant

Bourke's theory. That gentleman indeed admits that he
" may not be supported by the weight of authority," but

he thinks that he " has seen enough of the country between

the Gila and the northern boundary of Arizona to entitle

his opinion to some consideration." However this may be,

the identification of an historical site requires somethinof

more than merely local knowledge. It demands an intimate

acquaintance with all the literature of the subject, such as

is displayed l)y General Simpson in his " Coronado's

March,"' or by Mr. Davis in his "History of the Spanish

Conquest of New Mexico."* The whole question of the

geography of New Mexico and the tribal relations of its in-

habitants has just Ijeen carefully re-investigated by our

associate, Mr. Bandelier in his " Historical Introduction to

' Smithsonian Report, 18G9, pp. 300-340.

^ The Spanish Conquest of New Mexico, by W. W. H. Davis. Doyles-

tovvn, Penn. 18G9.
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studies araonof the Sedentary Indians of New Mexico," '

with a thoroua'h siftin^ of all the original authorities.

These three writers certainly cannot be considered as

deficient in local knowledge ; and their conclusions in favor

of Zuiii as the site of Cibola are sustained by the similar

result, reached in 1854, by Lieutenant Whipple,^ and

Professor Turner,^ in the course of their explorations for a

suitable route for the Pacific Railroad ; and l)y the opinion

of Mr. Kern as recorded in "Schoolcraft's History of the

Indian Tribes of North America."" But inasmuch

as Lieutenant Emory * and Lieutenant Abert ^ in their

military reconnoissance, made through this region in 184(5-7

pronounced in flivor of Cil)oletta, Laguna and the five

neighboring villages, situated some ninety miles east of

ZuFii, and as Hon. Lewis H. Morgan' has taken ground in

support of the claim of the remarkable group of ruined

stone structures in the valley of the "river Chaco, lying

about one hundred miles to the northeast of Zuili, the

question of the true site of Cibola may be regarded as still

an open one. But, so far as I am aware, Lieutenant Bourke

is the first to argue in favor of the Moqui Pueblos.

It is true that these last agree in number and in the

ireneral character of their construction with the villages

visited and described by Coronado ; but, as Mr. Hale

remarks, " there is more than one instance recorded where

these tribes inhabited grou})S of seven towns." I find at

least five such cases referred to in the original accounts of

' Papers of the Arclueological Institute of America. American series.

No. I. Boston. 1881.

2 Pacific R. K. Reports, vol. iii., pp. 08, Oi).

3 Id. ib. p. 104.

" Part iv., p. 21.

* Notes of a Militarj- Reconnoissance, by Lieutenant-Colonel W. II.

Emory, p. 133 (Exec. Doc. No. 41, 30th Cong. 1st Sess.)

" Report of Lieutenant J. W. Abert of his examination of New Mexico,

Id. ib. p. 491.

' Nortli American Review, April, 18G9. " The Seven Cities of Cibola.'"
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the expedition: Tusujan,' Tiguex/ Quirex, Hemes, and

the one "among the snowy momitains."^ This would

seem to dispose of Lieutenant Bourke's statement that " no

other nation of Pueblo Indians than the Moquis has now, or

has had at any time, seven villages situated within such

distances of each other as from eiMit to ten miles." The
same argument drawn from the similarity in number of the

villages was employed by Lieutenant Abert in support of

his identification of Cibola with Ciboletta and its neighbors ;

and he also called to mind the circumstance that the nations

of Anahuac were seven in number, and that they "are said

to have preserved this arrangement of tribes in all their

wanderings."'* So too Mr. Morgan states in regard to the

ruins in the Chaco valley that "the last seven are near each

other and scattered alons: an extent often miles."*

Dismissing then the argument fi-om their similarity in

number, let us consider whether the situation of the Moqui
Puel)los corresponds with the descriptions of Cibola given

by the old chroniclers.

The Moqui villages, in the first place, are certainly not

situated in a valley, or upon any ri^er, nor is there any

flowing stream within many miles of them, as is said to

have been the case at Cibola.^ On the contrary, they stand

on a mesa, or elevated tal)le-land, and depend for water

upon the springs and reservoirs in the neighboring carion.^

Again, if we identify Cibola with the Moqui Pueblos,

where are we to locate the Tusayan of Castaiieda, that

"other province twenty leagues (or, as is stated in another

* Relation du voyage fait a la uouvclle-terre, redig^e par le Cap. Juan
Jaraniillo.—Coll. of Ternaux-Conipans, vol. vi., p. 370.

* Relation du voyage de Cibola par Pedro Castaiieda de Nagera. Id.

ib. pp. 167, 1C8.

^ Castaiieda, p. 182.

• Report, p. 491.

^ The Seven Cities of Cibola, p. 462.

^ Castaiieda, p. 54. Jaramillo, pp. 309, 370.

' The Seven Cities of Cibola, p. 480.

r)6
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place, twenty-five leagues), to the northwest of Cibola,

which contains seven villages, and whose inhabitants have

the same costumes, manners :nul religion as those of

Cibola.'" This place is called Tucat/an by Jaraniillo,'

who says that it is to the left of Cibola about five days'

march distant, and that it is composed of seven villages.

Thither Coronado despatched Pedro de Tobar and Juan de

Padilla, who brought back to him a report about a certain

"ereat river,'" in search of which Garcia Lopez de Car-

denas is sent, who reached it after twenty days' march

through the desert.' The description of this river, which

Castaneda names the Tizon," with banks so high and rugged

that it was impossible to reach the water, and along which

they marched several days, seeking for an opening by which

to descend, certainly presents a striking resemblance to the

accounts we have of the tremendous canons of the great

Colorado of the West, with which it was at an early day

distinctly identified.®

We feel constrained therefore to locate Tusayan, which

is described as a long distance to the west of Cibola, on the

site of the Moqui Pueblos, the most westerly of all the

inhabited spots, ancient or modern, as laid down on the

" Map of the region occupied by the ancient ruins in south-

ern Colorado, Utah, northern New Mexico and Arizona."

'

But although we can satisfactorily identify Tusayan with

the Moqui Pueblos, the question still recurs as to the site of

Cibola itself.

The strongest argument in favor of the opinion which

places it at or near the present Zuni villages would seem

' Kelation, pp. 58 and 165.

''Id., p. 370.

Castaneda, pp. 58-61.

Md.,p. 62.

Md., p. 64.

* Bandelier, Hist. Introd., p. 15.

Tenth ann. report of U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey, by F. V. Hayden,

1878, pi. Ixxiv.
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to be based upon the direct historical evidence, alhided tt)

by Mr. Hale, and which formerly satisfied his mind. In

the year 1584, forty years after Coronado's visit, Antonio

de Espejo came to Zuni, and called it by the name of Cibola.

In the copy of the text of his report, given with an English

version by Hakluyt,' Espejo says that he " came to a certain

province called by the inhabitants themselves Zuiii, and by

the Spaniards Cibola." Mr. Morgan understands this to

mean that it was called Cil)ola in 1584 by the Spaniards ; but

not by Spaniards then in the country.^ This, however, is a

gratuitous assumption on his part, as Mr. Bandelier shows

from the original text of the report, given in another collec-

tion, wdiich reads " a province of six pueblos called Zuiii, and

by anothername Cibola," thus positively identifying the place.
^

Espejo goes on to relate that Coronado had been there and had

erected many crosses, which still remained standing. Here

also Espejo found three Christian Indians, whose names he

gives, who had remained ever since Coronado's departure,

and who had almost forgotten the Spanish language; but

he states that after a while they were able to understand each

other. Now Castaiieda* informs us that Coronado on his

return to Mexico left behind at Cibola some Indians from

Mexico, who had accompanied him, who remained there and

established themselves. Certainly Gen. Simpson would

seem to be fully warranted in his remark that "the two

accounts of Espejo and Castaneda correspond in such a manner

as not to leave the slightest doubt that Zuiii of the present day

is the Cibola of old."* Mr. Morgan, however, thinks that

"it is not necessarily conclusive, though the statement has

weight." * He is disturbed, because, as he thinks, none

' Voyages, vol. iii., p. 470 (nevved., London, 1810.)

2 The Seven Cities of Cibola, p. 480.

=* Hist. Introd., p. 16.

* Relation, p. 217.

^ Coronado's March, p. 331.

« The Seven Cities of Cibola, pp. 479, 480.
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of the many ruins at present existing in the vicinity of Zuni

"fully meet Coronado's description;" but, although he

speaks of the crosses set up by Coronado, singularly enough

he omits all reference whatever to the Christian Indians.

Nevertheless his own statement regarding the ruins of Old

Zuni, which he describes as "situated on a mesa elevation,

or table of sand-stone rock, very difficult of ascent," that

"neither of the seven towns of Cibola is described as thus

situated," seems to be at variance with the narrative of

Coronado himself and of Castaiieda. The former says,

"this town I have named Granada, because it was some-

what like unto it;"' while the latter speaks of the narrow,

winding way, leading to it, in ascending which Coronado

was knocked down and nearly killed by the stones hurled

by the Indians.* The same statement is also made by

Coronado in his report.* But in regard to the character

and appearance of the ruins at Zuni, we have quite a

different account from Mr. IMorgan's by Gen. Simjison,"

who explored the country in 1848. He says, "at Zuni and

its vicinity, within a distance of about sixteen miles, and on

he banks of the Vermejo, or Little Colorado river, there are

the ruins of as many as six pueblos, all showing that they

were once built of stone ; and Avith the present Zuiii,

doubtless they constituted the seven cities," described by

Coronado as made of "great houses of stone, of three or

four, or five lofts," and which cities " all stand within

five leagues together."
*

But in addition to the direct evidence thus furnished by

Espejo as to the identity of Cibola with Zuni, he supplies a

direct confirmation of the opinion, already expressed, that

the Tusayan, spoken of by Castaiieda and Jaramillo must

* Coronado's relation in Ilaklujt, vol. iii., p. 451.

* CastaSeda, p. 43.

^ Ilakluyt, vol. iii., p. 450.

^ Coronado's March, p. 329.

* Ilakluyt, vol. iii,, p. 451.
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be sought for at the Moqui Pueblos. In the text and version

of his report given by Hakluyt,' he says: '-He departed

out of this province of Cibola, and travelling directly

towards the west, after he had passed twenty-eight leagues,

he found another very great province." In a side-note this

province is called by the name of "Mohotze," and the text

o;oes on to tell that one of the cities is called "Zao-uato."

These two names Mr. Bandelier finds written in the original

text of the report "Mohoce" and "Aguatobi." He also

quotes an original authority for the statement that fifteen

years later, 1598, Juan de Oiiate found the first puel>lo of

"Mohoce" twenty leagues olf the first one of "• Juiii" to

the westward. ^

When w^e find the relative positions of the Tusayan and

Cibola of Coronado's expedition thus strikingly confirmed

by the narratives of Espejo and Outite, I think it is difficult

to accept Mr. Hale's supposition that "it is quite possible

that Espejo's towns were the Zufii villages, and Coronado's

those of the Moqui.''

Now although j\Ir. Morgan's reasons for not accepting

Espejo's statements as conclusive rest on no better founda-

tion than I have indicated, and althousfh his obieetions to

the situation and character of Zuili are directly opposed by

the testimony of Gen. Simpson, it still remains to consider

what other arguments he has adduced in support of the claim

of the ruins on the river Chaco as the true site of Cibola.

Thefii'stiQ that " they are superior architecturally to any

pueblos in New Mexico, now existing, or- in ruins, and

agree in numl)er and proximity to each other with the

towns of Cibola, as described."*

The argument drawn from their resemblance in number,

I think, has been already disposed of. So far as concerns

superiority of construction, I would merely refer to JNIr.

' Id., ib., p. 470.

* Hist. Introd.
, p. 15.

=• The Seven Cities of Cibola, p. 491.
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Morgan's own recent statements in reo^ard to certain ruined

stone pueblos in the valley of the Animas river, thirty

miles north of Chaco, and other similar structures in the

Montezuma Valley, an equal distance to the westward of

the Animas, to show that the Chaco ruins can now, at all

events, l)e almost, if not quite paralleled, in other localities.'

Mr. ^loro-an's second aroument is that the Chaco ruins

are '
' within one or two days' journey of the waters which

flow into the Gulf of Mexico ; while from the sources of

the Rio Zufii to the nearest tributary of the Rio Grande it is

seventy-five miles." I fail to see much force in this argu-

ment ; but I find upon the map accompanying Hayden's

report, to which I have already referred, that the distance

of Chaco from the head-waters of the Rio Puerco is laid

down as just equal to that of Zuiii from the sources of the

Rio San Jose, both alike tributaries of the Rio Grande.

His third argument is drawn from the distance of Cibola

(which is itself the Spanish word for Buffalo), from the

nearest ranges of that animal, which are stated to have been

eight days' journey away. This, he thinks, is true of

Chaco, but not of Zuni. To which Gen. Simpson replies

that " the distance from Zuni to the bufl^alo range east of

the Rio Pecos is only two hundred and thirty miles, which

certainly could have been reached in eight days, allowing

the journey he does of thirty miles per day." ^

His final argument is that "the evidence collectively

favors a far northern as well as a far eastern position

for Cibola. The people of Cilx)la knew nothing of either

ocean. This could hardly have been true of the people of

Zuni with respect to the Pacific, or at least the Gulf of

California." This does not seem to be a very convincing

argument in view of the fact that the two places are only

' On the ruins of a stone puel)lo on the Animas river, by Hon. Lewis

H. Morgan.—Twelfth ann. report of the Peabody Museum, pp. 550, 551.

Cambridge, 1880.

2 Corouado's March, p. 333.
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about a hundred miles apart; it may, or it may not, he as

true of the one as of the other.

However, this is all that Mr. Morgan has to urge in sup-

port of his theory, which seems to me to rest upon no

more substantial foundations than did the one previously

advocated by Lieutenant Emory and Lieutenant Abert in

favor of Ciboletta.

Lieutenant Emory in a letter to Mr. Gallatin, dated

Octo])er 8, 1847, appended to the report previously referred

to, speaks of " an Indian race living in four-story houses,

built upon rocky promontories, inaccessil)le to a savage foe,

cultivating the soil, and answering the description of the

seven cities of Coronado, except in their present insigniti-

cance in size and population, and the fact that the towns,

though near each other, are not in 'a (continuous) valley

six leagues Ions:,' but on different branches of the same

stream. The names of these towns are Cil)oletta, Moquino,

Poguato, Covero, Acoma, Laguna, Pol)lacon ; the last a

ruin."

'

Lieutenant Albert beside the ar2:ument drawn from the

similarity in the number of the villages, to which I have

already alluded, attaches some importance to the resem-

blance between the names of Cibola and Ciboletta. He also

argues that, as Ciboletta is situated some fifty or sixty miles

west of the Rio Grande, this distance would correspond

with the leng-th of Coronado's march before he reached the

river Tiguex, which Lieutenant Abert identities with the

Rio Grande, as it is the only river in New Mexico.^

The objections to this theory consist, in the first place, in

the fact referred to by General Simpson, that Jaramillo

expressly states that " all the water-courses which we met

with, whether streams or rivers, as far as that of Cibola,

and even one or two days' journey beyond, I believe, flow

in the direction of the South Sea (meaning the Pacific

' Report, p. 133.

Md., p. 491.
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Ocean) ; farther on they take the direction of the Sea of

the North (meaning the Gulf of Mexico).' This proves

conchisively that Cibola was situated on the Avest side of

the water-shed between the two seas, while Cil)oletta lies

on the east side.

Sicondly, Castaileda states that five days' journey from

Cibola was " a village named ' Acuco,' erected on a rock.

This w^as very strong, because there was but one path lead-

ing to it. It is elevated upon a rock cut perpendicularly

upon all the other sides, and so high that an arquebus-ball

would hardly reach the top. It could be got at only by a

stairway cut by hand, which began at the base of the rock

and conducted to the village. For the first two hundred

steps this stairway was sufficiently broad ; there were then

a hundred steps much narrower. At the top of the stair-

way there still remained a height of about three fathoms to

be climbed by placing the feet in holes dug in the rock, in

which one could hardly insert his toes ; it was then

necessary to hold on with the hands." ^ He afterwards

speaks of a village by the name of Tutahaco,^ which same

name is applied by Jaramillo to a village between Cibola

and Tihuex, and one or two days' journey distant,

" situated in a very strong position upon a precipitous

rock."'' Now Acuco (or by its other name Tutahaco),

has always been identified with the pueblo of Acoma,
" whose remarkable situation," says Mr. Bandelier, "on
the top of a high isolated rock has made it the most con-

spicuous object in New Mexico for nearly three centuries."*

It is only necessary to quote a few words from Lieutenant

Abert's description of Acoma, and to glance at the

accompanying plates, to be convinced of the correctness of

' Relation, p. 370.

" Id., p. 69.

'Id., p. 76,

* Id, p. 370.

* Hist. Introd., p. U.
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this determination. " High on a lofty rock of sand-stone

sits the city of Aconia. * * * At one place a singular

opening or narrow way is found between a huge square

tower of rock and the perpendicular face of the clitf. Then

the road winds round like a spiral stairway, and the Indians

ha\e in some way fixed logs of wood in the rock, radiating

from a vertical axis like steps ; these aflbrd foot-hold to

man and l)east in ckimbering up."

'

Even Mr. Morgan acknowledges this near resemblance of

the Acuco, of Coronado, to the Acoma, of the present day,

and says that it is the chief support to the claim of Zuni.

Still he will not admit it to be conclusive, nor will he allow

that Acuco was necessarily to the east of Cil)ola, although

he acknowledges that Castaiieda expressly states that some

Indians came to Cibola from a village called Cicuye, seventy

leagues towards the east, and that Alvarado, when sent

thither, after live days' march arrived at Acuco. ^ We
think, however, that few will carry their incredulity to such

a pitch as this ; but that most will feel forced to admit that

Cibola is not to be sought at or near Acoma, which was five

days' journey to the eastward of it.

As the superiority of the claim of Zuni to be regarded as

the true site of Cibola over that of the ruins on the river

Chaco, or that of Ciboletta, seems to be thus satisfactorily

established, may not the question be regarded as settled,

unless Lieutenant Bourke has produced evidence to the

contrary in favor of the Moqui villages, sufficient to out-

weigh all the objections to such a claim ? This we do not

think he has done. Let us see just what this new evidence

really amounts to. Lieutenant Bourke discovered in the

valley of the Kio Verde " the ruins of an old fortification, of

which he could only conjecture the previous configuration

but which seemed to indicate that in the centre had been

a vast, rectangular, two or three-story pile, with well

' Eeport, p. 470.

2 Tlie Seven Cities of Cibola, p. 488.

57
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defended entrances and loop-holed walls ; while the exterior

line of Avork represented a parapet behind which the

animals could find teni[)orary shelter. The entire work

was of limestone laid in adobe cement; 500 to 1000 men
could be accommodated within the hues ; which, however,

seemed from the number of partition walls to have been

intended for store-houses. One of the corners is still

more than twenty feet high, perhaps twenty-five." To
this he adds a rough sketch of its ap[)earance. He then

proceeds to specify in his argument the mode in which

the entrance is defended ; the loop-holed walls ; the fact

that the corner of the outer rampart is cut away in such

a manner that a small field-piece could be used en barbette;

the trueness of the angles of the main building, and the

circumstance that the structure is .built in a grassy bottom

and not " on a promontory or cliff."

'

These are all the facts and arouments he brinijs forward

:

the rest of his letter is made up of inference and conjecture.

His inference is that the structure is of " Spanish origin,"

and from its " great age and position that it was erected by

Coronado." His conjecture, following the suggestion of

the late Lieutenant Almy, is that it "was erected by Coro-

nado as a base of supplies."

Now this description of the "exterior line of work

representing a parapet," or " outer rampart" as he calls it,

and of the " loop-holed walls," reads singularly like the

accounts given of the ruins of the celebrated " Casa

Grande," on the river Gila, to which he himself and INIr.

Hale both allude.

Father Font, who visited this })lace in 1775, after

describing the main building, speaks of an " enceinte, or

wall, which enclosed this house and the other buildinirs
;"

and of the " round openings for light made in the walls on

' Proceedings of the Amer. Antiq. Soc, April, 1881, p. 243.
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the east and west sides." ' Dr. Bartlett also in his account

of the structure, as it appeared in 1852, speaks of the

" circular openings in the upper part of the chambers to

admit liHit and air."^

So too Mr. Bandelier found a similar "wall of circum-

vallation" surrounding the ruins of Old Pecos. ^ This is in

precise accordance with Castafieda's description of Cicuye,

with which Old Pecos has been satisfactorily identified.

" The village is surrounded besides by a stone wall of

rather low height."* Mr. Bandelier also found at Old

Pecos a system of external defences to the solitary gateway

fully as elaborate as that figured by Lieutenant Bourke.^

So also, notwithstanding Lieutenant Bourke's allegation

that " the greater part of the prehistoric remains of

Arizona will be found to be 'slouchy' at the corners ; and

that either the angles are not an exact ninety degrees, or

that the workmanship is defective at these points," Mr.

Bandelier reports otherwise of Old Pecos. He finds that

'
' great attention had been paid to having the vertical sur-

faces as nearly as possible vertical," and that the angles

were " tolerably accurate," so much so that he thinks it

possible the builders may have made use of "the plummet,

or even the square."*^

To the argument derived from the circumstance that the

" corners of the outer rampart" appear to be " cut away in

such a manner that a small field-piece could be used en

barhette,'" may I be permitted to suggest that although it is

' Notice sur la Grande Maison, dite de Moctecuzoma, par le pere

Pedro Font. Coll. of Ternaux-Compans, vol. vi., pp. 385, 386.

* Personal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New
Mexico, &c., by John Russell Bartlett, vol. ii., p. 274.

^ Report on the ruins of the pueblo of Pecos. Papers of the Arch.

Inst, of America, p. 4G.

" Relation, p. 177.

* Report, p. 47.

* Id., pp. 56 and 65.
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true that Coronado had "some culverins"' with him on

his march, yet if, according to Lieutenant Bourke's theory,

this work was built by Coronado and was designed to pro-

tect his " base of supplies," we should be driven to locate

Cibola somewhere in the valley of the Ilio Verde. It was

at Cibola that Coronado made a halt both in going and

returning ; but Lieutenant Bourke's' structure is a long way

distant from the Moqui pueblos.

So too, although it is true that a large proportion of the

ruins in New Mexico and Arizona are built upon the mesa,

or elevated table-land formations, or as Lieutenant Bourke

states it "on cliffs or promontories," still there are too many

instances w^here they are found in river bottoms to war-

rant drawing any fair inference from that circumstance.

In conclusion I will merely add that although INIr. Hale

and Lieutenant Bourke agree in identifying the Chichiltic-

Calli, or Red House, of Castaiieda, with the ruined Casa

Grande, on the Gila, I feel inclined to the opinion that

the Casa Grande, on the little river of the same name

in Chihuahua, in Mexico, visited and described by Dr.

Bartlett,^ answers better to the conditions of the problem.

Mr. Bandelier evidently is disposed to adopt the same

view.^

But it would take too lonff to cro over the arguments

necessary to establish this position, as well as to show

that Lieutenant Bourke's reasoning about the route Avliich

Coronado, as a "skilful soldier," would have been likely

to have taken, is opposed to the plain statements of the

old chroniclers in regard to the course which he

actually did pursue. To do this would require a resume of

the "twice-told tale" of Coronado's march. I think that

what has been said is sufficient to show that Lieutenant

' Castaiieda, pp. 110 and 245.

" Personal Narrative, vol. ii., pp. 3-47-365, and frontispiece.

^ Hist. Tntrod., p. 11.
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Bourke has made no discovery important enough, and

has uroed no ariruments strons; enousfh, to satisfy us of the

justice of his claim for the Moqui pueblos ; but that on the

contrary the preponderance of evidence is decidedly in

favor of the claim of the Zuiii pueblos to be regarded as

the true site of "The Seven Cities of Cibola."
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THE TESTIMONY OF FABYAN'S CHRONICLE TO

HAKLUYT'S ACCOUNT OF THE CABOTS. ^

By Gkorge Dextkr.

The extract from the "old Chronicle written by Robert Fabian,

sometime Alderman of London," cited by Hakluyt in support of the

Cabot voyages, has been the object of some suspicion because it cannot

be found in any of the printed editions of Fabyan's Chronicle. It will be

remembered that our associate, the Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale, com-

municated to this Society, in April, 1860, an extract from one of the

Cotton Manuscripts preserved in the British Museum. This is without

doubt the basis of Hakluj't's account, although it is also clear, from

a comparison of the two passages, that he did not copy the manu-

script literally.

The earliest account in print that corresponds at all with the state-

ment in Hakluyt, has been supposed to be a passage in the KIO") edition

of Stow's Annals, at page 804. This is cited by Mr. Biddle in liis

" Memoir of Sebastian Cabot," page -13, and he there states that Stow's

Annals first appeared in that year. These are mistakes. In the second

edition of Holinshed's Chronicles, published in 1586-87, at page 785 of

the second (technically third') volume, the following passage occurs.

The language corresponds nearly with that used by Hakluyt, and exactly

with that of Stow :

—

" Also this yeare, one Sebastian Gabato, a Geuoas sonne, borne in

Bristow, professing himselfe to be expert in knowledge of the circuit of

the world, and Hands of the same, as by his charts and other reasonable

demonstrations he sliewed, caused the king to man and vittell a ship

at Bristow, to search for an Hand which he knew to i^e replenislied

with ricli commodities. In the ship diuerse mercliants of London
aduentured small stocks, and in the companie of this ship sailed also

out of Bristow three or foure small ships fraight with slight and grosse

wares, as course cloath, caps, lases, points and such other."

The second paragraph, "of three savage men which hee brought

home," Mr. Biddle finds also for the first time in the Stow of 1605. It

may be seen in the same Holinshed of 1586-87, where it stands at page

789 of the volume already cited.

' This paper was prepared by Mr. Dexter for presentation at the

October meeting, but was not received in season. By consent of the

rublishing Committee, it is printed with the other papers ofiered at

that time.
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" Also this yeare were bron^ht vnto tlie kiiifr three men taken in the
new found ilands by Sebastian Gabato, before named in Anno 14:68.*

These men were clothed in beasts skins and eat raw flesh, but spake
such a language as no man could vnderstand them ; of the which three
men, two of them were seene in the king's court at Westminster two
yeares after, clothed like Englishmen and could not be discerned from
Knglishmen."

It is evident then that these accounts, said to be taken from an

unpublished chronicle or continuation of a chronicle, in the possession

of that indefatigable antiquary, John Stow, were in print two years

before Hakluyt published the single volume edition of his "Principal

Navigations" in 1589. But they were printed even earlier than this

second edition of Ilolinshed, from which I have just quoted them.

Thej' were printed for the first time, I think, in lu80, two years before

Hakluyt published his. "Divers Voyages," where he first cites Fabyan's

Chronicle in manuscript as the authority for them.

The first edition of Ilolinshed's Chronicle was published in two folio

volumes in 1577. This edition does not contain either of the I'cferences

to Cabot. Holinshed died soon afterward : about 1580, according to

Mr. Macray (Manual of British Historians, p. 78) ; his will was proved,

says Dr. Dibdin (Library Companion, vol. 1, p. ISOn.), April 2-t, 1582.

The second edition of the Chronicle, in three volumes (bound as two)

was prepared by Abraham Fleming, Francis Boteville (known also as

Francis Thin), John Stow and others. Fleming was perhaps the chief

editor. His name appears on the title-page of the historical part of the

work ; he signs its preface and also the one prefixed to the continuation

of the Chronicle ; and he prepared the elaborate tables or indexes.

Stow had already been of service to Holinshed in the first edition, and

would naturally have a considerable share in the second. In citing his

name in the list " of the Authors from whometliis Historic of England

is collected," in the earlier edition, Ilolinshed speaks thus of him :

—

"John Stow, by whose diligent collected sunnnarie I have beene not
onelie aided, but also bj' diuers rare monuments, ancient writers, and
necessarie register bookes of his, which he hath lent me out of his own
Librarie."

And at page 12G8 of the second volume of the second edition, where

Holinshed's own work ends with anno 1576, the half-title following

reads,

" The Chronicle of England, from the yeare of our Lord, 1576, where
Eaphaell Holinshed left, supplied and continued to this present yeai'e,

1586, by John Stow and others." *

' An evident mistake for 14"J8. The same mistake occurs however in

the Stow, from which, as I shall show later, these passages are taken.

^ These early editions of Holinshed's Chronicle are not easily found
in this country. I am indebted to the Barton Collection of the Boston
Public Library for the use of very fine copies of both editions, the only
perfect ones I have been able to find. In 1807-8, a new edition in six
liandsome quarto volumes was published. It is, however, only a reprint
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Into this second edition considerable new matter was inserted by

tliese editors. But so far as I have been able to discover from a some-

what careful comparison of the two editions, the interpolated passages

are marked
;
generally, at their beginning by the proof reader's sign for a

paragraph, Tf, and at their end by a bracket, ]. The editors are careful

also to give in italic types in the margin of the page, at or near the

beginning of the inserted matter, the source or authority from which

they derive it. Opposite the first passage I have read here to-day is the

marginal reference A. F. ex /. S. p. S72 ; opposite the second, John Slow

pag. 874, 875. A. F. is of course Abraham Fleming, and /. S. can be

nobody but John Stow. The paging of these citations of Stow indicates

a printed book, not a manuscript, and I have succeeded in tracing them.

Stow's earliest work, called the " Sumraarie of English Chronicles"

had passed through several editions before the publication of this

second edition of Holinshed. But all these editions of the "Suramarie"

are small books in IGrao or 12mo. The original edition of 1561 contains

only one hundred and twentj' leaves, and it is scarcely probable that

either of the subsequent ones was increased to nearly nine hundred

pages. There is however one book of Stow's, an outgrowth from the

" Summarie," that auswers the conditions of the problem. This is his

•' Annals," the first edition of which, under the title of '• Chronicles of

England," was published, not as Mr. Biddle says in 1605, but in 1580.

A copy of this work, in the library of Congress, has been examined for

me by the kindness of Mr. Spoflbrd the librarian, and I am assured that

the passages I have pointed out in Holinshed are found upon the precise

pages of Stow indicated in the marginal notes of the Holinslied. There

are, as would naturally be expected, variations in the spelling. I am in-

formed also that there are no marginal references in the Stow. Herein

this edition diflers from the later ones, where, against the second pass-

age, the one about the Indians, Ro. Fabian appears as the source of

the information. At least Mr. Biddle says that the reference fs given in

the edition of 1605, audit certainly stands in that of 1615, the earliest

I have been personally able to consult.

I have had the manuscript in the Cotton collection, Vitellius, A. xvi.,

from which Dr. Hale obtained the extract submitted to the Society in

1860 examined, with the hope that it might prove to be Fabyan's

Chronicle, and to have once been the property of John Stow. Its title

reads, " Cronicon regum Angliae et Series Maioru et vice comitum

of the second edition. The publishers say in their " Advertisement,"

that " it has been a law [with them] not to alter a single Letter, l)ut to

print the Work with the utmost Fidelity from tlie l)est preceding

Edition, with the Author's own Orthography, and with his niargiiial

Notes. The only Liberty taken lias been to use the Types of the present

Day instead of the Old English Letter of the Time of Elizabeth." As
this is the edition generally in use now, it may be well to say that the

passages I have iiuoted from the second edition are found in this, on
pages 520 and 528 of the third volume.
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civitatis London ab Anno prinio Henrici tertij ad Annum primum Hen :

8-'." The second folio begins, " The names of Mayers and Shrevj^s in

the tyme of King lienry the thyrde, the yere of owre lord God,
MCCXVII." The manuscript is written in two hands which are quite

distinct ;—the body in one, and the notes or additions in another.

While there is no difficulty in connecting this manuscript with Stow,
—my informant writes that there is a pencil memorandum on the first

page, signed F. M.' " The additions are in the handwriting of John Stow
the Historian,"—it does not seem possible to pronounce it a Fabyan.
There is a manuscript, ivnown to be the second volume of Fabyan's
Chronicle, in the CJotton collection, Nero C. XL, but its handwriting is

not the same or even similar to that of the Vitellius manuscript. Again,
Fabyan's printed editions show a method, so far as I know peculiar to

himself, of arranging the names of the Mayor and Sherifls of London at

the l)eginuing of each year of the sovereign's reign. This method
appears in the Nero manuscript while the arrangement in the Vitellius

is someAvhat diflerent, and agrees, my informant in London says, very
nearly v,'ith the plan adopted in the early editions of Stow's " Sum-
marie." Fabyan's method is this :

Anno Domini MCCCLXXX.XIX. Anno Domini MCCCC.
Wyllyam Walderne

Thomas KnoUys, grocer Anno I

Wyllyam Hyde

That is, Knollys was mayor and Walderne and Hyde sheriffs the first

year of King Henry IV., which began the last day of September, 1399,

and extended to the same day of the following year. Each succeeding
year is marked by the two dates. The plan of tlie Vitellius manuscript
is for the same year, the first of Henry IV. :

Thomas knolles f William Waldrone 1 , „

Mayer { William hide |
A° primo

Again, the names of tlie mayors and sheriffs are not the same in the

printed Fabyan and in the Vitellius manuscript. For the first year of

Henry III. the former gives William Hardell as mayor, and John
Travers and Andrew Newland as sheriffs; the latter, James Aldermane
and Solomon Basyng as each serving part of the year as mayor, and
Richard Sumpter and William Blonter as sheriffs. The Nero manuscript

(a genuine Fabyan) differs from both but only b}' postponing the names
in the printed Fabyan one year in every case.^

I have received from London a fresh copy of the passages about

Caljot in this Vitellius manuscript. As some persons may be curious

to have the original spelling, not given by Dr. Hale, it may not be amiss

' These are the initials of Sir Frederic Madden, keeper of the Manu-
scripts, under whose care the Cotton collection was repaired.

^Fabyan's Chronicles, ed. 1811, p. 323, n. 5.
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to reproduce the first. The second appears in print now for the first

time. It is from folio 204 of tlie manuscript :

—

"This yere the Icyng at tlie besy request and Supplicacion of a

Straunger venisiane"^ whiche by a 'carrt ' made hym self expert in

knowyiig of the worlde cause'de the kyng to manne a ship with

vytaille and other necessaries for to seeke an Ilande wlieryne the said

S'trauuger Surinysede to be grete comodities / with whiche Ship by the

kynges grace so Ryggede went iij or iiij moo owte of Bristowe, the

said Strauuger beyng Conditor of the said fllete / wheryne dyuers mer-

chauntes as welle"of~londone as Bristow auenturede goodes and sleight

mercliaundises wldche departede from tlie west Cuntrey in the

begynnyng of Somer, but to this present Moneth came nevir knowlege
of theire exployt."

" This yere three men were broughte out of an Ilande founde by
merchauiites of Bristow ferre beyonde Irelonde the which were

clothede in Beestes Skyunes and ete Raw fflesshe and liude in theire

demeanure as Beestes."

Both passages are in the handwriting of the body of the manuscript,

which is rfot Stow's. The only marginal note to the first is the year and

month, which my agent has not sent me ; at the second the note reads

" iij men broughte from the Newe Ilonde." The gentleman who made

the examination for me writes that he cannot find either passage in

Stow's early books, the " Summarie," of 1565, 15G7, 1573 or 1575.

Stow himself says that he has a continuation of Fabyan's Chronicle

by the author in manuscript. ^ This manuscript is yet to be found. Sir

Henry Ellis expresses an opinion, in his preface to the last edition of

Fabyan, that it might very probably have passed from Stow's collection

to that of Sir Robert Cotton. If so it has not yet been recognized in

that collection.

I do not forget that many questions will arise from any analysis and

comparison of these various extracts about the Cabot voyages. I have

not failed to notice that Ilakluyt in his later works changed the form

of tlie extract from the unpublished Chronicle from that in which he

first printed it, by bringing the year of the king from the margin into

the text, and by inserting the name of John Cabot, wliilc he still allowed

Sebastian's to remain in the heading of his paragi-aph. Mr. Biddle

built charges of duplicity and suppression of evidence upon these

changes. No candid person will, I think, now entertain them. It is

well kncnvn that Ilakluyt was not an exact and careful writer. In this

matter of the Cabots, for instance, I do not suppose that the question

of the comparative agency of the fatlier and the son ever occurred to

him. He makes even no distinction of voyages. He only collects all

the materials he can find about the Cabots, and prints them absolutely

without editorial care. And so also, the discrepancy between the

' This word is scored out in the manuscript.

* Fabyan's Chronicle, ed. 1811, p. xvii.
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"XVII yeere of his raigne" in the "Divers Voyajjes," and the " four-

teeuthe yeare " of the later works, seems ratlier an instance of his

occasional want of care than a proof of his treachery, as Mr. Bicldle

would have it. But all these are questions into the discussion of which

I do not propose to enter. They Avill doubtless be considered in the

chapter which our associate. Dr. Deane, is understood to be preparing

for the new history of America, and any fog that hangs about them will

then be dispelled.
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ENGLISH OFFICERS IN AMERICA.

By E. E. Hale.

The American war proved a good school for many English officers who
were to distinguish themselves iu the wars with Napoleon. "The
Georgian Era " contains the names of flfty-one officers in the army who
attained such distinction as to entitle them to a place among the " most

eminent persons who flourished" in the age of the Georges. Four of

these fifty-one were born in America, namely :

—

1. Sir David Ociiterlony, born 1758, died 182.5. He was a pupil in

the Boston Latin School in 17GG. He became an ensign in the Indian

establishment in 1778 and rose to high rank in India.

2. I think we are to name here Sir Samuel Auchmuty, born in 1756,

died 1822. At the age of twenty he entered the forty-fifth foot then in

Halifax or Boston. He was soon made lieutenant and as such served at

Brooklyn and White Plains. In 1806 he had chief command of the Eng-

lish forces in the La Plata, and in 1807 stormed the defences of Monte-

video and took that city. He had afterwards the chief command in the

Carhatic, and commanded the forces which reduced Java. After the

peace he was commander-in-chief of the forces iu Ireland, and was
riding in Pha?nix Park, Dublin, when he suddenly fell dead.

3. General Robeut Mackay, as I suppose, was born in Boston. In

1778 he obtained a commission in the native infantry of Madras, and he

rose to high rank in India. He w^as made lieutenant-general in 1821.

4. Edmuxd Fanm.ng, born about 1725, died in 1774r. He was survej'or

general of the royal lands in North Carolina, and there took the king's

side. He Avent to England as a colonel after Coruwallis's defeat, and

afterwards was made Governor of Nova Scotia and of Prince Edward's

Island.

Other American born ofllcors in the English army, not named in the

Georgian Era, are Benjamin Bethune, who was a captain, and Gen.

Hugh Mackay Gordon, who were in the same class at the Boston Latin

school with David Ociiterlony.

There arc left forty-seven of these "distinguished oflicers," of whom
also at least thirty served in America, either in tlie French war or

the Revolution. These are

Major John AndrI^:, born 1751, died 1780. Major Wemyss's comment
on Audi 6 is in these words ;

—" Major Andre succeeded Lord Ravvdon as

Adjutant-General. Accomplished and of good alnlities, his melancholy
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fate will be remembered with the deepest regret. The important office

he held, and the distiugnished favour of the Commander-in-Chief, made
him sometimes show a degree of consequence that created him some
enemies."

Jp^FKRfCY, Lord Amhehst, born 1727, died 1798. Commander-in-chief

of army from 1775 to Lord North's dismission, lie had served and

commanded in America from 1758 to 17G3.

Sir Ralph Abehckomby, born in 17;^8; was killed in Egypt in 1801.

He was in the party which attacked the redoubt at Bunker Hill. It is

probably from him that the anecdote comes, repeated in Lord Mahou's
history, that, as the English ranks broke, a voice from the American
w^orks asked, "Are the Americans cowards, Captain Abercromby?" He
was wounded at Monmouth.
Lindsay, Earl of Balcarros, born 1752, died 1825. He served as

major in the Fifty-third foot under Sir George Carletou and Burgoyne.

He was afterwards lieutenant-governor of Jamaica.

Sir George Beckwitii, born 1753, died 1823. As lieutenant in the

Thirty-seventh foot he sailed under Cornwallis, January 177G, for

America. He was at Brooklyn, White Plains, Brandywine and

GermantOAvn. Served as aide-de-camp to Knyphausen, and shares the

disgrace of the nuissacre of Grotou with Aruold and Bromfield. He was
for some years commander of the English forces in the West Indies.

Sir John Burgoyne, born 1730, died 1792. Arrived in Boston in

May, 1775. Capitulated in the " Convention " at Saratoga, October 17,

1777. Lord Mahon cites this amusing comment on Burgoyne bj^ one of

his officers :—" C'est un brave homme mais lourd comme un Allemand."

Sir Hexky Clinton was born about 1735, died 1808. The place of

birth of Sir Henry (Clinton does uot appear in the brief biographies in

the dictionaries. It is said in one of them that he was born about 1738,

but this is too late, for he was made lieutenant in the Coldstream Guards

November 1st, 1751. Before this time, under his father's administration

of New York he had been captain-lieutenant of the English companies

there, which means, I think, uot tlie militia, but the garrison from the

regular English army. In 1731 his father, Captain George Clinton of

the English navy, was governor of Newfoundland. But at that time

there were few or no English residents in that island. The boy Henry
Clinton probably came to New York Avith his father who was com-

missioned governor of that province in 1741, and he probably lived

there till 1751 when he entei'ed the Coldstream Guards. In 17(52 he

became colonel in the army. He served with credit in the Seven Years'

war in Germany and was general in 1772.

General Clinton's father was Admiral George Clinton, his mother
was Anne, daughter of General Carle. Admiral Clintoii Avas governor of

NeAV York from 1741 to 1753, when he retired with eighty thousand

pounds sterling, " Avhicli it is alleged he accquired in that government."

Admiral Clinton died in 17(!1.
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It would seem therefore that Clinton was educated in the New York

schools, as Ochterlony and Gordon were educated in tlie Boston Latin

School.

He was the grandson (by his father) of Francis, sixth Earl of Lincoln

;

nephew and namesake of Henry, seventh Earl, and was cousin of George

the eightli Earl and Henry the ninth Earl. The last of these earls of

Lincoln married Miss Pelham, daugliter of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and it is thus that to our great good fortune our Sir Henry

Clinton was connected with the Pelhams and Newcastles. At his death,

Sir Henry Clinton was Lieutenant General and governor of Limerick,

" the appointment of which is 20 shillings per day," and groom of the

bed chamber to the Duke of Gloucester. He had been M. P. for Newark,

and afterwards for Launceston.

Sir GuyCaulkton, born 1724, died 1808. (Lord Dorchester) ; served

under Amherst and Wolfe,—commanded in Canada through most of the

war, and succeeded Clinton as commander-in-chief.

Charlks, 1st Earl Coknwallis, born December 31, 1738, died 1805.

He arrived in America, at Cape Fear, Wilmington, May 3, 177G. Joined

Howe at Staten Island,—and was at Long Island, Princeton, Brandy-

wine and other engagements, before his Southern Campaigns.

WiLMAM SCHAW, Earl Cathcart, born in 1755—served in 16th Light

Dragoons, and Avas aide-de-camp to Sir T. Wilson and Sir Henry Clinton.

He was chief of the " Knights of the Blended Rose," in the Tournament

of the Mischianza at Philadelphia, his device on that occasion was Cupid

riding on a lion, his motto "Surmounted by Love,"—and he appeared

in honor of Miss Auchmuty. Notwithstanding which, he married, two

years after, in New York, the daughter of Andrew Elliott, by whom he

had Ave sons and three daughters. He was Colonel of the Caledonian

Volunteers,—and was at the Siege of Charleston. He was afterwards

in the Diplomatic Service of England,—and was made a Viscount. His

brother, Captain Andrew Cathcart, of the 15th infantry, was wounded

at Monmouth.
Major Wemyss, in the paper already cited, makes the following

bitter reference to Lord Cathcart's rapid proration :

"Lord Cathcart, appointed Cornet in the 19th Light Dragoons, was,

on his arrival at Philadelphia in the spring, '78, made Aidc-de-Camp to

Sir Wm. Howe ; and on Sir Henry Clinton succeeding to the command a

short time after, was also his Aide-de-Camp, and continued as such

until appointed Quarter-Master General in room of Brigadier General

Dalrymple gone to England ; and about the same time Colonel of the

Provincial Regiment (to be raised fi-om the Jails and Prison Ships,)

afterwards known by the name of Tarleton's Legion, of which Tarletou,

a Volunteer just arrived from England, was made Lieutenant-Colonel.

His Lordshii) served as Qiiarter-Master-General until the surrender of

Charleston in May following ; when he was sent home with despatches

on that event, to receive the reward of a grateful country, for his long
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and meritorious services of about two years ; by being appointed Lieu-

tenant-Colonel in tlie Guards."

General James Henry Craig, born about 1740, died 1812. He was

made Commander-in-Chief in Canada, iu 1809.

Ei)W\RD Marcus Dkspard, born 1751, hanged 1803, who rose to the

rank of Colonel in the English array in the West Indies, had served in

America. In 1802, he formed a plot to overthrow the Government, aud

assassinate the king. He was betrayed, tried, aud convicted, on the

testimony of his accomplices.

Sir James Stewakt Dexham, born 17-15, entered the sei'vice in 1761,

in the 1st Dragoons. He held a high command in Ireland in the latter

part of his life.

Sir William Draper, born 1721, died 1787, married in America the

daughter of Chief Justice De Lancy. He was a Lieutenant-Geueral.

aud Lieutenant-Governor of Minorca.

Sir 11. W. Dalrymple, born 1750, ensign of 31st foot in 1763,—died

1830. He was disgraced for a supposed failure in the Peninsula, being

reponsible for the convention of Torres-Vedras. He is probably the

Lieutenant-Colonel Dalrymple, who was in command at Staten Island in

1776. Major Wemyss makes the following comments upon him :

"Brigadier-Gexeral Dalrymple : Qr.-Mr.-Gen'l to Sir Henry

Clinton. Pompous, consequential and nicknamed Agamemnon; was as

unfit to be Quarter-Master-General to the Army in the Field, as Professor

of Materia Medica in a University. Fortunately his services were con-

fined to New York, where he lived like a Prince, having nothing to do

but to make monejs and to spend it."

Sir William Erskixe, Lieutenant-Colonel of the 71st regiment, held

rank as Brigadier-General at New York. Major Wemyss says, "Al-

though he had seen a good deal of service in Germany, and at the head

of a regiment of light dragoons, had acquired the character of a brave

and active officer, he was but an indiflerent Quarter-Master-General.

Confused in his ideas, he was tedious and indistinct in expressing tliem

;

was too fond of money, and too much addicted to the bottle." On the

other hand, llarcourt writes of him, '-Erskine is the soul of our army."'

Lord Edward Fitzgei:ald, born 1763, died in prison 1792. Sailed

for America in 1779.—and was aide-de-camp to Lord Uawdon in Carolina.

At Eutaw Springs he was left iusensible on the field. An unsuccessful

attachment in love led him, after having tried a parliamentary career,

to rejoin his regiment in Canada in 1786,- and in America, according

to Thomas Moore, he contracted his Pepublican ideas.

General Thomas Gage, born 1721, died 1788. Was commander-in-

chief in 177-4 and 1775 in Boston.

Lord Grey (Charles Grey) is the General Grey of our Kevolution,—

who destroyed New Bedford, and ravaged Martha's Vineyard. For these

services he was promoted to be Lieutenant-General. He is tlie fatlier of

Earl Grey of the Reform Bill. He was born in 1829, made Baron in 1801,

'Evelyn papers, p. 236.
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and Earl in 180(">. Of liim Major Wemyss saja, that he was " an active

officer of some abilities, hut loo much led bj^ the officers about him, in

tlie choice of whom he was by no means fortunate."

FiiAXCis Rawdon, Marquis of Hastings, born 1754, died 182(). Com-

manded the Grenadiers at Bunker Hill, aud received two shots in his hat.

He was Cornwallis's second in Carolina, and VNitnessed the surrender at

Yorktown as a prisoner, having been captured at sea by the Gloriei(x,

He is the Earl of Moira, known as a favorite of George IV. Of him

Major Wemyss says: "Adjutant-General to Sir Henry Clinton, aud

Colonel of a Provincial regiment raised in New York, by the name of

' Volunteers of Ireland.' Of good abilities, and zealous in the service

of his country ; but his generous and unsuspecting character led him to

support too w^armly the interest of some of his designing countrymen

and followers." By " covmtrymen" Major Wemyss means Irishmen.

William, Earl Harcoukt, born 17-43, died 1830. As Captain in the

Third Dragoons he served in America. In reward for the capture of

General Lee the King made him an aide-de-camp. George IV. made him

Grand Cross of the Bath,— aud he was the first Governor of Sandhust

College. He was on terms of close intimacy with George III. and

Queen Charlotte. His entertaining letters have recently been printed in

"The Evelyns in America."

George, Lord Harris, born 174G, died 1829. He was of the 5th Reg-

iment of Foot, " covered the retreat from Lexington," was wounded at

Bunker Hill, rejoined Howe in 177(), and was wounded " in the attack on

Iron Hill."

Sir William Howe (see p. 325) succeeded General Gage. He was

relieved by Sir Henry Clinton, at Thiladelphia, May, 1777. Howe had

first won public attention and applause at Quebec in 1759. He served

under Wolfe in command of one of the Highland regiments, since so

distinguished, created by Pitt's bold aud wise policy in 1757. On the

night of the 12tli of September, Wolfe's advance in the enterprise for

climbing the Heights of Abraham, was commanded liy Moucktou and

Murray. In that advance Colonel Howe couniianded the light infantry

and the Highlanders,— and led the party which first climbed the preci-

pice. In the battle which followed he was first engaged,— took without

opposition a four-gun battery, and was afterwards posted, to await

Montcalm's attack in the rear of the left wing. The steadiness of this

wing,— from which Colonel Howe once and again sallied out with two

companies against the right flank «f the French, aud checked the ad-

vance of the French right, Avas highly praised at the time.

Howe certainly did not lack for personal bravery. " I shall not

desire yon to go a step further than \vlK're I myself go at your head,"

he said at Bunker Hill and he was true to his word. He led his men

to the rail-fence three times. He l)ore a charmed life that day, and

came off without a wound, though his white silk stockings were red

Willi the i)lo()(l which they wiix'd from llic tall grass, as he rei)assod
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the ground AAiierc his men had fallen It was in that part of the field that

of one liijht companj^ of the flfty-second regiment evcr_v man was killed

or wounded.

Major Wemj'ss gives the following opinion of Sir William Howe :

"Lieut. -Gen. Sir Wm. Howe succeeded General Gage with the
good opinion of the army, but it was soon discovered that however
fit to command a corps of grenadiers, he was altogether unequal to the

duties of Commauder-in-chief of which his misconduct on almost all

occasions, particularly at the beginning of the Avar at Long Lsland,

White Plains and Trenton are undoubted proofs. His manners are

sullen and ungracious, with a dislike to business, and a propensity to

pleasure. His stall' officers were in general below mediocrity, with some
of whom, and a few field officers he passed most of his time in private

conviviality."

Gen. Sttjdholm Hodgson, born 1708, died 1798. A field mar.shal.

His first distiuction was won in the attack and capture of Belle Isle in

1761.

Gehard, Viscount Lake, born 1744, died 1S08. General in the army,

and governor of Plymouth. He joined the Guards under Cornwallis,

and received CoruAvallis's thanks for his gallantry in the one sortie made
by the garrison of Yorktown.

Sir William Medows, born December 31, 17;'.8 (the same day with

Lord CoruAvallis), died 1813. General, Governor of Hull, Knight of

the Bath. Commanded the First brigade of Guards in America, and

was wounded at Brandywine.

General Monckton, died 1782. Governor of Portsmouth, England.

Took command at Quebec when Wolfe fell. He had been Governor

of Nova Scotia.

General John Money, born 17.52, died 1817. Was once taken prisoner

in Canada by the Americans.

Sir John Moore, born 17()1, died 1800. He was the unfortunate hero

of Corunna. He joined the Fifth foot in 177G and soon after in the

Eighty-second went to Nova Scotia. He was there for some years and

narroAvly escaped being cut oft" by a superior force at Penobscot. He
was Avith Coi-UAvallis in Virgiuia, but the 82ud returned to New York

before the siege of YorktoAvn.

Sir George Murray, born 1701. Entered the Seventy-first foot in

1779. He served in Spain and Canada, Avas a member of Parliament, and

was made D. C. L. by the University of Oxford.

General Robert Melville, boru 1723, died 1809. Commanded in the

West Indies through the EevolutionaO' War.

Henry Piiipps, Earl Mulgrave, l)orn 17i">5. He Avas made an Ii^arl in

and First 1812, having been secretai-y of state for the Avar department,

Lord of the Admiralty. In his youth he served in America.

Sir Barrasthe Taiu.kton, K. C. V., born 17r)4, avcU known as com-

mander of the British Legion under Cornwallis, when he distinguished

himself as a cavalry officer.

George (Marquis) Townshend, born 1723, died 1807. A Field

59
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Mar8hal. The chief command at Quebec devolved on him after

Moucktou was wounded.

I liave not attempted, in this short list, to malvc my own selection of

distinguished officers in the English army. I have merely taken the list

made by the editor of the Georgian Era. I should have supposed that

such a list would have also included the following officers, all of whom

served in America

:

Major General Sir Archibald Campbell, died 1791.

Field Marshal Sir Alured Clarke, died 1832. Captured Cape of Good

Hope, 179.">.

General Sir John Doyle, born 1750, died 1834.

Major General Thomas Dundas, born 1750, died 1794.

.
Lieutenant-Colonel Henry Haldane, born 1750, died 1825.

Lieutenant-General Alexander Mackay, died 178!).

General Sir John Macleo.d, born 1752, died 1833.

General O'Hara, died 1802. Governor of Gibraltar.

Lieutenant-General Hugh Earl Percy, afterwards Duke of North-

umberland. Of him Major Wemyss says, he Avas " capricious, unsteady

to a gi-eat degree, but was ^villing to do his duty to the best of his

judgement "

Lieutjnant-Gr3n?ril .James Robertson, died 1788.

General Alexinder Ross, died 1827. i.'oruwallis',s aide-de-camp.

Lieutenaut-'ieneral John Graves Simcoe, died 1806. Governor of

Upper Canada.

General J. W. T. Watson, died 182".

But none of these names are in that list.

It may be convenient to Students of American history to know that

Major Wemyss gives the following list of officers whom he knew in New
York, and adds his notes on most of them. His notes in MS. are in

the Library of Harvard College, among Dr. Sparks's papers.

Lieutenant-General Gage.
" Howe.

" " Sir Henry Clinton.
" " Earl Coriiwallis.
" " Earl Tercy.
" " Robertson.
" " The Hon. Alexander Leslie.

Major-General Mosscy.
" " Vaughn.
" " Sir Charles Grey.
«' " Daniel Jones.
'< " Valentine Jones.
«' " (Jraut.
" " Tryon.
" " I'ri'vost.
" " Prescott.
" " Mattliews.
" " Pigot.
'« " Campbell.
" " Clevchnid.
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KEPORT ON BY-LAWS.

In pursuance of instructions given at a former meeting I

have examined the existing and past By-Laws of the Society

and now submit the following report. I find that the exist-

ino; code has been amended from time to time but not m the

manner therein provided for such amendments. By the

original act of incorporation approved by Governor Strong

October 24, 1812, it is provided that the members of this

Society shall have power to elect a president, vice-president

and such other officers as they may determine to be necesary,

that the Society shall have power to make by-laws for

governing its members and property, and may expel, dis-

franchise or suspend any member, who by misconduct shall

be rendered unworthy ; that it may establish rules for elect-

ing officers and members and may fix. the times and places

of holding its meetings. At a meeting held November 19,

1812, the President, Judge Bangs, Dr. Bancroft, Timothy

Bigelow, Esq., and Prof. Peck were appointed a committee

to draw up regulations and by-laws for the Society. At a

meeting of the Society February 3, 1813, that committee

reported a code of by-laws which was adopted by the

Society.

The code provided for the election of a president and two

vice-presidents who should, ex-officAo, be members of the

Council, seven councillors exclusive of the ex-officio mem-

bers ; a recording and assistant and two corresponding

secretaries ; a treasurer ; a librarian and cabinet-keeper, and
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defined the duties of these several officers. It provided that

no article should ever on any occasion be loaned from the

museum, nor any book or other article be loaned from the

library except by vote of the Council and the borrower was

required to return the book loaned within four weeks or pay

such forfeiture as the Council liy vote might fix. Three

meetings of the Society annually were provided for. One

in Boston December 22d, one in Boston the first Wednesday

in June and one in Worcester Wednesday next after the

fourth Tuesday of September.

The seventh article provided that at any meeting any

member might propose the name of any candidate for

meml)ership by writing his name with his own in a Ijook

kept for that purpose, and at the next meeting such candi-

date mio-ht be voted for and elected if he received two-

thirds of the votes cast.

The eio-hth article read as follows :
'

' Each meml)er shall

pay annually two dollars, and a neglect for three years shall

be taken as evidence that the member has abdicated his

interest in the Society and shall no longer ])e a meml)er."

In case of the death, resignation, incapacity or removal

from the State of either of the secretaries, or treasurer or

librarian, the Council were to take charge of the property

and buildings of the Society and deliver the same to the

persons whom they might appoint to hold the offices till the

next meeting of the Society.

At a meeting held October 23, 1813, six additional by-

laws Avere adopted, providing that a temporary depository

of gifts be established in Boston : that the secretary should

record the names of members and the date of their admission ;

that the payment of twenty dollars l)y any member should

excuse him from the payment of two dollars annually ; that

every deed under the seal of the Society should l)e passed

and sealed in Council and signed by the j^iresident and

attested by the secretary ; that every new member should

be notified of his election by a printed letter signed by the
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recording secretary ; that all Iwoks and other articles

belonging to the Society should be appraised and the value

marked in the ca' aloaue ; that a correct catalogue of the

books and other articles should be made by the liln-arian, or

by a committe(i, and a copy thereof should be kept by the

president, and all additions should be entered on the

catalogue and on the copy in the possession of the

president.

At a meeting December 22, 1813, it was voted that the

by-laws be so far ahered that the anniversary of the Society

shall be celebrated October 23d and that the officers shall

be elected on that day. At a meeting June 1, 1814, article

eight was amended so as to apply only to members residing

in the State. This article provides for the annual payment

of two dollars.

January 18, 181G, the Society voted that "no person

sliall be elected a member who has not stood in nomination

at least six months and then only at a meeting in Boston."

At a meeting held January 18, 1815, it was voted that

the fundamental laws contained in ten articles, be and are

herel)y repealed, and the following twelve articles -sub-

stituted as the laws of the American Antiquarian Society.

These twelve articles may be found in the first printed

volume of the Society's Transactions. January 27, 1820,

article nine was amended so as to make the payment of six

dollars obligatory. June 30, 1831, article seven was mod-

ified so that the sub-council at Worcester might causae

deeds and other instruments to be executed in such man-

ner and by such persons as they shall direct. Also,

" Resolved that the sub-council at Worcester have power to

make such arrangements as to the care and superintend-

ence of the library as they shall think wise for the interest

of the Society." The Council was divided into two sections

or sub-councils, one in Worcester and one in Boston.

At one time it was provided that one at least of the Coun-

cil should be a resident of the Old Colony.

60
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The last code of by-laws and that now nominally in force

was ado})tecl at the annual meeting held Octol)ei' 24, 1831.

This code was i)rinted in a small pam})lilet form, one copy of

which only is now in ihe lihniry.

I)y this code the officers of the Societ\' are such as are

now annually elected. It prescribes the duties of the

several officers, that the Council shall hold stated meetings

in "\\'orcestei' on the last Wednesdays of October, Jainiarv,

April and July, and special meetings on call of the

president ; that at special meetings a majority of the whole

board shall constitute a quorum ; at stated meetings live

members shall be a quorum; that the Council shall have

the general superintendence of all the property and affairs

of the Society, make disbursements for current expenses

not exceeding the annual income ; twice in each year shall

carefully examine the library and cabinet and other property

and m:dve report to the Society ; may appoint a librarian

and such other salaried officers and agents as they may
judge necessary, prescribe their duties and tix their com-

pensation, and at each stated meeting of the Society make

re})ort of all their doings.

By article six two stated meetings of the Society are

retiuired to be held in each year, one at Worcester on the

23d day of October, or the jNIonday following if the 23d is

Sunday ; and one at IJoston on the last Wednesday of

May. By article seven the American members are limited

to one hundred and forty, and that no person shall I)e

elected a member unless he shall liiive been nominated one

month in the Council and afterwards reconnnendcd by the

Council, and such election nmst be at a stated meeting

and by three-fourths at least of the ballots of the members

present.

Article eight provides that "a librarian and cabinet

keeper shall be annually apjoointed by the Council, to be

subject to their direction, and removable by them for mis-

conduct." By article nine no new laws or alteration of a
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standlni": law is to he intule until recoimncnded l^v the

CoLinc-il and ad()[)ted hy the S«x'iety at a stated nieetina'.

It is provided that the librarian shall give bonds tor the

faitliful discharire of his duties; that he shall have the care

of the library and cabinet, paying particular attention to

security from tire, and shall be accountable for any loss or

injury hapi)enini'- from his neo'lio-ence.

It is a striking illustration of a not very uncommon fact,

that laws enacted with great formality are allowed to remain

ino})erative, that Mr. Haven was appointed Librarian l)y

the Council, September 23, 1837, and he entered uijon his

duties, April 1, 183<S, and continued for more than forty

years to discharge the duties of that office, without any

re-appoiniment and without even giving bonds as the By-

Laws required.

Of course, with such an officer as Mr. Haven, one

appointment was as good as^brty and no bond was needed

to secure the faithful perfoimance of every duty he under-

took. But such an absolute and prolonged disregard on the

part of the Society of its own laws can hai-dly be considered

a proper subject of commendation. Other irregularities

have occurred in the action of the Society in reference to its

standing laws.

April 27, 18r)3, a resolution was passed in the meeting of

that date, that the annual meeting of the Society hereaiter

shall be on such day as the Council shall determine.

April 25, 1855, a vote Avas passed upon a motion by some

member, without any previous recommendation of the

Council, as required by the By-Laws, that the day of the

annual meetinii: l)e on the 21st of October, unless that dav

fall on Sunday, when the meeting shall be held on the 22nd

of October. This action was a violation of the standing-

laws of the Society. It may be remarked in passing that

the original Act of Incorporation was amended by an Act of

the Legislature, approved March 2(5, 1852, authorizing the

Society to hold real estate, the annual income of which shall
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not exceed Four Thousand Dollars, and personal estate not

exceeding One Hundred Thousand Dollars, exclusive of

Books, &c. The original limit of annual income was $1,500.

A new code of By-Laws based upon that of 1831, with

some additions and alterations, is herewith submitted for the

consideration of the Society.

P. EMORY ALDEICH.

Committee.

1
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BY-LAWS
OF THE

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY,

Adopted at the Meeting of the Society, Oct. 21st, 1881.

Article I.

—

Officers.

The officers shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, Recording

Secretary, a Secretary for Foreign, and a Secretary for Domestic,

Correspondence, and a Treasurer, wlio shall be members ex-officio of the

Council, and ten Councillors ; and also a Committee of Publication and

two Auditors, all of whom shall be elected by ballot at the Annual

Meeting in October, and liold their respective offices one year, and until

their successors shall be elected.

Article II.

—

Meetings.

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Society and of the

Council when present, and in his absence one of the Vice-Presidents

shall preside ; and in the absence of the President and Vice-Presidents,

the Senior Councillor present shall preside.

The President shall see that the duties of the several offices are faith-

fully performed, and the Laws executed.

Article III.

—

Secretaries.

The Recording Secretary shall keep a fair record of all the doings of

the Society and Council, to be deposited, when not in use, with all

papers of his department, in the Library Building of the Society, in

Worcester. He shall give notice of each stated meeting of the Society,

by publishing the same in such newspapers in Boston and Worcester,

and by such other means as the Council shall direct. But negligence on

the part of the Secretary in giving such notice, shall not prevent the

holding of any stated meeting, nor render its proceedings invalid.

All letters received and copies of those written by the Corresponding

Secretaries shall be preserved, and communicated by them to the Society.
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Article IV.

—

Tkeasukku.

The Treasurer shall receive and keep the fiiiuls of the Society, and

all books aud papers relating thereto, and shall invest and manage the

funds of the Society, under the direction of the Council He shall keep

accurate accounts of the same, aud of all receipts and payments, subject

at all times to the inspection of the officers of the Society, and shall

present a copy thereof to the Council, at their meeting next preceding

any stated meeting of the Society.

He shall give bonds to be approved by the Council for the faithful

performance of the duties of his office, aud shall receive such compen-

sation as the Council maj^ determine.

Akticle V.

—

The Council.

The Council shall have the control and general management of all the

property of the Society, both personal and real, and may take, release,

or transfer securities for any patron of the funds of the Society, and

may receive and execute deeds of real estate on behalf of the Society,

and the}' maj' determine by what officer or officers deeds of the Society

shall be executed.

The Council may make or authorize disbursements for current expenses

and other objects of tlie Society, to an amount not exceeding the annual

income.

Twice, at least, in every year, they shall carefully examine, or cause

to be examined by a Comniittee appointed for that purpose, the Library,

Cabinet and otlier property, and make report to the Society of tlie state

of the funds, and amount and character of the investments.

They may appoint a Librarian and Cabinet Keeper, and Assistant-

Librarian, and such other subordinate officers and agents as tliey may

judge necessary, allow them reasonable compensation, aud prescri1)e

such duties to tliern as they may think proper, not inconsistent with the

laws and objects oi the Society. The officers and agents so appointed

shall hdld tlicir respective offices during t!u- ideasure of the Council.

The (^)Mn(il may meet at such times and places as they may deem neces-

sary, and provide for the manner in which such meetings shall be called.

Pi ve members shall constitute a quorum of the Council: they shall, at

each stated meeting of the Society, make a report of their (h)ings,

which shall be subject to the control of the Society. The Council shall

have power to make such rules and regulations as to the superintendence
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an 1 use of the Library and Cahinet as thej^ shall consider most oon-

ducive to the preservation and liighest utility of tlie same.

AlJTICI.E VI,

Tlio Annual Meeting of the Society shall be held every year, at the

Library Building of the Society, in Worcester, on the twenty-first day

of October, and when the same falls on Sunday, the meeting shall be

on the Monday following: the Scnii-Annual Meeting shall be held in

Boston every year, on the last Wednesday of .April, at such place as the

Council shall designate.

AliTICLE VII.

The .American members of tlie Society shall at no time exceed One

Hundred and Forty. No person shall be elected a member until his

nomination for membership has been at least one month before the

Council, nor until he has been recommended to the Society by the Coun-

cil: nor shall any person be elected a member at any other than a stated

meeting of the Society, and it sliall require at least three-fourths of all

the ballots cast to elect.

It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to send l)y mail a

written notice to every newly-elected member, of his election. And if

any person so elected and notified neglects for four mouths to signify

in writing to the secretary his acceptance of membership, the secretary

shall report such neglect to the Council at its next meeting, and tlie

C:ouncil sh.all then determine whether the name of such person shall be

stricken from the list of members.

Special meetings of the Society may be called by the Recording Secre-

tary under the direction of the President, or in his absence or inability

to act, under the direction of one of the Vice-Presidents, and in tlie

absence of the President and Vice-Presidents the Secretary may call a

special meeting, upon the written request of any two members of the

Council. Notice of such special meetings shall be published in the same

manner as notices of the stated meetings of the Society are required to

be published by tlie Third Article of these By-Law^s.

The Society shall not, at any meeting, proceed to business unless five

at least of the Council are present, but the meeting may be adjourned

from time to time until such quorum shall attend.

At each stated meeting, the Secretaries and Council shall report their

respective doings since the last meeting.
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Article VIII.

Every new member residing in tlie United States shall pay an ad-

mission fee of five dollars ; and all members residing in New England

shall pay an annual fee of five dollars. A payment of lifty dollars at

one time, shall exempt the member so paying from the payment of

the annual fee of five dollars.

Article IX.

No new law or alteration of any of these By-Laws shall be made,

unless recommended by the Council and adopted by the Society at a

stated meeting.

Article; X.

All Bj^-Laws and votes of the Society inconsistent with the foregoing

are hereby repealed and rescinded.
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EULES AND REGULATIONS

ADOPTED BY THE COimCIL AND THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE LIBRARY.

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

Two members of the Council shall annuallj^ be appointed a Committee

on the Library, whose duty it shall be to decide upon the details of

administration, and to superintend and direct in regard to the use of

the Library and its collections, subject to the approval of the Council.

THE LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANTS.

The Librarian and Assistants shall have charge and custody of the

boolis and collections, subject to the direction of the Library Commit-

tee, and shall administer the details of the Library to the approval of

said Committee, who shall prescribe the hours for the use of books and

all matters of administration.

THE COMMITTER OF PUBLICATION.

The Committee of Publication shall be permitted to take such Iwoks

and manuscripts from the Library as they may need in order to per-

form the duty assigned to them by the Society, but a record of all

books and manuscripts so taken shall be entered in a book prepared for

the purpose, and it shall be the duty of the Librarian and Assistants to

require a return of such books and manuscripts as soon as the publica-

tion for which they were borrowed is issued.

USE OF THE LIBRARY.

1. Members of the Society only are entitled to enter and remain in

the Alcoves unattended, but for specific purposes other persons may
enter tlie Alcoves when accompanied by the Librarian or Assistants for

the purpose of obtaining and consulting books, but shall not be allowed
61
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to remain iu the Alcoves unless especially authorized by a member of

the Council.

2. Any person who desires to use books in the Library may be

furnished with volumes for consultation upon application to the Libra-

riau and Assistants.

3. When any book, map, chart or Ms. shall be delivered to any

one for consultation or reference, it shall be the duty of the Librarian

or Assistant to make a memorandum of the title of the same and the

name of the person applying for it, which memorandum shall be kept

on file in the Librarian's room, till the return of the volume shall be

duly verified.

4. All volumes or other matter issued for use during the day shall be

returned to the Librarian or Assistant before the close of the Library.

5. It shall be the duty of the Librarian and Assistants to examine

all books and manuscripts after their use in the Library, to ascertain if

they are returned in as good condition as when they were given out.

6. It shall be the province of the Library Committee and of them

alone to authQrize the temporary removal and use of books or articles

belonging to the Society outside of tlie Library, and it shall also be

their duty to cause a description of the books or ai'ticles thus loaned to

be kept in a book prepared for the purpose, which entry shall contain a

receipt for the same on the part of the borrower and also the endorsed

approval of one of the Library Committee with the date of the transac-

tion.

7. Valuable books, maps, manuscripts, charts, etc., shall be consulted

only in the presence and at the discretion of the Librarian or Assistants,

or upon the written request of one of the Council.

8. All manuscripts belonging to the Society shall be kept under lock

and key and shall be used only in presence of the Librarian or an

Assistant, or a meml)er of the Library Committee.

9. No manuscript and no part of a manuscript belonging to the

Society shall be copied except on permission granted bj' the Council

after an application in writing, specifying the manuscript or part

thereof desired to be copied ; and if any manuscript belonging to the

Society shall in consequence of such permission be published in

whole or in part, the fact that it was obtained from the Society shall be

required to be stated in its publication. But nothing herein shall be

construed to prevent the publication of names, dates and other chro-

nological memoranda without special permission.
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10. Mauuscripts of a confidential nature shall be retained in a place

of special deposit and shall be consulted only under such regulations

as may be prescribed in each case by a vote of the Council.

No maps, newspapers or books of great rarity shall be taken from the

Library except by a vote of the Council.

11. All tracts, books, maps and manuscripts belonging to tlie

Society shall be distinctly marked as its property ; and any such tract,

book, etc. , that may be presented to the Society shall be marked with

the name of the donor and recorded as his gift.

12. A record shall be kept of all books, pamphlets or other articles

presented to the Society, which shall specify the name of the donor

and the date of presentation. All books presented shall be entered

upon the card catalogue and placed in their proper position in the

Library as soon after their receipt as possible;



ERRATA.

Page VII., line 2, add /880. Page VII., add to list of Secretaries

for Domestic Correspondence, Charles Deane, LL.D., Cambridge, Mass.,

7880.

Page X., line 8, for Charlestown, read Boston.

Page XI., line 2, for Stoughton, read Strong.

Page XI., line 7, for Eldridge, read Elbridge.

Page XII., line 26, for Richard, read Robert.

Page 136, line 14, for 1766, read /77e.

Page 318, line 20, for 7th, read ^8th.

Page 372, line 34, for Hayward, read Haywood,

Page 373, line 5, for Johnson, read Johnston.

Page 373, line 30, for Hayward, read Haywood.

Page 374, line 15, for Johnson, read Johnston.

Page 380, line 10, for "Vol. IV. Transactions of this Society," read

Proceedings of this Society, April, 7862.

Page 391, 5tli line from bottom, for Daniel, read David.

Page 394, line 10, for Daniel, read David.
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Flint, Major, 391.

Florida, origin of the name of, 378.

Folsom, Charles, 304.

Folsom, George, 83.

Font, Pedro, liis " Notice sur la

Grande Maison, dite de Mocte-
cuzoma," cited, 432, 433.

Forsteraann, Dr. E., letter of,

cited, 71, 72.

Fossey, Mathieu de, UG.
Foster, Alfred D., 347.

Foster, Dwight, 37, 347. Elected
a Councillor, 5, 309.

Foster, John W., 280 n. Letter to

Dr. Le Plongeon, 281 n.

Franklin, Ik-njamin, 208, 232. Let-

ter to Ricliard Pri(;e, cited, 229.

Frantzins, Alexander von, 103,113.

Freeman, Edwaril A , 399 n., 40G,

414, 41G n.

Friedriclisthal, Emmanuel von, 92.

Froebel, Julius, 92.

Frothingham, Nathaniel L., 52.

Frothingliam, Richard, 304.

Fuensauta del Valle, Marquis de la,

85.

Fuentes y Guzman, Francisco An-
tonio, 105, 108, 109.

Fulham, London, 29.

G.

" Gaceta de Guatemala," 112.

Gage. M-a;/ Thomas, 1(»5, 191.

Gage, Gen. Tliomas, 324, 445-448.

Gale, Sarah, 387.

Galindo, Juan, 92, 99, 111.

Gallatin, Albert, 93, 373, 374, 381,

429.

Gallego, Lucas, 104.

Garay, Jose de 100.

Garcia, Gregorio, 87, 9G, 97, 104,

116.

Garcia, Jose Maria, IIG.

Garfield, Al)raham, 394.

Garfield, A))ram, 391, 392.

Garfield, Benjamin, 388, 389.

Garfield, Edward, 38G, 387.

Garfield, Edward, Jr., 387
Garfield, Hannah, 392, 394.

(iarfield, President James A., the

New England Ancestry of, article

on, 38G-397. His P^ulogy on Gen-
eral Thomas, cited, 39G.

Garfield, .lolianna, 387.

Garfield, Jolni, 3Si), 391.

Garfield, Joseph. 387, 388.

Garfield, Lucv, 392, 394, 395.

Garfield, Mercy, 391.

Garfield, Rebecca, 387.

Garfield, Re])ecca, Mrs. David Fiske,

390-392
Garfield, Rebekah, 392.

Garfield, Solomon, 38G, 392-396.

Garfield, SoIoukmi (b. 1779), 392.

Garfield, Lieut. Thomas, 3,S'.)-;!!U.

Garfield. Thomas (b. 1773), 392,

394, 396.

Garfield, Thomas, Jr., 389-39;5.

Garrido, Juan, 99.

Gates, Gen. Horatio, 328.

Gates. Capt. William, 1G4.

Gayangos, Pascnal de, 83.

Geikie, ArcliiJiaUl, letter to Dr.
Charles (). Tliomjison. cited, 123.

George XL, of Kiu/land, 370.

GeoriXii Ul., of England, 191, 322,

323, 336, 44G.

George IV., of England, 446.

Georgia, constitution of, 208.

Origin of the name of, 370.
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Generals, appointment of by the

Continental Congress, 149.

Germain, Lord George, 330-334.

Gibl)on, Edward, compared with
Bancroft, 7, 8.

Gil)1)S, Rev. Henry, 389.

Gillman, Henry, 384.

Glover, Gen. John, 1G4.

Gneist, Rodolfe,414.
Gnomon Monnd at Mayapan, plan

of, 2n(i. Plan of the Stelis or
Columns of the, 208.

Goddard, Delano A., elected a mem-
ber, 1.

Godoy, Diego de, 90.

Goloid currency, gift of specimens
of by Geo. f! Hoar. 32.

Gomai'a, Francisco Lopez de, 84,

9(1, 101, 115. His " Hisloria de
Mexico," etc., cited, (»9.

Gordon, Gen. Hugh Mackay, 442,

444.

Gorges, Sir Fernando, 371.

G(n-ham, Nathaniel, 200.

G(mld, Augustus A., 215.

Granados y Galvez, Joseph Joaquin,
110.

Grant, Gen., Bevolutionary officer,

448.

Grasse, C'om<6 de, 320 n., 327.

Gray, Francis C, 190.

Gray, Horace, 203, 218.

Green, Samuel A., 311, 341, 3(;o.

Elected a Councillor, 5, 309.

His " Early Records of Groton,
Mass.. froin 1002-1707," 128, ib.

cited, 398 n., 409.

Greene, Gen. Nathaniel, 335.

Grey, Lord Cliarles, 445, 448.

Grijalva, Juan de, 82, 84. Expedi-
tion of, 284.

Grout, Lieut. David, 104.

Grynaeus, Simon, 82, 80.

Guatemala, 101.

Gucrra, Gen. Protasio, 280.

Guildiiall, London, 29.

(iuiiniug, Gen., 449.

Gutenl)erg Biljlc;, sale of tlie, at

the IJriidey library sale, 109.

H.

Habel, R. 114.
" Ilackhiyt Society," 102.

Hadrian, Pupc, 05.

Hakhiyt, Kiciiard, 83, 237, 420, 427,

430, 437, 440.

Ilahlaue, Col. Henry, 448.

Halderon, Col., 135.

Hale, Edward E., 230, 241, 341, 380,

381, 421, 422, 425, 427, 434, 43G,

438. Calls attention to the Memo-
rial History of Boston, 1. Re-
marks respecting the ))uccaneers

and Boston, 1-3. Elected a
Councillor, 4, 309. Elected a

member of the Committee of
Publication, 5, 309. Presents a
paper on " Coronado's Discovery
of the Seven Cities," 230-245.

Presents the Report of tlie Coun-
cil, Oct. 21, 1881, 312-338. Pre-

sents a paper on " English OHi-

cers in America," 442-449.

Hale, Nathan, 221.

Hale, Susan, 390.

Hall, Edward H., elected a Coun-
cillor, 5, 309. Elected a member
of the Committee of Publication,

5, 309.
1

Hall, Hiland, his "Early History
of "Vermont," cited, 371, 372.

Hall, Ro])ert, 10

Hallam, Henry, 20. 205. His "Con-
stitutional History of England,"
cited, 193. His " View of the

State of Europe duriui:: tlie Mid-
dle Ages," cited, 413, 418.

Hamilton, Alexander, 201.

Hancock. John, 200, 214, 210.

Hand-Ballista, cut of, 298.

Hanssen, , 414.

Happel, Eberhai-d Werner, 89.

Harconrt, William, Earl, 44(J.

Harden, William, 439.

Harrington, Seth, 394.

Harris, George, Lord, 440.

Harris, Tliaddeus W., 215.

Harrisse, Henri, 114.

Hartwell, Leauder, 395.

Harvard College, bequest of Josepli

J. Cooke to, 345.

Hayden, Ferdinand, 424, 428.

Haven, Sannicl F., 1,12, 93, 125, 157,

1(12, 107, 174,240. Elected aCouu-
cillor, 4. Fleeted a uieml)er of

the Connnittee of Pul)lication, 5.

Report of, as J.,ibrarian, 32-39.

His " Archa-ology of the United
States," 39 n. liesiuns the oflicc

of Lil)rarian, 119-121. Mo-
n()grai)lis read l)efore tlie So-
ciety, 120 His portrait, 121.

His letter of resignaticm as Li-

J)rariaii, '20. Votes of tlie

Council ill reference to, 120-127.
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Requested to accept the position
of Libraviaii Emeritus, 127. Tri-

bute to, by Dr. Deane, 303-308.

Tribute to, in the Report of the
Council, 312-319. Bequest of,

to the Society, 317. Record of
his election as Librarian. 318 n.,

457. Tribute to, by Edmund M.
Barton, 339. Tril^ute to, by Na-
thaniel Paine, SHS. Action of the

Council on the deatli of, 302 3()o.

Trilmte to, b.y Hon. Stephen Salis-

bury, 3(12, 363. Tribute to, by
Col. -Washburn, 304. 3(;.>.

Haven, Jtfj-.s. Samuel F., 343.

Haynes, Henry W., 311, 341. Elect-

ed a member, 122. Presents a
paper on " What is the true Site

of the ' Seven Cities of Cibola

'

visited by Coronado in 1540?"

421-435.

Haywood, John, 246. His "Natu-
ral and Aboriiiinal History of
Tennessee," cited, 372, 373.

Heath, Sir Robert, 370.

Heath, Gen. William, 164, 165,

Heller, ('arl Bartholomaus, 92.

Hemes, Arizona, 423.

Henrietta Maria, of England, 369.

Henry VIII., of England, his " De-
fence of the Faith," in the Li-

brary of the Vatican, 52. Love
letters of. and of Anne Boleyn,
ib.

Henshaw, Col. William, 163. Ex-
tracts from the Orderly Books of,

136-152. Sketch of the life of,

136 n.

Herbruaer, Emilio, 118.

Hernandez, Francis, 103. His " Re-
rum Medicarum Novae Hispan-
iae," etc., cited, 68 n.

Herodotus, 262.

Herrera, Antonio de, 87, 96, 102,

104, 108, 115.

Higginson, Tlios. Wentworth, 341.

His "Young Folks' History of
the United States," cited, 373,

376.

Hildreth. Richard, 368.

Historical Society of Pcnn.sylva-
nia, 169.

Hitchcock, Edward, 215.

Hoadly. Cliarles J., 167.

Hoar. Edward S., letter from, on
a Humerus found at Concord,
Mass., 384, 385.

Hoar, George F., 33, 123, 133, 167,

63

280,341. Elected Vice-President,

4, 309. Presents a piece of the

millstone of John Prescott, of

Lancaster, 4. Tril)ute to George
Bancroft, 5 8. Gift of speci-

mens of goloid currency, 32.

P^xhibits a humerus found in

Concord, Mass., 310. Presents a

paper on " President Garfield's

New England Ancestry," 386-

397.

Hoar,' Samuel, 221, 231.

Hochstetter, Ferdinand von, 285,

286.

Hodgson, Gen. Studholm, 447.

Holden, i¥a.s.s., gift of manuscripts

relating to. 1)v Dr. Damon, 33.

Holinshed, Raphael, his "Chron-
icles," cited, 436, 437.

Honiger, Nicolaus, 83.

Hood^, Gen. John B., 335.

Hough, Franklin B., 396.

Houghton, Lord, 307.

Howe, Elbridge G., 343.

Howe, Samuel G., 214.

Howe, Gen. Sir William, 151,325,

328, 332, 333, 444, 446-448.

Howley, William, Archbishop of
Canterlmry, 26.

Hualpi, Arizona, 244.

Huaxyacac, Yucatan, 115.

Hubbard, Samuel. 221.

Hii))be, Joaquin, elected a member,
310.

Hudson, Charles, 391. His gifts

of manuscript Memoirs of Amer-
ican Statesmen, noticed, 18, 19,

33. His death announced, 319.

Tribute to, 320. His "History
of Lexington," cited, 404.

Humboldt, Alexander von, 91, 116,

283 379.

Humboldt Celt, the, 283-302. De-
scription of, 289. Explanation
of the carvings on, 296-301.

Fac-simile of the carvings on,

297.

Humerus, foinid at Concord, Mass.,
letter from Edward S. Hoar up-
on. 384, 385.

Hunnewell, James F., his "Bibli-
ography of Charlestown and
Bunker Hill," 128.

Hunter, Joseph. 804.

Huntington, William R., 341.

Hutcliinson, Gov. Thon)as, 324. His
" History of Massachusetts,"
cited, 2.
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Hnxley, Thomas Henry, his " Lec-
ture at tlie Royal Institution,

Marcli 19, 1880." 'cited, 38.

Hj-de, Wyllyani, 439.

Icazbalceta, Joaquin Garcia, 82,83,

86, 113. 117, 299 n. Elected a

nK'nil)er, 122.

Illinois, oi'igin of the name of, 374.

Indiana, origin of the name of, 374.

Inga, .Vthanasius, 89.

Iowa, oriiiin of the name of, 377.

Irvinff, Washington, his " Life of
Columbus," cited, 236 n.

Ixtlilxochitl, Fernando de Alba,
105.

Izamal, Yucatan, 260.

Jackson, Charles, 221.

Jackson, Elisha, 392.

Jalisco, Mexico, 242.

Jaramillo. Juan, 237, 241, 423, 424,

426, 430 His " Relation du voy-
age fait a la nouvelle-terre," cited,

429.

Jarvis, Edward, gift of manu-
scripts. 33.

Jefferson, Thomas, 206.

Jolinson, Lady Arbella, 337 n.

Johnson, Francis, 8.

Johnson, Rebecca, 391.
" Jolinson's Cyclopajdia," cited, 373,

375, 377.

Johnston, Henry P., His "York-
town Campaign," 329.

Johnston, Jolm, His "Account of
tlie present state of the Indi;in

Tril)es of Ohio," cited, 373.

Jones, Gen. Daniel, 448.

Jones, Geii. Valentine, 448.

Juarros, Domingo, loo, lo9.

K.

Kabul, 260.

Kauicli, Marccno,249 n., 253w.,265.
Kansas, origin of tlic name of, 3Sl.

Kcatinge, Maurice, 84.

Kenible, Jolm M., 414. His " Sax-
ons in England," cited, 413, 41<s.

Kentucky, origin of the uamc of,

373.

Kern, IJicliard II., 422.

Kidd, Capt. William, 2, 3.

Kingsborough Collection, cited, 58,

59, 63 n.,"8o,86, 94, 99, 105, 109,

115, 116, 283.

Kiuich Kakmo, Queen of Chichen,

255, 257, 278.

Klemm, Gustav, 94.

Knollys, Tliomas, 439.

Knvpiiausen, Gen. Dodo Henry,
443.

"Kukulcan," 255, 256, 263 n , 264.

265, 273. Plan of the Pyramid,
275.

Kyes and Woodbury, Messrs. , 390.

Lacustrine dwellers in Switzerland,

285, 286.

Ladrada, Fray Rodrigo de, 111.

Laferrier, J., 113.

Lafayette, Gilbert Motier, Marquis
de," 328, 336, 337.

Lafitau, Joseph Fran9ois, 90.

Laguna, Neio Mexico, 429.

Lake, Gerard Viscount, 447.

Lambard, William, liis "Duties of

Constables, Borsholders, Tyth-
ingmen, and such other lowe and
Lay Ministers of the Peace,"
cited, 409, 410.

Lancaster, Mass., 4.

Landa, Bishop Diego de, 67. 85,

248, 249.251-254, 264, 266 n., 273,

295. His "Relation des chose.s

de Yucatan," cited, 67 n., 247 n..

252, 253, 256, 257, 262, 270, 271,

295 n.

Lauiilois, Victor, his translation of

the " Rig Veda," cited, 263-265.

Lanman, Charles, 374.

Larenaudiere, Pliilippe de. 94.

Larraiuzar, Manuel, 95.

La Salle, Robert C, 375. 377, 382.

Las Ca.sas, Bartolome de, 84, 96,

97, 101, 107, 111.

Lawrence, Amos .\., 170.

Lawton, William, liisdeatli noticed,

320, 321.

Layard, Austen II., 248.

Leach, Sir John. 26. 28.

Lechford, Thomas, Iiis manuscripl
note book, 37.

Le Clerc, , 382.

Ledesma, Pedro de, 117.

Lee, .\rthur, 156.

Leemans, Dr. Conrad, reports on

tlie Leydcn Pl;itc, at tlic niecling

of the Cougres Internationa! <l(s

Am6ricanistes in 1877, 283.
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Leland, Gen., 449.

Lenox, James, 100, 109.

Lenox Lil)rary, 115.

Leon y Gania, Don Antonio de, his
" Descripcion Hist, y Clirouologi-
ca cle las clos Piedras," etc., cited,

Gl.

Leonliard, Georg, 285.

Le Plougeou, Alice D., 38. 03, '24fi,

248.

Le Plongeon, Aniinstns, 38, 93.

Paper on " Mayapan and Maya
Inscriptions," 246-282.

Leslie, Alexander, 448.

Leyden Plate, the, 283-302. ])e-

scrii)tion, 289. Explanation of
tlie carvings on, 291-296. Fac-
simile of the carvings on, 292,

293.

Librarian, see Haven, Samuel F.
Librarian's and General Fund, 49,

184, 186, 358.

Library of tlie Society, report of
tlie Librarian, October 21, 1880,
32-39; April 27, 1881, 166-174;
October 21, 1881, 339-347. Pres-
ent condition of, 35. Arrange-
ment of, 36, 37. Accessions to,

32, 166, 339. Duplicates in, 170.

Library of Congress, 346.

Lincoln, Gen. Benjamin, 334.

Lincoln, Daniel Waldo, death of
announced by the President, 13,

14.

Lincoln, Levi, the elder, 200, 218.

Lincoln, Gov. Levi, 14, 221, 225,

304, 319.

Lincoln Legacy Fund, 51,185, 188,

3(;o.

Lindsay, Alexander, Earl of Bal-
carres, 443.

Lingard, John, his "History and
Antiquities of the Anglo-Saxon
Church," cited, 402.

" Literary Gazette," London, 112.

Littleton, Sir Tliomas, 414.

Livermore, George, 304, 305.

Livingston, Henry B., 164.

Lizana, Bernardo', 88, 248. 260, 278.

Lizarraga. Nicolas, 88, 107.

Locke, Jolm, 207.

Lockliart, John Ingram, 84.

Lodge, Henry Cabot, elected a
member, 310.

Loew, Conrad, 86.

Lok, Michael, 83.

Long Island, orders relating to the
baWle of, 148-152.

Loomis, Elias, 167.

Lopez, Juan, 117.

Lopez, Fray Melchor de Jesus, 107.

Lopez de Cardenas, Garcia, 424.

Lorenzaua, Don Francisco Antonio
de, his " Hist. d. 1. N. Espana,"
etc. eited. 70.

Lorillard, Pierre, 246-248, 250, 252,

280, 282.

Loring, James S., his " Hundred
Boston Orators," cited, 160, 161.

Louis XIV., of France, 375.

Lonisburg, orders to the troops
at Lake George, in reference to

the capture of, August 28, 1758,

134.

Louisiana, origin of tlie name of,

375.

Lovizato, Dr. Dom, 287 n.

Lowell, John, 200, 201.

Lucero, Gonzalo, 110.

Ludevvig, Herman Ernst, 114.

Lynceus, Joanne Terentio, 68 n.

M.

Macaulay, Thomas B , Lord, 322,

331, 337. His " History of Eng-
land," 2, 3.

Mackay, Ge7i. Alexander, 448.

Mackay, Gen. Robert, 442.

MacKenzie, Sir Alexander, 379.

Mackintosli, Sir Jtunes, 28.

Macleod, Sir Jolm, 448.

Macray, William D., liis " Manual
of Britisli Historians," cited, 437.

Madison, James, 201, 207.

Maflei, Joannes Petrus, 89.

Magin, Anthoine, 89.

Maguey plant, its use in tlie manu-
facture of paper, 68,69.

Mahon, Lord, 323, 443. His " His-
tory of England," cited, 331.

Maine, Sir Henry, 414.

Maine, origin of tlie name of, 370.

Malcoin, Sir Jolm, 323.
" Manava - Dharnia - Sastra," the,

cited, 270 n., 272 n.

Mann, Horace, 214.

Manuscript account of the Battle
of Bunker's Hill, 156

Manuscripts, arrangement an<I cat-

aloguing of, suggested, 132.

Marbois, Fran(^-ois,'206.

March, Francis A., elected a mem-
ber, 310.

Margil, Antonio, 98, 108.

Markham, Clements R., 102.
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Marquette, Jacques, 382.

Martinez, Enrico, 105.

Martyr, Peter, 82, 101, 285 n. His
" de Rebus Oceanicis," cited, G5,

6G.

Marvin, Abijah P., 342;-

Maryland, origin of the name of,

3(19. Laws of, cited, 405.

Mason, George, 204, 206, 207.

Mason, John, 366.

Massachusetts, distribution of the

State Documents, 346. Origin of
the name of, 366, 367. Records
of, cited, 402-405, 408. Acts and
Resolves of the Province of,

cited, 404, 405.

Massachusetts Brigade, 1781-1783,

Manuscript returns of the, in

the Library of tlie Society, 164.

Massachusetts Company, Records
of the, 305.

Massachusetts Constitution, Cen-
tennial of, 189.

Massachusetts Declaration of
Rights 202-205.

Massachusetts Historical Society,

136, 190, 202, 206, 409.

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, 216.

Massachusetts State Library, 167.

Its collection of county and town
reports, 346.

Matlier, Cotton, 389. His " Much
in Little," 173.

Mather, Increase, 406.

Mattliews, Gen., 448.

Maury, Alfred, 258 n., 261 n.

May, Sir Thomas Erskine, 193.
" Mayapan and Maya Inscriptions,"

article on, l)v Augustus Le Plon-
geon, 246-282.

Mayas, Indians, 68, 240-251, 260.

Mayer, Brant/., 78 n., 117.

Mazariegos, Domiiiiiuez de, 100,

112.

Medows. Sir William, 447.

Meek, Alexander B., 382.

Melbourne. Lord, 26, 28.

Mclgiir y Serrano, Jose M., 94.

Melville, Gen. Rol)ert, 447.

Members List of, X-XIIl ; Elec-

tion of, 1, 122, 310.

Mendez, Modesto, 92.

Meiidieta, Geronimo de, 86,96, 102,

115, 299 n.

Mendoza, Guiueslndo, 115. Elected
a member, 122.

Mendoza Codex, 75, 76.

Mercator, Gerard, 86.

Metcalf, Caleb B., 343.

Mexico, yearly tribute of paper to

the city of, ()4.

Mexican archaeology, reudwal of
interest in, 37, 38.

Mexican Calendar Stone, 62.

"Mexican Chalchihuites, the Hum-
boldt Celt,and the Leyden Plate,"

paper on, by Philipp J. J. Valen-
tini, 283-302.

Mexican Paper, article on, by
Philipp J. J. Valentini, 58-81. Its

manufacture, 65-73. Its use as

an article of tribute, 73-77. Its

employment for other purposes,
77-81.

Mexican pictorial numeration, Epit-

ome of, 61.

Mexican Society, 73, 74.

Michigan, origin of the name of,

375.

Miles, Charles A., 134, 167.

Miles, Noah, 392.

Miller, Isaac, 389.

Millstone of John Prescott, 4, 123.

Minnesota, origin of the name of,

380.

Minnesota Historical Society, gift

of Minnesota State Documents
to the Li]>rary, 345.

Minutoli, J. II. Van, 91.

Miraeus, Aubertus, 89.

Mississippi, origin of the name of,

381.

Missouri, origin of the name of,

376.

Mitla, F«ca<a«, 115, lie.

Moctezuma, King, 65, 285, 291.

Mohoce, NevJ Mexico, 427.

Molina, Fray Alonzo de, his " Vo-
cabulario en Lengua Castellana y
Mexicana," cited, 59, 63 n., 66 n.

Molina, Fray Antonio, 106.

Mommsen, Theodor, the loss of his

library noticed, 19, 20, 21. Tri-

bute to, ib.

Monckton, Gen. Robert, 447, 448.

Money, Gen. John, 447.

Monroy, Jose, 1U8.

Moutanus, Arias, 89.

Montejo, Don Francisco, 87. ,

Montejo, Francis de, 65 n.

Montero de Miranda, Francisco,

104.

Montgomery, Richai'd, 134.

Montoya, Fray Lope de, 106.

Montragudo, , 107.
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Montreal, announcement of tlie sur-

render of, Nov. 28, 1775, 13S, 189.

Moore, Sir John, 447.

Moore, Tlionuis, 445.

Moore, Major Willard, 153.

Mo(iui, 421, 423, 435.

Moquis, IiuUans. 237, 242, 244, 421,

423. 425.

Mo<iaino, Xcio Mexico. 129.

Morales, »S'e»or Luis, 279.

Morelet, Arthur, 92, 99.

Morera, Frmj Jose, 107.

Mori-an, LeAvis H., 94, 377, 381.

Ills article on "the Seven Cities

of Cibola," 422, 423, 42.-)-427,

431, 432. Plis '• On the ruins of

a stone pueblo on the Animas
river," cited, 428.

Morgan, Philip R., 278.

Morphis, J M., his "History of

Texas," cited, 377.

Morse, Edward S., article by, in

the North American Beview, citetl,

384.

Mosscy, Gen., 448.

Motolinia, see Paredcs.
Moulton, Josepli W., his " History

of the State of New York," cited,

372.

Muiieres, island of, 2G7.

Muhlenpfordt, Eduard, IIG.

Miiller, Frederick, 8. Letter of,

cited, 72 n.

Miiller, J. W. von, 117.

Mufioz, Juan Bautista, 84, 91, 99.

Munster, Don Sebastian, 86.

Muri^uira y Galardi, Senor Don
Jose, 117.

Murray, Sir George, 447.

Museo Nacional de Guatemala, 96-

98, 103, 105, 106, 108.

Museo Nacional de Mexico, 78 n.,

115, 250. " Anales de,"61.
Museum of Comparative Zoology,

Cambridge, 216.

Mushauguevy, New Mexico, 244.

N.

Nachan, Yucatan, 250.

Nahoa, Indians, 68.

Naluiatl language, 58, 59, 70.

Nai)oleon I., of France, 326.

Nasse, Ei'win, 414.

Navarrete, Don Martin Fernantlez,

102, 103.

Navarro, Joaquin, 62 n.

Niixera, Emmanuel de, 98.

Neal, Daniel, his " History of the

Puritans," cited, 8.

Nebraska, origin of the name of,

381.

Nebraska Historical Society, 240.
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